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lould A Woman Pay The Check? See What Glamor Girls Say!
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but can you Catch a Man?

Luck came your way, Marion! You caught

the bride's bouquet. If tradition holds, you should

be next to say, "I do!" But how can a girl win a

husband if she unwittingly turns men away—if

one charm-destroying fault chills their interest?

Nothing shatters a man's illusions, Marion, as

quickly as underarm odor!

Smart Girls take no chances of missing out on Romance!

Freshen up in your bath or shower! It's

a grand start for a busy day or a party eve-

ning! But play fair with your bath! Don't

expect it to last forever— it takes some-

thing more to -prevent risk of underarm odor!

Keep your charm from fading. Each

Dependable Mum has made millions of

lasting friends. For women know they

can trust Mum's sure protection. They

like its special advantages.

Mum is quick! Isn't it grand that Mum
takes only half a minute. No fussing, no
waiting.

Mum is safe! Even after underarm
shaving sensitive skins won't resent Mum.
It won't hurt your clothes, says the Amer-
ican Institute of Laundering.

Keep charming! Never gamble with un-

derarm odor! Every day, and after every

bath, use Mum! Then you're protected for

a full day or evening. Never a worry about

offending those you want as friends!

Plenty of dates make life exciting for a girl! It's fun
to have a phone that jingles often—charm that nets you
a rush at parties. That's why so many popular girls never
give underarm odor a chance—every day—before every

date—they play sure and safe with Mum!

day, and after every bath, use Mum!

Mum is sure! All day or all evening long.

Mum keeps underarms fresh. Without

stopping perspiration, it prevents odor.

Guard your popularity, make a daily

habit of Mum. Get Mum at your drug-

gist's today.

for sanitary napkins — Safe, gentle Mum is

an ideal deodorant for this important purpose.

Don't risk embarrassment! Always use Mum
this way, too, as thousands of women do.

4**
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Mum TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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Rio Rita • The Ranger Song
Long Before You Canto Along

The Shadow Song

Samba Dances by
the South American Whirlwind

Eros Volusia
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April showers bring Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer flowers. One is a daffodil and
the other a daffy-downdilly.

*
"I Married An Angel" and "Rio Rita".

In the former NelsonEddy is the " I' ' and
Jeanette MacDonald is the "Angel".

But in the latter Abbott is not "Rio"
and Costello is not "Rita".

These are two excellent starring com-
binations and two excellent pictures.

Anita Loos—a neater screen writer we
never knew—made "I Married An
Angel" into a photoplay.

*
She had as a basis the celebrated Broad-
way (and points west) stage success
produced by Dwight Deere Wiman.

This was a musical adaptation by Rod-
gers and Hart of the play by Vaszary
janos. * * * *
W. S. Van Dyke II directed. And an
adroit job, too. He has missed none of
the charm.

^ ^
The idea: Nelson Eddy, disillusioned

with the quirks of matrimony, asks for

an angel. Heaven obliges. She arrives

wings and all.

The entertainment is down-to-earth.

Getting down-to-mirth, consider "Rio
Rita".

This is the biggest enterprise the King
Zanies have ever graced.

Abbott and Costello are their funniest.

The film is all theirs.

But one or two renowned and attractive

personalities augment the proceedings.

You can't not-mention Kathryn Gray-
son or John Carroll.

* *
"Bud" and "Lou" in their first big

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer opus will have
you rolling in the aisles.

So let's

go rolling

down to

"Rio Rita".

—£ea {Rita)
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WHAT would you give to go back to

the months of your girlhood when
you were unhampered by belts and pins?

Well, you practically do that very thing

when you use Tampax for monthly sani-

tary protection. Because you cannot feel

Tampax while wearing it, and nobody
else can see it or any sign of it at all. So
life is very different with Tampax!
A doctor has perfected Tampax neatly

and ingeniously for internal use. Iris made
of pure surgical cotton, firmly fashioned

to hold together . . . Very dainty and
compact and extremely absorbent . . .

Each Tampax comes in a dainty one-

time-use applicator, which makes inser-

tion quick and easy. Your hands need
not touch the Tampax at all. No odor
and no disposal problems!
Tampax is so compact a month's sup-

ply will go in your purse. It is sold at

drug stores and notion counters in three

sizes: Regular, Super, Junior. Introduc-
tory box, 20^. Economy package of 40
gives you a real bargain.

6

HOLLYWOOD husbands are up in

arms ! And George Montgomery is the

cause of it all. Every time a lady lifts a
limpid hand to take a cigarette, George
all but pole-vaults across the room with a
lighted match. George never fails to stand
when a lady enters the room. And he's

always shutting windows to keep them out
of drafts. Of course the ladies love it. Hus-
bands who have grown a little careless

look like they'd like to tell George where
to go. And they don't mean his native
Montana! Nice guy Georgie seems ob-
livious to it all.

WHEN they wheeled Mrs. Mickey
Rooney in for her emergency appen-

dectomy, her famous husband looked like
anything but young, irresponsible Andy
Hardy. He conferred with doctors, ques-
tioned nurses. He even wanted to stay in
the operating room, the way all husbands
do in the movies. Mickey wouldn't take a
cat-nap until it was all over and the missus
was back in her room again.

N "Yankee Doodle Dandy" watch for
that scene where Jeanne Cagney, as

Josie Cohan, tells Jimmy Cagney (her
brother on and off) that she is going to
get married. So devoted are_ Jimmy and
Jeanne, the scene became alive to them.
Its realism grew until they started to cry
every time they read their lines. Finally,

Mike Curtiz called lunch and gave them
time out to regain their self-composure.

WONDER if there is any Hope for
Bob's wife? Poor Mrs. Hope never

gets to see her famous husband. The
comedian does so many benefits, works all

the time, gives interviews, etc., there just
aren't enough hours in the day. Recently,
believe it or not, Bob made a date with
his wife to meet her at a midnight newsreel
theater ! At eleven o'clock he called up and
said he was "getting the evening off." So
he'd be right home. Bob walked in carrying
an old-fashioned paper bag. It contained
a quart of ice-cream. He got in bed while
Mrs. Hope dished it up. Then they talked
until dawn.

WE SAW it with our own eyes! For a
scene with Norma Shearer in "Her

Cardboard Lover," Bob Taylor wears a
dainty pair of ladies' silk pajamas. They
have puffed sleeves, a bow in back, and
feathered mules complete this confusing
picture. What, no girdle?

CHE'S "My Gal Sal" in the movies.
O But, 'tis said, Victor Mature would like
to have Rita Hayworth for his re-eally real
gal off the screen. According to witnesses
(and you know Vic doesn't exactly whisper)
he thinks Rita has plenty of everything.
He's been separated from his wife for more
than a month. Rita's just filed suit against
Eddie Judson. One and one make two—
especially when what-a-man Mature starts
moving. Wanna bet?

Carolyn Lee, who is in "Mrs.

Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," decided to pose for

some leg photos in order to

grab space away from older

girls like Barbara Britton,

seen in "Out of the Frying

Pan," Like the little imp's

idea of "cheesecake" art?

SCREENLAND



Will He Whisper Praises about your Skin ?

go on the CAMAY MILD-SOAP DIET!

This exciting beauty treatment is

based on the advice of skin spe-

cialists—praised by lovely brides!

YES, pretty compliments can come

your way. Yours can be a skin that

casts bewitching magic. For the Camay

Mild-Soap Diet holds this thrilling

promise of new loveliness for you.

Without knowing it, you may be

clouding your skin through improper

cleansing. Or you may be using a

beauty soap that isn't mild enough.

Skin specialists themselves advise a

regular cleansing routine with a fine,

mild soap. And Camay is not just mild

—but actually milder than dozens of

other popular beauty soaps. That's why
Ave urge you to "Go on the Camay
Mild-Soap Diet without delay!"

Tonight—and every night and morn-

ing for 30 days—give your skin this

thrilling beauty treatment with Camay!

Notice how much fresher it feels after

the very first treatment! Then look

forward to the day when he may find

your complexion a joy to behold!

GO ON THE MILD-SOAP DIET TONIGHT

Start the Mild-Soap Diet tonight. Work
Camay's milder lather over your skin, pay-

ing special attention to nose, base of nos-

trils and chin. Rinse with warm water and
follow with 30 seconds of cold splashings.

In the morning, one more quick session

with Camay and your face is ready for

make-up. Do this twice a day—for 30 days.

For it's regular cleansing that reveals the

full benefit of Camay's greater mildness.

FOR 30 DAYS ... LET NO OTHER SOAP TOUCH YOUR SKIN

This lovely bride is Mrs. Charles

Mathieu, Jr., of New York, N. Y.,

who says: "The Camay Mild-Soap

Diet has meant so much to the

loveliness of my skin—I'm going to

stay on it forever!"

Trade-Mark
Kesr. u. s. rat. Off,

SCREENLAND
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GLORIFY IT

WITH I

Halo Shampoo Rids Hair

of Dull Soap-film . . . Reveals Luster

WANT your hair to have that gleam-
ing, burnished, radiant look men al-

ways admire? Then throw away your old-
fashioned soapy shampoo ! Try that amaz-
ing discovery for hair beauty . . . Halo.

All soaps—even the finest—leave a dull-
ing soap-film on hair. A film like the soapy
scum that collects in your wash-bowl. But
Halo contains no soap, leaves not the
slightest trace of soap-film.
Made with a patented new-type ingre-

dient, Halo lathers freely,
emai_^_

even in hardest water. Re-
moves loose dandruff the /

first time ! Rinses so per-
fectly you don't need
lemon or vinegar.

Hair is easy to man-
age, too, after a sham-
poo with Halo. Easy to
curl! Radiant with i

"life" and gloss, bright I

with natural color. B
Get Halo Shampoo Jf

today at any toilet
goods counter. 10c
and larger sizes.

A Product of /

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet L Wi^4|^

REVEALS THE BEAUTY
HIDING IN YOUR HAIR

MUSIC COMPOSED
TO POEMS

Send poem for consideration. Rhyming
pamphlet free. Phonograph electrical
transcriptions made, $7.00 from your wordand music manuscript. Any subject. Patri-
otic, Love, Home, Sacred, Swing.

KEENAN'S MUSIC SERVICE
Box 2140. Dept. SC Bridgeport. Conn.

TODAY'S GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR
WOMEN
EXPERT BOOKKEEPING
Never, except during'the first World War, has there been
such opportunity for women in bookkeeping. New plants
expanded factories, arsenals, ship yards—new regulatory
and tax; rig laws—all calling for accountants, cost and
statistical clerks, bookkeepers, record keepers etcWomen can fill the need splendidly. With short prepa-ration—m spare time, at home—theycan qualify for thesethousands of good paying jobs in government or privateindustry. From these they can, if they wish, develop intoexecutive accounting careers.

w "*

If you are ambitious, and like figures, investigate thisopportunity Ask for information about our practical
training in Modem Bookkeeping. It's short, low in cost,interesting. Write today. "

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution
DEPT. 5419-H CHICAGO, ILL.
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SCREENLAND'S
Crossword Puzzle

By Alma Talley

14 15

18 19 20

10 II 12 13

3
30 31

ACROSS
1. Co-star, "Honky Tonk"
6. To utilize

9. Co-star, "The Man Who Came
to Dinner"

14. Medicinal plants

15. "My Gal - - -" (Rita Hay-
worth)

16. Watchful
17. Washed lightly .

19. Co-star, "Suspicion"
21. Golf mound
22. "Twin - - - -" (Brent/Bennett)
23. Co-star, "Song of the Islands"
25. Joan Crawford's ex-husband
26. "The Died With Their

Boots -
-"

27. A member of the British no-
bility

29. Close by
31. He plays Swede comic roles

32. Itemized statement
34. Tatter
36. Our great big Uncle
38. To engrave
39. Co-star, "Sulljvan's Travels"
42. Woeful exclamation
44. Classic German poet
46. To shout
47. Star, "Captains of the Clouds"
49. Girl's name
51. To piece out
52. Part of the head
53. Star, "Paris Calling"
55. "You Belong to - -" (Stan-

wcyk/Fonda)
57. Back
59. To repair

60. Chemical symbol for copper
62. She's featured in "Four Jacks

and a Jill"

64. Star, "A Gentleman at Heart"
66. To caution
68. To regret

69. Dispatched
70. Gazed

To traverse
Co-star, "The Feminine
Touch"
To indite

Ice-skating star
Imitate
More peculiar

DOWN
Co-star, "Two-Faced Woman"
Foreign
The sheriff in "Wild Bill
Hickok Rides"
Abate
Compass point (Abbrev.

)

You and me
Bag
An ex-Mrs. Barrymore
She appeared in "A Yank on
the Burma Road"
"Mammy" singer
To deny approval
Co-star, "Unfinished
Business'
Iron ore product
Star, "The Fleet's In"
Female sandpiper
Co-star, "Week-end in
Havana"
Co-star, "Woman of
the Year"
Hail
Film studio light
Likeness
A good neighbor coun-
try

She plays in "Mrs.
Miniver"
Pouch
In the manner of
Combining of two firms
(plural)
A deer
Malt liquor
Trap
Her new one is "We
Were Dancing"

48. Before
50. Co-star, "Kings Row"
53. She's featured in "Captains of

the Clouds"
54. He's featured in "Johnny

Eager"
55. Co-star, "Bedtime Story"
56. To have effect

58. Flying star

60. Nazi-conquered island
61. Beneath
63. Bright light

65. To cease
67. Dry
69. Compass point (Abbrev.)
71. "- - - In a Taxi" (Anita

Louise)
73. Note of the scale

75. Compass point (Abbrev.)

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle

&msw HBJiias aaaa
HfaaniH oara mmrnrnm
1 DaSBMS HHHE1S
sdhbeh nmmm mm
an aaaa Has bh
asas msam hheihh

m\mmm \mum mmu
EH HEM HBHH HGfl
HHH HE3SQ EHHHGHH

K A L H HI
EHiaaH mm mrnmwmHas iiBHiua HEsa
ras®H aaaaE aoa jo
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they use IRRESISTIBLE
PERFUME AND LIPSTICK
Mother and Daughter . . . both glam-
orous, adored and admired wherever
they go. Both accent their charm with
the exotic lasting fragrance of
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. A touch of
Irresistible will moke you divinely en-
chanting, unforgettable! Try it today.
Now in adorable Mother's Day Box.

1 0< at all 5 and 10c stores

IM use IRRESISTIBLE LIPSTICK

Brilliant new reds cntf ruby i

tones. The lipstick that's WHIP-
TEXT to stay cm longer . , „

smoother . . . . . . , . }Q<

The Courtship of Andy Hardy—M-G-M

In this new "Hardy" film, Lewis Stone,

as Judge Hardy, enlists son Andy to en-

tertain Melodie, victim of incompatible

parents. She falls for him, he thinks her

a "droop," promotes a romance between

her and a pal, and remains true to Polly

(Ann Rutherford). The picture has wide

audience appeal because its many "otous

situations concern not only Andy, but the

other members of this typical American

family. Donna Reed, splendid as Melodie.

A Gentleman at Heart—20th Century-Fox

A light, romantic comedy about a pair

of racetrack bookies who inherit an art

gallery. Cesar Romero enacts a suave

bookie chief who interests himself in art

to please Carole Landis, a gallery em-
ployee. Tricked into buying a phony Rem-
brandt, he starts a racket of copying mas-
terpieces and selling them as originals.

Milton Berle, as Romero's stooge, and J.

Carrol Naish, an artist who "improves

on the masters," furnish good comedy.

What's Cookin'— Universal

A musical with plenty of pep, concern-

ing a group of talented youngsters and

a magician, Leo Carillo, who sell the

sponsors of a radio program, Billie Burke

and Charles Butterworth, the idea of giv-

ing up the classics in favor of jive.

There's no end to the musical and dancing

talent in this film. It has Woody Herman
and his orchestra; the Andrews Sisters

singing swing; Gloria Jean singing clas-

sics; dancing by Jivin' Jacks and Jills.

Wild Bill Hickok Rides— Warners

A rip-roaring Western. For action and
excitement it has gunplay, fast riding, cat-

tle roundups. When Belle's gambling hall

burns down, she goes to Montana with

Jim Farrell to gain control of valuable

ranch land, but falls in love with Wild
Bill and winds up helping the settlers.

Bruce Cabot makes a believable Western
hero as Wild Bill; Constance Bennett,

good as a lady card sharp, and Warren
William, effective as villain Jim Farrell.

Lady for a Night— Republic

A melodrama of the old South with
Joan Blondell as Jenny, gambling boat
operator, and John Wayne, as Morgan,
political boss who loves her. Jenny
crashes society by marrying into one of
Memphis' first families, but returns to

Morgan when her spouse is killed by
poison meant for her. Joan's fine acting,

Wayne's smooth performance and a capa-
ble cast make up for a poor story. Best of

all is the comedy supplied by Hattie Noel,

as Chloe, Jenny's faithful, colored maid.

10

{More reviews on page 13)
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•A Whole Week Without Polish Chipping"/^Muvk^s

7 oavs
^

Mother of four active children, a

successful illustrator and now a busy

war worker . . . Mrs. Mervin Lane.

No wonder she's so enthusiastic about

the way Cutex stays on her nails! "At

the end of a whole busy week there

waWt a chip or peel in my polish!"

Wear Cutex Sugar Plum, Ginger-

bread, Lollipop, Butterscotch, Sheer

Natural, Black Red! See if you aren't

thrilled with the way their beauty

lasts! Only 10^ (plus tax) in the U. S.

Northam Warren, New York

APPLY 2 COATS FOR THAT PROFESSIONAL LOOK AND LONGER WEAR

SCREENLAND
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RINGING THE BELL

WITH A

BIG PICTURE

>

REPUBLIC has hit the jack -pot

AGAIN! The newest addition to

OUR ever-growing family of hits

IS "SLEEPYTIME GAL"-and the

GAL is none other than JUDY
CANOVA. It's an uproarious farce

COMEDY—with, of course, a
GENEROUS supply of
HIT musical numbers.
HELPING JUDY to

MAKE "SLEEPYTIME
GAL" a real

TRIUMPH are
TOM BROWN,
BILLY GILBERT,
RUTH TERRY,
THURSTON HALL, ELISHA
COOK, JR., MILDRED COLES,
AND HAROLD HUBER, all

FUN-film experts— and, besides
SKINNAY ENNIS and his band
AND JERRY LESTER, from the
RANKS of the radio
FAVORITES. This

REALLY an
ALL-star team
FOR laughter,

MUSIC, and
GENERAL hilarity,

AND the

MILE-a-minute
STORY and the

LAVISH production
GIVE them all

PLENTY of

OPPORTUNITIES
TO exercise their

TALENTS. "SLEEPYTIME GAL"
HAS everything you could
POSSIBLY ask for in the field of
ENTERTAINMENT! The best

nsurance you can buy
IS a ticket to "SLEEPYTIME GAL
WHEN it plays at your favorite
THEATRE. It's .s>

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

ransTorum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

It is all so much clearer now ! That
sounds like a cryptic statement, doesn't it?
Here's what I mean: Previously, the mo-
tion picture stars appeared before the pub-
lic eye in a different light. To us they were
essentially entertainers—men and women
who read lines which someone else had
written for them, acted in a way which the
director instructed, or, in other words,
they gave us our "ticket's worth of amuse-
ment."
But the national emergency has changed

all of that. We now know the movie stars
as they really are—flesh and blood human
beings, lovers of freedom and tolerance,
haters of tyranny and oppression. When
our film favorites go from camp to camp
entertaining our boys, or when they fol-
low; mapped-out tours for the purpose of
selling Defense Bonds, they aren't saying
what someone else has written for them,
or "putting on an act" because it says so
on the paper. No! They are saying what
is in their_ hearts, displaying gestures and
actions which are impromptu, natural, their
own.
We know one film star gave her life

for our glorious land. That wasn't written
in any script—it wasn't a publicity stunt

—

no expert directed it. Carole Lombard gave
her life for her faith and trust in an ideal,
an ideal which bespeaks her own greatness,
Life Through Freedom. Never again will
we be able to look upon motion picture
stars as mere celluloid representations, be-
cause the national emergency has taught us
to feel immediacy for them—they are truly
one of us—they love freedom as we do
RUTH MAY KNELL, Bellerose, L. I., N. Y.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

Once in a long time, a picture is pro-
duced in Hollywood that touches the very
soul of man. Such a picture was produced
a short time ago—"They Died with Their
Boots On."
This picture was not only an excellent

production, but has proved and will prove
to be a constant inspiration to the men in
the armed forces of the United States.
However, the main factor in being such
an inspiration to the men in the armed
forces was its leading star, Errol Flynn.

WIN DEFENSE STAMPS!
Screenland is helping you help

Uncle Sam by awarding Defense
Stamps for the best letters published.
Now you can satisfy two desires at
once—tell us what you think of the
movies and fill your Defense Stamp
album so you can get another Defense
Bond. Write a letter, to this Forum
singing the praises of a particular star
or picture, or you may be in the mood
for some tall and fancy grumbling
about motion pictures in general. It
doesn't matter what you write about

—

just so you write. First prize, $10.00

;

second prize, $5.00 ; and five prizes of
$1.00 each, all payable in DEFENSE
STAMPS. Closing date, 25th of month.

Please address your letters - to
Screenland's Fans' Forum, 45 West
45th St., New York, N. Y.

Only Flynn could have portrayed the char-
acter of General Custer in such a dynamic
fashion.

Flynn and only Flynn could have made
the wills of men indomitable, men who
have seen and will see this immortal char-
acterization of General Custer. All pictures
are make-believe, but it is evident that in
this picture, Flynn more than realized the
character.

He symbolizes the vision of what every
soldier dreams of being. Great stars often
play in great pictures, but those that Flynn
play in just have to be good. So in closing
we will say, "Hats off to Errol Flynn."

CORP. CARL R. FOSTER and
CORP. GERALD J. CROWDEN,

Stockton Field, Calif.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 EACH

I am a mere man, but I am a movie-
lover. Further, I happen to be a foreman

(Please turn to page 73)
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Lady in Distress—Times

Filmed in London, this melo-
drama does not concern itself with
war, but tells of the plight of two
couples whose lives cross when
Peter (Michael Redgrave) thinks

he sees magician Zoltini (Paul
Lukas) stab his wife (Sally Gray).
Sally and Michael become friends

and in a fight, Michael thinks he
has killed the jealous husband. Red-
grave particularly fine where he re-

turns to his wife, played by Patricia

Roc, believing himself a murderer.

Hidden Hunger— F. 5. A.

Here's a timely two-reeler with a

message, presented as part of the

National Nutrition Program. The
idea behind it is to keep Americans
healthy during war time. Walter
Brennan plays farmer Link Squires

who starts out on a one-man cru-

sade to change the nation's eating

habits and ends up in court charged
with being a public nuisance. Al-
though the subject is about better

eating for sound health, it is en-

tertainingly told. You must see it!

This Time for Keeps— M-G-M
Robert Sterling and Ann Ruther-

ford are featured in this domestic
comedy as a young married couple
who have "in-law" trouble because
the wife's well-meaning father, Guy
Kibbee, interferes in the husband's
affairs. The action is pokey, the
story is dull and uninteresting, and
although the cast, including Vir-
ginia Weidler, works hard, it fails

to put the picture over. Too bad, be-
cause so much could have been done
with a comedy along these lines.

SAYS LHRRinE DAY
(AMERICAN BEAUTY BLEND)

AS TOLD TO LOUELLA PARSONS,

famous Movieland Commentator

"I'm a Yankee blend of blond^and

brunette strains. My skin's hard to

match! So once I had to have my
powder shade 'handmade' for me.

"But no more! For, lo! In that

thrilling new Woodbury Color Con-

trolled shade, Windsor Rose, I've

found my exact 'Skin Twin'!"

Right, Laraine! Working with

Hollywood directors, we found there

are but five skin types. Then by the

magic of our new Color Control

process, we styled new shades for

every type. There's one for you. A
shade of new life, new radiance, new
longer-clinging beauty!

Study the chart in every fragrant

box to find your type, your shade.

(Regular sizes are 50^ and SI.00. In-

troductory sizes are 25p and 106.)

Smooth on your "glamour dust"...

and see new interest in his eyes!

WOODBURY

New Beauty Bonus! Now in the SI.00 box, you
get Woodbury Powder, Rouge and Lipstick,

a complete Matched Make-up all for £1.00!

FREE . . 6 NEW GLAMOUR SHADES & CHART

Paste this on penny postcard. We'll send you, fast, all 6

shades of Woodhury Color Controlled Powder. And a help-

ful little color chart so you can 6nd your type. Address,

John H. Woodbury. Inc., 9123 Alfred Street. Cincinnati.

Ohio. (In Canada: John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth. Ont.)

Name-

Street-

SCREENLAND 13



What A Wife

Must Know To

Safeguard Happiness

Safe New Way in Feminine Hygiene Gives
Continuous Action for Hours

9 It is all too true that ignorance of physical
facts can wreck any wife's married happiness.
Yet thousands of women, instead of informing
themselves regarding feminine hygiene, either
place their dependence on weak, ineffective
"home-made" mixtures, or resort to over-strong
solutions of acids which can burn, scar and
desensitize delicate tissue.
Today such risks are needless. Informed

women have turned to Zonitors—the safe, new
way in feminine hygiene. These dainty, snow-
white suppositories kill germs instantly at con-
tact. Spread greaseless, protective coating.
Deodorize—not by temporarily masking—but
by destroying odors. Cleanse antiseptically and
give continuous medication for hours.
Yet! Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues.

Powerful—yet non -poisonous, non-caustic.
Even help promote gentle healing. No appa-
ratus; nothing to mix. At all druggists.

''*rv?r»
D

|
NAME
IDDRESS STATE.

LEARN AT H3ME Vi YOUR SPARE TIME!
Trained artists are capable of earning $30, $50,57S

~5lff£SK;J.Bs' our practical method, we teach

B8&?iB!*EPCI£L ART. ILLUSTRATING and CAR-
T.

0N
o
N<

f'
stfp by st°P' atl ONE complete course.

Mail Postcard todaj for FREE BOOK—"Art forMeasure 4: Profit" describes training and opportu-
nities in art. No obligation. State age.

STUDIO 173A. WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115—15th ST.. N. W„ WASHINGTON, D. C.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Fro© Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

The Clean, Odorless Way to

Carry Uohler'a VELVATIZE in your pncketbookMy time, any v. here. So easy and elean-odorhiss-no
„„ la.u.er—nothing to wash off! Lechler'e VELVA'l IZL
la NOT a depilatory. It comes in aBmart P'StH --.im part-
us easy toK as a ponder puff! Effective on chin, cheeksupper hp. arms and legs. One
compact enouch for FULL :

SEASON'S USE! Send your ,#name and address today.'en- M
close only $1 .00, we pay #
Postage. Or sent CCD." L
plus tew cents postage ' ^fe.
Receive Lechler's Vj.l . , ,. -

VATIZE eompact by reT *
turn mail in sealed I.Iain V IASTS

MCWr/IS

&r SMOO

VELVATIZE
House of Lechler. Dept. 15S, S60 Broadway. New York City
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Now that it's Spring, the
stars are moving their

parties outdoors! Enjoy
this barbecue at Fibber
McGee and Molly's home

By Betty Boone

A NYTHING can inspire that famed
/ \ radio and screen team, Fibber Mc-
7 \ Gee and Molly, to stage a party.
All they need is an excuse.
Not so long ago their good friend Pat

O'Brien, about to leave for New York
for personal appearances for Uncle Sam,
mentioned that he'd miss his wedding an-
niversary, the first time he and Eloise
hadn't been together since they exchanged
their bridal "I do's."

"Let's celebrate the O'Briens' anniver-
sary!" chorused the Jordans. (In private
life Fibber McGee and Molly, stars of
"Look Who's Laughing," are James and
Marian Jordan.) So Eloise and her friends
came out to Encino to the Jordans, Pat was
reached long distance for the party's high
spot, and everybody marked the evening
with a red star.

_
But the favorite festivity at the Jordans'

is the barbecue, because of the food, infor-
mality, and their ideal set-up for cooking
outdoors. Theirs is a two-and-a-half acre
place, formerly an orange and walnut grove,
with a crooked little stream running through

SCREENLAND

'Tis fun, McGee—when Molly and pretty
daughter barbecue hamburgers in out-
door oven. Above, watch it, McGee!

it, a few grand old live oaks, and flowers
enough for an entire Rose Parade. Enough
walnut and orange trees have been removed
to accommodate a white Colonial house
with a gallery across the entire upper story,
several flagged patios and terraces

v a cir-
cular drive, and a swimming-pool complete
with shining white guest house and dressing
rooms. The original little frame five-room
cottage is now the playhouse, reached from
the main house by a rustic path over a
bridge that spans the stream and winds
among giant ferns that are massed on the
banks.

Fibber didn't have to move any fruit or
nut trees for his barbecue pit; it has been



built under one of the live oaks, the largest

oak in all California, with a spread that

will take care of as big a party as the Jor-

dans could hope to throw. In nice, sun-

shiny weather, guests eat as well as cook

out by the pit If it's cool, rainy, or begin-

ning to get dark, they move into the play-

house with their trays. A barbecue usually

begins in the afternoon so that those who

That droll fellow of radio and screen,

Fibber McGee, actually likes to turn the

ice-cream freezer. Reason: He likes va-

nilla. At right, Molly and Fibber (Mr.

and Mrs. Jim Jordan in real life) in

their cheerful and informal rumpus room.

1
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want to swim can swim, those wno prefer
to loaf in the sun can loaf, and those who
like to toss horseshoes, play badminton,
croquet or run races can exhaust them-
selves as they please.

"Croquet sounds like a kid's game," com-
mented Fibber, looking sadly up from the

barbecue pit where he was building a fire,

"but the way they play it over here, looks
like it's sort of a prelude to murder. They
choose up teams according to how many
want to play ; sometimes they have six on

each side. Each team takes one ball and
every member of a team uses the same ball.

You don't have to go by turns, your cap-
tain puts you in whenever he likes. If you
are the sort of player who can get a hall

out from behind a wicket, or manage a long
shot so the ball leaps the lawn and lands

in position, or nicely through its wicket,

you get that chore. Of course each side has
alternate turns and they have a rule that

a captain can't use the same player twice
(Please turn to page 70)

tvtato grieve...

PEPSODENT POWDER
mcalces teeth

TWICE AS BRIGHT

Jack and Alan, the Sampson
Twins of Norwood Park,

Illinois, champion swim-
mers, tournament golfers,

team up in a new contest.

For f/ie safety of

your smile . .

.

'/Honors are usually pretty even

between us, in swimming, golf, or

track... almost any sport. But when
we made the tooth powder test. ..

wow ! Jack beat me a mile because

he was using Pepsodent ... I had
chosen another well-

known leading brand."

ITS A PHOTO-FINISH

TIE ...WE'RE
BOTH USING

PEPSODENT NOW!

"It wasn't even close! At school,

friends knew Jack at a glance...

because his teeth were twice as

bright! No question about it—
Pepsodent made the difference!

That's why the family began
using it, too, even before the

test was over!

"

R/V1S th;s #rACT .

use Pepsodent twice a day...

see your dentist twice a year.

SCREENLAND 15



Much more beautiful than she photographs," is
true of Brenda Marshall, unless you see her in
Kodachrome because of her brown and topaz tones.

Brenda s face is beautifully sculptured, especially
with that dawning smile, typical of her. Here
in detail is that pompadour, and favorite jewels.

CLOTHES may not make a girl but they can cer-
tainly mar her. Mix a crepe afternoon dress with
a beret and saddle shoes, or take a sweater and

tweed skirt with high-heeled suede pumps, a little hatand a veil, and something inside you will actually cry outThat s your good taste offended-and how ! Happily, such
take it or leave it" cases grow fewer and fewer TheAmerican gir knows how to dress, and dress as few

others throughout the world know how. Business girlsdo it on salaries from $15 upward, and the housewife
early learns the art of spreading Joe's, say $35, to include
canapes as well as clothes.

This is a great day for American beauty, in spite of
the forecast, of shortages in silk, rubber and imported
luxuries. It is a great day because every little quiet wren
ot a girl as well as the bird of paradise type has suddenly

16

CALL IT

GOOD TASTE

One purely feminine slant on that
great question, "How can I do my
part?" inspired by Brenda Marshall

By Courtenay Marvin

become very important, and who knows but what
something far more desirable in the way of fabrics
foundations and the furbelows of beauty will come
to answer our need? But whatever the future our
girls, if we know them, will take what there is
adapt it to their needs and emerge with a fashion
charming if perhaps, original. They have this great
knack of adaptability and good taste.

In casting about Holly-
wood for one of the younger
players who seemed to dis-
play a perfect sense of taste
in dress, Brenda Marshall
loomed foremost on a long
list of possibilities. And so
on her last visit, up went
your reporter for luncheon
at the Hotel Madison. Bren-
da appeared in her suite
simple but chic in a black
crepe dress with two beauti-
ful and brilliant clips in place
of buttons closing the shirt-

waist type front. If you have -

beautiful clips, try using
them in this manner on any
closure where there is in-
visible fastening. Her black
suede sandals were studded
with brass nailheads, and
these she volunteered were
maybe a little chi-chi. They
weren't because the rest of i

her was so restrained but
with a. smartness. The same lovely pompadour you see
here in her portraits was smooth and shining, her dark
brows and lashes were obviously an naturel, she wore
no rouge but her lips and nail tips were lushly red—hot-
house rose would be this guess. As she picked up her
fingertip-length silver fox coat, studded with one huge
and sparkling ornament, hair, skin and eyes blended into
rich tones of sepia, all soft, soft brown, as if the same
crayon held firmly, then lightly in an artist's hand might
have drawn her.

Over a poached egg on toast for Brenda, a curried
lamb for me, we discussed clothes. Brenda believes that
a girl will look smarter with a few good clothes and
many changes in accessories than she will with a ward-
robe of pretty, unrelated frocks, alone. She believes you
should think out your wardrobe (Please turn to page 67)



For Girls Who Want More Glamorous Hair

SILKIER, SMOOTHER, EASIER TO ARRANGE

r i

Allure

—

for your more frivolous moments ! Hair swept smoothly up off neck and face. Tuck artificial

fruit orfresh flouers behind ears. Hair shampooed u-ith new, improved Special Drene.

Amazing difference due to hair conditioner

now in new, improved Special Drene Shampoo

!

Leaves hair lovelier, easier to manage

!

You'll be thrilled by the difference in your

hair the very first tune you use new, im-

proved Special Drene Shampoo! For that

wonderful hair conditioner now in Special

Drene gives simply amazing results right

away . . . leaveshairsomuch silkier, smoother,

far easier to arrange right after shampooing!

Just try improved Special Drene once, and

you'll see!

Unsurpassedfor Removing Dandruff I

Are you bothered about removal of ugly,

scaly dandruff? You won't be when you

shampoo with Special Drene! For Drene

removes ugly dandruff with the first appli-

cation. And besides, Drene does something

no soap shampoo can do—not even those

claiming to be special "dandruff removers"!

Drene reveals up to 33% more lustre and

color brilliance.

So, for extra beauty benefits—plus quick

and thorough removal of loose dandruff

—

try improved Special Drene right away.

Or ask for a Special Drene shampoo at your

beauty shop! You'll see

? Guaranteed by *<\ an amazing difference

!

Good Housekeeping J
*Or

irDtFtcTlvt0B .tx*./ Procter & Gamble
-'"wyrniisioWS-^ Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Don't rob y our hair of glamour by usin g

soaps or liquid soap shampoos—which
always leave a dulling film that dims

the natural lustre and color brilliance!

Use Drene—the beauty shampoo which
never leaves a clouding film. Instead,

Drene reveals up to 33% more lustre! Re-
member, too, that Special Drene now has

hair conditioner in it, so it leaves hair

far silkier, smoother than ever before!

Special DRENE Shampoo
with HAIR CONDITIONER added

SCREENLAND r



"All that ... and You, Darling . .

."

THIS was the beautiful hour of triumph
for a woman who took from life a

"double brush-off," as Broadway puts it—and came back.

Through the warm dark she could see

her name glowing in lights ... a rising star

at 27. Holding her close was the man she
loved and was going to marry.

"Darling, darling," she whispered, "It's

all too wonderful to be believed! Just

think, Jim, only a year ago I was broke
and unknown". . . and patting his arm,
"and unloved, too."

She never spared herself the truth. Only
a year ago Smedley, the producer who was
starring her now, left orders that she was
not to be admitted to his offices again,

"Sure, she may have talent . . . but she's

got something else, too!" he said flatly.

And Jim who now held her so tenderly
had once publicly declared, after dancing
with her, that she was simply impossible.

And, like Smedley, he explained why.

Luckily the shocking truth got back to

her—and she did something about it. * Later

she actually forced herself into Smedley's

office and read the part so beautifully that

she got it. Then she trapped Jim into a

date which showed him that his first esti-

mate of her was wrong . . . that she could

be completely desirable.

Two Strikes Against You

Sometimes fate hangs on the thinnest

of threads. Habits and personality are

weighed against ability.

Make up your mind to one thing, how-
ever: if you have halitosis (bad breath)*

your good points can be lost sight of
before this bad one. And, unfortunately,

if you are found guilty only once, you may
be under suspicion always.

Any one—you included—might have
halitosis at this very moment without real-

izing it. So you may offend needlessly.

Since you do not know, isn't it just

common sense to be always on guard?
- Why not let Listerine Antiseptic look after

your breath? Why not get in the habit of
using this amazing antiseptic and deodor-

ant every night and morning and between
business and social appointments at which

you wish to appear at your best?

Be At Your Best

Fortunately for you, while sometimes

systemic, most cases of bad breath, accord-

ing to some authorities, are simply due to

fermentation of tiny food particles in the

mouth. Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts

such fermentation and overcomes the odors

which it causes. Your breath becomes

sweeter, fresher, purer, less likely to offend.

Always bear in mind that people who
get places and go places after they get

there are usually the ones who are careful

about such things as their breath. Lambert

Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Alo.

LET LISTERINE LOOK AFTER YOUR BREATH
18 SCREENLAND
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An Open Letter

to

YOU
About

/Them ! %
Keep 'Em Buying! That's what

all Americans expect of their

neighbors, and of themselves.

We mean buying United States

Defense Bonds and Stamps. And
we want to tell you, here, just

why Hollywood stars are so sold

on the idea. It's a new slant!

Priscilla Lane and Joan Leslie are

not only knitting for but investing

in -freedom! Brenda Marshall sells

husband Bill Holden Defense
Stamps. Right, the Ronald Reagan
baby gets Defense Stamps for his

future instead of a new nursery.

DEAR READER:
There's a new spirit in Hollywood these days.

Movie stars are no longer a race of rarefied beings set

apart from the rest of the world. They are thinking in

the same terms as we are. The new spirit is the spirit

of "saving"—saving people's lives; saving the prin-

ciples of Democracy, the right to free speech, free wor-

ship, free assembly and all the freedoms included in the

Bill of Rights. And they are thinking in terms of others

so that they, too, may be free.

Speaking of saving—no longer are screen celebrities

saving up for that new swimming pool or that new
wing for the house in Beverly Hills. No, sir! Take the

case of the Ronald Reagans (Jane Wyman). They were

going to "do their house over" what with a new baby

and all. Instead, baby gets Defense Stamps for his fu-

ture, much more important than a new nursery.

Brenda Marshall's brand new husband, William Holden,

is going into the Army. Brenda does her bit selling

stamps and bonds for freedom.

Comparatively few Hollywood stars make those

much-publicized huge salaries, you know. Joan Leslie's

salary is still a modest one. The little heroine of "Ser-

geant York" hasn't been in pictures long enough to be

"big box office" or to have accumulated much in the

way of a bank account or a big home. However, that

doesn't prevent her from doing her share. From now
on she'll have no more "savings" but a fine collection of

Defense Bonds to remind her that it's good to be able

to make money and invest it wisely. Priscilla Lane

wanted a new fur coat but she didn't get it. She knew

a better way to invest her earnings.

And so it goes. Hollywood has been "putting on an

act" for us, and a good one, for years. We've been

imitating her coiffures and customs, her modes and her

manners, looking to her to set the pace for perform-

ance. Well, this time it's no "act" that Hollywood is

putting on. It's the real thing, and besides applauding

we can all join in, because we're part of the show!

19
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OUT Hollywood way, and out your way too we
bet the women are up to their ears in defense
work. And we mean work. You know, work'

1 hat tlnng that brings out sweat on the brow. No longer
does high noon find Hollywood women stretched out
languidly between their silken sheets, extra size, dawdlin-
over their breakfast coffee and the silliest of silly con-
versations—you know, what the Countess di Frasso dear
Dorothy, said to Elsa Maxwell, dear, dear Elsa, at Ciro's
and that positively spunky {Please turn to page 56)
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Wilson

Ab ove, famous Brown Derby in Beverly
Hills, California. Laraine Day, M-G-M
starlet appearing in "Fingers at the Win-
dow," is shown, far left, wearing one of
the smart uniforms of the Red Cross, that
of the voluntary worker who has served
the required number of hours. Left,
Laraine in canteen uniform. Below, Miss
Day in the production uniform worn by
those who knit and sew at headquarters.
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Movie stars in uniform! Above,
Lieut. Ida Lupino, slim as a sap-

ling in her ambulance driver's

uniform. Dorothy Lamour, leff,

active in her stamp-and-bond
selling work. Left below, Kay
Francis and Myrna Loy are a
credit to Lieut. J. C. Cook as
they serve food at canteens.
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That glorious Holly-

wood figure envied
by other women is

illustrated here by
Carole Landis, who
prides herself on
keeping trim, fit for

her defense work.
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MONDAY
BREAKFAST
V2 grapefruit

Poached egg on rye toast
Black coffee

LUNCH
Sliced breast of chicken on rye

toast with garnish of radishes
Sliced tomato on lettuce with

lemon juice (or mineral oil

dressing

)

Glass of milk

Black coffee

Recipe for mineral oil dressing:

2/3 cup American mineral oil

1/3 cup of lemon juice

Season with salt, pepper, and
dash of Worcestershire sauce.

TUESDAY

BREAKFAST
Grapefruit julep

Scrambled egg with 2 strips of
bacon

I slice rye toast

Black coffee

LUNCH
Broiled patty of ground round

steak

Green salad, sprinkled with

lemon juice (or mineral oil

dressing

)

Glass of skimmed milk

Black coffee

WEDNESDAY

BREAKFAST
Broiled grapefruit, Vermont
Cinnamon toast

Black coffee

LUNCH
Fruit cocktail

Currant jelly omelette with 2

strips of crisp, brown bacon
I slice rye toast

Stewed tomatoes
Green salad with lemon juice

(or mineral oil dressing)

Black coffee

-/ THURSDAY

BREAKFAST
Small fresh fruit

I slice French toast

Chocolate

LUNCH
Clear chicken broth
Green salad with lemon juice

(or mineral oil dressing)

Fresh fruit compote
Black coffee

FIRST DAY
DINNER
Celery (6 stalks)

Steak (fat trimmed off)

Whipped baked potato
Black coffee

Recipe for "whipped baked po-
tato": Take inside out of baked
potato, mix with salt and pep-
per and warm milk, whip, put
back in shell, and heat again
in oven.

SECOND DAY
DINNER
Broiled lamb chops (2)
Julienne of string beans
Small banana
Black coffee

Recipe for "grapefruit julep":

V2 cup of grapefruit juice and
V2 cup of grapejuice, mixed.
Recipe for "green salad":
Mixed greens (lettuce, water-
cress, parsley, etc.) and fresh

vegetables.

Recipe for "Julienne of string
beans": '/j cup of cooked string

beans seasoned lightly with salt,

pepper, and butter. Julienne re-

fers to the way beans are cut.

THIRD DAY
DINNER
Vl glass tomato juice

Breaded veal cutlet

Spinach puree
Plain buttered, diced beets
Pineapple sherbet (made with

milk)

Black coffee

Recipe for "broiled grapefruit,
Vermont": Tablespoon of maple
syrup on '/j large grapefruit.
Broil lightly in oven.
Recipe for "spinach puree":
Cooked spinach, seasoned with
salt, pepper and butter, and
chopped fine.

FOURTH DAY
DINNER
Broiled lamb chops
Eggplant
Fresh peas
Apple sauce sweetened with

saccharin

Black coffee

Recipe for "French toast":

Whip up egg, pour milk into it,

salt and pepper, dip bread
into batter, and saute in butter.



FRIDAY

BREAKFAST
Sliced orange

I New England codfish cake

Black coffee

I slice rye toast

LUNCH
Green salad, extra large, with

lemon juice (or mineral oil

dressing

)

Baked apple

2 crisp rye crackers

Black coffee

FIFTH DAY
DINNER
Any broiled fish

Carrots

Julienne of string beans
Tomato stuffed with cottage

cheese

Mixed fresh fruits

Black coffee

Note: The difference between
New England codfish cake, and
any other codfish cake, is that

New England codfish cake has

potato in it.

SATURDAY

BREAKFAST
72 grapefruit, or its juice

Soft cooked egg
Rye toast

Black coffee

LUNCH
Broiled patty of ground round

steak

Green salad with lemon juice

(or mineral oil dressing)

Fruit compote
Black coffee

SIXTH DAY

DINNER
Clear chicken broth

2 slices broiled liver

Buttered fresh green peas
Baked potato
Fresh fruits mixed
Black coffee

SUNDAY

BRUNCH
!/2 grapefruit, or its juice

2 scrambled eggs
2 strips of broiled bacon
Cinnamon toast

Black coffee

SEVENTH DAY
DINNER
'/2 glass tomato juice

I cup of clear chicken broth

I crisp rye cracker

Broiled lamb chops
Green salad with lemon juice

(or mineral oil dressing)

Julienne of string beans
Baked potato
Mixed fresh fruits

Black coffee

Betty Grable tried

the Brown Derby
Diet—what an en-

dorsement! Left

above, popular Bob
Cobb, manager of

the four Brown Der-

by restaurants, with

Dottie Lamour. Be-

low left, Gene Tier-

ney and her hus-

band lunching at

Vine Street Derby.
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THEIR BOSS,

H. M. WARNER,
GIVES HIS BLESSING

TO THE BRENTS

FIRST HOME PHOTO:
SAYS ANN: "I'M A
PAMPERED DARLING,

AND I LOVE IT!

4
It was a hectic courtship and a whirl-
wind elopement—but now that George
Brent and Ann Sheridan are Holly-
wood's most home-loving honeymooners
they break down and give us the first,

exclusive story of their romance

By Ida Zeitlin

ON FRIDAY night, January 2nd, a man who
looked like George Brent but was booked as Pat
Watson, phoned a girl in Waco and boarded the

eleven thirty sleeper plane at Los Angeles.
He and the girl waiting in Texas had planned to be

married at his sister's Palm Beach home on New Year's
Eve, so they could start '42 together as Mr. and Mrs.
Fate, in the shape of rain and a war, stepped on that
one. First, he had to hang around Hollywood till the
rain stopped, to finish a little number called "In This
Our Life." Then he couldn't get plane reservations, be-
cause soldiers came first. He was lucky at that, he decided,
when they finally found him a place on Friday night!
Smooth sailing now. Only an air flight between him and
the great day.

Except for two brief cases, his luggage had gone on
ahead. 'Which of these two will you keep?" the stew-
ardess asked. Didn't much matter. The one with the ring
might be safer in the baggage compartment. She took
that one. When they reached Ft. Worth next morning,
she and the brief case were both gone. She got off at
El Paso. Where the brief case got off, nobody knew.
He made for the waiting room where a girl rose to

greet him. Her nose was nice, but that was as far as
you'd go, since you couldn't go farther. A black slouch
hat pulled down, a black coat collar turned up, covered
everything between. Glasses covered her eyes, a snood
covered her hair. "Mr. Watson, I believe—?" she saidA few minutes later he was at the desk. "About mv
brief case

—
" 3

''W? fc^'t been able to locate it yet, Mr. Watson.We 11 be glad to wire back. It may have been taken off
by mistake at El Paso—

"

"But I need it now, not three days from now—"
Sorry Mr. Watson, we'll do our best, Mr. Watson

double talk, Mr. Watson, till there was no time for break-
last and only a minute to catch the Florida plane Noon

found them grounded by a blizzard in Memphis. They'd
have to wait for a weather report. No, they couldn't wait
m the plane, it had to be locked. Nice and warm in the
waiting room, though. Hot coffee and stuff

—

There was no hot coffee and stuff for the wedding
party. The lunch room was jammed. If Ann had turned
her coat collar down far enough to slip anything between
her chattering teeth, she'd have been caught. The crowd
was already catching on to George, giving him the look
and then the double-take.
They stuck to the waiting room. They kept moving

to keep from freezing and, when stares grew too pointed,
admired cracks in the wall. George made a flying trip
to the desk. "About my brief case

—

"

"No word yet, Mr. Watson. If it turns up, where shall
we send it?" They were very cheery. George felt he
ought to be too. (Please turn to page 5S)
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WARTIME
EXPERIENCES OF

Lieut. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

OF ACTION and drama there was a-plenty, and
there was even a Hollywood star aboard ship
in the North Atlantic to take the leading role.

But the film world missed out on this one.
This was the United States Navy's affair, and nobody

realized it more than Lieut. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who
felt with his shipmates that this was every man's 'show
in the daily business of winning the war on "shoot on
sight" orders given by President Roosevelt before Pearl
Harbor.
He had good reason to feel that way, and to shy away

from playing a star role, even if his junior grade lieu-
tenant's stripes had been substituted for the gold braided
sleeves of an admiral.

Four
_
months on active duty on a destroyer and a

battleship as a reserve officer, called into the Navy's
front line, Doug has seen the grim side of war, has
sighted the menacing periscope of the Nazi U-boat in
the cold gray waters of the North Atlantic. Heroics in
the movies are nothing compared to this new role which
Doug has played without benefit of cameras or script.

Acting has not been forgotten—just put in moth balls
for the duration. But when his career as a film star is

resumed, Douglas says that he wishes public reaction
would be

—"Look at that officer being an actor," instead
of vice-versa. That was what the blue jackets aboard
his destroyer had to say when they viewed aboard ship
his latest film, "The Corsican Brothers."
Down in Washington the other day Douglas told me

that his men evidently were not movie fans. The sailors,

accustomed to meeting the tall, lean actor only as an
officer, were unable to disassociate the Navy from the
man they knew. In the dueling scene, Fairbanks reports,

the men shouted "Go get 'em, Sir, go get 'em."

Now temporarily on shore duty, Lieut. Fairbanks took
a few minutes off recently from his work at the Navy
Department to tell me a few facts and impressions of his

trick with the Navy at sea. By the time this article

reaches print Fairbanks may be standing on the bridge
of another ship in either the Atlantic or Pacific, as Navy
orders come without advance warning.

So they came to Lieut. Fairbanks last October. He had
not long been back in America from a special mission to

South America, where he was assigned by the State

Department.
Substituting active ill-will toward the axis for good-

will to our Southern neighbors, Doug turned to the anti-

aircraft batteries in the "sky forward" of his ship, which
must remain unnamed due to necessary censorship. Need-
less to say, Doug gained more than practice in giving

the order, "Men, ready, fire!" This was before Pearl

Harbor, but don't forget the Presidential order of "Shoot
on sight in defense of our hemisphere."

But when war did come to America in the form of the

Japanese attack, December 7, every ship on the Atlantic

was informed by code that the hour had struck. When
the words came rattling off the ship's code set, Douglas

by in "Radio Central"—the communicawas standing ca



tions room. He was one of the first to read the words,

"Air raid on Pearl Harbor. This is not a drill."

The message was then delivered to the ship's com-

mander, who was not long in telling his men about it.

There was a silence aboard ship as the men crowded

around the loud speaking amplifiers. There was only the

wash of the waves against the grey hull of the ship and

the roar of the turbines below deck. Then—suddenly

—

the booming voice of the skipper swept out across the

decks and out to sea. "We are now at war with Japan."

There was no sound from his listeners, not even a

nervous cough. The words were only words.

"In a day or two, we may expect to be at war with

Germany and Italy."

There was still no reaction from the men.
"And let us sink every damn enemy ship we see. We'll

send every one of them to the bottom of the ocean."

That little piece of the Atlantic was churned with

shouting, screaming—the battle cry of the Republic. The
men could not contain themselves. All those months of

fighting and yet wondering when the real declared war
would come had now ended. This was the real McCoy,
with all the trimmings. This was the real business for

Lieut. Fairbanks, too. The fighting would
get even more vicious.

As Douglas turned away to take his sta-

tion by the anti-aircraft guns, he pulled his

blue overcoat around his ears and looked

up at the blue sky and wondered how long

guns would be pointed skyward and bombs
would be dropped in this great world con-

flict. For years, he had seen it coming. And
at last he was on hand to do his part.

The movie actor, who scorns the word
"glamor," told (Please turn to page 82)

Heroics in the movies are nothing

compared to the real life role Fair-

banks has played in his country's

service. Exclusive interview with the

brilliant young actor who has side-

tracked his career for the duration

By

Ann
Cottrell



ONE early evening last fall, an ashen-cheeked lone

lady climbed shakily aboard a plane in Holly-

wood. She flew through murky skies to Minne-
apolis where her husband lay gravely ill with pneumonia.

She stayed with him until he was well out of danger, then

she flew back to Hollywood.
Because the lady was Bette Davis, Hollywood's great-

est actress, all this was duly recorded in the newspapers.

When you read the dispatches, you were cer-

Arthur Farnsworth recov-

ered, and your reaction

Bette Davis' dramatic

(To page 60

By

Kirtley Baskette
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TO PAY or not to pay—that is the question.
The question, at least, confronting many
young girls throughout the country. In the

most ecstatic state of love and friendship, a gal
often wonders whether she should let the boy
friend reach for the check slowly or whether she
should engage him in a drawn-out race for it

herself. Okay. She does try to get the check first.

The boy friend scowls and looks unhappy. Well,
then, let him grab it. And suppose he looks as
though he were reaching for the government
debt? What to do?
Well, ladies, if you really want to know what

to do and what not to do, take a tip from the
glamor girls of Hollywood and then—well, use
your own judgment.

Linda Darnell seemed a likely subject to me,
for she is both young and popular enough to have
some pretty definite ideas on the subject.
"As far as I can see," Linda said, "a girl

should never have to pay the check. There are



Decorations

by

Leonard Frank

too many ways of avoiding the

embarrassing situation. She can
see to it that her boy friend takes
her only to places that match his

income. She can be considerate
enough of him to want to help
him save his money. But she
should never feel that it is right
for her to pay the bill.

"If a boy and girl are frank
with each other, there's no need
for any embarrassment when it

comes time to pay the check. In
my own case, I have gone out
with a chap who hasn't made the
salary I do. When he has sug-
gested that we go to some very
fancy restaurant or night-club, I
lave tried to suggest some other
place. It's an easy thing to do,
and you (Please turn to page 68)
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CHRIS grinned as he looked at himself in the mirror.

It would have seemed strange enough to see him-

self out of uniform again, that R.A.F. uniform

he'd been wearing ever since he arrived in England from

his native America. But these clothes he had just put on,

cut to fit a man at least two inches shorter and many
more than that wider, made him feel he was wandering

through a fantastic nightmare.

"Highly irregular!" he said to himself, mimicking his

squadron commander's Oxford accent down to the last

clipped syllable. He'd always laughed more or less rue-

fully at his superior's pet phrase but this time it seemed
particularly apt. For nothing had seemed regular on that

last flight which had sent him dangling from a parachute

down to a deserted Dutch roof top. He had been alone in

the plane, flying on that secret mission to Holland, and
when he had soared over the city which was his destina-

tion an anti-aircraft gun had sputtered its fire:

He had just managed to free himself of his parachute,

to send it flying over the roof tops when the dormer win-

dow had opened and he saw a man staring at him through
the dusk, a man with ruddy cheeks and penetrating blue

eyes, dressed in a butler's uniform. There was that breath-

less moment wondering if he were friend or foe when
voices from the garden below shouted to the man at the

window.
"Have you seen anything of the English flyer?" they

demanded.
"No." the man said. "There's been no sign of him

around here." He waited until the footsteps below van-
ished into the distance. Then he beckoned cautiously.

"This way, sir," he said, indicating, a window further

along on the roof. "I'll let you in there!"

Chris felt the breath gushing back into his lungs in

warm relief as he crept towards the window.
"Thanks for not giving me away," he said, using the

perfect Dutch which was the reason he had been chosen
for this mission.

"It's nothing, sir." The butler smiled. "But you can-
not stay here. A German officer, Major Zellfritz, is bil-

leted here and . .
."

"All I need is some civilian clothes so I can get about,"
Chris interrupted. "I've several contacts which I must
make."-

"There you are, sir." The butler indicated the dress

Love finds a way to outwit Nazi

intrigue in this arresting story

from the new film which co-stars

Joan Bennett and Franchot Tone

By

Elizabeth B. Petersen

clothes neatly spread out on the bed. "All prepared."

"Now, look," Chris grinned. "This is just an informal

escape. Haven't you anything less conspicuous ?"

"Oh, yes indeed, sir." The man opened a closet door.

"It's just that we were expecting Mrs. Woverman's son
home from the sanitarium to-night. Mr. Hendrick," he

coughed delicately, "has had a nervous breakdown. I'm

sure my mistress would want you to take anything you
can use."

"The moths must have been saving this for a rainy

day." Chris grinned at the dozens of suits hanging there.

"This one should do all right." He held it in front of him.

"WillJ pass as a Dutchman?"
"A bath should aid the deception, sir." The butler re-

turned his grin as he opened a door. "The bathroom is in

here, sir."

He had taken his bath and had time for that one rueful

glance in the mirror when he heard the voices downstairs
and then the -footsteps following them coming closer and
closer. There was that tense moment as he heard the steps

outside the door, as it opened and he saw the man with
close cropped hair and bristling imperial moustache,
dressed in a German army uniform, standing there ; and
behind him was the old woman with the bright, kindly

eyes—and the girl, the girl with soft dark hair and lovely

deep blue eyes, that he was staring at so intently he didn't

see Jan, the butler, making frantic signals to him.

"Hendrick!" the older woman said. "Stop making faces

at your wife."

It took a split second for Chris to realize he was
Hendrick and that the lovely girl was his wife, by gener-
osity of that same Hendrick (Continued on page 78)



For the first time Glenn
Ford gets coveted "top
billing" in "The Adven-
tures of Martin Eden,"
with Claire Trevor and
Evelyn Keyes (above).

Glenn gets the
critical works
from his best,
and severest
friend, Holden!

THIS guy Ford—I don't quite make him out. He's
an actor who talks like a fan, behaves like an extra,
and performs like a star.

Count that day forever lost when he isn't telling you
all excited, that he's just seen Nancy Coleman in "Kings
Row" and, golly, is she good ! Or a fellow named Alan
Ladd m "This Gun for Hire" and, say, there's a real
actor for you! He's been Henry Fonda's number one
admirer for years, although they've never so much as
met. He's had dinner out at Joan Crawford's house, and
I think Fve heard about that dinner a dozen times', but

always with the same en-
thusiasm. He hasn't told
me (although someone else
has) that when he called
her up a few days later to
inquire whether she'd con-
sider having lunch with
him and was told she'd be
happy to accept just as

soon as she finished
her picture (ten days
hence) he was so
amazed that he mum-
bled a hurried "thank-
you, goodbye, I'll call

again." That was
eight months ago and
he hasn't called yet.

|
That he behaves

; like an extra (and
just how much) you
can learn from al-

most any studio cop.

Studio cops to this

good day are either

demanding that he
show his card (Please
turn to page 74)
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BUT JEANETTE IS I

r

Now before we get the Eddy-MacDonald fans up in

arms, we'd like to explain: In their new co-starring

film, "I Married An Angel," Nelson abandons his

usual dignity to play a gay playboy who's a very

devil with the girls until he meets — you guessed it

<— the angelic Jeanette. BUT best scene of picture

her confessing

:

wings!" Weill







New season
calls for new
suits, new spirits,

new hair-dos!

Cute starlet of

Cecil B. De-
Mille's film,

"ReapThe Wild
Wind," is in tune

with the times

SUSAN
HAYWARD :

SALUTE
TO

Paramount Pictures.
Costumes by I. Magnin and Co.

Los Angeles



Dream dresses, these two for evening worn by Susan Hayward. Above, tilmy

white net over crisp taffeta, with snug bodice of bright cerise, and feather birds

on shoulder and nestled in the folds of the full skirt. At left, bold morning

glory print skirt topped by Grecian-draped bodice of kelly green silk jersey.

Facing page, large picture: appliqued service medals on blouse and jacket, pill-

box hat, and tiny angel earrings are highlights of Susan's smart navy wool

Spring suit costume. Natural colored shantung fashions the suit shown tull-

length, with gay print blouse. And how do you like Susan's new coiffure, designed

bv Wally Westmore, which combines- the pompadour and clusters of curls?







Abbottand Cos-

teilo clown for

you in a big,

new, bright
musical movie

Rio Rita" is an American musical comedy classic. Its 1942
version is streamlined, with the exception of funny-fellow
Lou Costello, shown above with luscious Patricia Dane,
and at right with partner Bud Abbott and pretty Inez
Cooper. The romance department of the new musical pic-
cure is capably accounted for by Grayson and Carroll.







It wouldn't be a big, rugged
Western if it didn't feature

big, rugged John Wayne!
Whether he's ridin' and
shootin', or making master-

ful love to Marlene Dietrich,

he's sure to enthuse his femme
following in "The Spoilers."



This charming nine-room Early American home in
Brentwood, right, was converted by Brian Donlevy
from the 35-year-old California frame house, right,
below. It now has all the charm of New England and,

.

in addition to the flower gardens, it has orange,
lemon, avocado and grapefruit trees growing on the
four-acre grounds. Above, Brian and Mrs. Donlevy
beside the hearth with its old copper fittings. Royal
Doulton mugs, Dickens pieces, an old hunting gun,
and a powder horn are the mantel ornaments. Below,
Donlevy in a corner of the combined playroom and
den which has cabinets and furniture of old pine
and hooked and rag rugs. The walls and ceiling of
this informal room are done in dull redwood with
off-white beams. Note the keg-shaped lamp base.

AT HOME
WITH
THE
BRIAN

DONLEVYS



Above, Mr. and Mrs. Donlevy at the gate to their

Early American Brentwood home. The remodelling
job took almost two years, and the home is now the
essence of charm and suburban good taste. Left,

above, Mrs. Donlevy in a corner of the French bed-
room with its hearth framed in French tile. The
color scheme is peach and white with touches of pale
blue. An old French clock and fine Dresden pieces

are the mantel decorations. Left, the Donlevys in the
playroom-den. The pine love seat is upholstered in
yellow nubby wool with contrasting flower pattern.

Below, left, Brian working on the roof of the house
during reconstruction. Below, they are pictured in the

window seat of the playroom-den. The rooster lamp
with straw edged shade is an interesting feature.

irst, exclusive pictures of the new
©me of Brian Donlevy, that pic-

aresque performer whose acting

ou applauded in "The Great
IcGinty" and whose latest achieve-

ment is "The Remarkable Andrew"





By Maude Cheatham

And the gals
look right back
at stalwart
Jean, whose first

American movie,

"Moontide," is

breaking ro-
mance records

Three, among many, of

the girls who are Gabin-
conscious: Ida Lupino,

who plays his sweetheart

in "Moontide" { left )

;

Ginger Rogers and Mar-
lene Dietrich, below, two

beauties to whom Jean

pays court off-screen.

T
HE most adorable quality I have ever found in a

woman is sincerity. Perhaps its very rarity makes
it so highly desirable." So said the fascinating

French actor, Jean Gabin, new romantic challenger.

Jean Gabin! It is well to learn to pronounce this name.
Very patiently, but with an impish glint in his blue-green

eyes, he slowly spelled out the English pronunciation

—

Zhahn Gab-beh. Already, he has an American following,

for several of his French pictures have been shown here,

notably "La Grande Illusion" and "Pepe le Moko." Hero-
Avorship is in the air!

During the two hours I was with him the phone rang
constantly. Fifteen calls came from women, "Some locally,

several long distance, with one coming from a feminine
admirer in New York City. She had just seen "Pepe le

Moko," and had pulled many strings to secure informa-
tion as how to reach him by telephone. Her conversation
contained every extravagant phrase known to our lan-

guage, and Jean was a little breathless when it ended.

I asked, "Does adulation please, or disturb you?"

A moment's hesitation, then he replied, "Naturally, it

is the most flattering, but it is amazing, very amazing.

I've seen nothing like the American enthusiasm. In

France, we are allowed more privacy, and our affairs,

apart from the screen, are our own.

"But," he hastily added, "I find all American women
charming, most intriguing ! I would say that on an aver-

age, they are more beautiful than French women. Those

in France are most sophisticated, more subtle, while in

America the women put their glorious national freedom

into gracious and wholesome living. I admit. I admire

feminine sophistication, but I'm beginning to wonder if

that is as important to me as seeing a girl with a beau-

tiful sun tan, and her hair blowing freely in the breeze

as she takes active part in outdoor sports.

"They are vivid, stirring (Please turn to page 76)
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SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourself good entertainment
without loss of time and money

TO BE OR NOT TO BE

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

BRILLIANT!

APPEAL: Occasion for cheers-because

Carole Lombard's last picture also turns

out to be her best, Jack Benny's best,

director Lubitsch's best.

PLOT: Scintillating satire of the Nazi

domination of Poland in which leading

theatrical troupe of Warsaw, and po

ticularly the matinee idol star and his

beautiful wife, outwit the invaders by

c ever impersonations of Gestapo,sp e

and officers, and finally escape to Eng

land. Hilariously funny in some^ scene

intensely exciting in others, he story

shifts from high cornedy to melodrarna

but thanks to Ernst Lubitsch s masterly

direction the result is never confusing,

always entertaining.

ACTING: Exit laughingly, as she would

have wished it, for Carole Lombard-

fa her best role, in her best mood and

manner. Your sincerest tnbute to the

memory of this gallant g.rl will be your

enjoyment, your appreciation, and your

applause of her witty, vibrant perform-

ance. Jack Benny plays the hammy

Ham/er with rare zest; .n fact, Jack-

son" will surprise you with his smooth

trouping. Robert Stack screen s hand-

somest juvenile, is refreshingly forth-

right as a daring young aviator; while

Stanley Ridges is excellent as

Gestapo spy who gets his. Sssss.

Korda-United Artists

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

SULTRY!

APPEAL: For incurable romantics, es-

CeciallY those who have been brooding

over Stirling Hayden ever since Y.r

gInia"-here
he is, and Madeleine, too.

PLOT: Gosh, do we have to go into

that? With Hayden and Carroll going

native, blue skies and bluer water, and

"he call of the tropics, in Technicolor?

Background of real Bahamas is so

beautiful, and the co-stars in the fore-

ground so highly decorative the plot

what there is of it, won't bother you

mu ch. Scene is Dildo Cay a small

island owned by Hayden and invaded

by Miss Carroll, who, quite understand-

ably to the gals in the audience, sticks

around despite his objections. Whew,

it's warm!

ACTING: Screen's two most gorgeous

blondes treat us to a photogenic field-

day with Stirling Hayden in part.cular

standing up spectacularly under the

dazzling sun and the color camera.

This is the last Hayden film for the du-

ration, girls, or so they tell me; so take

a good, long look at this stalwart char-

acter who had the courage to walk out

on Hollywood. (Imagine Miss C. s fee

-

ings_from Hayden to Bob Hope.) In

the supporting cast, Flora Robson and

Leo Carroll are as convincing as their

roles permit; while little Mary Anderson

is provocative in a smaller part.

Paramount

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

IMPORTANT!

APPEAL: Crave an exciting
_

movie?

Want something serious °"d *
ubs^'a '

in the way of screen fare these day ?

This picture meets both requirements.

PLOT: It con happen here! In this film

it does. A Nazi submarine P*"^"
Canadian waters, is sunk by the ROAt-

-but not before its commander and

crew have landed. From there on it s

melodrama-with a meaning^ As he

first Germans to set foot on Canadian

soil the ruthless band pillages and

plunders, until one by one they are cap

Led. Here's all the suspense, thrills of

the man-hunt-powerfully directed, in-

telligently contrived-with the terrific

impact of reality.

ACTING: For once "all-star cast" is no

exaggeration. You'll be glad to see

Laurence Olivier again in a strikmg

portrayal of a French-Canadian accent

and all, who gives his life *° r *
reed °m

;

Anton Waibrook is splendid as the

leader of the Hutterites, actual colony

of "good Germans" in Canada.^ His is

the eloquent -and moving ' voice
r

of all

oppressed peoples. The m.m.table Les-

lie Howard plays the dreamer who is

brought face to face with brutal fact

by the invading Nazis. Eric Portman is

excellent as the "leader" whom lanky

Raymond Massey, as an every-day

Canadian soldier, finally defeats.

Columbia Pictures



•ROX1E HART" "MISTER V

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

SHOCKER!

APPEAL: Strictly for loud, hearty laugh-

ers tt slap-the-knee,
burst-the-seams

Although what some Ginger Rogers

fans will think—tsch, tsch!

PLOT: From "Chicago " sensational

play of the gaudy 1920'. by Maunne

Watkins, Nunnally Johnson has ash

ioned a racy screen vers.on wit
,

little

reaard for the finer feelings of the

Smger Rogers Fan Clubs but every

consideration for the risib.ht.es of less

ensitive moviegoers. Character study

of a distinctly giddy type who envoys

the spotlight as Chicago's cutest mur-

deress," especially when she goes on the

witness stand. Courtroom scene .s fun-

niest of the month.

ACTING: Ginger Rogers displays dar-

;ng_to say nothing of those legs m

long, lacy silk stockings-wher.
she plays

the bird-brained but bewitching Rox,e

Hart. She is always completely .n char-

acter; she never attempts to apologize

for Roxle, she simply plays her, cheap

flashy, flamboyant. It's probably one ot

her finest performances-but you may

hope she won't do it again Soon.

Adolph Meniou is in character, too, as

the pompous counsellor, but George

Montgomery', colorless as the reporter

who falls in love with Rox,e. Handsome,

maybe-but a rather dull actor, so far.

9.0 th Century-Fox

•THE MALE ANIMAL*

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

FINE!

APPEAL: Particularly to those loyal

Leslie Howard fans who may have been

Bering what he has been up to-

here's your answer, and it s m g

cent!

PLOT: Both timely and timeless, .,
con-

M. risks and always wins-which make

for exciting entertainment. He pokes

polite but deadly fun at Hit er's ng£

Eand men; he dons *^'£
as an American bund leader, ne

°
to a Nazi concentration camp-and

llks out with the prize pr-sone, H

rescues include a damsel in distress,

thus there's romance, too.

ACTING: Triumph for Mr. Howard-

not nly as star, but as producer and

director. Professor HoraUo Smrt -
h.

m0 st interesting
performance since

Ty^alton; the good Professor is
-

grating, noble, amusing, but never

?oo whimsical. Applause or Mr. How

ard the producer, for picking such a

^tory and starring in it. Applause, too.

or Howard the director-for imagina-

tion humor, and encouragement of »n-

Hugh McDermott, Mary Morr.s-t.ne.

United Artists

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

fUNNY!

APPEAL: Take the family, round op the

Zoy from war films just for tonight.

PLOT: The play was a Broadway suc-

ress The picture is even funnier Per

ho psthe fa'ctthat Elliott Nugent d.rec

5or- tar of the stage play, also directed

the film explains it A^-
. J-

S^tyP
eoHaughfim,g-

q|e to guffaw without descend ng to

IpsticL.t's intelligent, true o life d

;he

a

Jf°e-s

n

o,d

Pr

btu, the college Wba„

hero comes back for the b.g game.

ACTING: Henry Fonda Jack Carson

Olivia de Havilland and Eugene Pal-

le in the order named, are respon-

s ble for most of the fun Fonda as the

b ral young professor who persists n

reading Vanzetti's last statement t .
h s

class despite all oppos tion; oc Co -

son as the brash ex-football player

Miss de Havilland as the practical

young wife who is still not immune to

romance, and Pailette as the rampa-

geous regent play to perfection oan

Leslie and Herbert Anderson, «nd espe

cia ly the eye-catching Jean Ames as

"Hot GarteV handle the young ro-

nance division.

Warner Bros.
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Screenland Honor Page
High honors to "The Invaders/' most stirring motion picture of this war

LESLIE HOWARD ANTON WALBROOK LAURENCE OLIVIER

Leslie Howard, Laurence Olivier,

Anton Walbrook, Raymond Mas-
sey, Eric Portman—fine actors give

great performances in this exciting

film picturing the invasion of Can-
ada by a band of ruthless Nazis.

"The Invaders" will thrill you,

move you, awaken you to realiza-

tion as no other war movie has
done. It's a film you must not miss!

Filmed in Canada
and in England, "The
Invaders" is released

by Columbia Pic-

tures. Crammed with

excitement from the

first scene which
shows Nazis landing

from a submarine in

Canadian waters, it

is a series of spine-

tingling episodes.

54

Laurence Olivier,
Leslie Howard, Ray-
mond Massey, Anton
Walbrook are shown
in these scenes from
this forceful all-star

motion picture with
its high purpose and
potent message: The
eventual triumph of
the principles of free-
dom over aggression.



Luxurious enough for a princess—soft-smooth Pond's

Cold Cream is priced for thrifty purses! Use this smooth-as-silk

cream for your daily Pond's glamour care. Slather it thick over

your face and throat. Tissue it off. "Rinse" with lots more

Pond's. Tissue it off again. Do this every night—for daytime

cleanups, too. Lovely how Pond's takes off every little smitch

of soil—leaves your skin so much softer, so much smoother!

Gossamer-light Pond's NEW Dreamfiower Face Powder!
Your choice of 4 flattering new Dreamfiower shades, each blended

to give your face a magic touch of glamour-soft color. New
smoothness that lends a dreamy "misty-soft" quality to your

skin. Adorable new Dreamfiower box! The 28<< size is free with

your purchase, at the regular price, of the medium-large jar of

Pond's Cold Cream in this Pond's Twin Beauty Special!

Get these Two Delightful Beauty Aids—for the Price of the Cream alone

You'll find this Pond's Twin Beauty Special at your favorite

beauty counter—the Cold Cream and Powder conveniently

packaged together to take right home. Don't wait—this offer

is for a limited time. You pay only for the Cold Cream (the

medium-large size)—the 28j£ size box of Pond's Dream-

flower Powder comes with it free—a gift to you from Pond's

!

• "I just love Pond's Cold Cream. It makes my face feel so fresh,

clean and soft," says Ann Swanson of Washington, D. C.—one of

Pond's lovely engaged girls.

• "I'm so pleased with Pond's new Dreamfiower Powder ! The texture

is lovely—fluffy as air—but so clinging! And the box is simply sweet!"

says beautiful Geraldine Spreckels, of the famous California family.

28t size Pond's Dreamfiower Powder

with purchase of medium-large jar

of Pond's Cold Cream at the regular price. Such

a large jar for so little. At your favorite beauty

counter. Sold only in this convenient package, this

Tivin Beauty Special is for a limited time only.
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Just a Dream?

Carole Landis

with Victor

Mature in "My
Gal Sal" (20th

Century-Fox).

Carole uses

Jergens Lotion. 31

„ ..„i„ Hollywood Star)
(Lovely Holly

YOU can easily help keep your hands
desirably soft, flower-petal smooth as

Carole Landis does— by using Jergens
Lotion. Helps prevent unexciting rough,
chapped hands. Gives you almost profes-

sional hand care. To help common-looking
rough skin to lovely smoothness, many
doctors use 2 special ingredients which
are in this famous Jergens Lotion. Never
sticky! The first application helps you.

laion £
FOR SOFT, ADORA3LE HANDS

FREE! PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
Mail this coupon now— (Paste on penny postcard )

The Andrew Jergens Company, Box 3936, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. (In Canada: Perth, Ont.)

I want to try Carole Landis' hand-care. Please
send free purse-size hottle of Jergens Lotion.

Name

Street

City State

Girls! Keep Your Figures Fit for Defense Work!

Continued from page 20

hair-do Norma Shearer wore at Virginia
Zanuck's party, and the superbly delicious

sauce for cracked crab at the Ronnie Col-
mans', and that perfectly thrilling new nail

polish Joan Bennett was wearing at the
David Selznicks', and those exciting, sim-
ply exciting, ski instructors at Sun Valley,
you really must take up skiing, darling.
By high noon these days, and we wouldn't

fool you, the Hollywood women have
washed dozens of cups and saucers, scrubbed
floors, made bandages by the hundreds, and
trussed up Hedy Lamarr so thoroughly at
their First Aid class that it'll probably be
weeks before Miss Hedy's blood circulates
normally again. In the afternoon they work
even harder than they do in the mornings,
and at night, when they are just about to
fall dead in their tracks they dash down
to the Coast and serve coffee and cookies
to the Army and Navy until the cold grey
dawn. Nothing is too difficult for them to
tackle, nothing too messy, nothing too ex-
acting. They really work hard, these Holly-
wood women. (And we're sure that the
women in your town are working hard for
defense too.)

Well, naturally, the women of Hollywood—you'll be bopped right on the head if you
call them glamor girls these days—can't
do all this exhausting labor if their bodies
aren't in condition. If they've been eating
all the wrong things, those wonderful gooey
things, then they'll puff over their dishpans
at Fort MacArthur like the Super Chief
coming over Cajon Pass. If they have ex-
tra-generous upholstery there is certainly
no room for them in the smart up-to-date
ambulances of the Women's Ambulance and
Defense Corps. If they have that "spare
tire" around their middle imagine their
embarrassment when they become a "pa-
tient" at the Red Cross class, and Ann
Sothern and Rosalind Russell give up in
disgust trying to find their floating ribs.
And besides—we might as well break down
and be feminine about this—a lady who in
any way slightly suggests a stevedore sim-
ply looks like the devil in uniform.
Keeping fit is the order of the day. You're

no good to your country in defense work
unless you are_ in condition. We might as
well face it. Slimness, now more than ever,
is here to stay. Those dreary pounds (but
weren't they fun putting on

!
) have to go.

The Brown Derby (there are really four
of them now) is as much a part of Holly-

wood as studios, sunshine, and Cecil B.
DeMille. So it was only to be expected that
the Brown Derby should do something
about keeping Hollywood women fit for
defense work. Robert Cobb, the handsome
and lovable manager of all the Derbies,
called in a dietetics consultant—you know,
one of those super-intelligent people who
knows about calories and calcium and those
most amazing vitamins. The two of them
went into a huddle with the famous chef
of the Vine Street Brown Derby. THE
BROWN DERBY DIET was the result.

And THE BROWN DERBY DIET
works. It has been tried by Dorothy La-
mour, Betty Grable, Carol Bruce, Phyllis
Brooks, and dozens of other Hollywood
women (and Bob Young and Pat O'Brien
and Stu Erwin, to drag in a few males).
They followed it carefully from Monday
through Sunday, with absolutely no nibbling
on the side, and they all lost three pounds.
And three pounds, please, is all you are
supposed to drop in one week. More than
that isn't healthy. If you try for more than
that all kinds of dreadful things will happen
to you, like acidosis, dizziness, jitters, weak-
ness, wrinkles—really, you'll look like an
old hag. And what's even worse, if possible,

you will have the nastiest disposition this
side of Brooklyn and lose every friend you
have to your name. Seriously now, please
don't try to lose more than three pounds
a week.
Hollywood women have gone for this

diet hook, line and sinker, though we really

shouldn't mention anything as indigestible

as sinkers in the same breath with THE
BROWN DERBY DIET. On Monday
nights you'll see Gracie Allen at the Derby
munching celery and attacking her steak,

fat trimmed off. And on Tuesdays you'll

see Dottie Lamour, back from a most suc-

cessful bond selling tour, pitching into lamb
chops and string beans, and eyeing, but
only eyeing, a chocolate eclair.

For those women who want to keep fit

for defense work, but who cannot take their

meals at the Brown Derby, for quite ob-
vious reasons, with Robert Cobb's permis-

sion we print his popular BROWN DERBY
DIET. No reducing diet should be under-
taken without the authority of a doctor,

so it's cerainly all right with Mr. Cobb if

you want to take this diet to your doctor

and get his approval before starting it.

Well, kiss the pounds goodbye!

Distinguished group at party honoring Jean Gabin, left; A. M. Botsford, advertising and
publicity director for 20th Century-Fox, and, right, Paul Hunter, publisher of Screenland.
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DURA-GLOSS

10c
IPLUS TAXi

LORR LABORATORIES
Paterson, New Jersey

Founded by E. T. Reynolds

© 1942, LORR LABORATORIES

Your fingers will he as lovely as jewels;

and this polish "stays on" amazingly

Thousands and thousands of women know the special brilliance

and beauty and luster and life, of Dura-Gloss Nail Polish. No
other polish ever became so popular, so quickly. The blessed

way it sticks to your nails— the happy surprise that it doesn't

get dull and ugly-looking for days on end— doesn't "peel" or

"fray"— is all because of a special ingredient in Dura-Gloss,

CHRYSTALLYNE*. This wonderful substance gives Dura-

Gloss its lovely sparkling highlights, and unparalleled adhesion-

qualities. Dura-Gloss is a remarkable nail polish. No othe

polish is like it. Enjoy its wondrous gleam and

sparkle, now, today. Have the most beautiful finger-

nails in the world, with Dura-Gloss.

*Chrystallyne is a special resin-

ingredient developed by chemistry-

experts who were dissatisfied with

existing nail polishes. Before being

blended into the superb Dura-Gloss for-

mula, it looks like glittering diamonds.

3 Neio Colors for Spring

Blackberry

Mulberry

Wmeberry

SCREENLAND



Defense stamps and bonds sold like hotcakes at the booth conveniently set up in the War-
ner Bros, studio commissary. Above, Lorraine Gettman has Just sold some stamps to Dennis

Morgan. These two popular players urge you to buy, buy, BUY bonds and stamps, too!

xv

l, Clara Lou, Take Thee, George
Continued from page 25

"Palm Beach," he smiled, "any time be-

fore ground-hog day
!"

Two hours of watching Ann shiver was
all he could take. "Trains move too," he
decided grimly, bundled her into a taxi, got

her to a warm hotel, found there was a
train out at eight P.M., engaged a room,

ordered food sent up, and registered as Pat
Watson. The clerk's bland stare managed
to call him a liar.

Their four o'clock breakfast was broken
by two phone calls. "Sorry, Mr. Watson,
there won't be a train till seven in the morn-
ing. The storm, you know." George looked
at Ann. Her lips quivered. Was she going
to cry?

"Trains don't move," grinned Ann. So
George grinned too, and ordered a room for

Miss Gray, his secretary. Also would the

clerk take care of accommodations on the

seven o'clock? The clerk would.
Next time he picked up the phone, a

feminine voice said: "Mr. Brent?"
"Who?!!"
"Oh, I know you're George Brent. Miss

Sheridan's with you, isn't she? If you'll give
me a little statement for the paper, I'll see
you're not bothered."
He explained that he'd rather not. He

explained why. In George's book, the Mem-
phis press gets four stars. They kept mum.

Brent's no sleeper. If he gets four hours
a night, he's doing well. So he took a couple
of tablets to ensure some rest, turned in at

six thirty and woke to a furious banging
at the door. "Japs !" he concluded, a little

confused.

The voice sounded American. "Come
right down. We're leaving."

"Who's leaving?"
"The plane."

"Leave, brother." He slid back under the
;overs. "I'm crawling, not flying."

It took him three hours to get back to
sleep, but from then till six forty-five all

went merry as a marriage bell. He slept,

he woke, he dressed, he had breakfast with

Ann, he paid the bill and asked for the
train tickets.

"They're down at the station."

"But I thought
—

"

"We took care of the accommodations
all right, Mr. Watson. But you'll have to

pick the tickets up yourself. Oh, and here's

a wire for you."
It came from Ft. Worth. It said that a

brief case had been found, initialed G.B.
It assumed that said brief case belonged to

Mr. George Brent. They were forwarding
it, however, to Mr. Pat Watson at Palm
Beach. Kind regards.

Watson snatched Ann from the back-

ground into which she had melted, as per

standing instructions, and they got to the

station at five of seven. It was crowded
with the military. A long line waited at

each of the three windows. Nobody, includ-

ing the ticket sellers, hurried. With each

ticket, they supplied free conversation re

weather and pheasant-shooting.

"How do you catch the train?" George
asked a redcap.

"Very simple, suh. It waits."

Having shaken that one off, George
steered Ann to a corner. She was to watch
like a beagle and, the minute he had the

tickets, duck out and join him. With George
safely on line, the redcap produced a hap-
pier thought. The lady'd be bettuh off in

the waitin' room. He'd stick by the genlman
an' bring him back to the lady. "All right,"

said the lady, "but stick like glue."

So when George turned from the ticket

window, looking for his bride to light like

a homing pigeon on his arm, there was no
Sheridan. No redcap either. He'd snagged
another couple of customers. By this time
the boys had spotted Brent. They rushed
him for autographs. With soldiers on his

coat-tails and wrath in his eye, he made
four round trips of the station, scribbling

as he went. Then he spied the porter.

"Where's the lady with the bags ?"

"Hidin' in the waitin' room, suh."

"Hidin'," he told her as he scooped her
up, "is a good idea."

They rode forever through Tennessee
and Georgia. The snow turned to rain.

George burbled about Florida, the sunlight,

the miles of hibiscus, the fishing trip they'd

take. In Florida, it wouldn't rain. When
would the}- get to Palm Beach, he asked
the conductor. The conductor wouldn't
know. He didn't go that far. "Depends if

they hook you on to the five o'clock or the
nine-thirty at Jacksonville. Goin' bird-

shootin' ?"

"Y'oughta go bird-shootin'. Fine pheas-
ants round these parts

—

"

Could he maybe find out when they were
due in Palm Beach? He'd try. They never
saw him again. George thinks he went
bird-shootin'.

At Jacksonville they were hooked on to

something-or-other. It was still raining.

Next morning it poured. George apologized.
"Think nothing of it," said Ann. He prom-
ised it would stop before they got to Palm
Beach where, according to the porter, they
were due at eleven. George had wired his

sister to go ahead with the wedding ar-

rangements for that evening.

At twelve they were still in the cane-

brakes. George sent for the porter. "What
is this?" he inquired with the calm of

despair.

"Well, Ah tell you, suh, Ah thought we
wuz on the othuh train

—

"

They got in at three-thirty. It was pour-

ing. George's nephew, the real Pat Watson,
met them with news that the brief case had
come.
For Ann the worst ordeal lay ahead. She

tried to be nonchalant, which is difficult

when you're petrified. What had gone be-

fore was a picnic, compared with the drive

to China Harris' home.
They call George's sister China because

somebody once said she looked Chinese.

She's the widow of Sam Harris, until his

death the best-loved man on Broadway.
George adores her. George's secretary

adores her. Ann had heard her praises sung
and thought, "That's swell, she'll be charm-
ing to me, but Brent's her only beloved

brother, and I'll know the minute I see her

if it's charm with an edge."

China couldn't wait till they got out of

the car. She reached a hand in to each,

then leaned over to kiss Ann. It took just

a minute, as the latter had foreseen. A
weight rolled off her heart, and China had
increased her string of adorers by one.

Ann had counted on time in Palm Beach
to buy a wedding gown. As it was, China'd

had some dresses sent out. None of them
was right. "Looks like you're going into a

rumba," snorted Connie Talmadge. "Take
it off. Put this one on." As China's close

friend, Connie was one of the guests, the

other two being China's lawyer and his

wife.

In the bags she'd sent ahead was a
champagne tulle Ann had never worn, yards

of lovely skirt and a tight-fitting bodice.

They finally dressed her in that. Over her

head they draped a mantilla of Chantilly

lace, ivory with age. Reporters dreamed up

the pretty fiction that it had been her grand-
mother's, but the fact is prettier. It was a
gift from George.
She came down on the lawyer's arm, float-

ing tulle and old lace, velvet gardenias and
orchids, and a face to match. But she didn't

feel poetic. Her hands were clammy. She
was terribly grateful to the lawyer for hold-

ing her up. She wished it were over, this

slow pacing to the wedding march, every-

one facing her, waiting for her. There was
George in his white dinner jacket, with Pat
beside him. Dead-pan he looked, but his

hand was as clammy as hers when they

touched.
"Do vou Clara Lou. take Georee

— "'

"I do—"
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SMOKING MEANS INHALING.

INHALING MEANS YOU NEED
what PHILIP MORRIS alone provides!

All smokers sometimes inhale. But—your throat needn't

know it. Here's a vital difference you may not know exists.

Eminent doctors compared the leading favorite cigarettes

. . . found and reported that:

SMOKE OF THE FOUR OTHER LEADING POPULAR BRANDS

AVERAGED MORE THAN THREE TIMES AS IRRITATING - AND
THEIR IRRITATION LASTED MORE THAN FIVE TIMES AS

LONG— AS THE STRIKINGLY CONTRASTED PHILIP MORRIS!

That's proved protection— exclusive with Philip Morris

— added to your enjoyment of the finer-quality PHILIP

Morris tobaccos. No worry about throat irritation . . .

even when you do inhale!

trite*** CALL FOR

ILIP MORRIS
JIMmCAS FINEST

CICARtffi
"Then repeat after me—

"

I won't remember it, she thought wildly,

and only when she realized he was saying

it two words ac a time so she couldn't miss,

did she stop quaking.
Goerge was putting the ring on now—

a

double diamond band, linked by pear-shaped

diamonds. For a long second his jittery

fingers couldn't get it past her knuckle. She
fought down an impulse to help him.

Then it was over—all but the kisses and

cake and champagne toasts. George drank

one to his bride, though he hates the stuff,

calls it bum seven-up. Somehow a couple

of photographers sneaked in, and the spirit

was such that no one had the heart to throw
them out. And George carried Ann across

the threshold of the cottage China had pre-

pared for them. And it rained.

It rained for two and a half days. They
wired the studio to find out how much time

they had. The studio wired back that Ann
would be needed on the 12th for "Shadow
of their Wings," Brent on the 16th for "Gay
Sisters." "So what shall I do?" he de-

manded. "Send you on ahead? Look, why
don't we go back to La Quinta, where at

least the sun's shining."

By some mix-up, the black coat she'd

worn on the way down was packed off in

Ann's trunk. In Chicago it was eight below,

so Henry, George's valet, suggested she

wear his coat, he'd keep plenty warm run-

ning around with the bags. If you saw the

pictures of Ann taken in Chicago, you saw
Henry's coat—a good-looking affair, though
a little long for style.

At San Bernardino the boys turned out
in force—press, studio and Danny, George's
Kerry Blue, who indicated his pleasure in

the whole thing by jumping on Ann and
washing her ear. They had three days at

La Quinta. Gwennie and Rita, their secre-

taries, were on hand to welcome them home.
"Hey, you did that once," squealed Ann, as

George picked her up to carry her in.

"This is a new place. I have to do it

again
!"

For the time being, they're living at

George's house, since his lease has another

year to run. Ann wasn't planning marriage

when she bought her place at Encino, so

thev'll have to wait till priorities permit

the* building of additional quarters.

As everyone knows, they didn't enter

marriage lightly. Both had been burned be-

fore. Both were aware of the hazards

—

perhaps too aware. Ann had assumed
obligations—the house she'd bought, people

who worked for her—which she felt she

had neither the right to drop nor unload

on anyone else. Their tastes didn't meet at

all points. Ann liked to go out. George

didn't. In the end, they discovered that none

of these things mattered enough to keep

them apart.

George had been misquoted as saying he

hates people. It's crowds, not people, and

he doesn't hate them, they scare him. He's

shy of strangers. This, he says, may sound

like nonsense at his age, but remains a fact.

He's not anti-social. He likes having people

around whom he knows well, people he can

relax with, whose interests he shares. To
waste time and effort on social patter for

its own sake seems to him foil}-.

On the other hand, if Ann wants to go

out, he goes. Only she doesn't want to. Ann,

who used to count that night lost which

wasn't spent dancing, says now: "Oh, we
go out often enough—once_ every' six

weeks." There's no mystery involved but

the mystery of happy marriage. Annie looks

radiant the'se days. She always did. But the

serenity in her eyes is something new.

"Can't even get myself a glass of water,"

she grumbles. "I'm a pampered darling,

and I love it.
1

Because of makeup and hairdo, she

must be at the studio by seven. George gets

up first and turns on the heat. She hates

to think of food till it's set before her.

S GREENLAND

Gecrge orders the meals, and started the

innovation of lunch at home. "She used to

sit in that green room at the studio, enter-

tain every visiting fireman that showed,

swallow a chop and work all afternoon

with a lump in her chest. Now she eats in

peace, with nobody knocking her out of

her chair."

He calls her Red and Tex and Piyute.

She calls him Keoki—Hawaiian for George

—and Don Jose, a gag started by their

director friend, Lloyd Bacon. After dinner,

he reads aloud from the paper while she

knits Army sweaters. Or they turn on the

radio for war news and political forums.

Their dinner guests are Danny and Amos,
the poodle, who yaps his' head off when
George puts his arms round his wife. "It's

the French in him," says Brent
Since they've both worked steadily since

getting back, they've been out only twice

—

to Cesar Romero's housewarming, and to a

dinner given by a friend in their honor.

As a special treat, "Kings Row," was shown
after dinner. This embarrassed Ann. Till

then George had never seen her on the

screen. She chattered all the way home to

ward off comment. At last he got a word
in. "About the picture

—

"

"Don't tell me what you think."

"I think you're photogenic," he remarked.

She gets "a bang out of ASB on her note-

paper, and she thinks Ann Brent is a lovely

name. As for the more significant aspects

of marriage
—

"If I'd known it was going to

be like tins. I'd have done it long ago."

Like what? She wriggles. Ann's no

slinger of gush. "Oh—the friendliness, the

warmth, the companionship, the nice feeling

that you're needed. Even if it's only to be

spoiled, still you're needed."

As for George, he can't get home from

the studio fast enough. Which is under-

standable. Sheridan, knitting in a corner of

the sofa with the lamplight on her hair, is

no bad thing to come home to.
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Guess Her Age!

New kind of face powder

makes her look years younger!

ONCE this lovely girl looked quite a bit

older. For she was the innocent victim of

an unflattering shade of face powder! It was a

cruel shade—treacherous and sly. Like a harsh

light, it showed up every tiny line in her face

—accented every little skin fault—even seemed

to exaggerate the size of the pores.

But look at her now! He'd never guess her

age! Is she 19—30—35? She has found her lucky

shade of face powder—the shade that flatters her

skin, makes -her look young and enchanting.

How old does your face

powder say you are?

Are you sure the shade of powder you use

doesn't lie about your age—doesn't say you're

getting a bit older?

Why take that chance? Send for the 9 new
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder today! Try
them one after another and let your mirror tell

you which is the perfect shade for you!

Lady Esther Powder is made a new way-
blown by TWIN 'HURRICANES until it's softer,

smoother by far than ordinary powder. That's

why its shades and texture are so flattering.

Send for all 9 shades

Find your most flattering shade of Lady Esther
Powder. Mail the coupon for the 9 new shades
and try them all. You'll know your lucky shade

—it makes your skin look younger and lovelier!

FACE POWDER

(78)Lady Esther,
7162 W. 65 th St., Chicago, 111.

Send me your 9 new shades of face powder, also
a generous tube of 4-Purpose Face Cream. I en-
close 100 to cover cost of packing and mailing.

^ (1J you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto,Ont.)
j

How I Conquered Foolish Fears!

Continued from page 28

flight was probably, "What's the fuss? It's

no more than she or any other wife should

do." Nor was it.

You would not know, of course, the story

behind that hurried cross-country flight.

That it was Bette's first. That with it she

conquered a deathly terror of flying which
had haunted' her insanely for years. Nor
could you possibly estimate the shining vic-

tory that relatively minor event meant in

her life. But then you may have forgotten

that beneath her screen glamor, Bette

Davis is human after all. That, even as you
and I, she is cursed with useless fears and
phobias, complexes and blown-up bugaboos
that have and occasionally still do make her
miserable.

"I've just learned a lesson," Bette told

me the other day across the luncheon table.

"And for the hundredth time," she added,

a bit sheepishly. "Foolish fears are the

most poisonous things in the world
!"

It was hard, off hand, to associate any
fear, foolish or otherwise, with Bette

Davis. Except maybe fear the priorities

board might shut off the supply of brass
Academy Oscars. She is bright, aggressive,

alive every minute and always bursting'

with beans. But I have learned that when
Bette Davis makes a statement she can
usually back it up.

"If I were a man," continued Bette, "I'd

like to be a psychiatrist. I'd like to find

out how silly, ingrown terrors start and
how to banish them. I can't think of a more
worthwhile job in the shaky world today.

There's enough real danger without im-
aginary mental goblins. Foolish fears shat-

ter happiness and ruin careers. They de-

stroy health, warp minds, breed failures,

and take all the joy out of life. They
^cause more torture, uncertainty and despair

than anything else in the world.
"I don't mean," Bette hastened to state,

"that one air-plane trip did give me years

of mental misery. That I finally tossed it

to the winds was just an incident, a small

thing. But in my life I have been ridden

and seen my friends ridden by phobias

originally every bit as small. That's the

absurd thing about fear complexes—the

worst mental monsters usually spring from
the tiniest trifles."

Bette reflected moodily for a minute.

"I've never told anyone this," she began.

"That's the trouble, when you nurse silly

fears and complexes the last thing in the

world you want to do is tell them. If we
only had sense enough to tell them and get

them off our burdened minds, they'd prob-
ably vanish, like germs brought into the

sunlight. I don't know why that's so hard,

but it is.

"When I was a small girl, I went to

the Boston theater once to see Thurston,
the magician. It was a gala occasion and
I'd stuffed myself unwisely with lobster

for lunch. In the middle of the act, I lost

all interest. Dizzy spots danced before my
eyes and in a minute I was a violently sick

little girl. The experience was humiliating
enough, but to make things worse, the lady
sitting next to me wasn't a very under-
standing sort. In fact, she bawled me out
in no uncertain terms, for all the row to
hear. I crept out of there sick, hurt, hu-
miliated and certain I was the most dis-

gusting creature alive.

"Right then a useless, absurd, but power-
ful phobia seized me and all my life I've

had to fight it. I still do, not nearly so
often as before, of course, but it's still lurk-

ing around. I'm afraid to be in any place
where escape isn't handy. I'm afraid I'll get
sick. I've felt that terror strike coldly more

times than I can remember. When I've

been on stages, in audiences, on trains, at

parties, or just in city crowds. I think it's

probably what fabricated my absurd terror

of air-planes. I've never been physically

afraid. .The thought of being high in the
air, the consideration of a crack-up never
bothered me. Nothing nearly so valid as

that. It was the silly, picayunish fear of

—

getting airsick in a closed plane. When I

thought of that I trembled with imaginary
mortification.

"Most foolish fears are every bit as

trifling in origin and facts," reflected Bette.

"But to the person they afflict they're ter-

rible, invincible nightmares often quite

capable of ruining all happiness and hope,

even life itself."

Bette told me about two girls she had
known. Both were inordinately tall. Both
were extremely self-conscious about their

height. Both were beautiful and intelligent.

Everyone liked them—but they didn't like

themselves. One managed to overcome the

silly worry about her tree-top figure. She
became a famous fashion and artists'

model. She had an important New York
career, married well and now has a family.

But the other girl stewed and brooded
about her long legs (she was perfect in

every other department) until her mind
actually became unbalanced. Pretty soon

she lapsed into melancholia, there were
suicide trys—and finally one of them took.

A tragic twist to a foolish fear.

"It exasperates me," said Bette almost
angrily, "when I think how idiotic fear

robs people of so much happiness, so many
friendships, so much opportunity to live.

Take any small example. How many peo-

ple are terrified at horses, scared of the

water, of mountain slopes ? How many have
reason to be? Horseback riding is a
healthy, thrilling sport. So is sailing, so is

skiing. None are really dangerous. How
many mothers have ruined their sons'

chances for popularity, strength and friend-

ships by forbidding football? How many
children, incidentally, have lived on through
nervous, intimidated lives of fear because

of a million over-cautious, parental 'don'ts' ?

"Think of the adults who have gone
through life feeling guilty about almost
everything normal they did. Think of chil-

dren forced to nurse their childish tragedies

out of all proportion and into a complex,

Anne Jeffreys and Marian Rosemond, above,

two former Powers models, play roles of twin

brides in "I Married An Angel," film which co-

stars Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy.
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because they didn't dare to 'tell their folks.'

Thank goodness, I could always tell my
mother everything- that happened to me

—

no matter what it was. That's one thing

I've always thanked her for. Of course,

that didn't keep me from building scare-

crows of my own.
"No girl is satisfied with her looks, for

instance, and I was no exception. All of us

could still easily order a remodeling job if

we had the choice. Like every other girl

I went through stages when I firmly be-

lieved I was a complete mess and a fright-

ful apparition to behold. Every girl born,

I suppose, has worried about her looks. It's

agony—but it's all right. It's normal It's

only when the worry turns into a poison-

ous fear so that it destroys every capacity

for enjoyment that it becomes an evil,

menacing thing.

"Once," said Bette, "I knew an elderly

woman almost seventy. She was—and this

is hard to believe—in mortal terror of

growing old—at seventy, mind you! As a

girl and a young woman she had been very

beautiful. Instead of making her happy,

her beauty ruined her life. She grew aghast

at the thought of losing it. As she grew
older, she devoted every minute of her time,

all her intelligence, every thought in her

head to staying beautiful. She lived in con-

stant terror of being seen ungroomed._ If

any tiny thing happened—a skin blemish,

a sleep wrinkle, anything—to mar her
beauty she shut herself off from all her
friends. She spent tortured hours daily

working over her face, her figure, her hair,

her clothes. She became a complete slave

to an absurd fear—that someday some one
would say, 'So-and-so isn't as pretty as

she used to be.' Which, of course, they
did anyway.
"Her life became a vacant room and she

an introverted eccentric. She never really

lived because of that absurd complex. Even
in her advanced'age she refused to go to

bed at night until she had prepared every
detail of her beauty toilette. Why? Because
the phobia had developed until she was
actually afraid she might die in her sleep
and be found—dead but unbeautified 1"

Bette shook her head sadly. "The point
is," she said, "so many of us worry so
much about what people think of us, when
we'd all be surprised how little people are
thinking about us. Then too—I suppose it

springs from egotistical human nature—but
all of us regard ourselves as very special

cases, as particular persecuted people fate
has picked on to blight with something or
other. If we could realize that everybody
else is in exactly the same boat! No one
is perfect. No one else expects perfection.
"The tragic part of useless worry is

that you waste valuable hours stewing
miserably which 'could be devoted to ac-
complishing things. I know writers who
fret themselves sick about their work in-
stead of working. I know actors who worry
about parts until they're too exhausted and
nervous to do a good job. They defeat
themselves. Hollywood is one of the most
chronically terrified towns on earth. That's
why picture people are haunted with
nervous breakdowns and ulcers. Fear can
do terrible things to you physically, as
everyone knows. Worse than that, it can
bmd you with chains of despair."

Bette is vitally interested in people, and
I discovered that she has almost a doctor's
shrewdness in diagnosing and filing away
case histories.

"I knew a woman in this town," Bette
recalled, "who was- miserably unhappy with
her husband. He was rather a bad egg and
there was no earthly reason for her putting
up with him. Only she was afraid to cut
loose. She was convinced she was a social
pariah and would surely fail to make a liv-
ing anywhere because—think how silly this
is—she had a prominent nose! Behind the
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BLONDER?

*Zty>p&w /fazs //?

*SUNJLIGHT»
Is your hair light in some places and

dark in others? Is it streaked and faded
— straw-like in color? . . . Then put it

flack on the "gold standard" with

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash!

For years, lovely women everywhere
have been using Marchand's to give their

hair that lighter look! Blondes praise

Marchand's for the lustrous sunglints it

brings out in their hair. Brunettes use it

to give their hair contrasting highlights.

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is quick
and easy to apply. It gives perfect results.

Use Marchand's, also, to lighten hair
on arms and legs. At all drug counters.

Marchand's

And...here's a new idea—

Make-Up" for your hair!

Enliven and highlight the color-tone of
your hair—with Marchand's thrilling new
"Make-Up" Hair Rinse! Not a bleach,
not a permanent dye! Made with Govern-
ment approved colors, it goes on-and washes
off-as easily as your face powder or lip-

stick. 9 flattering tints for euery shade
of hair. 25c and 10c .at all drug counters.

Copyrizht. 1942, by Chas. Marchand C
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There aren't many glamor girls who
can radiate so much of the stuff once
labeled "oomph," as can that gor-

geous starlet, Adele Mara. But we
don't have to sell her to you—just

examine this picture of her. She's ap-
pearing in "Shut My Big Mouth,"
typical Joe E. Brown laugh film.

nose, which was quite like millions of

others, the woman had an artistic, intelli-

gent and capable brain. All she had to do
was banish a foolish fear and she was
certain to free herself and live happily.

Fortunately she had a friend who ferreted

out the trouble and took her in hand. The
friend took her on a tour of Los Angeles.

Every few seconds she pointed out people

with large noses, big ears, crooked teeth,

knock-knees—and any other defect she

could notice. The moral was so evident it

was funny. The minute that neurotic lady

started laughing at herself, she was all

right. She found courage to leave her hus-
band and now is a very successful business

woman.
"The remedy for foolish fear all comes

down, I think," mused Bette, "to forgetting

yourself and turning your interest out-

wards—away from yourself into others. All

successful people in public life have had to

learn to do this. Actors, particularly, would
all be cases for sanitariums or one mass of

lonely Garbos if they didn't learn quickly

to forget themselves.

"Of course, I don't believe actors who
say they have never suffered stage fright,"

scoffed Bette Davis. "Stage fright is simply
a natural panic induced by exaggerated
concern about yourself. Even veteran actors

get it and probably always will. But most
of them have learned to turn their thoughts
away from themselves and into their au-
diences. Else they wouldn't be veteran
actors. For it's an actor's job to be per-

fectly under control at all times.

"I have been panicked and dismayed
often," Bette confessed. "The reasons have
always been foolish. When I first came to

Hollywood, I'd go home from public ap-
pearances upset, worried and complaining
to myself, 'Nobody seems to like me.' After
a while I realized I wasn't liking them
enough. Then I told myself, 'You silly fool,

stop worrying about yourself and you'll

be all right.'

"Public figures are always. shied from by
people who meet them. The temptation is

to shy away right back. But if you do,

you're only making things worse for your-
self. You turn your thoughts to how you're
acting and you usually act pretty awful,
like a grande dame or something equally
artificial. If you can forget yourself and
interest your mind in the people around
you, you immediately are yourself. It's easy
enough then to be a generally charming,
likable and interesting person."
When Bette flew to her husband, in Min-
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neapolis, she stayed with him for ten days
in the hospital. Hospitals are another long
cherished phobia of hers. The antiseptic,

sterile atmosphere frightens her and the
thought of disease and suffering auto-
matically suggests escape. In fact, when
she greeted her husband, "Farney," as she
calls him, knowing her terror of both air-

planes and ward rooms, he grinned weakly
at her, "Well—" he said, "if I ever had
any doubts about you, Darling—I don't
need any more proof than this 1"

_
Bette was surrounded with all kinds of

sickness and suffering. Surgical cases were
wheeled past her door constantly. A man
died in the room next to her. A woman
across the hall lost a baby. She knew if she
stayed there brooding about all the sick-
ness and agony she would soon be a case
herself. So Bette went around visiting the
sick people. She had to force herself to do
it. But it worked. "At first," Bette con-
fessed, "I thought I'd faint, until I realized,
'you're only thinking about your own feel-

ing, Davis. You're feeling sorry for your-
self, not the patients.' She visited the chil-

dren's ward, the lady with the still-born

baby, a girl who had been in an accident,
trussed up with a broken hip.

"She lay there with weights on her legs,

her body in a cast," said Bette. "She had
been there four months and she'd be there
four months more. When I thought of the
agony she was going through, I thought at
first I couldn't stand it. Then I knew I

wasn't thinking about her, but myself.
When I transferred my thoughts away
from myself to her, I was not only able
to cheer her up but I helped myself, too.

I conquered my fears. I don't think I'll

ever feel afraid of hospitals and sickness
again.

"We can always do what we have to do,"
Bette believes, "and in the last analysis it's

always .up to no one but ourselves. People
with unreasonable fears are lucky if they
can go to some understanding or scientific

person for help. But not everyone can af-

ford professional advice, for one thing. For
another, the advice is worthless unless the
will exists to banish the phobia. I visited a
doctor once about my unreasonable terror
of getting ill in crowds. He told me to
seek crowds and force myself to mingle
with them. I did it and it was torture, but
it helped. I had to do it myself, though,
else the prescription was worthless. Each
fear you face and conquer yourself leaves
you a far stronger, greater person and
helps you go on to conquer another one.



"Of course sometimes a terrific emer-

gency arises to force you into the thing

you fear most. That, in a way, is the

luckiest solution possible. It doesn't always

happen, of course, but when it does, the

terror is lost in the urgency and the thing

you fear is surprisingly simple, easy, even

pleasant to conquer. Apprehension is al-

ways twice as devastating as the reality.

"I don't think there has been a day since

I came to Hollywood that the spectre of

flying hasn't haunted me. Air travel is al-

most a necessity in this time-pressed busi-

ness. For years I have dreaded with real

physical nausea the day some emergency
would force me aboard a plane. When it

finally came, I never thought about it."

Fate couldn't have cooked up a more
adverse set of circumstances to lure Bette

in the air nor set a more ominous stage

for her first long flight. She was in the

middle of a jinx picture, upset before by
the unfortunate nip a testy Scottie took at

her nose. She hadn't slept for forty-eight

hours before the doctor's urgent call came
from Minneapolis. It arrived at ten in the

morning, saying Arthur Farnsworth was
critically ill with pneumona, temperature
106. Bette flew away that evening at six.

There were no regular airlines flying

that night. Weather conditions were abom-
inable—the worst for flying in months.
Snow and sleet curtained a low ceiling

everywhere, Albuquerque, Wichita, Chi-

cago. Into this witch weather, Bette
climbed, tossing about like a pea in a rattle.

She wasn't airsick, she wasn't scared.

"In fact," smiled Bette, "I was elated.

And I've been that way ever since about
air-planes. Almost like a reformed drunk-
ard, I've been trying to convert everyone
else. The day after I flew back, two air-

planes crashed, killing thirty people and
spoiling one airline's six-year safety record.

I pointed out to everyone who'd listen with
facts and figures that the tragedy still left

air-planes the safest mode of travel.

"That," she added, "is probably the most
wonderful thing about useless fears. They
all can have such happy endings when
they're finally beaten. There's a vast sense
of victory which is the most satisfying
thing I know >of. I don't mean to compare
my puny experiences with anything so big
and important, but I do understand now
how Londoners feel after coming through
the awful Nazi bombings of last year. They
feel swell. They feel like a team that's

just won a football game. They're proud.
Before the actual ordeal is when London
went through its hell of apprehension.

"Real fear, of course, is a necessary emo-
tion, and a natural method of self-protec-
tion. If we had no fear at all we'd die
pretty young. But I can't think of one
fancied fright that doesn't hold out rich
rewards when it is finally, completely
junked.

"In my case this reward is particularly
great. My husband, 'Farny,' is a flyer. His
business is aviation. I've never gone up
with him and he's never suggested it. He
knew if I ever defeated that phobia I'd

have to do it myself. But now I can have
a common interest with him. I can. enjoy
being with him where he best likes to be—
in the air.

"On my deathbed I want to be able to
say that I've lived my life to the fullest,

taken advantage of every opportunity pre-
sented me and kept cheerful and courageous
with no self-created Frankenstein monsters
depriving me of theJull joy of living that
is my right and everyone else's.

"President Roosevelt wasn't thinking
about petty phobias when he said, 'All we
have to fear is fear itself.' But what ap-
plies to our world at large applies quite
as well to our own small lives. Foolish
fears are poisonous. I'm giving them up

!"

"I was a Wife m name o/ify"

A NEGLECTED WIFE REGAINS

HER HAPPINESS BY OVERCOMING
HER "ONE NEGLECT"

I. Our marriage started out like a story-book romance. We were so head-over-heels in love.

But soon my romance faded. Jim's love turned to cold indifference. I suffered agonies.

2. Mrs. M. dropped in one morning and caught

me crying. She dragged the whole sad story

out of me. "My dear," she said, "don't mind

my frankness—you see, I used to be a Regis-

tered Nurse, and I understand your trouble.

So many wives lose their husbands' love be-

cause of carelessness about feminine hygiene.

3. "Our head physician set me straight," con-

tinued Mrs. M. "He advised his women patients

to use Lysol for intimate personal care. Lysol,

you see, is a powerful germicide; used accord-

ing to easy directions,it kills all vaginal germ-life

on instant contact . . - yet can't harm sensi-

tive tissues. It cleanses and deodorizes, too."

4. I've used Lysol for feminine hygiene ever

since—with never the slightest worry about its

effectiveness. Lysol is so economical— it never

dents my budget. And— oh, yes, Jim is once

more "that way" about me—and am I happy!

Why you can depend on Lysol

GENTLE YET POWERFUL— Used as

directed, Lysol is gentle, safe for deli-

cate tissues (not an acid— no free alkali)

yet there is no germ-life in the vaginal
tract that Lysol vill not kill on instant
contact. SPREADING—No other widely
advertised douche preparation has the
wide spreading power Lysol has— Lysol
solution searches out germ-life deep
down in tiny folds other liquids may
never reach. ECONOMICAL— Small
bottle makes almost 4-gallons solution.

CLEANLY ODOR— Soon disappears.

HOLDS STRENGTH to last drop— play

safe with Lysol.

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE

Copr.. 1942. by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

SP^T* For new FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard

to Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. S.-542, Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.
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Look who's laughing

now.' And it's no won-

der. That tank helmet

Linda Darnell is try-

ing on Joe E. Brown

fits kind of quick.

This bit of fun, left,

took place while the

stars were visiting the

camp at Fort Mon-
mouth, New Jersey,

with USO Camp
Shows to entertain

the boys. Lower left,

Fluffy, the soldiers'

mascot, reciprocates

byentertaining Linda.

11 VIII V«J' M,

T WAS a long, heart-breaking struggle.

But Hedy Lamarr's mother finally

reached this country. When Mrs. Keisler

got off the train, she surprised her famous
daughter by speaking perfect English.

However, she doesn't always understand- it

—especially the way it is spoken in Holly-

wood. For example, she complained to

Hedy: "Why are you always saying 'Oh
brother'—when you haven't a brother?"

CUSAN ANN GILBERT retains her

O name but legally gets a new father. He's

J. Walter Ruben, married
_
to Virginia

Bruce, who was once married to Susan
Ann's own father, John Gilbert . . . Eddie
Quillan, one of the best comedians in the

business, forced to open a bowling alley

to eat. Hollywood producers should hang
their heads in shame . . . He's in such de-
mand, Gene Autry is introducing his "Fly-
ing Rancho Rodeo" . . . Tony Martin in

uniform, doing a swell job of recruiting

men for the U. S. Navy . . . Passionate
Pola Negri back in Hollywood, looking
for a movie job . . . Bette Davis interrupt-

ing her vacation to sell $30,000 worth of

Defense Bonds in- Rutland, Vermont, home
town of hubby Arthur Farnsworth.

Left, comedienne Judy Canova, all dressed

up in lace stockings 'n' everything, ready

to sing the Barrel House Bessie number
in her starring picture "Sleepytime Gal."

J wvvu
CARL ALSOP, the inimitable husband

of the inimitable Martha Scott, tells

this one on his wife. When it became time

for Martha to go to the hospital (she had

a seven-pound boy) she refused_ to take

along a suitcase carrying her things. In-

stead, Martha insisted, the houseboy could

drop it by a little later on. Carl couldn't

understand why they should wait, especially

when it would be so simple to take the

suitcase along right then and there. Finally,

he pinned Martha down to an answer. "If

I don't take it," she explained, ."then I

won't feel so conspicuous walking in
!"

HERE and there and in your hair:

Richard Travis and Jeanne Cagney,

looking like they were made for each other,

dancing on a dime . . . Robert Cummings
beaming and admitting they're expecting

the patter of little feet . . . Strange sights

in Beverly Hills: Bonita Granville and

Jackie Cooper on a bicycle built for two . . .

Betty Grable and George Raft burning the

midnight oil but it's not what you think.

They're reading scripts like mad because

thev want to act together . . . Sad-eyed

Clark Gable back on the set. Name of the

picture is "Somewhere I'll Find You."

By

Weston East



Above, Penny Singleton and baby Norma
Jean Wayne in "Blondie's Blessed Event."

Above right, Joe Strauch, Jr., a miniature

Smiley Burnette, gets a piggy-back. Joe apes

and dresses like Smiley in "Heart of the Rio

Grande," Gene Autry movie. Right, when you

see "My Favorite Blonde," Bob Hope-Made-
leine Carroll film, look for Bing Crosby. He
got in a scene when he wandered on set.

nERT DE WAYNE MORRIS, JR., and
D Miss Patricia Ann O'Rourke are now
man and wife. All of which means in

Hollywood that Wayne Morris (now an
ensign in the U. S. Navy) and Pat Stewart

have finally done it. Amusing- highlight on

the wedding was this : Wayne was so ner-

vous when he got around to kissing his

bride, he went at it like it was a movie
closeup. They almost had to yell "Cut" to

stop him!

THIS is how Hollywood rumors get
started. A local columnist printed that

Jean Parker and John Howard were hav-
ing a heat wave. Now Jean happens to be
happily married to Doc Dawson. John
Howard is having steady dates with a girl

who looks like Jean. But she happens to be

Mary Brian. Evidently Mary and Hedy
Lamarr have the same taste in men. After

Hedy and Reggie Gardiner called it a day,

it was Mary whom Reggie turned to. And
very lucky for him. Now it's John Howard
and Mary. Hedy and John have been sing-

ing Thanks For The Memory ever since

George Montgomery took over all Hedy's
spare time.

nY THE time you read this, Louis Hay-
D ward may be in the Marines. Unlike
Burgess Meredith and Jeffrey Lynn, who
are in the Army, Louis thinks he will make
a better soldier on land and sea.

Hollywood's best bet

for good taste

Wolly Westmore is head of Para-
mount's make-up department.
His good taste is tops in the art of

make-up. Here's Wally—behind
the scenes, working on a shotfor
"Dr. Broadway."

Hollywood's and all Ameri-
ca's best bet for better taste

is Pepsi-Cola . . . finer fla-

vored and pure all the way,

first sip to last. And when
you want a lot, those 12 full

ounces do the job for a

nickel. Give yourself a big

treat today ... a Pepsi-Cola.

... ibat's Pepsi-Cola!

•^T Pepsi-Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y. Bottled locally by Authorized Bottlers from coast to coast, ^Ar
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Do's and Donts a6out

Tampons

Don't Be old-fashioned

A few years ago, the very thought
of tampons was startling—today
millions ofwomenknow theymake
sense. Every month, more and
morewomen discover the wonder-
ful freedom of internal sanitary

protection. So don't be timid

—

but do be wise! Choose a tampon
that's right for you.

Do geta tampon thatfits /

Meds, the Modess tampons, are scientifi-

cally correct. They were designed by a
leading woman's doctor— after years of
scientific experimenting with all kinds
of tampons. Comfortable? You're as free

as any other dayl No pins. No odors. No
bulges. Easier to use, too. Each Meds
comes in a one-time-use applicator that
ends old difficulties.

Do BesureofrealprotectionI

Protection depends on how fast, how
much a tampon absorbs. Meds absorb
faster because of the "safety center." No
other tampon has it! Meds are made of
the finest, pure cotton—they hold more
than 300% of their weight in moisture.

Don'tpay morel

You don't have to now! Meds cost /ess
than any other tampons in individual ap-
plicators. No more than leading sanitary
napkins. Try Meds! Compare! You'll be
glad you did!

BOX OF 10-25}* • BOX OF 50-98?!
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RAY MILLAND was talking to Gary
Cooper shortly before he won an

"Oscar" for hi-s performance as "Sergeant
York." "I don't suppose it would mean a
great deal to you," said Ray. "But I think
you deserve the award and I sure hope you
get it." Gary looked serious, blinked his

eyes, gulped, and in typical Cooper style

replied, "Oh, I'd sure like to get it, all

right." Then he waited a few seconds. "But
I'd sure hate to have to go up after it!"

he mused.

/^ESAR ROMERO'S first (and his last,

v— he vows) big party was enjoyed by
everyone but the host. In honor of his sister

visiting Hollywood, "Butch" really knocked
himself out planning the whole thing. The
Brown Derby catered under a huge cello-

phane tent erected in the back-yard. There
was a five piece orchestra, complete with
portable dance floor. Jack Benny, by the

way, walked in, took one look and ex-
claimed: "You deliberately hired an orches-
tra without a violin when you knew I was
coming !" Only at a Hollywood party could
you find such intrigue. Loretta Young, now
Mrs. Tom Lewis, sat next to her one-time
boy friend, George Brent, now married to

Ann Sheridan. Irene Hervey, now married
to Alan Jones and formerly Bob Taylor's

big moment, nodded (and not too eagerly)

to Barbara Stanwyck. Joan Crawford
brought her knitting in a pillow case that

was plainly monogrammed JCT (Joan
Crawford Tone). Madeleine "Fieldsy"
Lang was there because Carole Lombard
would have been the last person to want
her dearest friend to sit home and mourn.
Anne Shirley, sad-eyed and lonely, dropped
by late in the evening. So did Tyrone
Power, who had worked until midnight.

He needed a shave and in his dinner clothes

the contrast was pretty exciting. When the

first high wind in three years suddenly
sprang up and blew down the tent, Cesar
all but ran screaming out into the night.

No one else minded it a bit. They just

moved into the house and kept right on
dancing

!

r RROL FLYNN might just as well put
C a "For Rent" sign on his bedroom door.

His favorite room in his house is his li-

brary. So he put a large double bed in it

and there he sleeps. Comes in handy if he
wants to get to one of his reference books
in a hurry

!

JOAN FONTAINE'S acting in "Sus-
J picion" won her an "Oscar" for the best

performance of the year. But there aren't

any statues being given for her popularity

with her co-workers on the sets. Joan her-

self is reported to have said they disliked

her so much out 'at 20th, they wouldn't
even drink the Coca-Colas she bought for

the troupe. There's a story making the

rounds that Tyrone Power gave Charles
Boyer and Ronald Colman a preview of

what "histrionics" they may expect when
they work with Joan. True or false, there's

no denying that Olivia de Havilland's little

sister can act. What's more, she's always
had good scripts and fine directors to help
her prove it—except when she was Queen
of the B's atRKO.

ALMOST greater than the interest in the
1 Academy Award winners this year,

.was the problem of what the ladies were
going to wear. On account of war time con-
ditions, formal attire was ruled out. Just-
below-the-knee cotton dinner dresses were
quite in evidence. Linda Darnell wore a

black and white one. Ann Sothern's outfit

was a cotton gabardine dinner dress, but-
toning from throat to floor hem. Instead
of an ermine or mink wrap, around her
shoulders Ann quaintly wore a modernized
version of an old-fashioned cotton shawl.

SCREENLAND

(^.ENE RAYMOND has received a com-^ mission as a first lieutenant in the air
force combat command. Gene has been an
aviation enthusiast for years and holds a
pilot's license.

ANTI-AIRCRAFT shells roared while
powerful searchlight beams swept the

heavens ! The report of unidentified air-
craft gave Hollywood its first horrifying
taste of what war can really be like. The
blackout lasted five hours. But even in the
face of near-tragedy comes an amusing
story. Patsy Kelly was driving down the
coast, after making a radio appearance with
Bob Hope at Camp Roberts. When the
alarm sounded all traffic came to a halt.

Patsy hid in a clump of bushes with some
soldiers. She didn't get home until eleven
o'clock the next morning. Patsy had told
the boys so many jokes to amuse them,
she couldn't speak above a whisper!

SEVEN straight years with no options,
reads the new contract Warner Bros,

presented Humphrey. Bogart. For being a
good boy, is the reason. With the possible
exception of Robert Taylor, Bogey's new
deal is the only one of its kind in these
tough times. The Bogey man of the movies
only asked one concession in return

:

"Please don't make me play romantic stuff

with dames !" he pleaded.

FREAK accidents seldom happen in front
of the camera. But Priscilla Lane got

conked on the head by a microphone, while
making a picture at Universal. She tried
to be a good sport about it. Later on, it is

said, they discovered she had a mild con-
cussion^ A few days rest and Pat was in
there pitching again

!

Watch for Fay McKenzie when you see the new
Gene Au+ry picture, "Heart of the Rio Grande."
Fay is known as the Camera Appeal Girl.



Call It "Good Taste

Continued from page 16

before you purchase, so that everything has

a definite role, that it is smartness-suicide

to buv something just because it is a bar-

gain or so pretty. In other words, you ought

to go about buving as you would in making

a budget—if you can ! Brenda believes we

have never known a day when bright colors

are so beautiful, so very right and so varied

that there is some sparkling tone for every

type. Make-up solves the dress color problem

for everyone, from the white-haired to the

fiery red-head. Brenda's favorite colors are

black, white, beige and red. Some greens

could be good on her, but the blue shades

are out, because her own brown tones are

so beautiful.

Some sidelights on this young person

seem in order. It is obvious frorn her ap-

pearance that her mind works in clear

orderly fashion, and this she also evidenced

when she said: "There are a great many
calls on a Hollywood person's time. One

is always being asked to appear at this or

that function, for this or that cause. And
this I truly like to do if I can only know

in advance and plan for it." Ah, that touches

a chord in us all. If we could only know
and be prepared. And we just can't. But the

game isn't lost by any means. There is some

groundwork in good looks that is almost

infallible. It sounds prosaic but it will make

vou look awfully pretty when the need for

vour utmost in prettiness arrives. This is

a day of sudden dates, of blind dates on

the up-and-up, so let the flash of a uniform

be a signal to you to be ready for any

emergency. The girls are marrying so fast

it is impossible to keep track of who is who.

Romance is blossoming, diamond rings are

flying thick and fast. It's the emotion and

urgency of war. But we're getting romantic

when we should be prosaic and down to

business

!

Get yourself organized. There s a quota

for your bonds and stamps (and are the

girls coming through
!
) and there's a quota

for your wardrobe and your make-up. De-

cide just what costume or costumes will

give you the utmost in appeal and good,

fong wear. Maybe it's that navy blue with

white touches and a saucy flower hat. Or
maybe you'll choose a grey suit and a

simply irresistible red sailor. Whatever, buy

with an eye to pleasing the boys as well

as yourself. Men don't really know what

they like in a woman's clothes, they only

know when they like her in them. With

warm days ahead, you may as well make

up your mind that you have to keep on

closer terms with your tailor and dry

cleaner and with your soap flakes and basin.

You had just as well right now make a

date weekly for each—and keep it. If you

are one of the girls in a uniform, then go

frivolous and feminine (still in good taste)

for your hours out of uniform. Fill the eve-

ning hours with real glamor by both being

and looking different from day. Dress up

evenings as much as you can. Maybe this

might have appalled "him" when he drifted

around the old verandah in slacks and

sports shirt, but never in uniform! The

uniform goes anywhere as correct evening

dress.

Brenda has us only started but the page

ends. You carry on from here. Good times

and good looks and good taste go together.

They are any girl's recipe for doing her

part in a purely feminine way. And more

than often a sidelight is the engagement

ring and its successor, the wedding band.

You help more than you know by appeal

in person and personality. You are the re-

lief from grim war; the personification of

the ideals, love and home for which men
give their lives.

Phyllis Ruth rates your attention now, but she

hopes to win more for her work in "The Fleet's

In," so be sure to watch for her on the screen.

1 . 1 Hott?*00
*

Write for reprint (suit-

able for framing) of

Xavier Cogaf s carica-

ture of Merie Oberon
and name of your
nearest Jolene dealer.

Jolene Hollywood Studio S55, 6715

Hollywood Boulevard. Hollywood,

California.
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Should A Woman Pay the Check?

68

can do it without making the fellow feel
uncomfortable. Any girl who is really in-
terested in a boy should be glad to go
where he can comfortably afford to take
her.

"There is only one alternative, and it's

the only one I have ever used, for I feel a
man wants to pay the check at all times.
In my group of friends, occasionally three
or four of us girls will decide to go to the
beach or to a roller-skating rink. But when
we make such a decision, we tell the boys
very definitely that we will pay our own
bills for the evening. They usually try to
argue with us, but we stick to our guns.
Going Dutch isn't so bad—provided it

doesn't lead into a continual state of the
girl paying for her check and boy paying
for his. No man will remain interested in
a girl long if that keeps up."
"What about the twenty-one-dollar-a-

month men in the armed forces?" I asked
Linda.
"They are almost more sensitive than

other men. They don't want a girl to rub
in the fact that they make only twenty-one
dollars a month. They'd rather spend every
cent than have a girl pay their check. But
this can be avoided, too. A girl can invite
a soldier to her home for dinner and then
let him take her to a movie. If she wants
to, she can always find ways to give him
and herself a good time without his spend-
ing a lot of money.

"Speaking of soldiers and the war, I
think more girls should put into practice
what might be called the 'Defense Fund.'
The idea is simple. Once a week, every
girl should turn down a date. Instead of
going out, she should invite the young
man to her home for dinner with the un-
derstanding that the money he would have
spent on entertainment be placed in the
girl's Defense Fund. She, in turn, should
match his money with what she might have
spent on other things. The combined total
should be used to buy Defense Bonds."

Betty Grable was shaking a couple of
mean hips over on the set of "Song of the
Islands" when I managed to talk to her
for a few minutes. Of course, Betty is
going with George Raft now, and George
is hardly the kind of person to let a girl
pay a check, but don't forget that la Grable
has been plenty popular with the gents
for a long time.

"I've never been invited out by a man
who didn't have enough money," she said
to me frankly. "Not that I only went with
wealthy boys. But I've worked hard for
my money and I like the feeling of respon-
sibility and independence it gives me. Well,
if I feel like that, think how a fellow feels.
He has twice the pride and sense of re-
sponsibility that a woman has. He is the
head man—or so he likes to believe.

"Frankly, the only man who deserves
such consideration from a girl—the only
man whose check a girl should pay—is the
fellow who has gone into the armed forces
to serve his country. It should be her duty
then to take the boy out and do it first
class. Not enough girls in the country are
considering the men in our armed forces.
Lots of us are still too interested in fol-
lowing our own peculiar codes of womanly
independence. We forget we owe them con-
sideration."

Next, I caught up with Dorothy Lamour.
"Dottie," I yelled with all the tact of a
steam-roller, "are you paying any man's
check now?"
She looked at me as though I had sud-

denly lost my mind. I explained to her as
subtly as I could what I was after.

"Shall I be philosophical or practical?"
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Continued from page 31

asked Miss Lamour before stating her views.
"Make it practical."
"In that case, I'd say that no girl should

pay her own way—and definitely not the
man's. If, however—

"

I waited for the qualification. I never
knew girls were so anxious not to offend
a man's ego.

"But if she is sure of the circumstances,
it's all right," Dottie added.
"What circumstances?"

.
"No smart girl need ever find herself

in the spot where she has to pay the check.
If she likes a man and he hasn't an edge
on the U. S. mint, what's wrong with her
asking him to her home for dinner?"

"But what if she hasn't a place of her
own to entertain him?"

"Well, almost every girl has a girl
friend who is able to entertain at her home.
Then, why shouldn't the girl and her friend
get together and invite the boy to dinner?

. The two girls can share the expenses in-
volved. So, you see—the girl should never
have to pay the check when she goes out
with a man."
"But what if she is engaged to a fellow—what then?"
"If a man and a girl are going to be

married, I don't see any harm in her pay-
ing the check. After all, she can get her
money back with interest when she is mar-
ried._ Tailors haven't stopped making pock-
ets in a man's trousers."
Thinking that over, I sought out Michele

Morgan, the sensational new star of "Joan
of Paris," and found her alone for a
change. We talked about the picture for a
while, and then I began the barrage.

"Michele, you're French/' I observed

—

oh, so astutely.

"I beg your pardon," she said quickly.
"I am practically a full-fledged American.
I already have my first papers."

"Well, then, what do you think about
paying a man's check?"
"A woman and her ideals are the same

in any country if that's what you mean.
So the situation is the same. Suppose a
woman and a man were out to lunch to-
gether. And suppose they were discussing
business. In such a case, where it's prac-
tical and platonic, a woman can very easily
pay_ the check without bringing about a
crisis. But when five o'clock rolls around,
it's a different thing altogether. At five
and after, a woman is supposed to assume
her more glamorous aspects. She is sup-

"

posed to become intriguing. And she def-
initely drops her business personality. Well,
she can hardly have glamor or intrigue
any man if she allows herself to pay the
check. She had better close her purse when
the clock strikes five.

"There is one important qualification
now, though. With so many of our men in
the armed forces, a girl has an even more
difficult problem to meet. If she is asked
out by any man who is serving his coun-
try, it is her duty to see that he doesn't .

spend too much on her. In fact, she should
really foot all the bills—if he will let her.
She can keep an eye on his finances in
such a case and still retain her own in-
dependence."
-On this matter of dating men in the

armed forces, I think Phyllis Brook's solu-
tion very good. She has thought up an
organization known as Parties Unlimited,
a group that entertains service men twice
a month. The number so entertained is

about 150. But when it comes to one man
instead of 150, here is her idea: "Go to
inexpensive places. And remember, every
time he takes you out it's your pleasure to
invite him to your place or to take him out
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two and three times. A simple ratio of 3

to 1. And it works."
I've always liked Carole Landis. She's

a frank person but sincere. I caught her

on the set of "My Gal Sal." It wasn't

long before I realized that even though

Carole likes men, she was the last person

I should have seen to talk to about a guy
with an empty wallet.

"I think it's ridiculous for a girl to pay

the check! It's not only embarrassing to

her, it's embarrassing to her escort. I'd

never pay a man's check under any cir-

cumstances."
"Not even if you were in love with the

guy?" -

"Most certainly not then. Love is based

on respect, and how can a girl respect any
man who lets her pay his—or her—check?
And how can a man respect a girl who
does? He should see to it that he's far-

sighted enough not to put a woman in such

a position. And he shouldn't think that

their love is enough to make such a situa-

tion okay.

"If a man can't afford to take a girl any

place, and if she understands his financial

condition, what's wrong with the two of

them sitting at home listening to records,

going for a walk, or having a hamburger?
"This may seem hard-boiled, but I've

found that it works. I've never paid a

man's check, and, as a result, I've not only

flattered a man's inherent ego—his lord of

the house idea—but I've kept my own

—

and his—self-respect."

Priscilla Lane is just about the most
career-minded person in Hollywood today.

So much so that she recently broke her
engagement to John Barry. I felt that she
might have some ideas on this paying the

check subject, since she is such a definite-

minded person. She was on the job in

"Arsenic and Old Lace" when I found her.

"I can't imagine any date important

enough for a woman to foot the bill," Pat

answered my question firmly. "Women to-

day are pretty independent. Certainly Hol-

lywood women are. And why shouldn't

they be? They should, therefore, observe

conventions—conventions which, by the

way, men have established for themselves.

Sure, some may say that the situation itself

is so important that it warrants a viola-

tion. But when you come right down to it,

you won't find many situations that im-

portant.

"Going Dutch isn't too bad, and if a girl

is really in love with a man and he hasn't

much money, I suppose it's all right for

a girl to pay her own way. But take my
advice and never be the woman who pays

and pays. It doesn't pay
!"

Equally insistent but on the other side

of the fence was Susan Hayward, the fiery

tempest of "Reap the Wild Wind." Susan

spared no spades in giving her views.

"Certainly a girl should pay the check,"

she said. "Why shouldn't she? It's time we
girls got over the idea that the world was
fashioned only for our benefit and that

men must shoulder all the responsibilities.

In these days, we should be more than

willing to help the men, especially since

they are being called upon for so many
sacrifices.

"As for the men in the armed forces, it's

poppycock to think that their pride would

be hurt if a girl paid their check. Their

$21.00 a month doesn't go very far, and
every girl owes it to them to dish out for

their benefit.

"But service men or no service men, no
girl is going to lose her independence^ by
paying a man's check. And she certainly

won't lose his respect. We've already lost

a lot of respect by thinking that men,

despite their circumstances, owe us every-

thing while we just can't conceive of the

possibility of our helping once in a while."

Screen land

Alexis Smith, who was working on "The
Constant Nymph," had the same idea as

Susan. She and Craig Stevens, her admit-

ted heart-beat, are probably the most demo-

cratic couple in Hollywood. And Alexis

certainly feels that girls are expecting too

much from the men.
"I fail to see how any harm can be

done by paying a man's check occasionally,"

Alexis said very definitely. "We girls

thrive on independence, and when we can

afford to pay our own way and maybe his

at times, we are simply gaining more in-

dependence. We've" talked too much about

being able to handle our own problems and
being our own bosses—and yet we are con-

tinually being dependent upon men,_ just

because some custom has so decreed it.

"Just because a man thinks that he must
run things as he has always run them is no
reason for girls to think they must con-

tinue to abide by such rules," Alexis said

firmly. "When two people are in love and

the fellow isn't as well equipped financially

as the girl is, I think she should be more
than glad to share the expenses for their

good times. If she and the fellow under-

stand each other well enough, there is no
cause for embarrassment. After all, there

is such a thing as being practical. I'd never

feel embarrassed if I paid a boy's check

—

and mine, too. Not if I cared for him. Of
course, if it were just another date, then

I'd say the girl would be a fool to pay
the check.

"This talk about pride, honor, and con-

vention doesn't mean a thing when lo^e is

involved. What's such a little thing as pay-

ing a check matter to two people who share

the same feelings ?

"We girls mustn't forget one thing—the

men who are serving our country are giv-

ing up a lot. The very least we can do is

to dip into our purses occasionally and
lend a hand."
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—surrounding your face with an aura of

loveliness? Nestle Colorinse will help your

dream come true. For Colorinse brings
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Colorinse. In 14 flattering shades. For a

lovelier hair-do—use Nestle Shampoo before

and Nestle Superset after Colorinsing. To
get a free sample of Colorinse, just write

the color of your hair on a postcard and

mail it to the Nestle Co., 113 8th Ave.,

New York, N. Y.
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Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 1

5

in succession. Anyway

—

boy! do they get
into scraps over that game? Your own side
is ready to beat you up with a mallet if

you miss a tricky shot."

Fibber, in case you don't know, looks so
heartbroken when serious that it's like
break of day when he smiles. Probably a
trouper's trick, but a swell one. You feel
as

_
if it's Christmas when you win that

smile. Molly (whose right name is Marian)
looks like the kind of neighbor yott wish
you had. Her eyes are as blue as the deep
blue cotton dress she was wearing. Daugh-
ter Katherine, who had just electrified the
household by getting herself an audition at
NBC and grabbing off a nice little part in
a radio serial, looks like her mother and
she's as attractively shy as girls used to
be in the heyday of Alice Ben Bolt.
Barbecue meals at the Jordans' are never

the same. "Sometimes we have steaks,
sometimes chops, sometimes hamburgers,"
Molly informed me, "then we serve a salad—mixed green, fruit, or some nice crisp
French bread spread with garlic butter,
and homemade ice-cream and cake.
"Other times we go in for oven dishes—baked pork and beans, with spiced fruit,

watercress salad—spaghetti, or my special
tuna dish. Corn souffle is a grand hot dish
to serve with little sausages or bacon, and
my folks can handle quite a few hot cakes."
A salad that has its points is Romaine

and canned asparagus, cut up and garnished
with strips of pimiento, served with a good
thick dressing that has chopped olives in it.

A delightfully rich dessert is composed
of

_
bananas, sliced lengthwise, spread with

thick strawberry jam, a little butter and
brown sugar, and lightly broiled. The Jor-
dans don't broil this at the barbecue pit,
but in the kitchen. Why don't you try it
tonight? It's wonderful!
The barbecue pit consists of a fireplace,

an oven set in a bricked wall, a roomy pit
and grill on one side, and a sink with run-
ning water and plenty of working surface,
on the other. Molly likes to use the oven
for her pork and beans which are con-
cocted from a sacred recipe presented to
her on her wedding day.

MOLLY'S BEANS
2 lbs. Great Northern white navy beans
\Yz lbs. pork loin

1 cup brown sugar
Salt

Pepper
Soak beans overnight ; drain in morning,

then boil in fresh water for ten minutes.
Drain.

Place seasoned pork loin in center of
roasting pan, spread half the beans around
the meat, sprinkle with salt, pepper and y2
cup brown sugar. Spread rest of beans
around and sprinkle with salt, pepper and
Yz cup brown sugar.
Put enough hot water in the pan to make

the beans float. Place in very slow oven for
5 hours.

Do not stir. Leave pan uncovered. When
water boils, add more hot water.

The barbecue oven also comes in handy
for spaghetti and to keep the tuna dish hot.
The tuna dish is something different and
can be served as a whole dinner by any
housewife who would save time and yet
have something interesting.

TUNA DISH
1 can Campbell's cream of mushroom

soup.

1 can Heinz peas

Screen land

1 can flaked tuna
Potato chips
Put peas, tuna and chips in alternate

layers in your casserole, pour soup over
them, cover with broken chips and bake in
oven until hot through and brown.

"I like to serve spiced fruit with any
creamy dish like spaghetti, tuna dish or
beans," said Molly, "so I always keep a
variety on hand. Spiced figs, prunes, apri-
cots, pears, peaches—sometimes a section of
baked orange—makes a welcome addition
to each plate. We use grapefruit marma-
lade with piping hot biscuits with such
dishes, too. It has a slightly bitter taste
and the only time I care for it is when I
want to cut that too-smooth taste."

Molly's corn souffle is very simple to
make and simply delicious.

CORN SOUFFLE
1 can Del Monte cream style corn
3 eggs
Salt and pepper;
1 cup milk
Bread-crumbs
Beat the eggs lightly, pour into corn, add

milk, salt and pepper,, mix and put in but-
tered casserole, cover with bread-crumbs
and bake in moderate oven for 45 minutes,
or until well-browned.

Making ice-cream is Fibber's delight.
He always wants vanilla, so it's usually
vanilla, but now and then one of the kids
breaks him down and they get peach or
strawberry or chocolate. This is the basic
recipe

:

FIBBER'S ICE-CREAM
1 cup milk
Yz cup sugar

Y& teaspoon salt

2 cups coffee cream
2 teaspoons Burnett's vanilla
Scald milk, add sugar and salt, and stir

until the sugar is dissolved. Add cream and
vanilla. When cool, turn into freezer and
grind until frozen.

It was Fibber's idea to turn the small
frame cottage on the place into a playhouse.
The big Colonial house is lovely with its
formal living room, its entrance hall with
graceful stairway and old grandfather clock
on guard at the foot, its dining room,
kitchen and breakfast room, sunny bed-
rooms on the second floor and den beneath,

Jim Brown and Barbara Britton, the romancers
in "Out of the Frying Pan," have found a new
use for tennis rackets. We don't recommend it.



Donna Reed and Dan Dailey, Jr., new movie

team, above, will soon be seen in "Mokey,

with young Bobby Blake as the title roleist.

j
but it's not a background for an informal

party. So the Jordans knocked out the par-

titions in the five-room cottage, waxed the

i
resulting spacious floor into dancing slick-

1

ness, installed a minute but complete kitch-

enette at one side to balance the bathroom

and dressing room and storeroom, and
; equipped it with refrigerator, electric stove

monel metal sink, electric coffee maker, and

closets filled with gay pottery dishes', sup-

plies and soft drinks.

There's a fireplace at one end of the play-

house, with a hearth rug made from one
1

of the great black bears the Jordans—father

and son—shot on their recent Alaskan vaca-

' tion trip. The furniture is comfortably up-
!

holstered, but light to handle—an item

when you want to get dancing space in a

hurry.
Fibber, whose hobby is carpentry, has

made half a dozen small tables that col-

lapse and can be stacked away in little

space, arranged to hook into wall fasteners

around the room. Each table will seat four,

and Molly has made quaint checkered cloths

j

for them in red, blue, green and yellow.

The playhouse is full of games, but Jor-
' dan guests usually make up their own, loye

to play charades or act. They have a music

I game that is good for any crowd with a

sense of rhythm. Someone knocks out on

wood a few bars from an opera, an over-

{

ture, the current Hit Parade or anything

else he chooses, and the rest guess, the

quickest guess scoring. The most simple

thing to knock out on your chair arm is

tum-tum-te-tum of Lohengrin's Wedding
March, but the Jordans and their guests

j

choose something more complex.

Again, they pantomime an illustration of

!| some song. I think it was Molly who

|

wowed a party with her interpretation of

i Jim who never brought her pretty flowers.

Oh yes, sure, they show home movies!

"But only if the people at the party are in

the pictures," said Fibber. "Who cares to

look at films taken by amateurs unless

there's something personal in them? You
can get a boot out of seeing yourself walk-

ing around the room but who wants to

watch his hosts and their pals circling the

globe ? 'Tain't human nature !"

With a great deal of self-restraint, there-

fore, the Jordans will not be showing the

movies of their Alaskan trip, even though
young Jim did bring down two deer with

a single shot, and can—and did—shoot from
either shoulder and get two black bears,

one right after the other!

If you suffer "PaVI A/1 If*"
distress from 1 CI IUUHj

Female Weakness
Which Makes You

V*. TIRED, NERVOUS

At such times are you annoyed by
backache, headache, cramps, distress

of "irregularities," periods of the

blues, perhaps weak, tired, nervous

feelings—due to functional monthly
disturbances? Then do this at once!

Try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

Compound. This time -tested liquid

medicine is famous to help women go

smiling thru distress of these "diffi-

cult days." Taken regularly—thruout

the month— Pinkham's Compound
helps build up resistance against such

annoying symptoms.

Thousands Benefited!

Pinkham's Compound helps relieve

monthly distress in such a sensible

way. With nature's own beneficial

roots and herbs! No harmful opiates.

Thousands upon thousands of girls

and women from all walks of life

—

have reported gratifying benefit.

Telephone your druggist right now
for a bottle of Lydia Pinkham's Com-
pound—famous for over 60 years and
still the best known medicine you can
buy today that's made especially for

women. Follow label directions. Lydia
Pinkham's Compound is worth trying!

J^r/mS'^^Mm^ VEGETABLE COMPOUND

Betty Grable, starring in the forthcoming

20th Century-Fox Technicolor picture,"Song

of the Islands," with make-up by Westmore.

She says: "I use Westmore Foundation
Cream, and it's really wonderful!"

It's Easy to Look

"STAR-LOW
with

FOIIDATIO! CREAM

Large economy size, 500
Smaller sizes at variety stores

Created by the famous Westmores,

Hollywood's Make-up Masters.

Used by leading stars for real life as

well as "reel life."

Gives your face a smooth, even, glow-

ing tone covers little blemishes,

tired shadows... and it's non-drying!

In six skin-tinted shades, with Face

Powder to blend. Also, vital-tone lip-

stick, rouge (cream and cake), skin-

freshener, cleansing cream, dry skin

cream, eye-shadow and mascara.

ou^e o/WESTMORE HOLLYWOOD
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M DABM OMIT

New cream positively sfops

underarm Perspiration Odor
as proved in amazing

HOT CLIMATE TEST
1. Not stiff, not messy—Yodora
spreads just like vanishing cream!
Dab it on—odor gone!

2. Actually soothing—Yodora can
be used right after shaving.

3. Won't rot delicate fabrics.

4. Keeps soft! Yodota does not dry
in jar. No waste; goes far.

Yet hot climate tests— made by
nurses—prove this daintier deodor-
ant keeps underarms immaculately

sweet— undet the most severe con-

ditions. Try Yodora!
In tubes or jars— 10$,

25$, 60$. McKesson &
Robbins, Inc., Bridge-

port, Connecticut.

YODORA
DEODORANT CREAM

SONG OR,G,NAL MUSIC COMPOSED TO
UiTQ YOUR SONG POEMS

I I J Send Poem for Free Examination.DA VI | Composing, Publishing, Arranging, Recording.
De Luxe Rhymer FREE on Request.

DE LUXE MUSIC SERVICE, Box3163-S, Bridgeport, Conn.

IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
"

WHAT CAUSES IT?

A booklet containing the opinions of fa-
mous doctors on this interesting subject will

be sent FREE, while they last, to any reader
writing to the Educational Division, 535
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., Dept. SU-5
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Yours for Loveliness
Advance thoughts for Mother's Day, bridal showers
and prospective sweet girl graduates now boning up

SPRING Morning! That's the new fra-
grance of an inspired group of bath

beauties by Bathasweet. There is the fa-
mous Bathasweet, wonder water softener,
which we formerly had only in Garden
Bouquet and Forest Pine. And there's
Bathasweet Bubbles, for a luxurious bubble
tub; and Bathasweet Shower Mitts, plump
cushions of terry cloth filled with pow-
dered soap, wonderful for a real friction
shower. And the grand soap, sculptured
with_ violets, looks good enough to eat. All
in pink, enchantingly sweet and delicate.

|_j ELENA RUBINSTEIN is an art col-
• I lector as well as a great chemist, and
here she blends both artistic and scientific
skill in a truly charming box of Mexican
inspiration. It's hand-done, snowy white
with bird and flowers in Cochinelle, a bril-
liant, flattering semi-pink, newest Spring
make-up tone. The box holds a Cochinelle
lipstick of a satiny sheen and texture, com-
pact rouge, nail groom (lacquer) and
waterproof mascara in glassine case, con-
venient for carrying. Gift thought #1. All
who see it, covet box and superb make-up.

THE Early American Old Spice creations
' pull at our heartstrings now and then.
They're frankly sentimental. Take the
Token Box sketched, for example. It's so
undeniably American—Independence Hall
decorates the box top, which you can't see,
and padded picture frame is just the size
for your favorite snap of that man in uni-
form, to say nothing of spicy toilet water,
talcum, soap and sweet pillow sachet.
Later, the box will hold your trinkets, etc.
From sixteen to sixty, any creature in
skirts will adore this. So nicely priced, too.

ALEXANDER KORDA'S production of
"The Jungle Book," by Kipling, and

featuring Sabu, is the raison d'etre for
some good-looking scarves by the Edgar
C. Hyman Co. We sketched "Elephants on
Parade," a twenty-six inch square of spun
rayon, gorgeous about head, neck or hips.
It's vivid tomato red and green, a regular •

bit of siren snare, if you ask us. There's
another colorful Malayan jungle scene that
somehow invites conversation. The scarves
are original, gay, pleasantly priced. Found
in department stores all over the country.

"THE JUNGLE BOOK" also suggested
I some striking costume jewelry. This is

by Rice-Weiner & Company, and we show
you a bracelet and earring (there is also
a necklace) resembling silver, turquoise
and ivory in bizarre and beautiful design.
And there isour pet, an ebony black native
beating a brilliantly enameled tom-tom de-
signed to light up any lapel and bring the
jungle closer to civilization. The jewelry
inspired by this picture all bears an Alex-
ander Korda tag. In department stores.

MOTHER'S DAY means perfume, and
Irresistible has taken its two famous

scents, Blue Waltz and Irresistible, and put
them in some sweet, sentimental frills as
tuck-in gifts along with Mother's bonds,
defense stamps or nylons. This is just that
little extra to touch her heart. Both are
tidbits to look at, are sure to delight her
day. The price, as you may know, does
not hurt in the least, and you will find them
in chain stores everywhere. Irresistible

!

Courtenay Marvin
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Fans' Forum

Continued from poge 12

in a defense plant and I know how other

men feel on this subject. I am voicing a

protest which has been voiced many times

before, and which perhaps some day may
have an effect upon, the movie make-up

departments.

With a few notable exceptions (any

movie-goer knows who they are), we poor

men cannot tell one actress from another.

They all look alike, their hair, their fea-

tures, their clothes, spell perfection—but

perfection does not touch our emotions. A
few years ago, I had the good fortune to

hear Mary Martin in person sing her fa-

mous song, My Heart Belongs to Daddy.

No, Mary wasn't pretty, but she had a

peculiar exciting way of putting that song

across—a mixture of sex and naivete.

Last night I saw her in a movie. Alas,

she was just another movie doll. I was
completely bored. She is only an example

of what happens to most of them.

This dialogue took place one lunch hour
between two men in the plant: "I'm tired,

I think I'll drop into a movie tonight."

"What's playing?" The first man named
the picture. "Who's acting in it?" And
then came the answer, "What's the differ-

ence? I can't tell one from the other."

And after seeing what the make-up de-

partment had done to standardize Mary
Martin, I remembered that conversation,

"What's the difference? I can't tell one

from the other."

MELVIN ROSENBAUM, Jamaica, N. Y.

Why do the studios spend time and much
money building up a star, making her into

a glamor girl with plenty of oomph 'n'

everything and then turn around and undo
their work by showing said star as an old

wrinkled woman?
We must all grow old of course, but I,

for one, don't go to the movies to look at

old wrinkled faces. I see several shows a

week and have many favorites among the

stars, but just recently I have had two
good pictures literally spoiled for me be-

cause of this aging process before my very
eyes.

First there was Merle Oberon in "Lydia,"

always a favorite of mine but after that

picture I shall never be able to visualize

her as the young, beautiful woman she
really is, but the older woman telling her

story of her four loves. And it doesn't

display any acting ability to act old—it

only shows the genius of the make-up man.
And just this week I saw "Remember

the Day," with another favorite, Claudette

Colbert, and in just a short time another
glamor girl had gone—for me at least.

Maybe I am wrong, but when I pay to

see beauty and youth it's disappointing to

see it fade before my very eyes. There
must be plenty of stories to fit these lovely

girls without making the girls over to fit

the stories.

BETTY TOLES, Denver, Colo.

'Oh Darling,

It's Lovely!".

Thank goodness we finally got to see

Veronica Lake's other eye ! The long hair

was beginning to get on my nerves. For
a time there I wondered if maybe she had
only one good eye,- that perhaps she only
used the other one whenever she was haunt-
ing houses or playing nursemaid to Dracula.

"Sullivan's Travels," having received no
Academy Award, should get a certificate

of honor or a merit badge or something
for daring to bring Veronica Lake out into

the open and show movie audiences what
an attractive, talented and personable young

/

No Wonder She 's Thrilled,

it s a
GENUINE - REGISISTERED -|

sake
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RiNG

M lovely Keepsake is the enduring symbol of the

C7# eternal love of a man for a maid. The Keepsake

Certificate of Registration and Guarantee assures high

standards of color, cut and clarity — the best protec-

hotce. See the new matched

sets at your Keepsake Jeweler's . . . $50 to $2500.

Extended payments can usually be arranged. Be sure

to look for the name "Keepsake" inside the ring.

ore selecting the ring and announcing the engage-

ment, send for this book for brides and

grooms and the name of the nearest

Keepsake Jeweler.

Rings enlarged to show details.

Keepsake Diamond Rings, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

214 S. Warren St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Please send the helpful book, "The Etiquette of the Engage-

ment and Wedding," also illustrations of Keepsake's

newest ring creations. I enclose 10c to cover mailing.

Street and No -

City _ -SL 5-42

woman she is. Preston Sturges not only

writes and directs like a genius, but he

also has sense enough to know that too

much glamor is not better than no glamor

at all.

T. N. PAPPAS, JR., Memphis, Tenn.

When men of the movie audience get

audible sniffles, that's really something. But

it did happen here at the showing of "How
Green Was My Valley." I think it was be-

cause this was a "mature" movie that

appealed to adult emotions. Somehow its

sincerity and poignancy struck deep chords

in the human heart. It was sort of like

reading the birth, marriage and death rec-

ords of the dear old family Bible.

I think people are moved by this picture

because its drama reveals how truly great

ordinary families are. They have to_ solve

most of the conflicts of human history.

They have to fight most of its everyday

battles. They have to labor, to love—sor-

row and frustration are their lot. Yet

—

what a clean, strong, valiant, beautiful and

victorious fight it is.

I consider this a timely movie. Oh, no,

it isn't a war picture. But the blackness

and grimness that crept over the valley

are today creeping over the world, and this

conflict will be met with, and dealt with,

by all the ordinary Morgan families all

over the world, with humble and deter-

mined heroism.
MISS ALMA JOHNSON, Cincinnati, Ohio.

homa. But it has grown and grown until

now you can expect any "hick character"

or unfavorable remark to be pointed to

Oklahoma.
The last straw came when I saw "A

Yank In the R.A.F." If you didn't see it,

fans—fine, but if you did we "Okies" would
like to get a few things straightened out.

In Oklahoma we eat with forks, wear
shoes, engage in other dances than the

"war dance," yes ! and we even have
plumbing, which may be a surprise to a

large number of people. We have a high

educational system, good churches. We go

to the movies—in fact, we are civilized

human beings, which may be hard for you

to believe after the conception you must

have gotten of us from the movies.

We are a state in this great United

States, and proud of it. We're also proud

of our new state and the progress it has

made and is still making. So let's devise

some fictitious whereabouts or let some

other state take the "beatings" for a while.

NEWTON EADES, Ada, Okla.

Here's an "Okie" who is getting fed up

with the "cracks" and "dirty digs" we get

in the movies about our state.

At first it was amusing. In fact, in "The
Awful Truth." the type character Ralph

Bellamy played was even funny because I

had never seen such a character in Okla-

SAVE THIS MAGAZINE
—AND ALL PAPER FOR DEFENSE!

Paper is essential for hundreds of war

needs .... munitions .... building

material .... electrical and mechanical

parts .... packages for food and hos-

pital supplies!

Paper plants already are strained to ca-

pacity. America needs every available

ounce of paper.

Save all your paper, and give it to the

defense agencies in your community.

KEEP 'EM F/GHT/NG.'
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Betty Lou says:

"Don't let aJDUCtfyvfa
give the WRONG Impression

INTER-LUDE "

Its narrow *"Tric-0-Lastic"- band under the

breasts prevents binding and yields to the

slightest motion—'that's why you're always
"at ease" in " Ihter-Lude." Gives classic,

rounded lines to average bosoms. Adjustable

shoulder straps and three-way back'fastening.

"or "precision fit." $1.00, $1.25 and $2.00.

eft— Sheer but dependably firm —
'Maiden Form's *"Allo-Ette" brassieres

of Nylon-Marquisette for slightly hcavier-
fthan-average bosoms. Bandeau, $1.50;
with 2-inch band. $2.00. Send for free
Foundation Booklet U: Maiden Form
Brassiere Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

LOOK FOR THIS TRADE-MA

J,.
1^, s S

o'.«
E
. fcf.f uad.nVstores

"There is a Maiden Form for Every Type of Figure!"
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This Guy Ford

Continued from page 34

from Central Casting or simply shooing
him away on general principles when he
moseys up to the main gate to try to get
on a set. And him only the leading man of
the particular picture

!

"Ninety-nine times out of a hundred you
can spot a leading man at a glance, even
if you've never laid eyes on him before,"
the studio gendarmes tell you by way of
explanation. "There's something about their
look, their walk, and their talk. But this
guy Ford. . .

."

They seem hard put for words. For my
money, it's that old hat quality, that air of
going places rather than of having arrived

;

that absence of strut, pose, or gesture ; and
that unwillingness to talk about himself
that makes his behavior more like that of
an extra rather than a star.

That he performs like a star is almost
too obvious to need underlining. His fans
range from Mickey Rooney to Joan Craw-
ford and from Thomas Mitchell to Jean
Gabin. They tell me that only the other
day Victor Mature saw his first movie,
a forlorn and forgotten B called "Heaven
With a Barbed Wire Fence," and sent him
a telegram congratulating him on his per-
formance. He is constantly being flabber-
gasted to learn that Miss Gwendolyn Gor-
geous or Dolores Dumpydoodle spent fifty

cents to see him in a picture when they
could have seen Cary Grant for the same
money.

I hope I'm not leaving the impression
that this guy Ford is a Little Boy Blue
who doesn't know from nothing. If I am,
I hope that someone throws my Underwood
out the window before I do myself in with
my writing. If there is anything that Glenn
Ford isn't it's a Patsy. Only the other day
did I confirm that fact (for the ninety-
third time). As follows:
On a Monday he dropped by and talked

me into selling him a saddle I owned for
the sum of $25. It was a steal, but what
can you tell a man who's got a yen for a
saddle you happen to own, especially when
he has none and you have three? On a
Tuesday he was selling it back to my wife
for $35 ! .

True, there are times when he isn't what
you'd call a wampum wizard. As witness
the morning when we were en route to loca-
tion for "Texas"—a little late, as usual

—

usual with Ford. We were poking our way
along at a mere snail's pace, to hear Ford
tell it later, when a motorcycle vacquero
drove up alongside, suggested that Glenn
pull over to the curb, and promptly wrote
him out a ticket for driving in some for-
bidden zone or other. The fine for the of-
fense is standard : $5. I would have paid
it and got it over with. Not Glenn. It
seems that he hadn't been using the zone
in question.

"Tell it to the judge," the trooper sug-
gested. .

•

Glenn said it would be a pleasure.
Well, the case came up before the judge,

all right. And Glenn won the case. Natu-
rally he didn't pay the $5 fine.

P.S. He did pay a lawyer-fee of $75.
Anyone but Glenn would admit he'd been

a sucker. "I was fighting for a principle,"
he maintains to this good day.

_
This _"fighting-for-a-principle" conversa-

tion brings up an incident that happened
last week. To fully appreciate the story
you almost have to know the make-up of
this guy Ford. Easy-going, soft-spoken,
slow-to-wrath, tolerant, and level-headed,
he is the_ last man on earth you'd expect
to turn in such an out-of-character, but
nonetheless vivid performance. The point
is that for a long time Glenn had been

Screen la n d

taking undeserved verbal abuse from the
scion of a studio official who is no better
nor worse than scions of studio officials
tend to be. Well, on the day in question
Glenn was passing through the department
supervised by the junior earth-shaker when
that mighty mite let loose with a topper
to all his previous jeers and stings.
They tell me that Glenn turned white,

said not a word, a'nd took off for Brit-
tingham's Restaurant where he generally
eats lunch. He never finished that meal.
Halfway through, he got up, hurried back
to the studio with fire in his eye, hunted
up his tormentor, grabbed him by the scruff
of the neck, dared him to say just one lone
word on pain of semi-annihilation, went un-
challenged, and departed. The next day the
grips and gaffers sent him a telegram com-
mending him for his deed. Script girls
sighed. And the publicity department did
double-takes all over the place and began
brooding about a terrific campaign on "the
new Glenn Ford."

This, to be sure, is an isolated instance
of Ford the furious. It illustrates, however,
an important point": He will take a stand,
when the time comes, no matter who op-
poses him. Your average actor doesn't
go grabbing scions of studio executives by
the scruff of the neck, no matter how he'd,

like to. Self-respect is a luxury. There's the
paycheck to consider.

A decade may pass before such an epi-
sode happens again. By nature Ford isn't

a brawler, even though he is an expert
boxer and fighter. He is fundamentally a
man of peace. You can tell it the minute
you step into the Ford living room out at
Santa Monica. It is a large living room
lined on two sides with book cases and
overhung by a beamed ceiling. Above the
radio hangs an autographed picture of the
President. On another wall is his gallery of
favorite people, four of the gentler sex and
two of the less gentle. It is an open secret,
although Ford will deny it vehemently, that
he gets crushes on all his leading ladies.
Be that as it may, Rita Hayworth, Mar-
garet Sullavan, Claire Trevor and Evelyn
Ankers are the ladies on display. All are
former leading ladies except Miss Ankers.
When Joan Crawford presents him a pic-
ture of herself, it's going up there, too.

Ford's Folly, as some of his friends call

his house, is the Brown Derby, the Mo-
cambo, the Public Library, and the Legion
Stadium, etc., etc., rolled into one. Here he
spends at least three evenings a week by
himself. He's an insatiable reader, and the
only reason that he doesn't read a book a
day is that he's an_ actor, which means he
can't lie awake until two or three and get
up in the morning looking as fresh as a
daisy. Mostly he reads with a musical back-
ground, preferably Debussy, Tschaikovsky,
and Gershwin. He's not much on radio. He
would be, though, if Bob Hope cajoled the
air waves oftener. When he isn't reading
or studying his lines for the next day, he's

probably looking after his fan mail. Nobody
in Hollywood, unless it's Joan Crawford,
devotes more time to fan mail. He reads
every letter, answers those that require an
answer personally. He's kept every letter,

two trunks full.

Hobbies ? I don't think he has any hobby,
although he gets mad when I tell him that.

"What's wrong with collecting pipes?" he
wants to know. "If the President can col-

lect stamps, why can't I collect pipes?"
He owns, at last report, 103 pipes. Num-

ber 103 came into our life around Christ-
mas. At least, that is just about the time
Brenda, my wife, and I began to sense the
true personality of that pipe. It was the
strong, positive type of pipe, the escape-
you-never model.
"Did you ever think of having that thing

fumigated?" Brenda finally got around to
asking Glenn.



Glenn didn't say anything. He just looked
hurt.

He has a "collection" of guns (if you
could call three a collection) a rifle and
two pistols. He's a crack shot He likes to
pick off walnuts from our trees at fifty

paces.

I suppose his most prized item—next to

the autographed photograph of the Presi-

dent which he managed to wheedle when
he visited Washington last year—is his

badge making him a captain of police at

Santa Monica. He's constantly yipping

about Santa Monica and that goes double.

Everyone in Santa Monica from Mayor
Claude C. Crawford to the men who sweep
the streets knows Glenn Ford. They should.

I think he hammed it in every one of Santa
Monica's Little Theaters, a baker's half
dozen, to the tune of 100 plays or more,
when he wasn't running errands for local

merchants, painting fences, delivering tele-

grams, and minding babies for a quarter
an hour.

Romantically, as far as I know, he's foot-
loose and fancy free, despite the rumors.
He doesn't plan to get married for three
years, possibly four. It will take him all

that time, he figures, to see that his mother
has a home and is financially secure.

Lately, I notice, he's been seeing a lot

of Evelyn Ankers, the beautiful blonde ac-
tress under contract to Universal. He tells

me they are "merely good friends." I don't
understand the "merely." Miss Ankers is

a lady of looks, parts, charm, background,
and talent. The "merely" is Glenn's way
of scuttling the engagement rumors. The
romance—I mean friendship—started in the
old movie formula fashion, the tried and
true boy-meets-girl method. As follows:

Glenn was halfway through his entree
one Sunday night over at Ella Campbell's
Restaurant when he looked up and spotted
her. She was sitting across the room with
a lady who was apparently her mother.
He was still looking at her two minutes
later when Miles Mander, the English ac-
tor, and a friend of his dropped by the
table. "Lovely girl, isn't she ?" Mr. Mander
said.

Glenn said it was very warm for May
or something like that. And Mr. Mander
went away chuckling.

Well, later in the week, Mr. Mander, a
friend of Glenn's dating way back to
Glenn's second or third picture, "Babies for
Sale," called up and asked if he'd like to
come along when he called on some friends
of his for tea late that afternoon. Glenn
said he'd like it fine. So they went calling.
Mr. Mander presented Glenn to the host-

ess who had a fetching British accent. She
looked very chic. Also familiar.
"Mr. Ford, I want you to meet my

daughter, Evelyn," she said a moment or
two later.

It was the beautiful blonde who had daz-
zled him over at Ella Campbell's Restau-
rant a few nights back.
As of now, or so I hear, they rendezvous

three nights a week. They listen to rec-
ords by the hour, catch all the double fea-
tures, and drive along the beach. They've
never really done the town to this good
day. They hadn't even been out dancing a
single night until Harry Owens and his
Royal Hawaiians checked in at the Blossom
Room of the Hotel Roosevelt. I don't know
how they happened to be there the open-
ing night, but they were. And every single
night after that as long as Senor Owens
was in town. That js_ how it is with Glenn
and his enthusiasms.

Mostly he doesn't like blondes or ac-
tresses, generally, although he has taken
out once or twice Jinx Falkenburg, Judy
Canova, Carmen Miranda, Michele Morgan,
and, as I recall, Patricia Morison. When
it isn't Miss Ankers (who, by the way,

presented him with that corncob pipe) it's

apt to be either Mildred or Donna, two
Santa Monica belles who work as secre-
taries. He iikes them fine and again it's

mutual. A couple of years ago he made a
test with Lana Turner for the part that
Jimmy Stewart later got in "The Great
Ziegfeld." He never followed it up.
His personal habits and whimsies in-

trigue me. At last report the inventory of
his finery read as follows : Three suits (top
price $90), a dinner jacket outfit (a hand-
me-down affair), a set of tails (Cary Grant
wouldn't be caught dead with them on),
and a sport jacket. This fabulous sport
jacket is the one luxury. Every once in a
while when we get on the subject of econ-
omy and what's the use of it all, Glenn will
look at me proudly and say, in the manner
of an old philosopher : "You're right, Bill.

You sure can't take it with you. Only the
other day I stepped out and bought me a
sport jacket and paid. . .

."

"Yes," I tell him, "I know. You paid $65
for it. Only it was a couple of years back
and not the other day."
Then Glenn and I both laugh.
The point is that Glenn Ford knows the

value of a dollar. Lord knows he ought to.

I have heard friends of his from down
Santa Monica way tell about the days when
Glenn was just beginning to feel the acting
urge in him and had to hitch-hike—either
that or walk—all the way from Santa
Monica to Los Angeles because he didn't
have the forty cents bus fare, round trip.

Glenn Ford has his impulsive moments.
There was the time, not so long ago, when
he fell in love with a beautiful necktie,
French and hand-painted, in display in a
store window near the studio. It was priced
at $5, and naturally it gave him pause.
Nevertheless, every time he'd pass the shop,
to and from lunch, he'd take a lingering
look at the tie. You could buy a Tschai-
kovsky symphony for $5, he'd reason to
himself.

Well, finally in a moment of weakness
he bought the tie, admired it all the way
home, couldn't wait to put it on. I don't
remember whom he was seeing that night,
Donna or Mildred. Whoever it was, she
didn't like the tie. Maybe she even snick-
ered. I don't know. All I know is that
I've never seen the tie on him. I hear tell
that he sent it to a colored fan who wrote
in from the county jail at Tuscaloosa.
Then again there was the time when,

bivouacked at Miami for the world pre-
miere of "So Ends Our Night," he found
himself staring at a poster advertising an
over-night flight by Pan-American Air-
ways to Havana and back. In his pocket
was a telegram from the studio instruct-
ing him to leave Miami for New York on
the five o'clock flyer the following after-
noon—without fail. He eyed the poster
longingly, pulled out the telegram, read,
and eyed the poster again. When the plane
took off late that afternoon Glenn Ford was
a passenger. It dropped him off one hour
later at Havana a little before twilight.
That night Glenn Ford will never forget

for several reasons, but mostly because of
a beautiful exciting girl named Elaine with
whom he toured Havana, toured it so thor-
oughly that it was morning when he got
back to the notel and found that his plane
was leaving in exactly thirty minutes.
A cab was parked in front of the hotel.

Glenn jumped in, gave orders. So that in
one minute with the automobile horn
squealing like a wounded banshee he was
racing for the airport. He got there in time
to see the plane fade into the horizon.

Like frantic Glenn hustled around, found
the manager of the Airways. Was there
another plane leaving for Miami in time to
catch the five o'clock flyer? Yes, Senor,
there was. But, unfortunately, it was all
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booked, up. Booked up? Impossible. Didn't

the Sefior know that he had to be on that

plane or miss his train, a matter of life

and death? The Sefior was sorry. Very
sorry. Am I dragging the story out? Did

Glenn get on that plane?

He did. But through bribery. What he

did was to promise the manager of the Air-

ways the snazziest picture of Linda Darnell

(one of those 11 x 14 jobs) that he could

lay hands on as soon as he got to Holly-

wood. That did the trick. Only don't ask

me how. P.S. The man got his picture,

although Glenn has never met Linda. P.P.S.

Don't ask me how.
As an actor he is no more of a stereo-

type than he is as an individual. His tech-

nique, for one thing, is all his own. It is

hard to describe. In some ways it is like

Paul Muni's and in other ways it isn't. He
has the dramatic power of Muni without

Muni's intenseness. Maybe what I mean is

that Ford is a natural-born actor if there

is such a thing. You are more aware of

Ford as a personality rather than as an
actor, which, come to think of it is true

acting. I certainly don't mean to say that

Ford is always Ford. Far from it. I met
Glenn shortly after seeing him play the

role of a strong, bitey, rather violent New
York kid who was hell-bent on being

happy. I got a feeling of great strength

and restlessness. When I met him for the

first time, I was surprised to find him soft-

spoken, a little reserved, somewhat shy

and quite calm, but sensitive.

Before the camera his reserve, shyness,

and quiet disposition -vanish, although if

you look hard you can find, I think, that

priceless quality in an actor of not being

too sure of yourself. He always knows his

lines; he has whispered them to himself

over and over the night before. He wears

no make-up whatsoever. He rarely gets

flustered when he's under the gun. And
he almost never argues with directors.

He has two amusing fetishes the exist-

ence of which I have just discovered. He
wears a particular weather-beaten necktie

in every one of his pictures. (In "Texas"
there was no opportunity to wear a modern
necktie so he carried it around in his

pocket. In "Martin Eden" he wears it all

through the picture, although it is pretty

frayed around the edges.) And he manages
to carve, without detection, apparently, the

initials O.P.C. on at. least one set in every

picture he does. (In "Texas" it was on a

covered wagon. In "Martin Eden" you will

see the monogram right over his bunk.)

I haven't discovered what this O.P.C.

business is all about. Nor what Glenn Ford
is all about, for that matter. But I'm having

a good time trying.

Cabin Looks at the Girls!

Continued from page 51

personalities, these American women," he

went on gaily. "Personality is an elusive

something, difficult to capture with words,

but to me it is the individuality of a

woman, the very way she moves, and

speaks, and holds her head; the way she

makes up and dresses; her smile, the ex-

pression of her eyes, and her mouth

—

everything, in fact, that makes her different

from anyone else."

Gabin is not the sleek matinee type, not

at all. He's lusty and rugged, a real he-

man, strictly a son of the soil. Despite his

charming chivalry, you feel he could easily

go primitive. Yet, in his middle thirties,

he's still unbelievably shy, inclined to be

serious, with brooding moods. His unruly

hair, once ash blond, is now streaked with

gray, the memento of experiences during

the fall of his beloved France.

In September, 1939, he was busy making

a picture in a Paris studio when the war
started with Germany, and he immediately

rejoined his former regiment of marines,

stationed aboard a minesweeper operating

from Cherbourg. For many months he was

on steady duty, then during a brief leave

of absence on his estate at Dreux, some

seventy miles west of Paris, the Germans
broke through and he barely escaped with

his life. Friends in Marseilles put him up

as he was without money or luggage, all

his possessions having been confiscated;

and later, he went to Toulon, where he

was formally demobilized. He was with-

out a country; his France war-torn and

shattered.

For years Hollywood had been seeking

Jean Gabin and now, in his emergency,

came another offer which he gladly ac-

cepted, and eventually he landed in New
York. He still bears the

_

imprint of his

experiences but he doesn't like to talk

about them, and quickly brushes them

aside. He wants to live in the present.

With a grin, he confessed his regrets at

not having studied English, for his vocab-

ulary consisted of exactly four words

—

choice ones, at that, when he arrived at

the Twentieth Century-Fox studio, where

he is under contract. At once, he was given

the best instructors and started an inten-

sive study of English. Today, he has fin-

ished making his first American picture,

"Moontide," a down-to-earth drama which
gives him full play for his talents. This
preparation cost the studio something like

$85,000, but it was well worth it, for in a

little more than six months Gabin has

made amazing progress, speaking with

scarcely no accent, and easily understood.

"Thinking in another language is very

difficult," he confided. "Yet you must un-

derstand what you are saying in order to

give sincerity. An actor doesn't think about

himself when acting, he's devoting his en-

tire energy to feeling, feeling as the char-

acter he is portraying would feel, so as to

bring him vividly to life before the au-

dience.

"I am strictly a man of the people. I

know hardship, financial insecurity, and the

sensitive viewpoint of- those who have

never had what they want. My understand-

ing grew out of my own sufferings."

Again, I turned the conversation for I

wanted to learn more about how a French-

man looks at women. He responded in-

stantly, saying, "In any language, to be

attractive a girl must be feminine. This

means she must always be conscious that

she is a woman. If only they could know
what a tremendous power they wield over

men by simply keeping this one fact upper-

most in their minds, there would be more
happiness in the world. When once they

do realize their feminine power, every

woman becomes alluring.

"Such a woman is always brave, but

never cruel. Her very femininity is built

on sympathy, understanding, and kindness.

I can't abide the girl who screams with

glee at a boxing match or a prize fight,

or who goes into raptures at the bull ring.

To me she is without heart, and a heartless

woman is never feminine.

"Personally, I'm drawn to a girl who
is fundamentally serious but who has her

lighter moments, rather than to one who
is forever gay. Gaiety is more appealing

when it comes from one not essentially

frivolous.
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"Hollywood, is paradise!" he exclaimed
happily. "Each moment is adventure, with
everybody so ambitious and working so
hard. I could be happy here—if only world
conditions were different!"

He was silent for a moment. I wondered
if he was walking through the dusk on the
Champs Elysees when the chestnut trees

were white with bloom, or, perhaps, watch-
ing the twilight silhouettes of the aperitif

sippers at shadowy sidewalk tables

!

Presently, he went on. "Yes, American
women are beautiful, almost too beautiful

—

I'm afraid of them. They're well-groomed
and smartly dressed, too. French women
have the instinct for simplicity, and while
many Americans understand this, as a
group they are apt to go a bit frilly. For
example : If a French woman has ten
gowns, you can wager that eight of them
will be black. She knows no color can com-
pare with black for chic attire.

"Over here, there is a camaraderie that
is delightful. In France, the whole social
set-up is different. There is not the free-
dom between the sexes, so when men and
women meet it is romance, not friendship
they seek." Then slyly he added, "Amer-
ican women talk a great game of love.
French women don't talk about it

!"

Gabin is single, so I asked, "What about
romance, marriage?"

"Ah, I'm waiting for my Lady Eve,"
he replied. "I've not met her yet. But
marry ?" With an expressive shrug he
added, "I'm afraid I would make a very
bad husband, for I would hate to give up
my freedom even for a beautiful woman."
He made it sound convincing but I

wouldn't put up any bets, for he has an
eagle eye for feminine charms. Since ar-
riving in Hollywood, he has been much
with Marlene Dietrich, whom he knew in
Paris. He has also beerTa frequent escort
of Ginger Rogers. He insists it is all mere-

ly friendship. Then, a moment later, he
told me he didn't believe platonic friend-
ship could exist between a man and woman
because it defied all human laws. "At
least," he smiled, "not until they are
ninety

!"

Gabin is easy-going, tolerant, surfeited
with attentions, so he sits back and waits
for the lovely dears to make the advances.
And Marlene, a true Continental herself,
understands him. She has helped him with
his English and has done much toward
banishing his accent.

Now that he has mastered English and
can readily talk to the girls he meets, is
Dietrich fearful lest he wander? Anyway,
she^spent the ^ first four days of the filming
of "Moontide" on the set, quietly sizing up
all feminine contenders. The fifth day, Ga-
bin and his co-star, Ida Lupino, lunched
together in the famous studio Cafe de
Paris, chatting like magpies, and gaily
greeting other stars, directors, and pro-
ducers who stopped at their table.

Gabin is serious about his work. The
glamor of fame and money mean little to
him; what really counts is the sheer joy of
that living, driving fire that yearns for an
outlet in acting. The elder Gabin was a
great comedian and he hoped his son would
follow him, but one fling in comedy con-
vinced Jean that it was the intense pas-
sions he must portray.

He explained, "Of course, in real pathos
there is always the hint of comedy, and in
comedy there is an element of sadness

—

they intermingle, just as they do in life. I
think of little else when I'm making a pic-
ture for I must become—what do you say?—imbued,_ with the feelings of my char-
acter. This requires study and much time.
I am not suited to play every kind of role^
so I insist on doing only those that appeal
to me and in which I can find complete
sympathy."
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Highly Irregular

Continued from page 33

who had already loaned him his clothes. He
felt bewildered "until he saw Jan flicker an

eyelid in a complacent wink and realized

the butler had managed to warn the family.

"Darling," Chris whispered in a low, rap-

turous voice, making a quick step toward

the girl. He put his arms around her and

kissed her and knew he was playing in

luck. "I'd forgotten how lovely you are!"

"Please," the girl gasped, pushing him
away.

"No, don't," Chris whispered, avoiding

Jan's vigorous warning look which told him
he was doing the wrong thing. "I need you

so. I want you so. Every night at the sani-

tarium was a year, a year of torture with-

out my angel."

"Poor, poor Hendrick," Mrs. Woverman
sighed, but somehow she managed to inject

more warning than pity into that sight.

"Anita is divorcing you tomorrow."
"What, so soon?" Chris asked involun-

tarily.

"You must excuse how he acts," Mrs.
Woverman turned to Major Zellfritz and
then with a glance at Chris's ill-fitting

clothes, "and how he looks. The sanitarium,

you know."
"Yes, of course." Zellfritz gave him a

measured glance. "My dear fellow, you
must take all this with fortitude. After all,

a woman is a woman and . .
." He broke off

abruptly as he smiled at Anita. Chris didn't

like that smile at all. It showed he and the

Major were enemies in more ways than

one.

"Not my Anita," Chris said staunchly,

taking advantage of the situation to seize

her hand and press his lips hungrily against

it. "Darlingr look into your heart. Surely

I must still have a place there. For the

sake of all we've been to each other, for all

those unforgettable moments, let us try

again."

"No," Anita said firmly but she sounded

a little breathless and her voice didn't match
her eyes at all. They were just a little too

eager.

"A moment ago you loathed him," Zell-

fritz said coldly.

"She still loathes me," Chris put in

quickly. "I've been a beast. But at least we
can talk it over."

Zellfritz gave him another zero glance

and turned to Anita. "Reconciliations are

often very unsatisfactory. Don't be hasty,

my dear." He clicked his heels and bowed
to the others. "I shall see you all later."

Everyone breathed easier as the door

closed behind him and Chris turned grate-

fully to the girl. "You were magnificent,"

he whispered. "Thanks, thanks to all of you.

Now I'll have to be pushing along."

"But you can't go now," Mrs. Woverman
said quickly. "Everybody in town is search-

ing for you. That's why the Major came
up here to Hendrick's room. He insisted on
searching the entire house. And we'd have
to make explanations. It would put us in a

dangerous position."

"But I've got a job to do," Chris in-

sisted. "I must get in touch with . .
."

"Of course, I understand," Mrs. Wover-
man said helplessly. "And I mustn't keep

you from your duty."

"Our aiding you, sir," Jan said quietly,

"has put us all in serious danger. Can't you
stay until morning? It would be safer for

you too, sir. The searching parties will have

gone."
Chris hesitated. He looked at Anita and

knew he couldn't go. "Very well," he said.

"Until morning."
"Then that's settled." Mrs. Woverman

breathed a sigh of relief. Then she tensed.

"But there's one important thing we are

overlooking. Hendrick! He may really ar-

rive any moment. What shall we do about

him ?"

"You'll have to stick him in a closet,"

Chris said. He grinned ruefully as he looked

down on his oversized suit. "A large closet,"

he amended.
Chris met the rest of the family before

dinner : Thomas, the elder of the Wover-
man sons, a pompous little popinjay of a
man, and his blonde wife, Maria, neither of
whom seemed in accord with Anita's inten-

tion of divorcing Hendrick. And afterwards
when they were having coffee in the living

room, Chris felt a little uncomfortable un-

der Thomas's polite scrutiny as he devoted
himself to Anita. But that was nothing to

what he felt when Zellfritz turned and
stared at him with hostile eyes.

"You two." His glance included Anita
now, too. "I watched you very closely at

dinner. You hardly touched your food. You
seemed worried about something. Your di-

vorce, maybe?"
"You're exceptionally observant, Major,"

Chris said dryly.

"Naturally." The officer smiled compla-
cently. "It's my training. I rank very high

in the Division of Propaganda. Do you
know that in the first three weeks of the

campaign I scattered three million leaflets

over England?"
"Three million leaflets !" Chris pretended

awed innocence. "Did they do any damage,
Major?"

"Irreparable damage," Zellfritz said

smugly. "They informed the misled people

of the true situation."

"Ah, but you can never tell about the

English." Chris risked a wary wink at

Anita. "It would be just like them not to

believe a blamed word of it."

"Then I pity them." The German
shrugged. "They are lost to the New World
Order."
Mrs. Woverman seemed to shrink at his

words, even though she managed to keep

her polite smile steady on her lips. "Don't

you think we should be going to bed?" she

asked. "We'll have to get up early tomor-
row morning."

"Yes," Thomas said sententiously. "The
divorce case is the first on the docket. I

warn you, Anita, I shall fight it every inch

of the way."
"I'll be free tomorrow morning," the

Major said. "I shall be there to lend you
both my moral support."

"But Major," Anita said in sudden panic,

"you mustn't put yourself out."

Here, above, is result of the first formal por-

trait sitting posed for by Dorothy Morris, one

of the promising M-G-M starlets. Not bad, eh?
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CAST

"HIGHLY IRREGULAR"
(Columbia Pictures Corporation)

B. P. Schulberg, Producer. Richard

Wallace, Director.

Chris Fraiichot Tone

Anita Joan Bennett

Zellfritz Allyn Joslyn

Mrs. Woverman Georgia Caine

Thomas Lloyd Corrigan

Maria Barbara Brown

Jan Erskine San ford

"Nonsense." The officer smiled. "I shall

enjoy it."

"There . . . there might not be any di-

vorce." Chris was groping for words, any
words at all that would keep the officer out

of court the next morning when the real

Hendrick would have to be there. "My wife
and I are going to talk it over tonight.

Aren't we, darling?"
"Why, yes." Anita smiled, grasping at

any straw at all.

"We will still go to court in the morn-
ing," Zellfritz said grimly. "Come, don't

take it so seriously. You all look as if you
were going to a court martial." He stiffened

as the doorbell rang, springing to his feet

and hurrying so that he could reach it be-
fore Jan.
"Hendrick!" Mrs. Woverman gasped in

a frightened whisper. "What if it is Hen-
drick ?"

_
"I'll take care of that," Chris said, taking

his place behind the door, his fists clenched
and ready. Then he relaxed when he saw
the Major come back with a telegram
which he gave to Thomas.
"Aunt Sofie won't come in from the coun-

try for several days, Mother," Thomas
said, crossing over to Chris and giving
him the message. "She isn't feeling very
well."

Chris glanced down at the telegram
signed by the doctor of the sanitarium, say-
ing that Hendrick would not be home for
several days as he had suffered a relapse.

Then he crumpled it into his pocket as if

it had been the most casual message in the
world, although he felt as relieved as the
rest of them looked.

"Isn't that wonderful !" Mrs. Woverman
forgot her caution in her relief. Then she
went on more carefully, "What I mean is,"

she said with an apologetic little laugh, "in
a few days Hendrick will be back in the
sanitarium and there will be room for Aunt
Sofie. And now if you will excuse me I

really must be getting along to bed. Don't
worry too much about tomorrow, Hen-
drick. We'll all be there to see you through."

Chris knew what she meant. He was
getting as used to necessary codes as the
rest of them who had learned to speak in
riddles since their freedom had been
snatched from them by the Nazis. He'd have
to show up for the mock divorce to save
the rest of them from Zellfritz's suspicion.
But first he must get to the Savoy Cafe
and try to make contact with the British
agent he had come to Holland to meet.
Every moment lost was dangerous and it

would be suicide to attempt it that night
with searching parties combing the city.

But even though he got up at dawn the
next morning he realized that Zellfritz had
been up before him when he saw the two
Gestapo men fall into line behind him. He
tried to elude them but it was hopeless,

and he arrived at the courthouse to know
the morning a total loss.

"Have a nice walk, Hendrick?" Zellfritz

asked.

"Yes, Major," Chris grinned. "Thanks
for your escorts."

"Not at all." Zellfritz's cold blue eyes
seemed to stare right through him. "I was
afraid you might get lonesome."
"Hendrick !" Mrs. Woverman faltered a

little seeing that stare. "Did . . . did you
make any stops? See anybody?"
"Oh, yes, I made several stops," Chris

said easily. "Once for a shave, once for a
cup of coffee and once for a cigar." He
stopped as a clerk called the court to order
and listened intently as the Judge gravely
looked at him and Anita and inquired if

they were certain they wanted to go through
with the divorce. "Your Honor," Chris
said then, going up to the bench, "I'd like

nothing better than to drop the whole mat-
ter and take my wife home with me."
"No !" Anita put in quickly. "My mind

is made up. My husband is impossible. He's
done everything possible to hurt and humili-
ate me. He's cruel, tyrannical, fiendish."

She stopped for breath and tried to glare
at Chris but only succeeded in looking so
absurdly young and wistful and tender that
the Judge shook his head in bewilderment.
It was the strangest divorce case he had
ever heard.

Chris thought so, too. Again the feeling
of nightmare swept over him as he listened
to Anita's charges, her eyes, now that she
had pulled herself together again, punctu-
ating her testimony with those hurt indig-
nant glances at Chris. It made Chris feel

he was really Hendrick, that it was he who
had been a Dutch official in Sumatra and
had married the French officer's daughter
Anita, that it was he who had become
drunk on his wedding day and had never
drawn a sober breath until the day he had
been sent to the sanitarium as a hopeless
alcoholic and that he had even beaten her.

"I wouldn't
a
hurt a hair of her lovely

head I" Chris protested indignantly, while
Thomas who was defending him beamed
approvingly. "Your Honor, they are trying
to make me out a beast, a dipsomaniac,
a . . .

"

Anita flushed at that. "What else would
you call a man who buys two bushels of
peanuts for his pink elephants?" she de-
manded tartly.

"Your Honor," Thomas said pompously.
"Does this young man look like a con-
firmed alcoholic?"

Chris seized the cue as the judge looked
at him dubiously. "All I've got to say is

that I forgive her." He sighed and managed
to look the complete picture of outraged
innocence. "Your Honor, look at me. Look
at my clothes, at the shirt I wear. Nothing
fits me. I've lost all this weight worrying
about her. But," he looked at her mag-
nanimously, "I still forgive her."
The Judge had to wipe a tear from his

kind, sentimental eyes and Anita's flashed
when he suggested that she and Chris re-
tire to his, private chambers to talk over a
possible reconciliation.

"A fine mess you made of things 1" she
said indignantly, as the door closed leaving
her alone with Chris.

"I'm sorry." Chris couldn't hold back
his exuberance over being alone with her
like this. "I guess I just lost myself in
the part. I couldn't sit there and have you
call me a wife beater."

"Why not?" she asked. "Do you think
I'd lie about my life with Hendrick?"
"But you were looking straight at me

when you said it," Chris pointed out. Then,
persuasively, "You are lovely!"

"Oh, talk sense!" Anita begged. "And
please don't hinder my divorce. I've got to
have it."

"But I'm not Hendrick," Chris said.
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"You cannot get a divorce by proxy."
"Thomas promised me that Hendrick

would stand By the court's decision," Anita
explained. "He said he would see to it that
Hendrick himself would sign the final

papers so that it would be legal. Don't you
understand now?"
"You win." Chris nodded emphatically.

"Consider yourself a free woman. But first

I've got to get out of here. There's some-
body I must contact at the Savoy Cafe. I
tried to see him this morning but I couldn't
lose those two Gestapo men. I'll only be
gone for a short time, but if the Judge
should call us, cover up for me, will you?"
"Wait until after the trial. Please," she

whispered.
"Look." For the first time Chris looked

like the grim young man who had been
entrusted with a dangerous mission. "I've
been kidding around and clowning because
I didn't want to upset your family any more
than necessary, but I'm really on a spot.

With good luck you'll be divorced from
your Hendrick but with bad luck I'll be
divorced from my head."

"I wasn't thinking." Her voice came soft

with contrition. "I was being selfish. Go
and take care of yourself. Good luck!" And
she was so breathtaking, so lovely with her
eyes looking like violets in the rain that he
couldn't help himself. He had to take her
in his arms and kiss her before he made
the dash to the window and climbed down
to the street below.
He was back in less than an hour. But

that hour had seemed endless. Everything
had gone almost too perfectly in the begin-
ning. He had managed to identify himself
to his contact, Gustav, the big sleepy-eyed
waiter no one would have suspected of
being a British agent and had received the
sandwich with the code hidden between it,

when a German officer had suddenly ap-
peared from the next booth and demanded
to see it. There had been a fight with four
Gestapo men, a fight in which Gustav did
not dare to join, with the officer watching
him so suspiciously, but Chris, had man-
aged to break away, though his clothes were
hanging in shreds on his lean body. And
now as he came into the courtroom he saw
the trial was in session again.

"There he is, Your Honor !" Anita said

indignantly when she saw him, though her
eyes looked frightened, questioning, as she
realized something had gone wrong. "He's
drunk again !" She turned furiously to

Chris. "You said you would take only one
drink. You meant a dozen !"

"I appeal to you." Chris took a stagger-
ing step towards the bench, his voice com-
ing thick and unsteady. "Do I look like I'm
drunk? Your Honor, I love her!" He al-

most fell as he drew himself up with ex-
aggerated dignity and pointed at Maria.
"I'll never let my wife go out of my life."

"But I'm not your wife," Maria giggled
coyly.

"You see \" Chris laughed triumphantly.
"She doesn't even recognize me. She's even
dyed her hair to deceive me. Look at me."
He hiccoughed violently. "I'm as sober as
a judge!" His eyes rolled as he stared at

the startled courtroom and for a moment
he still stood there swaying as he saw the
four Gestapo men come in the door. Then
he lurched toward Anita, holding her in a
desperate embrace. "Oh, my darling, my
sweet angel," he begged. "Don't divorce
me." Still holding her he managed to take
the sandwich out of his pocket and give it

to her, to whisper urgently. "This is what
they are after. Hold it for me."
He turned with shocked surprise as the

soldiers came up to him, as one of them
took him by the arm and turned him sharply
around while the Judge looked on in-

dignantly.

"What does this mean?" he demanded.
"Your Honor, this man started a riot

in the Savoy Cafe," the leader said curtly.
"Sure I did," Chris broke in. "They

wouldn't let me eat my sandwich. They
were trying to take it away from me." He
glared at the men who had begun to search
him. "Food hoarders !" he said scathingly,
and glanced quickly at the handbag Anita
was holding on to so tightly and breathed
a little easier as he realized she had man-
aged to conceal the evidence which would
have been his death warrant.

"There is no sandwich," the man who
had been searching him reported. He turned
to Zellfritz who had been watching, his
cold eyes wary and suspicious. "But we
have orders to take him into custody. He's
dangerous. He started a fight. He assaulted
Captain Shmutnik."
"Leave him to me," Zellfritz ordered.

"I'll take care of him." He turned to the
Judge and fixed his icy blue eyes on him.
"Do you still deny Mrs. Woverman her
divorce?" he demanded.
The Judge, fixing a baleful eye on the

grinning Chris, banged his fist down on the
bench. "Divorce granted !" he shouted.

It was less than a half hour afterwards
that Chris went back to the Woverman
home, only to find that Anita had gone
and no one knew where she was. But it

wasn't only losing Anita, hard as that was.
He had to find her to get back that code.
Then when things looked most hopeless
Jan motioned him to the telephone and
there was her voice again telling him that
she had gotten a position as housekeeper in

the Wilhelmina Home for Gentlewomen
and that if he'd come there right away she
would give him back the little souvenir he
had entrusted to her.

That was how Chris met the Countess
Oldenburg, with her hatchet face and tart

tongue and her heart that was nothing less

than pure gold. That was how he met the
other inhabitants of the home, too ; Mrs.
Brant and Miss Updike and the twin sisters

who, even though they were over seventy,
were so curiously childlike and naive, and
all the other old ladies giggling as they
crowded around him standing there with
Anita, their faces shining in this vicarious
meeting with romance, even a romance that
had burnt itself out such as this one had.

"It must be dreadful to be divorced!"
Mrs. Brant whispered.

"It wasn't very pleasant," Anita said,

her eyes glowing as she looked at Chris.

"Indeed?" The Countess smiled skep-
tically. "Then why do you look as if birds
were twittering in the trees?"
"Maybe it's because it's all over at last."

Anita did her best to look disillusioned and
out of love, but she didn't succeed very
well.

"Humph !" The Countess shrugged. "You
don't look as if something were over. You
look as if something had just begun! Now
you two, run along and I'll keep everybody
from disturbing you." She glared threaten-
ingly at the others whose faces fell as they
realized their thrill was going to be taken
from them. "You'll have to excuse them.
We never have a man in the house!"
But not even the Countess, formidable as

she was, could keep Zellfritz from intrud-

ing. With a sinking heart Chris realized

their telephone conversation must have been
overheard when the Major presented him-
self at Anita's little sitting room, his heels

clicking as he bowed to her in that exag-
gerated way of his. Then his eyebrows
lifted as he turned to Chris.

"Just what are you doing here?" he de-

manded.
"Why," Chris grinned, "I just got lone-

some for my beautiful wife."

"Nonsense! You forget she is no longer
your wife." Zellfritz frowned. "Now, look
here, Woverman, I'm completely out of
patience with you."

"Really!" Chris looked at him mockingly.
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"And how do you think I feel about you,

Major, hanging around my wife like a boa-

constrictor and our divorce hardly cold

yet?"
"You can't expect her to retire to a con-

vent just because she's divorced," Zellfritz

said coldly. "As a matter of fact, you
should rejoice that I take such an interest

in her. She'll have the protection of my
rank."

"With her looks," Chris said, "she can

get herself better protection. A colonel, at

the very least."

"I'm really more than a major!" Zell-

fritz reddened with annoyance. "I have very

high connections. My uncle is commander
of this district and Robert Niedermeyer, the

Marine Engineer, is my cousin."

Niedermeyer! The name registered like

an electric shock, but Chris, kept his ex-

citement under control.

"Xow I'm really impressed," he said. "I'm
beginning to see your point. Yes, you may
be quite right."

"Right about what?" Anita demanded
furiously.

"About your going out with him." Chris

smiled. "Dining, dancing, fun. Darling, why
should you deny yourself any pleasures the
Major can give you? Of course, it will be
excruciating to think of the two of you to-

gether but I must bear my grief like a
man. wandering the streets, heartbroken.
But I'll endure it somehow. Take her out,

Major. Let her be gay!"
"Of course." The Major slapped Chris

heartily on the back. "I'll take her to the
opera. There's a special performance of
Wagner tonight, exclusively for German
officers. Excuse me a moment." Again that

exaggerated bow as he turned to Anita. "I'll

phone right now for tickets."

Anita turned to Chris as the door closed
behind the Major. "What's your idea of
shoving me off on that swine?" she de-
manded.
"A sheer stroke of luck, Anita," Chris

whispered excitedly. "Niedermeyer is a sub-
marine expert. He ties up with some in-
formation I've got. Don't you see?"

"Yes !" Anita looked at him coldly. "You
warn me to play Mata Hari."

"Get him drinking," Chris went on jubi-
lantly. "Talk to him, lead the conversation
to the right point and one day Holland
will erect a statue to you."
"Why not?" Anita lifted her head de-

fiantly. "As I recall, Mata Hari had herself
quite a time!" Then at Chris's pleading
look she broke. "Did you mean what you
said about wandering the streets heart-
broken?" she asked wistfully.

"I meant every word of it," Chris said
softly, and there was just time to kiss her
before the jubilant Major came back into
the room again.

The hours dragged endlesslv waiting for
her to come back and it wasn't only fear
for her safety, it was jealousv as well that
kept Chris staring at the painted clock in
the big sitting room downstairs where the
Countess had allowed him to wait. Then at
last there was the sound of a key turning
in the lock and Anita came in looking so
lovely that Chris forgot his fears and only
the jealousy remained.
"A fine time to be getting home !" he said.

Then, "Did you find out anything ?"

"No," Anita whispered. "Niedermeyer
was with us."

_
"Niedermeyer !" Chris forgot his jealousy

in his excitement. "What did he say? Tell
me I"

"Nothing." Anita shrugged. "He just
kept looking at me as if I were an extra
ration card. Oh, yes, I almost forgot. He
did say his job would be finished in three
days. And then he got a long distance call
from iselmunde and left."

<™ZSehminde

!

" Chris repeated softly.
Why, that's wonderful. We knew he was

superintending the assembling of submarine
parts. Now we know where, and that they'll

be ready in three days. There isn't much
time. I've got to get the news to Gustav so
he can relay it to the right man. Goodbye,
darling. I'll never divorce you again

!"

There was that moment, so short, but all

the more sweet because it was over so soon.
And there were his arms holding her, his

lips finding hers again. Then she stirred in

his arms and her smile lifted. "What's your
name, soldier?" she whispered.

"This is no time for a formal introduc-
tion." Chris whispered.
He had been riding in luck, but suddenly

it left him. As he reached the Savoy Cafe
he saw the Gestapo leading Gustav out
under arrest. His information meant noth-
ing now, with no way of getting it to

England.
For the first time he felt as if all hope

was gone as he went back to Anita and
told her what had happened. Then as she
listened she suddenly began to laugh.
"You wouldn't wait to hear everything

about last night," she whispered. "Zellfritz

and I went to the airport to deliver a sack
of leaflets to a plane. He sends them out
every night

!"

"Even- night!" Chris almost shouted in
his relief. "Then we could . .

."

"Of course we could !" Anita agreed com-
placently.

They could get the message to England

!

But there was little time and they needed
help, a great deal of help. That was why
they had to confide in the Countess and
the other old ladies and how they gave all

of them a sense of being needed again, now
that they were to do their bit for the Allies
and Freedom. They all had their parts to
play : Anita, the hardest one of all because
she had to invite Zellfritz to her room for
a private dinner for two and keep him
amused while Chris got the bag of leaflets

out of the Major's car and helped the old
ladies write the warning message on them,
that would, if all went well, be delivered
by the enemy that night when they scat-

tered the leaflets over England. Even the
pretty little maid was doing her bit by
keeping the chauffeur occupied in the
kitchen. And at last the gigantic task was
finished and Zellfritz was gone to deliver
his sack to the airport and Anita and Chris
could only sit there smiling their relief.

It was then the knock came on the door
and the Gestapo stood there with orders
for the arrest of Hendrick Woverman, for
the real Hendrick had escaped from the
sanitarium and had committed an outrage
far more serious than sabotage or arson or
murder. He had painted the teeth of the
Mikado on a picture of Hitler!
But he was to be given justice, the leader

explained, justice and a real trial. Only it

didn't take Zellfritz's cold smile when he
faced him in court the next evening to make
Chris know what a farce that trial would
be. He had heard of Nazi justice before.

It took less than ten minutes, that trial,

with the verdict death, even though Anita
and all the loyal old women had crowded
into the courtroom, swearing thai Clirio
had been with them at the time the out-
rage was perpetrated. He was to be shot
immediately.
The Countess took command then. "Go

up there and ask to remarry him before his
execution!" she whispered to Anita. Then
she turned to the mournful, childlike old
twins sitting beside her. their faces puck-
ered up like crying babies as they wept.
"Quick! Get up the stairs leading to the
roof and open the trap door. The master
siren that controls all the others is up
there. Set it off !"

She took her place behind Anita as the
Army chaplain solemnly entered the room.
But before he reached them Zellfritz pushed
his way to Chris.
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Above, Lynn Bari and Cornel Wilde, as they

appear in "The Perfect Snob." Darryl Zanuck

was so pleased with Wilde's work in this

film, he presented him with a new contract.

"Sorry, my friend," he said with exag-

gerated sympathy. "Last night we both

had bad luck
!"

"Yours wasn't fatal," Chris said dryly.

"No." The Major shrugged. "But my
propaganda plane was shot down in the

Channel. All my beautiful pamphlets were
lost."'

Lost ! Chris managed to keep back the

exclamation as he took Anita's hand and
faced the Chaplain. So everything had been

for nothing then, after all. He had failed

in everything.
Suddenly he tensed as the shrill warning

of the air raid signal filled the room, as it

was echoed from the other signals outside,

blaring through the city, sending crowds
fighting their way through the streets, mak-
ing the old ladies scream with terror as they

obeyed the Countess's orders and flung

themselves terrified against the soldiers try-

ing to calm them. And in the confusion

Chris heard the Countess's urgent whisper

and taking Anita's hand followed her

through the room, down the stairs into the

street, taking the rusty old gun she drew
out of her pocketbook and bringing it down
with a crash on the head of the guard who
tried to stop them.

Anti-aircraft guns began booming, adding
to the terror of the night, and the street was
deserted as the three of them made that last

desperate dash to Zellfritz's car and started

for the airfield.

They sa\v the waiting plane when they
stopped and Chris, taking the bag of leaflets,

held it up on his shoulder so that his face

was hidden as he made the lunge for the

me that with the coming of the war, he
felt that fighting here was the moment to

be remembered in the lives of men who
ordinarily would have been clerks, film

stars, farm boys, electricians, captains and
kings, and soda jerkers. For them and for

him, there were some words for this in-

stant. They could say with Winston
Churchill, "Let them say in a 1,000 years

this has been their finest hour."

The finest hour also leads to death and
suffering. Douglas knows, but he won't talk

about it at the drop of a hat. But when his

ship was docked in Iceland, he saw men in

the base hospital who were dying or worse

plane where the pilot stood waiting. Again

he was thankful for the rusty old gun that

had not been fired in over a century as he

brought it down with a crash on the pilot's

skull. There was just time for Anita and

the Countess to make the dash for the plane

when they heard shouts and saw the guards

running toward them. But Chris was calm

now. He was in a plane again, the_ stick

was in his hand and already it was lifting,

lifting to the skies and freedom.

It was almost morning when they looked

down and saw the white cliffs lying below

them, the brave cliffs that were Dover. And
then as Chris whispered the one word, Eng-

land, they saw the Spitfire approach them

and Chris reached toward the plane's radio.

"I'd better speak to them," he whispered.

Then aloud, "Hello, hello, I'm not an

enemy. I've just escaped."

"Are you Goering," a mocking voice

came from the radio. "Or Goebbels ?" Then
as Chris shouted a denial, "Shoot him down.

He's nobody
!"

"I'm English," Chris explained desper-

ately as shots whizzed past him in the dark-

ness. "RAF pilot do'wned in Holland!"

But only the mocking laughter answered.

"Listen," Chris said desperately. "You fel-

lows are from the Coastal Command. Your
Squadron Commander is Major Carlysle

Wilson, 'Lucky' Wilson. I can tell you more

about him. His pet phrase^ is 'highly ir-

regular !' He always says it."

The laughter stopped and there was a

whispered consultation in the other plane,

and then a wary voice saying, "Let him

land. But stay right with him."

"Well!" The Countess smiled, settling

more comfortably into her seat. "That's real

nice, isn't it? Even Hess didn't get a mili-

tary escort."

But it was more than an escort. The
Squadron Commander himself was waiting

as Chris taxied his plane to a stop and

jumped out.

"We've located a new submarine base at

Yselmunde!" he shouted. "They're assem-

bling a fleet. It will have to be bombed at

once."

And then as a pilot went dashing for

headquarters to report the news, Chris

helped Anita and the Countess to alight

from the plane.

"Major Wilson, this is my wife," he said.

"I met her the night before our divorce."

And then seeing the Commander's amazed

look, he went on quickly. "I mean, we
weren't married before the divorce but we
are now !"

The Commander shook his head in be-

wilderment and Chris grinned as he swung
Anita into his arms, kissing her there

before all of them. Then he caught a glance

at the Commander's shocked face and heard

his bewildered voice.

"Highly irregular!" he was saying.

"Highly irregular
!"

still, waking up to the grim reality_ that

they will never be able to walk again or

pitch a baseball back on the home diamond.

"Whatever it was," the serious film star

told me, "the men took it so well. Those
kids would look up at you with sweat
pouring off their brows, and then grin."

He told of one boy, just 17, whose legs

had been amputated, but the doctors and
nurses could not bring themselves to break

the news. Finally the doctor told him, ex-

pecting to hear the great despairing shriek

of the man who has lost hope or either the

deathly dull silence of the man who has

lost all will to live.

Instead, Douglas related, "The kid said,

'you don't have to tell me, Doc. I could

see in the mirror across the room that you
had taken them away from me. But you
can fix me up, can't you, Doc?"
"The doctor listened and could not speak.

This was worse than what he expected,

for here was the boy saying, 'I've gotta

get back in there and fight.'

"

Once Lieut. Fairbanks started remember-
ing, the lines around his mouth began to

deepen. "Then, there was another boy," he
added, as he rubbed his hand across his

cheek as if the sting of memory were still

burning. . . . "that kid was about to die.

I sat by his bed all night, talking to him.

I told him what a swell welcome he would
get from the folks back home when he

returned. He died, believing me."
These blue jackets who left a leg behind

in Iceland or died in that northern base

were victims of the shelling of the Kear-
ney. When the commander of the Kearney
visited the hospital to tell the boys goodbye,

Douglas told me that the boys and some of

the older sea dogs' actually wept.

In Iceland Lieut. Fairbanks met and
mingled with the British officers and ob-

served the good fellowship between the

Yanks and the British tars. Fairbanks, who
has spent a good deal of his life in England
and who has known Prime Minister

Churchill since he was a little boy, didn't

have to be sold on the British. He has

been with them all the way for a good
long time now.
He saw things that convinced him that

every American blue jacket in Iceland would
think the rest of his life that the British

are "square guys." He pointed out that the

English lads in pea jackets thought the

Americans were O.K. As an illustration,

Douglas told me, "The British lads were

so grateful for all the courtesies and at-

tention paid them when they visited the

United States, they wanted to show in some
small way at least how deeply they ap-

preciated it.

"So they invited the American sailors

from a certain nearby ship to a party. Now
you know, the American Navy is bone dry

on shipboard. Not a drop to drink, you
know. The British sailors get a daily ration

of rum—just a jiggerful.

"Well, this is what they did. They got

together and decided not to touch their

rations for three weeks. This amount piled

up to barroom proportions and what a
party .they threw. By the time it was over

I wouldn't be surprised if our boys didn't

mistake that Icelandic moon for the Caro-

lina moon."
While in Iceland, Douglas discovered

there was a movie-struck group of blonde

young girls in the population, but they

were a little shy about asking for his

autograph, since they had no practice, as

have our home vintage.

On shipboard the officers and men steered

away from the subject of films and Holly-

wood, as much as possible. "It was a month
before the word moving pictures was men-

tioned," Douglas relates.

Lieut. Fairbanks is only interested in the

war and Navy career now, but recognizes

that such a short term with the fleet and

Navy Department cannot make the public

and his fans forget that his chief claim to

fame is the films. But he is doing abso-

lutely nothing to make them remember, as

he thinks it is, to say the least, unbecom-

ing. For this reason, he hesitates to appear

in public places as if he were showing off

his uniform.

When not busy at the Navy Department,

where Lieut. Robert Montgomery is also

working, Douglas lives quietly in a sub-

rented house in crowded Washington with

his wife, baby daughter and a Flight Com-
mander and a group captain of the Royal

Air Force.

WarTimeExperiencesof Lieut.Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Continued from page 27
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JVOWS ALL YOU'VE LOOKED FOR IJV A LIPSTICK

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

Head of the House of Tangee, Makers

of the World's Most Famous Lipsticks

Are tou one of the thousands of

±\_ women who have longed for a

lipstick with a softer, glossier sheen

...an alluring satin-finish? A lipstick,

not too dry— yet not too moist... that

strokes on so easily, so smoothly, it

almost applies itself? A lipstick that

stays on — I really mean stays on?

After two years of almost ceaseless

effort to blend all these qualities into

a single lipstick, we, at Tangee, are

happy to offer you our new and exclu-

sive Tangee satin-finish!

satin-finish, we believe, is the

most important announcement
Tangee has made in years, satin-

finish means that you now may have

— not only Tangee's gloriously clear

shades that blend so perfectly with

yourcomplexion ; not only the famous

Tangee cream base that feels so sooth-

ing to your lips — but the exquisite

grooming of a SATIN-FINISH that lasts

for hours and hours.

So whichever shade you like best

—whether it's Tangee Natural, the lip-

stick that changes on your lips to pro-

duce your own most becoming color

—or the more brilliant Tangee The-

atrical Red— or Tangee Red-Red, the

rarest, loveliest red of them all . .

.

each now flatters your lips with a new

and alluring Satin-Finish.

TANGEE RED-RED

..."Harest Loveliest Red ofThem
All."... harmonizes with all fash-

ion colors.

TANGEE
THEATRICAL RED

. . ."The Brilliant Scarlet Lipstick

Shade.". . . always flattering.

TANGEE NATURAL

...Orange in the stick, changes
to produce your own most becom-
ing shade of blush rose on the lips.

TANGEE

WITH THE NEW
SATIN-FINISH

"A company that has pleased the women of America with over 100 million lipsticks can't help but learn every

possible lipstick requirement," says Constance Luft Huhn, head of the House of Tangee. "We've listened

eagerly and patiently to thousands of suggestions and comments — yes, and criticisms, too. And we are con-

stantly seeking to improve our. Tangee— to give it exactly those qualities you tell us you want in a lipstick.

That is how our new and exclusive satin-finish was created. You wanted it—we produced it!"



Beauty/^ tL hum./

Give your skin

Ivory "baby-care,"

doctors recommend

Help yourself to a fresh complexion . .

.

to go with your new spring clothes.

Use as your model of skin perfection

the Loveliest Complexion in all the

world . . . baby's own!

Do as you do for baby . . . take doc-

tors' beauty advice! Give your skin,

too, the gentle daily care of New
"Velvet-Suds" Ivory Soap . . . now
milder and faster-lathering than ever!

What finer beauty-care could your

complexion have than that advised by

doctors for baby's lovely skin?

sr

ymi/i ,i£m

SPRING
FRESH

a?

\

Avoid WINTER-DRIED
"flakiness"

Help bring spring's bloom to your
skin by "babying" it this way
every night: With New Ivory's
creamy, quick lather (lukewarm,
never hot!) gently massage your
skin upward, following facial

contours. Warm rinse. Pat dry.

Since your skin is "winter-dried"

apply lightly a little cold cream.

Avoid OILY-SKIN

drabness

Since oily skins tend to hold dirt,

give yours this thorough spring-

cleansing each night and morning:
Work up a cleansing-mask of quick,

thick Ivory lather on your face. Then
scrub with a washcloth. Rinse.
Repeat Ivory-mask cleansing. Warm
rinse, then cold. Let New Ivory be
spring to your beauty!

I'M MOSTLY
COMPLEXION

—

To help keep my sensitive

skin perfect, Doctor recom-
mends New Ivory Soap. It's

an improved Ivory — milder

than ever, and contains no
dye, medication, or strong per-

fume that might be irritating.

ENJOY "BABY-CARE"
ALL OVER!

Sink back into a caressing sea of
"velvet suds" that quickly creams
off your big white floating Ivory I

cake. Every pore responds to

gentle Ivory! Then you step out
to untroubled sleep . . . and waken
with "Spring-Fresh" beauty!

SOAP

99 44/ioo% PURE
IT FLOATS

Beauty-care . . . use New A c/( 'el- >)t((l) Ivory
REG. U. S. PAT. PROCTER & GAMBLE



VICTORY!

BUY

UNITED

STATES

DEFENSE

BONDS

AND

STAMPS
i

I

Rita

Hayworth

RIKE UP YOUR OWN BAND !

—

TOMMY DORSEY
iVE YOU LOVE INSURANCE? TYRONE POWER HAS!

W FASHIONS! VERONICA LAKE, PRBSCILLA LANE



A GiRL like;

A GAL LIKe

old tunes? fon y

•*? You'll g<>t

- f»"~stars?

Like

Lihe new tunes'! You'll get V/m.

laughs _

The great once-a-
year-musical in Techni-
color. See it! It's swell!

.TECHNICOLOR
JAMES GLEASQN* PHIL SILVERS* WALTER
CATLETT • MONA MARIS • FRANK ORTH
Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS • Produced by
ROBERT BASSLER • Screen Play by Seton

Darrell Ware and Karl 1

THESE

2 GREM
was I

Six famous Paul Dresser songs! Including "ON THE
BANKS OF THE WABASH" and "MY GAL SAL"
plus four new smash 1942 model hits including:

"OH THE PITY OF IT ALL" and "HERE YOU ARE"

JEAN GABIN
IDA LUPINO MOONTIDE with

Thomas Mitchell

Claude Rains
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You'll star in your own crowd -if your Smile is right

!

For a smile that wins friends, invites

happiness— help keep yours spar-

kling with Ipana and Massage.

Thumbs UP, plain girl! You don't

need beauty to make your dreams

come true.

You can win what you want in life, if

your smile is right. You can be popular,

successful—a star on the stage of your

own special world.

But your smile must have magnetic

appeal. It must flash freely and unafraid,

lighting your face with beauty. It must

be big, warm-hearted, winning!

For that kind of a smile you must have

bright, sparkling teeth that you are

proud to show. And remember, spar-

kling teeth depend largely on gums that

are healthy, gums that keep their firmness.

Never take chances with

"pink tooth brush"

So if there's ever the slightest tinge of

"pink" on your tooth brush, see your den-

tist right away! He may tell you your

gums have become tender and sensitive,

robbed of exercise by creamy foods. And,
like thousands of other modern dentists.

he'll probably suggest Ipana and massage.

For Ipana Tooth Paste not only cleans

and brightens your teeth but, with mas-

sage, it is designed to help the health

of your gums as well.

Massage a little extra Ipana onto your

gums every time you clean your teeth.

That invigorating "tang" means circu-

lation is quickening in the gum tissue,

helping your gums to new firmness.

Get a tube of economical Ipana Tooth

Paste from your druggist today. Let

Ipana and massage help keep your teeth

brighter, your gums firmer, your smile

more sparkling and attractive.

Starttoday with
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The greatest

star of the

screen

!

"Hail, bounteous May, that dost inspire

Mirth, and youth, and warm desire!"

* • *
This was John Milton's idea of the glad-

some month.

Leo's idea is bounteous, too,

In bringing "Tortilla Flat" to you!

Based on John Steinbeck's best-selling

novel. A more mirthful group of foil:

than dwell, and love, and gambol in the

place called Tortilla Flat you never

did see.

There are new laurels to pin on Spencer

Tracy as Pilon—an authority on those

three essentials of the gay life—Wine,
Women and Song!

There's Hedy Lamarr, as Dolores. They
call her "Sweets". You'll soon see why.

There's John Garfield, as Danny, who
inherited two houses and a watch. But
his eye for an attractive female was his

own to begin with.

* *
Others? Lots of them, and all good.

Frank Morgan, Akim Tamiroff , Donald
Meek, Connie Gilchrist, Henry O'Neill.

A veritable galaxy. The director? A fel-

low named Fleming. Victor Fleming.
Maybe you've heard of some of his

many pictures
—"Gone With The

Wind", for instance."Captains Coura-
geous" too. A capable chap, you'll

agree. Screen play by John Lee Mahin
and Benjamin Glazer.

On the horizon also

>t is Leo's speedy
musical "Ship

Ahoy". Coming to

you in a breeze on
waves of laughter
with a cargo of stars

and songs and
swing-tunes and
saucy sirens. The
sirensareship-shape.

Salutes to the care-

free crew : Eleanor
Powell. Red Skelton, Bert (Stage-Star)

Lahr.Virginia O'Brien and the justly- fa-

mousTommy Dorsey and his Orchestra.

*
Ahoy there Director Eddie Buzzell and
screen play writer Harry Clork for a
see-worthy entertainment.

To "Tortilla Flat" and
"Ship Ahoy" Leo gaily

tips his Spring bonnet. \

V

—lea
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Wfiatsyour Szggestpiery aSout

Tampons?

It's smart to ask questions about a new
idea like internal sanitary protection. For
whether you already enjoy the wonderful
freedom of tampons, or haven't even tried

them yet—there are always new improve-
ments, modern advantages you should
know about. Are these the sort of ques-
tions you would ask?

"Jdon't want to wor?y...

can e sure;

_ -if your tampons absorb
quickly, surely. Meds — the
Modess tampons— absorb
faster because of the "safety

center." A modern feature no
other tampons have ! Meds
hold more than 300% of their

weight in moisture.

u
Z)o t/iey reallyJit?"

A leading woman's doctor, designed Meds.
They're scientifically shaped to fit. That's
why Meds are so comfortable. Insert

Meds properly and you can forget the time
of month. No bulges, belts, or odors! And
Meds are easier to use, too. Each Meds
comes in a one -time -use applicator that
ends old difficulties.

Wlll/iave toJ>ay mores

Not on your life! Meds cost less than any
other tampons in individual applicators.

In fact, no more than leading sanitary
napkins. Try Meds and compare 1

BOX OF 10—25^ • BOX OF 50—98j£

Meds

from Hollywood

ATTENTION, Jeffrey Lynn fans! Your
/^favorite is now stationed at Camp
Crowder, Missouri, if you care to write
to him'. The meticulous Lynn who used
to worry himself sick over the part in

his hair, or how he looked in photographs,
loves the Army. No petty worries are de-
veloping him into a much nicer uninhibited
person. By the way, Burgess Meredith was
at the same camp. Either he confused the
Army or vice versa. Or sumpin'. He's been
transferred back to the coast again!

Hie Jttodess Tampc

"Uncle Sam" Crosby, top, leads a bevy of

beauties in a patriotic sequence in Para-

mount's "Holiday Inn." Above, Bing plays gin

rummy with co-star Fred Astaire (winnings go
toward purchase of a Defense Bond). Crooner
Crosby's son, Gary, left, pulls a "stick-up" on

Dietrich on "The Spoilers" set at Universal.

DOB HOPE pulled this on Bing Crosby—
Dso don't blame us. Bob rushed up to

Bing all out of breath. "Have you heard
we won't be able to get shoes after June
first ?" he exclaimed. "My gosh, I'll have
to lay in a' good supply." cried Bing. "But
why would they want to take away shoes ?-"

"Everything for defense," Bob cracked
back,—and nothing for defeat" (de-feet) !

Ouch!

IT'S a temporary victory for Marlene
' Dietrich. She's convalescing at Palm
Springs and Jean Gabin has forsaken
Ginger Rogers to take on a little sun tan..

Don't think Ginger is having blues in the

night. She just learned she's going to do
a picture with Cary Grant for RKO.
TVior^'c always another romance. But only

6
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For Hair He'll Adore . . . Lustrous!

Brilliant! ... Try Modern Halo!
'T'HOUSANDS of women miss out onA having glamorous, seductive hair, by
making one simple mistake. They're still
"soaping" their hair.

The trouble is that all soaps, even the
finest, leave dulling soap-film on hair.
Drab film that's like washbowl scum.

That's why Halo Shampoo is such an
exciting find. Halo contains no soap,
leaves no soap-film. Thanks to a patented
new-type ingredient, Halo's billowing
lather rinses away completely, even with
hardest water. No both
ering with lemon or
vinegar. And besides
cleansing hair of dust
and excess oil, Halo re-
moves loose dandruff.

So for fragrant, shin-
ing-clean hair, alive
with highlights, bright
with true color . . .

Get Halo today! Gen-
erous 10c and larger
sizes at any toilet
goods counter.

»ALO
"OO -J

/f

\A/HEN Hedy Lamarr became engagedW to George Montgomery, they rushed
right over and told Ann Sothern. So Ann
in turn called up Bob Sterling, who rushed
right over and they cracked open a special
bottle of champagne. Hedy is redecorating
the home she is now renting to Franchot
Tone. So Franchot has to move out to
make way for another bride and groom.
With a safety box loaded with jewels,
Hedy is so excited about George's diamond
ring, she won't even take it off for movie
scenes. Yes, it's love in bloom!

MEWS happens fast in Hollywood.
N Myrna Loy announced her final separa-

tion from Arthur Hornblow, Jr., and the
Fred Astaire baby arrived, both during
the same hour. Hollywood isn't too sur-
prised about Myrna. Their second try at
it has never seemed to work out. The
Astaires, with two boys in the household
already, are that thrilled over their new
daughter. Fred, the proud father, moved
right in the hospital and lived in a room
next to his wife—in the maternity ward!

KIORMA SHEARER startling Holly-
1 N wood with the first military motif
tailored suit. Gold braid and brass buttons
make Norma look like a cross between the
head usher at Grauman's Chinese and a
page out of Harper's Bazaar. But on her
it's smart.

CVEN high-salaried stars are readjusting
L- their lives because of war conditions.
Mary Martin is the first to sell her big
Bel-Air home. With taxes soaring, the
future so uncertain, Mary isn't taking any
chances. She's moving into a small place
that requires just one servant. Mary keeps
plenty busy in her triple career of actress,
housewife, and mother.

TORRID twosome: Olivia de Havilland
•and Clifford Odets. Olivia, who is on
suspension at Warners because she didn't
want to stooge for Jack Benny in "George
Washington Slept Here," lunches daily in
the Green Room- with Odets—despite her
studio difficulties. Keep your eye on 'em.

Glenda Farrell, who recently appeared in
Twin Beds," is shown, above, wearing a

smart suit of pale green wool, with set in

yoke, dolman sleeves and rolled collar.

A NITA LOUISE is back on the Warner/A lot again. She's making a series of
tests with the possibility of signing a new
contract. It's a different, more matured
Anita. She's lost that starry-eyed beauty,
but in its place is a quality richer and
warmer.

XA/HAT a gal is Barbara Stanwyck! At
" V a Hollywood dinner party a rival star
was telling Barbara she had seen those
Dee-FLV£ magazine pictures of her in
her "Ball of Fire" costume. The star wasn't
being on the level and Stanny knew it.

"You know," she cracked, "those were
really Crawford's legs they used. It was
Goddard's body. They just put my face
at the top and made a composite picture!"

Don't be a Hide out

use

Hide-it
SEE HOW SKIN-BLEMISHES
VANISH FROM SIGHT!
No need to let either tempo-
rary or permanent blemishes m
spoil your charm. HIDE-IT \
conceals pimples, birthmarks, M
freckles, dark under-eye cir-

'

cles, most scars and other
blemishes. Lasting . . . harmless

. . . used by millions of women.
PERFECT FOR POWDER BASE
Makes skin look smoother.

™
Holds powder amazingly long.

"

|

Large jar, $1.00 at Drug and
Dept. Stores. Purse size at 10c
counters-or send us 10c and
shade wanted (Light .Medium,
Rachelle, Brunette, Sun-tan).

CLARK-MILLNER SALES CO.
308 W. Erie St., Dept. 462, Cbicago

Gene tierney net only s
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SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

DAYS'
TRIAL

Buy RfBaoO
TRY OUR SIGHT TESTERS
Graceyour face with good looking glasses.
Select foryourselffrom the tnanyHpq*
styles in our catalogthe ones that g|| 1™ _

look best on you. Do this today I jjijllfc
J

SEND NO MONEY!**
1

MONEYBAC^^uaranfee REPAIRS lEfssIs
Wear our glasses on trial 16 days, Repaired—48-Hr. Super-
It not satisfied, your money back, vised by Reg. Optometrist.

U.S.Eye-Giasses Co.,1557Milwaukee Av.,Dept.6-109,Chlcago.

DOCTORS WARN
CONSTIPATED FOLKS

ABOUT LAZY LIVER
_
IT IS SAID constipation causes many human

discomforts—headaches, lack of energy and
mental dullness being but a few. BUT DON'T
WORRY—For years a noted Ohio Doctor,
Dr. F. M. Edwards, successfully treated scores
of patients for constipation with his famous
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets—now sold by
druggists everywhere.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! They not only gently yet thor-
oughly cleanse the bowels but ALSO stir up
liver bile secretion to help digest fatty foods.
Test their goodness TONIGHT without fail!

15*, 30*!, 60f<, All drugstores.

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

Hollywood ! I'm proud of you ! You
haven't had a cycle in ages. With the eyes
of filmdom seeking fresher fields, even a
fan dares to suggest:
Why not film Eric Kelly's "Trumpeter

of Krakow?" It's the juvenile yarn of the

century, with thrills and action that would
make the grownups crowd the kiddies into

the lobby. A perfect co-starring vehicle for

a juvenile actor and actress.

I yearn to see Katharine Hepburn play

Mary Read, the woman pirate. It would be

a super-duper thing, with splashing waves
and flashing swords, and Katie a female

Errol Flynn.
Take Isabell Jewel out of moth-balls and

put her into "Portrait of Jenny." Her ex-

quisite quality matches that of Robert
Nathan's book, and these two, plus a sensi-

tive director, could make screen history.

Take a squint at the Bible, and don't

look for morals, but adventure. Start with
David, who was warrior, giant-killer, poet,

great lover, and the greatest success story

a biographer could want. But no costume
pageant, please. David had dash.

And Mr. Disney, have you read "Dr.
Doolittle!'" If you haven't, hurry to the

library! When I read it to the kiddies in

my third grade class, they practically

cheered in the exciting parts. It has whimsy
with a wham.

MAE H. ASHWORTH, Elgin, 111.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

I have always been more disgusted than
amused by the kind of publicity that Holly-
wood has continued to turn out the last

several years, and I admit I looked upon
Hollywood as a gaudy, cheap, money-mad
metropolis. But something lately has made
me change my mind. For the first time,

although I have always been a movie fan,

I find myself feeling a sincere admiration
for the men and women in Hollywood.
When Bob Hope and Mickey Rooney and
Merle Oberon and dozens of others give
freely of their time and money and talent

for charity, then they are made of the "real

thing." Now, I dismiss all the cheap, tawdy
gossip about most of the movie stars. I

have found something in many of my movie
favorites to admire and be grateful for.

They have shown themselves to be real and
you can believe me that my enjoyment (and
support) of the movies now is doubled

EVERYBODY'S WELCOME
Letters to this Forum come from all

walks of life. It makes no difference

whether you're a college student or
housewife, secretary or sales clerk,

young or old, male or female, blonde
or brunette, you're all welcome to com-
pete for one of the prizes. You can
write a letter and gush about your pet
star or if you disapprove of a picture,

player or performance, tell us about it.

Or perhaps you have some suggestions
to make as the schoolteacher who won
$10.00 in Defense Stamps did. Get busy
and write your letter now. First prize,

$10.00; second prize, $5.00; and five

prizes of $1.00 each, all payable in De-
fense Stamps. Closing date, 25th of
month.

Please address your letters to

Screenland's Fans' Forum, 45 West
45th St., New York, N. Y.

when I realize that the actors and actresses
are humane and "good guys," with as much
concern and care of what is, going on out-
side the Cocoanut Grove as Mr. John Doe.

DAVID E. LEWIS, Halifax, N.S., Can.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 Each

We women have in our minds and hearts
the men whose return we are awaiting. We
are going to make up from now on, more
and more, the movie audience. And when
we want relaxation from household tasks
and Red Cross work, we're going to want
comedies. And, naturally, we're going to
pick the comedy which has the biggest,

handsomest, nicest looking hero

!

Personally, I feel that there's going to
be a new, as yet undiscovered young man,
who will become the ideal hero for war
comedies. We want our American hero to
look nice above all—remember he repre-
sents us all over the world now.

MRS. M. JACKSON, Hyattsville, Md.
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A prize-winner in one of your recent

issues, who gushed and gooed over Bette

Davis, made me get out my typewriter and

punch and peck a protest to you

!

This prize-winner stated that Miss Davis

was the character she played. There is

where my kick comes in. Never, never is

Miss Bette Davis anyone but Miss Bette

Davis which is getting mighty tiresome.

In "The Little Foxes," she was supposed

to be a sinister, scheming woman of the

deep South, but was she? Ah, no, she was
the usual, neurotic, fast-talking, Jerky-mov-

ing Miss Bette Davis who quite forgot her

Southern accent after her second line !
You

call that being "a great actress?" She'd

have been carroted and turniped in the old

days of real actresses.

I recall going to see a Bette Davis film

with a physician friend of mine. After the

show was over I asked him what he thought

ef her as an actress. He replied, "As an
actress I didn't think of her because she

isn't one, but, as a patient, ah, yes
!"

T. M. ROSE, San Francisco, Cal.

Like nearly everyone else, I have been

enjoying the films concerning Army life,

but I'm inclined to think that the movies

have been overshooting the comic angle,

which may give the public the wrong im-

pression as to the present military mode of

living, its purpose, its spirit regarding that

purpose, its sacrifices, loyalties, etc.

Therefore, I feel it is proper and fitting

and that it is Hollywood's duty to get more
serious in presentations having an Army
background.

PVT. TOM T. PLESE, Everett, Wash.

Maybe he is cast only in Hitlerite roles

but despite that, Conrad Veidt deserves a
few brass band toots for his own corner.

I'm more excited over seeing a film in

which he appears than I am when I go to

a Melvyn Douglas, Robert Taylor or Gary
Cooper picture and heaven knows they're

all favorites of mine

!

But there's something about the suave,

polished Conrad Veidt that thrills me, even
when I'm delighted to see him liquidated.

He's always convincing and charming. Al-
though he always portrays sinister charac-

ters, he can make you see and believe in

the philosophies of those characters even
while j'ou're rooting for the hero. He was
so charming in "Escape" that I almost
didn't care that he was threatening the hap-
piness of Norma Shearer and Robert Tay-
lor. And as the madman lover in "A
Woman's Face," I couldn't help but toss

him a tear or two of sympathy

!

Surely as fine an actor as Conrad Veidt
will be remembered long after we've for-

gotten about the glamor boys and girls.

MARY DONER, Seattle, Wash.

It seems just a short while ago that pro-
ducers and theater owners were deploring
the drop in patronage and were trying to
find the reason and the cause for such
public apathy. They hated to admit that they
themselves were all the time at fault. For
the failure of interest on the part of the
public was due entirely to an inferior sched-
ule of production that was an insult to

public intelligence. There has been no com-
plaint recently. The answer : Such produc-
tions as "Citizen Kane," "Sergeant York,"
"Philadelphia Story," "Man Hunt." "Night
Train," "Suspicion," "Target for Tonight,"
"Tom, Dick and Harry," "How Green Was
My Valley." This last picture is definite

proof that the industry has at last grown
up and is showing a commanding respect
for the appreciation of the average movie
fan. Here's hoping they keep up the good
work. We'll need it.

ABRAHAM GURVITZ, D.M.D., Boston, Mass.

First impressions are lasting!

Always guard charm with Mum

WHO KNOWS when a chance meeting

— an unexpected introduction—will

bring you face to face with romance. Are

you ready to meet it—sure of your dainti-

ness—certain of your charm—certain that

you're safe from underarm odor?

Millions of women rely on Mum. They

trust Mum because it instantly prevents un-

derarm odor— because it so dependably

safeguards charm all day or all evening.

Remember, even a daily bath doesn't in-

sure your daintiness. A bath removes only

past perspiration, but Mum prevents risk

of underarm odor to come. Let the daily use

of Mum insure your charm. Get a jar of

Mum at your druggist's today!

FOR SANITARY NAPKINS-Mum is the

preferred deodorant for this important purpose,

too, because it's so gentle, dependable.

After every bath, and before dates, use

Mum! Then you're sure underarm odor won't

spoil your day or evening! Mum takes only

30 seconds— grand when you're in a hurry!

Stay popular with the friends you make this

summer. Give romance a chance. With con-

venient Mum you never need risk underarm

odor. Mum's safe for clothes, safe for skin, too!

Product of Bristol-Myers

Mum TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION

To hold a man's interest, stay sure of your

charm! Always be nice to be near! You can

trust dependable Mum because, without stop-

ping perspiration, it prevents underarm odor

for a whole day or evening.

SCREENLAND 11



AVOID

UPSTICK

The Great Man's Lady— Paramount .

In this sentimental saga of the Early

West, Barbara Stanwyck ages from 16

to 100 as Hcmna Sempler, who sacrificed

her own happiness to help Ethan Hoyt,

the man she loved, attain greatness. While

Hoyt City honors its founder, she relates

her life story to a biographer. The flash-

back method of telling it slows up the ac-

tion. Barbara's is a great performance;

Joel McCrea, splendid as Hoyt; and Brian

Donlevv, good as the other man. See it

The Turtles of Tahiti— RKO

This South Seas comedy-romance is a

refreshing bit of screen entertainment. Its

light-hearted and gay and never gets too

deep or serious, making it the ideal movie

for these troubled times. Its star, Charles

Laughton, is good as the improvident

head of a large, happy-go-lucky Tahitian

family whose philosophy of life is live and

make merry today and let tomorrow take

care of itself. Jon Hall and Peggy Drake

do nicely in the romance department.

Always In My Heart—Warners

Here's a sentimental film for femme

fans. Gloria Warren, teen-age girl with

a beautiful voice, is introduced in this

drama. When Walter Huston, as the con-

vict-father whose children think he is

dead hears his ex-wife, Kay Francis, is

about to remarry, he doesn't tell her about

his pardon. His family learns the truth

and there's a happy reunion. Fine acting

by entire cast. Borrah Mmevitch and his

Rascals furnish music and good comedy.

A Gentleman After Dark— United Artists

This is the story of Heliotrope Harry,

a crook who goes straight when his baby

is born, but whose wife (Miriam Hopkins)
continues her life of crime. Harry mur-
ders her lover and goes to prison, but

escapes to stop his wife from black-

mailing the Judge (Preston Foster) who
has raised their daughter. Harry is

splendidly portrayed by Donlevy. Per-

formances by Miss Hopkins and Foster

are noteworthy. Exciting. Has suspense.

Mokey— M-G-M
This film is a touching story about a

motherless boy, Mokey, who has a pen-
chant for getting into trouble. The boy's
father, remarries and his young step-
mother, played by Donna Reed, fails to
give him the affection he craves. His mis-

eds are due to misunderstandings, and
neglect on the part of his father, Dan
Dailey, Jr. Bobby Blake, a lad whose only
other film work has been in Our Gang-
comedies, proves he's a fine little actor.

This is a good study in child psychology.

SCREENLAND
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away, and there'sa paper shortage, anyway.
Pockets are snug enough so that the nap-

ikins in them won't blow away while guests

J

get their food. And I'm having a pretty

| basket filled with fringed napkins in solid

colors so guests can take fresh ones after

they've tangled with the corn on the cob.

After the shower, I'll have the tablecloth

and napkins laundered and give them to the

bride."

The bride-to-be of the ranch shower will

pull her gifts from a huge hay basket where
they will be hidden. Small ropes will

dangle over the edge for her to pull, and
controversy is now going on over whether
or not the bride will be able to untie rope.

It's unlucky to cut the ribbon or string on a

bride's gift—she must either untie it or

break it!

"The first gift drawn is supposed to come
from the next girl to be engaged, the third

one from the next to be married, and the

seventh from the next to be a mother," re-

lated Ann, "so you can imagine the shrieks

when those particular gifts are opened.

Ann's own gift won't be in the basket but
will preside over it. "I'll take a broom and
an O-Cedar mop and bind them together

with Scotch tape," she planned, "the broom
for feet, the mop for head. I'll use a man's
overcoat hanger for shoulders, a small fry-

pan for face and a large one for chest, all

fastened in with Scotch tape, twisted tea

towels for arms, rubber gloves for hands,
chore girls for hair, dish cloths to stuff

j|

fingers and neck, and a big overall apron to

|
cover the whole figure.

"Mother's gift will be a household repair

S kit. Usually a bride has faucets but no

|
washers, lamps but no fuses, pictures but

: no nails, so the kit will hold plenty of

those things, a small hammer, tacks, pliers,

I screw driver, wire, string, all a bride needs
jto fix up her new home."

Another gift sure to be received grate-

fully by any bride will be a feature of all

three of Ann's showers.
"Each guest will be asked to bring a

typed copy of two of her very best com-
pany recipes and I'll have a menu file ready

1 to put them in, and the bride will start with
at least two dozen special recipes. Emily,
our cook, has some any girl would love. I'll

give you two for Screenland's June
brides."

STUFFED BAKED POTATOES
Bake potatoes, then slit them length-

wise and scoop the inside into a bowl,

butter the shells. Add butter and milk,

grated Kraft American cheese and sea-

soning to the potatoes, with % teaspoon

(Please turn to page 81)

Who would have dreamed that you would be in uniform? You and

Sis and a million other girls.

You've learned lots. About discipline and teamwork . . . things a

girl can't get from just hockey and basketball. The thrill of

helping America! (And knowing that Dad's plenty proud of you!)

But it wasn't easy at first . . . remember? Especially on trying

days of the month. You felt you just couldnt carry on! You
wondered how other girls managed . . . why you were different.

A lesson worth remembering

It was Sis who came to your rescue! Did she sail into you the

time you wanted to ditch the big reception for the boys at Camp!

"Why be a deserter?" she said. "Change to Kotex sanitary napkins!"

Why? . . . because Kotex is made in soft folds so it's^naturally less

bulky . . . more comfortable . . . made to stay soft while wearing.

A lot different from pads that only
"
feel" soft at first touch.

Then Sis put you wise to the fiat, pressed ends of Kotex that

keep your secret safe. To the moisture-resistant "safety-shield"

that gives extra protection.

So now you know why Kotex is more

popular than all other brands of pads put

together. Now you can keep going, keep

smiling . . . every day!

Be confident. . .comfortable. . .carefree

— with Kotex*!

Above, Ann Rutherford

coiy Scotch plaid d»- ' Yv estwcc-^ homo.

fOW TKS AHWtKSI. . . what to do
o on "difficult days"'? TLe newbook-

:.ier" tells all. Mail
... P.O Box 3434. Dept. S- 6,

copy FREE.
(Trade .Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)
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The Skin of an Angel
Jeanette MacDonald's skin

routine reduced to minimum
time—and helpful to everyone

By Courtenay Marvin

WHEN Jeanette MacDonald was assigned

the feminine star role in "I Married An
Angel," the studio went into a huddle

over a fake halo and wings but unanimously

agreed that her skin was, indeed, like that of an

angel. Miss MacDonald is one of those fortunates

with a passport to heaven, according to many a

girl's notion, in the way of a divine skin.

Miss MacDonald has red hair and blue eyes,

and so you might expect an extreme in her skin,

either very good or definitely bad. So it seems to

go with redheads. But this star has that rare and

altogether beautiful translucent quality, that light

under the skin that reminds one of candles gleam-

ing through ninon curtains. And it seems the re-

sult of cooperation between nature and correct,

simple care. In this day of little time for foibles

and fixings, it is encouraging to know that cor-

rect care is not a long, involved, intricate business,

but a quick, simple, common sense routine. So

down-to-earth, so time-saving and so budget-sav-

ing are Miss MacDonald's "secrets" that we re-

produce them for the (Please turn to page 62)

Left: Miss Mac-
Donald retouches

make-up before a

closc-up in "I

Married An An-

gel." Right: With

that "What is so

rare as a day in

?" smile, she

16



New Beauty Shampoo Leaves Hair More Alluring

SILKIER, SMOOTHER, EASIER TO MANAGE !

Glamour for Gala Nights . . . Enchanting new hair-dn! Front hair parted in the center, then

stvept up and forward into two smooth, sleek rolls. Hair shampooed with improved Special Drene.

Thrilling new improvement in Special Drene

!

Hair conditioner now in it makes amazing difference

. . . leaves hair lovelier, easier to arrange

!

The minute you look in your mirror you'll

see the difference . . . after your first sham-

poo with new, improved Special Drene!

You'll be amazed at how much silkier and
smoother your hair looks and feels . . . he-

cause of that wonderful hair conditioner

now in Special Drene. And you'll be so de-

lighted, too, when you discover how much
better your hair bebaves, right after sham-

pooing!

Unsurpassedfor removing dandruff!

Are you bothered about removal of ugly,

scaly dandruff? You won't be when you
shampoo with Special Drene! For Drene

removes ugly dandruff with the first appli-

cation. And besides, Drene does something

for your hair no soap shampoo can do
— not even those claiming to be special

"dandruff removers"! Drene reveals up to

33% more lustre and color brilliance than

even the finest soaps or soap shampoos!

So, for extra beauty benefits—plus quick

and thorough removal of flaky dandruff

—

try improved Special Drene right away. Or
ask for a professional

r^T.i ^""ITo^. Drene Shampoo atyour
" Guaranteed by *V\ beauty shop!

.Good Housekeeping J
Proeter & Gamble

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Avoid That Dulling Film Left

By Soaps And Soap Shampoos!

^31

Don't rob j our hair of glamour by using

soaps or liquid soap shampoos—which

always leave a dulling film that dims

the natural lustre and color brilliance!

Use Drene—the beauty shampoo » hieh

never leaves a clouding film. Instead,

Drenereveals up to 33% more lustre! Re-

member, too, tbat Special Drene now
has hair conditioner in it, so it leaves

bairfarsilkier,smoother than ever before!

Special DRENE Shampoo
with HAIR CONDITIONER added

SCREENLAND 17
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"I hate to see the sun come up

ANOTHER day of making the endless
l\_ rounds, getting the same dishearten-

ing answers: "The position has been filled". .

.

"We'll file your application". . ."Sorry, but the

decision was very close". Then back to the

cheap room, sometimes so dog-tired she
didn't even trouble to undress.

Was it for this— to have her pride slit to
ribbons and her courage kicked to fragments
— that she had left Spring Haven and Todd
Smith? Was this the reward of a girl who every-
body back home— even Professor Latimer

—

had said, "was simply cut out for a career"?

And now she was just about at the end of
her rope. Another week and the money that
Mamma had given her would be gone. "I
must get a job!" she sobbed, "I must! Any
kind of a job! Why can't I? What's wrong?"

Poor little, small-town Muriel! It was a

long time before she found our what every
big-town business girl knows by instinct:

That if your breath isn't O.K. the breaks

are against you when you are looking for a

job or trying to hold one. Abilities being
equal, the position is likely to go to the girl

whose breath doesn't offend.

You May Offend Needlessly

Since you yourself may not know when
you have halitosis (bad breath), isn't it just

common sense to guard against this offense

with Listerine Antiseptic? Bad breath can be
systemic, but when it's due to the fermenta-

tion of tiny food particles (as some author-

ities say it usually is) Listerine Antiseptic

immediately halts such fermentation and
overcomes the odors that it causes. The breath

becomes sweeter, purer, less likely to offend.

When you want to appear at your best,

socially or in business, never omit
-this delightful, freshening antisep-

tic and deodorant precaution.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

Before all engagements let LISTERINE look after your breath
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Hearts aflame! Ty- ~| HE morning I saw Ty Power on the set of "This
rone Power in a Above All" he was drinking coffee like mad in a
scene with Joan Fon-

desperate effort to keep awake. The hand that held
tainefrom Inis * 1

, , , , , , T , lr
Above All" illus- the cup.wasnt the steadiest 1 ve ever seen, and J was

trates the spirit that certain that his eyes were going to close up light any
keeps love alive. Yes, minute. Ty greeted me between gulps of coffee with the
this scene is acting ODV jous statement that he'd had less than an hour's

Ty practices'what he sleep the night before. Naturally 1 jumped at conclusions,

preaches. His "Love after all I'm Only human. Uh huh, I thought, so Anna-
Insurance," discussed bella goes on a trip and Ty goes on a bender. Well.
in this story, includes

j couldn't have been further from the truth. It seems

LeeWt '(far left,
there had been a blackout in Brentwood the night before

below). Lovely lady and air raid warden Power had been on duty until six

in closeup is Mrs. in the morning. "I had dinner over at Cesar Romero's."
Patia Power, wise -py sa^ «

ail(j after dinner the Walter Langs dropped by

As°

+

we
r
°
f

o

a

to

ne

re°ss'
and we P^yed gin rummy [there is no doubt in my mind

Tyrone
9
has° joined but that next to Annabella Ty Power loves games) until

the Naval Reserve about one o'clock. I must have just gotten to bed when
and may serve in tne pnone rang and I was told to get on duty at once. I

of" thT'Navy aTa Put on a pair of old pants and a bedraggled raincoat,

chief petty officer, hopped on my bicycle, and started pedalling toward the

, Old Ladies' Home."
I I don't know why that should seem so funny to me, but

it does. Tyrone Power, Mr. Darryl Zanuck's number one

Glamor Star, and the idol of American womanhood, cold,

tired and disheveled, knocking on doors at the Old

Ladies' Home—which happens to be on his beat.

Anatole Litvak, who is directing the screen version of

Eric Knight's best-seller English war novel, called

"Ready," and Ty hastily {Please turn to page 83)
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TOMMY DORSEY cut his

first tooth on a trombone!
As a matter of fact, the an-

nouncement of his birth was printed

under the heading

:

"TOWN BAND PLEASE NOTE:
To Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dorsey,

Sr.

A Boy, November 19, 1905,
In Mahoney Plains, Pa.

"Weight, 8 pounds, 5 ounces."

"The only way to get up

a band," advises the sen-

timental gentleman of

swing, "is to round up

ksds in your neighbor-

hood, and start to play!"

:mil

Before he was a day old his Dad
enrolled him in the town band. There

was nothing unusual about this be-

cause Dorsey, Sr., was its leader. He
was also the instrumentalist, or-

ganizer, and community music teacher.

That's why Tommy's teething ring

was a slidehorn.

When Tommy was a scant three

and his brother, Jimmy, not quite

five, the family moved to Shenandoah,

Pa. His father, leader of the military

band, de- {Please turn to page 60)
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IT
BEGAN in such a commonplace, average-American,

you-and-me everyday way, the story of little Susan
Hayvvard of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Her father worked for the I.R.T. in New York. Her

mother, a housewife. A sister two years older, a brother a
year or so younger. A comfortable but unpretentious
apartment in Brooklyn. Public grade school, then Girls'
Commercial High. Movies Saturday afternoons. "We had
our favorites, of course, were fans. I thought Clark Gable
and Charles Boyer were wonderful!" Roller-skating. Ice-
skating. Making fudge in the kitchen. Birthday parties.
Summers at the beach. Nothing in the least unusual or
dramatic about this background. Nothing, except—a line
in a little girl's diary which read, "Some day, when I'm
a famous actress, everybody's going to be sorry for the
way they treated me."
"And so," said Susan, facing me (it was three in the

afternoon, an hour or so after luncheon) over an enormous
piece of cake topped with a mound of ice-cream, a gaunt-
let flung, no doubt, at her days of near-starvation, "and
so, I must always have, wanted to be an actress. She
added, smiling, "I still do! But except for that entry in

Susan s

my diary I don't remember that I gave it much conscious
thought when I was a youngster. I know I didn't DO
anything about it. I didn't stage little plays in the attic or
cellar. In high school, I took a course in commercial art,
not dramatics. But when, at eighteen, I finished school
and went to New York to look for a job, it was a job on
the stage I wanted. Somehow I had only that one thought
in my mind—and knew that I had always had it in my
heart.

"Of course I didn't get one. A job, I mean. Not even a
nibble. They just smiled at me and turned to the next
girl.

"It's the impatience," said Susan suddenly, stormily,
"that really gets you down. You go home and read of
actresses—Helen Hayes, for example—who were great
stars at eighteen. They all did it young. What, what,
what, you think," said Susie, who has reached the

Struggles

Looking at lovely luscious Susan Hayward
today, you would never believe that she
suffered heartbreak and even hunger to
achieve her ambition. Her true story, told
here for the first time, should give other
girls new courage to keep on struggling

By Gladys Hall
26



-rumbling old age of twenty-two, "is the matter with vhej

"There was something the matter with me. But T didn't

enow what it was until—until a man, a very lifedoving

md life-wise man, showed me. But that comes later

—

after Ups that humped my hopeful head against the stars

md Downs that nearly starved me to death. After sieges

of inaction and impatience that nearly drove me mad with

frustration and the feeling of futility. After despairs,'

Susan said quietly, "that were very real."

"Not that I hlame anybody," Susan was saying, "it's

nobody's fault that I didn't get good parts sooner. I am
difficult to cast, I know. I look like an ingenue and am

not an ingenue. My voice is too heavy. They can't have

me say, 'Daddy, may I go out with John?' Xo one would

believe it. I have to say, 'Pop, I'm going out with John !'

"My face is young," Susan said, "but zvhut comes <jtitj>f

it is not young. Not long ago (Please turn to page 54)

tardom!

Stranger than any fiction is the .success story of Susan

Hayward. Just when success would seem to be within her

grasp, Fate would shove her back to the bottom of the

ladder, and she would have to start all over again! After

winning attention in "Adam Had Four Sons" (above)

and "Beau Geste" (right above) she was forgotten. Then

came a colorful role in "Among The Living" (right). But

it remained for Cecil B. DeMille to give her the best

break—in "Reap The Wild Wind" (see Shirley Temple-

ish costume pose from that film on facing page

("She will be a great star in a couple of years/'^one

of the men in the Paramount publicity office told me, "but

in ten years she could be—a great statesman. No fooling.

She has force and presence. She can sway people when

she speaks. Her mind functions with power and precision.

There is iron in her. She is an unexpected person."

(A first glance at Susan and you could scream with

laughter at thought of her as a solemn Solon. Publicity

man's rave, I thought, meeting her. Why, she is as

feminine as chiffon, cute and cuddly, tendrilly red hair,

tip-tilted nose, ridiculouslv adolescent figure, the helpless

tvpe, s'help me. But looking at her again, at the amaz-

ingly dark brown depth of her eyes, the straightforward,

no-nonsense expression in them, hearing the voice which

is more like Garbo's than Susan's, I realized how decep-

tive, in the little Havward's case, are first impressions.

And when Susan begins to talk, forcefully, without frills,

you think there has been a mistake. Susan doesn't match.')

2"



AN ALARM clock rang . . . the hands pointed

r-\ to three forty-five A.M. Instinctively I

/ \ started to turn over for another few winks.

But the ticking of the clock seemed to say, in a

ow, melodious voice, "If you're going to be
made up and on the set by seven o'clock, you'd
better get going: Your obedient servant, Orson
Welles."

Hurriedly I dressed to meet adventure, as work-
ing for Orson Welles in "The Magnificent Am-
bersons" proved an adventure, packed full of fun.

Orson has two slogans, by which he lives.

The first is, "If there isn't fun in

wdiat you're doing there's

something wrong.'' The
other is old but

very good,

The Unpredictable
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There's no such word as can't.
"

I first learned about his fun idea when I was making

!the test for Isabel in his new picture. The test consisted

of the three most difficult scenes in the film. It had been

two years since I had appeared before a camera. Needless

to say I was nervous, to put it mildly. I hadn't had suffi-

cient time to study the part, consequently, I felt I didn't

know a line. I confessed this to Mr. Welles. He was kind

enough to tell me not to mind, and we started rehearsing.

Every time I went through the scene I muffed a line.

Finally, Orson told me to rest. Then, he began doing im-

personations of various well-known people. It was the

most hilarious one-man show I'd ever witnessed. Sud-

denly, his mood changed. He said quietly, "We'll shoot

the scene now."
To my surprise, I went through the entire scene

without making one mistake.

When I left the studio at the hour of two A.M. (for

when Orson Welles works, time means nothing), I told

Mr. Welles that whether or not I got the part of

Isabel, I wanted to thank him for a very

evening. An example of

his indomitable determination

against the word "can't"

occurred during
shoot-
ing of

"The Magnificent Ambersons." Orson had an idea that

he wanted to get a shot of a man walking up a staircase

having several landings and sharp turns, all heavily pad-

ded with carpet. Everyone connected with the picture in-

sisted it couldn't be done. Well, the young director likes

nothing better than a challenge to attempt the impossible.

He ordered the camera strapped firmly to the camera-

man's chest, then instructed the camera-carrier to follow

the actor as he walked up the stairs. But his idea didn't

work. The cameraman's shoes kept slipping on the heav-

ily carpeted stairs, throwing the camera a little out of

focus at each step.

Orson ignored the technical crew's quizzical looks,

which silently screamed, "I told you so." To everyone's

amazement, he ordered the man carrying the camera to

remove his shoes and socks and to try the scene again,

working in his bare feet. The idea worked perfectly, as

the man's bare toes could grip the rough surface of the

carpet. Once again, the "Boy Wonder" had proved there's

no such word as "can't."

Please don't get the idea that Orson Welles is a

"smarty-pants" who thinks he is infallible. He is the first

person to admit it when he is stumped. Once when we
were preparing to shoot an extremely emotional scene,

I hadn't an idea how it should be played. Orson asked me
how I was going to do it. I kiddingly told him I was

searching. Orson, with a grin, said he was "searching"

on the scene, too; so we'd better search together. We
went into a huddle and decided how it should be

played. I rehearsed it several times until

Orson thought it was ready to shoot.

By this {Please turn to page 78)

Miss Costello, below, though she

owes her comeback chance to Orson
Welles, gives us a frank and colorful

closeup of her boss, the Boy Won-
der. Pictures show producer-director

Welles in action on the set—even

to doing magic tricks for his stars.

By

Dolores Costello
(who makes her movie come-

back in new Welles film,

"The Magnificent Ambersons")
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Fictionized

Elizabeth B.

Petersen

Adventure and romance in

those brave days when a

country was in the making'.

THERE was magic in the earth in those days
when a country was in the making, magic that

brought men and women and children in

covered wagons across a continent, magic that sent

others on crude sailing ships rounding the horn,
taking months to make the trip to California from
Eastern ports. And for some the magic was the rich,

virgin soil and for others the magic was gold and for

the rest it was love of adventure that sent them off on
those new, far trails.

But it was none of these things which had brought
Tom Craig from Boston. Stories had drifted East of

epidemics that had swept the new settlements, of people
dying for lack of drugs and medical attention. Tom was
no doctor but he was a druggist and there was need of

men like him in the pioneer settlement at Sacramento.
The trip was almost over now. San Francisco was the

last stop-over, and his heart quickened as he heard the

boat whistling down at the docks and his steps quickened

too so that the small boy carrying one of his bags had
all he could do to keep up with his long strides.

"We'd better run, youngster," he grinned.

"Nope." The urchin shook his head. "The Mary Anne
always whistles her head off to git folks outer the bars.

We got time."

Suddenly a voice broke over the babbling of the crowd
hurrying toward the docks, a compelling voice used to

giving orders and to being obeyed. Tom was to remem-
ber that voice, Britt Dawson's voice.

"Make way there, folks!" he bellowed. "Make way!"
He was tall and swaggering, was Britt, his face hard

with the ruthlessness of a man used to making his own
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THE BRIQHT, QAY
MEXICAN INFLUENCE!

Designed especially for Paulette

Goddard, by Monica, is this Mexican
scarf dress—the scarf, in bullfighter

design of vivid colors, used in its

entirety as a bodice, with an opening
cut in the center for the neck of the

dress. Paulette's shoes are red

patent in the same bright shade as

the cloaks of the bullfighter figures

in the bodice. Her hat, red and white.



Most "covered-up" evening costume
in Miss Goddard's wardrobe is pic-

tured at top left: Very fine wool in a
bright patriotic red with long plain
bodice flowing into a straight wrap-
around skirt, high cowl neck with
attached scarf to be drawn over the
head. Above, soft, body-moulding
crepe in a striking fuchsia shade.
Right, white crepe with full skirt.

THE COVERED-UP

LOOK FOR EVENINQJ



Younger set's pet, Ve-
ronica Lake, poses in

her new Spring clothes

Veronica, sta

Paramount's '

Gun for Hire,'

only wears
heart on her si

but scatterec
over the entire

of her sheer, sand-beige
crepe frock! The long-toi

bodice is trimmed in ro\

red, yellow, and blue hi

Her off-the-face bonn<
matching sand-beige,

ronica's triple-threat b:

also fashion news. The
purses of Mexican

]

green, and yellow are fast

to a leather strap which
hang over arm or shou



n evenings at home, hostess pajamas are in the pic-

re. See Veronica's, below: Wide shantung trousers
: bright Chinese blue, long-sleeved white crepe

ouse trimmed with a large, hand-painted blue bow
lot. Her clogs are natural wood and bright red jersey.

Pan-American color
scheme, left. Miss
Lake's silk jersey din-

ner gown incorporates

the yellow, red, and
green loved by our
southern neighbors:
Bodice of bright yellow,

girdle of scarlet, harem-
draped skirt of vivid

green. Her only jew-

elry, two ornate little

horses on shoulders.



of the Border"

Styles? Sponsored by

PRISCILLA LANE



For fun-and-sun fashions,

give it the Guatemala touch!

Facing page, chili-pepper red soutache trims the sleek white gabardine shorts

ensemble worn by Priscilla Lane. Adapted from the Guatemalan costumes
worn in the national dance, the "Tambrito," is the bolero-collared black

and white linen play suit modeled at lower left. Below, on this page, Priscilla

tops her crazy-quilt skirt of many colors with white lawn peasant blouse.

At right, bright-flowered shirt over softly draped and tied scalloped shorts.



kAIGHr

NBECI

Yes, right out of the

pages of John Stein-

beck's great story of]

the picturesque pais-

anos of Monterey,
California, come these

characters: Spencer;
Tracy, as the lazy,

happy-go-lucky rascal,

Pilon, Hedy Lamarr as

Dolores ($weets) Rami-
rez, fish-cannery worker
who makes a good citi-

zen and husband out
of the carefree Danny
(played by John Gar-
field). True to the

spirit if not to the let-i

ter of Steinbeck's book,
the three stars of M-
G-M's powerful andl
daring picturizationj
lend new lustre toj

their own careers inj

assuming roles utterly!

different than any they'

have ever played before.

(

A new and vital Hedy Lamarr, a Tracy noi

afraid to undertake an all-too-human role

and a John Garfield getting his greai

screen chance at last—they guarantee Stein-

beck's "Tortilla Flat" will never bore yon.









John Sabn as a

gentleman of the

early nineteenth

century in movie,

"Ten Gentlemen
from West Point"

Handsom
uniform,
Sutton,
mand by i

vie publii

"A Yank
R.A.F.,"
with Ms
O'Hara,
heroine o
Gentleme
West Pc

20th Centu







A
Greer Garson plays the
title role, with Walter
Pidgeon as her husband,
in M-G-M's stirring pic-

turization ofJan Struthers'
best-selling book about
the bravery of an average
British family in war time

Breakfast as usual despite
the blitz in the Miniver
household, with Miss Gar-
son as the gallant mother,
Christopher Severn as her
son and Claire Sanders as

the smallest ofthe Minivers.

"As Free and Limber

as ibe Rbumba" . . . say

'Arthur Murray

Dancers . .

The stirring rhythm of

Rhumba demands
freedom, comfort and
control. "Raschel Knit

— Fashioned to Fit"

endows Real-Form
with perfect fit, bless-

ed ease. Won't roll

or "hike up", guaran-

teed non-run. LASTEX
yarn for complete

/^l^two-way stretch.

lllustraled .

Nylon, Rayon and

lastex pantie

girdle — $2.50.

Other girdles or

pantie girdles

(with or without

panels or remov-

able erotchesi

$2.50 to $4.00 ot

all stores.

•Send 10c (to cover »Kj.l«ig com) for ihe AITHUt MUKAY DANCE KXX
KAt-FO*M GWtDlE CO. tXPT.S.- 3S» flfTH AVENUE. NEW YOttC



Photograph by Ray Noland, 20th Century-Fox

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL STILL OF THE MONTH
Maureen O'Hara in "Ten Gentlemen from West Point"



SO-0'0-0-0,
We Women
Talk Too Much?

NO!
Says

Gracie Allen

Grade Allen says

she first started
talking fast at fif-

teen and has never

stopped. But — she

insists women know
what they're talking

about these days.

Grade's real-life

personality is as de-

mure as her radio

self is raucous—see

pictures with her

children and hus-

band George Burns

By

Charles Darnton

SHE looks quiet. That's the astonishing thing about

Gracie Allen. Just to see her close-to you'd never
imagine she could talk an auctioneer to a standstill

or turn a running conversation into a speed contest. At a

glance she disarmingly seems still as a mouse, offering no
likelihood of more than a little squeak or two.

Of course, those of you who have heard Gracie on the

screen and on the radio—and who hasn't?—would hardly

suspect her of being tongue-tied. Yet, judging her in com-
paratively silent repose, that might well be taken to mean
merely her professional side, her own particular way of

earning a living. Granting that appearances may be de-

ceiving, Gracie at first gives the impression of having
nothing up her sleeve nor, for that matter, down her

throat.

Frankly, I had expected to be met with a rush of

words that would sweep me off my feet. Not at all. There
was only the polite how-do-you-do-please-sit-down sort

of thing in almost halting speech. Just a shy little thing, I

reluctantly concluded. However, it was most pleasant to

meet this comely, demure young woman, more like a

dainty housewife than a windy actress, who somehow
suggested that at a sewing-bee she would drop only an
occasional word as she might a stitch.

But no, I desperately argued, that surely could not be

the case. It was inevitable that presently this famed
lingual phenomenon should be giving, not an interview,

but a Gracie Allen conversazione. That conjecture was
to prove true. But at the moment she, soberly and ad-

mirably, emphasized a timely matter of vast importance,

saying:

"What strikes me as most significant of all in women
today is the fact that there is no need to warn them
against talking about anything vital concerning the war
which may have come to their knowledge. On this sub-

ject they are so tight-lipped that it is impossible to get a

word out of them. They not only know how to keep a

secret, but they do keep it. I know personally of many
such cases. A friend of mine who's doing closely-guarded

war work won't even tell me (Please turn to page 85)
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SELECTED
Pick your pictures here and guar-
antee yourself good entertainment
without loss of time and money

THE WILD WIND" [ "KIPLING'S JUNGLE BOOK' THE FLEET'S IN'

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

TERRIFIC!

APPEAL: For fans of the big, *Pec*aCU
"

tar -d exciting Cecil B. D e MiHeme 1
o -

d ramas-which
means practically all

movie fans.

PLOT: Enough for ten pictures-take it

as adventure, as romance, as a color-

"|
slice of American history a cent ry

ago when pirate wreckers ruled the

Florida keys-you still have enough plot

Ipft over for a dozen serials. There

1 er a et-up in the breathless action.

Zone, the love scenes are as exc,t,ng

!l
r

almost_a s the climactic battU
,
w th

the giant squid at the bottom of the

sea for the fair heroine is besieged by

Two suitors and continually fighting orf

one or the other. Oh, it's fine!

ACTING: And I
mean acting for pro-

ducer-director DeMille doesn't be eve

in understatement and so encourages

Paulette Goddard to grve a fiery per-

ormance which should establish her a

a spirited star; John Wayne to appear

especially robust, and Ray M.lland to

cast off his habitual aloofness for a rea

characterization, "iron hand in velvet

g ove" fellow who fights his way through

chicanery to triumph, and the hand of

He lovely Loxfe. Susan Hayward s

charming, Raymond Massey appropr,

ately sinister, Lynne Overman mag

nificently comic in supporting roles.

Paramount

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

CLASSIC

APPEAL- For children of every age,

whether they ever read Rudyard £ipbng

or not_a fantasy that will never date

or die in its appeal.

PLOT: The story of Mowg/J, the httle

,ndian boy who wandered away from

his mother and his native village

into the jungle to be reared by the

wolves with all the animals as his

triends and brothers, so that he grew

Up wild and fearless; but when he was

captured by civilization he had to fight

off man's cruelty and treachery until

the jungle claimed him again. All in

brilliant technicolor, with all the Korda

extravagance in staging, and the Kip-

ling animal characters all you could

hope.

ACTING: It is young Sabu's picture,

and the handsome boy performs nobly

as Mowg/; swimming and swinging from

tree to tree and confronting the beasts

of the jungle with all the authority of

a juvenile Tarzon but minus the Holly-

wood touch. Sabu's sincerity sh.nes

through his work, and more than any

other contribution makes the "Jungle

Book" the refreshing entertainment it-

turns out to be. Except for Sabu and

his jungle brothers, the actors are in-

clined to heavy theatrics, even Joseph

Calleia; but perhaps a fantastic picture

like this requires flamboyant gestures.

Alexander Korda-United Artists

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GAY!

APPEAL: So much fun what with Dottie

Lamour and Jimmy Dorsey and his band

and grand vodvil acts-even sailors are

sure to enjcy it.

PLOT- Bill Holden as a shy sailor who

through a chance encounter with a

movie actress becomes the envy of his

ship-mates who bet on his future con-

quest of a hitherto unattainable cate

singer is the innocent victim of circum-

stances which become more hilarious

as the plot thickens. Just as it is in

danger of getting too thick, on comes

a famous act which has wowed em at

Paramount's Theater on Broadway, and

movie audiences find themselves ap-

plauding the screen shadows of Gil

Lamb, Lorraine and Rognan, and Cass

Daley as enthusiastically as Times

Square ever cheered them in tne flesh.

ACTING: Field day for the adorable

Dottie who's a more believable target

for nice, naive Bill Holden's affections

than you might imagine. Betty Hutton as

her girl friend is a tornado of ptterbug

talent, who leaves herself as well as you

breathless but makes you like it. Since

la Hutton is one of the very few_ genu-

inely funny comediennes who is still

pretty enough not to make you gag on

her gyrations, it may be she is headed

stardom if she can keep up the
for

pace, or if we can.

Paramount
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MY FAVORITE BLONDE' "RIO RITA" »TO THE SHORES
OF TRIPOLI"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

CLEVER!

APPEAL: Can you imagine anybody to

Carroll would not appeal?

PLOT: Fooled you this time-there .s

a plot, and a good one, wh.c .involve

the great white Hope m a ring of N«,

pie? with a gorgeous blonde Brrtjh

o'gent who depends upon h.m-on Bob,

mantic as John Payne when the occa

sion calls, in his own way, of course

ACTING: Call it luck, call it shrewd

r«V.na by Paramount that gives this

£ lis zelt; but I call it Bob
.

Hop. a

enough, or smart enough, to^ share

L 7J " He is not ridiculous as a

to S rlinq Hayden as Made-
successor to Stirling *

wha+ is

leine's screen lover; he say,

this? A fan letter?

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

FUN!

PLOT- B«h cd.imnl.ti abend .« t»»

'^"tttlT"-
"Tin CwaY Abbott and Coste.lo

m
'air of vaudevillians wandering .n

as a pair or vauu

L villyuns and clear the way

j o-.rnrdo to sing happily 1U

£ ^TeT^ - ll TW

Rangers' Song.

ACTING- Uproarious antics ot Lou

an audience. His dialog" »

-may be?-it's - ould V ;

,

h ' 5

e
,

s

9e
; day

the singing sweethearts.

M-G-M

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

STIRRING!

APPEAL- Take it from the Marines,
APPEAL ,a

+hose fighting
everybody! tribute to

Hollv-

men who. we all know, need no Ho.ly

wood glorification.

PLOT- What it means to be a Marine

wh?+ it takes to be a Mann, and why

rra:£ti'c
n

.Ma
e

ybe a private doesn,

lays meet up with a nurse leutenan,

of the Marine Corps are faith™ ly p re

, • II P»cit nq entertain-
sented, in swell and excmny

ment.

ACTING: Super-photogenic John Payne

n.que this .me.
. knocked

who has most ot the impu

out of him by the going over that the

Marine Corps in 9 eneral '

an
l

h,

do

S

1

e

D

r

h
geant in particular, give him Randolph

Scott is splendid as the first really be

fievabl sergeant in screen history, ne,-

,L pr {oo tough nor too picturesque a

t :rfo

+

rma
9
nce. Maureen O'Hara has

demure allure as the nurse, and makes

Z hilarious mustard-plaster scene long

to be remembered. Roxy aud.ences

howled and so will you.

20th Century-Fo.r
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Susan's Struggles for Stardom

Continued from page 27

I went out with a very important man
here in Hollywood. A man of considerable
position and power. Suddenly, as we were
dancing, he said to me, 'You frighten me
to death—you're so strong!' That rather
frightened me, you know. It's not good.
I've been wondering ever since if I effect

all men that way. If so, maybe that's why
I'm still a spinster

!

"But let me try to tell you my story,"

Susan said, then, "it may interest, perhaps
be of help to other girls. No one wanted
me for the stage. I had my living to make,
and so I did some commercial photography.
Ivan Dimitri made some pictures of me to
illustrate a Saturday Evening Post article,

'How Models Come To New York.' Pro-
ducer David Selznick and Director George
Cukor happened to be in New York the
week the magazine appeared upon the
stands. They were in the thick of the search
for a girl to play Scarlett O'Hara. They
saw my pictures. They sent for me. They
tested me for the part in New York, then
brought me to Hollywood to continue test-

ing here.

"That was the first dizzy Up. One of the
greatest producers and one of the greatest
directors in Hollywood sending for me.
Why, I don't suppose three people in the
theatrical world had ever heard my name,
and two of them had forgotten it!

"My father, who was in the hospital at

the time, told me, 'I hope you don't get it,

Susan.' What a thing to say, I thought,
with such a Cinderella chance and, besides,

my first trip on a train and all. What a
wise thing to say, I knew, in my heart.

For I never believed it would happen. I

realized my limited capabilities. When Mr.
Cukor was directing the tests (he was so
very kind to me) I didn't know what he
was talking about. And I could not get out
what I knew I had, inside.

"I didn't get it, as everyone knows. I

was another little headstone marked 'Scar-
lett O'Hara.' I realized I couldn't have
done it but I was disappointed just the
same. Improbable as it had been, in Holly-
wood, I'd heard, anything can happen, the
improbable is the commonplace.
"My struggle had begun. Mr. Selznick

suggested that I go back to New York,
do some stock, gain experience. But—it

was nice and warm here in Hollywood, my
sister had come out with me,- and train

fares cost money.
"While I was making the tests in New

York, several of the high-powered Holly-
wood agents had written and wired me,
promising me gilt-edged contracts, rich op-
portunities, and their own invaluable serv-
ices in obtaining same. When my tests

failed, the agents failed, also. Lost interest.

"One afternoon I had a slight but for-

tunate accident. I rode my bike straight

through the window of the house next door.
Three young men lived there. They were
entertaining a fourth young man, Ben Med-
ford, the agent. My entrance, bloody but
unbowed, startled him, I am sure, in taking
me on.

"He took me, first, to Warner Brothers.
I got a contract, at once, that very day. I

started at $250 a week, which was too bad
for me. Because it is so easy to believe that

things are easy. I was overpaid for doing
nothing. I did one bit in a picture called

'Girls on Probation,' and I was awful. I

still didn't know what number was up.

Then there were months of posing for leg

art, bathing suit art. More months of doing
nothing. I had the heartbreaking experience
of standing on the sidelines, watching other
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girls, Priscilla Lane, Ann Sheridan and
others, doing things, getting places. Then
they threw me out.

"I was squaring off for my next Down.
In the Spring of that year my father passed
away. My mother, brother, and sister were
here in Hollywood with me. I was the only
one earning, and—I wasn't earning. Nor
had I saved any money. With $250 a week
coming in and those gay, glib little options
promising raises I had gone out and bought
That Little Velvet Suit—
"We went to every studio in town, my

agent and I. I made tests. More tests. My
hopes rose and fell like a see-saw. Nothing
came of them. Weeks became months.
Every month looked more like a wolf. My
mother sold all of her insurance. We
hocked everything we" had to hock. My
sister could not get a job. My brother got
work in a skating rink but, by that time,
debts were too big for that small help. We

Ann Sheridan vis-

ited Fort Francis

E. Warren, Wy-
oming, with the

USO Camp
Shows musica
"Funzafire," and
not only danced
and sang for the

soldiers, but got
right behind the

fountain, below,
and mixed sodas
for the boys.
Right, Pvt. Alton
McCarley explains

the workings of a
milling machine
to Ann in the

motor mainte-
nance shop while

Lieu+.-Col. R. T.

Bennison, direc-

tor of motor
maintenance
schools, looks on.

were dispossessed. Sometimes we were
hungry. There were five months of it.

"Meanwhile I met a man—Frank Beck-
with—who knows more about writing and,
what is more important, about life, than
any man I have ever met. He made me
grow up.

"For 'that was the matter with me. I was
not grown up. I was like a child, green,
lacking warmth and fragrance, lacking all
the vital sympathetic things. He took one
look at me and saw just a frustrated
youngster who had not got anything she
wanted, and didn't know why.

"In school we learn things out of books,
by rote. Listening to Mr. Beckwith, I
learned things out of life, by heart. The
sudden realization that we are in the world
and we've got to work and be something or
we're not worth much, so we study—that
is what he taught me. After I knew him, I

just SAW, that is the best way I can ex-
plain it.

"I have never been in love. Not deeply,
that is. If I had been, I suppose I would
have grown up sooner. I've had crushes,
nothing more.

"After my talks with Mr. Beckwith, I
felt I was ready for work, felt I could



i,w, get out what was inside me. But

ioll'ywood, obviously was not ready for

» nor the least interested in what I felt I

d to give to the screen.

"Finally, just as I was going to borrow

aney from an aunt to go back to New
Drk where, I thought, I might at least

t walk-ons, my agent took me to Para-

ount again. I met Artie Jacobson, the

ning director. He became interested in

e I must have looked rather dramatic,

eing hungry for five months, how else

ould I look? He asked Director Bill

,

r

ellman to come in and see me, and

—

ley put me in 'Beau Geste!'

'•"I waited until I got home that night

—

ie longest, hardest waiting I ever did—

b tell the family I had been cast in a pic-

are, had a contract, at $200 a week this

me, and was Up again. I wanted to see

iieir faces when I told them. Faces, at

•mes like that, are beautiful things to see.

"The day I was to report for work, I

ad no gas for my car, and no money for

as fare. I had to 'call Bill Walsh, a friend

; mine in the publicity business—and what

pal he has been—to ask him if he would

rive me to the studio. He dropped what-

,-er he was doing and came for me.

"So, then, it was very nice, what with

food on the table, the rent paid, my car

refinanced and me headed—oh, surely,

surely, this time—for terrific big stardom!

"After 'Beau Geste' I went, quickly, into

'Our Leading Citizen' with Bob Burns,

into '$1000 a Touchdown' with Martha

Raye. Then—no pictures for eighteen

months

!

"They were very bad, those eighteen

months. I was terribly self-conscious all

that time. I wouldn't go into the commis-

sary where the stars eat. I ducked around

corners when I saw someone coming. I

felt I was a robber and a cheat, accom-

plishing nothing and getting paid for it.

"I'd hear of new pictures being cast and

think, they'll put me in this one, I hwzv
they will! They didn't. Time after time,

picture after picture, they didn't. I watched

option times, my hands and feet cold, a

little sick inside.

"Now and again the columnists who

—

and especially Louella Parsons—were very

kind to me, would ask, 'What has become

of Susan Hayward? When will Susie have

her chance ?' No one answered the question.

/ couldn't answer it. I didn't know what

had become of me. I felt somewhat as a

ghost must feel when it walks among the

living.

"My only activities were tours—out of

town and out of pictures. I went on every

kind of a tour. I was Among Those Pres-

ent at out-of-town premieres. I made •

speeches to help present the vehicles of

other players. But I did make a lot of

friends—and one of the most important

things that happened to me, then, was when
I went with Louella Parsons on her first

personal appearance tour. Variety reported

that, in New York, I stopped the show. If

I did, it was because I loved what I was
doing.

"Then there was a sales convention here

in Los Angeles. I had met a lot of the

boys. 'How are things?' they asked me,
'what pictures are you doing?' 'Gee, fel-

lows,' I said, 'I'm not doing anything.'

'Why not?' they asked. T don't know why
not,' I said, 'in fact, I don't know why I'm
in pictures at all, come to think of it.

Maybe I'd better ask the boss !' So I did.

"Right then and there, at the convention,

standing on the platform, I up and asked
Mr. Y. Frank Freeman why I was not
making any pictures ! 'Holy smoke,' people

said to me later, when they heard what I

had done, 'how did you dare?'

"It wasn't quite as courageous as it

sounds. In the first place, I had nothing

—

except money—to lose. But I had been
without money before, and had survived

and, if I had to, could be without money
again. Mr. Beckwith had made me see that

to make the most of our abilities, to be the

most we can be, is the reason we are born.

I was not making the most of my abilities.

I was not being anything at all. So I had
nothing to lose. Besides, I knew that Mr.
Freeman was my friend. We had talked

together many times. And I had heard that,

when my options came up, it was always
Mr. Freeman who said he wanted me to

stay.

"So then Mr. Freeman told the boys
that I hadn't worked because they had not
had the right parts for me but that, soon
I would be working so hard I would wish
for a vacation.

"It was not the studio's fault, as I said.

With a baby face and an unbaby tempera-
ment to deal with, casting is a problem.
"But soon, then, my struggle was on the

upcurve again. I was loaned out to Co-
lumbia to make 'Adam Had Four Sons.'

My first big break. The critics were good
to me, very good. Then, in fairly rapid suc-

cession, I made 'Among The Living,' 'Out
of The Frying Pan' and 'Reap The Wild
Wind.' Now I am - going into 'Forest

Rangers' and Damon Runyan has made me
feel wonderful by specifying that he would
like me for his picture, 'Little Pinks.'

"Now I feel good ! Now I am much en-

couraged. Now I have a base from which
to work. Now I dare to hope that the up-
curve will stay up, that I am, at least, in

another phase of the struggle. Because we
must, of course, struggle as long as we
live. But when we are getting somewhere,
feel we are accomplishing something,
struggle is fun.

"Now," Susan laughed, "I have bought a
new car. I have had my bedroom done
over with white wall-paper covered with
fat pink roses. I wavered for some time be-

tween buying a new bedroom set or a mink
coat. My mother suggested that a bomb
might get the bedroom set so that, rather

incongruously a mink coat might be more
practical. Only in Hollywood," Susan

laughed again, "only in fabulous, story-book

Hollywood, which I love, could a mink

coat ever be called 'practical'!

i "But when I wear it—well, now I am
beginning to feel like." Susan laughed yet

again, her rich and chuckly laugh, "like

a movie star!" she said.
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Not only Hollywood and
New York honor Cecil B.

DeMille on his 30th an-

niversary as a motion

picture producer, but

screen audiences
throughout the country.

At left, the maestro cuts

a huge birthday cake;

at right, guest of honor

at luncheon with Gloria

Swanson, one of his most
glamorous discoveries, in

gracious attendance.

Sincere homage to

Cecil B. DeMille,
great screen show-
man who is celebrat-
ing his 30th anniver-
sary as a producer
with the release of

his 66th feature film,

'Reap the Wild
Wind"—-thrilling en-

tertainment in the
lavish and lusty De-
Mille manner. The
master movie-maker
has done more %h@n
any other one man
to keep the incredi-

ble and colorful Hol-
lywood legend alive

DeMille produced
"The Squaw Man,"
first feature-length
film made in Amer-
ica; "The King of
Kings," seen by more
people than any
other picture ever
produced anywhere,
and still playing;
and "The Ten Com-
mandments," which
holds the record, to
date, as biggest
money-maker of all

time. More power to
DeMille, pioneer who
is still one step
ahead of all the rest!

"Reap the Wild Wind" is

DeMille at his most flam-

boyant—and entertaining.

Paulette Goddard is the

heroine, with John Wayne
(lower left) and Ray Mil-

land jin scene below) as

dashing rivals for her love.
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SUES

Low) SALL1E HAMILTON and her fiance, Ralph James White, will have a

ii ilitary wedding—in the famous West Point chapel. Sallie is descended from

Lie of the old and distinguished Hudson River families. She is another lovely

jngaged girl who uses Pond's Cold Cream to help give her skin a flower-soft look

HER RING is a large soli-

tairc with baguette diamonds
on each side of the perfect

center stone, exquisitely set

in platinum.

\\ hen Jim was on week-end leave this Spring

DUES

bailie's davs are crowded with first-aid

lasses, defense work, wredding plans

—

>ut, like engaged girls everywhere, she

Senses that one of her important jobs

hese days is also to look just as pretty

is she knows how.
!No matter how rushed I am, I'm

•int going to let my complexion get that

lull, neglected look," she says. "That's

hy I'm so careful never to skip a day

vitb my Pond's creamings."

Sallie prefers to give her lovely face

i twice-over creaming with Pond's:

SHE SLATHERS Pond's Cold Cream
all over her face and throat and pats

—

quicklv, gently. Then she tissues the

cream off.

SHE RINSES with more Pond's, and
tissues off again. "It leaves my skin

just beautifully clean, and so soft-to-

touch," she says.

I se Pond's— Sallie's way—every night

— for daytime cleanups, too. lou'll see

why Mrs. Lytle Hull, Mrs. W. Forbes

Morgan—more women and girls every-

where use Pond's than any other face

n eam at any price.

Buy a jar at your favorite beauty

lounter. Five popular-priced sizes—the

nost economical the lovely big jars.

SALLIE HAMILTON HAS DELICATE WHITE SKIN, FRESH AS SWEET-PEA BLOSSOMS

—it's no accident so many lovely

engaged girls use Pond's Cold Cream "*^>^.
'
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YOUR LETTERS!

Nowadays when romance and friend-

ship are carried on at long range, it is

necessary to glamourize your letters!

Not alone with the words you choose,
but with your stationery, too!

Personality Stationery offers you truly

exquisite loveliness in note-paper at a'

fraction of what you'd expect to pay for

such quality. White, Ivory, Orchid, Blue
or Gray,—each sheet is steel die engrav-
ed. (Not to be confused with printed or
embossed.) You get 50 personally en-
graved sheets and 50 envelopes in a

gorgeously gay red box for only $3.95!

And there's a man's size kit, too, that

will make a remembrance he'll doubly
appreciate whether he's a private or a
general! The tweed tan package is espe-
cially smart.

HOW TO ORDER—Select the engraving,
colors of ink and paper that will project
your individual glamour. Then fill in

coupon below and mail today with your
check or money order. Every box guar-
anteed. Not sold through stores.

$3.95 THE BOX
Choice of Engravings In An/ Color

Including Gold, Silver, White

no.15 no.7 NO. I N0.I6

Dies shown half actual size and
remain with us for fvture orders

MAIL COUPON NOW
2922 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Enclosed find check money order
for boxes Engraved Personality Sta-

tionery at $3.95 a box postpaid.

Note Size Letter Size
Paper Color Engraving Color
Engraving Style No.
Initials or Name

NAME .

ADDRESS

CITY AND STATE
Please send FREE BROCHURE.

SCREENLAND'S
Crossword Puzzle

By Alma Talley

1 2 3

14 =
17

20

6 7 8

24

27 28 23

34

33

43

47

35

10

16

19

40 41

44

62

66

63

12 13

32 33

42

63

67

70

45

58

46

51

64

58 60 61

65

68

71

ACROSS
1. Co-star, "The Great Man's

Lady"
5. Co-star, "Wild Bill Hickok

Rides"
10. Boast
14. Leer
15. She's featured in "Bullet

Scars"
16. Cotton fabric

17. Soldiers' equipment
18. Lacks
19. Upon
20. Made a home (as birds)
22. Redyed
24. Bad
26. Herbs
27. Co-star, "Kings Row"
31 . Golf term
32. Since
34. Help
35. Her last film was "To Be or

Not to Be"
37. For fear that

39. Tuft of feathers

41 . Sticky substance
42. Roofing material

43. He's featured in "Frisco Lil"

44. She's featured in "The Glass
Key"

46. To plant
47. Steamship (abbrev.)

48. "Dudes - - - Pretty People"
(Hal Roach comedy)

50. What the audience does at an
Abbott-Costello film

52. To pass a law
54. Dry up
55. Her new one is "He Kissed the

Bride"
58. To jump again
62. Bright
63. She used to co-star with Marie

Dressier
65. Scarlett O'Hara's home

66. He plays Jitters in "The Night 44. Is suitable

Before the Divorce" 45. Co-star, "Rings on Her
67. Type of poem Fingers"
68. Roughly elliptical 49. "A Yank in the - - -," a

69. Wane (obs.) movie
70. A native East-Indian soldier 51. Film comedienne, now on the

71. Birds' beaks
52.

New York stage

Artist's stand

DOWN 53.

55.

Figure of speech
Bird's maw

1. Co-star, "Twin Beds" 56. A part or character taken by an
2. Mythical monster actor
3. Shade trees 57. To let fall

4. Comic strip character 59. Edge of a roof
5. Play by George Bernard Shaw 60. Gamin
6. Fruit drink 61. Friends (slang)
7. Malt drink 64. Fuss

Ancient
Having made a will
Co-star, "Lady for a
Night"
Leases
Put up stakes, as in

poker
"Lady Be - - • -," with
Eleanor Powell
Oust
Anger
A musical composition
with slow movement
Bags
Engages
"The Adventures of
Martin - - - -," with
Glenn Ford
Midday
She got an Oscar this
year (best supporting
role)

Boils slowly
Cuts of meat
Facility
Co-star, "The Great
Man's Lady"
Sacred (French)

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle

EMail HM1 EHHH
HHHlJlS HEW HHIJB fl

HI @HHH_E@H_M1l!
I
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IUM-GLOSS
Your fingers will le as lovely as jewels;

and this polish "stays on" amazingly

What causes the exceptional brilliance, the luster

and life, of Dura-Gloss Nail Polish? How is it that

Dura-Gloss brings you such pretty compliments?

Dura-Gloss contains CHRYSTALLYNE.* Chry-

stallyne gives Dura-Gloss all its own glamorous

brilliance and blessed powers of adhesion. Chrystallyne

is the reason Dura-Gloss makes your nails glisten

with shimmering highlights, radiate light and life!

The reason Dura-Gloss stays with your nails not just

one or two days, but many. The reason Dura-Gloss

has carried the United States like a landslide! It

transforms your fingernails into ten fabulously beau-

tiful jewels! Make Dura-Gloss your polish ... for

the most beautiful fingernails in the world! Twenty

shades. At all cosmetic counters.

*Chrystallyne is a special resin-

ingredient developed by chemistry-

experts who were dissatisfied with

existing nail polishes. Before being

blended into the superb Dura-Gloss for-

mula, it looks like glittering diamonds.

3 New Colors for Summer

Blackberry Mulberry Wmeberry

© 1»42. LORR LABORATORIES
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Strike Up Your Own Band!

Continued from page 25

cided to put his offsprings' excessive energy
to some use. The two little boys were as

fond of quarreling as they were of each
other. So he banished them to the cellar

for six hours every day. They had one
saxophone between them. Jimmy got the
sax, Tommy the black eye.

That black eye, however, helped "strike

up the band" for the Dorsey brothers. As
a salve, his Dad bought him the trombone,
on his fourth birthday!

"But," advises Tommy, "unless a young-
ster is training to be an acrobat, I'd recom-
mend some smaller instrument as a starter."

For several years, until he grew up to

his horn, he had to swing his left arm way
out to the side and around to the back in

order to open up the slidehorn to anywhere
near its full length. As a result, he's almost
double-jointed in the left shoulder, and his

left arm is so much larger that the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer wardrobe department had
to alter the suits they had tailored for the

band leader's role in "Ship Ahoy." Two
pairs of gloves, one size seven, the other
eight, had to be matched in order to as-

semble a single pair to fit Tommy's mis-
matched hands.
But there was a long pull between then

and the time Mr. Tommy Dorsey became a
movie star. First thing the two Dorsey
boys did was set up in competition to their

Dad.
"The only way to get up a band," says

Dorsey, "is to round up every kid in your
neighborhood and school, and start to
play."

They did. There were nine of them—and
twenty-six instruments. He and Jimmy
could play any one of the brasses. He
hoped the others could double-up as well.

Anyway, they took a chance. They played
their first engagement billed as "Shenan-
doah's Wild Canaries" at the Lanceford
Public School's Junior Prom.

"It was jazz at its jazziest," Dorsey re-

calls. "As a matter of fact, we had to play
the current hit, Pullman Porter Blues,
fourteen times."

Tommy alternated between his trombone,
a clarinet, and trumpet. Jimmy stayed with
his sax, and tossed drumsticks in between
hot licks, because their drummer could keep
time but couldn't juggle the sticks.

Their first "pay" engagement came two
weeks later. It was at Lawrencetown, Pa.,

eighty-five miles from home. So excited
were the nine "Wild Canaries" that they
packed three trunks of clothes for the
three-hour ride! They each cleared $3.89
on the "engagement." Yes—that's how a
band gets started.

"Seriously," points out the bandleader,
"any youngster who feels life isn't worth
living unless he can play in a band should
organize one of his own. After five minutes
of talking among his classmates, it is sur-
prising how many youngsters he'll find who
feel the same. Any kid who has a yen to
toot a horn, beat a drum, or blow a sax,

has a yen to be in a band. The organizer
must remember, however, to be the boss.

No band can have more than one leader."
Tommy knows from experience that this

is true. So does Jimmy.
After the success of the "Wild Canaries,"

and it was a success, the Dorsey Brothers
became known in Tin Pan Alley. Before
long, they had more engagements than they
could fulfill. Junior Proms gave way to
Senior Balls. The local Elks, Masons,
Knights of Columbus, all called on the
"Wild Canaries" for music. Nine members

swelled to twelve, then fifteen. Soon they
had a boy for each one of the twenty-six
instruments. Their placard, "Wild Canaries
—They Chirp—You Twirl," plastered the

community.
Tommy and Jimmy shared leadership.

They didn't always see eye-to-eye. Their
prowess as musicians, however, outweighed
their difficulties as joint leaders and they
were soon chosen by the then sensational

"Scranton Sirens." In between engagements
they played in their Dad's military band.
Tommy was then not quite seventeen,

Jimmy two years older. The next ten years
were spent on the "big time," switching
from one name band to another on the
road, in radio studios, in theaters. By 1934
they had blown their own two horns with
everybody who was anybody—Paul White-
man, Rudy Vallee, Andre Kostelanetz. For-
getting their adolescent tribulations as joint
bandleaders, the Dorsey brothers organized
another band. This time, they were def-
initely news. They had Bob Crosby for
vocalist, Glenn Miller, trombonist, and Ray
McKinley, drummer, a terrific nucleus for
any band. On this talent point, Tommy is

adamant.
"In organizing a band, look for en-

thusiasm in your musicians, but also look
for musicians. To paraphrase the well-
known chain adage, a band is only as
strong as its finest musician. Nothing
makes me more proud than the fact that
Jimmy and I had such stars as Miller,
Crosby, and McKinley in our first pro-
fessional venture. No words of mine are
needed to point out their subsequent suc-
cess."

After almost two years of this, the
brothers decided the band once again had
one too many leaders.

"By this time we had both hit upon
strong individual styles, and, frankly, we
both wanted free rein to develop them. So,"
says Tommy, "Jimmy and the boys started
for the West Coast and I started from
scratch."

Now Tommy really had a chance to put
his theories about organizing a band into
practice. First, he wanted a crew who
couldn't keep from playing. He wanted
boys who ate, slept, drank, talked and
played jive. By this time, jazz was jive

—

Charleston was swing—-foxtrot was jitter-

bug.

Secondly, he wanted an all-star band.
Today, he has just that. It wasn't easy.

But it was worth the effort. On the
1941 "Downbeat" poll ("Downbeat" is the
national swing magazine with a million and
a half readers), the Tommy Dorsey band
came out ahead with four winners, more
than any other band in the country. Far in
the lead was Buddy Rich, his drummer.
Ziggy Elman was top man among the
nation's trumpet players and singer Frank
Sinatra, the country's favorite warbler.
Frank also won the accolade of under-
graduate hepcats from 152 universities.

None other than colored man Sy Oliver
was chosen as ace arranger.

Speaking of records, Tommy himself has
won the Block Poll, making him the major
trombonist in America. He was also elected
president of "hot" bands from thirty-seven
different colleges and universities. Tommy
delights in these college "degrees"— he
never went to college.

Along these record-breaking lines, he
and his brother Jimmy, although warm
friends, are also professional rivals. When
Tommy opened at the Palladium in Los

Angeles last year, he broke all existii 1

records by playing to 6300 jitterbugs in
j

single night. Jimmy bet he could beat th
j]

record. Several months later he did—by J

margin of 160. Then Tommy returned < \

December 30. Jimmy offered to play

Tommy's band if Tommy could top h J

record. And Tommy did. So now Tomn
will have the highest paid saxophone play-

\

in the country as a member of his band-
for one night.

Jimmy doesn't care. These swingste
;

eat, sleep, and breathe jive. They even Hai

a language all their own. "Solid on tl

beam," "cookin' with wide open bh
flame," "hide-beater," "groan box," "loi

hair," "joy pipe," "eighty eight," "gu
bucket," "furry," "fluff," "rat wrestle," m;
need interpretation for the rest of the wor
but it doesn't to them and their hepcl
followers. Organize a band and live in
world all your own. They're not conte:

with rehearsing eight hours a day on ti

movie set of "Ship Ahoy," recording foi

more hours at night, working another tv

on new arrangements for future engag
ments. No, that isn't enough. Tommy toe

advantage of an "off" night by playing 1:

1

trombone for Ray Noble's opening at ti

Cocoanut Grove

!

He can't keep away from that trombor
His boys are the same. Scarcely a nig
goes by without a jam session. On Frai
Sinatra's birthday last month, the entr
band celebrated at the Hollywood Plaza-
with a party? No—with a jam session. N
even Christmas is a holiday. Socialite d
Cecil Cunningham, of Cincinnati, Ohio, d
cided she couldn't, or wouldn't, "come ou]
unless Tommy Dorseyr played at her pari;

That meant the band had to fly to Cil

cinnati in a specially charted plane froj

the M-G-M sound stage, on Christmas E-\

play at the party, and within forty-eigj

hours return in time for additional seen;

with Eleanor Powell and Red Skelton
scenes for their film. The following nig
they opened at the Palladium.

It's all in the life of a swing band. Th
love it. But their wives and families? We
there's some doubt there. The wives ha
organized a "Defense Club." They atte

symphonies just to keep in touch with t

outer world. The boys do too, but th
come home and swing the classics.

There's one thing about "striking up
band"—you do see the world. 1941 fou
the Dorsey troupe clocking a million tray
miles. They appeared at leading hot
throughout the country, played one-nig
stands in dance halls from Broadway
the nation's villages and hamlets, fulfill I

engagements in all the first-run theate
and made two Hollywood trips. Added
these have been barnstorming trips

Ziggy Elman, ace trumpet player, whi
totaled 50,000 miles, and by singer Fra
Sinatra in the neighborhood of 36,0*

Tommy, himself, has 150,000 miles on I

log.

In these one million miles they've play

to as many as 33,000 persons in three da

at the Palace Theater in Akron, Oh

;

87,000 turned out in one-night engagemei
|

at Cleveland, Detroit, Columbus, DayrU

Lincoln, Indianapolis and Louisville. N<

'

York sophisticates gave their nod of z

proval by turning out 3447 strong for Dc
sey's opening night at the Astor Ho
Roof. During the past four years the ba

has returned seven times to New Yorl i

Paramount Theater and in those seven s

pearances played to three and a half milli
j

people

!

A plane is their taxi. But before Tomi
could get Ziggy Elman on his first trip

had to take out a $100,000 insurance poli

on Ziggy's life.

Yes, the band leader of today is 1

1

white-haired boy of the entertainim
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SURE YOU INHALE

.SO PLAY SAFE

with your throat !

You can't avoid some inhaling — but you can avoid

worry about throat irritation, even when you do

inhale . Doctors who compared the leading favorite

cigarettes report that:

SMOKE OF THE FOUR OTHER LEADING POPULAR BRANDS

AVERAGED MORE THAN THREE TIMES AS IRRITATING —
AND THEIR IRRITATION LASTED MORE THAN FIVE TIMES AS

LONG-AS THE STRIKINGLY CONTRASTED PHILIP MORRIS!

When you smoke Philip Morris, you enjoy finer

tobaccos — plus this exclu -

sive proved protection !

CALL FORI

PHILIP MQRR1

>rld. And the screen fare of today re-

lets this popularity. It started with Paul
hiteman and his "King of Jazz" back in

30. Those were the days when Bing
osby was one of Whiteman's "Rhythm
<ys," and Tommy was the unknown trom-
ne player in the same outfit. Then came
ed Waring in "Varsity Show," Benny
sodman in "Hollywood Hotel," Horace
eidt in "Pot of Gold," Artie Shaw in

'ancing Co-ed," Jimmy Dorse}' shared
mors with Dorothy Lamour in "The

" eets In." Gene Krupa divides them with
try Cooper in "Ball of Fire," and o

!

tarse, by now, Kay Kyser and Rud
fllee are definitely movie personality

1 are in the big money class—all start

small town school bands.
Today, swing bands have developed i

highly organized industry. Dorsey ha?
sanization of sixty people. These inc'

Jiicians, arranger, press agents, man;
okkeeper, publicity men, valet, and t

ver. His salary places him in the t>

iss with seventy-five cents out of
liar going to the Government. He
sixty-acre farm in Bernardsville,

r>ey, where his pride and joy
ir pool—designed by Bing C

duplicate of his own pool in Hoik
iere Dorsey, the kid who used t<

meat truck in a little Pennsylva!
a:i when his "Wild Canaries" ha
eek, lives the life of a country sqr
me as a trombone player takes
ace to his skill with a skillet. 1

v.iz at barbecuing spareribs. .

uces is said to be nectar. He's a

his own music publishing hou=
• encourages young composer
we and I'll Never Smile Again
vidends on this policy. All, a
suit of "striking up your own
"There's grief along with tl

ere are plenty of ups and dowi

glory, for a brief time, anyway, there's

also plenty of money, plenty of ways to

lose it, but, above all," says Dorsey, "there's

fun
!"

Perhaps when Dorsey says fun, he's re-

membering the time Paul Whiteman and
Joe Venuti were playing Billy Rose's spec-

tacular show at the Casa Manana, Fort
Worth, Texas. Whiteman, at one end of

the amphitheater, wgs to L—*
J u: - 1

the darkened night. Instead, Venuti lit a
cigarette, and by some freak of nature the
tiny cigarette point gleamed and shut out
Whiteman's electrically equipped baton.

The million dollar effect was ruined, but
the boys still laugh at the mix-up. But
they didn't laugh when a huge Greyhound
bus backed over their instruments. Another
night they were to record Is This My
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waltz time, Henry Busse, Horace Heidt,
Ray Noble, all came in for a razzing on
the record.

P.S. Dorsey didn't have the nerve to sign
it—but the record sold over a million

!

He did sign Once In Awhile, My Reverie,
I'll Never Smile Again, the three hits
which played on the Hit Parade for fifteen
weeks, a record never equaled before or
since. Of course, Marie and Song of India
are Dorsey trademarks.
They take their recording very seriously.

Tommy warns : "A wise bandleader must
do this if he wishes to keep on top. We
frequently play a hit number as many as
twenty-five times before the record com-
pany or the band itself is satisfied. In
recording Free For All, we sweated over
the three and a half minute musical for
th ree days before we got what we wanted.
Then, I caught a trumpet toot that sounded
sour. It might not have been noticeable to
the ordinary ear, but it was to us. The
boys unanimously decided to rerecord. We

-.»vt rlq V and recorded

The Skin of an Angel

Continued from page 16

benefit of debutante and mother alike. A
think they are good, that they will all.

the budget for bonds and leave some i

beauty, too ; that they will leave plenty
time for the Red Cross, volunteer defei
work, as well as play and good tim
Here goes

:

Soap and water and a brush: "I ws
my face with soap, water and a compk
ion brush." Comment on this is that
more people, especially the young, did ji

this, with emphasis on the complexi
brush, there would be far less problems
oily skin, coarse texture, blemishes a
blackheads, to say nothing of a dull, sallc

tone. And comment on soap—fear no sho
age. Use it lavishly, for yourself, yc
clothes, your home. Use it for beauty, i

health, and because soap manufacture is t

most economical form of glycerine,

ecessary in the making of munitions. <

town on soap ; combine your prettin.

i patriotism in this practical way.
"ream: After the real washing just me
ed, Miss MacDonald will always ap[
ir an oily cream, then thoroughly i

t it. For those who suffer a "draw:

g after soap and water, this is

ctive. When using make-up of a
J

screen or the usual, Miss MacDon;
'ways remove that with mineral c

iil, or a cream with 'an almond
'he explodes the old wives' tale tr

cream can possibly grow hair

I would like to add to her coi,

,at this theory is just one of the

ike the moon being made of gre

For a truly well-groomed, clej

' skin, it seems to me that tfi

use of soap and water and crea

i as conditions warrant and for

jrpose, is the ideal.

'ay in the sun: The sun in corre

i great skin beautifier. Listen

Donald—"When I've worked
for a long time and never J
<ut the four walls of stage twen
skin loses its glow. Let me pa

y in the sun and the glow r

the sun dries natural oils c

t and so I always apply oil



: neck, and arms before sun bathing."

\Whc cart before the horse in make-up:

J hen my face has been washed and oil

i;ream applied, as mentioned, and wiped

I put on lipstick. This seems to give my
Li a better shape. Then comes cream

Ige—I use the tip of my lipstick, a tiny

|
on each cheek. This assures me perfect

br coordination. Then I pat on powder,

lllbli with a little dry rouge if necessary,

add mascara."

\foj0 to look natural: "Blending of make-

is most important. I wipe excess powder

j

my lips with a tissue, and with a soft

j
k'der or baby brush and tissue I blend

|
! powder over my face so that not one

r fleck of it shows. The very best test of

!

i- finished street make-up is to look at

Jiirself out of doors. This is a perfect

;;, because the dressing-table mirror is

kn deceiving."

fow to stay that way: "The well-blended

Set make-up will last for hours. If I

|\V I'm going to be out all day, I take

15 a little cream and change make-up

t to keep looking fresh and clean." This

he secret of more than one lovely com-
kion—fresh, truly fresh, make-up.

quick facial: "About once a week I

myself a quick facial. I put damp al-

:-,d meal all over my face, rub it into the

,h and allow it to remain on about five

inures. Then I rinse off and scrub my
li with a brush." If you don't go for the

ond meal idea, there are splended pick-

cream masks, wonderful for quickly

king "tired" skin look fresh and vital.

. lie eyes get it: "As I said, I like oil for

>1 :oving make-up, so when I've been work-
under blinding lights or exposed to

?ht sun, I use castor oil about my eyes,

is is softening to dried or strained skin."

4 creams designed for this purpose are

H$ very helpful.

Mints: "This," said this angel star from
12 green and white portable dressing

in. "is my routine. It is successful for
* Perhaps others have more successful

•iv:hods. But beauty is like religion—each

''^ht work out his own salvation." So very

; ! But lacking a better plan this general

tine gets a high rating from this de-

tment.

sf Blair, a singer with the late Hal Kemp's
d before the movies claimed her, is fea-

:d with Pat O'Brien and Brian Donlevy in

o Yanks InTrinidad." Her next, "Cover Girls."
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In Old California"

Continued from page 3 I

in his arms, and there was a froth of lace

petticoats, the rustling of taffeta as she
struggled, her small fists pummeling his

broad shoulders. "Put me down," she -

insisted.

"Nonsense," Tom laughed. "The mud's
ankle deep. I think I'm going to like the

West. Up to now, it's most enjoyable."

"Put me down," she said imperiously.

"Unless you want lead in your back."
Tom turned and saw Britt throw down

the planks he had ripped off the street and
start -after them. But he only held her the

tighter as he started up the gangplank.
"I always finish what I start," he said.

Only when he reached the deck did he
put her down and as he did he was struck
off guard by a hard blow from Britt which
sent him staggering against the rail.

"That'll learn you to lay hands on the

lady I aim to marry !" Britt roared.

"I'm sorry I'm so ignorant of the cus-

toms here." Tom looked at him quietly.

"Back home in Boston it's considered only
good manners to carry a lady across a
muddy street. Anybody see my hat ?" he
asked casually and then as the boy who had
carried his luggage ran over to him with
it, he took a silver dollar out of his pocket.

"Wait," he said as the boy reached for it.

"I'll bend it for luck."

Britt stared at him unbelieving and
Lacey caught her breath as he held the

coin between his fingers, bending it as if

it were a bit of rubber. Then with another

grin he swept Lacey a mocking bow and
went down to his cabin. -

It had been an uneventful journey but

now adventure was crowding in on him.

First there was the huge frontiersman,

Kegs McKeever, driven to madness by an
aching tooth, who had been hustled on
board at the last minute by the barmen of

a saloon he had practically wrecked in his

agony. But after Tom had applied medi-
cine the pain was gone and with it the

fury which had possessed the man and he
became as gentle as a dog who had found
his master.

Tom heard more about Britt from Kegs,
heard ^how when a homestead was going
good and the profits were rolling in, Britt

and his brother Joe and the rest of the

Dawson gang would force themselves into

a partnership, paying a tenth of what it

was worth. For there was.no law in Sac-
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ramento, only Britt Dawson's rule of

terror.

Knowing that made him understand the

better the shooting that took place those

few hours afterwards. He had heard a shot

and taking his first aid bag hurried to the

cabin down the corridor. Britt was standing
there, his hand still on the hilt of the gun
he had pushed back in its holster and
another man, white and desperate, faced
him, his trigger finger broken and bleed-

ing and on a crude table lay a deed to

the wounded man's property, just needing
his signature to turn half of it over to
Britt.

"How did this happen?" Tom asked as
he bent oyer to examine the finger.

Britt flashed a warning look to the other.

"The clumsy galoot grabbed his gun up
by the barrel, knocked it against some-
thing and it went off in his hand. That's
how it happened, isn't it, Carlin?" Then as
the homesteader didn't answer, he grinned.
"Folks as careless as that oughtn't to own
a gun, so watch yourself in the future,

Pal." And with another long, warning look
he left.

Tom looked searchingly at Carlin as he
began bandaging the wound. "Now, how
did it really happen?" he asked.

"You heard Dawson." Carlin looked
sullen and beaten. "You better believe him,
if you know what's good for you."
"Funny thing, I don't believe him." Tom

straightened and closed his bag. "Keep
your hand in a sling for a while and if I

were you I wouldn't sign that paper."
It was Lacey who saw him first as he

stepped out on deck again, Lacey who"
had never been frightened of anything in

her life, frightened now as she felt that
wild singing in her heart as he looked at
her. No man had ever made her feel
like this before, not even Britt whom she
had promised to marry. Now looking at
Tom she knew it hadn't been love, that
thing she had felt for Britt. Pride in his
ruthlessness maybe, his strength, pride in

knowing this swaggering man who had
regard for no one adored her so much he
could deny her nothing, pride in the
thought of the house he had promised to
build her, the house which would have the
first porcelain bath tub to reach the West,
the house that would have red carpets
and lace curtains in every room, the house
with the cut-glass chandeliers and gold
doorknobs he had promised her, the house
which would make all the things she had
ever dreamed of come true. But somehow
they didn't matter now, looking at Tom.
None of them mattered. She would go to
this stranger without a house or food, she
would beg for him or steal for him if he
wanted her. But he didn't. There was only
amusement in his glance as he looked at
her.

Britt saw the hot color flame to her
cheeks and his eyes hardened as he walked
over to Tom. "Are you aiming to stay in
Sacramento?" he asked.

"Yes." Tom. faced him steadily. "I intend
to settle there and open a drug store.
They'll need it all right if you continue
to be so fast on the draw."
"How do you •mean that ?" Britt asked

darkly.

"I don't see how even a 'clumsy galoot'
could shoot himself in his own right hand,"
Tom said quietly.

_
"Is that a polite way of calling me a

liar?" Britt's hand went to his holster
and Lacey interrupted quickly.
"Now, Britt, he didn't call you any-

thing," she said placatingly but the man
only gave her a warning look.
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"Don't mix into this, Lacey," he cau-

tioned brusquely. Then turning to Tom
again, "I asked you a question."

Tom looked at him steadily. "Let's say

your version of how it happened shows
a lot of imagination, shall we?"

"Is that fancy for saying you don't be-

lieve me?" Britt demanded, making a quick

motion to his men.
"Yes," Tom said, and he was facing

Britt so he did not see the others creep

up behind him, making it easy for them
to catch him off balance and throw him
over the rail. But as he struck the water
he heard Kegs bellowing.

"Keep going, Pardner ! I'm stayin' with

you." And there was another splash as

Kegs dove after him.

Licey ran to the rail, her breath quick-

ening as she saw Tom swimming toward
shore. Then she heard Britt's voice behind

her and knew the warning in it was meant
as much for her as the others.

"Take your choice, folks. Anyone here
can have a bath or a drink on me." Then
as the crowd hesitated he went on grimly,

"It'll be drinks, I see. And understand,

we don't want that pill peddler in Sacra-
mento. And if he shows up any friend of

mine will run him out of town."
People from Sacramento listened when

Britt talked and when Tom and Kegs
arrived there at last there wasn't a man
in town who would rent them a store.

Even Tom was almost willing to admit
defeat when he discovered the last empty
shack in town belonged to Lacey. But on
a last desperate chance he went to Britt's

saloon to see her.

"I had a feeling you'd turn up," Lacey
said quietly as he came over to her.

"Does that mean I can sit down ?" Tom
grinned and then as she nodded, disregard-
ing her maid's whispered protest, he took
the chair facing her. "There must be some-
thing queer in the air here. I've been
all over town and there isn't a store

owner here who's not afraid to rent me
a shack."

Lacey looked at him. "Listen," she said.

"I own the shack next door and I'm not
afraid of Britt Dawson. I don't have to

be afraid. I do as I like, Boston. And a
drug store ought to be a real gold mine
here. You could charge a dollar a pill."

"That's not the idea." Tom smiled. "I'd
only charge a fair price, make a fair profit.

I'd give half the profits as rent. We'd be
partners."

Lacey held out her hand then. "It's a
deal !" She smiled.

It was ridiculous going against Britt
this way, taking sides against him for

this stranger. It was like stacking all her
cards against herself, but Lacey didn't
care. She who had always taken before
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was giving now, she who had always de-

manded was asking nothing but the chance

to be near this man she scarcely knew,

to help him in any way she could.

She went to the store the day it opened,

dressed in the beruffled new gown she had

bought in San Francisco, that she lifted

so coquettishly as she crossed the street,

showing the lace flounces of her petticoats.

And her heart skipped a beat as Tom came

to meet her at the door.

"It looks grand, Tom." Her eyes shone

as she glanced inside. "What'll I buy, for

luck? What would you say I need?"

"I can't think of a darn thing," Tom
grinned. "You look absolutely radiant."

Lacey blushed like a school girl at that

and her heart lifted to her eyes as she

looked at him. For a moment the spell that

held her held Tom too, so that he came
closer and there was that look in his

eyes she had seen in so many men's eyes

and that had meant nothing until now.

Then suddenly the spell was gone, for a

carriage was stopping outside the store

and Lacey saw Rosita and Maria Alvarez,

daughters of one of the Spanish dons who
considered themselves the aristocracy of

Sacramento. But it wasn't they who held

her attention; it was the girl sitting on

the seat between them, the girl Lacey
recognized as their guest, Ellen Sanford,

whose father was a power in San Fran-

cisco; the small girl with the smooth hair

which made her own seem too brilliantly

yellow and elaborately got up, and wearing

the simple dress that made her own look

suddenly vulgar and pretentious. And the

girl was looking at Tom.
She whispered something to the others

who gave an order to the driver and he

stopped and she looked so helpless and
appealing as she started to get out of the

carriage that Tom went over to her and
lifted her down to the crude sidewalk.

"May I have a glass of water?" she

whispered, and then she caught Tom's arm
and leaned against him. "I'm afraid I'm
going to faint."

So this was what being a lady meant,

Lacey thought, as she saw the amused
glances of the Alvarez girls as Ellen

slumped against Tom. It meant getting

away with silly frauds like this to demand
attention, it meant guile and cheating and
trickery that Lacey would have scorned

And she was getting away with it ;
Lacey

knew that when she saw how tenderly Tom
carried Ellen into the store.

"Get some water, Lacey, quick !" he said

and she felt her fury rising as she obeyed.

But when she brought the water back the

girl's eyes were open again.

"How stupid of me," she whispered, "It

must have been the sun."

Lacey knew she shouldn't lose her temper
but she couldn't help it. "There's not sun
enough out to warm a rattlesnake," she

said contemptuously, and then she tried

to blink back the tears smarting against

her eyelids as she saw Tom's frown and
the girl's triumphant smile.

It was torture for Lacey after that,

having to stand aside knowing Tom and
Ellen were together, seeing them ride out
to the hill country, and go to church to-

gether Sunday morning ; Ellen so small

and demure with her eyes downcast under
her small bonnet that looked like Spring
itself with its small wreath of flowers

matching the pink and white of her skin.

And it didn't help that day Ellen left on
the stage for San Francisco with Lacey
knowing she had promised to marry Tom
before she left.

Then came the night Britt and his gang
went on a mad land-grabbing spree, burning
down some homesteads and driving families
off others and Tom hearing what was
happening rode furiously through the coun-
tryside, rallying the settlers to the Higgins

1
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place where they all made a stand to-

gether, a crowd of angry, determined men
defending their land and homesteads. And
because they had got together now and
hadn't waited to be attacked singly, they
drove off the marauders.
The triumphant settlers rode into town

to celebrate, choosing Britt's own saloon to

make their victory the more marked. Lacey
was singing when they came in and her
voice faltered as she saw Britt give Tom
that long hard look before he beckoned to
his brother and went out.

She sang so fast then, the piano couldn't

keep up with her, and though everyone
shouted for an encore she only smiled and
shook her head. She had to know what
Britt was going to do. That look he had
given Tom frightened her. But she seemed
casual and unconcerned as she walked over
to Kegs.

"Keep Boston in here, if you have to
hog-tie him," she whispered. Then cau-
tioning him to silence she sauntered toward
the door. It was only when she reached the
street that she began to run and her heart
skipped a beat when she saw the two men
pressed close to the wall of the drug store,

their guns drawn and ready.
"Britt!" she demanded breathlessly.

"Who are you waiting for?" And then as
he didn't answer : "Listen, Britt," she said
tensely. "I'm warning you, if you do any-
thing to harm Tom, you're out of my
life for good."

Britt's jaw tightened as he looked at her.
Then reluctantly he put the gun back in
his holster.

"All right, Lacey," he said slowly. "You
win. You know I wouldn't do anything to
lose you. And such being the case," he
grinned disarmingly, as he crooked his

elbow with an elaborate flourish, "allow
me the honor of escorting you back to
the Mirror .Palace, stylish, like they do
in Boston."

It was Whitey, the town drunk, who
lurched against them as they went into
the saloon, who gave Britt his idea. There
were more ways of killing a man than
shooting him, ways in which no one, even
Lacey, would suspect him of having a
part. Hadn't he pulled smart tricks before,
such as the time he incited a riot against
an unruly settler and had him lynched
for stealing his own cattle? And couldn't
he pull one again? What if that tonic of
Tom's which was so popular with the
whole town should be poisoned and some-
one died because of it—Whitey, say, who
would drink anything, wouldn't that be
enough to make the people who were hail-

ing Tom as a hero today turn against him
tomorrow? Britt grinned as he decided it

would.
It was Kegs who discovered Whitey's

body the next morning when he opened
the store, with the empty bottle of Craig's
tonic lying beside it. Then Tom came in

and there was an ominous silence from the
crowd which seemed to have sprung from
nowhere as he examined the body, and
somebody whispered tensely as he took up
the bottle and smelled it, his eyes narrowing
as he put a drop of the liquid on his finger
and tasted it.

"Poison," he said then. "There must have
been enough laudanum in that bottle to
kill a mule."
"How'd it get there, Craig?" someone

shouted.

"I don't know." Tom's voice sounded
hopeless as he stared around the room.
"And I don't know how Whitey got that
bottle either. I didn't sell it to him."

"Yeah," someone shouted derisively.

"An' if it hadn't been for Whitey's mighty
thirst, it might have been Tompkins here
who got it, for it's ticketed with his name."
A huge settler grabbed the bottle and

his face blanched as he read his name on

:
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the label. "It might have been my kids!"
he whispered.

"It could have been any of our kids
!"

someone else shouted. "Wonder we ain't all

dead like Whitey."
"Hang him!" a voice roared and then

all the others took up the cry. "Get a rope,
someone! Quick!" And then" as they pulled
him out to the street, "Run that buckboard
there up to that big tree."

"No! No!" a woman screamed and Tom
turned to see Lacey run after the men
who had started unhitching the carriage.
"You're not going to use my buckboard
for any hanging." She tried to pull them
back, fighting like a wildcat. But they
only laughed at her. Then as she turned
entreatingly toward the crowd, she saw a I

man on horseback coming.
"Gold!" he shouted, curbing his horse.

"They've discovered gold at Sutter's mill.

They're pickin' it up in chunks. There's a
rush on !"

A breathless excitement swept through
the crowd and Lacey seized on it in a last

desperate hope.

"Hoist me up on the wagon, Kegs," she
ordered. And as he did so she flung out
her arms for attention. "What do you want
with a lynching, that some of you'll be
certain to swing for when the law gets
word of it?" she shouted. "Gold's been dis-

covered. What are you -waiting for? Are
you going to stand here and let all of
California get there ahead of you ?"

She stopped, almost afraid" to believe it

when she saw the first men leave. Then
she knew she had succeeded. The crowd
was breaking up, their lust for gold
stronger than any lust for revenge. Even
Joe Dawson was caught by the excitement
her words kindled as he turned to Britt
who had been standing unobtrusively in

the back of the crowd. "What in tarnation
are we hangin' around for?" he demanded.
"Come on, let's get in on this gold grab.
Come out of it, Britt, Craig'll keep."
"That fellow has the devil's own luck!"

Britt spat disgustedly as he saw the crowd
separating. "But you're right. I can come
back and get him. And I'll bring a gold
mine for Lacey to dry her eyes on so

she won't feel too bad."
He was swaggering as he said it but

he didn't swagger when Lacev came over
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ito him. her eyes flashing as she took off

the necklace he had given her and flung

it at him. For Britt knew that all of his

plans had gone wrong as he followed her

into the saloon and up the stairs to her
room off the balcony. He had lost her,

there wasn't any doubt of that as she
faced him over the suitcase she had dragged
out of her closet.

"I got to know the reason of this,

Lacey," he said.

! "The reason of it is the way Whitey
died," she said evenly. "You were behind
that because you were the only person in

town who had anything against Tom. And
I don't want that necklace or anything
else from you, from now on."

"Listen here, Lacey." Britt's eyes nar-
rowed. "I don't admit monkeying with that

medicine. I don't admit anything. But what
gets me is why you're taking on like this.

Thunderation ! I've killed men before."
"I know." Lacey lifted her head. "But

shooting it out in the open, face to face,

has something honest and square about it.

Killing with poison is sneaky and low-
down."

"Lacey." He went over to her, catching
her by the shoulders and forcing her to
look at him. "Xo matter what you think
'has happened, let's forget it and start all

: ver again."

"Let me go!" She tried to break away
From him. "If you held me here forever,

-'it wouldn't make . me different. I'm
through."
He looked at her as if he were going to

:>lead again. Then suddenly he pushed her
away so violently that he flung her half-
ivay across the room. "Go to him then," he
aid harshly. "He can have you and vvel-
:ome."
But Lacey only went to Tom to say

roodbye. He was alone in the store when
?he came in and his eyes brightened when
le saw her.

"Why, Lacey, don't you look grand!" he
smiled.

5 Lacey was the closest she had ever come
:o being self-conscious as she glanced down
:n the simple dress she was wearing, the
iress that was almost a copy of the one
Ellen had worn that day she had come to
the store. Silly, that hope she had in the
beginning that dressing like a lady might
nake Tom like her.

)iana_Barrymore and Robert Stack, who have
?ads in "Eagle Squadron," inspect Walt Dis-
ey's insignia of the RAF's famed Eagle

says GEORGIA CARROLL
(cameo skin type)

GEORGIA CARROLL, BEAUTIFUL NEWCOMER AMONG HOUYWOOO STARLET

Now, you smooth on Glamour

'My FIRST PUFF-FUL of Woodbury's

new Color Controlled Powder told

me—here's the most knowing glam-

our-accent I've ever smoothed on

my skin!

"Woodbury's new Flesh shade

gives my very fair coloring a new

clearness, a new velvet smoothness.

It's sheer glamour!"

Glamour is right, Georgia! Holly-

wood's leading directors have di-

vided all beauty into 5 skin types,

and now Woodbury has created

new glamour shades for each tvpe.

There's one for you. A clearer

shade, for Woodbury Color Control

eliminates color dots, makes you

look super-smooth.

Get finer, softer, longer-clinging

Woodbury. Only $1.00 and 50c;

introductory sizes are 25p and 10c.

(A chart in everv fragrant box tells

you your tvpe, your shade.) Behold

in your mirror—new allure!

>quadron as it will appear in the picture.

All 3 for $1.00! Now in the $1.00 Woodbury
Powder box, you also get Rouge and Lip-

stick, a complete Matched Make-up for 31.00!

WOODBURY
CoW GoulWIal \wwia

FREE ... 6 NEW GLAMOUR SHADES & CHART

Paste this on penny postcard. We'll send you, fast, all 6

shades of Woodbury Color Controlled Powder. And a heJp-

ful little color chart so you can find your type. Address.

John H. Woodbury, Inc.. 9124 Alfred Street. Cincinnati,

Ohio. (In Canada: John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ont.)

Name-

Street-

City . State.
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attention/

Attention, yes!—and love and ro-

mance, too—for the girl who learns

the secret of lovely eyes.

Winx brings out the natural beauty

and charm of your eyes. Makes
lashes appear darker, longer, more
luxuriant. Winx enlivens your

whole appearance — gives you a

new, fascinating loveliness.

Try Winx today. It's so easy to use.

Winx (solid or creamy) Mascara,

Eyebrow Pencil and Eye Shadow
come in harmonizing shades. At

drug, department or 10^ stores.

FOR LOVELY EYES

mSONG POEM WRITERS
Write today for free booklet out*
Einons profit sharing plan.

ALLIED MUSIC, Dept. 10
7608 Reading Cincinnati, O- I

AS A
LY WING

See how smooth, youthful, alluring your

skin looks with hampden s powder base.

It helps conceal blemishes, subtly 'tints'

your complexion, gives you a flattering

portrait finish.'

POWDR-BRSE

50c also 25c & 10c sizes

Over 78 million so/cf

The boys in blue had fun serving tea to screen star Bette Davis at a recent Navy Relief

Society show. Bette, who is appearing in "In This Our Life," .had a good time, too.

"It's just a little travelling outfit Helga
and I made." She smiled shyly. "Do you
like it?"

"You're not leaving town?" Tom pro-

tested.

"Yes." Her voice came almost gaily now.

"I'm headed for the gold camps, like all the

rest of the world. But I'm going to dig it

the easy way, out of miners' pockets. I

figure there's nothing they need at the

camps right now as much as entertain-

ment." Suddenly she couldn't pretend any
longer and the tears came as she ran over

to him and tall as she was, she had to

stand on tiptoe to reach his lips as she

kissed him. "I don't regret any of it, Bos-

ton," she whispered. Then without a back-

ward glance she was gone.

For a moment there was that wild pound-

ing in Tom's heart, then that sickening

down-beat as he saw her cross the street

and get into the buckboard beside Helga.

Kegs had already gone to the gold fields and

now she was going, the last friend he- had

in Sacramento. It seemed useless staying on

in this town that hated him, but Tom knew
he would have to stay or he could never

look himself in the face again.

But it was useless. None of the towns-

people who had remained came near him

and at the end he had to acknowledge de-

feat and close the store.

He was packing his supplies when a soft

voice hailed him from the doorway and he

turned to see Ellen standing there. Ever

since she had left, her letters had urged

him to come to San Francisco and he had

always refused, feeling he was needed so

much more in this small town. Now her

small triumphant smile came as she thought

she had won. Then before she could say

anything the door burst open and Kegs

came in, his clothes torn and mud-stained.

"Hey, Boston, glad I cotched you." His

words came in an exhausted breathless

flood. "I've been ridin' day and night.

Corral all the medicine you kin, they need

everything. Lacey sent me to get you and

there ain't no time to waste. You gotta

come along poco pronto !",

Ellen's eyes narrowed. "What in the

world are -you talking about?" she de-

manded petulantly.

"Him." Kegs jerked his finger toward

Tom. "They want him up to the camps.

There's fever and nothin' to cure it with.

They've got a doctor but he needs medicine
—fast."

"Here." Tom dragged out another pack-
ing box. "Get to work, Kegs. It's a good
thing I've already started packing."
"You mean you're going?" Ellen's voice

rose shrilly. "What business is it of yours ?"

"It's my job to go," Tom said quietly.

"Make it yours too, Ellen. Come along and
help me. Please."

"Are you completely out of your mind?"
She stared at him incredulously. "Do you
think I'd risk my life for people who mean
nothing to me ?"

"Do they really mean nothing to you?"
Tom asked steadily.

"You and your high ideals !" She laughed
scornfully. "Where did they ever get you?
Would you really help people who turned

against you as this town did?" And then

as he nodded, "I'm going back to San
Francisco. Are you coming with me?"
"I'm going up to the gold camps first,

he said.

"Then don't bother to come back—ever.

And as she turned and left Kegs shook his

head.

"I seen that same look in a rattler's eye,"

he said.

It was late that night before the wagons
filled with supplies rolled out of town,

manned by the volunteers Tom had per-

suaded to help them. And as they kept that

steady pace toward the camps they passed

the other wagons and the men on horse-

back and on foot rushing desperately away
from the epidemic.

The Dawsons had been among the first tc

leave. Their eyes narrowed as they pulled

their horses up beside the road to let the

wagon train pass. Britt spurred on his

horse as the last wagon rolled by and

shouted a question to one of the drivers.

"It's medicine going up to the camps," he

told the others as he rode back. "Listen,

there's a fortune in it for us. The folks in

the camp are rolling in gold and if we

corner all the medicine we can swap it for

every nugget they've dug. Let's head 'em

off and wait for 'em as they go through

Digger Pass."

"I got to hand it to you, Britt." Joe

laughed. "You're the meanest coyote this

side of the Rockies."
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By

Weston East

Rita Hayworth takes the nation's

slogan, "Keep 'Em Flying," as seri-

ously as the rest of us; but when
the cameraman caught her in a
playful mood she couldn't resist

giving her personal interpretation.

Handsome Bill Edwards, screen

newcomer, seems to be flashing

her a smile from below—but he's

taking his new career pretty seri-

ously too, since he's been told he
could be another Stirling Hayden.
How about it, girls? See him in

Warners' new picture, "The Hard
Way" and make up your minds.

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND and Jimmy
Stewart were back together again.

But only briefly. Burgess Meredith now
lives in Jimmy's house. Burgess was back
on furlough, so Olivia went over to have
dinner with him. While they were at the
table, they heard a key in the lock. The
door opened and in walked Jimmy, also
on furlough. It was the first time Olivia
and Jimmy had met since they broke up
nearly two years ago. That dreaded mo-
ment had come. Olivia was first to rush
forward and greet Jimmy warmly. He was
so happy to see her, he stammered for
words. Later on both boys accompanied
Olivia to her broadcast. That was all.

Jimmy went back to his world. Olivia to
hers.

KJO MOVIE mama is Joan Blondell.
• ^ When she took her two children to
Sun Valley recently, Joan didn't drag along
a retinue of servants. She dressed, bathed,
and fed the kiddies herself. What's more,
she loved every moment of it.

44VIV^
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WHAT'S with our he-men of the
movies? When Dietrich and Bruce

Cabot worked together, he insisted she
was too heavy for him to carry her in

a scene. Now Melvyn Douglas, who is

working with Joan Crawford, seems, to
be having similar trouble. When you see
him carrying Joan up the stairs in the
picture, actually she'll be sitting in a hid-
den wire seat. Invisible wires from the
ceiling take away most of the weight.
Wonder what Sir Walter Raleigh would
have thought?

CHARLES BOYER may not appreciate
this, but the girls were being anything

but sarcastic. It was on "The Constant
Nymph" set. Joan Fontaine, Jean Muir,
Brenda Marshall and Alexis Smith were
gathered together in a group. It was their
first day working with Charles Boyer, so
naturally they were pretty thrilled. An actor
you all know walked up and asked them
if they were disappointed in the fabulous
Frenchman.

_
"Not at all," they chorused.

"Not only is he very sweet, but he's so
helpful—and fatherly!" All this, and father-
hood too

!

EVIDENTLY Cary Grant and Barbara
L Hutton have at last decided to take
the big step. She's renting the Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., home on the Hollywood
Riviera. 'Tis rumored the future" Mrs.
Archibald Leach (Cary Grant to you) re-
tains a staff of seventeen servants. At that
rate, it shouldn't be too difficult to find
someone around the house to brew an
extra pot of tea.

CO ANXIOUS is Rita Hayworth to get
v3 her mind off her marital troubles, she
called up Fred Astaire and asked if they
couldn't hurry up the rehearsals for their

next Columbia picture. According to re-

ports, Rita has found it necessary to seek
restraining orders prohibiting her husband,
Edward C. Judson, from disposing of com-
munity property and from
talking, communicating with
her or molesting her, pending-

trial of her divorce suit. Over-
night Rita has changed from
a happy, laughing girl into a
brooding, miserable woman.

TWINKLE, twinkle little
' star, said Warner Bros, to

Alexis Smith. And that's ex-
actly what they made her—

a

star in one year's time. Be-
cause she has studied hard,
cooperated with everyone and
possesses unusual charm and
poise for a twenty-year-old
girl, stardom is her reward.
Craig Stevens, the heart throb
and doesn't care who knows it,

commemorated the occasion.
He gave Alexis a solid gold
star to attach to her bangle
bracelet. In the center of the
star was engraved a small
heart. Catch on?

(DENNIS MORGAN has his
own kidding name for

Errol Flynn. Dennis calls him,
"The Male Animal."
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"The Pride of the Yankees," Sam Goldwyn's big new movie based

on the life of Lou Gehrig, has Gary Cooper in title role—see him

with Teresa Wright, playing the bride of the loved Yankee; and
' below, with his father, Judge Charles B. Cooper, who visits

the set daily when scenes are filmed with Babe Ruth, Bill Dickey,

Bob Meusel and Mark Koenig of famed Yankees' "Murderers' Row."

RED SKELTON had to cry in scene

and Red couldn't cry. They played sad
music. They sprayed menthol in his eyes.

They told him sad stories. Red still couldn't

cry. Finally, the director asked Red how
he'd feel if they took away his radio pro-

gram. The tears started to come. They
gushed and they gurgled. Red all but

moaned and wailed. When the scene was
over he was still blubbering. Now the

director is just praying there won't be

'any retakes.

UNIVERSAL really have hit on a unique
idea for presenting their new version

of "Broadway." This time it's actually the

story of George Raft's life. The picture

opens showing George talking to the night
watchman of a vacated night club. This
is the night club where George actually

got his start. The story unfolds on the
screen as George tells it to the night watch-
man. Mack Grey, George's pal and best

friend, plays himself. It's Universal's pic-

ture of the year, so watch for it.

DRENDA
_
MARSHALL is a mighty

D proud girl. No less a personage than
Sam Goldwyn himself is raving over her
performance in "Captains of the Clouds."
The mighty producer has even gone so far

as to say he wishes he had Brenda under
persona! contract. He feels she has one
of the biggest futures in pictures, if handled
properly. News like this in the face of

hubby Bill Holden's leaving for the Army
any day now, is cheering to Brenda, to
say the least.
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THE near loss of a finger suffered by
Henry Fonda can be directly traced to

the evacuation of the Japs from the Pa-
cific coast. Losing his Japanese gardener.

Hank decided from now on to do his

gardening himself. Being rushed for time,

he caught his finger in a tractor and al-

most tore it off. For his next two pictures,

he'll have to keep that one particular hand
away from the camera.

HOLLYWOOD took brief time off from
war activities to attend the premiere

of "Reap the Wild Wind" at the new
Paramount Theater on Hollywood Boule-
vard. Because of duration orders, all spot-

lights were turned on buildings, never into

the sky. It was like old times to hear the

fans cheer and see the stars in their gala

getups. Judy Canova, arriving in an all-

white carriage drawn by white horses, stole

the show. Biggest hand was shared by Ray
Milland and Bob Hope. Jinx Falkenburg
was dressed like a fugitive from King Tut's

tomb. Mary Martin's hair was parted in

a V—for victory. Next to Paulette God-
dard's diamond necklace, Bob Stack's teeth

were the flashiest. The Paramount features

love seats with removable arms—in the
balcony ! They're looking forward to

Greater Movie Seasons.

P\R. JOEL PRESSMAN, Claudette Col-
bert's husband, can never quite get used

to the ways of publicity. Now serving in

the Navy, the good doctor happened to

listen in on a newc—broadcast. Imagine his

upset to learn that hh- fp.mous wife had
been seriously hurt in a skiing accident in

Sun Valley. When he finally got Claudette
on the phone—he learned she was recover-

ing from a sprained ankle

!

Ann Rutherford recently concluded a guest-star tour of Army camps and Naval stations with

the USO-Camp Shows musical comedy revue, "Razzle Dazzle." Top, during Ann's stay at

Camp Lee, Virginia, she helped cheer up hospitalized soldiers; and, above, gave Pfc.

"Joe" Joseph a hand in making up his bunk. Turn page for more pictures of Miss Rutherford.



er than the sword!

of America

ke guns and

in the fight

power must

j earth clean

y live in peace

That is our resolve—and from it no power

hall turn us.

To carry it through, our minds must be as

^een as our swords, our hearts as strong as our

anks, our spirits as buoyant as our planes.

For morale is a mighty force—as vital as the

materials of war themselves.

And just as it is the job of some industries to

provide the implements that will keep 'em fly-

ing, keep 'em rolling, and keep 'em shooting,

so is it the job of the American Motion Picture

Industry to keep 'em smiling.

Yes, that is our war-time job. We cannot

build combat planes or bombers ... we cannot

make tanks or guns or ships. But we can build

morale ... we can give America the hours of

carefree relaxation which will make its work

hours doubly productive, the mental stim-

ulus that will carry us on and on with heads

up through dark days and bright, through good

news and bad ... to victory.

We can—and we will!

THE AMERICAN MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

SCREENLAND publishes this message in the belief that the vital war-time role of

the Motion Picture Industry is of public interest. It was prepared by Donahue & Coe,

Inc., advertising counsel to many of America's leading motion picture producers.
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"For a Morning Glory Skin...

try my Beauty Nightcap"

PAULETTE GODDARD, NOW STARRING IN "REAP THE WILD WIND," A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

says Paulette Goddard

:

Try lt .. f„- ^»2tTe cleanses with Woodbury,
Every nijht, Pauley

aU nlgM . she

then spreads on a fresh I i
f an ex.

can trust " *« if*
elusive ingredient is constant y

the cream right in the jar
lovelier".

Says Paulette, "Let morning find_you_ .

WOODBURY COLD CREAM

Follow Paulette Goddard's advice. Today
get Woodbury Cold Cream. Large jars 504

to $1.25. Introductory sizes 10^ and 25£.
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For special skins— special creams. If

your skin is normal, Woodbury Cold
Cream is all you need. If oily, cleanse
with Woodbury Cleansing Cream. If

dry, use Woodbury Dry Skin Cream at

night. For any skin use new Woodbury
Foundation Cream for a powder base.
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wood home, to be n
tenant Barthelmess, in JNo-.^.
Gene Raymond joining the Air Coi
Friday the thirteenth. Jeanette Mac!
singing her way from Army camp to
camp. Hollywood turning out to
C. B. DeMille's thirtieth anniversa
the film colony. Michele Morgan losir
twenty-second birthday in Hollywoc
falls on February twenty-ninth, occif
again next Leap Year in nineteen forty
Edmund O'Brien burning up the t

distance telephone wires; Carol Tj

singing for her supper club in Chi
is the cause of it all. Glenn Ford presir
Joan Crawford with a birthday cake
of fresh gardenias. No, she didn't t

cut it. Famous designer John Hamb
favorite week-end guest of K. T. St
and the Sam Woods. Tyrone Power m
Joan Fontaine blush, telling her his
yarn.

THEY'VE made an amazing discover
1 at M-G-M. When they run off a
track of the late Jean Harlow's voic€
that of Pat Dane's—no one can tel.

difference. If Pat can make the fr
that Jean had and be as simple, char
and warm-hearted, then she'll reall
something.

THAT Hollywood radio gossip isn't
1 ing much cooperation from the stu
So he has to make up news to keep
with his sponsor. Latest whopper is

one about the Ray Millands adoptii
little brother for their own Daniel D
They do want Danny to have a bro
But never in their wildest dreams have
planned on adoption. Little Danny is

perfect a pattern, not to try and fo



E-POINT Landis, they call her.

now changed her name legally from
Lillian Ridste Hunt to Carole

She's now an honorary Colonel at

ood Post Number Forty Three. And
ow wearing a new extremely low

),vn that caused Dorothy Parker to

'Who's the girl in the turtle-neck

RGE BRENT'S papers are in Wash-
ton. Just what the nature of his

ent will be, hasn't been officially

:ed. For the past two years George
died navigation. Annie Sheridan is

;
that her new husband may be sta-

some place where she can at least

i over week-ends.

of de luxe Hollywood turned out for

Ida Hopper's party honoring Wendell
Wearing one of those new checked

n hostess gowns (designed by
) Hedda really did herself proud,

oan Crawford, who seldom goes to

showed up for this one. Joan had
pod reasons. First, to meet Mr.

. Second, to meet Bob Hope. Joan
eat fan of Bob's. When she heard
going to be there too, she was the

te to arrive.

£ gesture on the part of Director
hn Huston. When Manuel Del
now with the RCAF, was given

lgs, they gave him leave to visit

ie, Mary Astor, in Hollywood. It

happen that Mary had heavy dra-
cenes to do every single day during
sband's brief visit. Director Huston
up half the night rearranging his

g schedule, so that Mary could have
le of days off. John must inherit

jceness from his actor-pappy, Wal-
Iston.

a. long time Mickey Rooney wore
onyx ring. His monogram in large
etters was the setting. Someone

Co
:|l the ring was conspicuous by its

if |. Mickey was asked about it. "When
married, I had to throw it in the
was Mickey's simple explanation.

itherford, shown riding in a jeep, was
n honorary top sergeant at Camp Lee.
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Aj&j^ ^give itne¥VSparkle aridColor

Marvelous new Rinse goes on—and washes

off—as easily as your facial make-up!

Makes any shade of hair look lovelier... livelier!

Make-up for your hair! . . . It's the

new must-rule of beauty — as

essential to good grooming as making

up your face. And just as easy, with

Marchand's exciting new 3-minute

"Make-Up" Hair Rinse!

This delicately tinted rinse does for

your hair what powder and lipstick do

for your face. It heightens and enlivens

its color-tone — bans that "pale" and

lifeless look — makes each hair glow

with a young, new light!

So simple to use! So safe!

Marchand's "Make-Up" Hair Rinse is

not a bleach — not a permanent dye

!

Made with Government - approved

colors, it's as harmless as lemon or

vinegar. And it leaves your hair soft,

silky and more manageable.

You don't have to be an "expert" to

"make-up" your hair with Marchand's

Rinse. You simply dissolve the rinse in

warm water and brush it through your

hair! Then ... look in your mirror!

Your hair is gloriously alive — color-

bright again!

A tint for every shade of hair!

You'll never know how really beautiful

your hair can be, until you make it up
with Marchand's Rinse. Whether you're

a blonde, brunette, redhead, grayhead

or in-between, there's a Marchand's

tint to glamorize your own individual

hair coloring. Why not try it today?

Marchands

6 RINSES 25* • 2 RINSES lOt

atalldrug counters

Blondes who want to brighten and lighten their hair. ..brunettes who
like contrasting highlights . . . find that Marchand's Golden Hair Wash
gives splendid results. Quick and easy to use. At all drug counters.
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TO BE LOVED, BE LOVELY

The light, elusive scent of Evening in Paris;

sets the stage for tenderness and romance.

More women turn to it than to any other

perfume... for, inevitably, Evening in Paris

turns a man's thoughts to you!

Evening in Paris Per-

fume, $1.25 to $IO.oo.
Face Powder, $l.oo
plus tax.

1

the fragrance of romance

BOURJOIS, NEW
YORK

Big Sister Barbara

Continued from page 33

only take part in the proceedings when
he was called upon to do so. Barbara won-
dered about this, and made inquiries around
the set as to the cause of this sudden
change. From then on, whenever possible,

she sat near him. She never spoke of his

loss, but, as he himself told me, her silent

understanding gave him strength to carry
on.

In direct contrast to this side of Barbara
is her great love of teasing people. She
rarely misses an opportunity to do this.

The last I heard, Slim Talbot, Gary
Cooper's lean, shy stand-in was her willing
victim. She'd call, "Ss—11—iiim !" in a good
imitation of Zazu Pitts. When he came
in answer to her call, she would throw
her arms around his neck, or fall in his
lap, much to his embarrassment. Per-
sonally, I'm sure he loved it. Then, at
lunchtime, instead of having her car pick
her up, as many stars do, Barbara would
call, "Ss—11—iim !" Slim would get out
his "bike," Barbara would hop on the
handlebars, and off they'd go.
But Barbara isn't always clowning with

her fellow players. Many times, her sincere
advice has steadied a young placer's career.
When she first met Bill Holden, he was
new to pictures, was being given a big
opportunity, and was slightly bewildered
by it all. Many a morning, he arrived at
the studio feeling far from the fortunate
young man the public might imagine him
to be. Barbara, having been in show busi-
ness all her life, was able to teach him a
valuable lesson she had learned.

"You pay a price for everything in this

world," she said. "The price you pay for
being a star is that you must learn to
leave all your personal troubles behind
you when you walk on to a set. Invariably
the star's mood is reflected on the entire
company. He or she, as the case may be,
sets the pace." .

This was no idle advice on Barbara's
part. She herself is a shining example of
any advice she might give.

Sergeant Chester
S. Cziak knows
he's a lucky
"leatherneck"
and smilingly
shows his pleasure

at being enter-

tained by lovely

Anne Shirley,
who is appearing
in "The Mayor of

44th Street."

She is always terribly excited before
she starts any picture. I imagine that any
director who is going to have Barbara in

a picture is a bit excited too. For she is

a director's dream of what an actress
should be, as a star and as a person. Sh"
is always made up and ready for work
at least a half hour before call. Her lines

are always word perfect, and she has a
thoroughly realistic approach to acting. For
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stance, in a recent picture she was sup-

sed to run up fourteen flights of stairs.

ju see her start at the first flight and

;iierge at the top. Naturally, when she
Jached the top of the stairs, she would

l]

out of breath. Ninety-nine out of a

iindred actresses would have faked being

ft of breath. Not Barbara Stanwyck. She
ilarted running up and down those stairs

itil she was really winded. Then the

jmera was called. The one complaint

nyone has against Barbara is that she

always looking out for everybody but

brself. Even in her acting she does it

e hard way.

|

While she was making "Meet John Doe"
iiere was a violent mob scene, in which
arbara had to be in the middle of a

age crowd of people. Capra, the director,

Lid everybody to get right in there and

itch. When it was all over, Barbara was
retry well trampled upon and had a bad
ish on her leg. It started to bother her

I) the studio doctor rushed to her side,

ut being Barbara, she told him to take

ire of two extra girls first, as they had
L-en really badly hurt.

It has been my rare privilege during
lis past year to have Irene Loyd as a

iend. She is a wonderful girl who has

pen confined to her bed for six years,

uring these long years, Barbara's con-

ant kind benevolence has helped her keep
lath. They first met when Irene was
nployed in the make-up department at

'arner Brothers and Barbara was work-
kg on that lot. It was at a time when
larbara herself was not particularly

iappy. But when Irene was taken ill,

arbara was oblivious of her own troubles,

ihe stood by to do everything she could

> help the stricken girl. Irene has been
loved about the country a bit in an effort

> be cured. But wherever she is, she is

at forgotten by Barbara. The many gifts

larbara sends her do a great deal toward
Tightening Irene's life.

The understanding Barbara is able to

Sve her son Dion is typified by a little

ory she told me about some other chil-

ren. She had gone down to an amuse-
lent park to spend the evening. Some
nildren, recognizing her, gathered around,

[[hey had seen her in the picture, "Annie
lakley," in which she had done some re-

larkable shooting. They were all for her
oing over to the shooting gallery to give
lem an exhibition.

I was heart-sick," she sighed. "In the

icture, a double did the shooting for me.
myself, couldn't hit a mountain if it

,ere thrown into the air. I didn't want
j disillusion the children. So I told them
couldn't shoot that night—I had hurt

ly wrist. To make up for this, I took
iem on a tour of the amusement park,

nd showed them a good time. I just

ouldn't let the kids down."
It is a well-known fact that usually it

a difficult thing to have two careers
b one family. But not so with Barbara
itanwyck and Bob Taylor. Her attitude

oward his career is that of any adoring
kife's. She is proud and happy when his

ictures draw rave notices. Not only be-
ause good notices help his career, but
iecause he works so hard to deserve them,
ilie also takes a keen interest in his activi-

ies outside his career. Right now he is

eriously studying aviation. He spends a
jreat deal of time with his head buried
n technical books. Barbara is positive he
vill make an excellent flier. But she feels
he same about it as any other young wife

;

ieep down inside the thought of Bob's
lying scares her a little.

Is it any wonder that many of Barbara's
nends regard her as their patron saint?
, myself, am not quite sure what qualities
ire essential in a saint, but I am sure
hat whatever they are, Big Sister Barbara
:ould qualify.
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HOW A YOUNG WIFE OVERCAME
THE "ONE NEGtECT" THAT WRECKS SO

MANY MARRIAGES

I. "Ideally mated," people said ... I thought so, too. But Jack's ardor gradually changed

to . . . well, a stand-offish coolness. It wasn't long before we were heading for a smash-up.

2. One day, I walked home from First Aid class

with our teacher, a nurse I barely knew. And
— out came the whole thing! (You'll tell a

stranger, more than a friend.) "My dear," she

consoled, "when romance goes out of marriage,

it's often because a woman is careless . . .

or doesn't know . . . about feminine hygiene.

3. "It's one neglect," she explained, "most men
can't forgive. And there's no excuse for it. Mod-
ern women use a safe yet amazingly powerful

germicide for feminine hygiene . . . Lysol. Just

follow directions— it won't harm tissues, but it

cleanses, deodorizes, kills all vaginal germ-life

on instant contact. I know what I'm saying."

Why you can depend on Lysol

GENTLE YET POWERFUL— Used as
directed, Lysol is frentle to delicate tis-

sues (not an acid— no free alkali), yet
there is no germ-lifein thevaginal tract

that Lysol will not kill on instant con-
tact. SPREADING— No other widely
advertised douche preparation has the
wide spreading power Lysol has— Lysol
solution virtually searches out germ-lite
in tiny folds other liquids may never
reach. ECONOM ICA L— Small bottle

makes almost 4-jrallons solution.
CLEANLY ODOR— Soon disappears.
HOLDS STRENGTH to last drop— play
safe with Lysol.

4. She was right. For now we're happy as love

birds again. I've learned how gentle Lysol is

—

how easy and economical to use—and how
effective. That nurse saved my marriage when
she told me about Lysol!

Opr..1942, by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

For new FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard

or letter for Booklet S.-642. Address: Lehn & Fink, Bloomfield, N. J.
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Don't (over up a

POOR COMPLEXION!
Don't think there's "nothing you can do"

about externally-caused pimples, ugly

chapped lips, rough, dry skin! Instead, try

Noxzema, the famous medicated cream that

was first acclaimed by scores of nurses as a

grand complexion aid

!

Noxzema does so much for poor com-
plexion because it's not just a cosmetic cream.

It contains medicated ingredients—not only
helps smooth and soften rough, dry skin

—

but also helps heal externally-caused pimples

and blemishes! And in addition, it has a

mildly astringent action

!

Try it Today I

Get a jar of medicated Noxzema at any drug

or cosmetic counter today ! Use it both as a

night cream and as a protective powder base.

See if it doesn't help make your skin softer,

clearer, lovelier! Inexpensive trial jar. Also

35(4, 50(4 and $1.00 {plus tax).

The Unpredictable Orson Welles

Continued from page 29

time, I was terribly keyed up and nervous.

The cameras were about to start grinding

when Orson called me off the set. He took

a pack of cards from his pocket, fanned

them and said, "Dolores, take a card."

Thai he proceeded to do a very clever card

trick. When it was completed he said,

"Now you can shoot the scene !" And
walked away.
We rehearsed "The Magnificent Amber-

sons" just as you would rehearse a stage

play. Every morning the company would
gather in Orson's bungalow on the lot. We
sat around reading the script with Orson
seated behind his desk just listening. Over
Ids head hung a framed motto which read,

"You must worry and fret every day if

you want to get to the top, so you can
worry and fret nights and Sundays."
When lunch time came, it wasn't unusual

for Welles to go into the kitchen and cook
hamburgers for the entire company. Next
to his work and doing magic, I think

Orson likes to cook and eat better than
anything else in the world.
During these rehearsals, I learned many

interesting little things about Welles. A
rest period found the members of the com-
pany talking about the various schools they
attended. Welles asked me where I'd gone
to school. I said, "Warner Brothers." He
countered, "You and I are in the same class.

I didn't go to school very much either."

But in spite of the lack of formal educa-
tion, Orson has one of the most alert minds
of anyone I've ever known. Once when we
were discussing my costumes, the word "in-

surance" drifted to us from the conversa-
tion of two actors standing nearby. Welles

pricked up his ears and immediately barged
into their conversation. He learned that an
insurance company wanted one of the men
to take off five pounds before they issued
him a policy.

"Of course, they do," Orson said. "No fat

man is a good risk. Did you ever see a fat

Andy Devine,
husky screen com-
edian, has two
good reasons
(shown with him)

for being proud
on Fathers' Day,
June 2 I . The older

boy is Timothy
Andrew, and
Dennis Patrick is

the baby's name.

old man?" We all had to admit that we'd
seen very few of them. The reason, Welles
kindly informed us, was because as yet
grow older it puts a strain on your heart
to carry around too much weight.

Speaking of weight, it was over my put-

ting on five pounds that Orson and I had
our one and only argument. Sitting arourr
on the set (Orson insists the entire com-
pany be present every day whether actually

working or not) I had gained the offensive

poundage. Orson was upset over it anc
told me, in no uncertain terms, to take il

off. From then on, there was a coolness

between us until one day he came over tc

show me his latest card trick, which wa<
his way of apologizing. He was like

little boy who says, "Come on, I'll let yor
play with my toys."

There was another time when this child-

like quality appeared in Orson. It was dur-

ing the shooting of a big scene with one
of his old Mercury players. The actor hac
to walk through five communicating rooms
Welles rehearsed the action over and ovei
again. Finally, the elderly actor, feelim
tired, asked Welles to let his stand-in dc

the rehearsing, as he was letter-perfect ii

the scene. Welles refused, telling the actoi

to repeat the scene again. This led to

heated argument, at the end of which th(

actor said, with great dignity : "I'll be ii

my dressing room when you need me, Mr
Welles."
Orson looked at him wistfully and re

plied, "My best friends call me Orson, evei

when they're mad at me."
Now I ask you ! How could anyone re

sist this grown man in whom the little bo?
quality still lingers?

" Another of Welles' outstanding traits i.

his unfailing willingness to give the under'
dog a break. Any agent who has a goo<
actor on his list whom he is having diffi

culty in placing, can always depend oi

Welles to find him a part if itds humanl;
possible.

Orson is credited with being a grea
actor, director, and producer, but alonj

with these things I personally think tha
he is a great psychiatrist. His handling o
people is superb. His instinctive under
standing of human beings is amazing. I be
lieve an excellent example of this was whei
we were shooting a funeral scene. A grou;

of extras had to walk past the coffin an*

take a farewell look at the face of th

corpse. Welles noticed that one womai
never looked into the casket. He repeate*
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High-speed camera carches the

motion and grace of Arthur

Murray dancers in a Conga

turn—all on one film.

use Odorono Cream . • •

Arthur Murray Dancers Do!
• Glamourous Arthur Murray dancer Bunny

Duncan rushes through her day like a whirling

dervish. Yet you'd find her still enchantingly

fresh and sure of her charm at the end of her last

lesson! For Arthur Murray girls trust Odorono

Cream to guard them against underarm odor

and dampness.

Gentle, delightful to use— non-greasy, non-

gritty Odorono Cream ends perspiration annoy-

ance safely 1 to 3 days! Get a jar! Dance and still

be sweet and appealing when the orchestra plays

"The Star-Spangled Banner"! Generous 10/,

39/, 59/ sizes at your favorite cosmetic counter.

The Odorono Co., Inc., New York

ENDS PERSPIRATION
ANNOYANCE I TO 3 DAYS

I FULL OZ. JAR—ONLY 39?! (Plus Tax)

ALSO LIQUID ODORONO— REGULAR AND INSTANT
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TEETHING PAINS

RELIEVED

J|
'HEN your baby suffers from

teething pains,justrub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

DR. HAND'S
T E ETHI NG LO T I O N

Just rub it on the gums
Buy it from your druggist today

MUSIC COMPOSED
TO POEMS

Send poem for consideration. Rhyming
pamphlet free. Phonograph electrical
transcriptions made, J7.00 from your word
and music manuscript. Any subject. Patri-
otic, Love, Home, Sacred, Swing.

KEENAN'S MUSIC SERVICE
lux 2140. Dept. SC Bridgeport, Conn.

Men, Women Over 40

Don't Be Weak, Old
Feel Peppy, New, Years Younger
Take Ostrex. Contains general tonics, stimulants, often
needed after 4 —by bodies lacking iron, calcium phosphate
and Vitamin Bi. A 73-year-old doctor writes: "It did so
much for patients, I took it myself. Results were fine."
Special introductory size Ostrex TOnic Tablets costs only
3 5c. Start feeling peppier and years younger, this very day.
For sale at all good drug stores everywhere.

CALLOUSES
PAIN, BURNING or TENDERNESS

on BOTTOM of your FEET?

DOCTOR'S NEW
QUICKER RELIEF!

Stop foot misery! For painful
callouses, burning or tender-
ness on the bottom of your
feet, get the New Super-Soft
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads.

These thin, cushioning,
soothing pads instantly lift

pressureoffthesensitivespot;
give you speedy relief.

New in design and texture,
630% softer than before.

Heart shape. Thin Scal-
loped Edge. Do not
come off in bath. Sep-
arate Medications in-
cluded for removing
callouses. Costs buta
few cents a treatment.
Sold everywhere.
btsist on Dr. Scboll'sl

DfSchol/s Zino pads

Because of sugar rationing, Ann uses

honey recipes as often as possible, and
offers a choice of these. Honey apples are

favored at her house. Instead of sugar, fill

a cored apple with raisins, dates and honey
and bake.

ALL HONEY COOKIES
1 cup honey 1 cup butter

2 teaspoons soda Yi teaspoon each

ZY\ cups flour

(approx.)
Burnett's cinna-

mon, clove and
allspice

Boil honey and butter together about
one minute. Cool. Sift flour, spices and
soda together. Add flour to make a soft

dough. Roll thin, cut and bake in mod-
erate oven (350 degrees) for 12 to 15

minutes. (Because these cookies are thin,

they burn easily.)

HONEY VANILLA ICE-CREAM
1/3 cup honey 3 cups thin cream
l/z teaspoon Salt

Burnett's vanilla

Heat cream, honey and salt to scalding

over hot water. Remove and cool, add
vanilla and freeze.

HONEY FRESH ORANGEADE
For each serving allow

:

2 tablespoons honey
2 tablespoons lemon juice

6 tablespoons orange juice

Mix fruit juices and honey thoroughly.

Add 1 cup spring or charged water. Fill

iced-tea glasses with cracked ice, pour
over mixture and let stand 3 minutes be-

fore serving.

Ann is the lively type, dark, slim, active,

bubbling over. She and her mother and
grandmother have had great fun furnish-

ing and decorating their home in Brent-

wood, but Ann has the more original ideas.

"Let's gay it up !" is her favorite expres-

sion. The house is a two-story California

colonial set in a garden that provides bad-

minton, croquet, ping-pong, barbecues and
sun-bathing for relaxation.

"A friend gave me three Staffordshire

pieces that had been in his family for a

hundred and twenty-five years," confided

my hostess. 'At the same time, the artist

Cristo Christy sent Mother a huge portrait

Ann Rutherford's

bedroom, right, is

as dainty and ul-

tra-feminine as

the starlet her-

self. That's a real

dog at her feet,

not a toy—he's

"Henry," her
French poodle.

of me in a pink dress from 'Pride and
Prejudice' and she insisted on hanging it

in the living room, while I set my pieces
on the mirrored mantel. The soft pinks and
blues in my pieces and the pink in her,
were the colors for our room.

"I wanted love seats and drapes in

flowered chintz, but Mother likes thing;
that will wear for several centuries, so she
selected flowered faille, which turned out to
be quite lovely. I picked out the soft blu<:

couch, and together we found the colonial

tables, commodes and piano."

Red plaid with an edging of delft blue
as color scheme for the den was one of
Ann's inspirations. From above the fire-

place, Man O' War's portrait dominates
this room, framed in the plaid. A ruffle

that snaps on and off edges the mantel on
which stands Ann's miniature horse col-

lection ; similar tiny ruffles edge the

shelves. The big window has drapes and the

couch is upholstered in the same fabric. It

may not sound effective, but it is.

The paper in the powder room was an
odd silver and burgundy that fairly hit you
in the face, according to Ann who wanted
to tear it off. Her mother mentioned that

they were already over the budget, so Ann
had to cope with that paper. She did it with
burgundy net curtains crossed at the

window, the same net flouncing the dress-

ing-table and stool, the mirrored top of the

table reflecting the silver in the walls in a
most attractive fashion.

The tapestry wall-paper in the dining
room was exactly what they wanted for
their furniture, but the breakfast room was
a dull spot when the Rutherfords moved in.

"Let's gay it up !" cried Ann. She painted

the inside of the two corner cupboards a
vivid red, put soft blue paper with a tiny

pattern in red and blue on the walls, and
bought a glass-topped metal table and
chairs. The table can be rolled out through
glass doors to the patio when outdoor
lunching invites, and come to no harm in

any weather.
The bedrooms are daintily colonial, with

four-poster beds, delicate white net can-
opies and flounces, or spool beds with
slender twisted posts, and pastel silken

puffs. Ann's own room has an alcoved
window.
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"WE LIVE BRIGHT..!"

"NO fooling about bright, clean teeth in the picture business . . . it's just part of the

game that every star has to know," says Mr. Brent. No wonder many stars speak

so appreciatively of Calox ... a tooth powder with two ways to whiteness.

Two ways to

can™
your dentist follows bothf

so can you- with Calox

faOv

Notice your dentist's technique when he

gives you a dental cleaning. First, he

thoroughly cleans your teeth. Then, and

only then, does he polish them.

In your home care why be satisfied

with less than BOTH cleaning and

polishing, when you can get Calox?

CalOX gives yOU ./u'e special ingredients

for cleaning and brightening. With every

stroke of the brush, Calox helps detach

food particles, removes deposits, cleans

off surface stains. And with every stroke

Calox polishes, too, making your teeth

shine with their own clear, white, natural

lustre ... In Hollywood, many a star

trusts to Calox-care. Try Calox Tooth
Powder for your smile!

McKesson &: Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.
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NEW CUSHION-GUARD

KURLASH
DOES THE TRICK

Eye appeal plus—at the flick

of your Kurlash— the jiffy

eyelash curler that sweeps

your lashes skywards, un-

veils your eyes, then frames

them with glamorous beauty

!

This miracle eye beautifier

is waiting for you, at lead-

ing drug and department

stores everywhere about

town. Price just $1.00.

Send 10c to Jane Heath, Dept. Wl, Kurlash
Co., Inc., Rochester, N. V. for trial tube of
Kurlene eye lash cream and free eye
beauty make-up chart. State color of eyes,

hair and skin.

KURLASH
The Only Complete Eye-Beauty Line

THE KURLASH COMPANY, INC.

Rochester, N. Y. • New York City • Toronto, Canada

POCKET RADIO*or PURSE SIZE **•%0mVor PURSE SIZE
About Cigarette Package Size!
Requires no tubes, batteries or
electric "plug in"—Wt. only 1/3
lb.—Streamline plastic case. An
unusual novelty—receives local
stations. SIMPLE—NO UPKEEP!
Costs nothing to play— ever!
OWNERS REPORT 2-3 YEARS
SERVICE — THOUSANDS SOLD.

Wise, says: "WORKS SWELL"—!
| ONE YEAR SERVICE GUARANTEE — —

complete with rnideet individual earphone. Instructions, hookups
-ready to listen! Ensv Payment Plan as follows:

ISFNII nill Vtl An (cash, M.O., Check) and pay post-|acnuunLI &L.UU man $1.99 p ius postage on ar-
ena" $2.99 for postpaid delivery! Get your new

Midqet now—for real enjoyment. Ideal gift. ORDER NOW!
|
MIDGET RADIO CO., Dept. SC-6, KEARNEY, NEBRASKA

SONG POEMS WANTED
to be set to music. Phonograph records made.
Send your poems for our offer and FREE
rthyminjr Dictionary.

VANDERBILT MUSIC STUDIOS
Box 112, Dept. EC Cone/ Island, N. Y.

What's this about

DUDE RANCHES?
Don't miss Gene Autry's inside story about dude
ranches. It's a big feature of the big June issue of

SILVER SCREEN
Ask for a copy at your newsstand today!

KEEP 'EM WRITING
To get the best from your type-
writers call a Royal-trained,

Royal-approved service man.
Prompt, expert, trouble-free re-

pairs assured. Use Roytype
Typewriter Supplies—Ribbons
and Carbons—made by Royal.

ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO., Inc.

2 Park Ave. New York, N. Y.

Branches and Representatives
the World Over.

actors who thinks it vulgar, or something,
to mention his wife from nine to six. Ty
is so much in love with Annabella, and he's

so terribly proud of her, that you'd have
to bash his head in to keep him from talk-

ing about her. When the publicity depart-
ment informed him just the other day that
one of the newspapers wanted to take pic-

tures of his home for a Sunday feature,

Ty said, "Without Annabella? They
wouldn't be any good. Can't the paper wait
until Annabella comes home?" You'll never
find Mrs. Tyrone Power" fluttering mouse-
like in the background. Ty doesn't want it

that way. And he has a way of telling

studios what he wants. A pretty swell guy,
that Ty.
The young Powers celebrated their

third wedding anniversary this past April

!

(Will those gloomy goons who said their

marriage wouldn't last a year kindly go
out in the backyard and kick themselves?)
Their first anniversary they celebrated in
New York,, their second in Grand Canyon,
and this one of course in Chicago, with all

the wonderful and exciting trimmings. Take
the word of their Hollywood friends that
they are just as 'romantically in love today
as they were that April afternoon in 1939
when they stood side by side in Anna-
bella's flower be-decked Bel-Air living
room, looked into each other's eyes, and
said, with a feeling close to reverence, "for
better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in

sickness and in health, to love and to
cherish till death do us part."

Love has a way of settling down, like

a souffle that has been too long out of the
oven. The Ty Powers do not like souffles

that have flattened out. Love has a way of
getting into routines. The Ty Powers do
not like routines. As a matter of fact Ty
hates routines, with a grim and gruesome
hate. "The only thing I like in a routine
way," Ty said to me in his trailer dressing
room, while he was waiting for Joan Fon-
taine to finish her closeups, "the only thing
about which I want no change—is my
friends."

Said Ty, "The best way for a married
couple to keep romance fresh and alive,

year in and year out, is to break the
routine—though, mind you now, don't think
I'm trying to put myself up as an authority
on romance and marriage. Maybe I'm prej-

udiced. Maybe I just don't like routines.

Why, Annabella and I resent routines so
much that we celebrate our wedding anni-
versaries in a different place each year."

But Ty is right, don't you think? Noth-
ing kills off romance quite so quickly as
the dull monotony of everyday procedure,

trary.order, and habit. And, on the contrary,
nothing is so conducive to a tingling pulse
and a thrilling glow around the heart as
the unexpected surprise. Habit is relaxing,
you may argue if you're the type, but it

is also boring. A famous neurologist, who
boasted that he had prevented the breaking
up of innumerable marriages, uttered words
of wisdom when he said, "People do not
understand that habitude may become the
worst of corrosives."

Well, from the looks of things, you can
safely bet your last dollar (the one you
had left over from your income tax) that
Ty and Annabella's marriage isn't suffering
from any corrosion. Not even around the
edges. Habits, at the Powers, seem always
to be getting a sock on the jaw. Last sum-
mer when Ty had a long vacation from
picture-making he and Annabella, as ex-
cited as two children, packed their bags,
closed up their Brentwood house, and
joined the straw-hat circuit' in New Eng-
land. The advice-givers of Hollywood
gathered around like a Greek Chorus and
muttered gloomily, "It's suicide for you to
return to the stage. You are one of the
biggest box-office stars in Hollywood. The
critics will tear you limb from limb. It

will be humiliating. Degrading. No Holly-
wood star has ever returned to the stage
when he's on top. You'll regret it. Woe,
woe, woe !"

Ty and Annabella couldn't have had
more fun. Summer stock along the straw-
hat circuit is no bed of roses, as you doubt-
less know, and their hard-earned salary
wouldn't even pay postage on Ty's fan
mail. They wore old slacks and sweaters,
they helped build scenery, they talked "the-
ater" with the other actors far into the
night, they studied hard—and they loved
every minute of it. Furthermore, their per-
formances in "Liliom" rated raves from
most of the critics. Well, of course, they
could have spent the summer in Hollywood
and gone to night clubs and given dinners
for the same old tired faces, and yawned
themselves to death.

Annabella firmly believes that her hand-
some husband has the right idea about
keeping romance alive and fresh by break-
ing routine. A perfect example of that is

her recent decision to leave her home and
appear with the Chicago company of Noel
Coward's very successful "Blithe Spirit."

Of course, when Annabella casually an-
nounced her decision the Greek Chorus
gathered around with faces even longer
than ever and crooned a dirge which said,

"Annabella is a fool to leave her beautiful,

comfortable home and live in a grimy Chi-

Cecil B. DeMille, producer-director of "Reap the Wild Wind," helping members of the

American Women's Voluntary Services sell Defense Bonds and Stamps for Uncle Sam.
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Money Secrets of the Stars!
THIS ISN'T HOW the "other half" lives— it's how

the "other one-millionth" lives! For here are the

most revealing facts about movie stars, those remark-

able, one-in-a-million people whose purses can "go the

limit!" See what they spend for fun, for servants, for

homes. See how they provide for their unpredictable

futures; how they make their monied mistakes. Read this

fascinating "inside" expose of Hollywood's mighty!

Other Scoops in June Screen Guide:

The "Hopeless Case" of Hedy Lamarr. No screen siren

has such innate appeal as she; yet no other is such a problem.

See how Hollywood hocus-pocus shapes her career!

Veronica Lake Is Not What You Think! This generation's

Theda Bara has become a false legend—but the truth is an

inspiration to every girl "who has no sex appeal!"

The Honest Story of Rita Hayworth's Divorce. Don|t

allow headline-hunters to hoodwink you with rumors; here is

the authenticated account of Rita's marital tragedy!

Don't Make a Sideshow of Shirley Temple! Every girl

grows up to face fearsome realities— in private. See how yes-

teryear's darling may have to fight them out— in the open!
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magazine; pages of intimate, on-the-spot gossip, beauty

hints, fashion news, movie reviews. Get Screen Guide!
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cago hotel where she'll freeze in the winter

and roast in the summer. Annabella is

crazy to sweat and toil when she doesn't

have to lift a finger. Annabella is com-
pletely mad to leave Tyrone alone in Holly-

wood with all those predatory females.

Woe. and more woe!"
But phooey, say I, to these dreary advice-

givers. This separation is a wonderful thing

for two young people, like Ty and Anna-
bella, who are" so keen to keep their

romance alive. It's really a second court-

ship. Ty, the lover again, writes Annabella

long letters every day, he anticipates those

long distance calls at night, he thinks tip

surprises for her, he spends long, but
pleasant, hours selecting presents to send

her, and whenever he has four or five days

off from the studio he dashes madly to the

airport and takes the fastest plane to Chi-

cago. Then there's the breathless excite-

ment of two people who love each other

seeing each other after an absence. This

second courtship is almost as thrilling as

the first—the time he pursued her to South
America and did such a fine bit of wooing
that she promised to become Mrs. Tyrone
Power. A marriage such as this hasn't a
chance in a million of becoming stale.

Far from being crazy, as the calamity-

dipped Cassandras of our village would
have you believe, Annabella is a very smart
young woman. She knows that this sepa-

ration, this excursion into the drama, will

be a chance to build her own personality.

There is a belief that by the sacrifice of

two individualities a joint personality can
be accomplished. It's little wonder that so

many Hollywood marriages fail to survive
the compression. And why should a woman,
simply because she becomes a wife, sacrifice

her individuality ? When a man marries it's

because he loves a woman as she is, so

why should she right off sacrifice her per-

sonality, thereby killing the thing about
herself that intrigued him in the first place ?

Keep your personality, and keep your hus-
band intrigued.

But long before they started running off

to straw-hat circuits and Chicago, Ty and
Annabella refused to stick to routines—and
had a lot of fun. Like the time two years

ago when they decided to take an automo-
bile trip through Arizona and New Mexico.

"Just a short trip. No, we don't need much
luggage. We'll be back in a week or ten

days." Well, they were gone for weeks,

they went to Oregon instead of Arizona,

no one knew where they were, and they

had a perfectly glorious time. When they

reached a town and they were tired they

stayed all night, and if they liked the town
they stayed several days. Sometimes they

went to hotels and sometimes they went to

auto courts. They didn't try to make so

many miles an hour.

This refusal to stick to routines naturally

is rather hard on their servants, who have

to be very understanding, very understand-

ing indeed. Ty will come home from "the

studio, and with dinner practically on the

table, he will suggest that they get all

dressed up and join the Gary Coopers at

Ciro's. On the other hand if a dressy party

is planned ahead at one of the night clubs

it's a nine-to-one bet that Ty will say,

"Let's skip it. Let's eat in." And Anna-

bella likes to tell about the night that they

were done up like movie stars, white tie,

ermine, jewels, everything, on their way to

a great big snooty dinner party. The car

stopped for a traffic signal and Ty just

happened to see a swell display of salami,

goose liver, and pickled pigsfeet in a delica-

tessen window. Well, you know what hap-

pened. The Powers ate huge rye bread

sandwiches with dabs of cole slaw in their

own dining room.
Lloyds of London wouldn't handle it, but

believe me. I don't think you can get better

love insurance than the Powers' Method of

keeping romance alive.
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So-o-o-o-o, Women Talk

Too Much? No! Says

Cracie Allen

Continued from page 51

the name of the building she's in. My sister,

who's the greatest talker in the family, is

giving all her time as a stenographer in

the F. B. I. But the only thing she has told

me is that she can write 160 words a min-
ute. Still another tells me that she works
from 9 at night till 3- in the morning, then

goes home alone—that's all. I asked one
woman, just to try her out, 'What is it your
husband does?' She said, T really don't

know,' but of course she did. These women,
and many more, have my greatest respect

for both the work the}' are doing for their

country and their ability to keep still about
it. For my small part, I've been going to

various arm}' camps and naval bases"—she

didn't mention names or places
—

"with en-

tertainment units. It's rather silly, I think,

for actresses to pour coffee when they can

enteitain the boys, and actors don't have to

do canteen work when they, in their own
line, can do so much more for the soldiers

and sailors. And those boys are so grateful

for a little entertainment that they make
the most wonderful audience in the world.

But, to get back to women doing war work
in offices and the like. I must say that both

girls and women who have volunteered

their services are so serious about it, put-

ting their whole heart end soul in it, that

they can be trusted to keep secrets. This is

equally true, I believe, of women generally

today. They don't have to be warned."

She remained grave in her thoughts,

then : "There's no question but that women
do a lot of talking, but as a rule it's on
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light matters. Sometimes it makes you feel

like saying, 'Come on, come on, get to the

point!' But I'll confess I try to do what I

dislike in other people. On the radio I al-

ways talk fast because it's easier that way
to talk nonsense. Oh well, maybe I just

do it naturally. I'm like all my family—
walk fast, talk fast, boom, boom, boom."

Something told me that Grade was slip-

ping into gear.

"I can't keep anybody waiting, and I get

nervous if anybody keeps me waiting." She
seemed to be getting under motion. "I first

talked fast when I was fifteen and I've

never stopped. But if you think I talk fast,

you ought to hear my two sisters. One of
them hits such a clip that she gets all mixed
up and has to start over again. When the

three of us were at it, Mother used to say,

'What can you find to talk about all the

time? Please let me have the floor a min-
ute.' I don't know where the family got
it from."
She pondered the mystery, only to turn

abruptly and almost defensively with : "But
look at the way men talk with bartenders.

How do you explain that? You don't. It's

just one of those things. But men don't talk

much at home. Now, there's my husband,
George Burns. Why, when somebody calls

him on the telephone all he says is, 'Yes—no
—goodbye.' 'George,' I tell him, 'you
shouldn't do that. You ought to be nice and
friendly, pass the time of day, and to show
you're interested inquire about the way the

person's feeling, for instance, if it's a woman
be sympathetic and ask, "How's your foot?"

Almost any woman is sure to have some-
thing the matter with at least one of her
feet, so you can't go wrong. And you know,
George, how I am at the telephone.' 'Yes,'

he says, 'you stay on the wire till it curls

up and goes to bed.' 'Now, George,' I point

out to him, 'you are a man of intelligence

who doesn't have to be told that the only
kind of wire that can curl up and go to

bed is the wire in a bedspring.' 'Leave it

lay,' he moans. 'George,' I remind him, 'you

know better than to use such English, a
man of your education, my goodness ! And,
anyway, you say that just as if you weren't
talking over the wire, but through the wire
of a chicken-coop.' But before I can say

anything more to help him, George stops

his ears and jumps up and rushes out to

his own room and slams the door. After a
while I peek in at him and when I see him
with his head in his hands I know George
is thinking."

I started to remark, "Women tele-

phoning—

"

"Yes, isn't it the truth ?" clicked Gracie,

making a quick connection. "They're good
at it. With a woman a telephone call is a
social call. She has a lovely visit with her

friend. Chatting away, she doesn't stay on
the line just a few minutes, she hangs on
anywhere from fifteen to half an hour. If

you added up her talk day by day for a
year you'd probably find that most of her

public speaking, as you might say, is done

by phone. Now, you wouldn't know about

this, but the one place where she really

enjoys letting herself go, conversationally,

you understand, is a beauty shop. And that's

where, of all places, she ought to keep still,

because it's dangerous, my, yes ! She has to

talk loud under the dryer, and it's a safe

bet she doesn't show any sign of throat

trouble. Yet for all she knows she may be
right next door to the wife of the man
she's talking about, and that wife is apt to

hear some choice things. To make it worse,
some hairdressers and manicurists tell col-

umnists what they've heard—there's money
in it, you know, oh my, yes !—then the

columnists spill it, and the fat's in the fire.

It's enough to make your hair turn
bleached. For another thing, take any party.

The minute dinner's over, all the women
make a bee-line for the powder room and,

puff-puff, the air is full of gossip—honest,

it's terrible ! In New York it's not quite

so bad because it's not quite so intimate,

with so many dinner parties given in cafes

and such, where like as not you don't know
your elbow-neighbor in a powder room.
But out here in Hollywood people go to

other people's rooms and, good gracious,

how they do let themselves go when they
get there ! You know, I often wonder about
all this talking in the world, blah, blah,

blah, tongues wagging till it's a wonder
they don't drop off. The French talk an
awful lot—you've noticed that, haven't you?

Hedy Lamarr visits George Montgomery on

the set of "Ten Gentlemen from West Point."

George is made up for his role in the picture.

—and so do the Mexicans and the Spanish.

The funny thing about them is that they

take a lot of words to say what we say in

a few words, just as the two of us sitting

here can get over what we mean without

running on and on with words. But I must
admit that women generally could accom-
plish great things if they didn't. Look at

Margaret Mitchell. Although she simply

had to write the biggest book of modern
times, and by that I mean the longest book,

'Gone With the Wind' paid her so well

that she certainly didn't waste any words,

did she? Now, my sister Hazel is different,

just doesn't care how many she wastes,

even answers her own questions, and is al-

ways saying the wrong things, but she says

this is okay by her because it keeps her

talking. I do all right myself."

Granting as much, I wondered, "Do
years— ?"

"Yes, indeed they do make a difference,"

declared Gracie, helpfully taking the words
right out of my mouth, bless her. "I think

that the best years of a woman's life are

spent talking. And if women tried to break
themselves of the habit they really wouldn't

be women, and men wouldn't like them so

well. Talking echoes the best in a woman,
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nd it's some echo!" Gracie squeezed in a

ttle laugh. "It grows—the talking, I

iean—with years. When a girl gets to a

ertain age, sixteen, say, life is grand, oh,

foy! But as a talker she's just learning

,ier A B C's. It's when a woman reaches

brty that she's really good, for now she

; oes in for reminiscence, and that's where

ihe shines. She has what you call back-

I

round, and if she misses any part of it

: ou'd never notice it. She can draw herself

ut, if you follow me, like a kitten with a

ball of yarn. All she needs is a man to

isten to her."
_

I was anxious to know, "What is the—

?

"The effect on a man," deftly supplied

3racie, "is not so good, I'm afraid, but

hat, of course, depends on the man. I once

<new of a strange case, rather sad case,

,j:oo, that of a man who took to eating

kails, didn't actually swallow them whole,

Lou understand, but kept nibbling at them.

Nobody could make out just what it was
[hat ailed him till an all-star cast of doc-

tors held a consultation at his house and

after hearing his wife's testimony brought

In a verdict of loquacious anemia, or some-

thing like that. The doctors said he could

be kept alive with the proper kind of nour-

[sbrnent, but the poor fellow just shook

his head and reached for another nail. Of

bourse, that was an extreme case.' But

(speaking generally, I suspect that men get

lawfully bored, seeing as how they like to

Stalk about themselves and don't get the

[chance to say anything personally interest-

ing.
):

"The boys are like that, too. I remember a

llboy of six I was talking to one day who
Isaid, 'Aw, all right, get it over with !' Even
he got tired. Lots of women talk a blue

!-treak to men just to keep the ball rolling

^because they're terribly afraid of a wait,

but I think they're wrong in supposing that

'this is entertaining to men, don't you? But

when I stop talking I won't have a job,

and it's the zany characters I play that

make it necessary, though I guess I wouldn't

know how to play anything else. And
speaking of jobs, do you know why it is

that a girl or a woman makes such a good
stenographer? It's because she thinks so

fast, and so all the time that the big boss

behind the mahogany desk is dictating a

letter or something she keeps a jump ahead

of him. Of course, holding herself in like

that, really going against Nature by not

doing the talking herself, must be an awful
strain on her. Just to make this clear to

you, I'll put it in another way : You've

gone to the matinee performance of a play?

All right. Have you noticed something that

always happens? It's what you might call

psychological. The moment the curtain goes

down on an act the women in the audience

pipe up. They're so full of talk and they've

held it in so long that they let loose like

a bunch of magpies. I think that talking

like that is a sign of nervousness, and
women are more subject to it than men
because they're highly strung or what have

you."
As she paused for breath, I struggled to

inquire, "It's their—?"
"That's it," confirmed the swiftly in-

tuitive Gracie, "it's their delicate nervous

system. What's more, women, especially

modern women, are interested in so many
things, even things quite outside themselves,

which certainly is unselfish of them, isn't

it? I don't know how true this is, but I've

heard it's extroverts who do most of the

talking and that there are more extrovert

women than men. But how in the world does

anybody know that? Do canvassers go

around asking people, 'Are you an extrovert

or an introvert?' and then figure it all out

like a Gallup poll? To me, it's just that

women are more curious than men, and

they're not ashamed of their curiosity. A

man finds out things by himself through
introversion or something, but a woman
likes company. And when it comes to that,

she has an almost constant desire to be

entertaining the opposite sex, which is very

sweet of her. She's awfully interested in

dress, of course, and you might call it her fa-

vorite subject of conversation, but don't for-

get, just the same, that she dresses, not for

herself, but for men. Some women, I think,

have too many interests for their own good,

but it's a good thing they talk about them,

because talking is an outlet and it kind

of eases 'em up. I know it relaxes me more
than anything else, takes the strain off my
mind and gives me a nice loose comfy feel-

ing. Not that everybody can do it, as if it

were second or even first nature. I suppose

it's a gift, and sometimes I wonder . .
."

In her musing, a strange calm stole over

her. She sat mutely inert, her spirit dozing,

her hands asleep in her lap. Rest, I felt,

had gently touched her like a blessing. In

the great silence, only the faint ticking of

a clock was to be heard. Then, in sudden

ecstasy, Gracie sprang up, her whole being

vibrantly aroused, her face aglow with

revelation, her eyes shining with the light

of discovery.

"Wait, wait a minute!" she cried. "Now
I have it—at last it has come to me—after

all these years—just think of that—well,

well, well !" She flung up her arms ex-

ultantly, triumph flashing from her finger-

tips. "Remember my saying I didn't know
where our family got it from, the talking?

But now I do know—and how we got it!

My mother had two tongues
!"

Amazed I gasped, "Two t— !"

"That's right," joyously pealed Gracie.

"Mother was born with two tongues. One
was clipped off, but just the same she had

her say. And imagine my forgetting all

about it! Oh well, now I know why I talk

so much!"

PEPSODENT POWDER
makes teeth

TWICE AS BRIGHT
Pretty Margaret and Marilyn Rick, Palatine, Illinois,

Twins, chorus: "Pepsodent's really 'super'
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bright teeth can be! ti
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Can't Keep
Grandma In
Her Chair

She's as Lively as a Youngster

—

Now her Backache is better
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly

once they discover that the real cause of their troublemay be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They helo
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there ia something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

Everything Happens to Kay Kyser!

Continued from page 34

"He's got too much activity."
In high school, he was a model chap,

however. He ran for most of the school
offices and was elected. And he was in love.

"I got all A's in my classes, and I studied
hard," Kay told me. "My girl was beautiful,
but studies didn't come so easily to her, so
I tried to help her. I'd coach her almost
every night. We were really quite serious
about each other.

"Well, one day she kicked me over for
another fellow. I wouldn't have minded so
much if he hadn't been the worst reprobate
in town. He was a drinking man, and I

never had touched liquor. I got -so all-fired
mad at my girl that I didn't know what
to do.

"About a week after she had kicked me
oyer, my rival invited me to a party at
his house. I knew he wanted to gloat over
his conquest. Finally, I decided to go. But
I made up my mind that it wouldn't be
the mousy and quiet' Kyser that would go
to that party. It would be a new man.

"Before the party, I stopped off at my
Dad's drug store and sneaked a big sip of
pure-grain alcohol. That stuff was just like
dynamite as it seared its way down. Then
I went to the party.
"When I got to the fellow's house, I was

a burning mass of fire. I felt—and I guess
I acted—like a new person. I threw open
the door, stormed inside, and glared at
everybody. The folks were all surprised,
but that was what I wanted. Suddenly, I

saw my girl. I marched over to her,
grabbed her arm, and said, 'You're going
to dance with me.' We danced for a while
and then I dragged her over to a chair
and made her sit down. 'We're going to
talk,' I said. I told her what I thought of
her, and then still under steam, I left her,
saying, 'I'm tired of talking to you.'

"I walked into the room where some of
the fellows were and started to brag about
what I had done—about my caveman in-

stincts and all. On a table there was a bowl
of some fresh and artificial fruit all mixed
together. While I talked, I ate a banana.
Then I reached for some grapes. I ate al-

most a bunch of grapes before I realized
that they were made of wax.

"Well, the next morning, my girl called
me up—all full of remorse. She said she was
sorry for what she had done and that she
had thrown over the other guy. Then she
said she couldn't let me lead a life of de-
bauchery, and that she couldn't let me ruin
my life.

"I let her bring me back to a sane life

again," and here Kay chuckled. "We were
sweethearts on a steady basis for the next
two years. Eventually, though, it all blew
up."

Incidentally, that alcohol was the last

drink that Kay ever took.. I know that to
be true, for I've seen him around—and so
help me, he always orders ginger ale.

Kay's college career was mainly a series

of one achievement after another. He was
too slight to make any athletic teams, so
he worked on school publications, acted as
impresario of the school's three most pre-
tentious musical shows, and became the
college's most successful cheer-leader. It

was at the University of North Carolina
that Kay's life suddenly began to take on the
appearances of a sixteen-cylinder car mow-
ing down an Austin, an appearance that has
lasted with the energetic Kyser to this day.
He had had no ideas whatsoever of start-

ing an orchestra. Hal Kemp was the school
orchestra leader. But, one day, Kemp up
and stated that he was leaving with his

band.

Why don't you start an orchestra,
Kay?" he asked. "You're popular, and you
can get a lot of fellows to join. You can't
leave the school without an orchestra."
Kay finally decided that he'd combine his

cheer-leading activities with a band, so a
few days after Kemp left, he put up a sign
on the bulletin board which read: "All
musicians who want to form a new orches-
tra report to the gym at 3 this afternoon."
About fifteen showed up.

"I took six men from the fifteen," Kay
said. "They all played by ear. I sort of put-
tered around with a clarinet, but I certainly
wasn't the musician the rest of the boys
were. After a good deal of rehearsal and
listening to records of big-name bands, we
learned six numbers. We very frankly tried
to copy the other top-notch orchestras since
we had no arranger or anything like that.

"We clicked at the University all right,
and then we got our chance to play our
first big dance at the country club at Ox-
ford. Five days before the event, I had the
bad judgment to take on an attack of
appendicitis."

Kay didn't mention the fact that he de-
cided to have a local anaesthetic only so
he could watch the whole operation. Four
days later, he was back rehearsing for the
dance.

"The dance was on a Friday night," Kay
continued. "I didn't feel any too comfortable
on that Friday morning. I got the most
terrific case of cold feet. I was afraid the
band would flop. So I told the boys that I

had to go to bed early that night so I'd
be ready for my cheer-leading duties the
next day.

"The fellows played all right, but they
played_ their six numbers over and over
again in exactly the same rotation all eve-
ning. But since they clicked, I went to the
rest of the dances myself and took over my
place as the leader."

The band played all over the south for
about a year. At the end of nine months,
the orchestra numbered ten musicians.
"We felt pretty cocky with our success

in the south, so we thought we ought to
invade the north." A northern booker heard
of us and booked us into a dance hall in
Pennsylvania. When we got there, we

Lieut. James Stewart and Mercedes McCam-
bridge were recently heard in a broadcast of
"A Letter at Midnight," one of the patriotic

plays in the series, Plays for Americans.
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earned that the agent hadn't had time to

nake posters advertising us as 'Kay Kyser

lind his Band,' so he simply used some
bosters he had left over from a group called

|rhe Pennsylvanians. When we got to the

dance hall on the evening of the dance, we
baw ourselves billed as The Pennsylvanians.

"It might have been all right if we'd kept

(our mouths shut, but once I started to talk

[and my southern accent rolled out, the audi-

pnce almost threw us out at first. Then they

.simply laughed and applauded. We thought

,\ve were a big hit. We were sure we were
When the manager asked us to play there

again the next night.

"We were pretty dumb, I guess. The next

evening, we showed up at the hall, and the

[place was pitch dark. We waited two hours,

and no one—not even the manager or stage

(hand—ever came. Then it was that we knew
we had been given a royal rib."

Kay next took the band to Cleveland

•with the idea that they were booked there.

Later he learned that four other bands had
been promised the same job at the same

f lace.

"We were stranded in Cleveland for four

c r five weeks," Kay said. "Our money was
running out. We stayed in a fifty cent a
might hotel and tried to dodge the landlady

continually. We didn't want the gang back
home to think we were flopping, so we went
to a big hotel, borrowed their stationery,

and told the folks what a big hit we were.

Just as we were as desperate as we could

he, a couple ofi girls in the town took two
of the boys to a movie. The girls told them
about a man at Geneva on the Lake who
had a roller-skating rink that had been
closed down. It was called the Bird Cage."

Kay went to see the man and was told

that the Bird Cage would be opened up as

a dance hall and that the band could play
there. The only salary that could be guar-
anteed was a net fifty percent of all the

place took in.

"You can sleep in the shack in back of

the hall if you want to," the man told Kay.
"'There aren't any sheets, but there are
blankets."

To make a long story short, the band
caught on with the younger kids and prac-

tically ruined the big dance hall a short

distance away. When the summer ended,

Kay went back to North Carolina, taking

with him a couple of northern musicians.

"We came back with the idea that we
were going to study music," Kay remarked.
"The others learned faster than I did, so

I finally gave up my clarinet after a few
months and devoted my time to organizing

and leading."

After another season in the south, Kay
I took the band back to Cleveland where it

i played successfully ; then they went to Ohio
and Pennsylvania.

"We played the middle-west so thor-

oughly that we exhausted our bookings,"
Kay continued. "We'd also completely cov-
ered the south. We didn't know where to

1 go because we weren't widely enough
known. Out of a clear sky one day, I got a
wire from Frank Martinelli, manager of

;

the Bal Tabarin in San Francisco, offering
• the band a four weeks' engagement with a
chance to stay on if we clicked.

"We were back home in North Carolina
when the wire came, so I called a meeting
of the boys at my house. We talked the
matter over. We considered the expense in-

volved in taking us 3000 miles across the
continent, especially since we weren't too
flush. We spent a whole evening trying to
argue ourselves into being sensible. In the
end, I sent a wire accepting the offer.

"After the decision was made, we ra-
tioned out our little money among each
other, hoping that each fellow would have
enough to get to San Francisco all right.

We drove in our cars.

"I was in my car with a couple of boys

from the band and we had gone as far as

Truckee, California, when our money—and

our gas—ran out. There was only one thing

to do. To sit on the road anu hope that

eventually one of the other fellows from
the band would drive up.

"We waited almost a day when the band's

manager came up with his wife. He had
no money, but his wife had ten dollars

tucked away. Her mother had given it to

her so she would at least have enough to

make a phone call if necessary. Well, she

lost her ten dollars. We used that to go
on to San Francisco.

"None of us had thought about the toll

bridges in San Francisco, so when we got

there we found we couldn't get across the

bridge because we didn't have enough
money. Finally, Sully Mason, one of the

musicians and the only member left of our
original band, broke his baby's bank to pay
for our way across.

"When we got into town, we were hun-
gry and tired. We managed to stay at a

little hotel. The proprietor served us our
dinners in our rooms—and on the cuff. I

didn't feel like going to Frank Martinelli

and letting him know we were broke.

"As soon .as we got there, we began to

rehearse. We were to open on the following

Sunday evening. We worked all day Sun-
day. I don't think I have ever been as ex-

hausted or as depressed as I was then. I

didn't know how we'd go over. The trip

had been tough. And we were a long way
from home.
"We managed to get through that first

night, even though we had never played for

a floor show before and had never played

an hour broadcast. When it was all over,

Mr. Martinelli came over to me and said,

'Kay, I think you're going to be a big hit.'

That was the most welcome news I had
heard. But I was naturally curious to know
why he felt so sure. When I asked him, he
said, 'Why? Because all the musicians

think you stink.'

"

Martinelli proved to be right, for Kay
and the band stayed a year at the Bal

Tabarin Cafe.

From San Francisco, Kay got an offer

to go to the Black Hawk club in Chicago.

It was a big chance, for Chicago was the

testing ground of the up and coming bands.

Kay and the musicians arrived in time

to begin rehearsal at the Black Hawk.
There was only one thing wrong. The pian-

ist hadn't arrived. And he had the music

—

and the arrangements, arrangements that

had helped to make Kay's band unique.

Two days passed. Then three days. The
fellows didn't know what to do. Kay
thought of buying some stock arrangements
or else making some new ones. Finally, the

pianist arrived. Kay probably felt like mur-
dering the man.
"What happened to you?" he asked the

pianist.

"I got lost," was the answer.
"Didn't you ever hear of a thing called

Western Union?" Kay asked.

That wasn't the end of their troubles

before their opening in Chicago. The day
before their debut, the drummer had all of

his equipment stolen, equipment valued at

$1000. Then Sully Mason had his brand
new uniform stolen. But the big thing was
yet to come.
The day of the opening, the band was

rehearsing. The big marquee over the stand

looked very nice and quite luxurious. It

spelled big time. And then it happened.

With a deafening roar, the 2300-pound
marquee came crashing down. Only a
miracle kept the boys from being killed.

The miracle was that the marquee didn't

fall flat. It curved as it fell.

Kay's soloist had a couple of vertebrae

cracked. Violins were broken. One fellow

actually got a hair cut from the falling
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Not until after Sha-
ron Douglas won a

screen contract for

her fine piece of dra-

matic acting as the

daughter in "A Gen-
tleman After Dark,"

did her studio dis-

cover that the lovely

I 9-year-old Sharon
was mighty photogen-
ic in a bathing suit.

marquee. And Kay came the closest to

death that he probably ever will.

"Nevertheless, we opened that night with
a tarpaulin as a drop to cover the hole in

the wall. Our only light was a work light

above us. I think Ted Weems summed up
the situation with about as much humor as
there could be when he said, 'I heard of

Kyser's band being good, but I didn't think

it would bring down the roof.'

"As for our being good, I didn't have
any conclusive idea about that. And the
first few weeks we played at the Black
Hawk, I doubted our worth more and
more. We played to practically empty
houses. Then came Christmas week. All the
kids from the neighboring colleges came to

the Black Hawk. We found out later that

they had liked our band on the radio, but
they could never get in to the club. After
they had started the ball rolling, we were
packed every night."

When 1938 rolled around, Kay and the
hand started the College of Musical Knowl-
edge. Their success was then firmly assured.

"After that, there was no more anxiety,
no more worrying about where our next
meal was coming from* Our only battle was
a mental battle to stay on top. Hollywood
has helped us with that battle."

One night on one of his College of Musi-
cal Knowledge broadcasts, a "qui zee" came
up to Kay's stand and said, "Mr. Kyser,
here is a present for you." Kay almost col-
lapsed. There she was holding a biack
cocker puppy in her arms, and the dog was
dressed in a white professor's gown and a
black cap.

Kay had previously stated over and over
that he would have no more dogs. His first

pet almost grieved itself to death when he
went away for military training some years
ago. Then he was given a beautiful police
dog which was stolen. Those two experi-
ences were enough for him. But one look
at that cocker changed everything. He had
to have him.
The pup is called Inky, and it's proved

more than a trial to Kay. It went on the
road with the band when Kay first got it,

and everyone had a different idea as to how
the dog should be fed. As a result, when

the band finally arrived in Hollywood, the
dog was so sick that it had to be taken
to a hospital to get its stomach back in
shape. And when it finally came home to
Kay's apartment, it tore up furniture and
rugs—and Kay paid out plenty.

While he was making his current pic-
ture, "My Favorite Spy," he got an urgent
call from his home just as he was in the
middle of a big scene. The ca^t and crew
heard Kay yell over the phone, "Get a doc-
tor at once. Don't let him die." They
thought some relative was dying, for Kay
was as white as a sheet. Later, they learned
that Inky had gotten a bone stuck in his
throat and the house boy was more than a
little worried.
The only item that has saved Kay some

anxiety is that Inky has been taught parlor
manners by a regular trainer. That Kay
has not had to do.

Kay is still undergoing the unusual. Re-
cently, NBC and RKO decided to give him
a birthday party and to have the newsreel
photographers take pictures of the affair.

A couple of weeks of intensive work had
gone into the preparation. But at the last

moment, the men needed to bring in the
lights and equipment for the pictures could
not get to the studio. And all because one
man was picketing and they were members
of the same union.
Then there was Kay's duelling with John

Barrymore in "Playmates." He took enough
falls to last him a life time. But he's get-
ting more ribbing from his gang now be-
cause of his movie marriage in "My Favor-
ite Spy." Kay has never been married in
a picture, so he was rather elated when the
first scene showed him marching to the
altar. His "bride," unfortunately, is Ellen
Drew, who was only recently married to
Sy Bartlett.

"Ellen's not here at all," Kay told me.
"She's got moon in her eyes. She thinks
she's back in Washington with her husband.
It's a crime, that's what it is!"

Ask the boys in Kay's band about him
and they'll tell you that he is forever losing
his radio script in the middle of a broad-
cast and having to ad lib. In fact, he ad libs

most of his shows. And they'll take special

delight in telling you of the time Kay was
chased by a cook.

It seems that Kay was very fussy about
how his eggs were fixed in restaurants,
and he was accustomed to going back to
the cook to give minute directions. Well,
on this certain occasion, Kay went into the
kitchen and came flying out a minute later
with the chef after him, waving a meat
cleaver in one hand. Now Kay takes his
eggs as he gets them.

Yes, everything happens to Kay, but he's
seen to it that some very nice things hap-
pen to other people. Take Ginny Simms,
for instance.

Hollywood is still guessing about Kay
and Ginny—are they married or aren't they,
have they fought, are they washed up, etc.
From here, the possibility that they may be
married cannot be too casually passed up.
From many indications, it does seem that
Kay is in love with Ginny and she with
him. But of late, she has gone out with
Helen Parrish's brother and Kay has dated
Linda Darnell and others. Yet they see
each other often.

When Ginny left him to work exclusively
for RKO, there was talk that they had
had a difference of opinion. That is far
from the truth. Kay, who has spent his life
helping others up the ladder, took a back
seat, dismissed his own personal feelings,
and all to give Ginny the chance he felt
she deserved. It was no small thing he did
for her. He had worked with her for a
long time, teaching her poise, helping her
to put feeling into her songs. He had built
her up into a valuable attraction and her
loss to him and the band can be measured
in the thousands of dollars. But the only
thing that mattered to Kay was her big
chance. Now, RKO is planning on making
Ginny Simms a star.

Ginny was born in San Antonio, Texas,
but grew up in Fresno, California. She had
planned to teach in school since she had
specialized in music. To occupy some spare
moments, she organized a trio of girls.
They went to San Francisco for auditions.
Nothing happened, but Ginny stuck. Even-
tually, she landed an interview with Kay
who was playing at the Bal Tabarin. Kay
liked her voice, but told her that he wasn't
in the market for any vocalist yet. He ad-
vised her to gain some poise and to keep
in touch with him. "If there ever is a place
for you," he told her, "I'll see that you get
the chance."
Ginny then joined Tom Gerun's band and

went to Chicago. A year after her first in-
terview with Kay, Gerun's band broke up
and she was hired by Kyser. He was play-
ing at the Black Hawk at the time, and
his radio sponsors decided that a feminine
vocalist would give a lift to the program.
For the first time, Ginny will not be in

Kay's new picture, "My Favorite Spy." In
his other three films, she played featured
roles. And both are missing each other
more than a little.

Such is the story of Kay Kyser and
Ginny Simms—and the authentic one.
As Ginny can quickly tell you, Kay is a

modest and self-effacing guy. His sense of
humor is terrific. He gags continually. He
is the busiest fellow in six counties, work-
ing seventeen hours a day and holding con-
ferences at breakfast, lunch, and dinner. He
is fanatic about one thing only—and that
is getting seven hours of sleep a night. He
is so conscientious that he drives himself
twice as hard as anyone who works for
him, and he worries like an old grandpa
over his boys.

While he takes his work seriously, he
doesn't take himself seriously. His only
aversion is mustaches, and he will not per-
mit any of his band to grow one. His pet

hobby is to attend movies, and he goes for

everything from Mickey Mouse to heavy
drama.
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See what Lux Toilet Soap

Active-Lather Facials

will do for you

"It's lovely soft skin

that wins Romance,"
says this famous screen
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use a real beauty soap.
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FICTIONIZATION STARRING

NORMA SHEARER, ROBERT TAYLORY! HER CARDBOARD LOVER

t JIMMY CAGNEY is playing YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

iette MacDonald s Message to Soldiers' Wives and Sweethearts



..More than a glamour-boy! ..More than a muscle-man! ..More than a cave man!

AND ... he can do more with

one glance than most stars

can with ten pages of script!

. . . star of "Grand Illusion" in his

first American motion picture...and

THOMAS MITCHELL • CLAUDE RAINS
and JEROME COWAN • HELENE REYNOLDS

Directed by ARCHIE MAYO • Produced by
MARK HEWNGER • Screen May by John O'Hara

A 20TH CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

TYRONE POWER - JOAN FONTAINE ;

This Above All

By ERIC KNIGHT

Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK

Directed by ANATOLE LITVAK
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Published in

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen

!

Call us Nostradamus, Jr. At any rate

we're following in the footsteps of the
eminent foreteller.

We are about to prophesy that the Jan
Struther novel, "Mrs. Miniver" will be
the First Lady of the Screen for '42.

We have our paw on the pulse of the
public when we make our startling pre-

diction. We saw William Wyler's pro-
duction of "Mrs. Miniver" in a Holly-
wood preview.

Let us tell you about that preview.

Prepared for the screen by producer Sid-

ney Franklin, who had had an editorial

hand in"Goodbye Mr. Chips", there was
reason to believe that "Mrs. Miniver"
was an equally creditable picture.

But it was not certain what the public
would say.

It was evident that William Wyler, one
of the really great directors, had done
his finest job . .

.

**'*•
That Greer Garson as Mrs. Miniver
had been perfection itself . .

.

*,
And that Walter Pidgeon as Clem had
been dream-like casting . .

.

It was said that no finer supporting cast
had ever been assembled than Teresa
Wright, Dame May Whitty, Reginald
Owen, Henry Travers, Richard Ney,
Tom Conway, Henry Wilcoxon.

O
Still, there was a lot to be learned from
the first public reaction to this most
unusual type of film about a peaceful
little life caught in the maelstrom of
the moment.

Imagine the excitement ! Only once be-
fore— it was the previewof "BigParade"— had there been such a tremendous
public demonstration in favor of a film.

"Mrs. Miniver" had joined the big
parade of the screen's noblest.

Now it's true we haven't told you about
the story. Perhaps we should have done
it, because our purpose is to arouse
your interest.

Sounds selfish, doesn't it?

But when you see "Mrs. Miniver" you'll
remember whom to thank for the tip

—

—lea
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Dura-Gloss Nail Polish right away. Protect your finger-

nails—all ten of 'em. Keep
Jem pretty! Dura-Gloss is un-

usual because of its swell special ingredient*— stays on

your nails, holds its coat of protection without "fraying"

and "peeling" Don't neglect your nails— keep 'em healthy,

strong and brightly shining!

* Special ingredient is Chrystallyne,

a pure and perfect resinous compound. i

DURA-GLOSS
10

PLUS
TAX

DURA-GLOSS

CEO K»t«

Copyr. 1942, Lorr Laboratories. Paterson, New Jersey— Founded by E. T. Reynolds
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r\ON'T take it too seriously. We mean
Y the purported romance between Joan
Crawford and Glenn Ford. It's reached
the moonlight-driving, hidden-away-eating-
place stage. Glenn has five autographed
photographs of Joan up in his room. They
spend long evenings listening to romantic
recordings. But serious romance is out for
Joan. Glenn, who worships beauty, has
found a good outlet for his emotion.

THERE were no tears shed when Ronnie
1 Reagan had to say goodbye to Jane Wy-
man and his daughter Maureen. In fact,
Janie gave a party the night before Ronnie
embarked for camp. She was determined
to be as brave as she knows he's going to
be. Ronnie gave up stardom just as his
career was soaring. His fan mail is now
second only to Errol Flynn's. But he'll be
resuming his place soon. As Jane puts it,

"Now that Ronnie's in the Army, the war
will soon be over!"

XA/HEN you see "Mrs. Miniver" you'll
v » learn that Richard Ney is a darn good
actor—but anything but a glamor boy. All
of which makes no difference to Greer Gar-
son. The red-headed woman is supposed
to have fallen, hook, line, and a pretty line
he has! By the way, Richard isn't British.
He just talks that way.

Bob Hope and Dona Drake, above right,
in scene from "The Road to Morocco,"
which

i

follows the pattern of former
"Road" films iri-starring Hope, Bing
Crosby and Dorothy Lamour. Above left,

Fred MacMurray, Rosalind Russell and
Macdonald Carey in "Take a Letter, Dar-
ling," hilarious new comedy. Joel Mc-
Crea, Claudette Colbert and Rudy Val-
lee, right, are making "The Palm Beach
Story." Below, another scene with Fred
MacMurray. The girl is Paulette God-
dard and it's from "The Forest Rangers."

T S Jeffrey Lynn—legally now. The star,
1 now serving his "Uncle" at Fort Mon-
mouth, was christened Ragnar Geoffrey
Lirid. The kids at school always called him
"Rags." He grew- to hate the name. His
girl friend, Margaret Hayes, has been hav-
ing occasional dates with Leif Erikson.
Believe it or not, Leif (who is ready
to divorce Frances Farmer) gathers moon-
stones on the beach where he lives. Mar-
garet is having them polished and made up
into costume jewelry.

U OLLYWOOD gossips have tried theii
1 I darndest to make a serious romana
between Ann Sothern and Bob Sterling
They're good friends but nothing more
But you'd really be surprised if you knew
what big star was keeping Annie's tells

phone ringing itself silly! We can't reveal
his name (yet) because he's still involved
in a fast-fading romance. When it gets tc

that "thanks for the memory stage," Ami

,

will step out with him.

FRO*

Hou**°
o0



ginal Screen Play by Abem Finkel & Harry Chandlee and Howard Koch & John Huston • Based Upon the Diary of Sergeant York • Music by Max Steiner
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Hail the new Ladd! First name, Alan.

Personality, compelling. Talent, ter-

rific. In "This Gun for Hire" he per-

forms the incredible feat of turning

audience attention away from Veronica
Lake. He's the New Man in movie town

From his first scene in "This Gun for Hire," new-
comer Alan Ladd will hold your interest and arouse
your pity, in his role of a cold-blooded killer,

Raven, who lives only to wreak vengeance on a
society which never gave him a chance. For once
the beautiful Veronica Lake plays second fiddle.

10 SCREENLAND



Twin Beds— United Artists

To tie up this bedroom farce with

current events, Joan Bennett is seen

as the wife who neglects hubby

George Brent in favor of the USO.
Both are good, but Mischa Auer

steals top honors as a romantic

Russian who finds himself in

Brent's bed. Most of the film is

devoted to Joan's attempts to get

Auer, who, clad in his underwear,

hides here and hides there, out of her

bedroom. Repetitious, but screaming-

ly funny. Has a good supporting cast.

Fingers at the Window— M-G-M
_

Although this mystery thriller is

about strange axe murders, it is

not a horror film. Lew Ayres as

Duffy, unemployed actor, saves Ed-

zvina (Laraine Day) from a killer.

Despite police opposition, his detec-

tive work brings to light the mas-

ter-mind behind the killings—

a

bogus psychiatrist who hypnotizes

lunatics to make them kill. Lew's

is a good role, but Laraine has lit-

tle to do. Basil Rathbone, fine as

the phony medico. Suspense is good.

Joe Smith, American— M-G-M

The purpose of this film is to

impress us with the importance of

guarding military secrets. It is

a lesson in patriotism, and not

lacking in entertainment qualities,

either. Joe, a defense worker, is

kidnapped and horribly beaten when
he refuses to divulge bombsight
plans. He escapes and tracks down
the spies. Joe manages to stand the

blows by remembering happier

days. Robert Young's interpreta-

tion of Joe Smith is convincing.

Don't just Dream oF Loveliness

go on the

CAMAY MILD-SOAP DIET!

This lovely bride is Mrs. James H. McClure, of Chicago, III., who says: "I'm really

grateful for the way the Camay Mild-Soap Diet has helped my skin look so lovely!"

Try this exciting beauty treatment-

it's based on the advice of skin spe-

cialists—praised by lovely brides!

DON'T waste time idly envying the

woman whose skin is lovely! With

a little time—and the right care—you too,

can garner compliments and envious

glances! Now—tonight-
put your complexion on

the Camay Mild-Soap Diet

!

This exciting idea in

beauty care can arouse the

sleeping beauty in your

skin. For, like so many
women, you may be bliss-

fully unaware that you are cleansing your

skin improperly. Or that you are using a

beauty soap that isn't mild enough.

Skin specialists advise regular cleans-

ing with a fine, mild soap. And Camay is

actually milder than dozens of other pop-

ular beauty soaps. That's why we say

"Go on the Camay Mild-Soap Diet!"

Set aside 30 days in

which to give it a fair test.

The very first treatment will

leave your skin feeling

fresh and glowing. In the

days to come, your mirror

may reveal an enchanting,

exciting new loveliness.

GO ON THE MILD-SOAP DIET TONIGHT!

Work Camay's milder lather over your skin, pay-

ing special attention to the nose, the base of

nostrils and chin. Rinse with warm water and
follow -with thirty seconds of cold splashings.

Then, while you sleep, the tiny pore openings are

free to function for natural beauty. In the morn-
ing-one more quick session with this milder
Camay and your face is ready for make-up.
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WINA PRIZE
CAMILLE'S EYE CONTEST
You can have prize-winning eyes! Make them
lovelier with Camille mascara and enter this
exciting contest. Buy any three ioc Camille
products at your 5 and ioc store. Send these
three cards or box-tops (or reasonable fac-
similes) together with your photo or snap-
shot (preferably face only, and the larger
the better). Any number of your photos may
be sent, but each must be accompanied by
three additional cards. Address: Contest
Director, Camille, Inc., Morristown, N. J.

FIRST PRIZE:
A round-trip ticket to Hollywood, all ex-
penses paid, as guest of Republic Pictures,
with a screen role for two weeks in a Republic
film at $100 per week. IN ADDITION you
will be presented with a stunning fur coat
from I. J. Fox, "America's Largest Furriers."

OTHER THRILLING t PRIZES:
• A strikingly original, 6-piece wardrobe from
Townley Frocks Inc., consisting of fall suit,
daytime dress, dinner gown and lounging
pajamas, all created by Claire McCardell,
leading American designer.

• An exquisite diamond 17 jewel, irridium
platinum Wrist Watch by Gruen, makers
of the "Precision Watch."

• A genuineTeda necklace ofperfectly matched
pearls from Tecla Pearls, Inc., famous for
the "World's Finest Culture Pearls."

• A Scholarship in Fashion and Photographic
Modelling at smart Mayfair Mannequin
Academy, Fifth Avenue, New York.

• And 5 gorgeous, jewel-encrusted sets of
costume jewelry, consisting of bracelet,
necklace, earrings and ring, by "Karu,"
well known Fifth Avenue jewelers.

All entries must be in by July 1st, 1942.
(All selections will be final.)

CAMILLE

SONG POEM WRITERS
Write today for free booklet out*
lining profit sharing plan.

ALLIED MUSIC, Dept. 10
7608 Reading Cincinnati, O.

The Clean, Odorless Way to

Carry Lechler's VELVATIZE in your pocket,book, use it any time, anywhere. So easyand clean—odorless—no muss, no bother-
nothing' to wash off! NOT a depilatory. Comes
iS^i£mart Pas'"? 1 compact. Effective on chin,cheeks, upper lip, arms '

and legs. Enough for XFULL SEASON'S USE! £Send name and ad- §dress today, enclose /'
,only SI. 00, we pay /' \^

postage. Or C.O.D. I '%
plus few cents s
postage. Sent by
return mail in
sealed plain
wrapper.

, IASTS
MONTHS

POSTPAID ^
Ar 4gOO

VELVATIZE
House of Lechler, Dept. 157, 560 Broadway, New
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By

Betty

Boone

Gail trims the
terrace, be-
ow, and one
of the tables

for her July

4th party.

4th of July
means more
than ever
this year,
and Gail
Patrick plans

a very spe-

cial party

WHEN Gail Patrick was a child, her
family made a tremendous fuss
about birthdays. She was a queen

on her birthday; didn't have to go to
school, needn't do home chores, could select

the day's menus, wear what she chose,
while everyone else did as she suggested
and a Birthday Man arrived with her birth-
day gifts, just as an Easter Rabbit comes
with Easter eggs.

Fourth of July was Gail's father's birth-
day when a similar excitement reigned in
the family, so that, looking back, Gail can't
untangle the thrills that belonged to her
father's natal day and those that came with
the birthday of her country.
"We spent our summers on the river, so

that the 4th was always celebrated there,"
she recalls. "It may have been that fire-

SCREENLAND

works were not permitted outside the city,
or it may have been that my parents disap-
proved of them where there were children,
but at.any rate we had none. We had pic-
nics instead."

Any of us attempting to use fireworks
this year of war may be inviting Mr. Leon
Henderson's wrath. Gail, for one, is going
to celebrate with an informal patio picnic.
Many of Gail's friends are with the

armed services
; any who can get leave will

be found playing table tennis on her flagged
court, lounging on the tiled patio, or de-
vouring delectable dishes at white tables
set around it or in the adjoining Flag
Room.

Gail likes to serve cool drinks—fruit
lemonade, iced tea, gingerale, iced coffee.
One wrinkle for the 4th is to put a cinna-
mon drop into ice cubes as they freeze;
this turns the ice red or puts a red pattern
through it and is decorative.
"For guests who drop in throughout the

day, I'll have sandwiches, regular kind and
open-faced, my special cake, and lots of
cookies and fruit," planned Gail. "My open-
faced sandwiches can double as canapes,
if you choose. Take thin bread and fry it

lightly; this keeps it crisp till eaten. Cut
out with cookie cutters in stars, bars, cres-



ents or what you will; top with cream
heese in white and red and blue, in any

patterns that occur to you. I use pimiento

ut into shapes of airplanes, V-for-victory,

i.tars, any military insignia I can copy. A
iilate or two of these adds interest to your

able. You can use other toppings, of course,

>live paste, anchovy, egg, peanut butter

ind so on."

Gail's special cake is so frequently de-

manded by guests that she kindly keeps a

:upply of recipes on hand as gifts to

avored friends. She is presenting
_
it to

toH Screenland readers now. Try it, and
bee if it lives up to its fan's praise.

GAIL'S SPECIAL CAKE
Yz cup sweet butter

1 cup sugar
2 eggs

y2 cup seedless raisins

y2 cup currants

Yz cup chopped walnuts

\Y\ cups hot, thick unsweetened
apple-sauce

cups cake flour (Swansdown)
1 teaspoon soda (Arm & Hammer)
1 teaspoon cloves (Burnett's)

1 teaspoon cinnamon (Burnett's)

Y2 teaspoon Royal baking powder
Method

:

1. Cream butter and sugar and add well-

beaten eggs. (Beat whites and yolks sepa-

-ately—add beaten egg whites later.)

2. Use Yz cup flour to dredge raisins,

rurrants and nuts.

3. Sift remaining flour with other dry

ingredients.

4. Add dry ingredients alternately with

hot apple-sauce to creamed mixture.

5. Add raisins, currants and nuts last.

Mix well.

6. Fold in egg whites.

7. Bake in two 8" cake pans for 30 min-

utes at 350 degrees.

8. Put together with cocoanut butter

icing.

COCOANUT BUTTER ICING

Ya cup sweet butter

3 cups powdered sugar

Yi cup thick cream

Yi teaspoon vanilla (Burnett's)

6 ounces grated fresh cocoanut

Method:
1. Cream butter and sugar together until

smooth.

Balloons and everything! Gail Pat-

rick's pet, "Missy," enters into the

spirit of 4th of July celebration.

Below, Gail in her Flag Room.

2. Add cream and vanilla and beat thor-

oughly. (If necessary, a little more cream
may be added to make icing easy to

spread.)

3. Add half of fresh grated cocoanut and
mix thoroughly.

4. Put between layers (using plenty)

and on top and sides of cake.

5. Sprinkle remaining cocoanut on top

and sides of cake.

Note : Vanilla butter icing is made with

the same method and the same ingredients,

with the exception of the fresh cocoanut.

For the 4th of July guests who remain

for the evening Gail serves a buffet supper.

"I may have spaghetti with a special

sauce, minced ham, green salad, toasted

French bread, fruit and cheese. Or perhaps

I'll serve a hot dish of creamed chicken or

baked beans or perhaps toasted sandwiches

and potato salad.

"My potato salad is distinguished for its

dressing. I use whipped cream in the may-
onnaise and add chopped almonds and

chopped sweet pickles. You know how po-

tato salad packs down? This makes it nice

and fluffy."

(Please turn to page 68)

nig

^KANSAS'

MAKE 2/fcs.oF

DELICIOUS SPREAD
USING ONLY cf>

life. OF BUTTER^

,

-

HERE'S ALU YOU 00 i

Soften gelatine in % J^J
£v,or> nitire in a dish of hot water au"

™t
«J

use. Colonng

may be added if desired.

that pint.

DONT GIVE UP BUTTER.1

Butter has Vitamin A you need for a

found diet. And 2 Po-ds of smooth

butter-flavored Knox Spread costs to

less than 2 pounds of

butter. Fewer calories,

so it's fine for dieters.

Try it today. Send cou-

pon for FREE Knox

recipes!

Screen land

free! butter-
saving RECIPES
Knox Gelatine, Dept. A, Johnstown. N. Y.

£nd me FREE copy of Mrs

kitchens.

Name

Address—



BIG PICTURE

Blood-curdling as the

icy winds that howl
through the vastness of

the Arctic wastes!

In a land where
emotions are wild and
turbulent—far from civi-

lization's law!

RAY

MIDDLETON
JEAN PARKER

the GIRL
fromALASKA

with Jerome Cowan, Robert Barrat
Ray Mala, Raymond Hatton

from the famous Saturday Evening
Post Serial, "Golden Portage''

ransTorum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

I have a job—it's not going to an office

or punching a clock—it's keeping one of
Uncle Sam's sailors happy and trying to
make his liberty hours pleasant ones.

Frank's not an officer—he's a seaman
and we're among the millions who have to
find good entertainment in the moving pic-
ture theaters. (They fit our budget.)
Here's an orchid to the neighborhood
shows that make this possible and to the
producers for their comedies that do so
much for all the boys in the service. Please
keep up the good work and give us more
slapstick and comedies we can laugh out
loud at and relax. And keep them about
the boys in camps so they can live the
leads themselves.

Thanks for your part in keeping up
morale in the good old U. S. A.
MRS. FRANK HUNT, JR., Houston, Texas.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

Hollywood is truly miraculous. It never
seems to run out of ideas or material, for
new pictures. In the last year, they have
had another stroke of genius. That stroke
of genius was the acquisition of top-flight

dance orchestras for motion pictures. Or-
chestras in pictures, prior to this year, were
for the most part a dismal failure. I be-
lieve that failure was due to the fact that
at that time, Hollywood did not fully com-
prehend the tremendous appeal that a great
band could give a picture, and for this

reason, the orchestras were given a back
seat. But Hollywood, as usual, was quick
to recuperate from that momentary error,

and now they appreciate the fact that a
Goodman, Dorsey, or Miller is selling

power plus.

The modern American dance orchestra
is a big business, and has a big following.

No one can prove otherwise. Because of
this advantageous situation, I feel certain

that the motion picture industry and the

music world are going to do some fancy
collaborating. Already Miller, both Dor-
seys, Crosby, Shaw, Herman and others

have made pictures. More are to come,
and most assuredly the bands will get big-

ger and better billing.

It is rumored that a certain large studio

is planning to feature the Dorsey Brothers
and their two orchestras in a picture. If

this, as yet undetermined arrangement,
comes to pass, it will consolidate once and

TELL IT TO SCREENLAND
Got a complaint ? Well, you'd better

tell it to Screenland since you can't
"tell it to the Marines" these days

—

our trusty leathernecks being much too
busy. And what's more you can turn
your complaints into War Savings
Stamps and your Stamps into War
Savings Bonds to help Keep 'Em Fly-
ing for Uncle Sam. To put it plainly,
we're inviting you to write a letter

about the movies. Complaints are as
welcome as compliments. Closing date,
25th of month. First prize, $10.00;
second prize, $5.00 ; and five prizes of
$1.00 each, all payable in War Sav-
ings Stamps.

Please address your letters to
Screenland's Fans' Forum, 45 West
45th Street, New York, N. Y.

for all America's two greatest entertain-
ment fields.

DEAN LUCE, New Hampton, N. fij

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 Each

Perhaps the Fans' Forum isn't the place
for arguments, but I beg to disagree with
a letter written by Miss Betty Toles.

I see no reason whatever why modern
glamor girls should not be converted into

wrinkled old women, if the success and
reality of a really good movie depend upon
it. It would be a wonderful, if queer, world
in which none of us would grow old. We
all know that time passes and we grow
old with time. Therefore, if it is necessary
for time to pass before a story can be com-
pleted, can't a glamor girl sacrifice her

beauty for at least a part of the picture?

I, for one, do not go to a movie to see

a pretty face._ Glamor is all right, but too

much is sometimes sickening. Some fans pre-

fer good acting to beauty. Though growing
old may not show acting ability, it adds

the touch of humanity and reality, without

which no movie can be a real success.

One picture I shall never forget is

It's a

REPUBLIC PICTtJRE
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;nny Serenade." I didn't mind watching

beauty of Irene Dunne fade, as her

rable little daughter grew up. And, as

as I know, none of my friends were

ed or disappointed, in the picture.

Roxie Hart," in which George Mont-
nery grew old, would not have been half

impressive or funny, had he not grown
r and told what had happened to the

oine of the story. Could Roxie have

n left alone in the courtroom at the

of the picture?

Co, I think anyone who objects to age

motion pictures is very wrong. I would
ler see a stirring human story, without

uty and glamor, if I must choose.

BETTY GUSTAVSON, Graceville, Minn.

|Tou have offered your Forum as a

iium for expressing likes and dislikes

movie production—so here I go!

h?ve just seen another picture^ in the

tlcon" series. Of all the colossal insults

!

e star of the picture, George Sanders,

ar above anything as cheap, amateurish,

[
stagey as the "Falcon" series. I once

d that John Barrymore had named Mr.
iders "one of the greatest actors in the

rid." To my mind, this is no misstate-

it I have seen only two other persons

d have such a consistent ability to ex-

ss so vividly the deepest emotions—they

Conrad Veidt and Madame Maria
^penskaya,

am glad to read that Mr. Sanders is

pping the "Falcon" pictures and going

to bigger and better roles. I hope that

sn't mean just "villain" roles. He is

st adept at handling them, of course,

it would be refreshing to see him in

ympathetic part which required real act-

abilitv.

K.S. JEAN C. SMITH, Turners Falls, Mass.

)f all the girls on the screen today, it

my opinion that there is only one out-

lding actress despite the fact that she

ed to win the Oscar Award. I'm refer-

^ to the charming Olivia de Havilland.

; has been my favorite ever since I first

1 eyes on her in "Hard to Get" a few

years ago. Miss de Havilland may never

win an Academy Award—so what? Her
pictures draw more fans to the theaters

than pictures starring Ginger Rogers, Dor-
othy Lamour, Hedy Lamarr, Joan Fon-
taine, Lana Turner and Ann Sheridan, I'm
very certain. I liked the cover of Olivia

on the April Screenland and found the

story about her in that issue very interest-

ing. I hope that I will continue to see

more and more of my favorite glamor girl

from now on.

PRIVATE JACK BARR, Port Jackson, S. C.

The first time I saw him was at the

flattering disadvantage of "standing-room
only," during the stage version of "The
Philadelphia Story." Later, I recognized

him as the memorable "meanie" in an
Errol Flynn film. His deft characterization

in "H. M. Pulham, Esq.," gave glimpses
of greatness, soon fulfilled by the idealistic,

inebriate friend of "Johnny Eager."
Versatile Van Heflin has a quality of

impressive naturalness and true artistry,

destined to provide competition for future

"Oscar-contenders" and much for the-

great-American-audience to justly applaud.

MARY E. LAUBER, Philadelphia, Pa.

I've been slowly boiling about the wel-
fare of Hedy Lamarr for a long time but
it took her appearance in "H. M. Pulham,
Esq." to definitely blow the lid. Whoever
was to blame for casting her as a smug,
self-made, working girl (who didn't even
know enough to take her man—when she

found him) ought to be shot at sunrise.

The situation reeks of a deliberate, bold

plot to crush her. Certainly there was noth-

ing subtle about the horse-tail knotted on
the back of her neck and her lovely fore-

head eclipsed by the same hideous hair-do.

At first, I thought the brittle, top-heavy

young woman was Ruth Hussey trying to

imitate Hedy. Grievance No. 2: Hedy gap-

ing with wide-eyed dumbness and awe in

the face of old family grandeur. No. 3

:

dressed like a rag-doll for the winter

sports. Her later disguise as a handsome,
successful heart-hungry older woman

Ttt£ EVE •

That's because they are all made of the finest ma-
terials obtainable, cut with infinite care and assem-
bled by super-skilled workers. After many months
of hard usage, they still mould and control perfectly.

No wonder so many thousands of smart women will

be satisfied only with brassieres which carry
Maiden Form's quality- insuring label!

Shown here are *"AlIo-Ette" and *"In- X^v?^
timo"—only two of a wide variety from
which you can choose. Send for free Style

Booklet 2: Maiden Form Brassiere
Company, Inc., NewYork, New York.

AT ALL LEADING STORES

YOUR STATIONERY, TOO
The romance of correspondence depends upon
far more than the mere words you write.
Glamour should be expressed in the station-
ery as well! Use individually engraved paper
with colors and monogram that express YOU.
Personality Stationery offers you a "sweet-
heart" of a paper for sweethearts or friends.
Exquisite quality. Lovely red and gold box.

WHITE, IVORY, ORCHID. BLUE OR GRAY
PAPER — ENGRAVINGS IN ANY COLOR
MOST ANY STYLE, ^ A BOX
50 Sheets 50 Envelopes T^gS

Three Popular Ritter Engravings

Dies ikown holf

octvot -it

MAIL COUPON NOV/
C. W. RITTER CO., Dept. S100,
2922 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Enclosed find check money order for

boxes Engraved Personality Station-

ery at S3. 95 a box postpaid.

Note Size Letter Size

Paper Color Engraving Color
Engraving Style No.
Initials or Name

NAME_

CITY-STATE
Please send FREE BROCHURE.
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This cleverly constructed "Angela"
bra is high on your "preferred list" of
Bestform brassieres—one of a varied,

complete collection designed for all

figure types. It affords control from
the sides as well as uplift from under-

neath. Cotton and rayon T ft J
batiste; center section / 11^
of "Darleen" elastic. W,

?m unaer-

79'
BESTFORM FOUNDATIONS, Int. • 358 FIFTH AVE.,NEWYORK

IF

*
->

»

I WERE VICTOR MATURE!
-by CAROLE LANDIS

Working with Victor Mature in "My Gal
Sal" gave Carole Landis a swell opportunity
to size him up.

She calls him "The Sweater Man"—and
without pulling any punches, she tells ex-
actly what she thinks of him !

It's a scorching, amusing interview you won't
forget. Don't miss it

!

—ALSO

—

Exciting Fictionalization of the Movie

"ARMY SURGEON"
True to life, thrilling war adventures of

an army doctor

!

Look for them in the big JULY issue of

Silver Screen
t

Ask for a copy at your newsstand today!

AS $A
M-ORN ING GLORY

See how gloriously young your skin looks
with hampden'S powder base! It helps
hide blemishes, faintly ' tints' your com-
plexion, and keeps it flower fresh for

hours and hours.

POUJtm-BRSE

50c also 25c & 70c sizes

Over 78 million sold
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Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Talley

1 2 3

14 r
17

21

25

28 29

35

40

44

48

57 58

63

1
67

71

ACROSS
1. Fair
5. Co-star, "The Spoilers"

10. Co-star, "The Lady Is Willing"
14. Leer
15. Light boat
16. Unusual
17. Co-star, "Ship Ahoy"
19. Olivia de Havilland's rdle in

"G.W.T.W."
21. Corrosive
22. Eaten away
24. Put up stakes, as in poker
25. He plays "The Thin. Man"
27. Writing fluids

28. Exist
30. Preceded
31. Co-star, "The Mayor of 44th

Street"

33. "You Belong to - -" (Stan-
wyck, Fonda)

35. Burdens
37. Taunt
38. He's featured in "Captains of

the Clouds"
40. Co-star, "Bedtime Story"
42. Co-star, "Remember the Day"
44. "The Adventures of Martin

- - -" (Glenn Ford)
45. Enormous
47. Co-star, "Week-End in Ha-

vana"
48. State (abbrev.

)

49. Fred Astaire's new dancing
partner

50. Took food.
51. Period of time (abbrev.)
52. Had noticed
54. She plays Roxie Hart
57. Dwelling
59. She's featured in "Nazi Agent"
60. Sacred wine vessel

63. Co-star, "We Were Dancing"
65. Cooking vessels
67. "Canal— -" (Chester Morris)
68. Skating screen star

What you'll do when tires give
out
"So - - - - Our Night" (Fredric
March)
Wise men
Betting percentages

DOWN
Cb-star, "The Great Man's
Lady"
"The - - - - Duckling" (famous
Walt Disney short)
Repose
Afternoon repast
Kept a record (as in a game)
Co-star, "This Woman Is
Mine"
"Babes - - Broadway"
(Rooney-Garland)
Lar^e book
Golf term
He's featured in "The
Vanishing Virginian"
Raves
One of the Great Lakes
Act
Latest
These sisters played in
"Four Daughters,"
and other films in that
series

Cabbage dish
Ancient
Within
The Mrs. in "Mr. and
Mrs. North"
Capricious
Exact
Co-star, "Bedtime
Story".
Come into

"Dudes - - - Pretty Peo-
ple" (Hal Roach film)
Stretched tight
More capable
Hawaiian wreath

41. "The Shadow of the
Man"

43. Most recent
46. He plays Lou Gehrig
49. Section of a movie
50. Concurs
52. Noise
53. Margins
55. Co-star, "Song of the Islands"
56. Dish of vegetables
57. Woodsman's tool
58. Blessing
59- On the ocean
61. Pinochle term
62. Inquires
64. Exclamations
66. "- - - Yanks in Trinidad" (Pat

O'Brien)
69. No good (slang)

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle

caama sbhhh emus
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lores Moran, screen newcomer who makes

[ debut in "Yankee Doodle Dandy," will

it appear in "The Hard Way," but hopes

f rise to stardom won't be a hard climb.

Ldn't take" either. Lamarr fans are sick

id tired of the efforts to pass her off as

her Sis Hopkins or "middle aged."

If\nd, speaking of cinema teams, what
put Hedy Lamarr and Charles Boyer?
my estimation they are the top team

[
all Hollywood history. What if she

pn't prattle in "Algiers"? She didn't

ed to ! Lamarr and Boyer create glamor,

otic mystery, and peak-love interest un-

it simply oozes. Remember what hap-

ned when their eyes met in "Algiers"?

Please wake up and give us movies star-

ig Hedy Lamarr as "Hedy Lamarr" with

harles Boyer—and may the vehicles all

ve happy endings!
MRS. H. B. STANNARD, Elmira, N. Y.

HONORABLE MENTION
if St.

;

After reading the story entitled "You
7omen Are Too Beautiful" in a recent

jisue of Screenland, I have come to the

Imiclusion that George Sanders and I are

jade for each other and am submitting the

blowing as my entry in the Open Season

fi
Sanders contest. Of course, modesty

ohibits my giving you full details about
i.yself, but I can list a few of my qualities

:

I have shining, golden-brown hair, big

reen eyes, sweater-girl type, and am gen-

"ally glamorous ; an excellent cook, seam-
:ress, sculptress and diplomat ; can ride,

.vim, paint, -sing, dance, play piano—also

»>ot a mean comb. In fact, I'm everything
ut a high-diving champion, and if you
iHsh, I will start working on that right

jway. Speak Spanish, French, and assorted
'ioux dialects; love children, animals,

books and men; am old enough to know
better than to write a letter like this, but

young enough to get a big bang out of it.

Mr. Sanders, I'm certain that all this and

me, too, will qualify me for first prize, but

in case I don't win you, I'd be completely

satisfied to win your equally charming

brother, Mr. Tom Conway. Hopefully, A
Fan. (Name, address and telephone num-
ber forwarded upon request.)

Seriously, though, I did enjoy the previ-

ously mentioned article about George
Sanders. I hope this letter will be accepted

in the spirit of fun in which it is written,

because the story simply begged for a

tongue-in-cheek answer.

Let's have more stories and photos of

Mr. Sanders. He's a marvelous actor, and

such a mystery-man. Maybe that's why he's

so fascinating.

MARIE KOHL, Kansas City, Mo.

Contact ! Gee Whiz ! And a couple of

whoopees ! A new ceiling has been reached

in the ever-widening field of cinema !

For those who have been yearning for

some genuine, he-man, honest-to-goodness

filmfare, "Captains of the Clouds" will

more than appease that desire. In this sky-

worthy vehicle, we have emoting that is

good, so good, we almost feel the ozone

rushing about our faces as Jimmy Cagney

soars about in the clouds ! To see him fly-

ing against the Luftwaffe, and to watch

him cleverly out-wit the other pilots would

seem quite enough, but we have more,

much more ! There is Dennis Morgan

—

attractive, virile and even more super than

when we last met. Then, there is Alan

Hale who never lets us down when it

comes to extra excitement. With Brenda
Marshall for something special_ in way of

ornament, here is a picture which will set

a new standard in film photography

!

Contact! We're taking off with "Captains

of the Clouds" ! Cheerio !

RUBYE M. CHAPMAN, Birmingham, Ala.

To my mind Screenland has done a

great deal more than any other magazine

in aiding young screen starlets struggling

for note in a field of immense competition.

We fans love to see our old favorites in

your gorgeous photography section, but giv-

ing young players such as Alan Ladd,

Elaine Morey, and William Lundigan a

break is a swell idea. Keep it up!
MARY COSTELLO, Denver, Colo.

WOMEN WHO KNOW
HAVE A BETTER CHANCE

FOR HAPPINESS!

Safe new way in feminine hygiene

gives continuous action for hours!

• Knowing the truth about feminine hygiene

—

the real facts— is bound to mean greater happi-

ness for any wife ! Are you sure that your in-

formation is not out-dated or even dangerous?

For today you can know! Today no woman
need trust the half-truths told her by misin-

formed friends. Now no woman need rely on
weak, ineffective "home-made" mixtures—or
risk using over-strong solutions of acids which

can burn and injure delicate tissues.

Intelligent, well-informed women everywhere

have turned to Zonitors—the new, safe, con-

venient way in feminine hygiene.
Zonitors are dainty, snow-white suppositories

which spread a greaseless, protective coating

. . . and kill germs instantly at contact. De-
odorize—not by temporarily masking—but by
destroying odors. Cleanse antiseptically and
give continuous medicationfor hours.

Yet Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues.

Powerful—yet non-poisonous, non-caustic.

Even help promote gentle healing. No appa-

ratus; nothing to mix. At all druggists.

rtvcr Mail this coupon for revealing booklet of

rKtt: intimate facts, sent postpaid in plain

envelope. Zonitors. Dept.5709A, 370. Lexington

Avenue, New York. N. Y.

Name

T love the movies but:

Why don't they give us a rest on

Veronica Lake's hair-do, Olivia de Havil-

land's love affairs, Errol Flynn's fights at

home and abroad, Joan Crawford's voice

lessons, and so on?
Why don't they tone down Billie Burke's

birdlike chirps and flutterings a bit?

Why don't they make one picture with

Wally Beery where his hair is not mussed

all over his brow?
Why don't they give us just one candid

shot of one of the movie lassies at play

which doesn't show her boo-zum clear

down to HERE?
Why don't they let Dorothy Lamour

have just ONE expression that isn't

smouldering (although she smoulders very

nicely) ?

Why don't they allow most of the gals

to gain a few pounds? Hip-bones, collar-

bones and sharp elbows may be interesting

to an anatomist, but not to the average

male moviegoer.
Why don't they make more cheerful,

really GOOD comedies—not zanies (we

are sick of them) but movies with every

day •comedy plots about people like US ?

Why don't I stop criticizing the movies

when I see a picture at least three times a

week ?

J. HENRY BOWEN, Columbus, Ohio

Screenland

COW ORIGINAL MUSIC COMPOSED TO
YOUR SONG POEMS

HITS Send Poem fur Free Examination.
L 1 \m t | Composing. Publishing. Arranging, Recording.

PAY!! De Luxe Rhymer FREE on Request.

DELUXE MUSIC SERVICE, Box3163-S, Bridgeport, Conn.

•jc Thrill to confidential close-

ups of glamorous Hollywood
and its scintillating personali-

ties. Know what's going on
inside the film capital — new rj\

tj SghastiaiLj,
types of actors and actresses UOTOWyMOOSnan*

being sought, script and style trends, beauty
secrets, etc. All this fascinating inside

information sent to you every week by Dorothy

Sebastian, famous film star, and Paul Cruger.

screen and radio writer, in the Hollywood News-
of-the-Week Club's Confidential Letter to mem-
bers. They'll personally answer your inquiries

about Hollywood, too. Join now and amaze your

friends with your in-the-know conversation! Also,

a comprehensive reading and consultation service

for writers — send tor details. Special intro-

ductory offer of Club membership, only SI for six

months. Start getting your CONFIDENTIAL Ltl-

TER at once. SendSl with name and address today.

HOLLYWOOD ASSOCIATES
8743 Sunset Blvd., Box 511-S, Hollywood, Calif.
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A year ago only a printed re-

membrance from an insurance

agent and a pair of gloves from "good old

Helen." And now ... all this!

There were Bill's flowers, Henry's orchids,

an exquisite bottle of perfume from Loran,

three telegrams, and a dozen other assur-

ances that the awful year of loneliness lay

behind her forever.

"How nice to see people and to be liked

again!" she thought—and then, eyeing Bill's

flowers, "How wonderful to be loved!"

Life was really worth living now . . . might
have been all along if she hadn't been such

a fool.

Looking back it didn't seem possible that

a normally attractive and popular girl could

have been so gradually yet so completely

dropped as she had been. But that is the way
gossip works— and a girl found guilty of
this trouble* only once may be continually

under suspicion.

And had it not been for Helen's friendly

but brutal candor she might never have
known what it was or what to do about it.

How About You?

No matter what your other good points are

they may be overlooked if you have hali-

tosis (bad breath). Incidentally, anyone may
have it. The worst of it is you may not know
when you offend this way, so common sense

tells you not to take chances.

Why not get in the habit of using Listerine

Antiseptic as a mouth rinse every night and
morning and between times, before business
and social appointments? This wonderful
antiseptic, with its delightful effect, not only
freshens the entire mouth but makes the
breath sweeter, purer, less likely to offend.

Countless fastidious people, popular people
never, never omit it.

While some cases of halitosis are systemic,

most cases, according to some authorities,

are due to bacterial fermentation of tiny

food particles on tooth, gum and mouth
surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts

such fermentation, then overcomes the odors

that fermentation causes.

Lambert PharmacalCompany, St. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC for oral hygiene

SCREENLAND
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[""•HERE has never been anything like it before and

i probably never will be again. I saw it and I still

Vt believe it. But it's true. The Hollywood Victory

iravan for Army and Navy Relief, twenty-two of

.u topflight movie stars and eight starlets, came, were

In, and conquered—and if a few Irene creations were

\ta and a few famous arms bruised and some cele-

ated nerve systems upset in the struggle, it was well

_rth it to all concerned. As the elegant and fastidious

.audette Colbert told me, after the Washington and

,|iiladelphia shows (and with eleven more cities still to

Ly)—"What we've been through! But we love it."

I Master of ceremonies Bob Hope worked as hard, or

jirder, getting up new gags with Jerry Colonna than

I;
works on his own high-paid pictures and radio pro-

ranis—and this show was only the start of his long

^sonal appearance tour to entertain 100,000 soldiers

id sailors, the longest tour any entertainer has ever

ade donating his services, on vacation time, too. Of

mrse, Bob frankly enjoys an audience; he can't help

owning wherever he is; it's as much fun for him as

|>r us, as he admits—BUT he's doing it "for free"

id FOR FREEDOM.
The Caravan, with Colbert, Hope, the two Joans,

londell and Bennett, Cary Grant, Olivia de Havilland,

aurel and Hardy, Eleanor Powell, the invincible Irish

rio of Cagney, O'Brien, and McHugh—and guess who's

lost popular? It's Pat they yell at—all these and many

lore who left their comfortable Hollywood homes and

ressing rooms for a barnstorming tour of thirteen one-

light stands of America's big cities, rubbed elbows, no

ooling, with their fans. Sold-out everywhere it played,

he huge three-hour variety show was a sensation, each

tar actually doing an act, not just twittering "I'm so

appy to be here." They worked, these pampered pets,

,s they probably have never worked before—or since

Jiey became famous. They TROUPED, these fabulous

iarlings did, they took it, they knocked themselves out

but in what a cause! Something tells me that more

. at Savings Stamps and Bonds will be bought in the

ities where the Caravan played than were bought

here before. Good Americans, giving their services in a

pirit understood and appreciated by all other good

\mericans, are a guarantee of Victory!

AN OPEN LETTER TO
THESE GOOD AMERICANS

Bob Hope,
master of cer-

emonies of big

H o I lywo od
Victory Cara-
van show, and
CI audette
Colbert, one

of its twenty-

two big stars.

Above, some of the

many stars about to

leave Hollywood for

first stop in series of

thirteen one-night
stands of America's

big cities. See if you

can find Claudette,

Frank McHugh, Joan

Blondell, Charles
Boyer, Rise Stevens

The two Joans,

Blondell and

Bennett, catch

their breath
between acts.

At right,
Olivia d e

Havilland,
Misses Blon-

dell and Ben-

nett in uni-

form for play-

let they enact-

ed in the show.
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MESSAGE TO SOLDIERS'

WIVES AND SWEETHEARTS
"Men must fight, and women must WORK!" Qy
says Jeanette. "There's no time for weep-
ing in this world today. Wives must stop Elizabeth Wilson
being the Little Woman, and be women!"
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IEANETTE without Gene," I thought as my car

I climbed to the top of Bel-Air road, "Jeanette with-

J out Gene, that's going to be pretty grim," I sort of

aded this visit. And always before I had looked for-

•d with delight to invitations to the MacRaymonds

—

n though my poor car invariably strained its guts to

:.<e the grade. (So high on the side of the hill do

y live that impetuous young aviators from Lockheed

constantly having to resist the urge to fly right

Dttgh Jeanette's bedroom window. Some day she's

ng to wake up and find a propeller on her dressing-

m table.)

Mve years ago Gene had brought his red-headed bride

his hill-top home, and carried her across the threshold

the traditional manner. It was his home—he had

<ed it out and he had bought it—and he loved it

rlv, every nook and cranny of. it. But he loved his

jntry even more. Soon after Pearl Harbor Gene

jetly volunteered in the Army Air Force and secured

duration leave-of-absence from his studio, RKO. A
I pie of months ago, looking very handsome in his uni-

in, he left for a camp back East where he is working

his new job as a soldier. And if I

j.w Gene he'll work hard enough for

-hole regiment of soldiers.

I don't think I'm going to like it

e," I thought as I parked in the

v-eway, so sad about it all that for

first' time I completely forgot to go

) a rage over the MacRaymond drive

ich, I always snarled, "must have

n built for scooters, certainly not for

s." I couldn't help but recall all the

>d times and wonderful laughs I'd

{1
there with Gene and Jeanette. Like

night that the Very Important

[trior from England asked for tea

er dinner, only to be told by the new
!

ler, who was frank if nothing else,

[adame, there isn't any tea in the

lse," while Jeanette tried to remem-
she was a lady and Gene sputtered

awberry mousse on the tablecloth. I

killed those gay, chatty Sunday morn-
!
breakfast parties, which followed

Inette's naive discovery of the waffle

n, and how Gene and Nelson Eddy
tl John Mack Brown used to pretend

y were seized with acute indigestion,

[id more recently I recalled the fun

all had at "Date Leaves"—those

sell spend-the-day parties Gene and
uiette had given every Sunday for the

'ws in the Army, Navy and Marines.

If I were asked to name the ten best

kts in Hollywood Gene Raymond's
!aie would head the list. Casual, un-

suming, easy, and as friendly as a

rnper of puppies, Gene was always the

rfect host—even to pushing panting

Is, like myself, up the steep hill from
1 swimming" pool.

No, the old place wouldn't be the

me without Gene. And if I needed
-isoling, just think what Jeanette

eanette MacDonald, like thousands of other

American wives and sweethearts today, sent

er man off to war with a smile. Gene Ray-
mond is now a Lieutenant in the Army Air

orce Combat Command. Jeanette is now a
tate director of the American Women's Vol-

untary Services, and she is also keeping the

lome fires burning by sticking to her job.

would need. I sank in a chair in the library, and got all

set to make with the aphorisms. Soon, Jeanette breezed

in from the studio, her grey-green eyes crackling, her

cheeks flushed, and looking like a million dollar-,. 1 1 1

had expected a long face and misty eyes I was in lor a

big surprise. Jeanette, without Gene, I decided, wasn't

going to be grim alter all.

"Well, if it isn't Mrs. First-Lieutenant-Rayinond-of-

the-Army-Air-Force-Combat-Command," J said. "I read

in all the newspapers where you were closing your home
and giving up your career for the duration. But 1 don't

see any sheets over the furniture, and that's definitely

make-up on your face."

"Now, wasn't that silly," said Jeanette. "I don't know
how it got in the papers. Why, 1 haven't the slightest

intention of closing the house for the duration. I wanl

to keep Gene's home for him just as it is. When he comes
back I want him to find everything the way he left it.

Even to the leak in the store room. He'll think about his

home constantly while he is away, I know, and when he

comes back when the war is over I want him to find

everything as he remembers (Please turn to page 64)



JIMMY

NOT so long ago a man
stood in the White
House, proud and hum-

ble, while his President clasped

round his neck the ribbon of

a special Congressional Medal.
No, he wasn't a general or a
diplomat or even one of those

fabulous airmen this generation

has bred. He was a hoofer of

another generation named
George M. Cohan, and Congress
had awarded him the medal for

outstanding service to the cause

of Americanism.
Because Cohan's a good

American, another good Amer-
ican is playing "Yankee Doodle
Dandy." Ever since the older

actor wrote the story of his life,

James Cagney has wanted to do
it on the screen—because it's the

story of a typical American
family like his own, papa, mama
and the kids, never mind that the)

happened to work in show business

—

and because through its human weave
runs the thread of a man's love for his country.

To Cagney and his producer brother Bill, it seemed that "Yankee Doodk
Dandy" had something to say to the country. This was in the days befon

Pearl Harbor, when conflicting opinion confused and divided us. In Cohan':

feeling there was no room for division. In the face of threatened danger

there was room only for America and what she {Continued on page 58)

Never before has Cagney consented
to pose for such photographs as
these, taken informally on the "Yan-
kee Doodle Dandy" set at Warner
Bros, studio. Here's Jimmy with sister

Jeanne and Joan Leslie, above; his

wife, right—and the whole Cagney
family. Other pictures show Jim in

big numbers from great new film.

22
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HER hair swept across one eye and her name swept
across the country. It tickles her that the reason
they changed it to Veronica Lake was because

they thought Constance Keane, her own name, was too
theatrical. She had no trouble getting used to it, though.
Her old

?

friends call her Connie, her new friends Ronnie,
so there's only a letter to choose between them.
You'd never pick her out of a crowd as a glamor girl.

She doesn't look like one, act like one nor aspire to be
one—off-screen. There's something almost mouselike
about the demure unobtrusiveness of her appearance.
The blaze is within.

She's five foot two, weighs less than a hundred pounds
despite a flourishing appetite, and looks like a child
despite her twenty-two years. In restaurants she's taken
for a minor and has to produce identification before she
can get a glass of sherry. She wears her hair tucked up
or in pigtails, and gets a kick out of people who, coming
to gape at the smoldering Lake, drop their jaws and
mutter, "What! That infant!"

'

Only on second glance do you begin to discover the
girl on the screen—in the cameo-clear features, the
heavy-lidded eyes, the perfectly-built body. She insists
that the girl on the screen is a stranger to her, that it

makes her feel silly to identify her with herself. Ronnie's
hair, for instance, often irritates Connie. She gets an
irresistible impulse to reach up and push it away from
her eye.

She refuses to play up to her screen reputation

—

dresses, acts and lives as she pleases, and pleases to do
all three simply. She wears jackets and skirts and low-
heeled shoes to the studio. Her favorite jacket of the

moment is a fringed leather affair she brought back from
Tia Juana because it makes her look like Annie Oakley,
and she hoped if producer Pop Sherman saw her in it,

he'd let her do a "Hopalong Cassidy" picture.

Round the house she wears slacks and blouses—she's
firm about the blouses. Not sweaters—just sloppy old
blouses you can dump into the wash-tub and at least

they're fresh. She likes things you can dump into the
wash-tub—that's why her summer wardrobe features al-

most exclusively pinafores and peasant frocks. In pinafore,
sandals and pigtails she went shopping with her mother
one day. While Mrs. Keane waited for a package,
Veronica wandered into the hat department and tried

on a couple. "Mustn't play with them, dearie," admon-
ished a saleswoman, then to the approaching Mrs.
Keane: "Oh, is that your little girl? Guess she thought
she was going to buy

_
mummy a hat."

She can live happy without furs or jewels, hates to

see small girls—like herself—drooling with foxes, and
prefers a plain cloth coat to what she calls sable-dyed

fish. The only fur coat she owns is a white baby lamb,
peasant style, built for warmth rather than elegance, and
bought because mornings are cold in California, espe-
cially at five—her rising hour since war put the studios
on an eight-to-five schedule.

She thinks every wardrobe should include one really

good set of costume jewelry—a heavy piece to wear with
plain black, a clip and earrings for other costumes. She
once heard a girl say in all good faith to an actress:
"What beautiful costume jewelry!" The jewels were
real, the actress got sore and Veronica giggled. Since
real stuff looks like costume stuff anyway, she argues,
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she'd rather have the stuff that looks like what it is.

Makeup for street and evening is the same. Her skin

is pale, her brows and lashes fair. So she uses mascara,

a brown eyebrow pencil and a pale pink rouge base

which she works into the whole cheek to produce the

effect of a faint even glow, and lipstick, of course. Lemon

in the rinsing water when her hair gets washed, but she

swears she'll never bleach it. Long fingernails are another

abomination, and she- won't use polish. An extra on the

"This Gun for Hire" set admired her scarlet-tipped

talons. "Mine won't grow," she moaned. "I have to use

phony ones."

"What do you think these are?" said Ronnie, and

popped one off.

Blue and red are her favorite daytime colors, black for

night. She can't stand bare midriffs or necks cut way

down, and thinks there's more sex appeal in a body beau-

tifully gowned than in acres of nudity. She hates to see

women dressed up like Astor's pet horse and, even for

dinner wear, considers nothing so charming as a suit,

well and simply cut, over a tailored white shirt.

She can take dancing or leave it alone. Since their

marriage a year and a half ago, the young John Detlies

have been out night-clubbing just three times. The last

time was at Ciro's, to celebrate their first anniversary,

. and Ronnie's gown caused a sensation

—

not because of

its swank. In "Sullivan's Travels" she wore a period

'costume of black lace, complete with hoops and panta-

lettes. Her husband loved it.

"Look honey," he said, "next time we go out, would

you wear that dress?" So she detached hoops and pan-

talettes and wore it to Ciro's, oblivious of raised brows.

Whatever the gals may have thought, the boys were with

John. Photographers clamored for pictures. She hadn't,

however, worn the gown for effect. She does as she

pleases, and it pleased her to do what John asked.

On the screen she does as she's told. She knows that

hat's happened to her happens to few. She knowsw
there's a quality in her—call it glamor, the life lone,

sex appeal, what you like—which the screen projects,

which has bowled the public over. On the strength of

one picture, Veronica Lake's a name, and her hair is the

trademark for that name. Kids all over the country look

at the world one-eyed because of her. A dust-mop falls

out of a closet, and Red Skelton moos : "Veronica Lake

just tumbled into my arms." A cop with imagination

stops a motorist,, driving by the light of one headlamp.

"What're you tryin' to pull? A Veronica Lake?" Slit-

knows the value of legend. She wears her hair over one

eye a couple of times at least in every picture. She'll be

glamor girl, siren, femme fatale—whatever the fans want

and the script calls for. Off-screen she's Constance Keane

Detlie and can't be bothered.

The whole thing came about through a series of acci-

dents or the finger of fate, depending on your viewpoint.

As a kid in her home town of Lake Placid, she never

wanted to be anything but a healer, demanded a nurse's

uniform on her fourth birthday, hauled home all the

damaged birds and beasts in the neighborhood, and did

them up in splints.- Only child of an artist, she spent

much of her time with adults. Dolls left her indifferent.

She thought play-acting silly, and never tried out for a

school production. The movies were just the movies, but

an operating room held magic, and when a doctor friend

of her father offered to let her watch an appendectomy,

she turned starry-eyed. When (Please turn to page 62)

You'd never pick her out of the crowd
as a Glam Gal. There's something al-

most mouselike about her at first

glance. BUT—what a blaze within!

"This Gun for Hire" is only

Veronica's third picture, but

she started setting the screen

on fire in "I Wanted Wings"
and now there's a real confla-

gration. Her new film employs
her unique appeal and talents

as a singer who does a magic
act in a night club and catches
up with fifth columnists on the

side. Veronica learned card
tricks from a professional pres-

tidigitator for her role but she

positively needed no instruction

for her love scenes with Robert
Preston, as we think you'll agree
if you gaze on scene at right.

Zeitlin
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E&olus-tfi f

photograph,
show Tim
Holt at hoi,.,

with his wifr ',

and baby son ,

Far left, Tim I

in love scetn
with Antii\
Baxter in'
"The Magnif-t
ieent Amber-
sons," KKO- i

i J i pr tin

HERE are a lot of kids

who think they can be
happy though married, but'

who are meeting a good deal of objection to their

plans on the grounds that they are too young to know
what it's all about. Well, if the case of Mr. and Mrs.
Tim Holt is any example, take the leap, kids ! If you
have the common sense and foundation necessary,

youth need be no obstacle. It can be an advantage.
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Take the leap, kids—with

a big IF! If you are as

smart and sensible as the

Tim Holts, for example

By Jack Holland

AFRAID TOMARRf
m

n

"Virginia and I were young when we
jft-ere married," said Tim, son of the

amous Jack Holt, as he was taking a re-

spite from horse operas to do a lead in

Orson Welles' (Please turn to page 80) 0l





WHICH
ONE
DOES
SHE

LOVE?

"Err Cardboard hover"
copyright v.)

1,' by Hetro-
G-oldtmyn-Uayer. Cast
and credits on Pmjc SH

HE THOUGHT
HE LOVED
ANDERS, UNTIL
OB TAYLOR
ARGED INTO

I E R LIFE!
THAT'S A
E A U T I F U L

OMAN TO DO,
/HEN SHE
AN'T MAKE UP
IER OWN MIND?

nie was having her re-

;-ige at last, in court,

'"emotively smiling at

;ny and scowling at

= r ry, waiting for her

hance to testify when
-ny accused Terry of

'e'ng a brazen gigolo.

VEX here in Florida where there were no memories
to plague her, no shared moments to tantalize and
remember, Consuelo couldn't put Tony Barling out.

If her thoughts. Her love for him was like a sickness,

fever "that never ended.

Xight after night she went to the Casino Club in her

esperate attempt to forget, plunging recklessly at

- lemin dc Fcr, trying to make the excitement of gam-
•l.ng take, the place of that other excitement. But it

'idn't help. Nothing helped. Xot even the tall, handsome
xung man with the humorous quirk to his mouth, his

yes so glowing as he stared at her night after night,

ould break through that armor she had encased about

lerself.

He was there now as she walked out on the terrace

if the club and Terry Trindale felt his heart turning*

bo water as he looked at her. Xo odier girl had been

kble to do that to Terry, confident young song writer

Fictionized

by

Elizabeth

B.

Petersen

that he was. But this girl was different. She made all

the pat phrases he had used in his songs become vital

and real. Her eyes so sad, so haunted, were all the things

he had ever put to music: Xight after night he had come

here just to be near her and always there had been that

aloofness about her which was like a closed door between

them. But tonight Terry had to speak.

"I love you,"' he said suddenly. He had meant the

words to be a whisper but they sounded like a shout,

with the pounding of the ocean below echoing the pound-

ing of his heart.

She turned, startled. "You don't believe in long

speeches do you?" Her voice sounded as if all life had

been drained out of it." "Will you please get out of my
way?" And then as he stood there unmoving. "T need

only raise my voice and you'll be thrown out on your

ear."

"You're not afraid of me, (Please turn to page 85)
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DEBONAIR
DRIP

He wangles his

way into some
poor unsuspect-

ing gal's heart

with promises of

fine Jewels and
motor cars, but

don't believe
him, you girls.

WISTFUL
WOLF

According to

this glorifier of

the great na-

tional heel,
here's an old

smoothie who
behaves like a

kitten until he

starts to howl.

HAUGHTY
NAUGHTY

This type, says

Jack Carson, in-

sists that virtue

is its own re-

ward—and then

sets out to dis-

prove it. Better

hide from him.

JUBILANT
JERK

He's so pleased

with himself, he

never discovers

how much he

displeases
others until it

is too late.

Isn't he awful?

HEELS I HAVE KNOWN
POSED BY JACK CARSON

IN
PORTLAND, OREGON, Jack Carson has the dis-

tinction of being the most-hated man on the screen.

Yon see, he married a Portland girl, Kay St. Ger-
main—in August, 1940. The newspapers thereabouts
carried big headlines : "Portland Girl Weds Movie Actor.''

Those headlines made people thereabouts suddenly Car-
son-conscious. They looked for his name in theater ads
and went out of their way to take in those pictures. They
wanted to see the Hollywood catch the local girl had
made for herself.

"And the more they saw," says Jack wryly, across a
luncheon table in Warners' Green Room, "the less the}

understood how any girl—but especially a Portland girl

—

could sign up for life with a heel like me. Why, I was the

big so-and-so who maltreated Jimmy Cagney all through
'The Strawberry Blonde.'

"

Then, in further proof of his reputation, there is that

incident that happened the other Thursday night when
he and his wife went out to dinner. In the restaurant

they selected, there was a line of standees waiting for

tables. To kill the waiting time, Jack and his wife went
into the cocktail lounge to have a Martini. There, they

had hardly sat down, when a gent who was two-and-a-
half sheets to the wind wavered over to their table and
demanded belligerently, "Aren't you Jack Carson?"

Jack modestly admitted his identity. Whereupon the

gent reared back and said, "I thought sho! I wanta tell

you shomethin'. If you're anything like you are on the

screen, I'm shorry you're a Canadian
—

'cause I'm a Cana-
dian." And, with that, he swung.
He missed, because Jack ducked. The gent lost his

balance and would have parked his face on the floor if

Jack hadn't caught him, then invited him to sit down
and talk things over. After another drink and fifteen

minutes' acquaintance with Carson in person, he said

jovially, "I was only kidding before. I knew you couldn't

be that rotten off the screen."

Commenting on that, Jack confides, "I must say heel-

ing pays off handsomely. But once in a while I get tired

of that question: 'Are you really like you are on the

screen?' And," he adds, "I'd sort of like to get it across

that I'm not Heel Number One. Don't forget Hitler and
Hirohito."

In person, Jack has none of that brash, back-slapping

heartiness, that phony over-friendliness, that his screen

characters are apt to have. He's surprisingly quiet, low-

spoken. He's a non-blowhard, with a sense of humor, who
knowc he isn't homely, but doesn't think he's handsome
either. He strikes you as a big ( six-feet-two)

,
easy-going

good-natured guy, with a strictly normal set of reflexes.

He's such a healthy specimen that he doesn't think twice

about having oysters and ice cream at the same meal.

We can testify to that, personally—now that we've recov-

ered from our consternation, not to mention our awe.

How, under the Hollywood sun, did he ever find fame

as a heel ? It's about time he confessed.

"I didn't plan things this way," he begins diffidently.

"I've never been any good about managing my future."

For two or three generations, his family has migrated

back and forth across the Canadian border, so that it has

always been a toss-up whether the children would be

born in Canada or the United States. Jack didn't manage
to be born on this side. The stork deposited him in a

little town named Carman, Manitoba, 50 miles out oi

Winnipeg.
His family moved back to the United States when he

was about three, and Jack has been here ever since, but

technically he's still a Canadian. (Please turn to page 83)



Who's a heel?

JackCarson.of
course, and he

makes us like it

ONFESSIONS
OF A

HOLLYWOOD HEEL
By

James

Reid

But Carson can't always be a heel. Some-
times he even wins the gal, as in "Lar-

ceny, Inc.," with Jane Wyman (below).
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Mary Ties

Her heart doesn't belong to Daddy
now. Mary Martin is devoted to
Uncle Sam and like so many other
Hollywood stars spends all her
spare time studying First Aid

She wouldn't be "Merry" Martin if she
lost her sense of humor even in such
a serious and worthy cause. Mary
practices on her willing victim and
protege from Texas, Marjory Garland.

"IRST comes the bruise, then comes the
sprain, and then comes concuss-shun of
thuh brain!" Completely bewildered, I

carefully closed Mary Martin's white picket
gate and slowly approached the house. What
a peculiar song for the My-Heart-Belongs-
to-Daddy girl to be singing, I thought. May-
be things weren't so pretty-pretty in the
Halliday household. Maybe Mary was plot-
ting a little bludgeoning. With a blunt instrument. Maybe
I should warn Dick. "Then comes concuss-shun of thuh
brain," Mary gave it the old swingeroo.
But I might have known. Mary, like dozens of other

movie stars in Hollywood, like thousands of women all

over the United States, was merely studying her First
Aid. While her family took to cover.
"Come in, come in," she greeted me gleefully with a

fanatical gleam in her eyes. "I'm cramming for my First
Aid exam tomorrow. How would you like a fractured
upper arm? I don't know that one very well and I'm
mighty anxious to learn."

"I'd prefer a double brandy," I whispered painfully.
"I'm a fugitive from a First Aid class. Some dope dis-
covered my pressure points last night and I doubt
whether I'll ever be able to talk again. My wind-pipe
will never be the same. But neither will her groin. Mercy,
the house is haunted!" I did a double-take and sank into
a chair. "What in heaven's name is that?"
The weirdest apparition was stretched out on the

floor over near the piano. It was like something you ex-
pect to find in a Boris Karloff picture, but certainly not
in a movie star's living room. Its head was all done
up in a bandage which dipped slightly over one eye

—

giving
_
the impression of a Lilly Dache turban with a

Veronica Lake complex—its arm was in a sling, and

its hip was swathed in bandages of unbleached muslin.
"That," announced Mary,, "is Marjory Garland. She's

from Texas and she goes to First Aid class with me
Honey, is that head bandage too tight ?"

Marjory said it wasn't, but I was sure she was lying

through her teeth. I know that blue look when I mee"
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A Bandage

By
Liza

These exclusive photographs were Taken

in Mary's home, between studio work and
radio rehearsals, Hollywood women may
once have led an easy, luxurious exist-

ence, but the war has changed all that.

it out. Marjory is Mary's protege, I learned later

—

that is, when she isn't being Mary's First Aid victim.
When Mary taught dancing down in Weatherford,
Texas, before she became the musical comedy sensation
of New York, Marjory was her prize pupil. "Her danc-
ing is perfect," Mary told me with a giggle, "naturally

—

I taught her. But she also has a very promis-
ing voice and a definite talent for dramatics.

She's either going to be the next Zorina, the

next Jeanette MacDonald, or the next Bette

Davis. We haven't decided which." In the
*» meantime, big-hearted Mary (always ready

to give a gal a break, even in a First Aid
class) is sponsoring her career, and seeing

to it that Marjory has vocal and dramatic
lessons. Thanks to Mary, Marjory nowdias a small part
in the new Mary Martin-Dick Powell-Rudy Vallee pic-

ture at Paramount, called "Happy Go Lucky." Well, if

you're a protege I suppose you have to be nice about
being bandaged. Marjory was doing her best to keep
tears out of her one exposed eye.

"Now, honey," said Mary to her victim, "I'll just have
to try that fractured upper arm bandage on you. 'Place

the arm in a normal position bending the right angle at

the elbow,' " Mary read from her First Aid text book.

"If I hurt you you must yell, like the instructor said,

but not too loudly—remember what happened to me the

other night in class."

I was curious, of course, and while she was busy with
her splint I wormed it out of her. Seems that Mary's
instructor told all the "victims" to groan or yell with

pain when they were being bandaged if the First Aiders
moved an arm or a leg unnecessarily. This would give

it the realistic touch. When Mary was being bandaged
by Jean Arthur she gave out with a yell so blood-curdling

that at least six Bel-Air families quietly retiring for the

evening rushed to the telephone to report a murder. Jean
said Mary didn't have to be quite so realistic with her

yells, and Mary said that Jean didn't have to be so darned
realistic with her knots, and a beautiful friendship \ Mary
and Jean have been best (Please turn to page 66)
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With favorite pet, Suzy-Q.

JUST to look at Bob Cummings casu-
GlQCly

ally, you. wouldn't go into a tizzy.

Meeting him for the first time, you would think,

here is a personable young man, six feet one inch

tall, weight 175 pounds or thereabouts, dark blue eyes,

dark brown hair, singularly nice smile, pleasant man-
ners. Athletic type, you'd guess, a flier, perhaps. No
perhaps about it ! He is a Captain in the Reserve Air
Corps. He is, besides, a licensed radio operator with a
station in his own ship, radio transmitter and all the

blind flying instruments. He not only holds a pilot's

license but a pilot's license with instructor's rating, the

only one of its kind to be held by a private pilot. But you
wouldn't, of course, get all this at first meeting. Probably
turns in a neat rhumba, you'd sum up, is quick on the

uptake—a Good Joe. A small-town boy (Joplin, Missouri,
had the honor) who made good.
Who is making very good, in fact. For when any young

actor, is so in demand that he must sub-divide himself
like an amoeba and work in three pictures at one and
the same time as, while he was making "The Devil and
Miss Jones," "Moon Over Miami" and ''Kings Row,"

He's Capt. in Reserve Air Corps.

Bob did—you can bet Hollywood is Cun
mings-conscious. But acutely.

Directors, from the Borgian Hitchcock to the shrewd
discriminating Sam Wood, cry for him. (Hitchcock wl
directed him in "Saboteur," is reported to have sai

"Where has he been all my life? Had I known hi

before, I would have cast him in all my pictures. Becau:
he is elastic, pliable. Not a mask, a human being.") Tai

trumy movie queens are told "Cummings is to play o;

posite you" and are pacified.

Moreover, Bob's home lot, Universal, recently pr

sented him with star billing, star dressing room, all tl

trimmings of stardom, including salary. A smart men

because, if they hadn't, five other studios would ha^

handed him his own ticket to sign.

But it is how he made good that is the story. Th
story. As unusual a story as I have ever tried to te

Because the fact that he is an excellent actor is n<

enough. We have quite a few talented thespians in Holl;

wood who are not working in one picture, let aloi

three at once. Nor can his success be attributed to li

good looks which are personable, (Please turn to page 7u
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CAPT.

RONALD
REAGAN!

. Nell Reagan, top

facing page, bids her

.goodbye before he de-

i for active duty with

{United States Army.
;an, a reserve lieuten-

n the cavalry, left for

Presidio at San Fran-

i on Sunday, April 19.

rr pictures show him
his wife and their

, Maureen Elizabeth.

It's Captain Ronald
Reagan, U. S. Caval-

ry, now. Ronnie
worked night and
day to finish his final

picture at Warners,
"Desperate Jour-
ney," before saying

farewell to his moth-
er, to his wife (Jane

Wyman) and baby
daughter and leav-

ing, with a smile, to

serve his country.
Movie actor or clerk,

truck driver or me-
chanic, it doesn't
matter "—all in towin

!







ATTEN-SHUN I

Private Burgess Meredith

Before his induction into the Army, popular "Buzz"
Meredith made a thriller for Paramount, "The Black
Curtain," opposite Claire Trevor (left). Good work!



GOLD IS

WHERE YOU
FIND IT!

And it's right here — in Claire Trev-

or's shimmeringhair,inherfeathered

friend's golden voice. The tide of a

recent Trevor picture is "The Gentle-

men Misbehave"^-who'dblame 'em ?







DAZZUNQl
Lovely Fay McKenzie, who won recogni-

tion in Westerns, steps into a serious role

in Republic's "Remember Pearl Harbor"



DASHINQ!
Handsome Robert Stack plays the leading

role opposite Diana Barrymore in Wal-
ter Wanger's exciting "Eagle Squadron"





it's more important than ever to make
every rare moment of relaxation count!

Carole Landis, who is not only a hard-

vorkingmovie actress butalsoapatriot-

c citizen*- she is a Commander of the

nrst Division, Aerial Nurses Corps of

\merica, and Storekeeper Third Class

n Bundles for Blue-Jackets Campaign
vork— prefers sun-bathing to keep fit.

Virginia Gilmore and Janice Carter*

acing page, like to loll. John Payne
md Jean Gabin agree with the girls.
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Pidgeon's latest movie is "Mrs. Miniver,
'

opposite Greer Garson (above). Portrait

at left shows him in uniform for the role.

"I don't take myself

seriously," says Wal-
ter Pidgeon, and proves

it in this forthright
exclusive interview

By
Charles
Darnton

HE'S* NO EXHIBITIONIST
F. IN these expansive times, there ever should be

needed a colossus astride the Detroit River from

Windsor, Out., to the Ford capital, my man for the

job would be that stalwart, upstanding son of the

Dominion, Walter Pidgeon. The only possible drawback

to this otherwise perfect choice for a faintly spectacular

stretch of work is his ingrained sense of modesty.

Though an actor, and a fine one, Mr. Pidgeon has in

his altogether . likable make-up nothing of the exhibi-

tionist. Perish the thought ! Of this I became duly aware

in my first attempt to get him to talk of himself. It hap-

pened at lunch in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer commis-

sary, and for three-quarters of an hour that's precisely

all that did happen.—Xot that my gracious host emulated

the clam on his plate. Far from silent, he was ready and

willing to discuss at length anything—that is, anything

aside from himself—that came along.

And so it was that he instantly and adroitly seized

upon the vintage suit I was wearing. When did I get it ?

He listened raptlv. as one fascinated, to my moody con-

fession of the far-distant date. Really ! Then he pressed

me, not unlike an iron-heated tailor, to tell him more.

Well, well, think of that ! With the awe that one touches

an ancient relic, he felt the cloth of my coat, his fingers

gentle in their respect for age. When the subject had

been worn threadbare as the suit itself. I caught him

glancing hopefully down at my feet. Fearful, I shoved

them farther under the table, realizing that if once this

roving conversationalist started on my antique shoes he

would be sure to make them go a long way.

Smiling up at our pleasant-faced waitress as she turned

to whisk kitchenward, Mr. Pidgeon now was moved to

speak feelingly of the devoted and unselfish ministrations

of womankind in general. And that recalled the experi-

ence of a good old pal of his, a hearty sea captain who

had gone to a recreation center in quest of simple shore

diversion. For information concerning its inner pleasures,

the jolly seadog sought out one of the dutiful hostesses

who. happily, chanced to be a beauteous blonde. But_ at

his first inquiry, the poor dear (Please turn to page 78)
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SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-
antee yourself good entertainment
without loss of time and money

"TORTILLA FLAT'
"MOONTIDE

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

MAGNIFICENT!

APPEAL: Even if you never read John

Steinbeck's great story you must see the

picture, for it is the cinema master

piece of the month.

PLOT- Steinbeck's human and moving

account of the vagabonds of Monterey

California, known as the pa.sanos. They

are rogues and idlers but curiously

childlike and lovable, and for all their

thieving and drinking they have a

wholesome respect for religion and the

wonders of nature. There is no plot

as such, for which be thankful in a

screen month crawling with story com-

plications-^ the simple account of

the paisanos' adventures from day to

day Pilon. Danny, Pablo, he herm, ,

and oil of them, end they all ring true.

ACTING: Best of the month by tar,

with Spencer Tracy's engaging por-

trayal of the quick-witted leader

PUon. John Garfield's sturdy perform

ance os Danny, and Frank Morgan s in

credibly moving characterization of the

hermit-you can't believe your eyes

when you see the wisecracking Frank

Wormed into a holy hermit but his

scene of prayer under the b 9 eesw

convince you that Morgan is or more

than a deft comedian; he is pretty

nearly a great actor. Hedy Lamarr

J

no passive beauty as Danny s girl but

a fiery human being.

M-G-M

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

PONDEROUS!

APPEAL: If you saw Jean Cabin's

French movies, or if you're curious to

see"ft. Gallic panic for the first time,

you'd better catch this.

PLOT: Just a background for M.

Cabin's virile personality and pictur-

esque talents; a smart movie fan could

easily write the rest after watching toe

first few scenes, it's that obvious As

vogue and misty as the arty photog-

raphy, the sluggish story creeps alortg

recounting the adventures of Bobo a

hard-drinking, hard-hitting dock-hand

who is reformed by the devotion of a

waif he rescues from drowning ana

ends up as the peaceful proprietor ot

a bait-barge. There are one or two

powerful interludes but for the most

part it is a disappointing vehicle for

a noted actor.

ACTING: Whenever possible Gabin

takes possession of the scene, and then

his great magnetism dominates the dull

story and American audiences, par-

ticularly the distaff side, will not ques-

tion 20th Century-Fox's acumen in im-

porting this male charmer One love

scene alone will be worth their admis-

sion money. Ida Lupino is an undoubted

aid as the hash-slinger who captures

the Frenchman's fancy with her haunt-

ing sweetness; Thomas Mitchell is the

month's most sinister villain as the false

friend, and Claude Rains is fine in a

weird role which might easily have

turned to comedy in less skilled hands.

20th Century-Fox

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

DEPRESSING!

APPEAL: Well, if you want your Bette

Davis at her most menacing and neu-

rotic, wading through great gobs of

gloom, you can have her here.

PLOT: One of those to make audiences

ask, "Who picked this?" Doubtful en-

tertainment value for these times is the

story of two sisters, one good, one bad,

and the havoc wrought by the baddie

when she breaks her fiances heart by

stealing sister's husband, causes his

suicide, tries to win her old beau back,

and comes to inevitable grief after her

car kills a woman and child by reckless

driving. Believe it or not. We all know

the wages of sin is death but this p.c-

ture seems a gruesome and unnecessary

reminder.

ACTING: What a waste of Miss Davis'

fine talents, not that she doesn't do a

good job of making you loathe the bad

sister, but the result is simply that

Olivia de Havilland emerges as star of

the picture in the sympathetic role. It's

simply another stunt for Bette Davis,

but it's a real opportunity for Olivia

and she makes the most of it. The two

bewildered leading men of the piece,

George Brent and Dennis Morgan, do

all they possibly can to make their

parts believable, but they are fighting

a losing battle and seem to know it.

Warner Bros.
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MY GAL SAL' "THE GOLD RUSH'

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GAY.'

APPEAL: If you crave an enchanting

escape from today's troubles, . s right

here—AND with Rita Haywarth all in

Technicolor, too—wheel

PLOT: Based on the career of the late

Paul Dresser, favorite bollad-wnter-erf

a past generation, whose On the Banks

f the Wabash became an Amer.can

classic. And quite a career he had, too

-as written here from a b.ography by

Paul's brother, the famous novehst

Theodore Dreiser, it takes him from

^veiling medicine shows to Manhattan

where he becomes a figure ,n the the

atrical whirl and writes many hits tor

ane Sally Elliott, musical comedy star

and toast of the town. Tunes you II be

humming are My Gal Sal, by Dresse

himself, and two new ones, Here Yo,

Are and Me and My Fella.
_

ACTING: It is Miss Hayworth s pie-

£,«' and deservedly, for she is a v,s,on

£ color and the gorgeous costumes of

he Gay Nineties which fit her shapely

chases like the proverbial glove One

orlsi a y good as the song-writmg hero

P
the star-studded cast include

Landis, James GUason, *jj
Walter Catlett. Mono Mans.

20th Century-Fox

•THIS GUN FOR HIRE'

and

Carole

Sutton,

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

CLASSIC!

APPEAL: To everyone, young or old

who enioys a good hearty augh-but

Ispeciaily to those lucky kids who are

seeing the great Chaplin for the first

time -
,, i

PLOT- Charlie's classic story of the

|mle fellow" who goes prospecting in

he far North and his comic m.sadven-

: es with bears and brutes and a

beautiful dance-hall girl-freshly cut

and edited and scored with .magma-

ttve music, and best treat of a I,

J J
commentary by the great man himself

really witty chat that keeps pace with

he hilarious action. Unforgettable

comedy and pathos, especially the

scenes of the Thanksgiving din-^ of

the boiled shoe and the pathetic New

Year s Eve party that didn't happen.

ACTING: Chaplin doesn't date not

this "little fellow" you see here, for he

•

the rea l
Chaplin, not the sophisti-

cated performer of "The Great D*
tor." The other performers arod.fi

nitely old-style comics, but Charlie

art is as modern as tomorrow and as

mellow as yesterday, and audiences ac-

customed to Bob Hope will tak the

immortal tramp to their hearts on I wd

be hoping that he bring back his other

outstanding pictures with music and

his own clever dialogue Who wouldn i

want to see "The Circus" and Modern

Times" again?

Chaplin-United Artists

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

EXCJT/NGI

APPEAL: If you like lusty melodrama

and Veronica Lake, and want to wel-

come th e new find, Alan Ladd, you II

have a good time at th.s one.

PLOT- All about a ruthless killer called

Raven and how he got that way-and

how eventually he atones by catching

up with some fifth columnists and

|e

P

tting
>em have it. He also catches

up with Veronica Lake which makes for

some swell scenes. There
1

* plenty of ex-

citement, most of it authenic, unt.l the

final scenes, which smack too strongly

of serial stuff to belong in his Class-A

thriller. But you'll be on the edge of

your seat through most of the fast and

furious action.

ACTING: Though Veronica Lake does

her best acting so far, ironically enough

it is newcomer Alan Ladd who steals

the show with his bitter charm and ex-

cellent under-playing of a difficult role.

He has you feeling sorry for his char-

acter of killer against your better |udg-

ment, and you won't forget Raven in a

hurry. Laird Cregar commits his tirst

screen sin of bad over-acting in a role

that was flamboyant to begin with, so

You may cringe as the huge guy gives

with the gestures. Robert Preston is dis-

tinctly likeable as the lucky guy who

wins the Lake lady.

Paramount
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Hollywood's

Finest

Friendship
George plays gin-rummy with Harold Ramer, on the patio of
the new Tobias home, Rancho Rosario. Hollywood's best
friends, yes, but they don't trust each other at cards—just

look at those two silver-mounted guns. Left below, George
and Harold at supper. Below, George, man of all work, mak-
ing his bed before leaving for the studio. The small picture at
bottom of the page shows Harold before his polo accident.

THIS is not a publicity yarn, but one of the few real, heart-warming stories

Hollywood has to offer. Until now it could not be told. For two years it has

^ been carefully guarded, known only to few.
For its interest does not concern the flaming romance of a Lana Turner nor

an Errol Flynn, nor any one of the glamor-and-glitter set. Instead, it records the
genuine sincerity and unselfishness of a man for a friend.
While Hollywood is generosity itself with money for charitable causes, it rarely

gives of itself individually. This man, though an actor, did. In some way he man-
aged to keep his real-life role of benefactor a secret. But now it can be revealed.

"Say, that's pretty tough keeping your leg strapped up to your hip," George
Tobias remarked to Harold Ramer. Both were working in the picture, "Hunchback
of Notre Dame." It had been years since they'd met. George, having scored in the
Broadway play "You Can't Take It With You," had answered Hollywood's sum-
mons. Harold had been playing bits in pictures. Now, he was playing a one-legged
beggar in the Laughton film. Still pale, only recently he'd been released from the
hospital.

"The leg is gone, George," Harold said quietly. "But don't mention it to anyone.
I'm trying hard to keep it from getting back to Mother. The doctor says the other
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You know George Tobias as one of the

screen's great character actors, but

you don't know him as the fine man

and "friend in need" revealed for

the first time in this amazing story

By May Mann

3eorge is "chief cook and bottle washer"—below,

making breakfast for himself and Harold. He's a he-

man who really enjoys cooking, and his coffee is some-

thing. George is the perfect host; strictly bachelor

quarters, his home welcomes guests whom he regales

«ith stage and screen reminiscences. Note his radio

phonograph, right, and his collection of 4,000 records.

may have to come off, too."

"Gee, you poor kid," George gasped, his

lace lining with immediate concern. '"How did

it happen? Who's taking care of you?"

Bit by bit Harold related the story. Right

from the beginning.

Harold had been impressed with the stage

when he had first met George at a rehearsal

at the Eltinge Theater in New York. George

was eighteen, the son of a well-known Yiddish

theatrical team. Born on the East Side, the

melting pot of the "world, he'd picked up many
dialects. In fact, he was expert at speaking

anything from Greek to Eskimo. Harold, a lad

of fourteen, was the son of a shoe merchant

on Long Island. George's role of "the ape"

in Eugene O'Neill's "The Hairy Ape" had

fascinated Harold. (Please turn to page 76)



IT
WAS cocktail and tea time

in the Hotel Algonquin,
New York. Here, the teapot

still holds equal prestige with
the cocktail shaker, and a port-
ly table, laden with a silver tea
service, had just been rolled

onto the scene. Snug in a love-
seat, I watched the crowd of
that fascinating lobby, interest-

ing looking young men and interesting looking older
women, and chic and lovely looking younger women and
important looking men and now and then an uniform.
I was wondering how Geraldine Fitzgerald would look
when she came, because she was the reason I was there.
She came, a swift moving, lithe young figure, a sports
coat tossed over a simple black dress, her auburn hair
hanging in a half-curl, half-longish manner, with only
an amazing wealth of vitality and expressiveness in her
eyes to indicate that approaching was one of the star
hopes for the American screen.

Miss Fitzgerald suggested tea, and with it came gen-
erous slices of bread and butter. It was good and com-
forting, and we sat and talked—not of Flollywood and
the latest hair-do, but of the momentous changes that
are sweeping us all toward a morrow that promises to
be very different from today. Her viewpoint was reassur-
ing

; we win all rise to this great occasion. Of course,
we will, but it is comforting to be told this again by one
who, until 1938, had spent her time in Ireland and Eng-
land. I was fascinated by Miss Fitzgerald's voice, beau-
tifully modulated, perfectly enunciated words, yet so
natural and unaffected. Mentally, I resolved to overcome
a tendency to too rapid speech. I am sure that it would
benefit many at this point to pause and ask: "Just how
do I sound to others ?" There are voices that have a lift

and a life, a vitality that is like a tonic. For some reason,
these girls are usually popular, though many would never
rate in a beauty contest. To you who are secretaries and
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Geraldine Fitzgerald, Dublin's gift to Hollywood, has
auburn hair, deep jade eyes, a fine capacity for
dramatic acting, and a small son named Michael.

Musings on tomorrow, for which
the beauty and fashion outlook
holds high hope. Replacements
may mean great improvement

private switchboard operators
or who, in fact, meet the pub-
lic in any way, the tone and
spirit of your telephone or
face-to-face voice tells worlds
about you and those you repre-
sent. And never forget that
many a man has fallen in love
with a voice.

War was coming home to
the American girls materially (of course, it had already
come emotionally) when I talked with Miss Fitzgerald.
Here is a good place to assure you that Geraldine Fitz-
gerald is her name by right, not a stage or screen name.
The WPB edicts to the women's garment industry had
gone forth. "Narrow skirts will not be good for me be-
cause of my hips," said Miss Fitzgerald. I thought she
was too critical of herself there. Her hips looked good
and slim to me. There is often the silver lining to the
darkest clouds, if you look hard enough for it. We agreed
on that. So—I see through my magic crystal—plenty of
girls with frankly too much hip and too much leg getting
each of these important appurtenances in better shape
for the patriotic silhouette. Maybe your new, high-geared
life will do it for you. Maybe with no time on your
hands, hips and legs will naturally reap a reward in slim-
ness for your personal all-out effort in whatever you can
do. If not, write to me and I will make suggestions for
slimming these areas. Certainly, however, continued
short skirts are going to teach us to take better care of
our legs in the way of grooming. An effective depilatory
is a "must" for many ; and for those who go stockingless,
and you certainly can and be in good taste now with the
sheer stocking situation what it is, a leg make-up is

very much in order.

Miss Fitzgerald's beautiful hair, which she prefers to
wear coiling naturally and casually about her shoulders,
has a slight curl, giving it a sculptured quality. She
prefers not to have it coiffed but rather to wear it in



lple manner. The mention of hair brings

a subject that may have caused some

you alarm. This is the fact that many
manent wave methods use metal, both

the machines and gadgets. With war,

word, metal, is rapidly falling into the

cious classifications of diamonds, only

preciousness is gauged in terms of great

!i sweeping results. However, let me say

|t from my periscope as yet I see no

jd for consumer concern for the perma-

!it. One company has already announced

It wooden gadgets will replace metal

!:s, and I believe that this industry, like

!ny others in the beauty field, will solve

}

problem happily for all. Other interest-

;
instances of the happy solution are to

found in most attractive and lightweight

'.stic lipstick containers to replace the

rmer metal ones. If plastic becomes too

jicious, then we may have cunning

!oden or paper ones. I have a paper one

ore me now, done so firmly and attrac-

iely and lightly, that I think it is even

'.re convenient to handle than a heavier

tal one. A new cream cologne says that

precious alcohol is used in it. The result

a fine cologne more like a lotion and

lecially agreeable to sensitive skin. Far

cm concern, those of us who need and

'nt our beauty, and this seems to exclude

one, should feel that in spite of change,

L future holds many better developments

i products than we have hitherto known,

looking at Miss Fitzgerald, an interest-

I color study in amber, jade and emerald,

I her green eyes have changing lights,

hough that she, herself, was a vital ex-

,;,ple of successful change. From the stage

i screen of her own country, she came
I us. Her supporting roles in a number

!
fine pictures have gained acclaim from

torljtics. She has certainly adjusted herself

aj ! our ways and seems to like them, and

Ik also acquired a very precious posses-
an
fin in her small son, Michael. "So Jar,

Of' has been so good to us," she said. "He
ritejs never caused us any trouble." As a

D
re|iman slant, there is one point on which

j

1

Hollywood seems to break and become
' T;st a piece of simple, every-day humanity

'^children. Glamorous Joan Blondell, Mau-
fen O'Sullivan, Brenda Marshall, and so

| In spite of being stars, they are also

. ,,|st mothers.

,

jij fin talking about her most recent picture,

all -fhe Gay Sisters," Miss Fitzgerald told

ltz- Jei she thoroughly enjoyed the role she

M J
'lays. "I play the part of a really bad

M," she told me, and she confessed that

contrast to her personal well-ordered

fe such a role is refreshing and enjoyable.

^Personally, Miss Fitzgerald cannot recon-

cile her physical appearance with her tastes.

t

iJ-he says she likes to wear black, prefers

,j|iirk make-up, is emotional and moody,
™il lid so she feels she must have a brunette
•

oi|! ksonality in spite of the auburn hair and

;„«
j

ide eyes. This brings up the pleasant fact
'

s

f
i|at your personality and physical appear-

ice don't have to match. Indeed, one of

" File nicest things about humanity is the

i! rprise element—illustrated by such com-

jujf-lents as, "I never knew you were like

.j,||at," or "I never thought you could." It

f|J a little trick, though you can hardly

''''paster it consciously, of being interesting

the girls and alluring to the boys.

ic;T' Miss Fitzgerald left me with the feeling

at today, especially, all is change, but
I'l pt necessarily unhappy. Perhaps if many

f us could look toward tomorrow with
le same care and interest we experience

i contemplating a new wardrobe, a vaca-

on or a new beau, we might put into

\>day, and today is really very important,

more generous spirit and our most pleas-

nt personality, an infallible method for

oth getting and giving to the utmost. We
eed this for ourselves, and for others.

:to

Yours for Loveliness
War is a challenge to manufacturers—to keep us

lovely, to save needed materials. See the results!

NYLON is needed for war, but lovely legs

are always lovely legs ! So—groom-
ing becomes most important. Lechlcr's

Velva-Tize removes superfluous hair by
nice, neat method. Rotate this dainty dis

over the hirsute area. Presto, skin becomes
hairless, smooth and soft. Try the #2 for

legs and arms, and the #1 for chin, cheek or

upper lip embarrassment. In a cute compact.

|
EVER has Miner's famous line, "Pour

yourself a pair of stockings," been
^ more apropos. Miner's Liquid Make-Up is a

glamor finish to add a truly silk-like look to

stockingless legs. Simply smooth it on with
fingers or rubber sponge. Two smart stock-

ing shades, Rose Beige and Golden Mist,

as well as usual tones for face make-up.

T IS estimated that one million girls will

receive engagement diamonds this year

!

l|f||||lP The name, Keepsake, is synonymous with
perfect, precious diamonds, and diamonds

lip are a real investment, you know. Two ex-

|p quisite ensembles are shown. The Keepsake
rings use these rare and flawless stones in dis-

tinctive and beautiful designs, enduring qual- ^^A"
ity for enduring sentiment. True treasures. ..-s^^

RUN, don't walk, to your favorite shop if

you want the scoop in values for the
month—Revlon's "Special Delivery." With

all the earmarks of an Uncle Sam delivery,

If Revlon's delivery holds normal sizes of nail

f enamel
;
oily remover

;
Adheron, a fine base-

coat, and lipstick in Victory case of glazed
cardboard, light-weight, lovely. All for $1.

D'
ON'T break a date because of a bi

Hide it with Hide-It, and I'm i

being funny. Hide-It is a real emergency
aid, a skin-tone cream that is water-proof

and won't rub off. It will disguise birth-

marks, scars, bumps, freckles and skin dis-
^ coloration. Simply blend it over the offender
and nobody knows. It is mild and pure, aiKjT"

ought to be on every modern beauty shelf.

HOW to be beautiful and buy bonds at the
same time is simple arithmetic. For

^ Woodbury has put a most generous supply
of fine face powder, a compact of dry rouge

and a lovely lipstick altogether for $1. The
^p?- tones are harmonized in five basic types, so

you avoid errors there. This is a fine example ,

of pretty, practical, good-sense economy.

EVERY Summer, Dorothy Gray's Sunburn
Cream takes a bow on this page, be-

cause it seems matchless as a sun-filtering

|P agent. Hozv much and hozv often you apply

determine whether you remain practically

lily fair or tan as you like. It is fragrant,

greaseless, quickly disappears, and a joy to

use. A welcome help for the real burners. ^
THE Hudnut people have done us a

deed. To save precious metal, and your

money, also, the superb DuBarry lipstick

cases now have refillers for $.50 each. Re-

member that handsome case? Hold onto

yours, and replenish with the refillers, illus-

trated. There are thirteen different shades, and

they are so simple to adjust to your case. Help
"
icle Sam and yourself ! Courtenay Marvin.
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How To Balance The Budget, as portrayed by William Holden and Frances Dee in "Meet
the Stewarts," a Columbia comedy. "I'm not made of money!" says the newlywed husband.

Why Jimmy Cagney is Playing

"Yankee Doodle Dandy"

Confirmed from page 22

stood for, including- all peoples who stood

for the same thing. Jimmy wanted to

crystallize that feeling in a picture.

It's over two years since the idea was
first broached. No one could foresee that

war would be declared a week after they

started shooting. On the Monday following

Pearl Harbor Mike Curtiz, the director,

had a radio brought in. Mike's a natural-

ized citizen, with a violent hatred of the

militaristic system under which he was
reared in Hungary. There's no better Amer-
ican patriot, says Mike, than the foreigner

who knows the other side of the picture.

To him, the flag and the President are

sacred. An emotional guy, he makes no
attempt to hide his emotion about either.

Ten minutes before the President's

scheduled address, he stopped shooting,

and got them all into chairs around the

radio to hear Franklin Roosevelt declare

war on Japan. The few fateful words over,

they stood up to sing The Star-Spangled
Banner, then went quietly back to work.
But with a difference. As Rosemary
DeCamp put it: "We'd been just a bunch
of miscellaneous people. Now it was as if

something terribly big—bigger than we
could conceive just at first-—had tied us all

together into one."

There had been heavy studio bidding for

the story. Cohan sold it to Warners be-

cause they had Cagney under contract.

Cagney had been a hoofer like himself. He
had the same kind of drive and vitality.

George had never met Jim but one day he

bumped into Ed McNamara at the Lambs

Club. "Say, Ed, what kind of a guy is t

fellow Cagney ?"
~~ Asking McNamara what he thinks •

Cagney is like asking a bear what
thinks of honey. Cohan interrupted
flow. "I just wanted to make sure."

"What about?"
"That if anyone's going to do my life

the screen, he's the one to do it."

He insisted on having it written into

contract. To make himself believable in

role, Cagney avoided impossibilities,

doesn't try to imitate Cohan but only i

put across his highly individualized m !

nerisms in song and dance. They
Johnny Boyle, who used to work v.

George M., to coach him. In the proc
Boyle cracked his ankle, and for th

weeks tapped out the routines for Jim
with his hands.
Another clause in the contract stipula

that Cohan must put the stamp of apprc

on those who played members of his f;

ily. The four Cohans were an Ameri
institution, beloved by several generati

of playgoers. They were also a mut
adoration society. In casting, Bill Cag
and Curtiz had to consider their relai

to the public and to one another. T
had to find actors whom Cohan would 1

whom audiences would like and who'd
'

each other.

Walter Huston, with a personality ;<

forceful as Cagney's, was a natural as

father, whom his son called a gentler

!

and a hoofer. Like Cagney, Huston 1

trained in vaudeville and knows the
of show business, as distinguished from n

theater. What's more, people love him e

when he plays the devil. And he's bee

friend of George Cohan's for years.

It started with Cohan's production
"Elmer the Great." He wanted Huston
the part, they talked it over at his h
one afternoon and agreed to meet for lu

next day to sign the contracts. Cohan :

for a bottle of champagne, then anoti

and at seven next morning they were
matching reminiscences.

"Silly to meet for lunch," said Geo
"Let's settle it now. What's your salar

"Seven fifty."

"I'll give you a thousand." They sh

hands on it. No further mention was m
of contracts.

The show proved a tremendous hit, 'i

Cohan started avoiding Huston. "Wh
|

the matter with the guy?" Walter as.

the stage manager. "He acts as if

thought I was going to hit him."
"Probably does. For a raise. It's c

tomary, you know, with a big hit, un ;

there's a run-of-the-show contract."

This looks like the end of the honeymoon. He isn't made of

money—and she isn't made of sugar V spice V everything nice.

"How can I live on a budget? You eat too much! And why did yc
j

throw out that cake I baked last week?" Frances is mad nov
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The bride solves everything by tossing the bills into hubby's

face. So far as she's concerned, that balances the budget.

Balancing the budget is a simple procedure compared with trying

to break the ice when neither knows exactly how to apologize.

; So Huston waylaid his producer. "Look,

L hsaid I'd play this at a thousand and that's

, J [w I'm playing it. Now quit ducking out

|1, me, will you?"
.

,lJ Jt was the beginning of a close fnend-

P which has lasted through the years.

10rtly before "Yankee Doodle" went into

;

!

;

oduction, Huston was in New York and

.
1 1

opped in to see his old friend who'd been
'"e

i-avely ill. He was announced and asked
M
f wait. Presently out of his bedroom

: alked George M. Cohan, topcoated, hat

! \rtr one eye, cane under arm. "Glad you
!

j.ught me, Walter. Just going out for my
M

fjalk." ...
He didn't seem averse to foregoing his

alk. Huston wondered but asked no ques-

ffens. Later Cohan saw him to the elevator,
''a

Ijid it was the elevator man who confirmed

j
lis suspicion. "Nice to see Mr. Cohan all

cr£
' tessed. It's been a long time."

r
Rosemary DeCamp says she was picked

l

Is the mother because they wanted some-
' "be maternal, as the pregnant woman in

-iHold Back the Dawn," she'd looked ma-

nual. Bill Cagney and Curtiz tell another

'tory. They needed a woman who could

, .
I !e thirty with dignity and sixty with grace,

Sfeose acting ability was such that she
' ;

vouldn't be thrown in the shade by Cagney
: nd Huston. They tested twelve, but sent

5 " My the DeCamp test to Cohan, who
., Iromptly okayed it. Curtiz calls her the
•tS

||iost brilliant character actress in films.
:

:

E
Lven more than by her technique, Bill Cag-

ley was impressed by her feeling. "Without

aying a word, just listening to other actors

alk, she projects warmth and charm." The
lotion of playing Cohan's mother scared

• her at first, he seemed kind of an old man,

>ut they comforted her with assurance that

"'she'd die before he grew too old.

Then there was Josie, the sister, who
lied in her thirties. George worshipped her.

h superb dancer, she might have been a

tar in her own right but couldn't be per-

suaded to leave the family act. "There was
never anyone like Josie." That was her

brother's final word on her in his book.

As he felt about Josie, so Jim Cagney
feels about his sister Jeanne—the same
onsuming affection, the same gratitude to

ler for never having disappointed him.

Curtiz was aware of this. Reading the

xenes between brother and sister in the

I

script, he kept visualizing Jeanne's sensi-

I
:ive face as he'd seen it in a couple of

'ilParamount pictures. "How could we go
fj, wrong," he demanded of Bill, "if we took

her ? The love between them would have to

come through."
At first Bill demurred. He'd feel silly

selling his whole family to the film. Curtiz

overrode that objection. Why discard her

just because she was Jim's sister? At least

let her be tested.

Fred Niblo, Josie's son, works_ on the

Warner lot. "I don't mean to butt in," he'd

said. "But please be careful whom you

choose as my mother!" So before men-

tioning the possibility to Jeanne, Bill sent

pictures to Cohan and Niblo. "Perfect,"

Cohan wired, "if she can act the way she

looks." Niblo dropped in at Bill's office.

"You didn't have to send me your sister's

picture. I've seen her on the lot. I've heard

the way people talk about her. I'd like a

girl like that to play my mother."

Then Bill called Jeanne. "Why don't you

come in and test for Josie?" Came a gasp

and silence, so he went on talking till from

the other end of the phone he got a faint

"All right."

Jeanne wrote Jim, who was at Martha s

Vineyard, all about it. The news probably

gave him as much pleasure as he's ever

But as you suspected they would, they make up and Bill's budget-balancing days are over;

so are Frances' baking efforts. The quarrel is forgotten—and The Honeymoon s On Aga.n.
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Joan Leslie and Jeanne Cagney are like the proverbial mailman who walks on his day off.

They visit the "Yankee Doodle Dandy" set even when they're not needed in scenes with

star Jimmy Cagney. Jimmy says there's no such thing as a personal call when they're around.

known. But the Cagney boys are casual on
the surface. "Good !" he wrote back.

She read everything about Josie she

could lay her hands on. She practiced dance

steps five hours a day. When Jim got back,

he said: "Look, honey, now you're really

going to work." That made her snicker.

Doing routines with Jimmy till she dropped
was her idea of a holiday.

Joan Leslie plays Jimmy's wife and is

called Mary, after Mary Is a Grand Old-

Name. Married twice, neither of Cohan's

wives was Mary. The character Joan plays

is largely fictional.

She was about to be loaned to Para-
mount for "Holiday Inn" with Crosby and
Astaire, when some bright mind at Warners
yelled : "Hey, wait a minute. If she's good
enough to sing and dance for them, why not

for us ?" Being crazy to do the Paramount
picture, she was disappointed since they

wouldn't say what they were testing her

for. "Nothing special. Just running off a

little song number."
After days of this she pleaded, "Look,

I can't stand it any more. Just give me
a hint

—

"

"Well, suppose you go hint to Mr. Cag-
ney that you'd like' to start rehearsing with
him tomorrow—" She went, squealing.

Curtiz set out with what he considered

the perfect cast. More unusual, he finished,

feeling the same way. Jeanne's first scene

was with Jimmy. In the wings of a theater,

he kisses her and says : "Lay 'em in the

aisles, Josie." This enchanted Mike, this

was what he'd wanted—a real sister going
into her first scene, a real brother wishing

her luck.

Then there was the affecting sequence in

which Josie tells George she's going to be

married. Brother and sister ran through
the lines, not daring to look at each other.

"Because it's dreadful," said Jeanne, "to

watch somebody crying." The fact that
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they were brother and sister, that a similar

situation might quite conceivably arise be-

tween them, gave it added poignancy. As
they played it, Mike's Hungarian tears

fell. The script girl choked back her sniffs

through the dialogue, and let go in the

pauses.

On the set an atmosphere of warmth pre-

vailed. As planned, Bill and Curtiz had
picked people who took to one another.

Richard Whorf played Sam E. Harris—

a

good but not a long part. Cagney kept

nagging them to build it up. For the pic-

ture's sake. "You've got an actor there.

Why not use him ?" Huston and Rose-
mary, ranch owners both, spent hours dis-

cussing the merits and costs of assorted

fertilizers. Joan tabulated Cagney's winks.

"An authority on winks," she called him.

"Every time he sees you, he winks at you
a different way." When a line didn't read

right, she'd turn to him.

"There's something funny about it."

"I know what you mean." And he'd ask
Mr. Curtiz to change it, so she wouldn't

have to. Still a schoolgirl, she ages to fifty

in the picture. It was a little startling to

see the teacher haul off a woman, clothed

in gray hairs and dignity, to her algebra

lesson.

She and Jeanne talked their own lan-

guage. Instead of hello, they'd greet each

other with what was known as their hys-

terical step—the beginning of one of their

dance routines. Jimmy called them the

hags. He'd introduce Jeanne to people as

his mother.

One day he kissed his hand to her as he

left the set.

"Is he going home?" someone asked.

"No," she laughed, soft-voiced like her

brother. "That kind of kiss means, I'll be

wandering round. For going home, the

goodbyes are more elaborate."

It was nice to see Jim's expression c

pride in her—his grin of encouragemcr
when she fluffed a line. Together all da\
they'd phone each other like kids the mir
ute they got home, to hash over the day
doings. Jeanne hated not being on cal

cooked up excuses to visit the set and gc
a crick in the neck from the intensity wit
which she followed everyone else's scene:

A neck actress, she called herself. She'
never been so happy. Her joy was ar.

parent in an overall radiance, and her sol

grievance that Josie fades out of the pic

ture in her wedding gown. She'd dreai

up touching little twists, all designed t

return Josie to the bosom of the famil;
with her little boy maybe—but she didn
mention them to Curtiz.

Joan had her seventeenth birthday whi!
they were shooting. Jimmy was the onl

principal working that day—in the Whil
House scene—but Huston and Whorf an
Jeanne and Rosemary all came in—Ros<
mary clear from Torrance where she live

They got the unsuspecting Joan over by
ruse. As she walked in, all the lights wei.

out except for one spotlight trained c

three negro butlers, dignified and statel;

descending the White House staircase wit

a huge birthday cake.

Suddenly, to the tune of Yankee Doodl^
they were all singing Happy Birthday
You—everyone, even the juicers on tl

crosswalks. Thrills chased down Joan
spine and tears down her cheeks. "It fee

so nice and friendly when they all s

hello to you," she sobbed. "Imagine how
feels when they're all singing for you
As she was cutting the cake, Jeanne ga

her a box. It held a bracelet of braided r<

and yellow gold from which a locket hun
inscribed Joan on one side, and on the oth

From the 4 Cohans and Mike. Jimmy w
"right handy," so he got the first hug.

"Jeanne picked it," he told her.

"Because the colors are like your hai

said Jeanne.
When they'd all been thanked,

turned to Curtiz. "Does this really

cially mean I can call you Mike?"
"Do you want to call me Mike?''
"Of course. It'll make me realize th

I'm seventeen."

Mike had four favorite scenes. The 01

where Josie tells George she's in love. Tl

one where George, on his father's sixt;

second birthday, gives the old man a ha
interest in everything he owns. The father

death scene. And the Grand Old Flag pr

duction number.
The fourth was as personal to Mike

the family scenes. It took days of endle

rehearsal. Some of the weary chorus ki

grew a little careless of the flags they hi

to keep carrying to and from the rack

Till one youngster stormed : "Those a"

American flags, so quit trailing them <

the ground, will you?" Overhearing, Ji

patted her shoulder. The more volati

Mike cupped her face between his han

and kissed her.

It's a heart-lifting, throat-choking nur

ber—the story of the flag through all h

battles—with the glorious voice of Willi

Gillespie, the colored baritone, breakii

through in Glory, Glory Hallelujah—and

its climax, the four Cohans and Mary
the head of a marching column, singi

George's Grand Old Flag. You know it's

calculated appeal to the emotions, but yi

don't give a darn, since the rousing appe

is as honest as the emotions roused.

Jeanne wept when the picture was fi

ished.

"There'll be other pictures," Jim co

;oled her.

"But never another 'Yankee Dooc
Dandy'," she wailed, fishing for his han

kerchief.

When you've seen it, you'll understai

how she felt.

si

oi



NN HARE, beautiful young

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Emlen Spencer

Hare of Park Avenue, New York. Her

engagement to Walter Wooster Richard of

New York and Long Island was announced

a few months after her debut. Like Wooster,

Ann is Navy-minded, works hard with

"Bundles for Bluejackets" and the "Navy

Relief Society." One of the season's love-

iest debutantes, she made her bow in

Philadelphia, where her mother's family

has long been socially prominent.

ADORABLY YOUNG
AND LOVELY—There's

a rare-orchid charm about

Ann's blonde young beauty,

and her exquisite skin has

a luminous satin-smooth

look. Of her complexion

care Ann says, "I just use

Pond's Cold Cream every

day. Pond's is so light and

silky my skin just loves it

—and it's perfectly grand

for cleansing."

(right) Ann and Wooster
before he was called to

active Navy duty.

ANN'S RING is unusually lovely—

a large marquise-cut diamond, that

reflects light with sparkling radiance.

A baguette diamond is set on each

side of the brilliant solitaire.

She's Lovely! She uses Pond's !

ACCIDENT SO MANY LOVELY ENGAGED GIRLS USE POND S

This is Ann Hare's simple daily skin care:

She slips Pond"s Cold Cream all over her

face and throat. She pats with deft little

pats to soften and release dirt and make-up

— then tissues off well.

She rinses with more Pond's—for extra

softening and cleansing. Tissues it oft" again.

Do this yourself

—

every night, for day-

time cleanups, too. You'll see why society

leaders like Mrs. John Roosevelt, Mrs.

Ernest Biddle are so devoted to Pond's

Cold Cream. Why more women and girls

evervwhere use Pond's than any other face

cream. Buy a jar today— at your favorite

beauty counter. Five popular-priced sizes

—

the most economical— die lovely big jars.
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"Glamor Girl? Not Me!" Says Veronica Lake

Continued from page 25

he told her she had good surgeon's hands,

that settled it. She'd study medicine.

The summer she was eighteen they

moved to California for her father's health.

In the fall she planned to start pre-medical
work. One day a friend phoned. She was
trying out for "Sorority House" at RKO,
and had the trying-out jitters. Would Con-
nie go along for moral support? Connie
went along with her freckles hanging out

and her hair, just washed, stuck under a
tarn. She liked her hair loose. But her
mother didn't, her father didn't, her friends

didn't, so rather than argue the point eter-

nally, she wore it tied back or rolled under
a hat.

John Farrow, the director, walked over
to where she sat minding her own business,

and said he could use her. She said she'd

just come for the ride. He had to talk her
inta what the average girl would give

her eye-teeth for, but—proving her not too

different from the average girl—by the
time the picture was finished, she had the

bug, and registered at the Bliss-Hayden
Dramatic School instead of at college. A
few bits followed. Nobody singled her out
except to snap, when she ventured to un-
bind her blonde tresses, "For heaven's sake,

put your hair up."

Till Fred Wilcox, talent scout at M-G-M,
tried her out for "Forty Little Mothers."
He was sick of looking at girls who looked
as much like each other as so many tin

soldiers. Ronnie came in with her hair

down. She generally took it down after

leaving the house. This time she'd rebelled.

"For once I'm going to do as I like with
it."

For once she wasn't snapped at. "Leave
it that way," said Wilcox. "At least it's

different." He cast her for the picture and,

as he saw more of her, she grew on him.
"There's a gal that's going places," he told

people. The picture finished, he high-pres-

sured Metro into giving her a test. It left

them unimpressed, so Wilcox turned it over
to. an agent. "I still think she's going
places."

There was an art director named John
Detlie at Metro who fell in love with her.

He saw her first in the cafe, and found
himself watching for the slight figure, the

blonde head, the quiet but somehow provo-
cative face. One or two tentative hellos

never got him a tumble, so he asked a
friend to introduce them. After that he
made progress.
Arthur Hornblow had been combing the

country for a girl to play the little tramp
in "I Wanted Wings." He'd studied every
picture in every magazine, run every test,

interviewed every possibility. So when the

Metro test of Ronnie came his way, he
ran it as a matter of course and for the

first time caught a flicker of what he
wanted. Word went out that she was to

be tested for the part next day.
Breathless with excitement, Ronnie

phoned John the news. "I'll send you a

little goodluck charm," he said.

The little charm arrived by Western
Union messenger at eleven that night, and
got her out of bed. She could hardly see

the boy for the box he carried. Tearing
it open, she hauled out a huge panda bear.

It went to the studio with her next day.

She wore her hair loose, but not over one

eye. Veronica One-Eye was born through

pure accident. As she moved through the

scene, her hair fell across her face a couple

of times and, not knowing what else to

do, she pushed it back. If it wasn't that

gesture alone that sold Hornblow, it helped.

He gave her the part. "And we'll play it

that way," he said. "Let her hair swing
free, and have her push it back every once
in a while."

She took a taxi home, dashed up the
stairs, tumbled into the apartment. "They
want to star me in a picture," she gasped,
"and give me a dollar thirty-five for the
taxi man."

She pretends to believe the panda bear
did it, and started collecting them from
that day. She and John were married at

Riverside, while she was on location for

"I Wanted Wings," to escape the big wed-
ding they knew Ronnie's mother would
hold out for. Mrs. Keane picked that day
for a surprise visit to her daughter. How
they eluded her must make a good story,

to judge from Ronnie's face, but she won't
give it away. Elude her, however, they did

and John slipped on his bride's finger a
wedding ring de'signed by himself—in the

shape of a panda bear. To a comment on
the difference in age between Ronnie and
her husband—he's eleven years older—she
once answered: "Think nothing of it. I'm
used to artists around my father's age.

With John, I feel that I'm robbing the
cradle."

She thinks Preston Sturges, who directed

"Sullivan's Travels," is the greatest thing

that ever walked through a door. Few peo-
ple knew her while she was making "I

Wanted Wings." She'd go to the commis-
sary alone, order her favorite lunch of

pepper steak, and try to look as if she
were being exclusive by choice. Sturges,

who eats with the gang he works with,

noted the small solitary figure and crossed

to her table. "You're Veronica Lake, aren't

you? I'm Preston Sturges. Won't you come
over and eat with us?" If only for that,

she'd have been grateful. But to her he's

also the finest director in shoe-leather, and
a man who's won her wholehearted trust.

His is the only movie home the Detlies

visit. He thinks she's good too. He picked

her for "Sullivan's Travels."
"This Gun For Hire," her third picture,

is the first in which the sultry Lake has
been kissed. Really kissed. You can hardly

count Bill Holden's pale salute to the pale

cheek of his wife, unworthy but dead. Ron-
nie was nervous about that first screen kiss.

"I thought it would be moonlight and
roses," she complained. "I thought the

romantic atmosphere would help. Look at

the atmosphere."
She sits on the counter of a shooting

gallery while Bob Preston delivers. "I'm
no good at this," she warned him.

"That's what you think," he retorted

after the first try, and the glamor girl

blushed.

What with rehearsals, long shots and
closeups, the scene took most of the day.

"I'm giving my day's salary to charity,"

Bob announced.
Ronnie jumped down from the counter.

"And I'm going to ask for a stunt girl's

check."

As far as possible she keeps her personal

and professional affairs from touching. The
studio wanted a picture of her with her

husband. She promised to ask him when
he came to pick her up that evening, and

hugged him for saying no. As for the baby,

"So help me," she vows, "no photographer

gets his foot through that door. The baby

belongs to me, not to the papers."

Elaine Keane Detlie—called Punkin by
her mother because Elaine sounds so for-

mal—was born last August 21st. Her father

calls her Little Bat. Veronica's Big Bat.

An accomplished child, she can make silly

noises, hit herself in the face and laugh

when you tickle her. Ronnie says she g
her sweet disposition from Clara, who ri

the house and the Detlies, pours eggn
down Mis' Ronna's throat, buys "

noodles" for Mistuh John, and gives th
daughter the core of her heart. She woirl
in John's family for years, but Ron :

wheedled her out of them. "That's for m
she said. "That's what I need to take c;

of my baby."
They don't put on the dog for Ho!

wood. They live in a five-room apartme
and were saving toward a small house, lj

the war put a stop to that. On worki
days Ronnie goes straight to bed after d
ner. In any case, most of their cvenii

are spent at home. John works on his s
\

dio designs, she pastes up her scrapb( I

or lazes around. Since war broke out, sb

been trying to learn to knit, but would
insult a soldier with what she turns c

Still she keeps on trying.

She's proud of the acquisition of 1

first driver's license. She's known how
drive for some time but kept putting
the test, because she was scared, havi|

heard weird tales of how strict they w'
and how they tried to distract you and n

you up. "But it turned out all right," s;

Ronnie, no dope. "The minute the man
;

into the car, I started distracting hh
Sometimes they windowshop—a sport

delights in—but on Tuesday nights

won't stir from the radio. Burns and All

Fibber and Molly, Bob Hope, Red Skelt

Amos 'n' Andy, Lum and Abner, Inforr

tion Please, We the People
—"Fun fr

six to nine thirty," sighs Ronnie.. "Wh
walk out on that !" And most of it, n
we please point out, not very sophistica

fun.

She could be domestic if she had
time for it, loves to cook, uses every
and pan in the kitchen, but cleans up
mess as she goes along. She'll have

;

truck with decorators, shopped in odd ho

and corners till she found the right cc

combinations for her living room and, w
her mother's help, hung her own drar

When the war's over, she and John -\

build the simple two-bedroom house 1

designed on the knoll they've aire;

bought. There'll be no swimming-pool
cause it fronts on a lake. There'll be

tennis court because they don't pi

There'll be cows and chickens and a ve
table garden, and they'll splurge only

fireplaces which they can't get enough o

one in the living room, one in the den,

in their bedroom.
She doesn't like to say it because

many actresses have said it and swallov

their words. But she'll stake all she

that her marriage will last. The_ care

fine, but if it threatens her life with Jo
to the dump-heap it goes.

She likes the way John put it. "As 1<

as you're happy acting, honey, act. W?
you're not, come on home."

BUY WAR SAVINGS

BONDS AND STAMPS
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"A whole weeks Polish wear-

and not a single chip"

Vivacious Mrs. Stringer adores keeping house with her own

hands in the New York apartment she herself decorated so

charmingly. Adores Cutex, too! Says: "Even doing my own

dishes three times a day, my Cutex Polish stayed so perfect

I finally changed it only because my nails were too long!"

Wear Cutex . . . Gingerbread, Sugar Plum, Saddle Brown,

Alert or Black Red! See how thrillingly their beauty lasts

m
>36

—and lasts! Only 10£ (plus tax) in IT. S.

CUTEX ENLISTS!

In addition to its famous

manicure preparations. Cutex

is now producing war mate-

rials for the Government on a

full wartime schedule.

PI ITF

Y

Northam Warren. New York \,J 1m M \

APPLY 2 COATS FOR THAT PROFESSIONAL LOOK AND LONGER WEAR
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Jeanette MacDonald's Message to Soldiers'

Wives and Sweethearts

Continued from page 2

it. And as for my work—well, certainly
this is no time for women to drop their
jobs and go running after their husbands
to Army camps. This is the time for all
women to stick to their jobs, and work at
them harder than ever before. The differ-
ence between this war, and all other wars,
is that everybody has a part to play in it,

every man, woman and child.
"I think it would be the worst thing in the

world for us women to start feeling sorry
for ourselves. A lot ot crying women would
upset the morale of the country but well.
And morale, these days, is just as impor-
tant as munitions." Jeanette poured me out
a cup of tea (the MacRaymonds haven't
been without tea since that Awful Night)
and shoved cake at me which she assured
me she had made herself, and was it her
fault that the oven had been too hot!
"There's an old saying," she continued,

"that 'men must fight, and women must
weep.' Well, that was all right in the Civil
War and the Spanish American War, per-
haps even in the first World War, but in
this war which we did not seek, but must
and will win, it should read, 'men must
fight, and women must work.' There is no
time for weeping and useless little femi-
nine gestures in this world today. It's high
time for wives to stop being the Little
Woman and be women."

"Bravo," I said, really greatly impressed
by Jeanette's vehemence. That one wasn't
born a red-head for nothing. "That sweet,
helpless Little Woman always did make
me sick," I growled. "We could do with
some Scarlett O'Haras right now."
"Do I sound perfectly revolting?" asked

Jeanette.
_
"This isn't a lecture, believe it

or not, it's just a suggestion to women
who may find themselves suddenly at loose
ends. But these women might just as well
accept the fact that the only panacea for
these sad times is work, and more work.
During the last war women could only knit

and make bandages. But this war, with
fear of invasion oi our coasts, with fear
of bombings and sabotage, there are all
kinds of things for women to do. It's every
woman's duty to take first aid preca.utions.
It's- every woman's duty to be well in-
formed on civilian defense. As one author
expressed it, 'Woman's place is in the
world.' The Red Cross, the American
Women's Voluntary Services, the Amer-
ican Women's Hospital Reserve Corps, and
the Office of Civilian Defense are con-
stantly training women for volunteer war
work. And by the way, the more a wife
can identify herself with the war effort,
in no matter how small a part, the closer
she is going to feel to her husband.
"One of the heads of the A.W.ViS. in

San Francisco is a pretty young wife
whose husband is aide to an Admiral.' She
herself, was one of the evacuees from the
Orient. She doesn't know where her hus-
band is. She hasn't heard from him since
Pearl Harbor. When, or if, she hears any-
thing about the Admiral she knows her
husband is with him. She works tirelessly

day and night in her job here and she does
it with a smile. She's the kind of wife
everyone of us must be."

Jeanette is one of the sponsors and a
state director of the American Women's
Voluntary Services. During the past few
weeks she has given two concerts, one in
San Francisco and one in Los Angeles,
with all the proceeds going to the A.W.V.S.
From a third concert in San Jose she gave
a contribution to the Bundles for Blue-
Jackets for their nursery home at Long-
Beach. When she finishes "Cairo," in which
picture she is being most attractive as a
suspected lady spy, she expects to go on
a tour of the Army camps. In the fall she
resumes her own regular concert tour, and,
of course, Mr. Mayer's pictures. The news-
paper story that she was giving up her
motion picture career for the duration was

Pat O Bnen, left, and Brian Donlevy in a scene from Columbia's "Two Yanks In Trini-dad in which they are seen as two notorious racketeers who enlist with a regiment
bound for Trinidad, and become heroes there. Both Yanks like Janet Blair—and why not?
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just about as accurate as a ouija boar
When Jeanette was in San Francisr

recently she was asked by a reporter whs
she thought of women in uniforms. An
with all this violent discussion, pro an
con, sweeping the country I think Jeanette
answer is worth repeating. "A uniform
said Jeanette, "brings women right dow
to one social level. There are no sock
distinctions. Judy O'Grady can look ju<
as chic as the Colonel's Lady. And vie
versa. Uniforms are good too in that the
influence women to keep their figures trin
And to keep her figure trim a gal has gc
to keep healthy. And keeping healthy i

our responsibility in this war, too. I don'
like uniforms, but I'm all for uniforms.
"The other night at a dinner party

felt the shadow of the future—there wer
four men and eight women present. Th
next day two of those men left to take U]
their duties. Women are going to have t<

get along with women," Jeanette com
mented, rather sadly I suspected, "or b
awfully lonely. I hope this war will even
tually cure them of their unfortunate hab
its of gossiping about each other. Thougl
I suppose it would take more than war t<

accomplish that."

"Well, at least the war won't upse
Garbo," I interrupted. "She can keep or
being alone. By the way, I heard she tool
off her dark glasses the other night during
the blackout. Oh, shut my big mouth, ]

forgot that
_
we women must rise above

gossip in this new world for wemen."
"Yes," giggled Jeanette, a little toe

eagerly, "but we don't have to start rising
above it today, do we? Do you know am
dirt?"

I assured her that my mind was a;
clean as a first aid bandage, and with a

little prodding got her back into the story
"Each woman will meet her problem ir

her own way," Jeanette continued, "but
there are a few musts I give myself. When
I feel lonely (and my house seems awfully
big these days) I don't fall in a chair and
start moping. I sit down at my desk and
write Gene a letter. I try to make it as
cheerful as possible, and to pep it up I

include all the jokes I heard at the studio
that day. And, don't laugh, I write him
all the gossip of our friends. I always keep
my letters to Gene very gay and chatty,
even when I'm feeling perfectly awful. No
husband wants to be burdened with a wife's
tale of woe. Don't burden your husband
with your problems. The chances are that
they will straighten themselves out anyway
before he receives the letter several days,
or several weeks, later. I don't want Gene,
up in a plane, suddenly to start thinking
about one of my problems—he's got plenty
of problems of his own to worry about
right there on the dash board. Of course
every husband wants to read T miss you,
darling' but let your seriousness end there.

"I've heard more wives complaining
lately because they don't receive letters

from their soldier husbands as often as
they think they should. (I hate to admit
it, but I even did a little complaining my-
self the other day.) Well, we wives must
remember that our husbands are busy,
busier than they've ever been in their lives.

A soldier can't say to his Commanding
Officer, "Look here, bub, my wife will

give me hell if I don't write to her this

afternoon. How about giving me a couple
of hours off?' It could mean K.P. duty
for months for the poor guy.
"Women have got to remember that this

is war, and that it is a very serious matter
to be a soldier. They shouldn't fret because
thej'_ feel they are lonely and neglected.
Their husbands, they should realize, are

being subjected to the most exacting dis-

cipline. The whole purpose of discipline is

for self-preservation. Gene, I am glad to

say, is the most serious of the serious.



ON'T LET INHALING
ALL SMOKERS SOMETIMES
INHALE-BUT YOUR THROAT

NEEDN'T WORRY!

There's a cigarette that is proved better for

i you . . . even when you do inhale!

Read these facts reported by eminent
1

;

doctors who compared the leading popular

re
i|

-'brands . . . that:

SMOKE OF THE FOUR OTHER LEADING POPULAR

W| BRANDS AVERAGED MORE THAN THREE TIMES

3 AS IRRITATING—AND THEIR IRRITATION LASTED

MORE THAN FIVE TIMES AS LONG - AS THE

apffl STRIKINGLY CONTRASTED PHILIP MORRIS!

4 j
Real protection—added to your enjoyment

of Philip Morris' finer tobaccos. No worry

about throat irritation even when you inhale !

CALL
FOR PHILIP MORRIS

AMERICA'S

fINiST

CIGARETTE!

"When your soldier husband comes home
>n leave, or at the end of the war, he will

m ount on you looking your prettiest—just

! is he remembers you in peacetime. I am
aking better care of myself now than I

i'b :ver have before. I certainly don't want
' }ene to find a worried-looking old hag

i en he returns. After the sordidness of

atty var I want him to come back to spring

SfHid sunshine and a reasonably attractive

rii'e'.l wife.

tacK- "And a healthy mind," Jeanette con-

M;'iinued, "is just as important these days as

«)i healthy body. I don't dwell on the thought
fe ifhat Gene is risking his life in a plane. I

iflic imidn't worry every day at home when he

'M -(drove away in his car. Getting in his car

ie*jtad driving off to town was part of his

Kir
' business. Now getting in a plane is going

«f kbout his business too. I shall continue to

feel this way even when he is transferred,

s he will be in his job, to the theater of

ar.

"While women are figuring out their

n adjustments they must realize that

i- 'heir husbands are going through an ad-
m^tment too. At least women, for the most
part, are working out their adjustments in

familiar surroundings, in the comforts of
Iheir home, with their friends and family
jhear them. But men are going through a
lifferent life entirely. Some of them are
|ping to like it, and some of them aren't.

The wife whose husband is inclined to

jripe has a fine duty she can perform to

him. She can inspire him with her letters

and behavior, and never stop telling him
how very proud she is of him."
"How did you feel," I asked, "when you
aw your husband go?"
"I wanted to be sure of one thing."

Jeanette answered slowly, "I wanted to be
sure that he did not go off with the mem-
ory of my tears. The day he left for the
East, I drove with him to the airport to

They're up a tree

— yes— but not

where their suc-

cess in motion

pictures is con-

cerned. Alma
Carroll, left, and
Shirley Patterson

are under con-
tract to Colum-
bia Pictures and
the screen ca-
reers of both
these shapely
beauties are fill-

ed with promise.

see him off. I'm afraid I chattered rather

inanely all the way, because I knew if I

stopped talking I might cry. When I was
in San Francisco a few weeks ago I met a

young woman. She said to me, 'How can

you possibly stmnd to have your husband

go to war? If my husband has to go I

know I'll simply die. I just couldn't stand

a:

SCREENLAND

"I could have slapped that girl ! I'm
going to keep my head, and my health. I'm

not going to let myself cry or mope. I fee!

that I'm a part of the greatest united war
effort in history. How can I feel sad! Do
you want to know how I actually feel? !

feel more important than I ever have in

my life—because I am the wife of a man
who is going to fight for his country!"
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When is a Tampon

right for you?

Now more than ever—when days are so
busy and hectic—the wonderful freedom
of internal sanitary protection makes
sense ! But there are tampons and tam-
pons. What are the things to look for

—

when is a tampon right for you?

Protection...

the right way

For real security a tampon must absorb
quickly, surely! Meds absorb faster
because of their exclusive "safety center"
feature! Meds are made of finest, pure
cotton . . . hold more than 300% of their

weight in moisture!

Is it right for comfort ?

Meds were scientifically designed by a
woman's doctor. So comfortable you
hardly know you're wearing them. Meds
eliminate bulges—chafing—pins—odor.
Easier to use, too, for each Meds comes
in an individual one-time-use applicator

!

* * *

Meds cost 7ess than any other tam-
pons in individual applicators. No more
than leading napkins. Get Meds—the
right tampon—for protection, comfort,
and value!

BOX OF 10— 2Si BOX OF SO — 98(4

Meds,

The Modess Tampon

Mary Ties A Bandage

Continued from page 33

friends for ages) was. just about to come
to an abrupt end when a "victim" of one
of Hollywood's most glamorous of glamor
girls was bound so tight she had a nose
bleed, and at the sight of the blood the g.
of the g.g. fainted dead away.

"Unfortunately," said Mary, "our in-
structor was out of the room at the time.
We just stood around gawking like goons.
Until Hedy Lamarr had sense enough to
rush for the spirits of ammonia. And some-
one—me, I think—shouted, 'It's chapter
five in the First Aid book.'

"

Mary was much quicker on the draw
when she was a little girl, "deep in the
heart of Texas." Every summer Mary was
sent away to a girls' camp. "The family
looked forward to summer," said Mary.
"I was a good swimmer and soon became
a junior life-guard at the camp. I used to
pray fervently every n'ght that one of my
little playmates would drown so I could
rescue her. I never saw such unobliging
girls. But one day the biggest girl in camp,
she must have weighed at least 250 pounds,
got cramps in the deepest part of the lake.

As she was going down for the third time
I reached her, dragged her to the shore
and gave her artificial respiration. I don't
know whether I was good, or whether it

was just an accident, but anyway every-
body at the camp said I saved her life,

and I was never one to argue. They made
a big fuss over me and gave me a medal."
That bit of reminiscing reminded Mary

of her First Aid respiration so Marjory
was unbound—just in time too as gangrene
was about to set in—and requested sweetly
to spread out on the floor on her stomach.
Mary straddled her victim's thighs,

placed the palms of her hands on the small

of Marjory's back with fingers resting on
her ribs, her little finger just touching the

lowest rib, with thumb and fingers in a
natural position and the tips of her fingers

just out of. sight. "Out goes the bad air,

in comes the good air," chanted Mary.
I suppose I have a misplaced sense of

humor, but there is something about arti-

ficial respiration that always makes me
laugh. That was before I attended a First

Aid class with Joan Blondell and her

mother. Now I don't laugh, I roar, at the

top of my lungs. I never see artifid;

respiration but what I think of the Blot
dells. Mrs. Blondell is very serious abot
First Aid, and exceptionally good at it to

The week before the respiration lesson tl

instructor, as usual, informed the class 1

wear slacks to the next meeting—as art
ficial respiration isn't the most gracefi
thing in the world. Now Mrs. Blondell
plumpish. And like all plumpish womc
she has a horror of slacks. And besides si

couldn't find any at the Beverly Hills shot
(which cater to the Katharine Hepbur
types) to fit her. So in desperation si

dug down in her trunk and brought out
pair of "teddies"—the kind that wome
wore some twenty years ago, with tl

strap buttoning between the legs. We]
came time for artificial respiration, Mr
Blondell, feeling very modest, stretched oi

on her blanket, and Joan straddled h<
thighs and gave her the one-two-thre
W hen the instructor informed Joan th
she had saved the life of her victim, Joai
pleased with her finesse, tried to unstrac
die her mother, and discovered to her ho
ror, and Mrs. B.'s shame, that her fo

was caught in the "teddy" strap. That, <

course, sent the class into hysterics. Mr
Blondell called in the dressmaker the ne?
day.

Mary laughed so hard over my favori
respiration story that she decided that v,

all needed tea to revive us. Marjory, lool
ing like a first class casualty, thought th;

that would be a splendid idea. So splin

and gauze and bandages were cleared awa
for the nonce, but not too far away. I g<

the idea that when Dick came home fc

dinner he'd very likely be greeted with
traction hitch of the hand.

"I hate to admit it," Mary confesse<

quite seriously, as she nibbled on a cooki

"but I started First Aid as a lark. B
now that I am in it I am the most serioi

person in the world. I think it is ever

woman's duty to prepare herself for ever

emergency. It's so wonderful for yoi

peace of mind to know that you can tal

care of your family and aid your neighboi

if it ever becomes necessary in these ui

certain times. Believe me, I am more tha

grateful for this chance to learn First Aid

Mary Lee, who will soon be seen in Republic's "Shantytown," and cowboy Roy Rogers,

whose latest western for the same company is "Romance on the Range," above, attending

recent Military Ball given by the California State Guard at the Palladium in Hollywood.
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... Herbert Anderson obtained an Army fur-

L' ough and returned to Hollywood to marry

Stary Virginia Palmer. Pvt. Anderson appear-

d in "The Male Animal" before the Army
von him over. Mary is studying dramatics.

tti'l Well, Mary was just about to work
herself up to a very important message, I

m was certain, so I had a second cup of tea

kptmd settled down comfortably on the couch.

i But the arrival of one Richard Halliday

spoiled everything.

"Right over left and left over right,"

he hummed as he gave his little bride a
kiss. "I want you to promise me one thing,

•iirtiMary. If we are bombed, and I am hurt,

just let me lie there—until the doctor

Editor's Note:
Here's the information for the Mary

Martin First Aid pictures which illustrate

the story on pages 24 and 25. On page 24,

reading from top, the first picture shows

the eye bandage, one of the funniest and

yet one of the most difficult to apply. After

much discussion and many tries, Mary has

worked out the proper bandage for the

eye. Next, Mary and Marjory seated on

couch, tying square knots. Marjory has

just tied a "granny" knot, and Mary is

showing the correct one she has tied. The
proper procedure is right over left and left

over right, then you have a proper slip, or

square knot. The third picture shows Mary
being bandaged by Marjory. This is the

traction foot bandage, bandage ready for

traction splint.

On page 25, also reading from top down,

you see Mary putting dislocated jaw band-

age on Marjory. This bandage is applied

with two cravat bandages and is a network
of crisscrosses and knots in the back. This

is another one of the difficult bandages. The
center picture shows Mary giving Marjory
artificial respiration. Mary is an old hand
at this and can do it in record time. She was
a junior life-saver when she was a little

girl. The bottom picture shows the girls

discussing both ways of applying the arm
sling bandage. This is the proper Red
Cross way and there is also another one
that is a small knot in the end of a tri-

angle bandage and then procedure as regu-
lation. Notice that this bandage modeled by
Marjory has end tucked neatly under elbow.
It is pinned there. The girls are discussing

whether the other way isn't faster and
quicker in emergency.

i
BUY UNITED STATES

WAR SAYINGS

BONDS AND STAMPS

Use pf\ESH #2 and stay fresher !

PUT FRESH #2 under one arm— put your

present non-perspirant under the other.

And then . . .

1 . See which one checks perspiration bet-

ter. We think FRESH #2 will.

2. See which one prevents perspiration

odor better. We are confident you'll

find FRESH #2 will give you a feeling

of complete under-arni security.

3. See how gentle FRESH #2 is— how
pleasant to use. This easy-spreading

vanishing cream is not greasy— not

gritty—and not sticky.

4. See how convenient FRESH #2 is to ap-

ply. You can use it Immediately before

dressing—no waiting for it to dry.

5 . And revel in the knowledge, as you use

FRESH #2, that it will not rot even

the most delicate fabric. Laboratory

tests prove this.

FRESH #2 comes in three sizes—50c for

extra-large jar; 25c for generous medium

jar; and 10c for handy travel size.

Make your own test. Once you make this

under-arm test, we're sure you'll never be

satisfied with any other perspiration-

check. If you don't agree that FRESH *-2

is the best under-arm cream you've ever

used, the test will cost you nothing because

your dealer will be glad
^

to refund vour purchase Guaranteed by A
I Good Housekeeping^/

price upon request. \ii
j"
=OT^!

,™

FRESH. Louisville. Ky.
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Rosemary :

la Pianche, "Mtw :

America 5 942,
in CofallnaV:

"Officio! Swim
Suit" of C<&i<sne$e :

rayon and lasfex

. . , sef^-strtfie v-a-

iour . . . quarter-

panel skirt, -6,00

BEAUTIES WHO MUST CHOOSE

THE RIGHT SWIW SUIT

WEAR A

/
What better tribute to the figure-flattering

magic of Catalina than its being chosen the
official swim suit worn by the nation's most
beautiful girls, competing in the Atlantic
City "Miss America" Pageant! You'll win
plaudits, too. this summer- in your Califor-
nia-styled, colorful Catalina.

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 13

Tomato Salad Ring is also one of
Gail's favorites.

TOMATO SALAD RING
1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine

cup cold water
2 cups canned or fresh tomatoes
y2 bay leaf (if desired)

Yz teaspoonful salt

Stalk celery

A little Cayenne or pepper
1 tablespoonful mild vinegar

or lemon juice

1 tablespoonful onion juice
Mix tomatoes, bay leaf, salt, celery and

Cayenne or pepper and boil ten minutes.
Soften gelatine in cold water. Add to hot
mixture and stir until dissolved. Add vine-
gar and onion juice (extracted by grating
onion). Strain. Turn into ring mold first

rinsed in cold water ; chill. (To fill 9-inch
mold, double recipe.) When firm, unmold
on lettuce. Fill center, if desired, with
Gail's special potato salad or cole slaw.
Tomato juice may be used instead of
canned or fresh tomatoes. (Serves 6.)
An unusual dish is Pea Salad. Try it if

you like peanuts.

PEA SALAD
1 can Heinz small peas
1GY salted peanuts ground coarse
3 medium sized sweet pickles

3 hardboiled eggs, chopped.
Combine with cooked mayonnaise.

"Sometimes we have sweet sandwiches
of date bread spread with cheese and nuts.
Sometimes I serve graham cracker crust
pie. filled with butterscotch filling, made
not too stiff, with grated almond brittle on
top. But for war time, with sugar rationed,
it's always nice to serve fruit and cheese
as dessert."

SPAGHETTI AND SAUCE
3 large onions, chopped
2 cloves garlic

1 can #2 Heinz tomatoes with puree
1 can tomato paste

1 can mushrooms
1 lb. round steak, cut in inch cut
2 pkgs. Golden Age spaghetti
2 pkgs. grated Kraft Parmesan che
6 tablespoons olive oil.

Put olive oil in hot pan, add onions un
browned, garlic and hamburger, stirri

until they are well browned. Add other i

gredient, turn flame very low and simm
for Zy2 _

hours. When finished it thicke;
Stir as it cooks, and keep covered.
Cook spaghetti in boiling salted water f

20 minutes
;
drain, and serve one layer

platter, cover with layer of sauce and lay
of grated cheese. Burn % lb. of butter a:

pour over cheese on last layer just befo;,
serving.

"We Were Dancing" is Gail's most rece
picture, and her guests can dance if th
wish on the smooth tiled patio and flagg>
courts around her house. There's a Cap
hart just inside the French doors to h
living room, and a portable radio usual
kept in the Flag Room.

Gail's Flag -Room is unique. Because si.

is a study in black and white and red, wi

!

her dark eyes and hair, her magnolia ski
vivid lips and tinted nails, it makes an ide
background for her.

The carpet is red and white, the drap
blue, one halfmoon couch is red, anoth
blue and white; the lamps have shades
red and white stripes, the chairs are strip'

blue and white, and all the knickknacl
have a patriotic motif.

The treatment Gail has given one wa
resulted in the name of the room. Wh«
Gail bought the house, this wall was a va
glass-paned closet, most uninteresting. SI
counted the panes and discovered thei

were exactly forty-eight of them. "For
eight," she repeated, hopelessly. Then
occurred to her that there are also fort:

eight states in the union.
"I thought it might be fun to dedica

each pane to a state. I got little silk fla^

of
_
each state, mounted them on panel

painted the name of the state on top, adde
the capital, the date of entry into the unio
the state flower and the state nicknam
For example, my home state, Louisian:
entered the union April 8, 1812; its flows
is the magnolia, its capital, Baton Roug
and its nickname, the Pelican State.

"At the time I designed it, I didn't thin

George Stevens, producer-director of Columbia's "The Talk of the Town," is shown with his
starring trio: Ronald Colman, who portrays the greatest legal mind in the nation; Jean
Arthur, seen as the girl; and Cary Grant, who enacts the role of a fugitive from justice.

Send for illustrated booklet featuring
new Catalina fashions

CATALINA SWIM SUITS
AND SWIM TRUNKS

443 S. San Pedro St. • Los Angeles, Calif.

In Canada: Aberley Knitting Mills, Ltd.,

Toronto, Canada

LOOK FOR THE/'f*^- FLYING FISH
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*

f eames, but the wall is the source of a

-eat deal of entertainment. A guest seats

imself with his back to the wall and tries

3 name the forty-eight states and their

apitals, their flowers and so on. Or each

uest without looking at the wall must give

e data on his home state. Or we take the

ame of a state and write it down one

ide of a paper and each guest fills in

attles, patriotic incidents or famous names

iter each letter, the best getting the prize.

"Most of the people who come to my
ouse are interested in games with action

i them, so we play indications a lot. "We

raw sides and each side chooses some his-

Drical incident and acts it out for the other

ide to guess—Boston Tea Party, Valley
:orge, Dolly Madison saving Washington's
•ortrait, and so on."

;

Her house was a Spanish house when
Sail took it, set on a terrace above the

lOulevard, its garden sloping up to a high

etaining wall in back. Now it is early

American, to go with her cherished

ntiques.

The living room is done around a com-
ortable old rocker that has been in the

:: amily since "forever." The rocker is up-
lolstered in a floral pattern, as are the love

eats, blue and burgundy is the color

cheme, and there's a grandmother clock in

me corner, with a miniature of itself be-

side it

Gail is mad about miniatures. Her dining

oom set was designed from a priceless

jiiniature table and chairs presented to her.

The buffet, with its hanging shelf, is also

:opied from a miniature, and the human-
l .ized china, silver and glass are exactly

ike the wee ones on the little furniture

—

A'edgewood china, crested silver, crystal

flass and even linen embroidered to scale.

There are tiny cigarette boxes that could

contain ashes, salts and peppers that could

oe filled, a knife box that contains a dozen

I:
each of knives, forks and spoons, half an

: nch long, a set of silver trays and can-

delabra.

The lower floor, except the kitchen and
Flag Room is carpeted in blue, but the

-dining room walls are papered in a yellow
ind white satin stripe, instead of the clear

ite walls elsewhere,

q Upstairs, when Gail moved in, her bed-

room was that of a Latin with arched

i; Spanish fireplace and iron hearth, hopeless

at first glance. After experimenting, Gail

put in a copper hood for the fireplace and
a bright chain-mail firescreen, truly a thing

of beauty. She papered the walls in huge
rose pattern suited to her four-poster can-

opied bed continuing the paper into the

dressing room and big closet room.
Her passion for miniatures comes out in

a table full of tiny copper objects, teaket-

tles, ash-trays, fireplace fixtures, tiny wash-
stand, pitcher, basin and soapdish.

It is a pleasant house, but the nicest

part of it, .according to Gail, is the patio

in summer time. Here the furniture is deep
blue, piped in red or white, set on red tiled

floor under red and white awning.
Missy, the cocker-spaniel, loves to chase,

balls from table tennis or to go through
her catalog of tricks. She's an obliging

camera subject, willing to pose indefinitely.

Could it be that she likes the special cookies,

bits of which are her reward?
You'll like them, too.

GAIL'S SPECIAL COOKIES
2 cups brown sugar
1 cup Crisco (generous)
2 eggs
1 cup buttermilk or sour milk
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon Royal baking powder
Pinch of salt.

Flavor with vanilla or nutmeg or put in

cup of raisins. Flour enough to make a

soft mixture. Roll, cut out and bake.
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Wake up looking lovely...

try ray Beauty Nightcap

RITA HAYWORTH. CO-STARRING IN "CARNIVAL IN RIO", A COLUMBIA PICTURE

3 niSW y
„ in relieve the

? Its beauty oils help rei

nwhy Woodbury? Its ^ unes .
you -

dryness
that may ^

, Rita cleanses with wo
„00dbury

Nightly, ^lta °
he dabs on fresn

„ this cream, sne « n trust
removing this marvels. SM

t .

Cold Crea^^—ve ingredient
is

Woodbury, for a
cream rXght

ly acting to purify
Nightcapl

For a dazzling complex-,

WOODBURY COLD CREAM

Try Rita Hayworth's Nightcap. Today get

Woodbury Cold Cream. Large jars are

50eto S1.25. Introductory sizes 10c, 25*.

SCREENLANP

For special skins— special creams. If

vour skin is normal. Woodbury Cold

Cream is all you need. If oily, cleanse

with Woodbury Cleansing Cream. If

drv. use Woodbur\ Dry Skin Cream at

night. For any skin, use new ^ oodbury

Foundation Cream for a powder base:
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Hi, Stinky!

Continued from page 34

. . . with MINER'S LIQUID
MAKE-UP, the same sleek,
streakless leg make-up that

English girls have been "going
wild about" ever since silk

hosiery disappeared for the
duration.

This "wonder" product gives stocking-
less legs real eye-catching glamour, im-
parting the same velvety-smooth attrac-

tiveness to the legs that it does to the
lace, neck and arms.

Smooth it on in a jiffy . . . you'll find

that it's comfortably cool, looks like

sheer silk and won't rub off. It's water-
proof, too!

Just "pour yourself a pair of stock-
ings" today with MINER'S LIQUID
MAKE-UP . . . and forget runs, the high
cost of silk stockings and all the other
war-time hosiery headaches.

Ask for the special hosiery shades—
Rose Beige and Golden Mist.

More women use MINER'S than
any other LIQUID MAKE-UP!
Buy it!. . Try it!. . You '11 love it!

MINER'S
Jhfuid MAKE-UP

50c, 25c and 10c at

a cosmetic and hosiery
H counters everywhere

Foran exquisite ail-daypowder
base or for harmonising faae
and leg make-up . . . use one
of these flattering shade*}
Peach * Rachelle Brunette
Suntaxs • Hawaiian • NutBrown

© 1942 Miner's, Inc.
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as mentioned, but not sensational. Besides,
there is an Adonis on every street corner in
Hollywood. Well, every other corner. The
point is, they are standing on the corner.
No, there is more back of Bob Cummings'
rise to stardom than meets the eye. Or the
eye and ear. I believe the answer is to be
found in (a) his theory of why, and for
what purpose, we were born and (b) his

method of dealing with people.

His theory "Why are we born?" he asks,
"to get along with our fellow man, isn't

that so? Only by our relations with our
fellow man can we be truly judged. So,
learn how to get along, I say!"
His method : very simple. He simply

greets everybody, from Mister Producer in
his pine-panelled Front Office suite to the
colored bootblack on the lot as "Hi,
Stinky !" With these two rather goatish
words is his. whole psychology of personal
and public relations contained.

"In other words," he told me, smiling,

"I give 'em the 'Hi, Stinky!' approach. I

try to shake hands with the gloves off,

right at the start. For instance, with De-
anna—yes, my hi-stinkying of Deanna is

the best illustration I can give you of what
I mean. It was like this : when we made
'It Started With Eve, Deanna was con-
strained with me, restrained, inhibited by
her own particular brand of shyness. Every-
one had always called her 'Miss Durbin.'
No one had ever given her a chance to

feel free and regular. She'd been carried

around on a cushion. The 'Queen' stuff.

Stiff-making, that is. She'd never done
anything boisterous in her life. On the
screen, she had never really let herself go.

She had never kissed a fellow wildly, pas-
sionately. I made up my mind I had to fix

that.

"I had always called her Deanna, ever
since we made 'Three Smart Girls Grow
Up,' but I could never let myself really

go with her. I always felt she was some-
how disapproving of something or other.

So, when we started making 'Eve' I was,
I must admit, thinking of myself some-
what. I made up my mind I would not let

this frigidity limit my performance, freeze

my 'assets.'

"So, I walked in the first morning, said

'Hi, Stinky!' She just jroze, Deanna did.

Then, like a pianist who makes a mistake,

and doesn't care, I came back and said it

again. Another freeze. But good.

"Deanna went home that night and (I

learned later) told Vaughn Paul that I

had called her 'Stinky.' Vaughn laughed
like hell. 'You think of something to call

him tomorrow,' he told her. Deanna's mind
doesn't run to name-calling, so they col-

laborated. And hit on 'Slug.' From then

on in, it was 'Stinky' and 'Slug' and a good,

all-around, ail-American pair of perform-
ances we turned in, if I do say so.

"And that's what I mean by 'Hi, .Stinky
!'

It's rudimentary, you know, it's 'elementary,

my dear Watson,' " he laughed ; then added,

eyes grave, "and it is based on my con-

viction that we are all shy, all so shy,

pathetically shy. Some of us try to cover it

up one way, some another. But there it is

in all of us, the shyness. I just try to break
the barriers down, when I can. I try to

get the combination of every person I

meet. I make it my special business to find

out how they tick. It goes both ways, too;

I try to make people understand me, get my
combination, listen to how I tick. How?
Well, mostly by looking people in the eye,

and being honest. 'Look,' I say, 'here are
my bad points, what are yours?' In other

words, I give them the 'Hi, Stinky' ap-
proach."

SCREENLAND

(He does. He knows the name, the fir

name, of every soul on his sets. He kno^
how many children they have, and wh;
individual problem each tot presents. He nc
only knows about them, he cares. He
"Bob," the same Bob, to the little exti
girl as to Deanna Durbin. He treats or
exactly as he does the other. "You cant
have two sets of rules," he says.)

"I've been using that approach all m
life" he was saying, "with everyone. An
never knew it. It was my pal Allan Jon<
who crystallized it for me by telling xr,

'You know, Bob, that 'Hi, Stinky' salul

of yours is what opens all the doors. May!:
you_ don't know it, but it's your philosoph
of life in two little words of street jargon .

I believe he was right.

"When I started working with Alfre'
Hitchcock on my new picture, 'Saboteur
I'd heard from other actors that I migl
meet up with some strange, uncanny trea
ment from the English director. He rathe
badgers his actors, I was told. His metho
of getting results is, often, as eerie as tl:

results you see on the screen.

"Well, I didn't go around fretting aboi
it, in introvert fashion. If he was going t

jump at me out of dark corners, I wanted
to know it. I went straight to Hitch befor
the picture started. 'Look,' I said, 'I am
little bit timid, aren't we all? But I arj

a touch on the complex side of timidity,

To offset this, I'm apt to scream around
lot. Now, I don't want to have to screai
so, having been warned that you talk ti!

actors rather, ah, strangely, I just war i

to know what to expect. I just want w
understand you, so that

'

"I'm sure, old bean," Hitchcock inter

rupted me, as affable as Humpty-dumpt
before the fall, "that if you give me wha
I want, old bean, there will be no troubli

old bean.'

"That was fair enough. But what did h
want? If we know what people want, yo

" 'Do you want me to learn my lines, o
not learn them?' I asked, 'do you want m
to put myself entirely in your hands o
think up bits of business myself? D
you ?'

'"Don't learn your lines,' he said, 'an
just be your own sweet self!'

"And there we were. Hitch believes tha
when an actor is letter-perfect in his pari

he is stilted. He prefers to have you <z<_!

lib, even muff a line now and then. He feel

that many actors are too mannered, delive
their lines like orations. But the point h.

I knew what he wanted of me. And as
result we have got along in a manner tha
can only be described as 'beautifully.' W
were honest with one another. We looke
each other in the eye. It works.
"When I made 'The Devil and Mis

Jones' with Jean Arthur, I had never me
her. I had heard that getting along wit!

her was not exactly a game of tiddledy
winks, either. I came on the set one day-
Sam Wood wanted to make a test of tn<

in make-up to see how I'd 'go' with Mis:

Arthur's complexion—in a great hurry be
cause I was making 'Free and Easy' a

M-G-M at the time, was taking my luncl

hour.

"I whipped around a corner of the sount

stage and sitting right there, smoking
cigarette, was Miss A. I said 'Gee, you'n
just as pretty as I thought you were!' Jusi

another way of saying 'Hi, Stinky!'—gel

it? Disarming, that's the motive. A girl

can't very well have a tantrum or turn tc

ice when a fellow is being so doggone
pleasant.



/Teep t/>e B/itz from )^ur Bab/

!

Poor little China baby, scared of war so close and dreadful. What's to prevent that

happening here, in your town, to YOUR baby?

Men can't prevent it—even big tough soldiers—unless they have tanks, planes, ships,

guns . . . more of them, bigger ones, better ones, than any in the hands of the enemy.

And the supplies and machines for successful war cost money. Will you help? .

How to buy a share in ViCTORY . . .

Where's the money coming from?

you're going to chip it in, out of the money

you are getting today. Instead of spending it

all, you're going to lend some of it to Uncle

Sam. He'll put it to work for America. He
will give you a written promise to pay it back

in 10 years, with interest (2.9% a year). If

that promise isn't good, nothing's good. But

because this is America, it IS good.

How can you chip in?

By buying War Savings Bonds. You can buy

one today for $18.75. It is worth $25.00

when Uncle Sam pays you back in 10 years.

INSTALLMENT payments?

Yes! If you can't spare $18.75 today, buy War
Savings Stamps for 10(5 or 25«i or 50fS. Ask

for a Stamp book, save a bookful of Stamps,

then exchange them for a War Savings Bond.

What IS a BOND?

A piece of legal paper, official promise from

Uncle Sam that he'll pay you back your money

plus interest. The Bond will be registered in

your name. Keep it safely put away.

Can you CASH a Bond?

Yes, any time 60 days after you buy it, if you

get in a jam and need money, you can cash a

Bond (at Post Office or bank).

WHERE can you buy War Savings Bonds

and Stamps?

At your nearest Post Office. At a bank. At

many stores all over the country.

WHEN?
Our enemies have been getting ready for the

past 7 or 8 years. Are you going to wait till

they get nearer our kids?

*Buy War Sawhas Stamps ana* Sonets /VOIV/

This advertisement has been prepared entirely as a patriotic gift to the Government. The art work, copy, composition and plating, as well as the space m this

magazine, have been donated by all concerned as part oj their effort towards helping win the War.
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"At that," Bob laughed, "she did have
rather a 'have-we-met-before-my-good-
man?' expression in her eyes. So I pulled
another rabbit out of the hat, mentioned
some party where we'd both had such a
heck of a time (a fiction, of course) and
then 'Come on, now' I said, 'let's make
this thing, I've got to get going.' By this

time, I had her by the hand and she walked
with me, docile as a lamb, to the set where
Ave made the test.

"Later, Sam Wood said to me, 'Glad
you get along so well with Arthur. You're
•old friends, you two, eh?' 'I only met her
ten minutes ago,' I said. Wood died."

It is thanks to this barrier-breaking, ice-
thawing genius of his that Bob has worked
up his reputation-extraordinary. He has
something special to contribute to the mak-
ing of a picture, and they all know it.

We bought books on astrology. We com-
pared our common or uncommon Gemini
characteristics. We gave each other advice.
The result was a nice, friendly feeling be-
tween us on the set. And on the screen, I
believe, it comes over. That we are two
people who are interested in each other, I

mean, not just pretending to be. Genuine,
not gelatin.

" 'He gets along with women,' they are
saying of me, in the business. That's a
laugh. I was never particularly a Ladies'
Man. Not even before I was married. No
women breaking their necks over me, let

alone their hearts.

"What I am talking about is not, at any
rate, something that is happening just to
me and to the people I contact. It hasn't
anything to do with sex. It is not, or it

should not be, an individual or local thing,

"I simply predicate my performance upc
the birthday of the character I am playing
Bob explained, "and then behave accorc
ingly. Look, here is how it works: I rea
the script of 'Kings Row.' I then picke
out a birthday for Parris Mitchell. I chos
February 4 for him. Because February
is under the Sign of Aquarius and Aquarii
is the Humanitarian. Under Aquarius ai
all those who, like Parris, try to help mar
kind. Thereafter, whatever Parris did,
tried to have him do as an Aquarian. Whe
he got mad, in his compassion for h
friend, Drake, in his relationships wit
girls, I kept his characteristics as an Aqua-
rian in mind, knew what his reactior
would be, under this sign, and so I had
pattern to use.

"Turning to astrology for help in playin
parts is, I believe, original with me. It ha

Red Skelton goes a'wooing. With the aid of When he gets no reaction to the chin business,
Virginia O'Brien, he demonstrates his love- he tries rasher methods—the "half-Nelson"
making technique. First comes chin-tickling. (sometimes called a clinch), but that's out too.

Maybe you think this is going too far, bu
Red, who's dressed for his "Ship Ahoy" role

is set on impressing "dead pan" Virginia

Directors, assistant directors, cameramen,
still men, his fellow players.
"Get Cummings," harassed directors say,

when they have 'an ice-bag for an actress,
"he'll break her down, he'll keep her in a
laughing mood." And sure enough.

"Sometimes," Bob was saying, "the
strangest things come in handy. As smudge-
pots, I mean, as thawer-outers. Take the
case-history of Priscilla Lane, next. As-
trology took the chill off the air with
Priscilla. For Pat seemed a little stand-
offish the first day we worked together,
kind of strange. I diagnosed the symptoms
for what they were—shyness. So I said,
without any preamble, 'When's your birth-
day?' I wasn't really interested, especially
in her birthday. I just wanted her to talk
to me. 'June 9th,' she told me, startled but,
as I had hoped, interested.

"Immediately she gave me the date, I
knew I had struck the right chord, was on
the beam. For she is Gemini—and so am I

—and all Gemini people, whether they be-
lieve in astrology or not, are interested
in it.

" 'What's yours ?' she asked me, then.
'June 12th' I said—and everything was
dandy. We had swell times together, off-set.

this trying to find the common denominator
of your fellow man. It has got to happen—
in the world.

"I have always had a pet theory that the
salvation of the world is in the air. The
war will be won in the air. Peace will come
from the air. And we could learn, if we
would, all the lessons of wisdom from the
air. Adaptability, mainly. Nothing, after all,

is as adaptable as air. If it can't get over,
it gets under. That is for me. In the air,

too, is radio, which makes for understand-
ing. In the air, what is more, things fall

into_ their proper perspective. Values get
straightened out. Up there, in that divinely
fluid element, among the winds and the
stars, you match your puny little self and
all the other little, human selves to the
elemental laws, and—" Bob smiled, "what
can you find to say to any man but—Hi,
Stinky!
"And one thing more—and here is some-

thing new under the sun, so help me—and
forgive me for a big, fat boast—I even use
the Hi, Stinky approach on the characters
I play."

This, it seems unnecessary to say, re-
quired some elucidation. I asked for it, and
got it.

been my little secret which now, blow rru
down, I seem to be giving away. I shouk
remark here, by the way, that I am not ai
all-out believer in astrology. I can thin!
of as many arguments against it as for it

But I do believe that it provides a key tc

the general behavior and major character-
istics of men."
(He never wears make-up, I was think-

ing, yet he manages to be different, quits
startlingly different, in every part he plays
Directors have told me "he looks different
in different roles." Because of his "secret,'
I thought, perhaps he is different. He must
think differently, feel differently, react dif-

ferently in each and every part. He did noi
merely make believe that Bob Cummings
was Parris Mitchell in "Kings Row"— he
behaved as Parris Mitchell, according tc

his birthdate, would behave.)
"When I made 'It Started With Eve,'"

Bob was saying, "I gave myself an April
birthday, Taurus and, accordingly, I tried

to behave, in this part, as one born under
Taurus would be likely to behave. In 'Moon
Over Miami,' I used my own birthday,
Gemini. I played myself. A flirtatious fel-

low, talkative, inclined to be a one with
the girls, yet capable of real devotion, too.
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apable of settling down when the time for

sftling comes. Yes, me!
"In 'The Devil and Miss Jones,' I used

ty stand-in, Eddie Reagan, as my model.

put Eddie, a Scorpion, on the screen,

he Scorpions are tremendous talkers,

hey are crusaders. They are table-thump-

s. I became a Scorpion and now, in

Saboteur,' I am a Sagittarian. The chap

|

play in 'Saboteur,' suspected of sabotage,

bhstantly conniving for his life, would

pme under the sign of Sagittarius, I am
lire. The Sagittarians are clean-cut, rather

jlent types. What they say usually hits

jie mark. What they do usually .hits the

liark. They have good aim in everything.

|'hey are under the sign of the Archer.

;

"So, with each part I play, I give the

haracter a birthday. I then ask myself,

ow would a man born under this or that

r

ied gives up. Evidently his special brand of
itching woo isn't in best Hollywood style,

ut, he admits, sadly, that's how I "dood it."

Jgn behave? How would he react to this?
' So that? I must do what the script calls

[or, of course. But I keep the point of view

£ *f
tne character's astrological sign in mind,
find it helps me, helps me NOT to be

Sob Cummings on every foot of film.

"And now you have it," Bob smiled over
|§S coffee—did I mention that we were
punching at Bob's favorite eatery, Eaton's
lianch in the San Fernando Valley, a mile
Jr.so from Universal? And under a spread-

ing olive tree which thrusts its pale green
i

ranches through the roof of the enclosed
atio. "Now you have my secret," he said.
(What it boils down to is that I try to
jfnow people, all kinds of people, including
hose men I must, for a little while, be-
come. I try to be honest with people and
tope that they, in turn, will be honest with
lie. It resolves itself into one basic equa-
ion—understanding."
Close by our windows,-where we sat, under

he olive tree, symbol of Peace, Army
rucks rolled by, making a martial clatter
n the quiet valley road. There was a curi-
ms expression in Bob's very dark blue
'yes. After a pause: "We wouldn't have
his war if we understood each other" he
aid.

Flower-Fresh the Arthur Murray Way
... USE ODORONO CREAM

• In his arms, gliding to sweet music . . . don't let

the magic of the moment escape! Guard your pre-

cious appealing freshness the way glamourous
Arthur Murray Dancers do—with Odorono Cream!

They often dance ten miles a day without a moment's

fear of disillusioning underarm odor or dampness.

Be glamourous, too! See if gentle Odorono Cream

doesn't stop perspiration safely for you—up to three

whole days at a time! Non-greasy, non-gritty, no

waiting to dry. And it will not rot your most fragile

frocks. Follow directions. Get a jar— begin today!

Generous 10^, 39j4, 59^ sizes.

The Odorono Co., Inc., New York

Jean Bjorn,

Nassau teacher, holds
partners entranced by
her exquisite daintiness.

^ ^iB

iSW"AT,ONSAFELy
I TO 3 DAYS

ODORONO CREAM WILL NOT IRRITATE YOUR SKIN
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Irene Dunne, left, takes,

time out for refreshments

on the set of "Lady In a

Jam," in which she plays a

delightfully daffy heiress.

Below, while on location,

Irene protects her ears from

singing cowboy Ralph
Bellamy's corny serenade.

JMRVI •hill*

By

Weston East

f J!VVU

ANN SOTHERN presented Hedy La-
man- with a precious engagement pres-

ent. It came in a large satin-lined box, all

done up in ribbons and bows. Hedy tore

into it and found—five pounds of sugar

!

Hedy took one look and screamed to

George Montgomery: "Look, darling

—

<

we're rich
!"

I OAN FONTAINE and Olivia de Havil-

J land have agreed not to buy another

dress until the war is over. The money they
would ordinarily spend, goes for Victory
Bonds. When Livvy needed a new gown for

a special occasion, she enlisted the aid of

her friend, John Hambleton, the famous
designer. They took an old dress, turned it

inside out, cut out the sleeves and made it

into a backless gown. Olivia was the belle

of the ball.

HRISCILLA LANE'S in love again. She
r may stomp her pretty foot and deny it.

But there ;s romance waiting for her on the

desert. Strange part of it is, this Army
officer is stationed at the Victorville airport

In order to see him, Pat has to drive up to

Victorville. And Victorville, if you're up on
your Lane history, is where John Barry
(Pat's former fiance) is running his news-
paper. If Pat announces her engagement,
she can depend on getting a good spread in

the Victorville Press! Or can she?

NEVER let it be said that Charles
Boyer doesn't have a sense of hu-

mor. Completing the final shot on "The
Constant Nymph," he sighed, turned to

Joan Fontaine and said: "Well, I guess

I'll take off my carpet and go home now."
Then he reached up and removed his hair-

piece !

IT'S true, because they sent Annie Sheri-
I dan a picture of it. They're getting top

prices for a certain hotel room, in a certain

town in the middle-west. It seems Ann
stayed there while entertaining the soldiers

at the local Army camp. Recently Ann
received a thick envelope in the mail. It

contained a photograph of Ann's room. In

large letters was a sign tacked over the

bed. It read: "Ann Sheridan slept here."

GUESS where Jimmy Stewart heads

every time he gets a free week-end?
Right to Ginger Rogers' house that sits on
the top of a high hill. Instead of going to

the Mocambo or the Little Troc (they're the

only two night clubs open now) they sit

out on the patio and look down on the

lights of Hollywood. Jimmy's whole life

is now wrapped up in the Army. His pal

Burgess Meredith (who was once re-

ferred to as "The startled chrysanthe-

mum") is now one of the most serious

soldiers in his company.

WHEN Tyrone Power gets into the

Navy, he won't have to watch his

waistline. Until he does, his superior studio

officers will be just as pleased if he kind

of counts the calories !

HARD luck dogged the steps of Brenda
Marshall and Bill Holden right to the

very end. Their marriage has been a series

of location trips, hospital sieges, and separa-

tions. On Bill's last week in Hollywood
before joining the Army, Brenda came
down with the measles. The day Bill left,

their prized Chinese servants announced
they were going into business for them-
selves. Brenda has been so upset, she's

down to ninety-two pounds !

M-G-M's loss is 20th's gain. When An
Rutherford went to Mr. Mayer an

asked for her release, no one thought she'

receive it. Ann pleaded for herself. Sh
had been on the lot too long. The break-

had been slow in coming. She didn't mentio
that every part her heart was set on, Lan
Turner played Not wanting to stand in he

way if she could better herself, Mr. Maye
gave his blessing. He also told Ann sli

could come "home" whenever she wante<

Ann went right over and signed a swe
contract with Zanuck.

THE Frc:1

Astaires' new baby girl ha

been christened. They're calling her Av
Astaire

—

not after Airs. Mickey Roone;

Fred and Phyllis just happen to like tr

name. Wouldn't it be nice to have a secon

generation brother and sister dance tean

to follow in the footsteps of Fred an

Adele Astaire? Little Freddie, Jr., is a'

ready showing dancing inclinations. Mayt
someday we'll be seeing it on the theate

marquees : "Ava and Fred Astaire, Jr., i

person
!"

AT THE completion of "Eagle Squat

ron," Diana Barrymore gave a part

for the company. Instead of an inform;

get-together, she asked them all to wea

dinner jackets. They all did—all but Edd
Albert. He said he wanted to enjoy hirr

self. Van Heflin (who wasn't in the pi<

ture) was the only outside guest. Rig'

after dinner, he and Diana disappeared i

another room. For hours they remaine

away looking at John Barrymore's picture

and scrap books. Finally, everyone left an

went on to a night club. The next da

Diana sent a note of apology. Hollywoo

still can't figure her out.
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'HEN interviewers used to ask George

Sanders about his marriage, he quietly

them it was none of their business.

jL didn't work so well with the draft

!-d It seems it was their business. By

time they impressed this on George, he

almost ready to admit anything! He s

ried they say—and they also say there's

vorce in the offing. That's one thing the

t board isn't interested in. As for in-

iewers, they might just as well try and

Garbo to play piggy-back. George im t

ling.

-G-M will never be the same. When
II they signed Carmen Amaya, the sen-

lanal Andalusian Gypsy dancer, she

light along twenty-six aunts, uncles and

sins. They gave her a gorgeous knotty

|» portable dressing room on the set.

in they asked if everything was all

;it. through an interpreter Carmen ex-

;dly explained that she had to have—

a

% cuspidor. It was for one of the

les!

!/E THOUGHT we had heard every-

• thing. Michele Morgan has a new farm

i.se style home. There's a hayloft built

tat in her living room! You climb up a

fier to reach it. Yes, it's filled with real

: All she needs now is Linda Darnell's

rooster. If Michele gets hay fever

l'll know why.

E ways of mice and men and Holly-

ood producers are indeed strange,

go hasn't had a job in the movies for

|r a year. The day Louella Parsons

hted that Paramount had sent for_ the

ignifkent Mexican to test for Maria in

'or Whom The Bell Tolls," every other

j Sdio wired they had a part for her. She

II ! -ed back and said : "Whatever the part

i&Tm sorry but I'm not the type."

I IUMPHREYn BOGART
was having a lot

of fun ribbing
Adolphe Menjou.
"Say, 'Dolph,"
kidded Bogey, "if

they keep on
drafting guys like

Lynn and Reagan,
they'll have to
take old guys
like you and
make you up to

look like young
leading men."
"Well, at least,"/

cracked Menjou,
"for the first time

in history some of

our glamor girls

will have leading

men nearer their

own age !" Ouch

!

THE Army will
I never be the
same ! Joan Blon-
dell almost caused

a riot when she did

her sketch for the

boys in camp.
Right in the mid-
dle of a semi-strip

tease number,
Joan's zipper got

stuck. She asked

if there was a sol-

dier in the house
who could help a
girl out. Of course
it was all in fun.

The boys cheered
themselves
hoarse.

George Raft, above, plays himself, as he was during his ca

as a dancer, in "Broadway," new film which parallels incid

in Raft's life. Janet Blair enacts his dancing and romantic part

HOLLYWOOD FOLLOWS

GOOD TASTE



Hollywood's Finest Friendship
Continued from page 55

New cream positively stops
underarm Perspiration Odor

as proved in amazing

HOT CLIMATE TEST
1. Not stiff, not messy—Yodota
spreads just like vanishing cream!
Dab it on—odor gone!

2. Actually soothing—Yodora can
be used right after shaving.

3. Won't rot delicate fabrics.

4. Keeps soft! Yodora does not dry
in jar. No waste; goes far.

Yet hot climate tests- made by
nurses—prove this daintier deodor-
ant keeps underarms immaculately
sweet— under the most severe con-
ditions. Try Yodora!
In tubes or jars— 10^"

30(5, 604. McKesson &
Robbins, Inc., Bridge-

port, Connecticut.

YODORA
DEODORANT CREAM

SONG & POEM WRITERS!
Have you a song, poem or just a lyric? WE SUPPLY THEMELODY and make recordings of your original songs
.send yours to

CINEMA SONG COMPANY
P. O. Box No. 2828. Dept. CI. Hollywood, California

\ol22r* ring
America's most dazzling- selections of
Yln"rV,^k

,

,

a 'Ulc
\
U

'
Polished, genuine^iKtONs—the only gems in the world

tnat rival the fireplay and radiance ofthe genuine diamond. Fools experts.Send tor our new FREE CATALOG. SeeMies.- exotic di.iniond-ikizzling new ZIR-CON RINGS. E;,ch ring- ru. teed on" DAYS HIKE TRIAL'
t= u '"'mteM »n

Amer.can Jewelry Co., 33 E. Gth St., Dept. S-lTcineinnati, O.
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Broad-shouldered and strong as an ox,
young George Tobias had women theater-
patrons shrieking and fainting when he
came out on the stage in his hairy ape
costume, bodily picked up heavy Louis
Wolheim and hurled him into a cage.
Harold had followed George's progress

with interest. For versatile George had also
scored playing a Polish gentleman of 60
years

^
of age in Channing Pollock's "The

Fool." Harold, too, decided to try the stage.
The years passed. George became estab-

lished as one of Broadway's most versatile
character actors. Twice Hollywood offered
movie contracts, but New York was
George's dish. He loved Broadway with its
familiar haunts and sights and smells. A
man's man, he was one of "the boys" in
his own gang. Nightly they'd swap stories
in Greenwich. Village at Romany Marie's.
Food was charged on the cuff—between
shows. When George began to get the
breaks, he more often took the checks.

Featured with Brian Donlevy in "What
Price Glory," as the ballet master in "You
Can't Take It With You" (the part that
Mischa Auer played in the movie version),
George was finally offered more monev
than he had ever seen, so he succumbed
to Hollywood.
Meanwhile Harold played bits in Para-

mount pictures in New York and then came
to Hollywood. Working regularly in an
unspectacular way, he had a good car, a
nice house, plenty of clothes and friends,
who proved to be friends only as long as
he had money.

.
One February day in 1939 during a prac-

tice polo match, Haroldjs horse collided
with another playe'r. He *was thrown and
kicked on both legs by both horses. His
crushed body was 'taken to the hospital
where doctors shook their heads. Hopeless,
they said. The girl, a blue-eyed flaxen-
haired .Hollywood doll, whom Harold was
to marry in June, came to the hospital long
enough to faint at the sight she saw. She
returned his ring. Their four-year romance
was over. He never saw her again.
One leg was amputated above the knee.

With the loss of his leg, his future, his girl,
his friends, life looked hopeless, a complete
blackout for Harold.
Doctor and hospital bills and special

treatments soon consumed his entire sav-
ings. His fine car, his furniture and his
home were sold to meet the bills. Turned
out alone to face the world, heartsick, his
pride forbidding a plea for help to his
mother, Harold found one friend, an extra
out of work, who permitted him to sleep
on a living room couch. There was no
money and Harold's torn body required
X-ray treatments to ease the pain and pro-
mote the circulation of the severed arteries.

"How do you get around to the studios ?"

George asked.
"I get on the street car," Harold had

replied. "I can use my one leg and the
crutches."

George thought a few moments. "Say,
fellow," he offered. "I've got.no one de-
pending on me. I'm new out here. Suppos-
ing I drive over and take you to work
and take you home?"

"George began driving me in his car,"
Harold tells. "He'd try to pass off his kind-
ness as nothing. But it's not easy helping a
man in and out of a car, handing him his

crutches, waiting on him at every turn.
Still George would dismiss it all, embar-
rassed if I would try to express my grati-

tude.

"A few days later George moved me out

to his house to live with him. I knov.'i
sacrifices many evenings with friends, ra
than leave me alone. His agent and' st
friends are always calling to invite hir
dinner or parties at Ciro's. But Ge>
takes me to quiet restaurants where
food is good and we spend long even J
over dinner.

"In the beginning George never spoke,
me much. He respected my wish that I

mother shouldn't hear of my misfort :

It would be a terrible shock to her we t

knew;
"Once Winchell and then Fidler ca i

to verify facts that George was taking cj
of me—but George talked them out I

printing the story. It would be great p|
licity for George, they insisted. But fin
they had to respect George's wish that i
story must npt reach print ; that my mot
must not know."

"I need a good secretary, Haro'
George said one day. "You can handle
job. Answer the telephone, the fan m
sort of look out after me." He began p
ing me a small salary, to make me :

quite independent.
"A year went by. Then a few months ;

my other leg began to discolor and sw
The doctors were powerless to do anyth
to save it. For weeks I couldn't sleep
cause_ of the pain. George was alw
bringing a new doctor, some new medicir
Lots of nights he'd sit quietly by my b
Then just before this Christmas I w
to the hospital for the amputation of
other leg.

"George paid all of the bills. He was
the hospital every minute he could sp;
away from the studio. When I was rea
to come home, George surprised me. !

had bought a new house. A ranch house
San Fernando Valley. 'It doesn't have c

single step in it, Harold,' George z

nounced. When you come home we're £
ing to get you a wheel chair and yoi
be able to wheel all over the place. Do
you worry, fellow. You'll be good as nei

"Folks wonder why George should
so much for me. I can't explain it. Exec
to say^ I could never tell the half
George's completely unselfish devotion a
concern for me. No one else would wait
a man and give the personal care Georj
has

_
given me. He might have put me

an institution, or hired a servant to ta
care of me. But George has cared for r

himself. Lifting me out of bed each mor
ing. Cooking my breakfast. Taking me
the studio with him. And to dinner at nigl
Never leaving me home alone.
"Even when he has dates with g:

friends, he always manages to get the gi

to bring another so we can be a fourson
"Many actors give money freely. But

all Hollywood there has never been ;

actor to give so freely of himself."
Now that the long months of pain a

past, George is beginning the rehabilitati.

of Harold's activities. His personal effo
has given Harold new faith in himsel
made him believe that his life is not ovei

that he is not doomed to hopeless invalidisi

But as George Tobias' closest friend, h
confidant and secretary, he too has a j(

to do, to prove that George has not mi
placed his faith and trust in him.

"Got to watch the weight, Harold
George will say. "We got to get you t\\

new legs one of these days. You don't wai
to have extra weight to carry when yc

learn to walk again."
Encouraging Harold to diet, George si

the example and shed forty pounds himsel

Eating was a major interest in George
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Ifs Tough To Be Single in Hollywood!
|r »ANY A GIRL may think it's tough to be single

J^L anywhere—but let Lana Turner illustrate that

it's tougher in Hollywood! Pursued by photographers

who foresee elopements and reporters who scent ro-

mances, an unmarried star can't even enjoy her misery

in private, without being hounded by rumors! An every-

day emotion for ordinary girls becomes a bane for a star

— and a penetrating photo-scoop for Screen Guide!

Other Scoops in July Screen Guide:

War Comes to the Newlyweds! And now Brenda Marshall

J will have to get along without her Bill Holden.

Squire Morgan Surrenders! Frank Morgan couldn't be

photographed—but our camermen captured him for a photo-

story of his way of life and good times!

Jane Russell Still Has A Chance! The girl who gave

Hollywood her all in sex appeal may succeed yet!

What Happens to War Heroes? Review the struggles of

Ronald Colman to see how heroes "carry on!"

"My Fight Is Over!" says Gene Tierney. At long last, here

is the finale to her family feuds!

ALSO: Co/or portraits you'll cherish of Paulette Goddard, Ann Sheridan,

Dorothy Lamour and Lynn Bari. Plus pages of intimate, on-the-spot

gossip, fashion news, beauty tips, movie reviews—all in Screen Guide'

Screen Guide
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Now on Sale

at ALL NEWSSTANDS

I A gourmet of every type of food it

always been his particular delight to

it many restaurants and spend a long

ming ordering special dishes and enjoy-

them.

'But I had to get Harold to diet. You
iildn't expect me to eat everything and

1 nothing," George says. "Besides, I

m want to get typed on the screen

id—well, it wasn't all for Harold that I

t the weight. I heard a kid say in a

•aMipw one night where 'Sgt. York' was run-

korkg, 'There comes that fat George Tobias,

me Ik I won't be typed that way."
) Wfi. streamlined wheel chair with the latest

rx [vices conveys Harold about the ranch

morfjjuse. George has never left him alone at

me *ht. And during the present defense

emergency George had Harold commis-
'

lined a member of the air-raid-warden

d, along with himself. Harold is desk

while George walks his beat from
to twelve at night.

"arold relates one call George answered,

-dy said she heard planes overhead dur-

„ a blackout. The drone of plane motors

iOved to be a vacuum sweeper next door.

'George carefully shields Harold from
ty. "Do you know what happened to

:arold and me today?" he'll begin. "Well,

Jarold was sitting in the car in a restricted

|ne while I dashed into a store. The cop

ime along and began to write a
_
ticket,

arold pointed to his legs and said how
C was just out of the hospital and a friend

as driving him about. By the time I got

'.ck to the car the cop had torn up the

Beet."

After the second amputation the word
nally reached his mother in the east. She
nmediately telephoned and demanded to

now the truth which had been kept from
er for two years. So now for the first

me it can be told.

If it hadn't been for George Tobias, who

plays those sinister or jovial roles, his

memorable diamond swindler in "South of

Suez," his humorous soldier in "Sgt. York,"

his barber in "Strawberry Blonde," his cur-

rent Greek farmer in "Juke Girl," Harold

Ramer today might be a charity object, a

beggar with a tin cup on the street corner.

Instead, he's a young man of 30 whose faith

in his own ability has been restored by the

faith of his friend.

When George first came to Hollywood

he longed to return to New York. Often

he said, "I wouldn't buy anything here I

couldn't put on the Santa Fe and ship back

to New York." New York was his very

life. But to insure Harold a home to meet

his needs of wheel chair transportation, he

purchased the ranch house built on one

level without steps. Strictly bachelor quar-

ters it is without a single feminine touch.

"Sure, I might get married some day,'

George says. But actually he's had little

time for dates. Usually he and Harold take

a couple of girls to dinner and for a ride

in the station wagon. But George has never

fallen in love with any "one girl." Rather

he gets more enthused about his horses. He
just purchased the Tom Mix stables from

the Mix estate and had them moved to his

ranch tc house the Tobias horses.

'Whenever George gets interested in a

girl and k about to pop the question, he

sees a new silver saddle, or a new horse,

and falls in love with it," his friends say.

"When George was a child he was crazy

about animals," his brother relates. He
was in love with 'Lizzie the cow.' If mother

ever missed him, she always knew shed

find him out in the barn feeding sugar

to Lizzie."
.

Because of his keen interest in defense

work George's neighbors have offered to

run George for mayor of Sherman Oaks

in the vallev. George is proud of the nomi-

nation and takes the campaign seriously,
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passing out cigars and kissing all the pretty

babies and tipping his hat to their mothers

in true old-time campaign style.

In the last war George enlisted as a

fifteen-year-old youngster by lying about

his age. In the present war he is doing his

bit, along with thousands of others.

His hobby is western attire. He practically

supports the saddleries in San Fernando

Valley single-handed, has acquired all types

of fancy tooled leather and silver studded

saddles, belts, chaps, hats and outfits.

At the studio he goes about roping every-

body. Animate or inanimate objects. Once

when he lassoed Miss Bette Davis off her

feet, he apologized: "I'm sorry, Miss Davis,

but when I got a rope in my hand everyone

looks like calves."

George's Broadway friends warned him

when he first came to Hollywood, "Don't

play in 'B' pictures. Stand up for your

rights. Don't let Hollywood push you

around!" For six months George waited

for an "A" assignment. Nothing happened.

So George stepped into Ann Sothern's first

"Maisie" playing the circus barker.
_

"There I sat before the camera picking

my teeth. That's a simple thing to do, pick

your teeth with a toothpick. But I could

hear the actors on the sidelines saying :

'A New York actor. Isn't he wonderful!'

"I decided if picking your teeth in pic-

tures is wonderful—this acting was pretty

soft. I'd do more of it. I began playing

everything they gave me. I made sixteen

pictures last year, sometimes working m
three at a time.

"Hollywood's all right. I'm here to stay

now. I used to have a notion I'd go back

to New York. But that's before I got Har-

old. Somebody has to look out for him. I'm

alone and well I'm able to. So I nominated

mvsclf for the job."

Which has proven to be Hollywood s

greatest friendship.
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He's No Exhibitionist

Continued from page 51

broke down and cried. "Come, come now,
missy," he soothed her, adding a warming
pat on the back, "tell your Uncle Barnacle
all about it." Lifting her streaming face,

she sobbed, "Every-everybody comes to me
for a good time, b-but I-I never have any
fun."

By now our waitress had returned with
a piece of apple pie. Had I, by rare fortune,
wondered its prospective consumer, ever
tasted the one and only M-G-M make? I

muttered something about its being the best
in the world. "How right, how absolutely
right you are !" was his glowing confirma-
tion. He only wished his Filipino cook
could see eye-to-eye with me in this matter.
That earnest fellow, it appeared, had tried

his hand at baking dough and apples, but
the result left something to be desired.

Accordingly, Mr. Pidgeon brought home
from the studio a sample of the real thing.

In the garage he put it down under his

car momentarily while he tinkered with -the

engine. Then, taking it into the kitchen, he
bade the Filipino to make a pie exactly
like it. So literally was this order carried
out that when the brown-crusted triumph
was set proudly before the master of the
house it bore a distinct and high flavor of
motor oil

!

As he threw back his head for the laugh
on himself, Mr. Pidgeon apparently sighted
a friend in need who would serve his all

too evident stalling purpose, for he jumped
up and sang out, "Arthur, old boy, come
over here, there's someone I want you to
meet!" From a neighboring table like a
lamb—anyway, good English mutton—to
the slaughter, came the noted London play-
wright, Arthur Wimperis, who had worked
on the motion picture version of "Mrs.
Miniver," starring Mr. Pidgeon with the
scintillant Greer Garson. A constant play of
wit flashed between the jovial Canadian
and the slyly whimsical Briton until Mr.
Wimperis remembered he had to work for
a living and took himself off with a parting
shaft.

Leaning back and drawing gratefully on
his pipe, Mr. Pidgeon was content to say
that ours had been a good, satisfying talk.

Far from sharing this view, I could only
remind him that not for a single moment
had he talked seriously of himself.
"But I don't take myself seriously," he

protested, visibly shocked at the.mere sug-
gestion. "If I did, that would mean great
danger of turning out to be a pain in the
neck. It would also mean the beginning of
the end."

Desperately, as though to fortify him-
self against so dire a fate, he ordered an-
other piece of pie. Not that this Canadian
Clark Gable was in the least peril. Only
his honesty, individual and professional,'
marked him. He simply refused, with a
sort of big-boyish frankness, to be im-
pressed by himself, this in spite of the fact
that within the year he had made greater
strides than any other Hollywood actor.
His whole-souled, forceful performances in
"Blossoms in the Dust" and "How Green
Was My Valley," not to mention still other
advances in so short a time, had carried
him forward with a swiftness which might
well have left him dizzy with success. But
Walter Pidgeon had kept his head on his
shoulders, rather than in the clouds, and
both feet on the ground.
And now he was down to earth with

:

"Please understand that while I don't take
myself seriously, I do take my work seri-

ously. It's of first and last importance to
me. If you're serious about that, the result
will be convincing. Even so, trying too
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hard may prove to be a mistake. At least,

that was true in my case at the start. I

was selling bonds in Boston when, one
night, I went to a party and sang two or
three songs. I was asked, 'Are you with a
show?' 'No,' I told Fred Astaire, for it

was no less than he who had put the ques-
tion. 'With a voice like that,' Astaire was
more than kind to say, 'you ought to be in

musical comedy.' He volunteered to speak
to Charles B. Dillingham about me.' It

wasn't long before a letter took me to New
York. Through the Dillingham office,

Arthur Hammerstein had offered me a
part in one of his musical productions. But
Dillingham's secretary, Vera Murray, who
knew all the answers, warned me, 'Without
any previous Broadway experience, you
can't step into the leading role of a New
York show and expect to get away with it.'

She advised me to go back to Boston and
wait for a less important engagement. A
month or so later, Miss Murray wrote me
that Elsie Janis was going on a concert
tour and that this might be a good chance
for me. It was really Miss Janis who took
the chance when she opened her tour at
Aeolian Hall in New York. Mine was the
saddest experience a man ever had. In the
first half of the concert I went on to sing
three songs. Standing on that platform in

a cutaway and striped trousers, I must have
looked like a scared undertaker, and I cer-
tainly felt like one. Cold with fear of fail-

ure, I tried so desperately to overcome it

that my throat went dry. During the inter-

mission I overheard Miss Janis' manager
saying to her in her dressing room : 'Wher-
inell did you get that song strangler ? He's
the worst I ever heard !' That settled me.
Feeling sure I was 'through' with the end
of that first performance, I stopped worry-
ing about making good and relaxed. This
change of attitude toward myself was, un-
wittingly, just the thing to turn the tricks

Going back for three more songs, I sang
them with no trouble at all, and to every-
body's amazement, including my own, got
three encores. That experience, with the
happy result that I was to hold my job,

made me realize I had tried too hard the
first time and taught me a lesson—never
again to take myself seriously."

So it was that he sang himself into a
London revue with Miss Janis as well as
several Broadway shows. But when I as-

sumed he had been an equally merry trou-
badour in his earlier pictures, he just

grinned at one recollection. It had. to do
with a 1930 film which reassuringly adver-
tised: "This is a picture in which it is

positively guaranteed that Walter Pidgeon
will sing only one song." But that really

wasn't quite so bad as it sounded. You see,

the public then had grown a bit tired of

screen musicals and for that reason both

producers and exhibitors were using
soft pedal.

When I wondered whether acting
been a second thought of his, he said:

"

I always had it in the back of my m
It was put there, perhaps, by John Bar
more, Leo Ditrichstein and Cyril Mai
They were my gods of the theater. At 1

1

time I thought Barrymore the grea
i

actor of them all—still think so, for tl
matter. He can play anything, trage

|
comedy, farce, and play it brilliantly. SI

|me another actor who can -do this—tr
|

isn't one. The day I was sailing for E
land with Miss Janis this admiration
mine almost cost me my job. Going to
Barrymore in 'Beau Brummel,' I

through the picture a second time just
study his work and nearly missed the b<

Miss Janis was anxiously hanging over
rail as I made the gang-plank. When I

plained the reason for my delay, she s;

'Well, you couldn't have a better excuse
It was in a rowboat on the river at

John, New Brunswick, his birthplace, t

young Walter" played his first imaginatj
parts, re-enacting stories of his grandfatl
who had been a sea captain. He him.''

would have been a businessman had 1

followed in the footsteps of his fatr

owner of wholesale and retail general m
chandise stores throughout Canada. 1

the call of the water was mixed with t,

of the wild, for only an hour's walk fr
the house were woods that teemed \\

game.
"And there never was a better setting

inspire dreams of an adventurous futur
he now remarked.
As to how he had learned acting. .

Pidgeon merely waved aside his highly
veloped skill with an embarrassed gest
and observed: "Oh, acting's like swimm—you just fool around till you get
hang of it. Maybe the trick of getting ii

in losing self-consciousness. I think
greatest example of this is furnished
the excellence of colored entertainers. Tl
are not at all self-conscious, and this

counts for their complete naturalness i

realistic abandon. In my short experie-
with men and women just starting in I

led to conclude that women seem less s<

conscious than men. Whether they have \

knack of adapting themselves more eas
I don't know. Maybe it's their charm. C I

tainly this charm of theirs is a great as;'

In a man I don't think that looks count
a thing. Personality and animation, tl

same animation that vitalizes colored £

tertainers, are infinitely more imports:
Kids, young girls, might possibly fall :

an actor's looks, but that's as far as
;

goes." He shook his head vigorously at
'

suggestion of women's susceptibility to

handsome actor. "Anyway, I've never i

Donald M. Barry,

Fay McKenzie
and Alan Curtis

as they appear in

Republic's excit-

ing film melo-
drama, "Remem-
ber Pearl Harbor."



FOR VICTORY
.: ed anything of the sort. Sitting at a pre-

bv of a picture in which I happen to have
j ipart I simply keep watching things on
: 2 screen and thinking how differently I'd

l
them if they could be done over again."

jilt was typical of him that he had nothing

I
say of his personal attributes, and when
ventured to touch upon this point, not

i be overlooked in his case, he replied de-

:
isively : "I never have appraised my own

i
alities, if any. Do you think my physique
5 helped me? I can only answer that by

i ving your physique is something you've
d all your life, and so you don't think

j
ything about it. If you're sick and then
t well again, you're thankful and go on

Oth your work. And where does physique
me in with an actor when the king of
box offices is Mickey Rooney?"

That stopped me. I could only beat around
• ving to find something that this unduly
:i odest actor would admit as having been

good to him, and out of the attempt
•fally came: "What did me the most good
- the time I needed it most was the picture

th Deanna Durbin, 'It's a Date.' I'd never
; -d a really good picture up to that time

;

was the best part I'd ever had in a swell

:
cture with a very big star. The Nick

' arter pictures also were helpful in giving
e a new following among the youth of

merica, and I liked them very much. As
r 'How Green Was My Valley,' I loved

j
the whole story. Then, of course, there

as 'Blossoms in the Dust,' another fine

cture bringing with it an equally fine

>portunity. But I can't take myself, suc-
ss or failure, seriously. The most I can
J is to think I have developed a philosophy

life, if you can call it that, which will

:ep me on an even keel through good
nies and bad. And I've had plenty of the
id with the good. It's probably closer to
ie truth to say I was knocked around
.ollywood so long and so hard that any
?o I ever may have had was completely
locked out of me. Anyway, I'm dead sure
11 never have any delusions of grandeur."
I, too, felt sure of that But please let

e add that Walter Pidgeon's confirmed
iodesty must not be taken to mean he eats
umble pie. He prefers apple.

ALL YOU'VE EVER LONGED FOR
IN A LIPSTICK

3 LOVELY TANGEE
SHADES

TANGEE RED-RED. . ."Rarest,

Loveliest Red of Them All!". . .

harmonizes with all fashion colors.

TANGEE THEATRICAL RED
. . ."The Brilliant Scarlet Lipstick

Shade". . . always flattering.

TANGEE NATURAL. . .Orange

in the stick, changes to produce

your own most becoming shade of

blush rose on the lips.
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want most. That is how our new and exclusive

SATIN-FINISH was created. You demanded a lipstick

that would give your lips a softer, glossier sheen . .

.

with a texture not too moist, yet riot too dry... that

really stays on without smearing or smudging.

In bringing you our new SATIN-FINISH we have
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advance of the past 20 years. Here is all you've ever
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wonderfully flattering shades, Tangee's soothing and

protective pure cream base, and the flawless groom-
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"Don't Be Afraid to Marry Young!" says Tim H<

-A

T)UT all that monthly-chafing worry outA of your mind. Listen to the voice of
experience and use Tampax for sanitary
protection. . . Modern women all around
you are discovering this wonderful inven-
tion of a doctor who realized what trou-
bles a woman can have in hot, charing
weather—especially housewives and "the
girls at the office:'

You need no belts, pins or pads. Also
you need no sanitary deodorants, as no
odor forms with Tampax. This dainty de-
vice consists of pure, surgical cotton com-
pressed and sealed in one-time-use appli-
cator. It is so perfected that the wearer
actually cannot feel the Tampax. She can
dance, play games, swim ... use the show-
er . . . with amazing freedom. Tampax is

so compact that disposal is naturally easy.

Regular, Super, Junior are the three
sizes to meet all needs. (The new Super is

about 50% more absorbent.) At drug
stores, notion counters. Trial box, 20^.
Economy package of 40 gives you a real
bargain. Don't wait for next month. Start
now! Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,Mass.

467,000,000
TAMPAX

MADE AND SOLD Accepted for Adver-
tising by the Journal
of the American
Medical Association.

eat

Continued from page 27
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"The Magnificent Amber-
sons. "I was twenty—I'm twenty-three
now—and she was nineteen. I can certainly
say that I'm more than glad that we mar-
ried young. I think that if a person marries
young—m his late teens or early twenties—

ni leSS apt t0 be set in his ideas
-
He

will be more anxious to make the sacrifices
that every marriage involves. He won't
shudder at obligations. Instead he'll be glad
of them. It's been my observation that the
older a person gets the harder it is for him
to think of someone else beside himself,
and that is the biggest adjustment to be
made in marriage. Young couples who
marry have time to build a life together, to
find it easier to see the Tightness and reason
in the needs and requests of the other. They
are more inclined to be unselfish and to
say 'our' instead of 'my' or 'mine' when
referring to the "possessions that make the
home. Mutual consideration, then, is very
important.

"Marriage is necessarily dependent on
how easily adjustments can be made. How
easy it is to sidetrack your own wants in
favor of your wife's or husband's. In this
respect, a young person has the advantage
over an older person. Marriage to him is
something of a challenge instead of a way
to attain just ordinary security. Each new
problem that arises is just another step
toward progress and happiness in the home
instead of a burden that is dull and boring.
And young people don't look upon the
building of a home as something to do. To
them it's an exhilarating experience. A
thrill. And a chance to put into effect the
ideas each has had. It's something like put-
ting concrete under a dream.
_

"But, above all, marriage requires good
judgment, a sincere love, and cooperation.
Its success depends on a desire to make it
last and a willingness to share and to
sacrifice for each other."

Unlike many young couples who want to
marry, Tim and Virginia met no parental
objection. One big problem was erased.
"Our parents felt that we knew our own

minds well enough," Tim asserted. "They
could see no great risk. And we definitely
didn't. We knew we were in love, and that
was all that mattered. I'd never advise any
young couple, however, to marry against the
wishes of the parents unless those wishes
were obviously possessive ones: I do believe,
on the other hand, that young marriages'
would be more successful if parents would
give the kids a chance to lead their own •

lives and to let them work out their own
problems. Much of the fun of marriage is
in ^correcting the mutual mistakes.

"Virginia and I have been let to live our
own lives. And we're as much in love now
as we were when we were married. We have
a fine two-year-old son, and we've had the
fun of watching a home grow through co-
operation and understanding. We have a lot
to look forward to in our life together. And
we've never been bored once. There have
always been too many things to do, too
many new experiences to confront. And,
above all, we haven't stopped planning.
"For one thing, we want two more chil-

dren. No marriage is complete without chil-
dren. Some young people say, 'We'll have a
baby when we get the furniture or the car
paid for.' I think that if a couple really
wants to have a baby, somehow something
can be sacrificed to make such a thing pos-
sible. It all depends on how sincere the de-
sire for children is. Some kids today have
the idea that marriage is more fun if it's

unhampered by the added responsibility of
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a child. But they don't think of the fut
when a baby would enrich their lives. W
there would be something to make tl

feel that the joy and fun of life ha<-
disappeared.

"There is nothing like children to kee I

young marriage happy. They also help
build security. At least, such is Virgin
and my idea. We want to oe able to
twenty years from now, 'We haven't mi*
a thing. Nothing is lacking in our marria
It is complete.'

"

The story of Tim's marriage is one
those things that Booth Tarkington mi:
have written. It's full of the unexpect
the pathos, the comedy, and the inspi
tional. In short, it's a yarn that other yor
people may want to pattern after. It
started one evening not so long ago. Ab<
three years and a half to be exact. Tim v
invited to a sorority party by his cl<
friend, Hal Roach, Jr. When he and I
arrived at the house, they were gree^
pleasantly and with a great amount of pi
pnety. Soon Hal and his girl friend fou
themselves engaged in a spirited game
backgammon. Tim stood first on one h
and then the other, getting more bored a
disgusted every minute. Finally, his ej'
fell on a very lovely girl sitting by herse
She smiled back at him as he smiled at h
He went over to talk to her. And befc
the evening was over, Virginia Mae As
craft and Tim Holt had recognized t

spark. When he left the house that nig:
Tim asked her for a date. She accepted.
This dating went on for about a ye;

Occasionally, they'd go to a movie. On
m a while they'd go to a dance, "whenev
Virginia could drag me to one," Tim sa:
But from that first evening, neither hi

eyes for anyone else.

Tim was, of course, busy with his pictu
making. He was in his glory playing t
western roles. And he had his ranch th
he was putting into shape. Just in case. .

He had bought fifteen acres in the S;
Fernando Valley and was building a fou
room house through the help of the FHj
one of the few things he ever bought (

time. He did all of the work on the ranc
He built his own chicken houses ; he adds
to the house ; he built his stables for h
four horses ; he worked his acres of alfalf
He was becoming the typical rancher.

Lynn Bari not only gets her first big role ii

"The Magnificent Dope," but has two impor
tant leading men opposite her: Henry Fonda
above, and Don Ameche, on facing page

i



s Lynn with Don Ameche, who plays the

man in her moWe life. Lynn is fortu-

to be able to have two of the screen's

desirable leading men playing with her.

lien he and Virginia talked about get-

married, the ranch seemed the logical

;. While the house wasn't the last

I in modern conveniences, it didn't

to bother Virginia much,
'irginia turned out to be a pretty good

per," Tim said. "She felt, as I did, that

the place was there, it would be

sh not to move into it. So that much
settled anyway."

Atn isn't likely to forget his wedding
Everything that could possibly happen

with a great deal of surprise thrown

h begin with, he met his father at the

. in Pasadena early in the morning,

ji he went to the studio where he was -

ing "Stagecoach." After that, Tim hied

•elf out to Selznick to see George

or about playing both twins in "Gone

h the Wind." Then back to United

sts. After he finished there, he went

x.lumbia to check on some stills. When
evening rolled around, he went to the

:ne Auditorium to appear in a benefit

m. While he was on the stage, some

ses that were being used in the show
ded to run wildly off the stage. This

ft help matters much, and Tim and

:rs involved spent an agonizing few

nents getting the show back in running

it"-"

/hen the evening was over, Tim de-

d that this, of all times, was the time

%tt married!
Virginia and I had talked about getting

-ried before," he said, "but every time

d make any plans, I'd have to go into

>icture and we'd have to postpone the

Siding. So on this night, we got_ into

open car and drove all night until we
le to Yuma. I wasn't exactly a romantic

P, what with my long hair. I wanted

least to get a haircut for my wedding,

my work in 'Stagecoach' wouldn't

pit it. After the wedding, we drove

Hit back to the ranch. And so began our

rriage."

The date was December 10, 1938.

By January 15, 1940, the baby, named
'nee, arrived. And their problems were
t beginning.

Our ranch house had the very peculiar

sit of unleashing all its heretofore hidden

onveniences once we were settled. We
>il discovered that in a—wind storm, the

ctricity would suddenly go off. And that

ved more than a handicap with the

by"
;

fe...

Tim proceeded to give out with stories

it few fans would ever think possible in

life of a movie star. Such things

uldn't happen, they'd say. But, surpris-

gly enough, they did!
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'Perspiration Rot" With Nonspi!
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"More than once," Tim continued, "we'd

have to give the baby his two o'clock feed-

ing by candlelight. When a wind storm

would come up—as it often did—not only

the lights would go out but our electric

stove would cease to function. So we'd

have to heat the baby's bottle on an oil

stove. This probably sounds very pio-

neerish; well, it was a little inconvenient.

But Virginia never once complained. I

realize now that it wasn't easy for her to

live like that, yet whenever she'd look as

though she was at her wit's end, she'd say

something funny and we'd both laugh. That

is important to every young married couple

—the ability to laugh away the little annoy-

ances and troubles that invariably come up.

Once you take them seriously, they begin

to grow until they are completely out of

proportion. And the couple has grown far-

ther and farther apart."

The situation at Tim's house became far

from laughable when the baby was about

four months old.

One day, they noticed that Lance had a
" bad rash all over his body. Yes, I know it's

usual for babies to have rash, but the young

Holt child's condition wasn't exactly usual.

The doctor was called in. The pronounce-

ment was that the baby was suffering from

an allergy of some kind. Probably from

the alfalfa and hay on the ranch. So the

Holt family decided to move to the Pacific

Palisades and to leave the ranch for Tim's

spare moments.
"After we moved to the Palisades, Tim

continued, "we settled down to a normal

life. We chose our present house because

it suited our budget and provided the re-

quired amount of room. I still go back to

the ranch often to tend to my four horses

and to keep things in shape. There is a

caretaker on the place at all times, but 1

like to do as much of the work as possible.
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I wouldn't think of selling the ranch. It's

too fine an investment to let go by the

boards.

"Now that we are settled, it's amazing,

as we look back on our early marriage

days, that we were ever able to lead a sane

life. Two days after we were married, I

had to go to a barren, rough place on loca-

tion. I had to leave Virginia home because

the studio wouldn't let me take her with

me. When I returned home a couple of

days later, I was surprised not to find Vir-

ginia about. I called her, and then suddenly,

from our bedroom, I heard her scream. I

ran to the room, opened the door, and was

met by my Great Dane. In a corner stood

Virginia, paralyzed with fright. I took one

look at my dog and realized that he had

gone insane. I knew that it would be im-

possible for me to do anything but go out-

side and try to get into the room from

the window. On the way out, I grabbed

my gun. From the window, I saw the

Great Dane ready to leap at Virginia, so

there was only one thing left for me to do.

I raised mv gun and shot the animal. Later.

I learned that the dog had eaten a poisoned

squirrel. I doubt if I shall ever forget those

few moments.
"Virginia had never liked the dog, but

she said little because she knew how fond

of him I was. Her patience in handling the

animal and in standing for his habit of lick-

ing her on the face really taught me how
great a factor patience is in marriage.

"Even the episode with the dog didn t

seem enough for us. Two days after Lance

was born, I was sent to Arkansas on a

personal appearance tour. But the amusing

part of our hectic marriage was supplied

bv Virginia's doctor himself.

"Two weeks before Lance was born. I

got a call from him. Very excited, he yelled

into the phone, 'Come over quickly. My
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Manuel del
Campo, with his

new wings as a
Pilot Officer in

the R.C.A.F.,
visits his wife,
Mary Astor, on
the set at War-
ners where she's

making "Across
the Pacific."

dog'si having puppies and I could use your
help.' I went over and found that the
mother had already dropped one puppy and
had walked away from it. The doctor had
called me because he knew that I was more
familiar with animals than he. After the
situation was well in hand, we both had a
big laugh. It was an ironical business, as
we both agreed.
"Things have, fortunately, been more

stable recently. Yes, I've been getting home
late from the studio, of course, and having
to leave early in the morning, but still

we've been able to lead a semblance of a
married life."

Tim used to help unstabilize things by
arriving home for dinner unexpectedly.
Several times he'd come dashing in the
house early and say to Virginia, "Well,
here I am." She would simply look at him
and say, "So I see, but why didn't you
call?" She had asked him this question
over and over, but he always forgot to
telephone. As a result, she was kept on the
jump trying to have something ready for
his dinner in case he came home early.
And her job wasn't made easier by having
to tend to the baby and take care of their
home. P. S. Tim has recently hired a cook,
his one and only servant.

"I admit I wasn't very considerate at
times in those days," Tim said. "I'd be so
engrossed in my own work that I'd forget
what Virginia was doing. Young married
couples are more sensitive than older peo-
ple. And it's pretty important for the hus-
band to come home and show a real interest
in the work the wife has done, to ask her
how the baby behaved, and to compliment
her on the appearance of the house and on
the dinner she cooked. Oh, yes, the wife
can show an interest in her husband's work.
And neither should complain to the other
about how hard everything was during the
clay. The more they complain, the sooner
one or the other gets annoyed because he
thinks his hard work isn't being properly
appreciated. These are little things, I ad-
mit, but it's the little things that add up.
And it's consideration of these small items
that help to promote harmony in a young
home."
When Tim and Virginia moved into their

Palisades place, they didn't furnish the
whole house at once.

"I have never believed in buying anything

SCREENLAND

on credit," Tim explained, "so we furnish/
only the rooms we had money for. We'
glad now, because one room that was le
empty is now serving as a playroom
Lance and about eight of his neighborhoc
friends. There's a sand pile, gymnastic bar
all kinds of toys; in fact, everything
amuse the younger generation. The noi
that emanates from that room where Lan<
and his friends are all playing is som
thing !"

Among Lance's friends are Bust'
Crabbe's two children, Laurence Olivier
son by his first marriage to Jill Esmon
and about seven other youngsters.
"Speaking of paying cash for everything

Tim went on, "I know that in many cas<
with young couples, it is not always possib
to avoid buying on the instalment plan. J

such instances, I can only say that it

better to suit your living to your pocke
book and to use credit—when necessary-
wisely and sparingly. No home can real
be happy when every cent of a husband
salary goes for bills and when there has I

be arguments about spending money for li

tie desired luxuries. Buying on credit h;
much to do with some of the disharmony
many younger married couples' lives. The
get bill-conscious and that leads to argi
ments and unhappiness.

"Also, as regards finances, argument
usually result if the wife works. The hui
band has a lot of manly pride in his bosoi
and his idea of marriage is to be the sol

provider for his wife. She may only be tn
ing to help the budget, so the only way t

overcome this situation is to set aside pai

of each salary for the household and let th

rest of the money go for individual want
I think it's better for the husband to pa
the bills for once he lets his wife help to

much, she begins to think she is not gettin

any good from her money, and he begins t

feel that he's not doing his full job. I ma
be old-fashioned, but I think that it's bette

for the wife not to work."
Tim is especially proud of Virginia bet

as a wife and as a mother. As he says, "Sh
is a perfect mother. And she has bee

smart enough not to let the baby disarrang
her life. She has kept herself continuall

occupied with other interests too. Lateh
she has taken up Red Cross work. He
favorite hobby is pinning bandages on m
when I'm working in my dark room. Ye.-

_J1



holography is one of my
_
pet hobbies.

"It's very important, I believe, that the

ife have other interests besides the baby,

f her mind is occupied with other things,

le baby isn't as apt to be such a problem

nd task. And there won't be a tendency

n her part to dramatize the difficulty of

er job as a mother."

;

The joy of their life is, of course, Lance.

Lnd what a character this two-year-old is

!

!'or one thing, he has seven girl friends and
; indifferent to them all. His vocabulary

I

an item in his growth that has given, him
;

distinct personality. One of the first

I'ords he learned was "No," so now he says

i

in answer to everything. His other ac-
Dmplishment along the Webster line was
iscovering the word, "Daddy." Now every-
ne is Daddy to him. His favorite toys, to
lake him even more interesting, are not
;ddy bears or the like, but kitchen uten-
ls. Whenever Virginia is making a cake,
ance is in the middle of the affair banging
way with the pans.

It's a wonderful thing to have a baby
ihen you're young," Tim said to me. "The
usband and wife can sort of grow up
ith their baby and can understand him

jetter. If a couple wait too long before
iey have a child, they're apt to be more
npatient with him and to grow away
om him."
As a husband, Tim has made one mistake.

Kt least, the one he regrets more than any
jfeher.

f,
1 "One day, I got very ambitious," he said,

.'fend decided to clean our eight-room house.
:

'I
Veil, we have big rooms and there is a

Jj'pt of floor space. I worked like a Trojan
pd when I had finished, I proudly said to

Irginia, 'Well, how do you like it?' She
earned on me and replied, 'Fine. In fact,

ou did it so well, you can do the cleaning
rom now on !'

" He turned to me and
Isked, "Do you know any way out of such
situation?" Then he laughingly added,

,It really doesn't hurt a husband to do some
rork around the house occasionally, though.
V'ashing a few dishes or mopping the floor

jr even making the baby's formula isn't

^Pxjing to detract seriously from his position

, . s the head of the house. And by helping

I

:i the house, his wife will have more time
.1 help him with his problems. Mind you,
'm not recommending this as a steady
iiet, but it doesn't hurt at times."

I Tim—whose real name is Charles John
kit who was called Tim by the senior
molts' Irish maid—and Virginia agree on
Tactically everything. When they do dis-

gree, they sit down quietly without any
ysterics and discuss the situation calmly.

>oon everything is ironed out. They have
nade it a practice never to argue even in

IU
- I mild fashion in front of the baby, for they

don't want him to be involved in any dis-

greement. On the whole, however, Tim
nd Virginia find little to fuss about. Their
nterests are the same. She doesn't care

nuch for gardening, but she does share his

version to formal clothes and parties.

They seldom go dancing, but they attend

novies quite regularly. They both prefer

arbecue dinners to formal shindigs. And
hey both like to hunt. His gift to her last

-'liristmas was an oil painting of the baby.

Such is a picture of a happy marriage,
nc based on tolerance, understanding and
o-operation. One begun by youth, devel-

oped in youth, and built with the ideals of

-outh. It's worked for Tim and Virginia.

Vnd it may work for you.

Editor's Note:
Tim Holt, who enlisted as a cadet in the

\ir Corps, has been deferred by the Army
or sixty days in order to permit RKO to

51m the entire series of six westerns which
hey had scheduled and in which Tim plays
the cowboy lead. Six pictures in sixty

lays! Wheel That's some record.

if
1'
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Confessions of a Hollywood Heel

Continued from page 30

He has always felt so much like an Ameri-
can, he hasn't taken time out to make it

official.

"There was no show business in the fam-
ily blood," he reveals. "I'm the black sheep

of the Carsons—the first and only one who
ever went in for acting. The family didn't

mention it for years, except sotto voce.

They were that disappointed.

"My Dad was an insurance man. He did

all right at it, too. In fact, he did so well

at it, he rather hoped his son would carry

on in his footsteps. His son carried on, all

right, but not in the hoped-for manner.

After two years of college, the dean asked

me to leave. But that was where I first

dabbled in dramatics, when I wasn't dab-

bling in football and swimming.
"I went back home and tried the insur-

ance business. But I saw no charm in

spending my life making estates for people.

I guess I just wasn't serious-minded. The
way I looked at it, I could have a lot more

fun batting around the country as a come-

dian. I didn't foresee that I would eventu-

ally become a heel.

"So I bought a ticket to Chicago, to see

what I could line up for myself. I met

another guy—named Dave Willock—fresh

out of college, who also wanted to get on
the stage. We decided to team up. We spent

most of one Sunday night writing an act in

a hotel room in Chicago. We didn't know
anything about jokes, so we concocted a
couple of travesties—Courtship in the

1890's, and Courtship in the late 1920's. In

our boyish innocence, we didn't realize

that that sort of thing had been done to

death. But also in our innocence, we didn't

imitate anybody. So while we had an old

act, we had a new approach. It was good
for some laughs, especially with Dave play-

ing The Girl.

"Then, by sheer accident—everything good
that has ever happened to me has been

an accident—we hit on something for an
encore that had rtever been done before : an
imitation of a newsreel. Which, in time,

was hopped on by everybody in the busi-

ness. It's still being used on the air and still

getting laughs.

"Monday morning, we took our act to a

booking office. Wednesday we were playing

to our first audience. We got started that

fast. For a while, we went along all right.

Then came the debacle ; vaudeville started

folding. There was one spell when we didn't

work for ten months. I almost went back

SCREENL AND S3
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into the insurance business. Finally we
wound up in Seattle, and started working
out of there, doing one-night stands. After
six months of that, we split up. After six

months of that, any team would split up.

"I worked by myself a couple of years in

night clubs, stock companies, even walka-
thons. Then I landed a master-of-cere-
monies spot in a Kansas City theater. I

did a little wisecracking and I did a little

singing. I began to have a feminine follow-

ing, of sorts. Any male singer, even if he
had only one arm, would still have a fem-
inine following. But the manager of the

theater thought I was somebody Hollywood
ought to know about."

Jack shakes his head about the myopia
of theater managers. "I kept shaking my
head then, too. I didn't feel that I had what
it took to beat down any Hollywood gates.

The manager wrote to the head of a certain

studio. The Big Boss wrote to me, saying

he'd like to test me. So I came out to do a

test. The head man got one look at me,
and said, 'No, no, you're not the movie type.'

But he sent me to the studio dramatic

coach, to see what the feminine vote might
be. The lady said, 'No talent whatsoever.'

That got me kinda mad. I wanted to stick

around just to show people.

"The head man said he'd test me, anyway.
I said, 'No, just give me my fare back to

Kansas City.' So he gave me the fare and_

I went out and rented a room and started

making the rounds of the studios, mean-
while taking some acting lessons on the

side at a Little Theater.

"I worked as an extra for a spell. Then
I began getting bits here and there at

$25 a day. Then $50 a day. When I hit $75

a day, that was Shangri-La. And when
RKO signed me to do character parts

—

well, that was the millennium.

"The understanding was that I would do

comedy. And the first thing they assigned

me was a comedy role—on loanout. I took

it big. I killed guys on that sound-stage,

with laughter. And the director, for some
strange reason, let me run wild. I overdid

everything. I mugged, I went in for wide
gestures, and I shouted my lines. I was
still playing to the last row in the balcony.

And I was so conspicuously hammy, I

cried when I saw the picture.

"The Front Office shuddered when they

saw it. There were only so many comedy
roles in any picture—and, after that, they

didn't quite trust me with any of them. So
the roles I got turned out to be heavies.

That was the era of fast-talking guys. I

played one after another—forty-one in one

year, to be exact. A steady stream of

louses.

"But I still wasn't a heel. There's a subtle

difference between a heavy and a heel. A
heavy is a no-good right from the start

—

a chronic criminal. A heel is a guy who
goes through the motions of playing fair

until a crisis comes along. Then he turns

tricky."

Playing all those heavies, Jack developed

one outstanding conviction: "Any comic,

no matter how bad, can be a good heavy.

I proved that. When I started playing those

heavies, I didn't know anything about act-

ing except telling a few corny jokes.

"But RKO used this pan of mine in so

many pictures, all B's, that they finally got

tired of seeing it after a year and a half.

They let me go. I thought I was all washed
up. Through. Finished. And maybe I would
have been—if it hadn't been for Director

Lewis Milestone. He was Fate in disguise.

"Milestone takes a fiendish delight in

casting contrary to type and making it come
out right. And he picked me to experiment

with in 'Lucky Partners'—in the role of

the insurance salesman who was Ginger
Rogers' fiance. It's sort of funny that I had
to play an insurance salesman to start going
places as an actor.

"The character wasn't a dumb guy. He
had a veneer of education. He was wise to
the facts of life. He was even smart enough
to try to make out that he was broad-
minded, but on the q. t. he was also obey-
ing the impulses of a jealous male. And
playing both sides of the fence, he didn't
outsmart anybody but himself.
"Any other director would have picked

Ralph Bellamy for the role. It was right
up Bellamy's alley. But Milestone was just
perverse enough to want someone totally
unexpected in the part. He tested fifty

thousand guys for it, and finally got around
to me. RKO threw up its hands. 'Why,
he only plays bits,' they told Milestone.
'You don't want him. He's very hokey.'
But Milestone kept saying, stubbornly 'He's
the guy I want' RKO finally gave in. And
the first job I got, after they let me go,
was right back on that lot.

"I realized it was my one big chance.
Everybody knew what Rogers and Col-
man could do—but I was somebody they
hadn't seen before, because they hadn't seen
any of those B's T had been in, and I was
playing the third most important role. I

said to myself, 'If I can hit this, the mo-
mentum ought to carry me along for an-
other year or so, anyway.' So, scared stiff,

I gave it everything I had. I drew myself
a mental picture of that character, and I

hewed to those lines—with an almighty
amount of help from Milestone.
"Ever since, I've been able to make a

decent living—playing a diversification of
heels. I think I've played every kind now
but the rubber kind. That's why it baffles

me when people ask, 'Are you really like

you are on the screen?' Which heel are they
referring to?"

There's one notable difference between
Carson on the screen and Carson off it.

"Invariably, on the screen," he points out,

"I'm as brassy as a bugle. And, with mock-
modesty, I keep tooting my own horn. I

suppose it's natural for people to wonder
if I'm a big blowhard in person, too. Every-
body knows that every actor has an exhi-
bitionist complex, of sorts, or he wouldn't
be an actor. But what everybody doesn't
know is that a great many actors are only
covering up inferiority complexes. I used
to ask myself, when I first came to Holly-
wood, 'How do these movie people get
so much brass, so much self-confidence?'

It took me quite a while to find out that
it was just a bluff. Get past that bluff and
they're just as homey as anybody else, and
just as afraid inside of not being liked.

That guy over there in the corner"— he
nodded toward Jimmy Cagney's table

—
"is

a perfect example. On the screen, he plays
guys who are cocky and as hard as nails.

And off the screen he belittles everything
he does, he's that afraid he isn't getting it

across.

"Every night I tell my wife: 'They're
going to find out some day that I'm not the

actor I'm trying to make 'em think I am.'

"But I'm a little better at bluffing than
I used to be. When I first came out here,

I couldn't talk to people—I was that nerv-

ous inside. My agent would take me along
to have me meet some producer, but once
we got in the Big Man's office, I made
about as much noise—and as much impres-
sion—as the upholstery on the furniture.

My agent had to keep telling me, 'Give

more of yourself away, when you meet
these big shots. Don't be ashamed of what
you've got to offer.'

"And Director Jack Conway did some-
thing for me when he said, 'You have a

lot on the ball, but the trouble with you is,

you have lard in your spine. When you play

a scene with a couple of stars, remember
you're just as important to yourself as they

are to themselves.' I gritted these molars
together and vowed: 'I'll polish that up a

bit.'
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"But I still have my troubles, when it

comes to love scenes. I die with embarrass-

|
inent. My hands get clammy, and my nerves

; go haywire. And it doesn't do any good for

directors to remind me that there Ln't any
reason for me to feel self-conscious—that

la movie love scene doesn't mean any more
to an actress than a double-take does to a
comic. I still have to give myself a big pep

italk everj- time one comes along. I've tried

to analyze this delirium tremens of mine

I
in love scenes. And I think this is the ex-
planation : when I see a guy on the screen

making love to some beauty—unless he's

Boyer or Colman or somebody like that

—

I cringe with pity for the poor guy, making
isuch a spectacle of himself. When I find

myself in the same spot on a movie set,

I'm embarrassed for myself.

"One thing that helps to make it tough,

working with women, is that so many of

them have built themselves up in their own
minds, and other people have built them
Up, until they actually believe they're super-

ceatures. Two great exceptions, who are

down-to-earth, are Ann Sheridan and
Olivia de Havilland.
"The necessity for love scenes in a hero's

'life is just one reason, though, why I don't

want to play heroes. The other reason is

:

Heroes are all cut from the same pattern,

ibut heels come in infinite variety. You
"have more chance to act—and also over-

act—playing a heel. All the action revolves

around the louse in the story. He's the
inotivator of the suspense."

In other words, Jack enjoys playing

tieels. As if you could doubt it, seeing him
-play them. Therein, probably, is the expla-

nation for the recent avalanche of Carson
ifan mail. Audiences always go for actors

t ho relish their work. Only Jack's work is

beginning to change, as a reward for his

hard-won popularity. Warners (who have
him under contract and kept him busy 51

weeks last year) are turning him loose on
some sympathetic and semi-sympathetic
Toles.

In "The Male Animal," he wasn't a heel

—he was simply an amusing, hapless vic-

tim of circumstances. In "Larceny, Inc.,"

he played a straightforward part. In "Ar-
senic and Old Lace," as the cop, he was
present to supply laughs. In "Wings of the

Eagle," he started out as a cocky so-and-
so, but turned out all right in the end and
got the girl (Ann Sheridan). And he gets
the girl (Ida Lupino, this time) in "The
Hard Way," and, in addition, has a death
scene to piay.

Kay St. Germain—the girl he got in real

life—was a radio singer when he met her.

She was singing on the Signal Oil pro-
gram, on which he was invited to be the
comic. He's still on the Signal Hour, two
years later, but Kay is voluntarily retired,

and happily involved with "the new addi-
tion": John, Jr., born last October.
They live in a small house in the San

Fernando Valley
—

"not," Jack points out,

"in an unpretentious place of twelve or

fourteen rooms." They have one servant.

Jack plays golf on his days off, and the

rest of the time stays fit with bar-bells,

medicine balls and early-morning calisthen-

ics, "all very depressing to think about."

He and Mrs. C. play bridge, gin-rummy
and poker, read a lot, and seldom go to

night clubs. ("They're such gyps, as I

know from having worked in them.")
Both he and his wife wear wedding

rings. "The double-ring kind of matrimony
is sort of anti-Hollywood, but we went into

it whole-hog."
They have hundreds of acquaintances in

the movie business, but most of their

friends are outside the movies. "In self-

protection, I like to get out of the at-

mosphere after working hours. I've seen so

many people, who mean so well, get all in-

volved with living up to a lot of publicity,

not to mention the Joneses—until they're

going around in circles and don't know
where they are. And so many knives fly at

Hollywood social gatherings, somebody's
bound to get hurt."
- That from the guy who has a reputation

for playing heels

!

We ask him if he has modeled any of

his screen characters after actual people

he has known. His answer is : "Yes

—

they're composites of a lot of human nature

I've observed. There's a bit of chiseler in

all of us. A lot of people, who are nor-

mally nice, would turn a little to make a

semi-honest penny. But don't get me wrong.
I love human nature."

u
Her Cardboard Lover

Continued from page 29

Miss Croyden?" Terry asked lightly.

"Of a maniac? Certainly," she said

coolly.

Terry grinned at that. "What's a
maniac? Humor him and he's like a kid"
He took a step towards her and looked
pointedly at the gardenia on her shoulder.

"Will you give me that flower?"
"It's not real," Consuelo said quickly.

"I'm not a real maniac." Terry smiled.

"Besides it's sewed on." She tried to get
away but there was no budging Terry
standing so firmly in front of her.

"Wait," he begged. "You can't go yet.

Please let's talk this over. I've got to

know if you could ever fall in love with
me?"
The color flamed in her cheeks. "You

have my absolute positive, final promise
I could not!"

"What makes you so sure?" Terry de-
manded. "How do you know there's not
something I could say? Maybe in a min-
ute, a few seconds I might think- of some-
thing and I would like to make you smile
just once. I've never seen you smile."

"Let me tell you something." It sounded
almost as if it were to herself that she
was speaking. "Making a doormat of your-

self ne*er gets you anywhere. A man or a

woman in love who clings and begs should

know how little hope there is in it and
how much pain. People who do that, if

they are taken up, are used and dropped
again. You're a man. Stand on your own
feet. Have strength, restraint and a little

pride." Suddenly, impulsively, she un-
fastened the flower and gave it to him.

"Here ! It is real. It wasn't sewed on."

Terry couldn't do anything but let her

go. Maybe she was right about him having
made a doormat of himself but he hadn't

been able to -think of anything else since

that first time he had seen her. Even the

new song he was writing with Chappie
Champagne, his partner, had been left un-
finished as he spent his days dreaming and
his nights pursuing her. His watch and his

cuff links and gold cigarette case had fol-

lowed each other to the pawn shop and
Chappie had tried to talk to him, pointing

out the way his hotel bill was accumulat-

ing, the way they both needed money. But
it was useless. Terry knew those things

himself.

But he knew the other things too, the

things he tried to tell Chappie, that she

was the new moon in the sky, the princess
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in a fairy tale, that she could make the
sun shine even when it was raining.
"Put that to music and we've got a hit,"

Chappie had growled. "Lay off, Terry.
Forget it. Dames like that come out of
ice-boxes. She's the doll in the toy shop
window and you'll bust your nose on the
glass."

As if Terry didn't know and as if know-
ing could help him. He felt sunk as he left

the terrace and walked into the lobby and
then he turned as he heard her name
spoken. He felt as if it had been torn
right out of his heart.

But the man who had spoken it didn't
look as if he felt that way. He was big
and handsome and self-satisfied, the kind
of man at whom women take a second
look and invariably regret it. There was
a sense of his own unchallengeable su-
periority about him and Terry disliked him
on the spot.

"But can't you at least take a note to
Miss Croyden?" the stranger was asking
as if he were amused at the floorman's in-

sistence that he couldn't go into the gam-
bling rooms unless he was in evening
clothes. "Pencil?" he demanded super-
ciliously.

The floorman shook his head as he fum-
bled in his pocket and Terry seized the
opportunity.

"Pencil." He smiled, offering his own
to this superior being who accepted it as

homage plainly due him, barely glancing

at Terry as he wrote a note and called

for a page. But Terry knew when to throt-

tle his pride. "They're never around when
you need them," he went on casually. "Can
I help in any way?"

"That's very kind." The other barely
nodded. "If you happen to be going into the
gambling room you might take this card
to Miss Croyden; any of the floormen will

point her out to you, Just tell her to have
a little patience. I'll be right back. Thank
you very much, old man."
"Not at all." Terry made his own voice

sound as clipped and bored as the other's

had but he grinned as he stopped outside

the gambling room and tore the card into

little pieces and thrust them in his pocket.

Consuelo was sitting in her usual place

when he came into the room and as usual

she was winning. She was keeping the

bank and there was a stack of chips and
money in front of her.

"A bank of thirty-two hundred dollars
!"

the croupier announced. "Anyone- say

Banco?" But no one did. It was clear that

they were afraid of her run of luck and
Terry looked at them indignantly. Imagine
anyone not wanting to play with Con-
suelo !

"Banco !" Terry called impulsively and
then as the cards were dealt his face

blanched. He had lost and all he had in his

pocket was the fifty dollars the pawnbroker
had given him for his cigarette case. But
Consuelo only looked bored as she pushed

the cards away and indicated she was
through playing for the evening.

"That'll be thirty-two hundred dollars,

Mr. Trindale," the croupier suggested

pleasantly. "Do you wish to pay Miss
Croyden personally? You'll find blank

checks in the bar if you need one."

Terry nodded helplessly and followed her

to the bar. "Will you have something?" he

asked tonelessly.

"Just ink." Consuelo turned to the waiter.

"And a blank check." Then as he brought

them she turned to Terry. "Just sign and
the desk will cash it."

Terry felt as if he were punch drunk.

'It's like a bell." He pressed his finger

on his check. "You push here and it rings

somewhere else. Only I'm pushing here."

His eyes sought hers desperately. "And it

doesn't ring. The batteries are dead."

"Meaning?" Consuelo demanded dis-
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dainfully and then without waiting for 1

answer, "I know. You can't pay me."
"But I will pay you." Terry drew sor

crumpled bills out of his pocket. "I c
give you fifty now and—

"

Consuelo waved the money aside indi
nantly. "I almost felt a little sorry for y<

out there," she said. "I thought you we
a fool. But now I see you're a welshs
Why did you do such a thing?"
"Because I walked in there," Terry sa

miserably. "And there you were. Noboc
would play with you. You looked at n
and—and—well, I couldn't say 'I love yo
in front of all those people so I sa
'Banco.' It was a love call."

"This place must be a happy huntit
ground for men like you." She looked
him coldly. "Foolish women just awaitii
for some attractive heel."

"Attractive?" Terry brightened just
little.

"Heel!" she said flatly.

"I guess this washes you up with n
and it doesn't matter whether I love y
or not." Terry shook his head as sb
glanced away. "Then I might as well gh
you this note. Only I tore it up," he cot

fessed ruefully, bringing the little piea
out of his pocket. "I didn't like other me
sending notes to you."
Consuelo felt as if she were suffocatin

as she saw the bold disdainful bits of hanc*
writing dancing before her eyes. Tonyl
handwriting.
"Want me to put it together again?!

Terry asked. "I'm good at jig-saws."
"No. I know what it is. Go away.1

Consuelo said savagely. Then as he starte

to leave she called imperiously, "Com|
back! Put it together. Did he say any!
thing ?"

"He said," Terry couldn't look at hey
"he said, 'Have a little patience and he'i

be right back.'

"

"Patience!" she whispered. "Patience. i\

Her cheeks flamed with the old agony, th

old humiliation. She couldn't go on lik

this. She couldn't. Suddenly she looked a

Terry. "Come with me," she commandec
It wasn't until she had ushered him int<

her living room that Consuelo spoke again

"How much is a secretary paid?" she asked

and then as Terry looked at her bewil

dered, "Never mind. You're going to b>

my secretary for ten weeks at three hun
dred dollars a week. Then the debt wil

be paid."

"I can't type." Terry shook his head.
"

don't take shorthand or keep books. F<

be hopeless."

"You don't have to." Consuelo wa
plainly impatient. "When you spoke to m<
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'.a t

i; s evening, what did you want to be?"

''The one man in your life," Terry an-

junced breathlessly.

"That's what you're going to be, she

iid. Then she backed away as Terry took

lat quick step toward her. "No, let me
cplain. On the stage, the butler brings in

chicken; at least it looks like a chicken

id pretends to be a chicken but it isn't a

Sicken. It's made of cardboard. You will

h my cardboard lover. Or fiance, sweet-

igart, call it what you like."

"Oh, no!" Terry's outrage suggested

ivthing but cardboard. "Not me."

"You must help me." Her imperiousness

as gone now and she was more ravishing

lau ever with her eyes looking so fright-

led as she appealed to him. "You must,

need you
!"

"Why?" he asked, .forcing himself to

:and rooted to the spot when all he wanted

> do was to take her in his arms and kiss

er fears' away.
"Agree and I'll explain," she said tensely,

'hen as he nodded, unable to deny her

Bything, the color flamed in her cheeks.

' I' feel I can trust you but I'd better have

in writing." And there was nothing

'erry could do but put his agreement into

|e words she dictated, the words that

jwre as binding as a legal document. Then
1 he signed his name she took a quick

Veath.

I

"That man who gave you the card, ' she

'lid steadily. "He was to-be my husband.
!

i have broken with him but I still love

flkm. Love—it's not love, it's madness.

When I met him he was getting a divorce.

We had to wait. We were together con-

garitly, with his crowd. Bermuda, Havana,

. Couth America. He was everything to me.

What I was to him I don't know. For with

im it was adoration at one moment and

eartless cruelty the next. In Rio one

iorning he almost killed a young officer

This scene from "Her Cardboard Lover" shows
1 Norma Shearer and Bob Taylor closing the

deal whereby he becomes her employee. His

J

job is to make her forget the man she loves.

who gave me flowers. That evening he left

me in a cafe and went off with one of

the dancers."

"And you took him back?" Terry de-

manded incredulously.

"Yes. That time and the next and the

next. That went on till at last I woke up,

like a sleepwalker on the edge of a roof.

There was a steamer leaving that morning
and I gathered up courage to tell him I

was through for good. He laughed and
said he would only have to whistle and I

would come running back to him. And that

card he gave you was the whistle."

"How did he know you were here?"
Terry gave her a long searching look as

if he already knew the answer.
"I wrote and told him." Her voice came

in a half whisper. "Oh, I can see you're

despising me and I don't wonder. I know
just what he is and I love him. He kills

every vestige of self-respect in me and yet

if he were to come in this moment—" Sud-
denly she stopped and her voice hardened.

"This time it'll be different. You are here

to protect me, to keep him away from me.
You are not to leave me alone an hour,

not a minute
—

"

"Not a second," Terry agreed jubilantly.

"You must be there between him and me
all the time," she went on breathlessly.

"Whatever happens, whatever I do or say.

If he speaks to me you interrupt. If I try

to go to him, hold me back. Use force if

necessary. Beat me."
"Heck! No!" Terry protested.

"Yes. You must," she insisted. "I've got

to make him believe it's you I love, that

I'm going to marry you." She stopped as

the door opened and a middle-aged spin-

sterish woman came into the room, clutch-

ing her flannel dressing-gown agitatedly

when she saw Terry.
"Miss Consuelo," she wailed. "He's here.

He's downstairs paying the taxi."

"That's all right, Eva." Consuelo tried

to sound calm, but she couldn't, not with

her pulses racing like that, with every nerve

straining toward him. "Let him wait out-

side a minute, then show him in. It'll be

all right, Eva."
"I hope so, Miss." Eva sighed and looked

thoroughly unconvinced and Terry's heart

warmed toward her. He knew then that

Consuelo's maid despised Tony as much
as he did himself. But his eyes were mock-
ing as he turned to Consuelo.

"You go out on the patio," she said and
then as if gathering some last poor rem-
nants of pride around her, "you see, I'll

have to tell him about us. I have this little

triumph coming to me."
She felt as if she couldn't breathe as

Terry left the room. But Tony mustn't see

her excitement. She must be calm, calm

and cool and collected, she mustn't let him
guess what his coming meant. And then

that old feeling as he sauntered into the

room, the old madness coming again at

the sound of his voice, so casual and mock-
ing and tender, all at once.

"What shall it be?" He smiled as if it

were only yesterday he had seen her. "One
of those wild scenes which you're not very

good at? Or a reconciliation at which

you're so adorable?"
"Tony!" She looked at him steadily.

"When I fell in love with you, I didn't

have to tell you, you sensed it." And then

as he bowed, not even bothering to try to

hide his amusement, she forced herself to

go on. "Can't you sense that I don't love

you any more?"
"You always were a wretched liar, Con-

suelo," he said imperturbably.

"I was, wasn't I?" she agreed brightly.

"But I loved you then. That's all changed

now. Wish me happiness, Tony. I'm in love

with some one else." Then as his grin

broadened. "Hard to believe, isn't it? It's

the real thing this time. He never thinks
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of anyone else. He adores me. And I adore
him."

'What's his name?" Even Tony's eyes

were laughing now. "Go on. Invent one."

Then as she told him Terry's name, the

first sign of annoyance came. "Oh, stop it,

darling. The joke's wearing thin."

"The joke's on you and you don't like

it." Consuelo's voice rose in her triumph.

"You don't like feeling the fool, do you?
Your charm isn't working tonight. I'm not

falling at your feet, am I?" Then as he
made that quick step toward her and she

felt his arms holding her, his arrogant

mouth seeking hers, she faltered.

"Listen," he whispered in that old con-

fident way of his. "I'm on the yacht. Out
on the club moorings. There's a gang with

me. We're sailing for Charleston in the

morning. Coming?"
"No, Tony," she said resolutely, but he

went on as if he hadn't heard her.

"I'll tell Danny at the club to stand by
with his launch all night. We lift anchor

at eight."

"I won't be there, Tony," Consuelo whis-

pered desperately. *T won't!" But her de-

fenses were going. She could feel them
crumble. It was the way it always was
when he was there, forgetting everything

but the enchantment of his eyes, his voice,

his transient tenderness. Then just as she

was about to give in, she heard Terry's

voice.

"Consuelo, darling," he called gaily and

she turned to see him coming in from the

patio, a bunch of roses in his hands, with

the stems still dripping with the water

from the vase which had held them. "I

picked you some flowers."

"Oh, how sweet," Consuelo cooed furi-

ously from behind her clenched lips but

Terry only grinned fatuously and took ad-

vantage of the situation to put his arms
around her possessively. It was only then

he pretended to discover Tony.
"Oh, company," he said casually.

"Yes." Consuelo squirmed uncomfortably.

"Terry, darling, this is Tony Barling."

"How do you do." Terry put out his

hand cordially but Tony ignored it. "Oh,

it's you," he said coldly.

"Small world, isn't it?" Terry said

brightly. "Cigarette? Highball?" He
turned to Consuelo then. "Kiss for the bar-

tender, lady?" he demanded. And Consuelo

felt she had to play up to him enough to

give him that icy peck on his cheek.

"Isn't he amusing?" she said then, turn-

ing to Tony.
"Yes," he said bitingly. "Makes me hate

to leave. But I have a date."

Consuelo felt as if her world was crash-

ing again. The old hurt and jealousy flared

again at the thought of his going to some-

one else but she forced herself to stand

there in the circle of Terry's arm, to play

her part in this ridiculous tableau, this pic-

ture of a contented, happy couple saying

goodnight to an outsider.

"Well, that's round one," Terry said as

the door slammed. But he took his support-

ing arm away self-consciously.

"Yes." Consuelo frowned. Then she

forced herself to play up to him. She had
to get rid of him, and fast. "You were per-

fect." She smiled sleepily, her hand patting

back an over-elaborate yawn. "Thank you,

very much." She pressed her knuckles

against her eyes, overdoing completely the

sleepy little girl act. "I'm just exhausted."

"Comes on suddenly down here, doesn't

it?" Terry said pleasantly, picking up his

hat and going to the door. "It's the air,

relaxing, all that. Well, goodnight. I'll re-

port in the morning."
"Yes, Mr. Trindale, do," Consuelo said

prettily. Then as the door closed behind
him she sprang to life, dashing across the

hall and taking the stairs three at a time.

"Eva, Eva, where are you?" she called
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wildly, "Hurry, hurry. Pack my bag at

once."

Eva shook her head as she came dowi
the corridor. "Hurry for what? More
trouble, more tears!" And she sighed as
she began packing the bag.

Consuelo's heart kept doing a crazy jig

as she waited. All those precious seconds
when she could be with Tony wasted ! And
it did seem Eva was taking an unconscion-
ably long time at her task, as if she were

;

stretching the moments that would keep;
her mistress away from him. But at last

j

the bag was packed and Consuelo snatched
|

it up triumphantly.
"Goodbye, Eva!" The old excitement:

was back in her voice. "We sail in the
\

morning." She was almost dancing as she
went to the door. Then she turned and)
gave the anxious Eva an impulsive hug
"I'll wire you from somewhere," she prom-
ised. "Wish me luck."

"You'll need it!" Eva shook her head
dolefully.

Maybe she would, Consuelo thought. But
she wouldn't think of that now. She
couldn't think of that now, with joy urging
on her heart so that her running feet could
hardly keep up with its mad rhythm. Then,
as she reached the stairs, she stopped, for

there on the top step was Terry, looking
as if he planned to stay there forever with
two of her fluffiest boudoir pillows propped
behind his back and an ash tray, a cigarette

;

box, a plate of fruit and a magazine all

within cozy reach. He had prepared for a

siege. No doubt of that.

Consuelo dropped her bag with a frus-

trated gasp and Terry looked up at her
reproachfully.

"And if I try to go to him, hold me
back!" he said, making her more furious
than ever quoting her own words right

back at her like this.

It didn't help at all knowing she had
only herself to blame for finding herself in

this horrible position. And it grew worse
instead of better. For weeks it grew worse,
weeks in which there was no word from
Tony; weeks when, if Terry wasn't fol-

lowing her, he was behind her door or

underneath her window. No watch dog
could have been more devoted, but Con-
suelo didn't appreciate any part of it. And
the most horrible thing of all was wher
he had Chappie come to the house to work
on their song. Consuelo definitely didn't

call that song music and in spite of all her
hints that Terry go too, he stayed behind
when it was finished and Chappie took a
plane for New York. She knew she hadi
to do something drastic the day one of hev

!

:

closest friends, Liz Hartwell, called to sa\

Tony was back and would be at the dinner
she was giving that, evening. Consuelo wa;
desperate. She had to get to that dinner 1

But to get there she had to get rid oi

Terry at once!
She thought of ways as she dressed

choosing the gown that had been Tony':
favorite, arranging her hair in the wa\
he liked it best. And then finally she hac

an idea and sent Eva in to Terry, gigglina

as she listened behind the door.
"Miss Croydon is ill," Eva said, anc

she sounded convincing in spite of hei

reluctance to play Consuelo's little game
"She told me to tell you she's sent for

the doctor and you might as well gc

home."
"Oh, no!" Terry was much too em-

phatic. "I'll wait around." And then hope
fully, "Maybe it's something contagious

and we'll all be quarantined."
"Quarantined !" Consuelo muttered furi

ously. "What does he call this? Coopec
up here all day?"

Suddenly she thought of something anc

snatching up a dressing gown put it or

over her evening dress and clasping an ic«

bag to her forehead looked just as wan



Terry, forcing him toward her dressing I

room. "Get in there," she whispered sav-
agely. "And if you move, if you stir, 1

warn you, I'll—I'll
—

" But Terry only
grinned and went meekly into the room.
She felt as if she couldn't breathe when

Tony came in but when she ran eagerly
toward him he held her off.

"This is all very well," he said coldly.
"But I've been at the Hartwells sitting

next to an empty chair all through dinner,
looking like a fool. And I don't like look-
ing a fool, especially in Liz Hartwell's
eyes. They're too pretty."

"So Liz Hartwell has pretty eyes !" Con-
suelo flared. "Is that all you have to say
to me after a month?"

"I had nicer things to say." Tony
shrugged and then as Consuelo looked at
him entreatingly, promising everything in

that look, he brightened just a little. "May-
be you've learned something this last

month." His voice was tender again now.
j

"But if we try again you must promise me
something. There are two words, two ugly
little words which caused all our troubles.

They are where and when and you are
never to use them again. Leave me free

and I think I can be rather nice. After all.

I've set you a pretty good example for

not being jealous. I was broad minded
enough not to

—

"

"But Terry doesn't mean anything to

me," Consuelo interrupted frantically. "I

know what I did was insane, but you'd
hurt me. I was so desperate I hired him
as a watch dog to pretend to love me."
It wasn't going over. Consuelo knew that

when she saw his skeptical, bored smile.

"You don't believe me?'' she demanded.
"Well, there's somebody you will believe.

Terry!" she called imperiously. "Terry,
come out here at once."
The door to the dressing room opened

quickly, too quickly, and Terry stood there,

Terry dressed in her blue satin pajamas
and teetering as he tried to walk on her
most absurd pair of mules, Terry looking

his most reproachful. "Darling, the hot
water faucet's dripping again," he said

plaintively.

It was too much for Tony's ego. He took
one outraged look and left and Consuelo
wheeled on Terry, blind with fury. She had
never thought she could fight with anyone
but Tony as she fought with Terry then,

not with words alone but with action, her
hand stinging from the slap she gave him.
But it was all useless. Terry stood in front

of the door and refused to allow her to

run after Tony and in the end she gave
in and crept into bed, so utterly exhausted,

she was asleep before the telephone began
ringing in the next room.
Terry grinned as he took off the receiver

and heard Tony's voice sputtering on the

other end, heard it still sputtering as he

left the receiver off, still unanswered. Then
with the clear mind of one who feels he
has done his duty well, he went home.

It was his luck, good or bad, Terry
couldn't quite figure out which, that he
met Tony coming out of the hotel as he

was coming in. That meeting, it was like

fire meeting fire, like two halves of a
Bromo Seltzer, like two enemy armies con-

fronting each other. It could only "have one
ending.

Consuelo read about it the next morning
when the papers carried an account of the
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5 she possibly could manage as she trailed

lto the living room.

"I just couldn't stand my stuffy little

om any longer." She smiled pathetically

; she settled herself into a corner of the

ia and held out. a languid hand. "Come
id sit down, Terry. I want to talk to you.

ou know, it's been such a helpful thing

wag ill. It's given me time to think, being

one all day, the shades drawn. I've had
cnance to take stock of myself, to realize

hat a dog's life I've been leading you.

o!" she said quickly as he started to

otest. "Let me finish, Terry. I've decided

is arrangement of ours must stop."

"Oh!"' Terry gave her a long, searching

ok. "You mean I'm fired. But I still

se you two thousand dollars."

"We'll forget about that," she said mag-
irimously. "You've been wonderful. I

ought it would take months to cure me
it you've done it in just these few short

eeks. At last I"m at peace with myself,

have a clear head and a free heart. \\ hen
woman makes up her mind to forget, she

tgets, even more than there was to re-

ember. I'm free, Terry, and so are you.

he debt is paid."

It was amazing how he didn't protest at

1 and Consuelo was so grateful she even
Sfed him goodbye. "He's gone, Eva," she

id happily. "I got rid of him so easily,

e flitted away, like a mosquito through
window."
"He was such a nice young man," Eva
ghed as she began rearranging Consuelo's

iir. Then the telephone rang and she

(ached for it but Consuelo snatched it

may from her and she was glad she had
hen she heard Tony's voice.

"I'm leaving this very" minute," she said

i.gerly. And then at his question, she gig-

ied like a school girl. "Well, Eva says I

pk lovely. I'm wearing my silver dress

(id wrap. What did you say? Oh!" The
arm color flooded her cheeks as she

anced at the thoroughly disapproving

jra. "Why, of course, Tony. Yes, I'll wear
negligee. Oh, it's wonderful you're com-
g here. Yes, ves, yes! Oh, hurry, darling,

>rry
!"

Her heart was singing as she took off

r evening dress and donned the coquet-

;h negligee Tony had demanded. Her
ies were singing too as she looked in

e mirror, determined there must be no
iw to mar her appearance this night of

1 nights.

"Tonight, tonight !" she whispered ec-

latically. Then she sighed. "But what
wut tomorrow! Well, if I cry," she

ornised herself, "I'll wear my sun
:asses."

i She heard his footsteps on the stairs, his

sice calling her name and her heart ran
meet him. Then as he came into the

om all the excitement drained out of

:;r. For it was Terry standing there in

ie door, with his old mocking smile, whis-
.ring her name in a fiendish imitation

: Tony's voice.

"You. it was you !" she gasped. "I'll

;:ver forgive you, never. It was such a

-•ean, low trick!"

"I admit it was pretty raw." Terry
.asn't smiling now. "But you were letting

jurself in for something a darn sight

jorse. You didn't fool me. But I had to

id out how far y
rou would go. And I

i'und out plenty. You were wnlling to

"Omise him anything to get him back,

awling to him, throwing away your self-

:spect, your pride."

"I've no pride with- - him," Consuelo
ished on recklessly. "No shame. I'll do
iy.hing, anything he asks, everything he
ants."

She stared at him defiantly, then sud-
;nly her knees began buckling as she

;ard Tony's voice below talking to Eva.
\*ith a cry she almost threw herself on
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Scene from "Horse and Buggy" opening of Mme. Louise Brune's new dressmaking salon in
New York. Among the interesting numbers was this bicycle dress—draped, cut and pinned
by Mme. Brune in five minutes for Carol Bruce, Universal Pictures star. Finished off with a
big "sandwich pocket" on the right side of the skirt, and a wide pleat in the back, it met
the approval of members of the Bicycle Club of America who were present, and also a
wide-eyed committee of Navy boys who selected names for Mme. Brune's creations.

fight in the lobby. They had both been
arrested, charged with damage to the hotel
property and their hearing was being held
the next day.
Oh, she was having her revenge at last,

was Consuelo, as she sat in court, alter-
natively smiling at Tony and scowling at
Terry, waiting for her chance to testify
when Tony accused Terry of being a
gigolo.

"He was nothing to me," she told the
court then. "Nothing at all. He was just
someone hanging around the casino, get-
ting under foot, gambling without money.
He lost three thousand dollars to me and
couldn't pay so I hired him to work it

out. Now, is that clear?"
Terry looked as if she had slapped him

again. "You've made it very clear," he said.

"Quiet!" The judge turned on him furi-
ously. "If there's one thing this court has
no use for it's a welsher!"

Consuelo gasped at that. She had gone
too far. There was a look in the judge's
eyes that could only mean months in jail.

Then suddenly there was a shout from the
back of the courtroom and Chappie came
dashing down to the bench, Chappie just
off a plane from New York, gallantly

coming to his friend's aid and there wasn't
a thing the judge could do when he took
out that huge roll of bills, the advance
he'd gotten for the song, and paid the
various charges piled up against Terry.

_
For weeks Consuelo had wanted to get

rid of Terry ; she had schemed and planned
and now he was really going back to New
York, out of her life forever, so furious
he wouldn't even say goodbye. But it was
strange the way she couldn't feel happy
abouthis going. And it was stranger still

how it was Terry's car she was staring
sadly after when Tony came over to her, so
that she couldn't look at him at all. But the
strangest thing of all was that Tony was
being all the things she had wished he
would be, and saying all the things she
had longed for him to say and they didn't
matter at all.

"An amazing thing happened the other
night," he was whispering. "At first I
wasn't very impatient when I called and
couldn't reach you. And then little by little

I began to miss you more and more, won-
dering why you didn't answer and suddenly
I actually discovered I couldn't stand an-
other moment without you. I'm afraid
you've won, darling. I'll answer all your

wheres and whys. But there'll be no reasc
for them."
Only then did Consuelo look at him. "I

doesn't work," she said in a small bewi:
dered^ voice. "Isn't it odd? Two month
ago I'd have died for you; two hours ag
I'd have thrown everything away for yoi
You were the only one in the world. A
advertisement made me want to buy tie

for you. I closed my eyes and I saw yoi
There was no silence for me. Your voic
filled it. But it's gone. There's no magi
in it any more. I'm free, Tony—quite free.

"But you came here because you love 'j

me!"_ Tony, the sure, the arrogant, wa
pleading now.

"Yes," Consuelo said doubtfully. "Maybt
I don't know. Why, I must have loved vo
this morning because—" Suddenly sh
stopped and the old excitement was ham
mering in her veins. Only it wasn't fo
Tony now. "Oh, Tony, when did I sto
loving you?" Her voice was wondering
"Maybe it's been weeks, maybe ever sine
that night on the terrace when I gave hir
a flower. Oh,, Tony, what have I done
I've- ruined everything, all because of thi

mania I had for you. I loved him all th
time and never knew it."

She didn't even wait to bury that dea^

love decently, to say goodbye in a wa;
that would salvage some of a man's egc i

tossing her farewell to him so casually a
she ran over to the clerk and whispere<
an urgent message. Then the waiting agair
the intolerable waiting before the polic-

car screamed to a stop outside and th
;

two policemen came in escorting the indig

:

nant Terry between them. And the judg<
looked just as indignant as he turned t<'

the clerk.

"George," he said testily. "What's th

matter with you? We've finished witl

him. Oh," he said then as the clerl

shrugged and handed up the complaint t<
!

him. "Grand larceny, eh? And you're th<

;

complaining witness." He turned to Con
suelo who didn't look complaining at all

with her eyes shining like that. "So h<
1

stole two dozen silver spoons."
"Spoons !" Terry glared. "What spoons?' i>

"Quiet." The judge pounded the bend i

with his gavel. "They were your spoons I

weren't they?" he asked Consuelo. Am
then as she nodded, "And he stole them?'

j

"No, Your Honor," Consuelo said pret
;

tily. "He was going away." And then a:

the judge continued banging the gavel ii

his amazement, she flushed. "Please, judge,'

she said reprovingly. "If you want an in r

telligent answer out of me, don't bang tha

hammer ! You see, it was like this. ]

wanted so much to talk to him and he wa:
furious with me. Oh, I don't blame him
Your Honor. I've behaved very badly tc

him, abominably, and now I wish to make
him understand that it was only because 1

didn't know I loved him."
Terry's patience was wearing thin righl

up to those last words. Then he gasped
"What did she say?" he demanded.
"She said she loves you." The judge

frowned. "But doggone if it makes sense

to me !"

"Did you say that?" Terry demanded
and as she faced him they were alone on

a desert island.

"Yes, I said it, darling." Consuelo's

voice was radiant. "Right out loud. The
way you said, 'Banco.' And if ever again

I treat you badly
—

"

She couldn't get any further with Terry
sweeping her into his arms and stopping

her words with a kiss.

"I know," he whispered. "I beat you."

And as he kissed her again he felt as

if his heart was pounding so hard it was I

going to pop right out into the courtroom
and fall at her feet Only it wasn't hi?

heart, it was the judge's gavel pounding I

for order.
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It's from Edna...

She and Bob have

Broken

Up"

1 he poor darling! I thought <m
they were as good as engaged.

What's the trouble?"

"She doesn't give any specific

reason. Just says that he'd been

acting indifferent for some time-
then last week he up and married some-
body else. But that isn't the worst of it!

She lost her job again."

Aunt Vi's face fell. "It doesn't sound
possible! Every letter told how well she
was doing. Getting such a nice position

seemed our reward for all the sacrifices

we made to put her through college."

Mrs. Black's hand trembled: "Well,
there it is. You can read the letter your-
self. Poor dear."

"But doesn't she give any reason?"

"No, just says that Mr. Brownley told
her they wanted an older woman."

"Well, one thing I'm certain of," said
Aunt Vi, with finality, "it wasn't Edna's
fault. It simply couldn't be!"

You May Not Know
But it was Edna's fault . . . just as it

can be the fault of countless other wom-
en. And like so many of these women,
Edna was the last to suspect it.

Halitosis (bad breath) may endanger
every social charm, every business talent.

The insidi-

ous thing
about it is that

the victim may
not be aware of its

presence. Who would blame
a man for losing interest in a woman,
or an employer for "easing out" an em-
ployee with that kind of a breath ?

Don't Risk Offending

Isn't it foolish to run the risk of offend-

ing this way when there is an easy and
delightful precaution against it?

Simply rinse the mouth with Listerine,

notable for its amazing antiseptic power.
Almost immediately the breath becomes
fresher, sweeter, less likely to offend.

While some cases of halitosis are of
systemic origin, it is the opinion of some

y-*' authorities tli

most cases ar
caused by bacterial fei

mentation of tiny food particles on teetl

mouth and gum surfaces.

Listerine Antiseptic, because it i

liquid, spreads far and quickly halts sue

fermentation, then overcomes the odoi

that fermentation causes. If you want t

put your best foot forward, never, new
omit the Listerine Antiseptic precautior

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

A CHALLENGE
We'll make a little wager with you that if

you try one tube of the new Listerine
Tooth Paste, you'll come back for more.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC for oral hygiene



"&EP 'EM FLy/A/e, Afo/uMy/
"

Yes, Mommy—YOU!
I look to vou. Mommy, 'cause you're the little

woman who finds the money, somehow, even

when there isn't an awful lot. to give me and Pop

the best of food, and things.

So keep those protective wings over me,

Mommv. I know you'll keep on working a little

more of your budget magic, every week, some-

how, won't you? And buy a Stamp here and a

Stamp there, till we've bought a War. Savings

Bond— and then another War Savings Bond— to

buy a bomber.

Babies and their Mommies in conquered lands

say I ought to tell you,Mommy—"keep 'em flying"

!

How to

buy a share

in Victory

Where's the money coming

from?

YOU'RE going to chip it in,

out of the money you are get-

ting TODAY. Instead ofspend-

ing it all, why not lend at

least 10% to Unde Sam? He'll

put it to work for Amerka. He

will give you a written promise

to pay it back in 10 years, with

interest (2.9% a year). If that

promise isn't good, nothings

good. But because this is

America, it IS good.

How con you chip in?

By buying War Savings Bonds.

You can buy one today for

$18.75. It is worth $25.00 when

Uncle Sam pays you back in

10 years.

INSTALLMENT payments?

Yes! If you can't spare $18.75

today, buy War Savings Stamps

for 10c or 25c or 50c. Ask for a

Stamp book, save a bookful of

Stamps, then exchange them

for a War Savings Bond.

What IS a BOND?
A piece of legal paper, official

promise from Uncle Sam that

he'll pay you back your money
plus interest. The Bond will be

registered in your name. Keep

it safely put away.

Can you CASH a Bond?

Yes, any time 60 days after

you buy it, if you get in a jam

and need money, you can cash

aBond ^atPostOfficeorbank).

WHERE can you buy War

Savings Bonds and Stamps?

At your nearest Post Office. At

a bank. At many stores all over

the country.

WHEN?

Our enemies have been getting

ready for the past 7 or 8 years.

Are you going to wait till they

get marer our kids?

X

jBby War Say/has Stamps ana* Zona's /VOW/

This advertisement has been prepared entirely as a patriotic gift to the Government. The art work, copy, composition and plating, as well as the space

in this magazine, have been donated b) all concerned as part oftheir effort toward helping win the War.
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DOES THIS MAN BEAR THE MARK

OF MURDER?

WHY IS HE KNOWN AS

' THE MAN WHO
LIVED TWICE?"

aramauc
role

in years
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haunt t»
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The theatre is now the junction of the

Crossroads to Pleasure and Duty.
*

,

For, with bonds and stamps on sale in

all lobbies, you can buy your two tick-

ets—one to Joy, one to Victory.

The word "crossroads" throws us into

a paragraph or two about Jack Conway.
"Crossroads" is this sure-fire director's

latest film.

It

stars

William
Powell

and

Hedy
Lamarr v

no less.

But more about them anon.

Meanwhile

back to

Jack
Conway

Possessing the charm of a music-box

and the gallantry of a Walter Raleigh,

our hero Conway has worked side by
side with this leonine columnist for

many years.

He has been an M-G-M standby, hav-

ing directed "Honky Tonk", "Boom
Town", "A Yank at Oxford", "Viva
Villa" and a whole card-index of hits.

"Crossroads" is his latest. And his most
different. But it is the same in one sense.

It is a hit. * * * *
William Powell gives a dramatic per-

formance that provides a complete
change of pace from his equally brilliant

comedy-ness. It is something to see.

*
And Hedy Lamarr is something to see.

too. We don't know about you, but

Hedy gets us. And if she doesn't get

you, there are a lot more like us than

like you. + + * *
"Crossroads" is ably abetted by Claire

Trevor, Basil Rathbone and Margaret
Wycherly. John Kafka and Howard
Emmett Rogers wrote the original

story; Guy Trosper. the screen play.

Edwin Knopf produced.

An incident to the
drama is a song by
Howard Dietz and
Arthur Schwartz, en-

titled "Til You Re-
turn". It's hum but
not drum. _£m

Screenland



LUXURIOUS SECURITY FOR

^UHRFWERBODVmCUM

OF FACE POVYDIB

Stalen
Tle body is fresh... lovely-

Your whole boay

NOW- make sure ofsumm m
ness! Use.«^£°Xms '

' :

n°?
Compare itvf^ <Jher

of t lts

Cashmere^>^1^ face-powder

lady «ho forgot.
gjj

an«l "•il<-' S
10011

counters.

ANOTHER Hollywood war widow is

Marsha Hunt. Things were just work-
ing out so beautifully for her too. Formerly
Marsha struggled with family responsi-

bilities. At the same time she was trying

to grow up and become a good actress. Her
marriage to Jerry Hopper, handsome head
of the Paramount cutting department, was
the turning point in her career. M-G-M
considers her one of their finest. Recently

they bought a beautiful home in the San
Fernando valley hills. But now further hap-
piness must wait until Jerry comes march-
ing home again. He'll be stationed in the

Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth, along

with Bill Holden.

PAT DANE is at it again. This time the

director was tearing his hair because she

suddenly developed a strange kind of way
of speaking her lines. Pinned down, Pat

said : "I'm trying to talk slow like Van
Heflin!"

The water-sprite is Betty Field, star of

and Mrs. Cugat." Bob Hope and Bing Cro:

above, in scene from "The Road to Morocc

Left, Barbara Jo Allen and Hugh Herber
a "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" see

" JOHNNY Got His Gun" made a |
J impression on Bill Holden when

read it. When he arrived at Fort 1$

mouth, he sent a quick letter back to

wife, Brenda Marshall. "Johnny got

gun all right," wrote Bill. "Also a haii

and a Corporal rating." But the thing t

makes Bill most proud—is the way he d

his own laundry! He signs himself,

tickee, no washee Holden."

BY THE time you read this, George Br

will be a sworn-in member of the Uni

States Army. For the past year George i

studied night and day. So his commiss
is well deserved. Maybe you think -

A

Sheridan isn't glad now that she bou;

that ranch just prior to her marriage
George. They've never lived on it but A

will in the future. She is very much in i

with George. The ranch will help to k
her from settinar too lonely.

Cashmere Bouquet

Talcum Powder
A Member of Cashmere Bouquet—

the Royal Family of Beauty Preparations
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A MITCHELL

LEISEN
CECIL KELLAWAY • Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN • Screen Play by Claude Binyon PRODUCTION

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING

SCREENLAND



SCREENLAND'S
Crossword Puzzle

By Alma Talley

M DABA
KEEPS§9 WMY

New cream positively stops
^underarm Perspiration Odor

as proved in amazing

HOT CLIMATE TEST
1. Not stiff, not messy—Yodora
spreads just like vanishing cream!
Dab it on—odor gone!

2. Actually soothing—Yodora can
be used right after shaving.

3. Won't rot delicate fabrics.

4. Keeps soft! Yodora does not dry
in jar. No waste; goes far.

Yet hot climate tests— made by
nurses—prove this daintier deodor-
ant keeps underarms immaculately
sweet— under the most severe con-
ditions. Try Yodora!
In tubes or jars— 10<S,

30tf , 604. McKesson & /4f
Robbins, Inc., Bridge-

port, Connecticut.

YODORA
DEODORANT CREAM

SOWPOEMS WANTED TO BE
SET TO MUSIC

Publishers need new songs!
Send poem for immediate consideration.

FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
605 Beacon Bldg. BOSTON. MASS.

Mmcs, fas//*
SELL CHRISTMAS CARDS
Show the complete Christmas Card Line. Large
ejection ofl'oraonalNamc-lmprintedPolders-''
ai.|>ralimct«-rn-».An>a/.in>rvalnmitrllOOfottlap

10 EXCLUSIVE BOX ASSORTMENTS
Make additional profits with "Janes Art Box'
t\ Christmas Polders-all new oriK'tial Sells for
-f l.OU. Can be imprinted. Oth. r mom-v-makinjr
Assortments: Gift Wraps. Relio ,. Everyday, SAMPLESothers. Deluxe Personal Christmas Cards. Tell ' r L c a
us which lines interest you. Write today sure. On Approval
JANES ART STUDIOS. 1225 Clifford, Dept. 118. Rochester, N.Y.

ACROSS
Co-star, "This Woman Is

Mine"
Kind of cap, with tassel
Skating star, "Iceland"
Plea of being elsewhere
Fuss
Amid

. The former E/lery Queen
Washing
She's featured in "Wildcat"
Co-star, "Holiday Inn"
Observe
Jimmy Stewart's commission
in the Air Corps
One of the "Babes On
Broadway"
Group (of animals)
Compass point (abbrev.)
Co-star, ' Fingers at the
Window"
Golf term
One who inherits something
Large arteries

Her new one is "Lady in a
Jam

"

A color changer
Co-star, "We Were Dancing'
Movie equipment
Table-land (as seen in

Western films)
Lubricant
Bob Hope's "Favorite Blonde'
Nearby
Chore
Bits of food
College degree
Narrow inlet

Choice seat at the movies
Like paper
Dancing star, "Holiday Inn"
Dresser

Co-star, "Honky-Tonk"
Flee
Old woman
Taut, strained
"My favorite - - - (Kay
Kyser)
Commands (rare)

26,

39.
41.
44.

DOWN
Secret plot
On the w^atch
Small stream
To do a tavor
Tropical vine
Her new film is

of the Cabbage Patch
Man's nickname
Dancing star, "Louisiana
Purchase"
To dangle
Printers' measures
Din
Inside
Prodded
Star of "Lydia"
A nation
Famous stage and
screen family
Put down
Leading man
Appear
Girl's name
Muscular spasm
Period of time
Greek goddess
Horse's gait
Friend of Charles
Boyer's
"My Gal - - -'

Hayworth

)

Part of the body
Slippery fish

Protective covering

46. "George Washington - - - -

Here" (Jack Benny)
49. Rox/e Han
50. To be ambitious
51. Large stretch of land
52. Passageway to your movie
53. A bad man!
55. Catch on a door
56. He married Ann Sheridan
57. Our famous conscientious

objector
59. Similar
61. God of love
63. European measures of area

Mrs. Wiggs 64. Some
67. Upward

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle

(Rita tA B D
DOUG
ZONE
END S

TIaMA T EH HfOGE R SB
A R S||A M (-

KETTLES
W A L K

D D c
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mm YORK'

ARNER BROS'. SUPREME SUCCESS

WALTER BRENNAN

JOAN LESLIE

HOWARD HAWKS PROO'N
GEORGE TOBIAS • STANLEY RIDGES

Original Screen Play by Abem Finkel & Harry Chandlee

and Howard Koch & John Huston • Music by Max Steiner

roduced by JESSE L. LASKY and HAL B. WALLIS

BONDS'.-frBUY STAMPS'.^AT YOUR THEATRE!

You can't afford to miss it . .

.

you can afford to see it now!

FORTHE FIRST TIME AT

AR PRICES
Returned by Demand after One Whole Year of Acclaim!

SCREENLAND



NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

SLACKS at the war plant, slacks at

home, slacks indoors and out. A'

streamlined age calls for streamlined cos-

tumes— and a logical part of this stream-

lining is Tampax, sanitary protection
worn internally. Being worn in this way,
it cannot cause any bulk or bulge what-
ever. It simply cannot! Furthermore, you
can wear Tampax undetected under a

modern swim suit—on the beach, under
a shower or while actually swimming.
Tampax is quick, dainty and modern.

Perfected by a doctor. Worn by many
nurses. Requires no belts, pins or sani-

tary deodorant. Causes no chafing, no
odor. Easy disposal. Tampax is made of
pure surgical cotton, and it comes to you
in neat applicators, so that your hands
need never touch the Tampax!

Three sizes: Regular, Super, Junior.
(Super gives about 5096 additional ab-

sorbency.) At drug stores or notion
counters. Introductory box, 20(f. Bar-
gain Economy Package lasts 4 months
average. Don't wait. Buy Tampax now!
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Acceptedfor Advertising by
the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association

TRY IMPROVED

SUPER
TAMPAX

I Married an Angel— M-G-M

EveryoneWill like this gay musical fa

tasy (particularly MacDonald-Eddy fan-

about a Budapest playboy who is heai

whole and fancy-free until he dreams
marries an angel. In reality, she's t

plain girl who was ridiculed for wearn

an angel costume at his party. He awake
and marries his "dream girl." Jeanet

lovely in ethereal garb, and Eddy, whc

okay as a playboy, render lilting Roger

Hart tunes. Gorgeous costumes and se-

Broadway— Universal

This melodrama of the "roaring '20's

"

follows the life of George Raft. The plot

unfolds as George, playing himself, visits

the site where he got his start, and tells

about the old days and the Broadway
hoofer who got mixed up with racketeers.

Raft and Pat O'Brien (a detective) give

hit performances. Janet Blair, talented

newcomer, excellent as the dancing part-

ner. Has old favorite tunes, well-done
dance numbers, a tango by Raft and Janet.

Suicide Squadron— Republic

Here's the story of a concert pianist,

member of the Polish air force, who is

sent on a concert tour for Polish relief,

and who marries an American girl. They
part when she tries to keep him from re-

joining a suicide squadron, feeling he can

do more for his country with his music
than with bombs. They're reunited when
he crashes. Anton Walbrook, magnificent

as the pianist-flyer ; Sally Gray, good too.

Air scenes, thrilling; fine musical score.

Maisie Gets Her Man— M-G-M
Red Skelton is Maisie's man in the lat-

est of this popular series. When her knife-
thrower goes berserk and her act is dis-
solved, Maisie (Ann Sothern) teams up
with Hap (Red), amateur vaudevillian
who gets stage-fright on opening night.

This scene alone is worth your time and
money, though the rest is corny comedy.
They' part when Red is jailed, but meet
again when Ann entertains at a camp where
Hap (he's in the Army now) is stationed.

My Favorite Spy— RKO
A spy comedy with Kay Kyser playing

a not-too-bright band-leader who is called
to Army service on his wedding day,
later released, and made a counter espio-
nage agent. His efforts become amusingly
complicated when he can't explain his
doings to his unkissed bride. Sure, Kay-
bags the spies. Ellen Drew, the bride,
and Jane Wyman, his blonde secret opera-
tor-partner, good, but we missed Ginny
Simms and didn't get enough of Kay\
band. It's not our favorite Kyser film.

10 SCREENLAND



Stardust on the Sage— Republic

There's more singin' than shootin'

in this Autry outdoor film, but that

only makes it more entertaining be-

cause some ever-popular numbers
are sung in it. And, because of this,

the picture will appeal to fans who
like music, but who wouldn't ordi-

narily care to see a Western opera.

The plot (though not much) con-

cerns itself with Gene's efforts to

safeguard the ranchers' investments.

You'll get a chance to sing Deep
In the Heart of Texas with Gene.

Mexican Spitfire Sees a Ghost— RKO

If you've seen any of the earlier

''Spitfire" films, you know what to

expect, but if this is your first, go

prepared to witness a first-class

display of insanity. But it's funny

—if you like that kind of fun. Leon

Errol, versatile comic that he is,

again portravs Lord Epping, Uncle

Matt, and Hubbell—all three!

You'll get confused, but plenty.

Fiery Lupe Velez is again seen as

Carmclita, married to Epping's

partner, Charles Buddy Rogers.

Pacific Rendezvous— M-G-M

You could do without seeing this

film if it weren't for the fact that

it is of a timely nature and has in-

teresting scenes showing our Navy
Department's methods of decipher-

ing intercepted enemy messages.

Lee Bowman is good as the dash-

ing, romantic Lieutenant who craves

action but, being a code expert,

finds himself behind a desk in a

Washington office. There's some
silly comedy between Lee and Jean

Rogers which is carried too far.

Picture of a Wallflower
in the Making!

Men seldom dance twice with the girl who
forgets that Mum guards charm!

IOVELY Amy and dashing Bob dance

t charmingly together. But when this

waltz is over, who will blame him if he

doesn't ask for an encore?

Prettiness and grace, a sparkling per-

sonality, help to make a girl popular.

But they can't hold a man when under-

arms need Mum.

Amy would be horrified if you told

her her fault. Didn't she bathe just this

evening? But that refreshing bath only

took away past perspiration ... it can't

prevent risk of future underarm odor.

The more fun, the more exciting an eve-

ning is . . . the more a girl needs Mum.

Mum safeguards your charm— keeps

previous daintiness from fading. Mum
prevents underarm odor for a whole day

or evening! Make Mum a daily habit.

FOR INSTANT SPEED-Only thirty seconds

to smooth on creamy, fragrant Mum.

FOR PEACE OF MIND—Mum won't hurt

fabrics, says the American Institute of

Laundering. Mum won't irritate sensi-

tive skin.

FOR LASTING CHARM—Mum keeps you

safe from underarm odor, keeps you

bath-sweet—helps you stay popular!

SAFEGUARD YOUR CHARM. MAKE MUM A DAILY RULE!

JACK CAN'T SEE

ENOUGH OF ME
THESE OAYS.

SINCE I

LEARNED THAT

MUM GUARDS
CHARM!

as co

For Sanitary Napkins

Gentle, safe Mum is first

choice with thousands of

women for this purpose. Try

Mum this way, too!

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

SCREENLAND 11



rans rorum

Glorify Your Hair with Halo

Shampoo. It Leaves No Soap-Film!

WHY rob your hair of its natural luster,
dim its radiant color ... by soaping it?

Scientific tests prove that all soaps, even
the finest, leave dulling soap-film on hair.

The glorious difference Halo makes in
your hair is easy to understand. Halo con-
tains no soap, leaves no soap-film. Made with
a patented new-type ingredient, it lathers
gloriously even in hardest water. With Halo,
you don't even need a lemon or vinegar
after-rinse. Halo's rich,
cleansing lather rinses mwmm^
away completely!

And loose dandruff?
Your first Halo shampoo
will remove it! So today,
begin to do justice to
your hair. Let Halo re-
veal gleaming high-
lights, true color. See,
too, how easily your
hair sets or curls.

Get Halo at any i

toilet goods counter.
|Generous 1 Off and I

larger sizes. i

Halo

A Product of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

REVEALS THE HIDDEN
BEAUTY IN YOUR HAIR

TAKE THIS PROVEN SHORTCUT
TO SUCCESSFUL PHOTOGRAPHY
Enroll now at country's largest school. Men-
women—profit by our 32 years experience in
training' students for photographic success. Big
opportunities NOW in military and industrial

photography. Individual coaching by experts, for
Commercial, News, Portrait, Motion Picture, Color
Photography. Resident, or home studv. Free booklet.
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY, Dept. 60,

XO West 33 St., New York, N. Y.

The Clean, Odorless Way to

Larry Lechler's VELVATIZE in your pocket-
book, use it any time, anywhere. So easy
and clean—odorless—no muss, no bother-
nothing to wash off! NOT a depilatory. Comes
in a smart pastel compact. Effective on chin,
cheeks, upper lip, arms
and legs. No stubby re- /:
growth. Enough for §FULL SEASON'S USE! f
Send only $1.00, we
pay postage. Or
C.O.D. plus few
cents postage. Sent 4by return mail M
in sealed plain M
wrapper. #

lAsrs t|

fito/vr#s

POSTPAID

fa fgOQ

VELVATIZE
House of Lechler, Dept. 158, 560 Broadway. New York City
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FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

This man Hope ! Egad, how I worship
him ! You see, I have always wanted to
be a screen and radio comedian. In high
school and business college I was the
jester. I loved it! I got a great kick
out of making people laugh. Since then
I've become more serious-minded, but still

have that desire.

I saw Hope here in Long Beach last
week. His style, strut, wit, his way of
taking advantage of opportune moments
are really rare. Even when his half hour
was up, he showered us with a soft-shoe
dance and outbursts of wit that astounded
us all. He seems to love to "give out"

—

especially for the service men. I used to
always say (after a good joke), "What's
Bob Hope got that I haven't got?" Now,
I know

!

PVT. "BUD" PROCTOR, Long Beach, Calif.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

They tell us that we'll not be able to get any
more tires for our cars when our present
tires wear out. Gasoline is being rationed.
Sugar, too. No doubt, there'll be many
other things that'll be limited before this

war is won.
But we can take it. We're willing to give

up anything we have, or ever will have,
just so we can keep our most prized pos-
session, Freedom. We could never endure
slavery.

Since the use of our cars is largely out,

more and more of us will seek relaxation
and forgetfulness at the movies. They will

form our chief source of recreation for the
duration. What a chance movie producers
now have to serve their nation in a vital

way—keeping it entertained, amused and
sane. Yes, and healthy, too, because health
is largely a matter of the mind, and if a
mind is kept occupied with enough interest-

ing entertainment to keep it relaxed, there
is little fear of unhealthy conditions or
bodies.

The movies need more amusing comedies.
They don't have nearly as many of them
as we need now—and need is the right
word, too. Where are all the so-called
movie comedians ? There seems to be a
terrible dearth of them. Barring W. C.

Fields and Leon Errol, the crop is woe-
fully short. And we don't see these masters
of comedy as often as we should see them,
either. A series of short comedies with

S GREENLAND

WE CAN TAKE IT

"We can take it and we're willing
to give up our tires, gasoline, sugar,
anything—to keep our most prized
possession, Freedom," says Mr. Ben-
nett of Grove City, Ohio. You bet we
can and we'll gladly give up all those
things and more, too, if necessary,
because we like our present way of
living. And, by the way, you Screen-
land readers can enjoy Freedom of
the Press by writing a letter to this
department, where you can call a
spade a spade. Tell us what you really
think of the movies and the stars and
win War Savings Stamps to help you
buy more Bonds to insure the Freedom
we all love so much. Write now

!

First prize, $10.00; second prize,
$5.00; and five prizes of $1.00 each,
payable in War Savings Stamps. Clos-
ing date, 25th of month.

Please address your letters to
Screenland's Fans' Forum, 45 West
45th St., New York, N. Y.

them, and others, too, would be welcomed
with opened arms by millions of fans just
now.

We're due for many startling things
within the next year or two, many of
which will, no doubt, leave their marks on
us and the movies can help us tremen-
dously in making them light and eras-
able, after this conflict is over. We think
the movies will do this job. Producers have
proven that they do not muff many chances
in giving the movie public what it wants
and needs.

E. JAY BENNETT, Grove City, Ohio

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 EACH

Jean Gabin is no "beautiful hunk of
man," but he has a strong, interesting per-
sonality and he can act. In suitable roles

he ought to be big box office. But to say
that he will take Charles Boyer's place

—

even to compare this rugged individual



i

vith the suave Mr. Boyer—is idiotic. The

,niy thing that they have in common is

heir French accent.

please, Hollywood, don t try to make

•second Bover" out ca Jean. It can't be

iione. Incidentally, I hope that Jean con-

iinues to get rough he-man part? : they suit

tim perfectly. Why not cast him as a "Free

frenchman" who works against the Nazis

n eveiy wav he can? ® r as a Frencn P.a
"

[riot in Nazi-occupied France? (Opposite

^imone Simon.)
RUTH KING, Cranford, N. J.

When you see one terrible imitation of

„orae star's hairdo it is startling enough,

blit when you see two or three straggly

haired kids appear together aping Veronica

Lake, with only one eye showing, it is

;nough to bring on a good laugh.

That's what happens when celebs are

aken too seriously. We can all admire the

itars and attempt to copy them, but when
ithe thing doesn't come off quite so good

ind creates sorrow, that's the penalty

!

The stars have unusual personalities and

their hair styles can become news, they

have glamor supplied by settings, gorgeous

wardrobes and a background built by the

ipress. That makes a lot of difference. It

Teally pays in the end to "Be Yourself."

Sincere good wishes to a grand magazine

and to those who work so hard to give

the best.

LUCILE CARLSON BRADY,
Detroit Lakes, Minn.

My only daughter is fifteen, the so-called

"difficult" age when a girl is neither a

child nor a woman. When I was my daugh-

ter's age, twenty-five years ago, most girls

of that age were awkward, shy and as un-

gainly as young colts. No one expected

them to be otherwise, it seemed.

Today, the situation is entirely different.

My daughter, to a great extent, has been

spared my awkward experience. She is

poised and sure of herself even under situa-

tions that would have floored me. She sees

to it that she is always fresh and well-

groomed. Her clothes are attractive and

she knows how to wear them too—not as

a grown woman, but as a budding, attrac-

tive, teen-age girl.

And why has such a change come about

between the girls of the teens of yesterday

?nd the girls of the teens of today? The
movies have brought this remarkable

change, of course. My young daughter is

crowing up under the schooling of the

finest groomed of all women, the screen

players, such as Deanna Durbin. Judy Gar-
land and many more. She has acquired most
of her dress knowledge from them as well

as her pleasing poise and excellent be-

havior.

So I say. an orchid to the movies for the

line lessons they have taught my daughter.

Her clean, attractive appearance and de-

lightfully easy manner prove they have
been lessons that were good.

MRS. CHARLES E. MURPHEY,
Zanesville, Ohio

CALLING ALL STARS:
You stars are doing your best in your

efforts to sell War Savings Bonds and
Stamps, I know. I also know you don't

haye much time, but please don't forget that

there are a lot of little towns that are

anxious to do their share, too. With a
little co-operation on your part, in the way
of personal appearances in our small towns,
it will make us feel as if we. too, are im-

portant and it will encourage us to buv,

Buy. BUY more BoMsl
Remember, there are many little towns

:.nd. when the bond sales for these small

towns are combined, you'll find that they

<'.dd up to a pretty large sum.
It makes the public mad not to be no-

ticed. I know. I live in a small town.

{Please turn to page 15)

-.curt **°

"YOU MAY HAVE SEEN US... performing as drum majorettes... at the Chicago

Bears' football games... or other places. You know we really do look a lot alike.

I

When we made the tooth powder test, Mother suggested that Shirley be the one

ro use Pepsodent. I chose another leading brand/'

IT SURE TURNED OUT to be a

swell suggestion.. .for Shirley ! While

her teeth had never been quite as

bright as mine, after she used

Pepsodent her teeth became easily

twice as bright! Mother was so im-

pressed she immediately switched

odent and could hardly

use Pepsodent twice a day.,

see your dentist twice a year!

SCREENLAND



Screenland Honor Page

In his role of impetuous artist

who loves one of the "Gay
Sisters" sincerely and another
passionately, Gig Young
steals this Warner show.
Above, one of the torrid love

scenes he stages with Geral-
dine Fitzgerald, "bad" sister.

UOLLYWOOD pre-" view audiences
at the try-out of a
new film, "The Gay
Sisters," picked him
as a future star! They
couldn't believe this

forceful fellow was
just another actor;
they identified him
with Gig Young, the
engaging character
he portrayed, and ac-
claimed him so vocif-
erously that Warners
changed his actual
name of Byron Barr to
—Gig Young. Watch
for him in bigger
roles in future films

—

for either he is a real

actor of imagination
and power, or his
screen personality is

so arresting that you
won't care whether
he is "acting" or not,

you'll like him any-
way! He's that good.

14



Continued from page 13

.. So you stars working for Victory, in-

stead of showing off all the time tor the

ig cities, come and show off a little bit

tpr us!

MARJORIE SHIFFER (Age 14),
West Pittston, Pa.

! I protest! Not long ago I read some-

where that Melvyn Douglas is the perfect

leading man, particularly for "aging" ac-

cesses. No names were mentioned, but I

Inspect Norma Shearer is among those

: iiinted at. Just tonight I lived, breathed and

ilanced with Norma and Melvyn through

•We Were Dancing" and had a good time.

Iffhat younger actress could put such

'iepth of feeling, such true warmth and

sophistication into a role as the wonderful

Shearer, I ask you? What do Grable, Dar-

llnell, Turner, tierney, etc., really know
about acting? Nice to look at yes, but

hearer is beautiful too and so chic ! Not
lat I blame the younger actresses, but

shearer has LIVED. She has known love,

tears, death, motherhood, travel, hardship,

and these experiences should count for

Something. In any business your years of

•xperience make you more valuable. Why
.n't Hollywood grow up and, consequently,

e film public will mature too? Why can't

,iey realize that, while youth is exciting,

et shallow, we need maturity and depth

s a balance wheel ? Other countries appre-

ate ability, and cherish it. So does the

leater. Why discard such fine actresses as
; hearer, Crawford, Francis, etc. ? They still

ave much to give.

Incidentally, I am not an old woman,
being twenty-eight.

HETTYE E. KEICH, Lakewood, Ohio

HONORABLE MENTION
Rarely does a picture come out of Holly-

wood without the usual touches of turkey.

I refer to the following corny old stand-

=|
bys

:

The look of surprised pleasure dawning
on. the faces of the other actors when it

seems as though the hero will emerge vic-

: torious, after all (as if they didn't know) ;

j
horn-rimmed specs that transform glamor-
puss into the frump steno ; the lovable old

character with the accent, a mixture of

French, Greek, and Wr
est Podunk Falls;

the gangster without a nerve in his body

;

the instant dislike hero and heroine take to

each other on meeting, which we, the audi-

ence, know will turn to true love in the

end; the process of getting an idea—star-

ing into space' blankly, jumping, smiling,

snapping fingers ; the inevitable double-

takes : the loose slats, concealed boards,

that fall at the exact moment when comedy
relief goes through that doorway.
Don't you just love the movies?

ISABELL GOUNDRY, Regina, Sask., Can,

These petitions from escapist fans beg-
ging Hollywood to ignore the nasty war
and dish up syrup instead, arguing that as
we get war everywhere else the movies at
least might try to make us forget, seem
cowardly to me. They are in the same class

as the conchies' prattle. If the fighting

forces can show such sublime courage as
they've displayed lately surely we can "take
it," too, in a lesser degree

!

Of course, it's disagreeable to be con-
stantly reminded of war, but war, unfortu-
nately, is like the seven-years' itch in that
it just can't be ignored—you gotta scratch
or go crazy. Besides, the war dramas
Hollywood is making are practically all

masterpieces and have a powerful educa-
tive value for the mass of the people. No
indeed, keep 'em going, Hollywood

!

M. GEORGIA BAYNE, Vancouver, B. C, Can.

ROLAND YOUNG BILLIE BURKE ALLEN JENKINS

Screen ploy by P. J. WOIFSON From a Jlory by Gino Koui and Andrew P. Soli

oi.eoed bv ALEXANDER HALL p-od UCed b y edward kaufman

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

SCREENLAND 13



Betty Lou says:f Lou says: . ,n

WRONG

ave a home pienic! Gas and
sugar rationing won't interfere
with your Summer fun
if you follow Marsha
Hunt's advice for
outdoor parties

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To
J. CHAS. McNEIL

A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

WOULD YOU

—

Let me teach you how to GET
TOUR MAN? Where to find him?
How to make him want YOU? Do
you know what 73% of the college
men, by actual survey, prefer in
their IDEAL GIRL? What 81%
DON'T want a girl to do? Here
are the answers! and many more!
Not a book! but a complete course
in 5 lessons, including Lady
Diane's "Secrets for Glamour'"'
worth $5.00 NOW 98c. Pay post-
man 98c on arrival, plus postage

or enclose $1,00 with order and I'll send the complftecourse postpaid! HURRY! I can help YOU'
„ HOLLYWOOD PERSONALITY INSTITUTE
P. 0. Box 221, Dept. SU Long Beach, California

A. Richards,
Director

Wkuwl,
WHIRLING SPRAY
SYRINGE

fvlWomen

Frea Booklet—The Marvel Co.,449 East St.,New Haven.Conn

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin* to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
ireely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liverr7 t0 Set these 2 pints of b;ie flowing freely tomake you feel "up and up." Get a package today,
lake as directed. Effective in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10c* and 25<b.
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RATIONING of tires and gas is likely
to bring on an era of "hostessing at
home" instead of at restaurants or

beach clubs. And rationing of sugar is cer-
tain to prove a problem for those who
like to serve desserts.

Unless, like Marsha Hunt, you know
about Peppermint Stick Ice Cream, which
calls for not so much as a grain from your
precious sugar-bowl.

PEPPERMINT STICK ICE CREAM
(Serves 6)

1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine
Yn cup cold milk

cups scalded milk (not boiled)
1 pint cream
Va teaspoon salt

1 cup or lb. peppermint stick candy.

Scald iy4 cups milk. Pour % cup cold
milk in bowl and sprinkle gelatine on top

of milk — stir
thoroughly. Add to
scalded milk, dis-

solving gelatine
thoroughly. Add
crushed peppermint
candy and salt.
When this is dis-

solved, let cool.
Add mixture to the
whipped cream.
Freeze in tray of
mechanical refrig-
erator and stir
every 30 minutes
until mixture will

hold its shape.

(SAVE SUGAU?)

If you weary of
iced desserts, there's another grand sugar-
less affair known as Salad Sponge Delight,
not only delicious but decorative.

SCREENLAND

Marsha enjoys preparations for her home
picnic almost as much as the party itself.

Pictures show her packing the picnic bas-
ket for the spread under a shady tree.

SALAD SPONGE DELIGHT
(Serves 8)

1 envelope Knox
Sparkling
Gelatine

l
/i cup cold water
Va cup canned fruit

juice

V\ lb. almonds or
other nuts

Vs, teaspoon salt

1 cup cream or
evaporated milk

(whipped)
H cup white grapes

-or strawberries

J4 lb. marshmal-
lows

1 cup canned whit-.

cherries

Whites 2 eggs

Soften gelatine in cold water. Add hot
fruit juice, stir till dissolved. When cold,

KnoxBooWct:

"Sugar-
disserts

,
SALADS"

."OX, Johns iown N.Y.

RECIPES IN EVERi PACKAGE



In with egg-beater and add chopped

;s salt, marshmallows, grapes and cher-

!
'cut up. Fold in whipped cream and

hy whites of eggs, stiffly beaten. Turn

;. mold that has been rinsed m cold water

chill. When firm, unmold and serve

ijh whipped cream salad dressing.

ijlarsha rings the changes on these des-

k now that maid's night out is simul-

bous with backyard picnics in her

|yon-in-the-valley home. You see, Thurs-

!• night used to mean Brown Derby,

i<e Lyman's, or another of Hollywood's

orite dinner spots. Now, for those out-

h city limit| it means informal neigh-
:huod get-tojethers.

Llarsha's neighbors include the Richard

dsons and the George Barneses. George

pie of Hollywood's ace cameramen, and

il-.hard and Marsha recently completed

jnce Upon a Thursday"—apropos of

•ids and nights off.

lie young Jerry Hoppers (Marsha is

i .

CUT
GUTTER
BftlS!

ndW Money- saMng-V

cif>es Using Delicious \2

WhteMnKtiox. Johnstown, N-Y-

RECIPES IM CVCRY PACKAGE

rs. Hopper) have a beautiful live-oak

iided hill behind their canyon home. In

be minutes flat an entire picnic party

-,\ cross the lawn from the kitchen, climb

steep path to the hilltop and spread out

e food.

'"There's something about getting up

h that gives me a detached feeling about

says Marsha. "Whether I'm in an

i-plane or up on my hilltop, I seem to

tar enough from everyday to see prob-

_is all the way around. Sort of a 'High

ove hate I dwell, O storms farewell'

ding."

The Hoppers never play games. They
ink that's an admission of poverty of

nversation. Besides, their group always

s so much to talk about ! They don't

k about food, but they always have

enty of truly luscious dishes. Marsha
n't food-conscious, but Mrs. Wood, her

pable housekeeper, is, and it's Mrs.

"ood who plans menus, even when it's

Marsha who assembles a picnic basket.

Thermos bottles are filled with ice-cold

silk, tomato juice, spiced with Worcester-

iire (or College Food Products tomato

bice cocktail) and coffee. Marsha never

|rinks coffee. When she was five, she stole

gulp of hot Java under the impression

pat she was getting cocoa, and to date

;

ie hasn't recovered.

"The usual picnic food—sandwiches,

Okies, deviled eggs, fruit and pickles—
;en't ignored," explains Marsha, "but we
y to have things that are not too com-
lon. Take the baked bean sandwich. You
lake this with 100% whole wheat bread,

r any good dark brown bread, mixing your

3ld baked beans with a little onion, green

lepper, and sometimes a dash of a special

dt that has celery seed- in it."

If you don't make your own baked beans,

ampbell's Pork and Beans are an excel-

nt substitute.

"Potato chips are a standby with us. We
ike various little jars of relish to dip the

hips in—creamed cheese thinned a little

nd combined with chives, cottage cheese
.*ith horse-radish. Then we have thin strips

of raw carrot to dip in Hellman's mayon-
naise."

Marsha's deviled eggs are worth copying.

DEVILED EGGS
Boil eggs twenty minutes. Remove yolk,

mix with finely chopped Bread and Butter

pickles, add Best Foods mayonnaise, salt,

pepper, a few drops of Worcestershire-

sauce, a tablespoon lemon juice. Mash
through a strainer. Replace in egg and

sprinkle with grated cheese topped with

paprika.

Frequently, because the picnic spot is so

close to home, Marsha serves fruit salad

with peanut butter or cheese sandwiches,

taking the salad up in a bowl, with the

dressing in a jar. One of her most success-

ful fruit salads is ripe pineapple, shredded,

combined with sliced oranges and bananas

and a cup of strawberries marinated in

French dressing. With this she uses mayon-

naise to which has been added a little of

the pineapple syrup or some whipped

cream.
"If your weather man is unkind^ enough

to provide rain, you may have to give your

picnic in the house, and that's when the

men's special sandwich comes in," says

Marsha. "This is a muffin of whole wheat

toasted on one side, buttered, topped with

a piece of ground round steak, with or

without a slice of onion, and grilled. The
juices run down into the bread."

Or you might grill sausages and serve

them with Baked Szveet Potatoes De Luxe,

which can be prepared earlier and heated

just before serving.

BAKED SWEET POTATOES
DE LUXE

4 sweet potatoes, baked

% cup Borden's Irradiated Evaporated

Milk (warmed)
3 tablespoons butter

]/2 teaspoon salt

8 marshmallows

Cut baked sweet potatoes in half length-

wise; scoop out center being careful not to

break the shell. Mash sweet potato pulp.

Add milk, butter and salt. Beat until fluffy,

adding more milk if necesary. Pile lightly in

shells. Top each half with a marshmallow.

Place in hot oven (450° F.) about ten min-

utes or until marshmallows are brown.

(Please turn to page 70)

Carrying her lunch basket, Marsha Hunt

sets out for the shady hilltop oicnic spot.

SCREENLAND

A VITAL PROBLEM
every wife should understand! /

Safe new way in feminine hygiene gives

continuous action for hours!

• Your happiness—your very health—can de-

pend on whether or not you know the real facts

about the vital problem of feminine hygiene!

Many women, who think they know, depend
on out -dated or dangerous information . . .

make the mistake of relying on weak, ineffective

"home-made" mixtures ... or risk using over-

strong solutions of acids which can burn and
injure delicate tissues.

Today modern, well-informed women every-

where have turned to Zonitors—the new, safe,

convenient way in feminine hygiene.

Zonitors are dainty, snow-white suppositories

which spread a greaseless, protective coating

. . . and kill germs instantly at contact. Deodor-

ize

—

not by temporarily masking—but by de-

stroying odors. Cleanse antiseptically and gnc

continuous medication for hours.

Yet Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues.

Powerful—yet non-poisonous, non-caustic.

Even help promote gentle healing. No appa-

ratus; nothing to mix. At all druggists.

EDCC. Mail this coupon for revealing booklet of

rilCE. intimate facts, sent postpaid in plain

envelope. Zonitors. Dept. 5809A.370 Lexington
Avenue. New York, N. Y.

^/////MimS^ orANYPHOTOW/JMlAW OFAMVPHOTO
Just to get acquainted, we will make a FREE PROFES-
SIONAL Hollywood Enlargement of any snapshot, photo
Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7 inch -size. Include color ol

eyes, hair and clothinR for information on a hfe-hke color enlarge-

ment in a FREE FRAME. Original returned with the enlargement.

10c for return mailing appreciated.Act now.CVerttOod onii/tnC/.i.A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd.. Dept. 361 Hollywood. Calil.

iJiME
size
Ai ABOVE

^

Compare extra large si2e of Nix with any
advertised brand. Stops perspiration odor 1 to

3 delightful days. Does not stain. Doesn't dry
out in jar. Get XIX—and set more. At 10c

stores and druggists. Also Giant 20 cent sue.

NIX DEODORANT
17
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ROMA^A^CHl

ON THE

ousing successor to "TO THE SHORES OF
TRIPOLI!" Action! Thrills! With a climax
that will make you stand up and cheer!

ASK THE MANAGER OF YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE WHEN THIS STIRRING PICTURE IS COMING
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An Open Letter

:o BUD & LOU Abbott ond Costello

keep us laughing in

heir latest Universal

comedy, a gay bur-

lesque of all those

South Sea Island

movies. Off -screen,

too, Bud and Lou do

their share in plug-

ging for Victory.

DEAR A & C:

Like bread and butter, moonlight and roses, ham and eggs, love

md kisses—you, Abbott and Costello, are a National Institution. Of

ourse, I knew that. Who could help it? Turning out pictures the way

ou do, and holding forth on the radio, there's no escaping you—and

nost people don't want to. But I, I must admit, was a fugitive from

our peculiar brand of comedy. If I could duck an Abbott-Costello

fpic, I would, and if that made me a b-a-a-a-d girl, that was all right,

oo. Until I found myself, through no fault of my own, catching up

vith one of your old comedies, in an out-of-the-way theater. And I

tm now a wiser, though far from sadder, woman. It wasn't that you

eemed any funnier to me at all. To tell you the truth, I was looking

it the audience more often than at the screen. Soldiers and sailors,

>r just plain people, they were forgetting their troubles for a while

Mid having a wonderful time in your wacky dream world. They were

aughing so hard that I laughed, too, I couldn't help

tiyself. And before long I was watching the screen

md laughing on my own. From now on, I'm all yours. f

\ 8C C, I salute you. You're what we need these days.

3o ahead, act crazy, and keep us howling.

Roly-poly Costello joins lovely Marie Mac-
Donald in a tropical serenade for "Par-

don My Sarong," said to be the wackiest

of all the Abbott and Costello films. But

the wackier they are, the louder we laugh.

19
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She calls herself "a lucky little dev-
il." But Joan Fontaine, most impor-
tant girl in Hollywood right now, is

far more than that. Let her inspire

YOU with her strange philosophy!

As told to

Faith Service

OU'LL never get anywhere," people told me.
while I was making my first sixteen pictures at

RKO (and, indeed, seeming to get nowhere in

the most thoroughgoing fashion). "You never go out,"
they sneered, "are never seen around town, never take
a cocktail, never date a wolf, don't wear low-cut evening
gowns, red nails, fake eyelashes, don't dress like a movie
star. That is no way to succeed in this business." But il

was my way!
(A star dressing room, flower-filled, on the 20th Cen-

tury-Fox lot. Co-starring with Tyrone Power in "This
Above All." Telephones ringing. Maids coming and go-

ing, serving luncheon, bringing wires. Twenty-four years
old. The triumphs of "Rebecca" and "Suspicion" behind
her. "The Constant Nymph" and "Jane Eyre" imme-
diately ahead of her. Married to the man she loves.



•chool-girl slender. Wise as Minerva. Acclaim all around

hr. And Oscar—mute but golden symbol of her su-

,remacv as judged by those of her own craft.)

I'm completely bewildered, first of all—by Oscar, I

mean. I'm a lucky little devil—it was amazing, an amaz-

ig feeling to me to be at that Academy Award Dinner,

t there and see all of those stars, some of whom had

,;en in the business for years and had never received

i Oscar, to realize that there I was, twenty-four, a

ovice compared to many of them. I felt—well, as a

•ueen must feel on her Coronation Day, as a politician

mst feel when, up against formidable opposition, he is

oted President, as the winner of the Nobel Prize must
.e l—as all kinds of people feel when what they are

oing is crowned with a sort of ultimate success. Now,

t home, on one side of my desk sits a picture of Brian

;

n the other side sits Oscar—my two little boys! The

wo "prizes" Life has given me.

(Yes, acclaim all around her, and respect. "Her way"

way well worth the heeding, we should say.)

But to go back: when, in my first picture I took the

;ame of Joan Fontaine, that was my first step toward

eing true to myself in my career. And there were head-

hakings and calamity howlings. I was called peculiar,

ppish and downright stupid. My sister had made our

ame of de Havilland known. There was recognition,

ney said, there was publicity, ready-made for me. A
mart girl, they sighed, uses her advantages. But I was

not going to get there on my sister's success, or anybody

else's. If I could not get there on my own, in my own
way, I preferred not to get there at all.

It would have seemed to me like getting a Christmas

present from someone to whom you didn't give one

—

like getting something for nothing. I should have hated

it. When I hate a thing, I am never successful at it

—

are you?
When I made "Damsel in Distress," with Fred Astaire,

they rather washed their hands of me. People expected,

they said, reproachfully, to see some other type of girl

on the screen, more of a musical comedy type. I need

not have been so—so blinking ladylike, need I ?

Yes, I did "need." I could not have played an English

lady any way but as an English lady. I could not have

had her come trucking down the bannisters. It would

have made me all cross and snarly inside. I will NOT
make myself unhappy. I will NOT sell my integrity for

a mess of phony pottage. "One of the 'arty' ones," they

said. I know they did

!

When "Gone With the Wind" was in preparation,

George Cukor wanted me to test for the part of Melanie.

"I'm awfully sorry, George," I told him, "but I just am
not in sympathy with her. I would not be right for her.

But Olivia would be. Olivia is the one to play her."

Olivia, of course, did play her. Superbly.

"Imagine," they said, "imagine turning down a part

in 'Gone With the Wind,' and (Please turn to page 58)



NO ONE would believe that Char I

Strickland left London alone when
deserted his wife and children ar

went to Paris. Of course, there was a woma
involved. Why else would a convention
stock broker of forty tear his whole life v

by the roots?

At the time of his departure, Geoffre

Wolfe, the writer, had only a slight acquain
ance with Strickland and the little he ha

seen of him only furthered his impression
a kindly, rather dull, plodding business mai
Yet years afterwards, those years in whic
Strickland was hailed as the genius c

modern painting, years in which his Strang



George Sanders and great cast

in sensational picture from W.
Somerset Maugham's famous story!

character and amazing life had

aroused an interest in the man
himself, greater even than the

furore created over his art.

Geoffrey knew he would have to

write the story of this complex

man. The riddle of Strickland had

become a challenge to him, a chal-

lenge he could no longer refuse.

He had to probe the mystery of

that curious nature. His life had

the fascination of a detective

story and now that it was over,

Geoffrey knew the clues had been

there all the time. But they had

never been recognized.

George Sanders, Herbert Mar-

shall, Doris Dudley are at their

best in this spectacular film!

More scenes on following pages.



Moon
AND

Geoffrey never forgot that scene with Amy Stri
after his first visit to Strickland in Paris. He h;

distaste for the whole situation but when she had
him to see her husband since her own letters had re
no response, he had gone.

It was then he had discovered there was no w
Strickland had gone alone. He had to go, he said, hi

burning in his intensity. He had to paint.
That phrase had been repeated over and over ir

conversation, the conversation that always gave Ge
a shudder remembering it. Never had he met a n
lacking in all human feelings as Strickland. His wi
almost grown children meant nothing to him; n<

meant anything to him b.ut his painting.
"He'll never come back," Amy Strickland said

Geoffrey told her. "As long as I thought he'd run of

some woman I felt there was a chance. He'd ha^
sick to death of her in three months. Now I don't

George Sanders as Charles

Strickland, the eccentric artist,

is united in South Sea island

marriage ceremony with lovely

native girl (above). Herbert
Marshall as the writer who tells

his strange story is finally forced

to recognize that Strickland,

seemingly cruel and even bru-

tal, is in reality a great artist.



"THE MOON AND SIXPENCE"

From the novel by W. Somerset Maughom. Screen-

play by Albert Lewis. Director, Alb«rt Lewin. Pro-

duced by David L. Loew and Albert Lewin. Released

through United Artists. With the following cast:

Geoffrey IVolje Herbert Marshall

Charles Strickland George Sanders
Blanche Slroeve Doris Dudley
Capt. Nichols Eric Blore

Dr. Coutras Albert Basserman
Dirk Slroeve Steve Geray
Maitland Robert Grieg
Capt. MacAndrew Kenneth Hunter
Mrs. MacAndrew Irene Tedrow
Tiare Johnson Florence Bates

Ata Elena Verdugo
Devi Dja and her troup of Java Bali Dancers

him back! I could have forgiven him if he'd fallen des-

perately in love. Men are so weak and women are so

unscrupulous. But this is different. I hate him. I'll never

forgive him now !"

Geoffrey as a novelist was well aware that pettiness

and grandeur, malice and charity, hatred and love can be

found side by side in the same human heart. Still, he was
1 shocked to find so much vindictiveness, bitterness in so

charming a creature as Mrs. Strickland.

"You mean." he said quietly, "you
could have forgiven him if he'd left you

for a woman, but not if he's left yqii for an idea?

You think you're a match for the one, but against

the other you're helpless ?"

"I never knew it was possible to hate anyone as

much as I hate him," she said bitterly. "I've been

comforting myself by thinking that however long it

lasted, he would have wanted me at the end. I'd have

nursed him like a mother and at the last I would have

told him that I'd loved him always and forgave him
everything. But now, I should like him to die miserable,

poor, and starving, without a friend. I hope he'll rot with

some, loathsome disease! I've done with him."

Geoffrey felt he was done with Strickland too. done with

both of them. But five years later he saw Strickland

again. At that time he felt he needed a change from

London and had gone to Paris. And as soon as he was

settled at his hotel, he went to see his friend. Dirk

Stroeve.

Dirk was a Dutch artist with a knack for painting pic-

tures that sold easily. But even though he was an in-

different artist himself, he had an unerring eye for dis-

covering talent in others. Nature had made the round-

faced little man a buffoon, naive and emotional, lovable

and laughable. Yet Dirk was one of the biggest men
Geoffrey knew.

Now for the first time Geoffrey met Blanche. Dirk's

wife, the English girl he so obviously adored. It was al-

most as if the little man {Please turn to page 86)
25



By S. R. Mook

Man
Other Men

HATE!
ButWomen Love W



V 2R so often in this business a player leaps to fame

overnight—becomes a sensation in his first screen

role of importance. As I recall, the last was John

infield. The new man is Alan Ladd. Actually—nine

es out of ten—there is nothing "overnight" about

se "hits"—except that people go to bed unknown and

fee up famous. Usually years of gruelling work and

By lie behind these sudden "clicks"—years of training

Sake that leap when the chance comes. In that respect.

m is no exception.

As soon as his picture
—"This Gun For Hire" is gen-

illv released, magazines will be flooded with stories

him and his biography will become as familiar to you

the monthly rent notice. So, because I happen to know

i personally, I am going to try to give you a picture

the man behind Raven (his role in "This Gun For

r").
Although there is something reminiscent of Garfield

out Alan, in that both of them in their initial hits

yed good-looking gangsters who made you feel they

uld have been right guys if they had had a chance, if

v hadn't been buffeted around by Fate—the similarity

is with their acting. Garfield exudes friendliness and

!1 talk his head off as long as anyone will listen. Alan

nts to be friendlv—but doesn't know how. It is agonv

Photo below, Alan with his wife who is also his agent:

Sue Carol, who was an important film star in silent days.

for him to carry on any sort of conversation with

strangers and torture for him to speak of anything

personal.

His father died when he was five years old. Left with

a young son to support, Mrs. Ladd was so busy working

that Alan had to shift largely for himself. The result is

he has grown up shy, inhibited, and sensitive. It is only

since he has known Sue Carol ( herself one of the friend-

liest people in the world ) that he has come out of his

shell.

Possibly because he kept everything bottled up inside

himself he is terrifically emotional. Possibly because he

has never had any close friends he concentrated on what-

ever came to hand, so that whatever he does he does a

little better than anyone else.

When he was in school, track work and shot-putting

claimed his interest. He did the 100 yard dash in 9 %
seconds and the 220 in 20 % - While his schoolmates

were out playing in the afternoons, -Alan was pounding

the track—training. His record for the twelve-pound

shot put is 56 ft.

Later he became interested in swimming. Three or

four hours a day were nothing for him to spend in a

pool—not frolicking around but practicing strokes and

dives. Later, as he became (Please turn to page 84)

Below, scenes from "The Glass Key" in which Ladd again

appears opposite Veronica Lake, and with Brian Donlevy.



Hollywood

War Wife Speaks!
ExcluM
graphs
bourne,

Like thousands of other young wives all over
the country, Brenda Marshall Holden is keeping
up a home for her husband to come back to. "It

is for these homes that men fight, and when
they have homes they love to fight for, they
win!" she says in this sincere, inspiring story

By

Elizabeth Wilson
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AND so they were married and lived happily ever

ZA after." Most of us used to believe in this dreamy

/ \ old fairy-tale ending. A lot of wise guys told us

i: was the bunk, but we kept on believing in it just the

;anie. It was so comfortable. Brenda Marshall and Bill

Holden believed in it, too. They were sort of counting on

after their hectic romance. They believed hard. But

nat was before Herr Schicklgruber, a pasty-faced paper

anger over in Germany, got too big for his britches.

Why don't they say, "Heil Schicklgruber" instead of

Heil Hitler?" That would make even a Nazi laugh.)

i.nd so they were married and he hurried off to war and

he stayed home and tried to keep her heart from break-

pg. That's the present day ending.

Brenda and her Bill. At left below,

with "Banner," the horje Bill "rented"

before his induction into the Army.

Like thousands of other
young wives all over the coun-
try Brenda Marshall has waved
goodbye to her soldier-hus-

band. With the mixed emo-
tions of pride and dread. Pride

in her man because he is so

willing to fight for his country.

And dread of the future with

its days and weeks and maybe
years of aching loneliness.

Brenda knows that she is shar-

ing the experience of women
all over America, and like them
she is determined to show no
less courage than her husband.

"I am not a sentimentalist,"

said Brenda to me over
scrambled eggs and coffee,

"thank goodness for that." And
then she made a complete liar

out of herself by having her

eyes fill up with a misty some-
thing that certainly wasn't

glycerin from the make-up de-

partment. I suspect that young
Mrs. Holden isn't

one of those won-
derful Spartan
women she's pre-

tending to be.

Horrible thought,

but I'm sure she's

an old softie ter-

ribly in love with

a lovable boy three

t h o u sa n d miles
away.

"I like to think

of Bill's going
away as just an-

other location,"

Brenda said,
reaching for my
lump of sugar,
which I had prom-
ised her. Holly-

wood restaurants

give out with only

(Please turn to

page 67)
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AULETTE is not a siren ! She is entirely

different than she appears on the screen.

She is naive, just like a little child. I handled

ler so gently, so carefully ; understood her moods,

ter reactions, anticipated her reasoning.

'One day she'd be singing all the day long,

lappy and gay. Running over the lawns in her

tare feet, jumping into the pool for a splashing

—

without a care or thought in her pretty little head.

\'ext she'd likely be as serious as a school marm.
jitudying away furiously, delving into books and
scripts and plays—quite oblivious to everyone."

tt was Charlie Chaplin talking about Paulette

Goddard! The first time, since he arose before

the cheering of the premiere audience at ''The

Great Dictator" in New York City and said

simply, "My wife and I" (bowing to Paulette by

Jhis side) "thank you."
\nd now that' one of the world's great ro-

mances seems to be definitely on the rocks, with

(Charlie and Paulette divorced in Juarez, Mex-
ico, early in June, we consider it a privilege to

be able to record the true feelings of the famous

Today, she is an important star. He is still

the world's greatest clown. Yesterday, she

was just Chaplin's leading lady. Photographs

illustrate the progress of Paulette Goddard,

from unknown blonde squired by Charlie

(facing page), gamine of his "Modern

Times," to the dazxling beauty of this day

little comedian for the girl he "discovered" and

whom he always liked to call "Mrs. Chaplin."

Charlie was' talking quite like any other hus-

band—displaying the domestic side of a girl who

has been called by some both beautiful and coldly

ambitious in the 'same breath. All because Paul-

ette chooses to live her own life deviating from

the conventional channels of Hollywood publicity.

Even Paulette's own press-agent couldn't say

whether Paulette was Mrs. Chaplin or Miss God-

dard, although he assumed she was both. This

because Paulette had never discussed her mar-

riage. For Paulette keeps her private life—just

that. Private!

But here Charlie Chaplin was disclosing at-

home vfacts about ( Please turn to page 80 )



Listen, kids! Young Cooper can
help you wrestle with those
teen-age problems—and lick

"em before they lick you!

I'M
A very usual Nineteen," was Jackie's opening gun.

He looked at rne rather anxiously. "Being so usual,"
he worried, "may not make me much of a story

for you."

I didn't worry. When a member of the teen age admits
he is "usual" you know, good and well, how unusual he is.

"I mean," Jackie was saying, "I read an article you
did with Joan Leslie in Screenland a while back in which
she talked about being sixteen and what an unusual six-
teen she is. It was a very interesting piece," Jackie added,
politely, "but gosh, I don't rate ! Like I say, I'm as usual
as bread. I guess I'm Every Boy. Which doesn't make
m« stand out from my fellow-men like the Tattooed Man.

"I mean, I like to tinker with my car. I like swimming,
riding, tennis and all sports events. I smoke an occasional
cigarette. I don't take drinks but only because I have no
desire to. Just now I'm taking up golf. I'd still like to play
football but can't find anyone to play with anymore. Most
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of my friends are fellows of twenty-five or

iso too dilapidated for the pigskin.

'I like having dates. I've been falling in

and out of love ever since I was eight. It was

Mitzi Green, I remember, when I was nine,

[f I couldn't marry Mitzi Green, I thought.

!1 just plain wished I was dead and buried.

1 like to go to premieres and parties and

i
dancing and bowling. A hermit or a lone

wolf makes better copy, I know, someone

kind of strange but I," sighed Jackie, quite

happily, "am very unstrange. I like parcheesi

and playing the drums. I collect records,

funs, and go in for amateur photography.

[ eat everything, like vegetables, especially

string-beans and spinach. I guess that makes

ime a little unusual, that spinach! I hate

squabs 'cause (Please turn to page 64, )

Jackie Cooper at nineteen is a suc-

cessful movie star, and gives his

mother (with him below) all the

credit. Remember Jackie when he

was the -famous "Skippy"?—center

of facing page. Today he stars in

"Synocopation" (still at far left

opposite page shows him with

Adolphe Menjou and Bonita Gran-
ville.) It's Bonita who's his best

girl ( see pictures bottom of pages

)

EAR-OLDS
FROM

i
JACKIE

' COOPER



AN AUTUMN day can be ever so dreary the first

f—\ day you start a picture—on a new lot—with a

/ \ new crew—-with a new star. It can be even more
dreary when you're nervous. And I was nervous. Be-
cause among my souvenirs was tucked away the unhappy
prospect of life on the set with a star who wasn't even
going to say "good morning" to me. I said I was thrilled

that we were going to make a picture with Miss Jean
Arthur on account of she was my favorite actress. Why
is it that the people you don't ask are always the people
who tell you? "You'll never get to know her—we tried,"

they said.

My boss called, "Sing out when you're ready, boys."
Pretty soon the cameraman said "Okay." A little lady,

stunning and trim in a beige suit, slipped in and quietly
stood before the lights. It was just like that. She stood
there. She didn't say a word {Please turn to page 62

)

Gentle

Lady
So she's aloof, is she,

and snooty, and temper-
amental? You don't
know THIS Jean Arthur!

Romayne

A revelation of the real Jean
Arthur is this closeup by
Romayne, our brilliant new
writer who is director Wesley
Ruggles' prized secretary.

/

Jean's two heroe

in Columbia
'Talk of th*

Town " : Ro n a 1

1

Colman an
Cary Grants





RAVISHING RITA,
exclusively for this magazine's readers, models her favorite h
Greer gown, below— a bold pattern of scarlet and whitt
moulded waistline and skirt drapery looped to one side
Hayworth will presently be seen, and it can't be too soon
legion of fans, in 20th Century-Fox's "Tales of Manha

YOUR GIRL SAL,
poses in Howard Greer's luscious cocktail dress of rose
and white printed silk and white silk fringe. Her "hat,"
from John-Frederics, is a tiny cap of white straw
with a chrysanthemum over each ear, and a chin veil.



PINK LADY!
New daytime length for evening is emphasized in

black crepe frock above, with shoulder yoke of pale

pink, designed by Greer for Miss Havworth's personal

use. John-Frederics hat is a circle ot pale pink roses.





MAKE UP
YOUR MIND,

MELVYN!
Are you going to kiss

Joan, or aren't you? An-

swer, yes; see "They All

Kissed the Bride," new
Douglas-Crawford film











ione<

Her own adoring hus-

band created these

costumes to enhance
the exotic charms
of Gene Tierney

Oleg Cassini is i

only the lucky tt

who wooed and v.

Gene Tierney, hi

a brilliant young
signer in his o
right. See how tl

clever clothes i

phasize the bea
of his wife, who
now starring
20th Century'Fc
"Thunde* Birc







Romance Comes
to VAN HEFLIN!

"Scoop" story of brilliant young actor's

surprise marriage and colorful career

By Maude Cheatham

TALL, terrific Van Hefiin can't get away from the spotlight!

This young actor, coming to California for a fling at pictures

fresh from his Broadway triumphs in "The Philadelphia Story,"

vith Katharine Hepburn, became a sensation in his very first film,

The Santa Fe Trail." He not only won the movie audiences with his

tirring portrayal of the young traitor, but he captured their imagina-

tion with an arresting personality. Then, he signed a contract with

vletro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio and has appeared in half a dozen pic-

ures, among them "The Feminine Touch," "H. M. Pulham, Esq.,"

'Johnny Eager," and lately, "Seven Girls," and in each he's scored an

outstanding success.

! While he insists he is not the spectacular (Please turn to page 78)



Ann Sothern's maid likes her job,

but she doesn't mind admitting that
"Miss Sothern is very fussy," and
"The hardest thing I have to do is

keep her on her diet!" Here, for
once, a star's maid tells the truth.

See exclusive photos of Ann's home



' WAS twelve years ago in New
York City, when she was appear-

ing in her second Broadway play,

America's Sweetheart," that Ann
hern met her maid, Marie.

Marie had been working for Inez

iturtney, who was also in the show

and in fact shared the same dress-

lt> room with Ann. "She was the

ettiest maid in New York," Ann
$ confidentially, "and besides be-

pretty, she was so calm and col-

d, no matter what happened, I

ed Inez for having seen her

And when Ann left New
>rk for Hollywood, Marie silently

j

shed she might be going there too,

lat with the show business being

a state of collapse and all, but

e dismissed the idea, thinking it

ry improbable that she would ever

able to make the long trek

California.

Then one day Marie's hus-

nd came home with good

:\vs. He had secured a posi-

>n with a Hollywood actor

id was leaving for the film

ty. Marie packed her belong-

gs and they started out, con-

ient that something would
trn up for Marie after they

>t there. You might say that

I

ate took a hand along about
s re, because one of the first

:ople Marie looked up was
r good friend, Ann Sothern's

maid. And stranger still, she discovered that Ann had just secured the girl a

position as matron at Columbia studio, thereby leaving her job open

!

Needless to say, Ann grabbed Marie at once and she has been firmly en-

sconced in Ann's household for the past eight years now .

Intelligent, soft-voiced and still most attractive, in spite of her added pound-

age Marie cares for Ann with the impersonality (Continued from page 59 55



BEAUTY-NOT QUITE AS USUA

NOTHING is as usual to-

day. Nor could we ask

that it be or even want it

to be in the swift course of

change that is affecting every-
one of us. But from this desk
viewpoint, let me assure you
that there is no need now to

view the sweeping changes con-
fronting us with a pessimistic

eye. Such changes as have come
and are coming to the beauty
and fashion world actually seem
welcome. The clothes picture

looks encouraging from the
angles of simplicity and chic.

Maybe you have no idea how
a shorter length of fabric can
challenge a designer's ingenuity

to do something truly striking

about it. And maybe you have
no idea how a shortage or ab-

sence of some hitherto essential

substance in cosmetics
can inspire chemists to

create something new and
more satisfactory. Un-
doubtedly the range of

shades in lipstick and
powder tones will be
somewhat restricted. But,
frankly, I still find it

very confusing to be con-
fronted with a dozen
shades of powder and try

to choose the right one.

Six would simplify the

situation for many.
In spite of minor de-

tails, be of good cheer.

For beauty is still here

—

and here to stay ! A little

bird tells me we shall

look lovelier than ever

Beauty time-savers sug-
gested by Ruth Hussey.
Short cuts, economies and
substitutions may be the
order of the day, but beauty
is definitely here to stay!

By

Courtenay Marvin

Ruth Hussey, feminine star of "Pie
the Plains," puts her personal gro
on a war-time basis. She has learn

do for herself, to save time ar

achieve a perfect, lasting, studio
effect. Here are quick lessons fc

and we shall manage tha
much less time than heretc

and with much less exp<

Not long ago, I went thn
several large factories, and
work does not allow much
out for primping. But e

face, it seemed to me, wa:
tractive in its own way—

j

skin, the right degree of m
up and well groomed hair v

it was not hidden by ca\

sanitary turban.

On this page, Ruth Hu
has posed to show four im
tant short-cuts to good grc

ing. Every point ge
big O. K. from this

partment because <

applies directly to

and you and you. I

has natural beauty tc

gin with. She is the fi

radiant, whole-heart
American type. And
iting Washington she

after the Preside
Birthday Ball and tal

with a welcoming c

mittee, compliments
Ruth's loveliness In

charm flew fast and i I
ous. I asked several I
what gown she wore,
one could answer. Ap
ently, attention was
cussed on her face
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I k a girl, of course, to say white satin.

I kollywood today is exploding the myth

lit stars can be beautiful because they

\ e little to do but attend to appearance,

•ver I saw a hard-working crew, it is that

11 vwood bunch today. Practically all I

et are contributing in one way or another

jthe war cause. They tour on War Bond

, seditions or they entertain the men in

vvice or they hold benefits, and they knit

|l adopt groups of men in uniform as a

iter" and send them cheering letters and

and on. And like the rest of us, they man-

: to do these things and make pictures,

iides, because they have fast learned short

| in many things.

•'or the benefit of ourselves, let's analyze

til's short cuts. Begin with hair. Nothing

•ws neglect quicker than hair. The brush

i shampoo are your good aids here. The
I
ush is a telling cleansing agent Just look

yours sometime, if you want to be con-

*t ced ! Once you get a good, quick rhythm,

; i can do that daily brushing in a jiffy,

it does remove dust, scalp scales and

ftgtxss oil. Ruth uses a stiff brush and
ishes against the way her hair is dressed.

>.u see this in the picture. If your hair

ires down, as it mostly does, brush up.

you wear your hair up, brush down. And
try Ruth's quick cleanser—a thickness or

*
! p of cheesecloth pressed over the brush

? sties to be used as a blotter-upper for

it and oil. This is wonderful at any time,

ecially if you have a cold and cannot

impoo or if a date catches you unaware,

the cheesecloth becomes soiled—as it

Pies SI—replace with fresh on the brush,

-.oc -lere is Ruth's ritual for a self-shampoo.

mr e begins with a good brushing to dispel

onist and get up circulation. Next, she

,Ji
. jlies olive oil to her scalp and massages

.
|c:

' a few minutes. This is always good,

t for those who do not like the mess,

re are some fine scalp pomades to be

i >lied the night before or a few hours

ore the shampoo. Either method will
'~
Vj: p soften scalp secretion so that it is

:;p- >re easily shampooed away and will gen-
. illy encourage better scalp and hair con-

"i
:
ion. For her shampoo, Ruth melts castile

ip (chip the required amount in warm
1 ter and then let simmer until you have

: e >oapy solution), and she gives her hair

,j 4 o soapings. Let me add that with the

_ id castile shampoos available and the—
' my other types of shampoo, also, I think

n u can save time by buying the finished

. ;paration. However, each to her own
, 'ice here, as either method is good. Ruth

ises and rinses. Thorough rinsing is a
il answer to shining, alive, clean hair.

Hut ,en she finishes this little job with a

imi
legar rinse. Something even better than

_
(|

legar, it seems to be, are the innocent
5 ' mty rinses available under several well-

? own trade names. These give the benefits

tfe vinegar or lemon and add a tiny extra

; p r irkle and beauty. By the way, I think

u need not worry about having plenty of

od shampoos and rinses. Neither utilizes
to

m r materials. So your curls can shine and
y tcpji clean and sweet. Ruth sets her own hair
-

ie
(*|i the pin-curl method, and she adds this

„idio note: stretch out each curl before

, ,
,ju twist and pin it in place. This avoids
'izz. Another war note: now and then we

iil ad in the papers that there may be a

dei ortage of hairpins. Let me add that the

. .j akers of good hairpins still seem to be
- pplying us most satisfactorily. But—in

l? ©fee—Perc Westmore recently devised a

enti; onderful substitute for setting the curls

—

e
; S j

*>den toothpicks. They plunge readily

j
- rough the little flat curls, hold them
rurely until dry. Perc even went patriotic

:ral id pinned up Brenda Marshall's lovely

ore. Lpfe with red, white and blue ones

!

wi To save time, we need to apply make-up
'

:11 and carefully. Then it will, last and

;

,,Ji Dk lovely for hours. Ruth uses only pow-
{Please turn to page 71)

Yours for Loveliness
Summer aids that help you feel and look a prettier

"soldier"— time-, money- and beauty-savers— all!

/^OTY'S Muguet des Bois (lily of. the

V- valley) makes its bow at a time when
love is doubly precious to all. Muguet des

Bois has a rich tradition inherited from a

happier France. There, it was the flower of

love; girls in love wore it—brides carried

it to the altar. And now, Coty presents it

to you in a perfume, a toilet water, a dust-

ing powder and a talc. It is prettily pack-

aged, and it seems to me to be a perfect

fragrance accent for everything, from dark

Summer sheers to crisp day cottons.

DURA-GLOSS chose the berry—black-
berry, mulberry and wineberry—for this

Summer's color inspiration for your nails.

And a wealth of sun-ripened tone resulted

—

happy reminder of a lazy sun over fields of

ripening fruit and grain. These warm shades

look very smart on fingers and toes and

each possesses that great Dura-Gloss virtue

of staying on a long time and remaining

bright and shining. War workers will wel-

come both the beauty and durability of this

polish, for Dura-Gloss can certainly take

bumps and shine

!

I THINK we're all working now as never

' before, and that, coupled with warm
weather, brings an effective deodorant and

non-perspirant into the limelight. Neet De-

odorant seems just the aid to keep your

under-arms sweet, fresh and dry and to

protect your ultra-precious clothing. This

is one of those feather-weight creams you

apply in a jiffy and a moment later would

not even know you had used it, for it's

stainless, greaseless and Vanishes almost

instantly. The cream seems gentle on sensi-

tive skin, too.

IN SPITE of knowing how to protect

I yourselves, many will go and get sun-

burned. Never has this touch of Nature

been too pleasant; now it may mean valu-

able time lost from emergency work. One
of the most effective home first aids is

Mentholatum, that general all-around bless-

ing in any bath cabinet. Apply this cooling,

soothing balm immediately for relief, and

stay out of the sun! Save that Mentho-

latum. Later, when sharp winds nip you,

you'll find it good for cold weather dis-

comfort, too

!

TOR perfectly shaped lips, for an eco-

I nomical use of rouge, Tipstik is tops.

This ingeniously devised little shaper

makes lip rouging a quick, precise and ar-

tistic job. It is a precious time-saver in

these rushed days, and the rouge has a

lovely, young, moist quality. In spite of

heat and humidity, a radiant, well-shaped

mouth gives any face that cool, clean-cut

quality that is admired by all. Tipstik

comes in five gallant reds, and lasts and

lasts because you need not apply it too

often. It's a real little glamor gadget.

IF ANYTHING can take the sizzle out

I of a sizzling August day, it is a cool-

ing bath with all the sweet trimmings.

And Wrislev offers some lovely trimmings

in the way "of its Old Fashioned Bouquet

soap, bubble bath (to make you feel lux-

urious), dusting powder and cologne. The

smart blue and white striped powder box

is sketched. The scent reminds you of a

rain-wet garden at dusk, and the products

are elegant, though reasonably priced. A
bodily drop in temperature is encouraged

bv these cooler offers. Courtenay Marvin.
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Be True to Yourself

(as I am)

Joan Fontaine

Continued from page 2

1

with Gable, too—a nobody, a girl who has
never done anything!"
But I would rather not do anything

than do something I feel is wrong for me.
I was happier not doing the part than I

would have been doing it. I might have
assumed it successfully enough, I don't

know. But I would have been faking some-
thing I did not feel, that I know. I am a
flop as a faker ! "But an actress," people

may say, "an actress is supposed to play
any role, isn't she? An actress must be
all women in one." Perhaps. I don't know.
But not me! And I think, perhaps, that is

a fallacy. Because a writer cannot write
any kind of book, a painter cannot paint

any kind of picture nor a musician com-
pose any kind of music. I think we must
all do things pretty much our true, own
way. / must, I know.
Then I got "Rebecca." "Rebecca" was

right for me. I knew it because I felt happy
about it. There were none of the queasy
qualms and uneasy questionings.

But after I made "Rebecca" I waited
and waited and waited before I did another
picture. I had offers and turned them down.
It was not always easy. "Back Street," for
instance. I came in for considerable criti-

cism when I turned that down. I tried very
hard to convince myself that this was for
me. As is my habit when I am confused
about anything, I went into a conference
with myself

:

"Think, Joan," I said to myself, "the
chance of playing with Boyer !" "You will

not be good in the part," I answered me.
"But—a lot of money, a big production,
surely

—
" "You will not be good in the

part! You are not the type. You are not
in sympathy with the woman you must
play. No use your doing anything unless
you can do it well."

I turned it down. I turned down "The
Howards of Virginia" for the same reason.
For months and months I did nothing,
nothing at all. "One of the neurotic ones,"

they said. "She is staying off the screei

too long. She will lose all the advantage
'Rebecca' gave her. She will be forgotten

Who does she think she is ?" Well, I an
neurotic. I am emotional, perhaps over
emotional. And I think I am me, and nc
body else

!

To play a part I feel doesn't fit me is

to me, exactly like wearing someone else'

dress. It might look wonderful on anothe
girl. On me, it is too long or too short

too large or too small, unbecoming. As ;

small child, I was the same. Ill as I oftei

was, out of things as I often was becaus*

of illness, I preferred to be out of thing

rather than pretend to be something, o

feel something, that was not my dish of tea

I can't say that I figured it all out, then

in neat and copybook terms, with th

quotation "This above all : to thine owi
self be true" as my working motto,
only knew that the only times I was «n
happy were the times when I didn't lik

myself! I could be mad at my sister, furi

ous at my friends, indignant with my teach

ers, aggrieved at my mother—but so Ion,

as I could pat myself on the back an'

say, "Bless you, Joan," and mean it, I wa
all right.

Only when I began to work in the pic

ture, "This Above All," did it occur
me that the quotation from which the titl

is taken expresses the way I have alway
tried to live—yes, and do live. I see t

that. It is really a very simple way—"m
way." I have to be happy with myself,

have to like what I am doing, and believ

in it. I have to like me. If I do not lik

me, I have it out with myself until we ar

friends again, I and me.
Even in little things—shopping, for in

stance : I went shopping not long ago an

succumbed to the temptation of buying tw

hideously expensive dresses. I knew
shouldn't but could not resist them. Al

the way home I tried to rationalize wha
I had done. An experience every girl ha

had, and will continue to have, while girl

are girls.

"It is good business for you to dres

expensively, Joan, old thing," I told mysel

Left and above, Deanna Durbin, who is fon

of children, visiting the Hollywood Guil

Nursery. Speaking of babies, there's bee

an unconfirmed rumor that Deanna will hav

a baby of her own after finishing "Foreve

Yours," first film since making up with h«

studio. Below, Deanna decorates a fence rai

at Carillo's California ranch. Lucky Lec
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i owe it to—to your studio. You must

> up appearances." "But such successes

ou have had," I came back at myself,

: not because you dressed expensively,

ou very well know." "I am buying them
Brian's sake," I said, taking another

"I can just see the look in Brian's

when I wear them." "You know per-

y well," I came back at me, "that the

in Brian's eyes is the same whether

wear a mink coat or a kitchen apron!"

t I want them!" I told myself.

) I spent the night, disturbed, uncom-
ible, with a bad case of mental prickly

. In the morning,' I sent them back. I

Id feel too frivolous in them, I knew,

ould be thinking of all the food and

ical supplies I could have sent to the

in the Army with the money they

Once I got them out of the house, I

happy with myself again,

was engaged seven times before I met
n. I thought I was in love each one

he seven times or, of course, I would
have got myself engaged. I didn't

ry because there was always a question

ny mind—and in my heart. 'You' are

ne," I told myself. Seven times I told

elf that. "Nonsense," myself told me,

i are nothing of the sort. You are a

jL vaporish, romantical Miss. You want
lie in love. You are in love with love

I not with Tom or Dick or Harry, and
>u know it." And there would be an-

r engagement, broken into bits, on the

pr floor.

imarried the right man five weeks after

let him. This time I knew. This time

[b were no questions between myself

me. None at all. And no man could

right for me as the man I married,

can't really fool our hearts, you know,
had a struggle with myself when I

J to decide whether I should continue

my career after I married. "Perhaps
should stay at home, play the role of

Brian Aherne, and no other," I told

"But you are just going into

ojecca/" myself told me. "You are, also,

going into marriage and you believe,

know you do, that a woman's place is

he home." "But 'Rebecca' is such an
urtant picture, the first important one
ive had, my big chance !" "Marriage is
1

irtant, too. And this is your first mar-
e. This is your big chance for personal

>iness. You know very well that it is

e important that you put out Brian's

)ers for him than that you put make-up
your face." "But I will work twice as

M as other women, at being a wife and
ome-maker, I mean." "If you can do
, all right, then." "Oh, I can! I will.

1 I will mean more to Brian if I am
essful in my career, much, much more."
•what way? What do you mean?"
mean, if Brian were a business man,

1? came home from a dull day wanting

J
to forget the drudgery of the office,

ting a complete change of atmosphere,
it v. Juld be different. Then I should

it home, and my function would be to

him peace and quiet and variety. But
[in comes home taut, excited, wanting"

lk shop, wanting to discuss scenes he
done, scenes I have done—

"

"es, I see. I quite see. It is better so.

would never want him to say to you,
but of course, you can't understand

—

'

\, never. Never that ! And Brian works
\ exciting women, enterprising women,
norous women. For his sake as well
nine, he must not feel let down with
As he might do if I stayed at home
figuratively if not actually, darned the
s." "Yes, you are right here. This is

d reasoning. This is so."
i am sure it is. I feel, now, that the
ard we both reap from my having a
er is worth the slight inconvenience it

ses us. I want Brian to be proud of

flf.

me and he is proud of me. This is as good
for Brian as it is for me. A man needs to

be proud of his wife. I am so fond of my
husband's admiration. I treasure it so, that

look of pride." "Then you are all right,

old thing. So long as you do only the

things that will make him proud, you are

all right."

When the right answer comes, you see,

yon know it. You may be able to fool other

people, but you cannot fool yourself.

During this past couple of years, I have
had another problem to thrash out with

myself. It was : should I go back to Eng-
land? "Perhaps you should," I have told

myself. "It would be a spectacular thing

for you to do, Joan," ruyself told me, "espe-

cially right now when things are breaking

for you, as they are. "How gallant of her,"

people would say, "just when she is coming
into her own, too." "But if it is merely
spectacular, I would be making a rather

large and noisy gesture, wouldn't I
?"

"Yes," myself answered me, "yes, and one

in which you do not believe, you know you

'

don't." "No, I don't. Because I feel that,

over there, I would be in the way, another

mouth to feed, another responsibility. Here,

I can continue to earn money. We can con-

tinue, Brian and I, to send ambulances,
medical supplies. Brian can keep on taking

care of his people and we can go on taking

care of our two English orphans. If T have

had any doubt of the honesty of my mo-
tives, I have none at all since I heard the

President's recent speech on the air. Pic-

tures and picture people, he said, are neces-

sary to maintain morale. That is how I

want to feel, that is how we all must feel

today

—

necessary. So I am content with

myself. I know there is nothing better

I can do than remain here in Hollywood,
making pictures. Do you know," I asked

myself, "what one of my reasons was for

making the picture, 'This Above All ?'

"

"No, what was it?" "It was because of the

things the girl says—about England being

worth dying for. I wanted the privilege

of saying those things. Yes, here, I know,

is where I am most useful." "Then, at

peace with yourself, here is where you

should stay." "I am staying here and, soon,

I shall be an American citizen." "But you

are English. You mean, you have changed

your country?" "I changed it long ago,

really. I mean, I have lived here all my
life. I have earned my money here. I feel

it is only right that I should be a citizen

of the country where I have my home and

earn my living." "Good girl. We agree on

this, vou and I."

So, when I am in doubt, I argue it out

with myself. Brian, on the other hand, feels

that he cannot change his country during

the war. When it is over he, too, will do

what is most true to himself. Each in our

own way.

16-months-old Dick Heclcman was on hand to

welcome his aunt home from her Army camp
tour. Tiny tot is Deanna Durbin's nephew.

No one, I sincerely believe, ever made
a mistake in being true to himself. Leaving
personal happiness out of it, leaving out

the equation of right or wrong, it is, also,

nine times out of ten, good business as well

as ^ood conscience. Consider how it has

worked for me : I turned down the part of

Melanic—and got Rebecca. I sacrificed the

chance, and it was a sacrifice, of working
with Boyer in "Back Street"—and am
working with him now, in "The Constant

Nymph." I was engaged seven times, mar-
riage tempted me, I waited—and found

Brian!
If, in the early days of my career. I

had listened to what they said; if I had
gone to Hollywood parties, worn extreme
clothes, tried to be something I am not, I

might have had quicker and easier success

but it would have been, I know, easy come
and easy go. I would never have got

Rebecca. I would never have won my love-

ly, beautiful handsome Oscar for "Sus-

picion" because I would not have been

given those kind of parts to play. If I had
not been true to myself, / would never

have got anywhere.
But even if it had not- worked out for

me, as it has; even if I had lost jobs, lost

the man I love because the jobs, or the

man, were not for me, I would still be one

up. Because I can hold my head up in the

world. I have an unmuddled mind and a

clear conscience

!

Marie Tells on Maisie . . .

Continued from page 55

of a trained nurse ; which, incidentally, she

has always wanted to be. The nearest

she has ever come to realizing this ambi-

tion was one day over at the RKO studios

where Ann was working in a picture. Dur-

ing the filming of a scene, Ann stumbled

and fell, hitting her face on the sharp

edge of a table. Marie rushed to her side,

along with the rest of the crew, and saw

at once that Ann's lip had been badly cut

and would require stitching. Taking the

matter in hand, Marie refused to allow any-

one to touch the injured lip, administering

the required first aid herself until Ann s

own doctor could be summoned to perform

the necessary surgery.

"One of the hardest things I have to

do," Marie will tell you, "is to keep Miss

Sothern on her diet. You see, if there's one

thing she likes to do it's eat. And when
she cats, she wants all the wrong things.

Osee (that's the cook) spoils her, too. un-

less I keep my eyes peeled. And when Miss

Sothern diets, the whole family goes on

a diet with her. It's not a bad diet—just

cutting down on starches and sweets, but

if Miss Ann sees the rest of the folks eat-

ing something different, she always wants
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Ann Sothern and Red Skelton have some fun
with Prof. Oreo's knife-throwing paraphernalia
on set of "Maisie Gets Her Man,'' their new film.

it, too, so it's_ easier if we all go on a diet
at the same time."
Ann admits Marie is right and that she

actually feels better when she eats sensibly,
but she makes a big noise about it just
on general principles. "That woman has
an iron will," she wails. "She won't let me
have ANYTHING that's bad for me. And
I get so bored doing the 'right thing' all

the time. It's just no FUN at all
!"

I must say Ann looks mighty cute and
appealing when she pouts like that. I, per-
sonally, don't see how Marie can resist her.
"Miss Sothern is very fussy," Marie re-

lates. "My goodness, if her clothes aren't
put away in their proper places—cleaned
and pressed and all in order, she just has
a fit ! She doesn't even like to get mussed
up herself. Except, of course, when she
goes fishing. Then she puts on an old pair
of dungarees and a plaid shirt and has
herself a big time. Only she won't put
that messy bait on the hook, even then.
Someone else has to do that for her. And
the funniest thing," Marie chuckled again,
"Miss Sothern doesn't like fish ! She won't
even have it in the house

!"

Which is rather amazing, considering
that Ann would rather spend a day out
on a boat, basking in the sun and sitting
patiently hour after hour waiting for that
nibble on the end of her line, than almost
anything you can suggest.
"One thing Miss Sothern just hates is

being wakened in the morning," Marie went
on. "We all have to be quiet as mice
around the house until she rings her bell.

Then we know it's all right to go ahead
with the day's work."

It's Marie, too, who takes Ann's tray
up to her around nine o'clock of a morning—the huge breakfast tray, with its delicate

Ann [Maisie) smiles when Red, who plays a
corny vaudeville comedian, throws the knives,
but let us see if Mr. Skelton can also take it.

handpainted flowers and dainty china. But
on the tray, much to Ann's disgust, is the
same thing every morning—orange juice
and coffee—black. That and the mail, to-
gether with the morning paper, are all
she gets

!

"But I'm hungry, Marie," she'll cry.
"Please can't I have just ONE little egg?"
Marie smiles patiently and shakes her

head, as she fluffs up the pillows and
smoothes out the sheets so her charge can
comfortably relax while drinking the hated
liquids, hoping the mail and maybe a good
review will serve to divert her mind.

"She's like a little girl," Marie's soft
voice went on. "I have to think of every-
thing for her. She forgets about appoint-
ments and telephone calls, you know, if I

don't remind her."

_

On the other hand, Ann never forgets a
birthday or an anniversary—those things
most apt to elude even the best of us.
"She has a yearly calendar," Marie ex-

plains, "and she keeps track of everybody's
birthday and anniversary that way. She
spends a lot of time selecting gifts for her
friends and she usually will plan a dinner
party with a birthday cake and all the
trimmings. Miss Sothern just loves par-
ties !"

And, indeed, everyone in Hollywood has
heard of the gay evenings at Ann's house.
Never more than twelve for dinner—a con-
genial group, gathering around the grand
piano while someone plays—doing a jitter-

bug step with Ann that is wildly exciting—playing games—any kind of a game

—

these are the evenings Ann loves best.
"They're always asking her," Marie tells

you,^ "but Miss Sothern will never play
or sing at her own parties. And she's very
talented, too, along that line." There was

Red Skelton is scared and he looks it, pa
larly when Ann shows him how to raise his I

Now he's in favor of playing a different c

a distinct note of pride in Marie's
as she finished.

When Ann is working on a pic
Marie goes directly from her own hor
the studio, arriving there along about
By the time Ann walks into her dre
room, Marie has provided the usual bi

fast of orange juice and coffee, along
all her makeup things and other equip
necessary to start her day.

"Miss Sothern always puts on her
makeup," Marie went on, "so I ha\
prepare her special powder and lip;

She likes two different shades of lip

mixed together for pictures, so I ke-
supply on hand at all times. She like

have me help her with her clothes,
although there are always girls from
wardrobe department to do that. I £

she's sort of used to my being aroun
I can tell her how she looks. She ah
wants to know what I think of her clo

"I do quite a bit of shopping for
Little things, you know, like gloves
stockings and girdles. When she needs
dresses, we always have those sent 01

the house from the various stores. It s

a lot of bother. They just send a I

right along with the clothes and
Sothern makes her selections right t

at home."
The easiest way of doing everytl

that's for Ann. She doesn't like to v

for one thing. And she doesn't like to c

her car. Robert, the chauffeur, takes

of that.

Ann tells an amusing story on Afar
this connection. "Marie decided she wa
to learn to drive," she related, "so I

|

her I'd teach her. I thought she was
ting along pretty well, so I turned
wheel over to her. We practically la)
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in a tree !" Ann grimaced. "And it was

new car, too. Needless to say, Robert

does all the driving for the family!"

s with her clothes, Ann turns to Marie

honest criticism or praise as far as her

k is concerned. It is Marie who goes

^ Ann to see the "test rushes" that are

ie before each picture is started. Be-

on them, they decide whether or not the

iceup looks right—that the clothes are

|perly fitted and have the most flattering

lis. They never see the daily rushes dur-

|
the filming of the pictures, as many

js do. "It makes me too nervous," Ann
llains.

.'s the same way with her previews. All

: king's horses couldn't drag Ann out

Isee one of her pictures at a preview

wing. But her friends do. And what's

m, Ann pesters them to death until

wade through every foot of film for

benefit, via the telephone, the minute

preview is over.

'Miss Ann gets offended if I don't go

;
all her pictures," Marie confides. "I

j.'t always get a chance to go to the pre-

ja but I catch them when they come
i the big theater downtown or at my
jghborhood house, though. I wouldn't

IB not to! I believe I like the 'Maizie'

:ures about the best," Marie went on.

is so real. You know, she's very much
: Miss Ann herself—so natural-like and

Idly."

;Vhen she isn't working, Ann spends a

Jt deal of time in her garden, of which

is very proud. Then there's her knit-

B "My land," Marie said, shaking her

:d. "I don't know how many sweaters

ss Sothern has made. Why, she's knitted

for every one of her friends—and her

my besides. And she always has one

ng for the Red Cross, too."
_

[hm\ is an avid reader, Marie will tell

1 "I don't know how she finds the

fie," she says, "but she reads every one

those Book-of-the-Month books. And
jre from the library besides."

i'\side from her gardening and knitting,

|re's not a domestic bone in Ann's body.

Iji loathes the very thought of domestic-

I However, when it comes to cooking,

]
knows how everything should be pre-

. ed and Osee (who has been cooking for

M for ten years) is delegated to carry

: her wishes. Especially about keeping

i ice-box well stocked—just in case she

Ijk elude the watchful Marie long enough
get into it

!

"Miss Sothern is crazy about music, too,"

ie continued. "We always have music
he set when she's working. Depends
hat kind of a mood she's in as to

is played. Sometimes she likes classi-

music and other times she's very gay
1 wants nothing but swing."
\Ve've heard about those moods of Ann's,
hen she's "up," she's bubbling over. But
»en she's low, it takes a bit of doing to

ip her out of it. That's Marie's self-

pointed job.

'I never start talking unless I know
ss Sothern is ready to talk," she admits,

jl'ou see, I've known her so long I can
1 when she feels good. Some days she'll

so happy she'll chatter all day long,

jling funny stories and joking with the

>upe on the set. Other days, when I

o\v she's upset about something, I keep
ry quiet until she tells me what it is.

len I try to reason her out of it."

You just never know what Ann is going
think of next, Marie will tell you. Just
tore she started "Panama Hattie," Ann
:idcd she would acquire a lovely sun tan
she wouldn't have to bother with make-

. Marie accordingly called a shop and
d them send over a sun-tan lamp. There
fe experiment ended. To this day, the
np has not been used and Ann's skin
mains white and creamy as ever. The

closest she ever came to carrying out her
plan (without benefit of the sun lamp,

which remained in the closet) was along

about six in the afternoon one day when
she was entertaining a guest.

"But why no stockings?" her guest

wanted to know, as they strolled about tin-

garden to see if the bugs had gotten into

Ann's favorite camellias.

"Why, honey,'' Ann said patiently, "I

TOLD you I was going to get a good tan

this summer. And you can't get tan with

your stockings on
!"

The friend pointed to the heavens, where
the sun had long since disappeared. Ann
was completely bewildered and glared at

the sky as though it had been most in-

considerate in getting dark just when she'd

gotten around to needing the sun

!

One thing that Marie can't make Ann
do is dress up around the house. The
dozens of beautiful negligees and house

coats in the closet just go on hanging

there. And Ann will climb contentedly into

an ancient pongee robe that she's clung

to for years and be perfectly happy. How-
ever, Ann did put on some of her prettiest

hostess gowns and house coats when she

posed for the pictures to illustrate this story.

Shoes, too, she hates. The minute she

walks into the house, she kicks them off

and pops into a comfortable pair of mules.

It's the same way on the set.
_
One of

"Marie's most important duties is to be

sure Ann's mules are laid out in a handy
place so she can slip into them between

scenes.

"Miss Sothern just loves perfume,"

Marie tells you. "She has a special odor

for morning and one for afternoon. The
crews on her pictures all know this and

they'll ask her which kind it is she has

on. She's generous with her perfume, too.

She's given away many bottles to her

friends and doesn't mind a bit their having

her special blend.

"And bath oil, too. She's crazy about

that. She hates showers and always prefers

a good hot tub, with plenty of bath oil and

dusting powder afterwards."

Ann has another little idiosyncrasy. She

gets all dressed, even to her hat, before

she puts her dress on. For that reason,

she likes dresses she can step into. She
loathes the feeling, anyway, of putting

things over her head. So when the shops

send out a batch of clothes, they're always
particular to send the "step-in" variety.

"I don't see how she can eat it," Marie
continued, "but Miss Sothern likes the

rarest meat I've ever seen. Why, it hardly

looks even cooked, the way she wants it.

Steak and lamb chops are her favorite^.

I have an awful time making her eat vege-
tables. She just doesn't like them. And
Osee will keep chocolate cake around the

house. There's where I have my real

trouble. Because Miss Sothern adores
chocolate cake more than anything in the

world
!"

Marie always accompanies Ann on her
trips to New York and occasionally about
the country.

"Miss Sothern is a grea' one to put
things off," she complains. "I have to

worry her to death to get her to attend

to things ahead of time. She's never in a

hurry, you know, and hates to be rushed
at any time. If I didn't keep right after

her, when we're leaving on a trip, she'd

never be ready to leave.

"I take her breakfast to her, even on
the train," Marie chuckled. "Miss Sothern
certainly does like to have her breakfast

in bed. When she wakes up on the train

she rings for the porter and then the porter

calls me, and I take in her tray, just like

I do at home. It's a good thing I do, too,

because goodness only knows what would
be on that tray if she ordered it hersef

!"

Just then Ann called and Marie had to

leave. She was doing a difficult scene and
wanted Marie to see if it looked all right.

Ann depends on Marie even for that.

"When Marie tells you you're all right,

you know you must be," Ann told me.

"She's not inclined to be over-enthusiastic

and you can always count on her to tell

you the honest truth. Which is darned im-

portant in this business.

Yes, sir, Marie is certainly Ann's right

hand man. And a mighty good one, too,

if you ask me!

Ann Sothern achieves an interesting and unusual mantle effect in the living room of her

Beverly Hills home by the use of "Chinese immortals" and other picturesque figurines.
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Gentle Lady

Continued from page 34

to anybody. Nobody said a word to h'er.

This was her studio—this was her crew

—

this was her picture. She did her first scene
as naturally as if she were taking up where
she left off when she went to get a drink
of water. She finished the scene and went
back to her trailer-dressing room in the
back of the set. My nose was in the air
and I was ready to take my place with
those who had predicted my five-week
future:

"What's the matter?" I asked Claude
Binyon, the writer. "Ever see anybody
like that? Doesn't say boo!" Binyon, whom
I regard as a man of clear perception, gave
me a disgusted shove. "Take it easy, sis-

ter," he said, "she's nervous, too." Could
be.

The picture progressed for a week or so
and I agreed with the rest of her fans
that here was a real true artist. She was
as quiet as that first day and I marveled
that a star like that would cause so little

stir. I said to Binyon again: "But what's
the matter with her? She's SO quiet!"
He replied, "She's just minding her own
business, is all." Could be.

One day we had a breakfast scene. The
menu was goody and replete with fancy
doo-daddles. My appetite has ceased to be
of startling revelation to those who know
me, so the prop boys fed me regularly
after each take. There was, finally, a gentle
tap on my shoulder and then : "Don't you
EVER give that stomach of yours a rest ?"

Miss Jean Arthur was asking me that. It
might have been my sister—so plainly had
she spoken.

Ruggles, Binyon, Miss Arthur and I had
been sitting together going over lines when
the first two took themselves out to look
at another set. The lady didn't leave me
in the lurch ; she smiled and asked me how
I liked it here. I replied that I did like
it and that I thought the crew was just
right. She said with much pride : "Oh,
they're MY boys ! They've done every pic-
ture with me." Yes, Miss Arthur, they are
your boys. There is no mistaking that.
And that first day when you stood before
the camera you didn't so much as look up
at any of them because you were nervous,
but the air was potent with their admira-
tion of you.
More folks have asked me concerning

this girl than about any other star with
whom I've ever worked. I have answered
to that portion of her fans as it was my
good fortune to meet. And now I'm telling
the rest.

She is more natural than almost anyone
you'll ever see. It was a source of wonder
to me at first that here was such a bril-
liant star with no air of an actress about
her. You sort of expect a star to be a little

airy and to act a little when she's not
supposed to—and then you forgive her be-
cause you figure it adds up to glamor.

Don't let anyone try to convince you
that because this girl runs away from auto-
graph seekers and because she gets panicky
when people talk to her that she resents
them. She is mindful of the fact that she
is a star. She has appreciation for the ef-
fortsof the ones who go to see her pictures.
She is very shy, and she still cannot under-
stand that because she is a star she should
be of more importance or interest than the
next fellow. While others of us find it an
easy matter to say something of sentimen-
tal value, I've often heard her say : "I
know what I want to say—but I just can't
get it out!"
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Her generosity is very big; but that is

her own personal business and she hasn't
an idea that I know anything about that
and she wouldn't like for me to chant
about it.

I've never known anyone who was so
overwhelmingly grateful for the kindness
shown her. I had occasion to do something
for her. It had been done for others. The
reception it received from the lady carried
such a profound expression it almost made
me cry.

It's the little things folks do and the
little things you can laugh about many times
afterwards that are affectionate memen-
tos. For instance, the story of Pat always
made me feel that it was something to

write home about.

Pat wandered into Jean's home when she
was vacationing up north, and had he car-

Jinx Falkenburg, star of "Sweetheart of the
Fleet," sent hearts palpitating faster at Co-
lumbia University's Open Air Carnival, in

a "Lips for Liberty—Kiss the Axis Goodbye"
drive stunt. Student David St. John is buy-
ing and buying from Jinx, the wise fellow!

ried a suit-case, of course they'd have
known his intentions. He adopted Jean on
sight and when it came time to leave she-
tore herself away from him and left him
at the local police station until his people
should discover his absence. But Pat had
no people. And when the authorities noti-
fied Jean that they'd probably have to do
something about the way he howled, she'
sent her father to fetch him home. Pat is

a mongrel. Even before fancy pedigrees
and fancy pets were so prominently ex-
hibited in Plollywood, Pat would have made
you take a second look. But Pat associates
with the finest and is seen in the very best
places. His lady takes him about with her
wherever she goes.

As you know her, it is very clear that
looks would never play a dominating part
with this girl, when she had reason to
understand a heart. We were in the desert
making "Arizona." It was boiling and all

of us barked about the weather. Jean said,

"I'm having a WONDERFUL time!" One
clay I wanted to go riding, but because I
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was always falling into things the^
warned me never to go out alone. Tht
boys were all working and Jean
"Come on—I'll go with you." So we s

out. With horses neither of us had se
on before. We went on dirt that h;
trail except the trail we made as we
that trail—if you follow me. The wi
was cloudy for shooting so we kne
didn't have to hurry back. And by the
we decided to turn back we were lost
direction. Jean rode first. After a
while I called. "Jean, do you know -

we're going?" She giggled that inim
crackling giggle : "NOooooo . .

.'

thoughts were filled with rattlesna
sunstroke and starvation—and in the n
of the desert she had to giggle! We
on some more and then two breathle;
sistant directors overtook us. "That
pretty smart," I told them. "She

'

where we were going all the time
!'

giggled again: "I'M smart! You dop
HORSE was smart

!"

There is a gentleness about this gir
I have often tried to describe. It ha
quality of 'genuine beauty. Most of us
it's our ordinary duty to discuss
phases of other people's affairs. I

never known this girl to talk about
thing, nor want to know anything tha
not her immediate concern.
A sense of humor that is quick

trigger—we tried to get a rise out o
one day. She brought a big box of e

to the set and laid it on somebody'
when she did a scene. She planned to
it around. But it vanished miracul
fast and we replaced it with a nickel c
late bar, and set the box back in her i

She had a twinkle in her eye, when, a
came out of the room, she opened the|

"Oh, I LOVE presents!" she sat in
of us while she ate the "present."
She always had a tray of tea an

of cookies. There was no ceremony sc

it out. She simply announced, "Here i

and I'm not pouring."
You'd never know she was quiet if

stumble in on one of her merry s

She was doing a part with Melvyn Do
and the expression on his face was
thing to rave over. Jean herself la

outright during several rehearsals,
crew had long since given up tryii

control themselves. Suddenly, as we
about to shoot, Jean had another lauj
fit and she wailed, "Oh, wouldn't
AWFUL if the audience didn't thi

was as funny as we do!" She brougl
house down again.

Effortless always in her understai
and doing of her work, one day sh
down and said, "I can't do the scene
called for her to wave a fire poker ii

air, and try to stop a fight between
actors as they whirled past her. "It's

enough," the director told her. "I 1

that, but I'm liable to hit them or
them, or

—
" The actors quieted her

said they would take a chance. But
was a very nervous girl by the timi

take was finished.

There would have to- be an understai
between this girl and the ones who
her intimate friends. It would have t

an understanding built on the things
are not generally talked about—dev
and sincerity and loyalty. Such is the

derstanding with her "boys." She prol

has never thrown her arms around an
them, but brother, they belong to H
Her hairdresser, wardrobe girl, ma
man and maid think she's pretty fine,

honey, they know, too!

And so, I could go on, because it's

.to tell about the people we like best.

As the man said, the lady minds
own business. She won't be happy t

this in print. But I just wanted yo
know a little about this very gentle



Giris withsweet fragrant skin win out.

RitaHayworth

"I always use my complexion soap— gentle,

white Lux Toilet Soap, for my daily beauty

bath, too," says this charming star. "A de-

lightful way to protect daintiness!" You will

find Lux Toilet Soap's creamy ACTIVE lather

gently carries away every trace of dust and

dirt, leaves skin really fresh. You'll love the

way it caresses your skin, leaves it fragrant

with a delicate perfume that clings.
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Robert Stack and Jackie Cooper play two of the principal roles in "Deep in the Heart of

Texas," historical Western about the period immediately following the Civil War when Texas
welcomed back her soldiers. The all-star cast also has Ralph -Bellamy, Brod Crawford.

Advice to 19-Year-Olds from Jackie Cooper

Continued from page 33

there's nothing on the skinny things to eat.

My dog, Champ, a schnauzer, is my pal

and always sleeps on the foot of my bed.

My car has all the gadgets on it. I go to

the movies three or four time a week, like

a good pipe, showers, and wouldn't miss
Jack Benny, Bob Hope, or Charlie Mc-
Carthy on the radio for anything.

"Now, I'll bet," said Jackie, apologeti-

cally, "that you could talk to a couple of

thousand fellows, anywhere in the country,

and they'd give you the same stuff, word
for word. Except, perhaps, about the

spinach. And then there's the fact that, be-

cause of working in the movies, I have
more things than the average boy of my
age. But that doesn't make me any differ-

ent, really. Things dpn't affect your mind
or change your heart any, I guess." (Oh,
but they do, Jackie, I thought, they do
unless your mind is very steady and your
heart square in the right place!)

It was while Jackie was talking that I

felt I had got the answer to a long un-
solved riddle : we often wonder why "infant
prodigies," small tikes of girls and tikes

of boys, flash upon the theatrical or musi-
cal or literary scene for a season or two,
flare brightly, then fade away to be heard
of nevermore. Strange little growths, they
seem to wither, all prematurely, on the
laurel vine. Watching Jackie, his honest,

straightforward eyes, easy natural good
manners, nice good manners, not the pos-
turings and didoes of the professional

youngster, listening to his interest in "a
number of things," it struck me that most
of these prodigies "die" young just because
they arc strange, because their one talent,

one facet of their personality is pushed and
forced and emphasized until it becomes
twisted and warped and finally maims their

growth as whole individuals. They are like

the Monterey cypress, misshapen, bent in

one direction. Whereas Jackie, Shirley
Temple, Jane Withers, Virginia Weidler,
Freddie Bartholomew and others who were
"child prodigies" in Hollywood a few years
ago are not strange at all but normal and
"usual." It is because they have been al-

lowed to grow up as and with the kids
next door that they are bridging the gap

between childhood and adolescence natu-
rally and successfully, are taking it in

stride, have healthy minds in healthy bod-
ies, are going on and will continue to go
on, hitting on all cylinders.

I told Jackie what I was thinking. His
nice, gay gray eyes lit up, responsively. I

thought of a description I had read recently

of a man with "uncaring eyes." Jackie's
are caring eyes. You can tell. They care
about friendship and decency and hard work
and loyalty and ambition and all the stable,

enduring things.

He said, at once, "It is so. And it's be-
cause of—our mothers. I had a pretty good
mother, you know. It's the most important
thing in the world to have the right

mother. Because a right mother gives you
a right life as a kid. And I think that if

you have a right life when you're a kid,

you'll do okay when you're a man or a
woman. I mean, you'll be okay. I .know
that if I don't know how to behave myself
now, but—•" said Jackie gravely, "I think
I do—it's thanks to Mom."
And then I thought how much Mabel,

his mother, would like to hear his voice

as" he said, "Thanks to Mom." And how
happy she would be if she could know,
and perhaps she does, in how sane and sen-

sible and manly a fashion Jackie is con-
ducting his life now that he is on his own,
and alone.

She did know how capable he is before

she passed away because, during the long,

long months of her illness Jackie, as he
said, "ran the house." Ran it efficiently,

economically and smoothly. She knew his

deep love for her, too, and his all-out sacri-

fice. He proved them by his devotion to

her, the hours he spent at her bedside, the

little gifts he brought her, unfailingly,

every day to the very last day. Above all,

to the blessed fact that not once did he
cause her a moment's worry. (A "usual"

Nineteen? Well, maybe.) It was his Uncle
Norman Taurog who told me what he said

to Jackie when it fell upon him to tell

Jackie the doctor's tragic diagnosis.

"Everyone has grief, Jackie," he said, "at

times like these. But most of us have grief

and regret. You will be fortunate in that

you will have only grief for you ca,n have

no regrets. No mother ever had a bete
son."

When she was gone, "Jackie sold th

rambling, story-and-a-half French N< I

mandie house in which they had livee

"Too big a place," he said, "for a fell

my age." He rented a furnished apartmer
in the Sunset Towers here in Hollywocn
"I put in my Capehart," he told me, "a;i

a cabinet for my records. I have a coup]

of floral prints that belonged to Mothe
on the walls, some portraits and som
books. When I have a few people in fo

dinner, Bonita, Mary Healy and Pete
Lynd Hayes and some others, I have some
one come in to cook and serve. I get alon
fine. The only thing about the apartmen
I hate to be alone, always have. But
have my couple of thousand records an
can sit and play them and I am NO'
alone.

"I'm not really on my own yet, thougl
not actually. Not legally, that is, and won
be until I am twenty-one. I have tw
guardians, my Uncle Norman and m
lawyer. I have dinner with Uncle Norma
at his house once or twice a week and tal

to him on the phone every day. If I ha\

any problem, I always take it to him. He
been wonderful to me. Then the Busines
Administration handles all my mone;
They get my checks and just give me a

allowance. But we always talk everythin
over, I sign all the checks and know what
done with every cent of it, as they lata

what I do with every cent I get. The
don't have much trouble with me," Jack:
grinned. "I've never been terribly extrav?

gant. I have a lot of faults, gosh, what
lot, bite my nails, can't remember name
but I was taught the value of a dollar an

taught it well. But taught, too, never t

be cheap. The way I'm not extravagan
I don't buy a lot of anything' (except rec

ords) but when I dp get something, it

good. A very good suit. A very good pai

of shoes. Mom always said that when yo
buy something cheap it is cheap. I've don
my own shopping since I was fifteen. Men
gave me the right steer—she had an awfi
lot of taste, she was a decorator, you kne
—then put me on my own.

"But, let's see, what was I saying? 01
well, the average boy, you know, when h

has problems or makes mistakes, why, th

last person he wants to know about thei

is his mother. It was never that way wit

me. I told Mom everything, wanted he

to know everything about me. She mad
me want to. Some people may say th:

she spoiled me, I guess some people d

say that. But I don't feel that she die

She loved me an awful lot, but that's dii

ferent, don't you think?"

I said, not without a lump in my throa

that I did.

"The thing is, I wasn't spoiled with
life of fluff just because I happened to t

in the movies. Mom never took me to th

Players or the places where profession;

people go. I never went to a profession;

school. I didn't have to go to premiere
not even my own, if I didn't want to.

played with the neighborhood kids. If

kid's parents were on relief and he wa

a good kid and I liked him, he was a

welcome at our house as the son of Miste

Got-Rocks would ever be. My mothe
never chose my friends for me as, la

she never chose my girls for me. If I ge

a black eye or a bloody nose Mom didn

make any more of it than any mothe

makes of a boy's minor accidents. Sh

never made me pipe down playing cops 'i

robbers or football or climbing trees P

riding a bike, never told me to be caren

of my face." (I recalled Shirley's hoodhn

games of cops 'n' robbers, too, Jane Wither

going acrobatic on the roof of her housi

Freddie Bartholomew racketing down th

road in his hand-made scooter . . . the ric
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INHALING
needn't worry
your throat!

There's a lot of difference in cigarettes

!

And here's how the five most popular

brands stack up— as compared by emi-

nent doctors:*

The other four brands aver-

aged more than three times as

irritant as PHILIP MORRIS.

And this irritation— from the

other four— lasted more than five

times as long!

Sure, you inhale. All smokers do. So—
be sure about your cigarette!

FCgyiCTORY

BUY

GALL FOR

PHILIP MORRIS
"Reported in authoritative medical journals.)

JUUMCAS CfGAR£TT£

:ritage of their normal childhoods ac-

junts for them today, I am sure.) "What
mean is, she never made me conscious

: being anything other than any other kid

t my age. Just because I was in the

iovies, I wasn't out of this world. So, if

m not lop-sided now, I sure have my
•other to thank for it."

He sure has.

I thought of the days when Jackie was
laying in "The Champ" with Wally

: eery, the little-boy Jackie, and how often

had dinner with him and with Mabel,

remembered the warmth of affection be-

veen the pretty, dark young woman and
ie fair, husky little boy. But the whole-

pine discipline, too. "Eight o'clock, Jackie,

ed-time." "Aw, Mom, do I haveter?"

pes, Jackie." "Well, gee, okay, Mom."
•To pampered child prodigy here. No minc-
lag moppet with "stage" manners. The
I lild-star Jackie was always, first and last,

lie little-boy Jackie.

I remember visiting them one afternoon

nd Mabel taking me to the workshop she'd

uilt in the back-yard where- Jackie kept

is tools and his model airplanes, his BB
uns and football gear and other gadgets,

'he Life and Times of Every Little Boy,

rat's the world Mabel built around Jackie

j that he might grow normally, healthily

nd happily, a human being with dimen-
ons. I remembered when Jackie had his

|rst car. "But aren't you afraid to let him
rive it, Mabel?" "A little," she said, "but

II the boys are beginning to drive and
ackie can't be different."

"I've got so much to thank her for,"

ackie was saying, earnestly, and looking

s he talked, I knew, so much the man
label meant him to be. "She never called

ie down in front of people," he said, "gee,

am grateful to her for that. When I see

ome woman yelling at her kid in front

f other people and how the kid's pride

sort of whimpers and slinks or, worse,

turns and snarls, it makes me feel sort of

sick. She never laid a hand on me. She

would say that she didn't know much about

child psychology and all that. / say that

mothers, real ones, don't need text-books.

They get what they need to know out of

—

well, out of their hearts. Mom's only psy-

chology was in talking to me. And that

was enough. When she talked to me, she

made me feel either proud of myself or
good and ashamed of myself, whichever
I had coming. Thi-ng is, she let me talk,

too. Thing is, she made me understand

right and wrong, what's the decent thing

to do, and why; and what isn't, and why.
She sort of tied things together for me so

they made sense.

"I have to tell you all this, you see, so

you will understand why I am." he grinned,

"usual, at nineteen. And healthy. And

This scene from "The Pied Piper," Nevil Shute's story about the children who were moved

out of France before the Nazi invasion, shows Monty Woolley, Roddy McDowal, and a child

player. The fictioniiation of this important new motion picture will appear in 3 future issue.
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When is a Tampon

right for you?

Now more than ever—when days are so

busy and hectic—the wonderful freedom
of internal sanitary protection makes
sense ! But there are tampons and tam-
pons. What are the things to look for

—

when is a tampon right for you?

Protection...

the right way

For real security a tampon must absorb
quickly, surely! Meds absorb faster
because of their exclusive "safety center"

feature! Meds are made of finest, pure
cotton . . . hold more than 300% of their

weight in moisture!

Is it right for comfort?

Meds were scientifically designed by a
woman's doctor. So comfortable you
hardly know you're wearing them. Meds
eliminate bulges—chafing—pins—odor.
Easier to use, too, for each Meds comes
in an individual one-time-use applicator!

Meds cost less than any other tam-
pons in individual applicators. No more
than leading napkins. Get Meds—the
right tampon— for protection, comfort,
and value!

BOX OF 10 — 25<? BOX OF 50 — 98(f

Meds

The Modess Tampon
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happy. I've never talked about my mother
before, for publication. Not since she went
away, that is. There were some stories

written about us, her and me, but / haven't

talked before. I have to now because I can't

explain myself at all unless I tell how it

was with us. For it's thanks to Mom that

I never found any pain in adolescence. I

never had any of those 'growing pains,'

never did. I enjoyed all my 'ages, " Jackie
laughed, "I enjoyed being a little kid and
doing little kid things. I enjoyed my High
School. I got in all the scrapes every kid

does and got all the hell for it, too. But
I never had any of the queer quirks and
qualms you hear other kids talk about, or

read about in books.

"Oh, I tried to act sophisticated now and
then, of course. But Mom straightened me
out there, too, 'The more sophisticated you
act,' she said, 'the sillier you look.' As the

one thing in this world I didn't want to

look was 'silly' I cut out the shenanigans
—but quick. I was fortunate enough never

to get a crush on anyone so much older

than myself that it made me feel too young
or awkward, either. You might chalk that

up for me as a hit unusual," Jackie said,

laughing, "that I have never—yet—been
in love with an Older Woman

!

"I never tried aping older men, either.

I guess I was with older people so much,
being' an only child and then, in the studio,

that I sort of took adults for granted. Be-
sides, I certainly wouldn't copy anyone in

a picture—when they are paying me for

being myself. And other places I went,

well, they knew me too well, they'd have

seen through me in a minute.

"So, as I said, I enjoyed all my 'ages,'

didn't have any of the moping and mewling
that is supposed to go with the transition

from childhood to adolescence. I knew what
was happening to me, all along the line.

Mom told me.
"I never worried about my 'career,'

either, not even when my voice changed
and in scenes where I was supposed to

roar like a lion I'd mew like a cat or some-
thing. Here, again, I have my mother to

thank for the fact that I didn't do any
of the 'agonizing' some youngsters go
through when they begin to grow up,

aren't 'cute' any more and, especially if

they have been professional youngsters,

wonder what the blazes is going to become
of them.

"Like when I was thirteen—it was then

that M-G-M suggested I lay off until I

was twenty-one. Adolescence, they, said,

was repulsive. (And look who became their

biggest money-maker!) Or, they said, I

could stick around and do bits, small parts,

until I grew up. Mom felt that might hurt

my pride after playing the parts I'd had.

So she pulled me out of pictures and put

me in High School. Beverly Hills High
School. I was there for eleven months. I

liked it fine. The only thing that drove

me crazy was not working. I wanted to

get a job in a gas station just to be doing

something. After three o'clock, I tell you,

life became very monotonous. Then, a little

independent studio wanted me to make a

picture. I wanted to so much, it was such

an agreeable deal all around, that Mom
agreed to it and on the strength of that

I got 'That Certain Age' and have worked
steadily ever since.

"No, I never had the feeling that I

might not work again, that I might be

'through.' How can anyone be through

when there are so many things to be done?
Besides, I had enough confidence in my-
self, had read enough books to know there

were things I could do on the screen, even

at my age.

"Of course," Jackie explained, "I haven't

bridged the gap to the fullest extent, as

yet. Parts are not as numerous for me
now as they were when I was eight and
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ten or as they will be, maybe, two or thr

years from now. But in the meantime, I'v

got my music—I learned it all myself, yc
know, a little proud of that—and, I don'

mind telling you, I'm doing a bit of writ

ing with a friend of mine. For the last si:

years I've got little bands together, mad
recordings of our own music, played ther

for the heck of it. I sure enjoy music t

the fullest extent.

"Besides, on September 15th, I'll b

twenty years old. Then I can register. An
I see no reason why they wouldn't tak

me. I'm healthy. I'd like to get in this figli

It's a pretty good fight, the fight fc

decency.

"But later, after the -war, I hope to t

able to do a little bit of everything o

the screen, play a wide field. I don't thin

anyone likes being typed. Spencer Trac
is my favorite actor, and always has ben
He looks good as a priest, as a sailor, a

adventurer, a newspaper man—he loot

pretty good making love, too ! That's tl

kind of actor I hope to be one of thes

days, with all kinds of men in my repu
toire.

"But in the' meantime," Jackie grinnei

his nice, open grin, "I'll continue with m
growing, still without those 'pains.' Mai
riage now? No, no, definitely no. Ho
could I think of marriage now, anywa;
of settling down with the whole world s

frantically unsettled? Bonita and I are sti

dating, yes. I may be the type," Jack-

said, slov/ly, "I may be the\ type that oiu

hit, stays hit. I am certainly not what yc

might call susceptible. Bunny has been tl

only girl for me, ever, seriously. But m
don't like to be too serious now. This
not the time for it. Right here, though,

would like to say that all the talk in tl

newspaper columns about the 'big quarrt

we're supposed to have had makes me
mad I see bright red. It isn't true, in tl

first place. It is very bad taste, in tl

second place. Look, when I'm away,
personal appearance tours, as I have bee

or when I'm in the Service, as I hope
be, I don't believe at all that she shouldr

be taken for dinner now and then, and hei

and there. Or at any other time, if

wishes. After all, we are NOT engage
If I go to New York and happen to kno

a girl there, why, I'd date her. Why nol

I feel that dates with two or three girl

a dozen times over, wouldn't make ai

change in me. If it should, if a few dat

can change us, then we haven't got tr

kind of thing that either of us wants."

Jackie was silent for a moment. He 1

!

my cigaret for me, one for himself. Thf
he added, "Because I want somethir

pretty good out of life. Not easy, you kno\

good. I want to give something pretty goc

to it, too. Mom put that idea in my hea

And it's going to stick there."

Well, what do you say, boys, girl

mothers, fathers, what do you think—

he "usual" or do you agree with me!



lollywood War Wife

Speaks!

Continued from page 29

lump these days, and Brenda 15 a three-

u>-to-a-cup-of-corree girl. "Ever since

U known Bill he has been going away on

ations," she continued. "I've begun to

nk that maybe he's allergic to studios.

>st actors make all their pictures quietly

i comfortably on a sound stage, with

am heating in the winter and air con-

toning in the summer. But not Bill. His

tures always have to be made in the

;at open spaces, miles away from home,

Texas and Arizona and Nevada. Every

ie the studio used to send him over a new

ipt I'd say, 'Well, where to now ?' So I

st like to think that Bill has gone on

rrther location. That his new script called

• Camp Monmouth. That he'll only be

ne for six weeks, depending of course on
;

; weather conditions. When six weeks

|s and he doesn't come home I'll say to

fself, 'Wouldn't you know that Bill would

in into a lot of fog? It'll probably take

more weeks to finish that location.' I

ow. I'm silly to kid myself along like

pit. But believe me, it helps."

'When Bill married Brenda in Las Vegas,

;vada, in July of last summer, he said,

loney, we'll have a good life together."

nd it certainly looked as if "And so they

Ire married and lived happily ever after"

buld score again. Those two kids had

ierything on their side. They were young

d healthy and good-looking. They were

:

love. They were both popular young

pvie stars, with all the marvelous glamor

at is attached to that profession. With
ieir salaries they didn't have to worry
Lout doctor bills, mortgages and relatives.

\s soon as we can arrange schedules with

;
ir studios," Bill said, "I'll take you on a

ineymoon to end all honeymoons. Some-

,
ing we can reminisce about when we're

llebrating our Golden Wedding. How
>out Honolulu?".
But the kids never had that honeymoon,
efore they could get time away from the

udios the Japs bombed Pearl Harbor.
|

nd Bill, like thousands of other boys from
taine to California, was drafted. Every-

drtg happened so fast. Before she realized

the dreaded day had come, and Brenda
mnd herself on a crowded platform way-
jig 'a final farewell to Bill. With a lump in

er throat as big as an ostrich egg.

I had lunch with Brenda a few weeks
ter Bill had left for Camp Monmouth
New Jersey. Brenda had just come from

ie dentist's. "No one hates going to the

entist more than I do," she said. "I keep

utting it off. And now I've got six cav-

ies. But even now I probably wouldn't go
xcept " Brenda broke off with an
mbarrassed laugh. "Well, I guess it is sort

f funny. The night Bill left, his train was
upposed to leave from Union Station at

ight. We had about fifteen minutes to

pare, so we just stood on the platform in a
iaze. I knew that these would be my last

ninutes with Bill for a long, long time, and
iiere were so many things I wanted to tell

lim. I wanted to tell him how very dear
ie was to me, how terribly proud I was of

iiim, how sorry I was that I had ever

eased him, or criticized him in any way,
low lonely I'd be .without him. I wanted to

ell him that I would pray for him every
light. I wanted to tell iiim he was the

nost wonderful man in the world. All

hese things, and more, I wanted to say to

lim on that crowded platform. But what do
011 think I said? I said, 'Bill, you look
lorrible.' And he did, really, but I loved
lim all the more for it. His uniform was

Are you sur« of your

present deodorant?

Test it! Put it under

this arm.

Put FRESH #2, this new
double-duty cream un-

der this arm. See which

stops perspiration-— pre-

vents odor— better!

PUT FRESH #2, under one arm—put your present

deodorant under the other. And then . . .

1. See which stops perspiration better. We feel sure

that FRESH #2 will!

2. See which prevents perspiration odor better. W e"re

sure you'll feel complete underarm security with

FRESH #2.

3. See how gentle FRESH #2 is—how delightful to

use! Never greasy, gritty, or sticky. FRESH #2

spreads easily—smoothly!

4. See how convenient FRESH #2 is! You can use

it before dressing— it vanishes quickly!

5. Revel in the fact that FRESH #2 won't rot even

delicate fabrics. Laboratory tests prove this.

MAKE your OWN TEST! If you don't agree that FRESH

#2 is the best underarm cream you've

ever used, your dealer will gladly re-

fund your purchase price.

pl\ESH *2

THE NEW DOUBLE-DUTY CREAM THAT REALLY STOPS PERSPIRATION— PREVENTS ODOR

FRESH #2 conies in three

sizes—50£ for extra-large jar;

25^ for generous medium jar;

and 10<* for handy travel size.
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size 37, when it should have been size 39,
and his hair was cut so short he looked like
a convict. Then the conductor called 'All
Aboard,' and Bill gave me a hasty peck on
the cheek, just as if I were his great aunt
Caroline. When I saw him get on that
train my heart dropped right down to the
bottom of my stomach. I won't cry, I won't
cry, I kept saying to myself. It's only an-
other location. He'll be back soon. As the
train started moving off, Bill who had been
awfully silent up till then, started shouting
something to me. I couldn't hear above the
noise so, frantically, I ran along side of the
train to the end of the platform. Finally I

heard him. Bill was shouting, 'Don't forget
to go to the dentist!' The lug! He might
have said he loved me."
So Brenda went to the dentist. Guys like

Bill can pack more emotion and love into
a "Don't forget to go to the dentist" than
glib young men can into a Shakespearean
sonnet. And smart wives like Brenda know
it.

The day that Bill Holden was inducted
into Uncle Sam's Army as a private, Brenda
got up at the crack of dawn to drive him
down to Los Angeles. It was pouring down
rain, and things just couldn't have been
gloomier. But she'd see Bill over the week-
end, she had that consolation. She wanted to
drive him all the way to Fort MacArthur
at San Pedro, but Bill thought it would be
better to go down with the boys on the
street car. Brenda drove home through the
rain, feeling very sorry for herself, and
admits that after she had tried reading
every magazine in the house without suc-
cess she just gave in to a nice big cry. In
the midst of that Bill walked in. Seems that
he had a very bad sinus condition, and that
the Army preferred a well Bill Holden in
preference to a sick one. For three days
and nights Brenda played nurse. By Thurs-
day his cold was gone, and Bill returned to
Fort MacArthur. "I'll get a leave and
come in town over the week-end," he told
her cheerfully. "And you can see me in my
uniform. That will be a treat!"
But on Saturday morning, when Brenda

was in the process, of making herself
awfully attractive for a certain soldier, the
phone rang and it was Bill. "Can you get
down to_ Fort MacArthur by twelve?" he
asked wistfully. "It will be my only chance
to see you. They're sending me to an East-
ern camp this afternoon."
"What a ride," said Brenda with a sigh.

"I think I broke every traffic law. I made
it by twelve, though I really must have
flown part of the way. Bill was gone.
Where could I find him? No one would

They all Icissed Joan Crawford instead of
the bride (and vice versa) — including
Gordon Jones, the taxi driver in the film.

The kissing bug hit everybody on the set of
Joan Crawford's new comedy, "They All
Kissed the Bride." Allen Jenkins feels silly.

give me the slightest information about
anything. I guess I was giving a good per-
formance of an hysterical wife, because
finally a soldier who knew Bill muttered
in my ear that the troop train that left Fort
MacArthur would take the boys to Union
Station in Los Angeles, before making
connection with the Eastern trains. I
jumped back in my car and did some more
fancy driving. While I was waiting for a
red light to change two soldiers came over
and asked for a lift into town. When they
discovered that I was Bill Holden's wife,
they were all for helping me find my
husband, though they cheerfully assured me
that it would be like looking for a needle
in a haystack. And it was. The station was
jammed with boys in uniform. My two
obliging soldiers ran interference for me
through the crowd—and after a frantic
fifteen minutes I found Bill, giving auto-
graphs to some fans. His commanding
officer said that he could spend the rest
of the afternoon with me, provided he was

Joan tries it again with Gordon Jones.
That's much better! The first one went
flat. Now Gordon knows he's been kissed.

back in time for the eight o'clock train,
afraid we didn't do anything very roma
like young wives and husbands are alv
doing in fiction stories. We went shopp
of all unexciting things, for bath to^
for Bill. Then we went over to the I

more Hotel for cocktails and dinne
cried a little and laughed a little, and
stuffed himself with steak and French f

potatoes. For my sake he tried to make
in the Army sound very easy and gay
amusing.
"But he's happy now," Brenda haste

to add. "I get one or two letters from
every day—he says the only time he
to write is in his bunk at night by fl;

light—and I can tell by his letters thai
is thrilled at being a soldier, and inten
interested in his job .of winning the a

When he left here he took only a si

picture of me. But now he has written
a great big glamorous portrait of me, a
ture of his dog Rhodes, a picture of
house, a picture of his gun cabinet, anc
wants me to go over to the stables in
Fernando and take a picture of Ban:
(Banner's the horse Bill rents when
goes riding on Sundays.) Looks like ]

setting up light-housekeeping, though v
six other boys in his tent I don't think 1

going to have much room for his pict
gallery. I've written him to send me a sn
shot of himself at Camp Monmouth, bi:

haven't heard from him about it yet. I gt
he's waiting for his hair to grow.
"When I came back to our home

night Bill left I felt that I simply coulc
go on without him. I don't think I've e
been so far down in the dumps. And t

is only the beginning, I thought. There \

be nights and nights of this dreadful lo
liness. The days will be all right. I (

work in the garden. I can put clean pa
on the pantry shelves. I can polish
silver. There're dozens of things around
house I can do. And when my next picti
starts soon I will be at the studio all d
But the nights ! There's no getting aroi
those nights.

"Other women whose husbands hi
gone to the Army have their friends to ti

to when they are lonely. But Bill anc
haven't many friends. We were always
completely happy, just the two of us, ti

it never occurred to us to invite ma
people to our home.

"I could have dates, of course. Althou
Bill's favorite postscript on his letters
'Tell those Hollywood wolves I am lear
ing to shoot better than ever,' I'm sure tl

he wouldn't mind too much if I went c

occasionally to a restaurant or night cl

Roland Young's a willing victim, too. See
how the old boy goes ga-ga and gets that
look in his eyes when Joan gives him a buss?



i one of our fellow actors. But I

ildn't embarrass Bill for the world. And
' certain that if he saw a picture of me

I

magazine or newspaper chatting cozily
1 comfortably with Mr. So-and-So at

; Mocambo he'd find it embarrassing. And
Ides, I don't want dates. I haven't the

htest desire to go dancing with anyone

Ixcept Bill. I can wait until he comes

ae. What a small sacrifice that is corn-

led with Bill's sacrifices,

iln my fan mail I received a letter the

>r day from a war wife in Kansas City

b told me how lucky I was to be a movie

K 'With your salary,' she said, 'you can

lird to travel all over the United States

i be with your husband until he's sent

Australia or Iceland or somewhere. But

an't. I only have an income of twenty

liars a week to look after my children,

home, and myself.' She's right in a

:/. Movie stars do have it easier than

jer w:ar wives when it comes to money.

I may only get a private's pay, but I still

re a nice' salary to carry on with. But

!h movie stars it's a case of time. Mrs.

kisas City has the time to visit her

;jier husband, but not the money. I have

money to visit Bill, but not the time,

jien you are under contract to a studio,

a don't go galloping away to the East

ast when you want to. You do exactly
;

iat the studio tells you to do. And it's

y important that I behave right now.

rause my salary alone has to look after

insurance, car, house, everything that

B used to go fifty-fifty on.

During those first few nights after Bill

t and I was so miserable I decided that

vould move out of the home that was so

I of memories and take an apartment

Lr the studio for the duration. But I re-

ived a letter from Bill which changed all

t. 'I couldn't have stood camp the first

ilek,' he wrote, 'if I hadn't known I had
ijiome to come back to when the war is

ifer. A home means a lot to a guy in the

my.'

ifl never realized until I read that how
portant it is that I keep Bill's house for

fp just as he left it. What if I am lonely

ke! Well, I can just jolly well show some
tts for a change. Nothing less than a

mb will make me leave Bill's home,
hen he comes back he will find every-

mg as he left it—except the garden will

ve fewer weeds in it,- and the paper on

: pantry shelves will be fresher. Who
,s it who said that the stability of the

me is the stability of the nation? It is

ally for those homes that men fight. And
ieri they have homes they love to fight for

" ey win !"

SAYS ROSflUIlD RUSSELL

(tropic skin type)

ROSALIND RUSSEll IS NOW STARRING IN "TAKE A LETTER, DARLING/' A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

My Skin has a Soul Mate

"I ONCE HAD POWDER 'handmade' to

match my skin. Then I learned how

Woodbury's new Color Controlled

Powder is exquisitely blended to

match definite types of beauty.

"And sure enough, in \S oodbury's

Sun Peach (it's brand new),* I found

my -Skin Twin'! It glamorizes my
tropic skin."

Right. Rosalind! Woodbury's new

Color Control process brings every

girl her perfect shade. For Hollywood

Even Alexander Hall, director of Colum-
bia's "They All Kissed the Bride," comes in

for his share of Joan's kisses. Fair enough?

Beauty Bonus! Nov in the SI. 00 V. oodbury

Powder box, you also get Rouge and Lip-

stick, a complete Matched Make-up for S1.00!

SCREENLAND

directors divided all beauty into 5

skin types. Then we styled glamour

shades for each. Sheerer, clearer,

longer-clinging.

Get fragrant Woodbury Powder

at $1.00~or 500. (Introductory sizes

250, 100.) A chart in every box tells

you your type, your shade.

Find yours—for romantic results

!

*Sample new Sim Peach. 6 other

glamour shades. Use coupon.

WOODBURY
Qo\jtyi Controlled /jt#W#u

FREE . . SUN PEACH, 6 GLAMOUR SHADES!

Paste this on penny postcard. We'll send you, fast, all 7

shades Woodbury Color Controlled Powder. And a helpful

little color chart so you can find your type. Address. John

H. Woodbury, Inc., 9123 Alfred St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

(In Canada: John H. Woodbury. Ltd., Perth, Ontario.)

Aflmc-

Street

City
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AVOID

LIPSTICK

PARCHWG

Are your lips in style JfCoty has made it so easy

to keep that glossy, flamoro us look that every-

one admires—that /nart lips must wear.

Into every "Sub/Deb" Lipstick goes a special

ngredient to yard off chapping— protect

against dryness/parching! Your lips keep their

delicate, flower texture—while they wear thrill-

ing, high-sty/e color! Join the millions wlio

have chang/l to "Sub-Deb"! S1.00 and 50c'.

TAMALl
ullra-chic "Latin" red

Inside the Stars' Homes

Continued from page 1

7

If you like peanut butter, you'll like pea-
nut butter bread, which Marsha sometimes
uses for cheese or lettuce sandwiches.

PEANUT BUTTER BREAD
2 cups flour

4 teaspoons Royal Baking PowcLr
1 teaspoon salt

% cup sugar
cup peanut butter

lyi cups milk
Sift flour, baking powder, salt and sugar

together. Add peanut butter and mix in

;

•add milk and beat thoroughly. Bake in

greased loaf pan in moderate oven about
1 hour. This is best when a day old.

The best thing Mrs. Wood does is bake
cookies and make candy, accomplishments,
alas, difficult since sugar rationing began.

However, no picnic is complete without
cookies, and neighbors pool sugar rations

for them. Here" are two of the more un-

usual served at the Hoppers'

:

OATMEAL MACAROONS
1 cup sugar
1 tablespoon- Crisco
2 eggs

¥i teaspoon salt

ZYz cups rolled oats

2 teaspoons Royral Baking Powder
1 teaspoon Burnett's vanilla

Mix sugar with Crisco, add egg yolks,

salt and rolled oats ; add baking powder,
beaten egg whites and vanilla. Mix thor-

oughly. Drop on greased tins about Yi tea-

spoon to each macaroon, allowing space

for spreading. Bake about ten minutes in

a moderate oven.

BUTTERSCOTCH SLICES
(Ice Box Cookie)

\y± cups sifted Swansdown cake flour

1 J4 teaspoons Calumet Baking Powder
y\ teaspoon salt

y2 cup butter

-)4 teaspoon lemon juice

24 cup brown sugar
1 egg, unbeaten

yi cup broken nut meats

Y± teaspoon vanilla

Sift flour, add baking powder and salt

and sift again. Cream butter, add sugar
gradually ; add eggs, one at a time, beating

thoroughly. Add nuts and flavoring. Finally

flour, mixing well. Pack dough in lightly

greased loaf pan, cover with waxed paper

and chill overnight.

Turn out on board and slice in y% inch

thick slices. Bake on ungreased sheet in

hot oven for 6 minutes. Makes four dozen.

Mrs. Wood's talents are not confined to

cooking. She made the little Dutch dress

Marsha wears in these pictures, getting

her inspiration from Marsha's role in

"Tulip Time" for M-G-M.»
As you can imagine, talk on the Hoppers'

hilltop is concerned with house-and-garden
at times, since the group are home-owners.
The Barneses reigned in the canyon alone

until the day the Carlsons and Hoppers
wandered in, seeking adjacent properties.

They broke ground the same day on their

hillsides, but the Hoppers' house was fin-

ished first. The Carlsons moved in with
them until their place was completed.

Marsha's house is long and low and gray.

It melts into the landscape, but inside it

seems nearly all windows, curtained in yel-

low or a patterned green.

It's a modernistic house. The hall is di-

vided from the dining room with a high
deep chest on top of which Marsha has

planted ivy that trails impartially i

both rooms. The fireplace and built-in

effectively partition the other side of
hall from the long living room.
Gray carpet, Waltex walls of an i

cocoa brown, green upholstered furniti

copper trims and ornaments provide a co

scheme broken only by a couch in sea:

patterned white. There's a huge gp
couch, minus, arms or back, set behind
low dark tables by the hearth.
Windows form two sides of the din

room, where the furniture is made of u
nut, and the drapes are in green, white a

brown.
Marsha's built-in ideas are most appar

be Fir-
Nor fat

Send for FREE
Recipes! Grand
Low-Ca/on'e

Salads ar>d Desserts
—Write Mtt.Knox, JolihTVown. N.V.

EEC >PES IN EVEftV PACKAGE \

in the bedroom side of the house, sligli

higher on the hill. Dressers, dressii
tables, closets, chests, are all built in

hind smooth white doors, so that the mas
bedroom is more like a sitting room tfl

a conventional sleeping apartment. The 1

!

is set back in an alcove, where walls ;

a soothing green and windows are se; hi;

the headboard matches the drapes in gn
and white, and the footboard to the 6

J
bed is a comfortable green and wh
couch designed by Marsha. The couch fa*

the fireplace across a low table and
flanked with matching chairs. Long boi

cases hold inviting rows of books.
The bedspread is Marsha's own inv(

tion made of thick toweling with
monogram in the_ center, it can be stripy

back without disturbing the permara
green-and-white "skirts" which are
tached to the bed.

Mirrors are a mania with the Hoppe
They put them in wherever they will

\

obtaining some unique effects by using gl;

vases filled with the white gladiolas befc

some of the mirrors.
The bedroom wing is carpeted in stri

rugs made by Marsha. She uses hea
string crocheted in a simple pattern bio

by block. As she finishes the blocks, s

sews them together, making them fit t

various rooms and hallways. They a

thick and soft and easily cleaned. Ai

they're easy to do

!

Carol Bruce has a novel way of reminding

folks of their patriotic duty. She ties

her scarf so the most important slogans

of this all-American scarf can be read.
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BRIGHT WORK, MISS LAKE!

VERONICA LAKE, star of the Paramount Picture "TlliS Gllll FOT Hire" says:

"Sure, it's possible to keep one's teeth bright all the time—even easy, once you learn

the system." Many stars find the Calox "system" exceptionally reliable for home care

—and it's just as easy for you!

Two ways to

your cfenf/sf follows both /

so can you- with Calox

Beauty -Not Quite

As Usual

Continued from page 57

and lipstick and her secret of lasting

jliness is the right foundation. She pre-

; the compressed cake form, and this is

idly growing in popularity. In addition

naking skin look smooth and lovely and

ssing over little flaws, ^11 forms, cake,

am, lotion or liquid foundations, do offer

t saving grace of protection for skin

;.inst sun, wind, cold and soil. And you
. , with a little artistic ingenuity, do nice

igs to your skin tone—make it warmer
[ more radiant or more fragile and
rl-like, according to the shade you use.

.lother war note : I believe that the

.jnctetion will be found essential for skin

Section in many factories and for out-

'i>r work, so that, too, looks as if it is

je to stay.

believe in the foundation. I think some
fin aid does help protect skin and eer-

ily it makes it look prettier. A practical

light is to try some of the smaller sizes

;
good products in the chain stores. You
y need a little experimentation to find

it is most perfect for you.

i.uth's lip make-up formula is not new
it is good. This she learned from the

ke-up studio. Rouge the lips first (Ruth
stfers the brush for an even line, unstained

gers and economy). After the rouge is

blied, she gently blots lips with a tissue

1 then powders very lightly over them,

lis will give a very soft, beautiful effect.

>-,vever, if you want a more seductive

ke-up, do as Ruth does, then re-rouge

s again. These lips will stay on, no matter
|at! The war note on lipsticks is that

nufacturers are eliminating the metal
the cases, so much needed for war pur-
ses, and they are resorting to well-de-

fied cardboard, paper, wood and plastic
" the cases. All that have come to this

|k are highly satisfactory. They are con-
sent and light to carry and look well,

ter all, the color is what we're after.

Enty of metal cases are still about, but
e cases were probably made before any
iers restricted the use of metal, so if they

g for sale, you are not being unpatriotic

you buy them.
Ruth ends her very good sense beauty
Drteners with literally a finger tip. She is

patient always about the drying time of
'

nanicure, and so she protects her own as

lg as possible. She daily applies a clear

';aling coat over the polish, which does
olong its life immensely and encourages
"ong nails. Most of the popular nail lac-

kers have this prolonging aid under vari-

s names. I find that a manicure done in

is manner lasts me ten days in perfect

ndition, barring a real finger accident : a
se coat, followed by two coats of enamel
id the final sealing coat. Many nails will

<t grow too long in ten days and if the
amel remains in perfect condition, the
anicure looks lovely. If Ruth breaks a
.il or nicks the polish, sealing the break
ith the sealing coat and filling in the nick
ith the same, then applying polish, saves
e situation.

( Knozving hoiv is a kind of beauty in-
irance—and the real efforts of manu-
cturers of cosmetics to help win the war
id still keep you looking well is one of
ie assured facts of the future that should
'.courage us. Therefore, whether we drive
1 ambulance, drill precision holes in metal,
spect shells, wham a typewriter, bathe
e baby or later don an Army uniform, let

never be said by the boys in service that
e forgot our good looks and let ourselves
3 because they left us and went to war!

Notice your dentist's technique when he

gives you a dental cleaning. First, he

thoroughly cleans your teeth. Then, and

only then, does he polish them.

In your home care why be satisfied

with less than BOTH cleaning and
polishing, when you can get Calox?

CalOX gives yOU five special ingredients

for cleaning and brightening. W ith every

stroke of the brush, Calox helps detach

food particles, removes deposits, cleans

off surface stains. And with every stroke

Calox polishes, too, making your teeth

shine with their own clear, and natural

lustre ... In Hollywood, many a star

trusts to Calox-care. Try Calox Tooth

Powder for your smile!

McKesson &Robbins, Inc.. Bridgeport, Conn.
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By Weston East

JAV| III J II WUI

WOW! Just wait until you get a lo

of Lamarr as the sultry Tondeleyo
"White Cargo." With just a bit of paddin

Hedy wears a sarong that's going to cau

heat waves. In deep coffee-color boc

makeup, her beauty has never been j

breath-taking. The role of Langford, tl

Englishman who goes native, was turn
down by Robert Taylor. It goes to Richa
Carlson, his first break under his ne

M-G-M contract. Dick couldn't be mo
pleased, but for one thing. Just before

signed with M-G-M, he bought a wonde
ful hillside home all the way across tovl

in the San Fernando valley. He's makit
arrangements to ride in with Clark Gat
and Bob Young, who also live in the vq

ley.
:

Left, Joan
Fontaine in

the arms of
Charles Boyer

for a scene in

their co-star-

rer, "The Con-
stant Nymph,"
screen version

of Margaret
Kennedy's
novel which
we are Action-

izing in our
next issue. Be-

low, yummy
love scene
with Boyer
and Alexis
Smith, who is

also a star-
ring member
of the cast.

TIM HOLT (who recently joined ud

tells this story about his father,, the f

mous silent picture star, Jack Holt. Not
long ago Jack approached his local dra

board and said he wanted to enlist. Fla

bergasted, the man in charge asked Ja
his age. "I'm- forty-three," said Jack, w
actually is quite a few years older th

that. "But Mr. Holt," answered the man
kindly as possible, "I remember seeing y
in 'The Squaw Man'—and I'm forty-four

It's tins kind of patriotism that's going
win the war

!

MOST amused person over those Jo
Emery-Joan Crawford romance :

mors, is John himself. He happens to

quite smitten with Tamara Geva, celebrat
[

stage dancer who is now crashing t

movies. John knew Joan long before

was even married to Tallulah Bankhe;
and there wasn't a romance then. Desp
the Hollywood press agents, it ain't wK
cupid ordered.

THERE were tears in Norma Sheare

eyes when she went around the lot bi

ding everyone goodbye. Of course she

still a large M-G-M stockholder. But ma
waters have run under the well-kno\ i

bridge since the first time Norma walk-

through the studio gates. Her co-workt

of many years were sorry to see her che

off the lot. But not nearly as sorry as th

would have been, had they not known tt

Martin Arrouge, Norma's big ski m
from the snow country, is the imports

thing in her life.
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m STERLING joined up with the Air
'(Force just as M-G-M was planning big

'gs for him. It's tough on Bob for more
ions than this, however. It means a

'iiration from Ann Sothern, who has been

•teat influence in his personal and pro-

lonal life. It means his invalid father,

'Iher and two sisters will be without his

bssary support. Bob has been granted a

^-months' stay, to do a radio assignment
an extra picture. Then he can leave

'bout worrying too much about his

iiily's welfare.

I I
':REE years ago Gig Young worked as

|
car hop in a drive-in. In the mornings

Went to dramatic school. Now that^ he's

fyhite hope at Warner Bros, studio, a

Hdwich has been named after him in the

re-in where he used to sell sandwiches.

Do you think Jim-

my Rogers, left,

resembles his il-

lustrious fattier,

the late Will
Rogers?- In
Hal Roach's
Western stream-

liner, " C a I a -

boose," second in

a series co-star-

ring young Rogers

and Noah Beery,

Jr., Jim has a role

similar to those

his dad played.

Mary Brian,
shown with Rogers

at right, returns

to the screen
after a three-

years' absence to

play leading lady.

WHEN Alice Faye Harris was born,

daddy Phil ran right out and bought

her a thousand dollar Victory Bond as a
"greeting" present. Sweet Alice is the hap-

piest mother in Hollywood. She's never

been one to talk much about herself. But

you should hear her go to town about little

Alice. If it wasn't so touching, it would be

amusing.

RED SKELTON promises he'll - never

"dood" it again. Whenever he has a

spare moment at the studio, Red sneaks off

his set and visits Mickey Rooney on his.

From the sidelines Red mugs at Mickey
and the magnificent moppet blows his lines

higher than a kite. Finally the production

department stepped in. Red had to promise

to keep a straight face or keep off the set.

Boys will be boys, we always say.

THE little Lane did it before and she's

done it again. By this time Priscilla

Lane's indifference and independence are

no longer a novelty in Hollywood. So her

second elopement only created mild interest

—which is just the way Pat would have it.

This year's husband, Lieut. Joe Howard,
is stationed at the Victorville airport. So
Pat will live near there when she isn't in

a picture. Her former husband, Orin Hag-
lund, is an assistant director on the sets

where Pat works. He's married again and

will soon be in the Air Force. John Barry',

to whom Pat announced her engagement
once upon a time, is the owner of the

Victorville Press. He had to run the an-

nouncement of her marriage to Howard

!

Mrs. Cora Lane, who has successfully

guided the destinies of the Lane sisters,

was not at this wedding of Pat's either.

Paramount's singing star Belly

Hvffon and song writer Frank Loesser

relax on the set of "Happy-Go-
Lucky." Their good taste in music

put them on top in Hollywood.

Pepsi-Cola's swell flavor is

tops in good taste everywhere.

At home or on the road— no

matter where you are—you'll

enjoy Pepsi-Cola's 1 2 full ounces,

first sip to last. Only a nickel,

too. Uncap a Pepsi-Cola today.

Pepsi- Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y. Bottled locally by Authorized Bottlers from coast to coast. *
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VA/EDDING bells dept.: The happy
Y V honeymoon of Van Heflin and Frances
Neal may soon be over. The Army wants
him . . . In announcing her marriage to
Ray Hendricks, a civilian aviation instruc-
tor, Laraine Day said she wasn't taking up
aviation. Her press agent must be slipping
. . . Celebrating the completion of "Pride
of the Yankees," "Mrs. Lou Gehrig," or
Teresa Wright to her public, married
writer Niven Busch.

Robert Cummings teaches Diana Barrymore
the finer points of skating to prove he's a good
skate (we knew it all the time) in scene above
from "What Happened, Caroline?" But what
happened to Diana? Below, Kay Francis with

Diana, and on opposite page, Diana with John
Boles in another scene from the same film.

EVER since the war broke out, privately-
owned boats are only allowed to cruise

inside the coastal bay section. So imagine
Ray Milland's surprise when a Coast Guard
came charging down on him and his party
of friends. The Millands, together with
Ann Sothern, Bob Sterling, Cesar Romero,
Mrs. Bob Hope and Watson Webb, were
innocently drifting along, eating lunch, hav-
ing a good time. "You've got something we
want," exclaimed two of Uncle Sam's men,
as they hopped on board. It proved to be
Mrs. Bob Hope's camera. The report had
come in that suspicious characters were
photographing the coastal line. One man
remained while Ray went with the other
and made explanations at headquarters.
For a moment they were plenty scared. -

TOR once the gay and witty Geraldine
I Fitzgerald didn't have an answer. As
you know, if you've observed those candid
camera shots of Lady Geraldine, she wears
her wild red hair in one glorious mop.
While doing canteen work, Geraldine
asked a soldier if there was anything spe-
cial she could do for him. "Yes," was the
answer. "Let me braid your hair!"
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3

Etf 3|HEESE CAKE for Greer Garson!
• That's the problem they're faced with,

1st that the bulb flashers have got a load
I

;

; Greer in "Random Harvest." Because

lb often wears those full skirts in costume

iftures, some strongly suspected that La
irson might have a skull and cross bones
jtooed on her right knee. Then suddenly,

|her role of the show girl in James Hil-

!ps story, she emerges with a pair of

fens that make Dietrich's look like as-

iragus stalks. Someone suggested they
n rknge the name of the picture to "Good-

t. Airs. Miniver."

z

i

A LUPINO has her own ideas about
ivomen in uniforms. "They're all right in
• daytime when women are doing war
|>rks," says Ida. "But in the evening a

c -mian should wear feminine things that

ji:ract a soldier's eye." So Ida has gone

p the business of designing soft, femi-
fie cotton gowns that are inexpensive and

;
tl 3y to launder. Ida's slogan for her new
a -isiness is : "Sex After Six."

5
HEY probabfy won't be in a hurry to
past Jean Gabin and Tom Mitchell in the
me picture again, as in "Moontide." Jean
5 a style of underplaying his lines. He
.eaks them so softly, all the listeners'

ention goes to him. Mitchell thought
is was an obvious trick to steal the scene,
he began to speak softly too. By the time
e underplayed the other, the poor sound
an wasn't picking up any dialogue at all.

st one big, happy family they are—not.

ECENTLY, Lily MacMurray went down
to the Union Station to meet Fred, who

is returning from location. Hundreds of
kliers pouring in were greeted by hun-
eds of wives and sweethearts. One sol-
er taller than the rest caught Lily's atten-
Mi. As far as everyone else was con-
rned, he was just another man in uniform,
was Jimmy Stewart. When Lily hailed

m, Jim grinned from ear to ear. Just then
red showed up. Like every other Ameri-
ii soldier, Jimmy asked if he could hitch-
ke a ride to Beverly Hills. Yes, this is

ar.

\ND we thought we had heard every-
» thing! Paul Henreid, continental
ve man, stormed into the Warner Bros,
iblieity department. He wanted all the
hints of a recent portrait sitting done
rer again. The reason? They had re-
uched them and made him lo.ok too hand-
>me.

_
Now you know why Hollywood

iblieity men end up being bewildered
ibes in the woods

!

Guard your Flower-Fresh Charm

the Arthur Murray Way

• Popular Jean Kern wins every time she spins!

Graceful, glamourous, confident— she trusts Odorono

Cream to keep her right-from-the-florist fresh. Like

other Arthur Murray dancers she takes no chances

with underarm odor or dampness!

Dancing or romancing, see if Odorono Cream

doesn't answeryour underarm problem. Stops perspira-

tion safely up to 3 days. Non-greasy, non-gritty, won't

irritate skin or rot dresses. No waiting to dry. Follow

directions. Get a jar today! Big 10^, 39^, 59^ sizes.

The Odorono Co., Inc., New York

Kaye Hanlon keeps that

fresh, sure-of-herself
poise on Kansas City's

hottest day.

SApEl-Y
I JO 3 DAYS

ODORONO CREAM WILL NOT IRRITATE YOUR SKIN
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. . . with MINER'S LIQUID
MAKE-UP, the same sleek,
streakless leg make-up that

English girls have been "going
wild about" ever since silk

hosiery disappeared for the

duration.

This "wonder" product gives stocking-

less legs real eye-catching glamour, im-

parting the same velvety-smooth attrac-

tiveness to the legs that it does to the
lace, neck and arms.

Smooth it on in a jiffy . . . you "11 find

that it's comfortably cool, looks like

sheer silk and won't rub off. It's water-
proof, too!

Just "pour yourself a pair of stock-

ings" today with MINER'S LIQUID
MAKE-UP . . . and forget runs, the high
cost of silk stockings and all the other
war-time hosiery headaches.

Ask for the special hosiery shades—

»

Rose Beige and Golden Mist.

More women use MINER'S than
any other LIQUID MAKE-UP!
Buy it!. . Try it!. . You '11 love it!

MINER'S
JiquidMAKE-UP

50c, 25c and 10c at
cosmetic and hosiery
counters everywhere

For an exquisite all-daypowder
base or far harmonising face
and leg make-up . . . use one
of these flattering shades s

Peach RacheUe * Brunette
Suntan • Hawaiian • Nut Brown

Forrest Tucker, John Howard, Marguerite Chapman and Bruce Bennett, as they appear

"Submarine Raider," which gives a graphic account of the Japanese attack at Pearl Harb
Miss Chapman is the former Powers model being groomed for stardom by Columb

I T REALLY would be a great loss if Jack
' Benny and Bob Hope got their way.

Bob, who is doing a magnificent job- enter-

taining the boys, would like to join up. But
he's needed too badly in his present setup.

Benny would like to go off the air for a
year, he's that exhausted. Picture commit-

ments that must be met, his weekly radio

show, numerous benefits and playing Army
camps, have put Jack under a terrific

strain. But he feels it would be unpatriotic

right now to quit, much as he needs the

rest. Keep 'em laughing will continue to be

Bob's and Jack's motto. They're a couple

of great guys, yes?

WHEN the draft board gave Errol

Flynn a definite 4-F rating, he took

himself right to Washington. Because of

an athletic heart, Errol may not be able

to do combat duty. But he is definitely

going to serve in some capacity, or else.

Upon his return, Errol could only say that

his trip had produced most satisfactory re-

sults. More than that he can't reveal at

this time. By the time you read this Errol

will be a one hundred percent United States

citizen. With his divorce problems all set-

tled now, things are practically back to

normal again.

A GROUP of studio people were sitting

around the luncheon table in the com-
missary. Victor Mature was among those

present. As usual, Victor was doing most
of the talking.

"What am I doing in a musical?" Vic-

tor quipped. "Someone does the singing for

me. Someone also does the dancing for

me."
"Who's going to do the acting for you?"

a voice piped up. The table roared. With
all due credit to Vic, he laughed the loud-

est.

ANN SOTHERN got her divorce from
> Roger Pryor in twelve minutes. All

she has to do is wait a year until she is

legally free. When she got home from the

court-room, there was a huge box of

flowers waiting. Attached to the box was a
pair of handcuffs. On a card signed by
John Hambleton, Ann's friend of long

standing, were these words : "Pardon me,

lady, but did you drop these ?"

DANCING with tears in her eyes is r<

Betty Grable's theme song. Her or.

tion was the direct cause of a strain

happened while doing a strenuous d
routine. Throwing herself into it like

trouper she is, Betty passed out cold
the last bar of music. Production has
called off. Cesar Romero, her screen d

ing partner, is at home planting a Vic
Garden—waiting for Betty to get
again.

C'IMULTANEOUSLY with the new
O John Barrymore's death, Hollywooc
ceived word that "Muzzie" May Roi
was well enough to return to work at

After a lingering and serious illness, H
zie won her battle to live. When
worked with John Barrymore in "Reu
In Vienna," John always kidded Mi
about being so eternally young, she'd

live them all. With John Barrymore's r

ing, much of the local color goes o\>

Hollywood.

CTRANGE indeed was' Richard Wh-
O release from Warner Bros. On Si

day night the famous stage star dined

one of the top executives. He was ass

that on the following Monday his of

was being taken up. Great plans wer
store for him. But on Monday Dickie

ceived the news that he had been dro
from the contract list. A deal is nov
the fire with M-G-M.

IT WAS Joel McCrea who reportedh

fused to work again opposite Verc
Lake, this time in "I Married A Wii'

Freddie March took the job. Now
Freddie who vows he will never work
La Lake again. Being a gentleman

steadfastly refuses to discuss the situa

But to an intimate friend he is suppose

have said: "I just don't get her."

IF JACK BENNY has his way,
' Merkel will soon appear opposite

comedian on the screen. When it conn

talent. Jack thinks Una is about tops, i

been in New York doing radio for a se:

We've missed you, LTna, and we more
agree with "Buck" Benny.
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Hedy Lamarr's Intimate Ideas about Herself!

FOR THE FIRST TIME since she arrived in Amer-

ica—frightened by the sensationalism of her ad-

vance publicity—Hedy Lamarr feels sure enough of her-

self to talk frankly about the person she really is. And

she talks—in Screen Guide! Everything one girl wants

to know of another is explored—her ideas, ambitions

and loves—with some tips for yourself along the way!

Other Scoops in August Screen Guide:

"Why I Hated Andy Hardy!" by Ann Rutherford. She's

out of Mickey Rooney's life; see why she wanted to be!

Love's Future for Rita Hayworth. She's free—for what?

Ladies Prefer Heels! You'll be amazed at the psychological

wallop in the story of George Sanders' success!

What YOU Can Do for a Soldier. Michele Morgan advises.

Maureen O'Hara Hides from Hollywood! Real reasons why.

Robert Young—Man on the Home Front: How life goes on.

ALSO: Exciting co/or portraits of Alexis Smith, Jane Wyman, Ronald

Reagan, Ann Rutherford, Maureen O'Hara. Plus pages of intimate gos-

sip, fashion news, beauty tips, movie reviews— all in Screen Guide!

Screen Guide
AUGUST ISSUE

Now on Sale

at ALL NEWSSTANDS

UPID'S Kut-ups: Evelyn Ankers and
tall, blond Richard Denning dreaming

J ip to the Mocambo Rumba music . . .

t i for Margo and Eddie Albert, who

I
1't even need music . . . Paul Brinkman,
i times referred to as "The poor man's

~

cl Flynn," out again and again with

:e Duprez . . . Alfred Vanderbilt, Jr.,

v, r
':ing glowing-eyed at K. T. Stevens . . .

\j{ jui Gordon, helping to bring June Lang

'ijljtk into circulation . . . Edmund O'Brien

ct i Michele Morgan dunking at the Derby
loving it . . . Carole Landis, dancing

e she's left her motor running. Wooly
,nahue on the receiving end . . . Lana

.,
: iirner, being called a fugative from a band
jder, having fun with Howard Hughes

% John Payne and Sheila Ryan exchang-
;r
- warm glances at the Icecapades . . .

— illiam Lundigan once again flashing those

iples at Marguerite Chapman, who
• 1

jshes right back . . . Cesar Romero's big
c rtiient is a South American blonde. He's

king in jewelry store windows and not

-ause he wants to set his watch.

fHAT-NEXT DEPARTMENT: Ve-
ronica Lake, her famous hair dyed a

nato shade, is sporting a new version of

! pigtail style. Instead of two pigtails

er her ears, Ronnie is wearing four pig-

ls with a different colored bow tied to

$i. By the time she starts her next pic-

"e, her hair will probably be blonde again.

ie studio no likee.

HE story behind the story of Ann Hard-
ing's return to the screen, is really what's

teresting. Ten years ago when Ann was
big Paramount star, the wardrobe man
|
her set was named Fred Zinneman. She

,ill be directed by Fred in her first com-
xk picture at M-G-M. Nice going!

Nan Wynn, above, will be seen in the new Abbott and Costello picture, "Pardon My Sarong

The dark-eyed, dark-haired charmer from Broadway does more than wear a sarong and look

pre+ty—she sings ond carries on a riotously comic romance with the chubby Romeo Costello.
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Romance Comes to Van Heflin!

Continued from page 51

type, that he is quiet and unassuming, he is,

today, in the full glare of another spot-
light as hero of one of Hollywood's sweet-
est love stories.

A few months ago, I asked Van the
question, "What about romance?" And he
gaily replied, "There isn't any. So far,

my love-life has had no serious chapters.
Guess I've been too busy. Oh yes," he
added, "someday I hope to find true love
and congenial companionship. I want to
marry, have a home and children, but I'm
in no hurry. It must be the right romance:
my marriage will be for keeps."

Now, six months later to the very day
after Van met the cute little Irish starlet,

Frances Neal, his dream came true—he had
found romance ! At 10 o'clock Saturday
morning, May 16th, they were married in

the Westwood Congregational Church, with
only members of the two families and a
few intimate friends present. The wedding
ring was a plain gold band. A month be-
fore, Van had given Frances a diamond and
platinum engagement ring. They spent their
honeymoon at Del Monte, the most pictur-
esque spot on the Pacific coast, and on their
return to Hollywood, they went to a modest
Hollywood apartment which they had
chosen for their first home.
And—back of all this is a truly Ameri-

can boy-meets-girl romance. Van and
Frances were introduced at an informal din-
ner given by the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
producer, Joseph Pasternak, and both admit
it was love at first sight. Maybe it was the
flaming red hair—her friends call her Fire-
cracker! Maybe it was her saucy, smiling
mouth ; or maybe it was the sweetness, the
womanliness shining through her blue eyes
that sent a big_ wallop straight to Van's
heart. They quickly discovered congenial
tastes : tennis, swimming, riding. They both
love music, books and the drama, but pass
up the hectic night life. Van says that as a
social figure he is a flop because he's a
terrible dancer. Nightly, they dine to-
gether, alternating between her home, where

she lived with her father, a United States
Army Surgeon stationed at the Sawtelle
Hospital, and her mother, and the Brent-
wood apartment where Van and his mother
lived, his father having passed away re-
cently. They talked of everything during
long drives and then, one moonlight night,
Van asked her to marry him. To his delight,

though he'll probably tease her about it for
the next fifty years, she demurely replied,

"I'll be proud to be Mrs. Heflin!"

Frances has given up her career which
was blooming at RKO, her most outstand-
ing role being opposite Dennis O'Keefe in
"Lady Scarface," and she will devote her-
self to being a wife—all her ambitions are
centered on her husband's career. And Van
is tremendously serious about his acting,

and if living is an actor's equipment, he has
qualified.

Born in a small Oklahoma town, where
his father was a dentist, the family moved
to Long Beach, California, just as he was
ready to enter the seventh grade. It was
here that he discovered the ocean. He spent
every spare hour hanging about the water-
front of the Long Beach and San Pedro
harbors, and when summer came he shipped
on a fishing schooner bound for Mexican
waters. Next vacation he sailed for Hawaii,
the next for South America, and the fol-
lowing summer, after graduating from high
school, he made his first trip to England.
Then, he climaxed two years at the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma by sailing through the
Panama Canal. It was this journey that
changed his life. , .

"Arriving in New York,'' said Van, "I
looked up my girl cousin, the only person
I knew in the city. Still in my seaman's
clothes, and carrying my seaman's kit, I

barged in on a swanky cocktail party,
where a lot of theatrical people were mill-
ing around. To them I must have looked
like a character in a drama and as a joke,
they put me up to calling on Charming-
Pollock who was casting a play. I've al-

ways imagined that Pollock caught the

WAR BONDS AND STAM]

FOR VICTOR

This is love. Van Heflin, who recently married Frances Neal after a brief courtship,
poses above with his bride. How does this compare with the love scene on opposite page?

joke-angle and decided to turn the tal

on his friends, for he sent me to his direct

the late Richard Boleslawsky. Now, it

happened that Boleslawsky liked young,
experienced players, whom he could mo-
to suit himself, and amazing as it seems,

gave me a part. He was marvelous, wo
ing with me and giving me the advanta;

of his rich European training, and I not o

opened with the play, 'Mr. Money Peni

but stayed on until the final performar
three months later.

"By that time I was completely di

lusionized, and never wanted to see

theater again. You see, I had built ur

glamor world in my imagination that no
ing, not even the stage, could meet. ^

closed on Saturday night and on Sum
morning I was aboard a merchant s!

where for three years I viewed the wo
as a sailor. Before leaving, to quiet i

conscience because I was not returning

the University, I secured the La Salle E

tension Course of Law, but soon decided I

sea was to be my profession for it offei

the adventures and thrills I craved. Y
learn every emotion at sea. Life is ste

often tragic, with danger and death ridi

each wave.
"At the end of three years I came ho

to visit the family and my father, vt

diplomatically, suggested that I compl
my college course. I thought, why not:

have plenty of time and the sea will w
for me, so I pitched in and did two ye;

in one. By the time I was graduated i

ambitions had taken a complete flip-flop

wanted to be an actor ! I went on to Y;

for a year's study, then tackled New Yo
I bumped into the usual story : living ir

heaven of hopes, starving between sm
jobs, an occasional mild triumph—

y

know, that magic world of heartbreak a

joy that is never found anywhere else. A
how I loved every hour!"

After Van finally made the grade, he 1

came a favorite in many New York pla

but he found real fame as the young i

porter in "The Philadelphia Story," w
Hepburn, which ran two full years

Broadway, with an added twenty-two W< i

tour of sixty cities.
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his looks like love, but it's only a scene from

IKid Glove Killer," with Van Heflin and

arsha Hunt. Hard to tell "reel" love from

eal thing? That's because Van's a good actor.

''I was so wrapped up in the theater that

didn't give the screen a serious thought,"

|j.e explained. "Want to know what turned

ijhe trick? It was when I learned that

lairing the first two weeks' run of the film

Irersion of 'The Philadelphia Story' five

imes more people saw it than had witnessed

uir hundreds of stage performances. Every

|.ctor loves an audience, and the thought of

one so vast thrilled me beyond words. I

lecided then and there that motion pictures

ivould be my goal. I'll always love the stage

but the screen offers the challenge of creat-

ing a new character every few weeks, with

lew associations, new emotional reactions,

iigainst new environments. I ask you, could

«ny actor resist such an opportunity?

:
"An actor's emotions," Van went on, "are

!he same for the theater and the screen, but

he technique for expressing them is very

lifferent. On the stage we rely on audience

'-tactions, but for a picture we depend

.vholly on the director's response. These

directors are remarkable men and every-

one with whom I've worked has given me
valuable help. For instance, during the film-

ing of 'Johnny Eager' we completed a scene

and Director Mervyn LeRoy said. 'That's

fine. Print it.' I spoke up saying I was sure

I could do better were it approached a

different way. With a lenient look, LeRoy
replied, 'All right, we'll do it your way and

print both, then we'll look at them together.'

We remade the scene following my ideas,

frith LeRoy cooperating in every way,_ and

when it was finished I was jubilant for I

was confident it was a perfect shot. Later,

we viewed both scenes in the projection room
.—and mine w-as awful ! I'd missed com-

pletely. You see, LeRoy understood visual

emotions. I didn't. But that_ experience gave

me a whole course in movie technique."

Van's next film will be a gripping drama.

"The Man on America's Conscience," and

he is especially excited over it because those

grand troupers, Lionel Barrymore and

Marjorie Main, will share the honors.

At the moment, however, the honey-

mooners are living in a romantic heaven.

However, they are practical kids and are

planning a San Fernando ranch home,

something of about 10 acres, where they

will go in for real country life. Frances

proudlv boasts_ that she is already a good
cook and she wants a Victory garden, while

Van has a flock of ideas as to how to put

a ranch on a paying basis—no gentleman-

farming for him. So the present and the

future look rosy indeed, for Mr. and Mrs.

Van Heflin.

Remember when the boys used to say that girls are "made

of sugar and spice and all things nice"? Those days are gone forever

. . . 'you're no sissy now

!

You and a million other volunteers have learned the meaning of

give and take. You give your time and energy, and take your assignments

as they come. Every day they need you . . . every day of the month.

Many's the night you used to hobble home, dead tired. But now

you're a veteran! You've learned how to be a good soldier , . .

to keep going, keep smiling ... no matter what!

The greatest triumph of all— now even "difficult days'* don"t

slow you down! Not since girls-in-the-know put you wise to the

greater comfort of Kotex sanitary napkins.

Keep going — every day!

You'd like to pass on the good word to all the girls. That Kotex is

made in soft folds so it's naturally less bulky . . . more comfortable

made to stay soft while wearing. A lot different from pads

that only "feel" soft at first touch.

And wheiTyou're really comfortable, everything seems brighter!

You'll take Kotex for mental comfort, too. Because its

flat, pressed ends keep your secret safe whether

you're wearing a uniform or your favorite formal.

And its moisture-resistant "safety shield" gives

a girl extra protection and poise.

So it's no wonder that Kotex is

more popular than all other brands

of pads put together!

After all— that's proof that Kotex

stays soft! The best proof!

Be confident . . . comfortable

—with KOTEX*!

FREE HANDBOOK OF DO'S AND DON'T'S. The new booklet.

"As One Girl To Another", tells what to do and not to do on

"difficult days". Discusses subjects as: bathing, swimming, danc-

ing, social contacts, etc. Mail name and address to P.O.Box 3434.

Dept. S-8, Chicago, for copy FREE

!

(*T.M. Reg.U. S. Pat. Off.
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RITA HAYWORTH
Columbia Pictures Star

Hollywood stars can't stop to

fix their hair whenever they'd .%\^%>j
like to. That's why so many of %j[ .f<s]Si
them depend on Grip • Tuth. ^-sfi^

Grip-Tuth looks like a comh>—but isn't.

This non-metallic hair retainer slides into

your hair in a jiffy—and stays there until

you take it out ! And that's especially im-

portant if you're working in the war
effort, where you must keep your hair up,

out of the way! Try one to hold your
wave. Try one to keep your hair high on
the sides. Try one to anchor bows or
flowers just where you want them ! Two on
a card (or one extra length) only 25c. If

notion counter or beauty shop can't sup-

ply you, send 25c for card. State hair color.

GRIP-TUTH : Diadem, Inc., Leominster, Mass., Dept 66
Nu-Hesive Surgical Dressings, by our affiliated com-
pany, are one of our contributions to National Defense

Pretty Sheila Ryan, attired in white bra-halter and brightly colored striped shorts, is

all set for a good sunning. Sheila is currently the romantic lead opposite John Sh el-

ton in 20th Century-Fox's new Laurel and Hardy comedy, "A-Haunting We Will Go."

Charlie Chaplin Talks

About Paulette Coddard

Continued from page 3 I

Paulette—whom he referred to constantly

and only as "Mrs. Chaplin." It was a Satur-
day night party in Hollywood. Open house,

with guests drifting in informally. Lewis
Browne, the modern philosopher who wrote
This Believing World," arrived with a

small white-haired young-faced gentleman.

"It's Charlie Chaplin!" The whisper went
around the big drawing room—as though it

were a rumor. Charlie rarely attends Holly-
wood parties. Both he and Paulette lived

fairly secluded lives.

Rec'ently both Paulette and Charlie had
been seen with others about Hollywood.

And together only once in several wee
Further, Paulette had taken a. seven-ro
house in Cold Water Canyon and Hoi
wood was ready to believe that the Ch
lin marriage was over.

Charlie acknowledged the introducti>

—and luckily Mr. Browne brought him
join our particular group. "A man can
lonely with fame," Charlie said mak
himself comfortable in a low chair. "H
it was Saturday night. I had nothing
do but twiddle my fingers. Many a ni

I sit up there in my big house, and w
someone would invite me to a party or!

dinner."

Charlie jwas smiling. But his voice
actually wistful. "I have been told t

some people hesitate to invite me. T! :

think it must be a big state occasion o
would not come. They think unless it i.

c

important party that I wouldn't be int

ested. I like to talk to people, just like as

one else."

Mr. Chaplin-has a low modulated vok
a simple appeal—a gentle approach-
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ijgh he is over fifty, he is young, without

I ne on his face. In fact he is the tennis

,mi> of Beverly Hills* most exclusive

|
;hborhood, playing daily at five in the

Irrnoons.

:jomeone remarked on Paulette's amaz-
; rise to stardom, half fearful of in-

.jling on Charlie's personal privacy. But

11 it was he who had first mentioned Mrs.

jiplin. "Not amazing at all," Charlie

,{. "Only amazing is the persistence and

Xgv of such a little girl. For five years

is. Chaplin studied diligently. She took

vtrsity courses in English, diction, lit-

l.ure. She had five hours of study every

Our house was like a university with

lessors always about. She took dancing

-inging lessons and between times she

bd time to design her own clothes. She

fc hats, the most intriguing litttle hats

bits of ribbon and straws. She's a little

;amo. I used to tell her she could open a

shop and do right well." Charlie

ckled.

Paulette was always such a busy little

hg," Charlie was saying about the vi-

icus Paulette who has risen to top star-

I n at Paramount—and who personally

^r.ch an enigma to everyone. "She was

t a little pixie with her knitting needles

i
king away—so busy. When we sat by

I fireplace, or out in the garden, or on

I vacht, she was busy knitting." Charlie

tated Paulette with her flying knitting

'dies in his inimitable pantomime. "All

pmy sweaters, and even my socks, she

I! tted. She used to t»rn out a sweater in

? ouple of days. When H. G. Wells was

I bur house," Charlie continued, "and ad-

. td one of my sweaters, that little busy-

Ilfers surprised him with a completed

-ater the next night for dinner. Sounds

(! lelievable. But that's the way Mrs.

I aolin is." Charlie gestured helplessly,

f
i Ih his hands, and shrugged his shoulders,

f
I Why—one time I came home and the

f! ire
house had been done over. I didn't

JjW my own house. I had spent a modest

jgtnne years back when Pickfair and the

Wjjer estates up our way had been done.

E what had Mrs. Chaplin done but had

ntire place refurnished. In good taste

, he carefully added,

loth Charlie and Paulette refused any

II all interviews on their marriage. But

here, socially, among his friends, Charlie

spoke freely.

While he commented favorably on "Reap
the Wild Wind," Charlie still preferred

Paulette as the simple little peasant girl—"with her hair blowing in the wind in the

closing scenes of 'The Dictator.' Or as the

little girl in 'Modern Times.' Then she was
the true Paulette."

Even the most severe critics of Paulette

Goddard avow her to be one of the most
exotic women on the screen—daringly

beautiful, vivaciously alluring. I said as

much. But to Charlie she possesses none
of the wenchiness she displayed in "North
West Mounted Police." Rather to him she

was a "childlike creature of whims." One
who had blossomed from a promising bud
into a full-blown flower.

Charlie heartily agreed that she was the

first of his leading ladies to establish her-

self securely as a star. He admitted in the

beginning he had not been wholly in accord

with Paulette's ambition to make her own
way. That he had planned on her being

exclusively a Chaplin leading lady around
whom he would write special pictures, pic-

tures that would be artistic achievements
presenting Paulette's beauty and loveliness

as Charlie knew it.

"Mrs. Chaplin is a buoyant young
sybarite—hepped with energy- and beauty.

She simply had to see if she could make
good on her own without my help. She
did,'' he said.

It is remembered that when Paulette first

tested for the role of Scarlett in "Gone with

the Wind" Charlie protested. The David
Selznick estate is across the road in the

Beverly Hills from the Chaplin estate. One
morning Paulette in a crinoline gown with

a hoop skirt and pantalettes—with a basket

of freshly cut roses—crossed the road and
called on the about-to-be-producer of "G.

W.T.W." It was before breakfast and
her appearance as a southern belle was
startling and convincing. In fact Paulette

came away with the role virtually promised
to her. Charlie convinced her, however, to

wait and play with him in "The Dictator."

He had written it for the two of them. It

was his most cherished ambition for her

and for himself. So like a dutiful little

wife Mrs. Chaplin patiently waited.

"Paulette has a smart little business head.

All the screen stars are helping the great cause by furnishing entertainment for the

service men and Paulette Goddard is no exception. Above, Paulette ,s shown in front

of a loud-speaker doing her bit at the American Theatre Wing Stage Door Canteen.
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"Speakinq about

life-savers

..mine's MPJ)OL'

DURING precious vacation days and all

through the year, Midol regularly plays
"life-saver" for millions of girls and women
. . . relieving their functional menstrual pain,
turning "time to suffer" into extra time for
active, comfortable living.

Among many women interviewed, 96% of
those who reported using Midol at their last
menstrual period had found these tablets
effective. Try Midol with confidence. It
contains no opiates, and unless you have
some organic disorder demanding special
medical or surgical care, it should give you
comfort. One Midol ingredient relieves head-
ache and muscular suffering, one is mildly
stimulating, and another exclusive ingre-
dient increases relief by reducing spasmodic
pain peculiar to the time.
Get Midol at any drugstore—the small

package to prove its effect- ^^^T^"5"^™^.
ive help; the large package /^Guaranteed
for economical, regular use. VGoo(l Housekeeping

MIDOL
RELIEVES FUNCTIONAL PERIODIC PAIN

Any PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8xB0 inches. Original returned safelv.Send
No Money. Jrjst mail photo, snapshot or negative
—receive promptly handsome Enlargement. Pay
postman only 47c plus postage.Standard Art Stu-
dios. Dept. 492-K, 113 S.Jefferson, Chicago

47*

Protect the Families

of Navy Men!
TO care for Navymen and their

families—(this includes the
Marine Corps and the Coast
Guard Welfare)—the Citizens'
Committee of the Navy Relief
Society is asking for your help.
Give generously to your local Navy
Relief Committee. Give today!

Check should be made payable to Navy
Relief Society and sent to Citizens'
Committee, 730 Fifth Ave., New York.

Photo by Vandamm

Want to meet the movie stars? Join the Army or Navyl Bette Davis was flooded with request
for autographs when she appeared at the American Theatre Wing Stage Door Canteen

She actually had a contract drawn up stipu-
lating that I should pay her $2500 a week.
That was more than I had ever paid a
leading lady in one of my pictures."
Which again brings forth the fact that

Paulette is the only one of Charlie's leading-
ladies to use her initiative to forge ahead
in Hollywood. Edna Purviance was the
first of his leading ladies to become known.
She appeared in "Woman of Paris" and
"The Kid" and then dropped out of pictures.
But not from the Chaplin payroll. For
many years Edna, like Chaplin's full studio
staff, drew a weekly salary. Even today
Charlie meets a weekly payroll, whether
he is making pictures or not, for his em-
ployees who have been with him for twenty
or thirty years.

Briefly Charlie recalled that Merna
Kennedy was his leading lady in "The
Circus." She left pictures to marry Busby
Berkeley. Mildred Harris became his lead-
ing lady and then his wife. They had a
baby who died. She left Charlie and pic-
tures and went into vaudeville. Virginia
Cherrill was in "City Lights.'' She secured
a six-months' stock contract at Fox and
then married Cary Grant, later marrying
the Earl of Jersey of England. Georgia
Hale, who played the lead in Charlie's
"Gold Rush," which currently reissued is

grossing its eighth million, retired after
one picture. I recall seeing Georgia and
Charlie meet in the lobby of the West-
wood

^
Village theater the night of its

premiere recently. Georgia is still beautiful
and Charlie greeted her warmly. She too
never went farther in films. And there
was Lita Gray who after a movie became
Mrs. Chaplin and bore Charlie two sons,
Sidney and Charlie, Jr.,- now fifteen and
sixteen. Of them all Paulette, career-
minded, talented, over-rode Charlie's hearty
objections—and tried for stardom on her
own.

It is to be remembered that she secured
a copy of the script of Cecil B. DeMille's
"North West Mounted Police." She was
fascinated. She studied the role of the half-
breed Indian girl—aflame with all the wiles
of her sex. That she began sending daily
postcards to Mr. DeMille asking him for
an interview for the role. That one £ay,
dressed completely in character as Louz'ctte

Corbcau, she invaded DeMille's office

Paramount and convinced DeMille, as
had never been convinced before, tl

Paulette was Louvctte.
This amazing bit of strategy on Paulett

part, together with her ability as an actre
so impressed the veteran DeMille that
calls for Paulette repeatedly for his p
tures. Which is one of the highest comp
ments any actress can ask for.
At first Charlie was not too hapf

Paulette was busy morning, noon and nig
at Paramount. At times he called for 1:

in the evening. Once or twice he watch
her from the sidelines of the set. Then h
own picture began. Paulette divided h
time between Paramount and the Chapl
studios. At the latter she was the qui
dutiful little girl who sat on the set awai
mg orders from Mr. Chaplin. All of her r

marks, all her conversation were precedi
with "Charlie says ."

At Paramount she was La Goddard, wl
worked long hard hours tirelessly—enoua
to wear down the average Hollvwoc||
glamor girl. Work only added to Paulette )

zest and freshened her vivacity. "I ha\*
such a beautiful wardrobe bulging wi|
clothes—such lovely jewels," she said. "Bi
no time to wear them."
On occasion Paulette and Charlie visite

the night clubs. The photographers had
holiday shooting pictures of Paulette in hej
lovely jewels and gowns. When Charlie wl
engrossed in picture production Paulett;
appeared with numerous escorts. Whei
Paulette was working, Charlie did tha
same.

Recently his name was linked frequentlj
with Jinx Falkenburg. They were itemed f

a "Mocambination." Jinx, however, accoiri
panied Paulette to the premiere of "Rea
the Wild Wind"—because Charlie was ur
able to attend. Which upset the gossi

i
BUY UNITED STATES

WAR SAVINGS
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,riters. One night Charlie brought Hedy
"iamarr on his arm to the Mocambo. Hedy
moved her slippers to dance with Charlie

her stocking feet—so she wouldn't tower

er the little man. Then he'd squire

—

.ivia Fairbanks, widow of his good friend,

e late Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. But not so

ng ago it was Paulette who again ap-

ared with Charlie—and he seemed radi-

ifly happy. Everyone saw the diamond

jip he had presented her as an anniver-

ry gift. A gift from Mr. Chaplin to

rs. Chaplin!

:As unpredictable a married couple as

o'.lywood had ever known—each pursuing

s and her life with complete freedom. A
eedom that amazed and puzzled—but one
hich was completely understood by the

i/o of them.

Ten years is a long marriage in Holly-

ood. It was back in 1933 when Charlie

ok Paulette and her mother, Mrs. Alta

ocdard, to the Orient on his yacht the

V'.acea. When the yacht, berthed at Singa-

>re Paulette stepped ott wearing a wed-
ng ring. Captain David Anderson, ship's

ipper, had performed the ceremony at sea,

as the announcement. Charlie registered

« Panacea in Paulette's name as a wed-
jng gift.

I once heard Paulette say that she had
st met Charlie at her uncle's home in the

uth when she was a little girl. Charlie

ys they met again and he was introduced

the little girl who had grown up "with

,face and a figure that any man couldn't

rget"
Paulette had been married and divorced.

ie was a Ziegfeld girl with a contract as

ow girl in a Sam Goldwyn movie. It is

membered that soon Charlie was escorting

e buxom blonde Goddard girl. He an-

•unced she would be his leading lad}' in

.lodern Times." On completion of the

pture Charlie and Paulette went to the
rient on their surprise honeymoon. On
eir return Paulette and her mother moved
to the Chaplin mansion.
Only recently all had not seemed to go
loothly with Charlie and Paulette. Al-
ough mystery had shrouded their differ-

ces and quarrels—if any. Domestic rifts

ci been rumored from time to time
wice Paulette had moved out of the Chap-
: house and she had come back. Now it

emed wise to keep her own house in Cold

Water Canyon. Her mother has a home
in Pasadena and Chaplin has a beach house
at Santa Monica.

Paulette became the idol of Charlie's two
sons. "Mrs. Chaplin was always a tomboy,
pal to my sons, instead of a step-mother."

Charlie spoke of Paulette with a warm
affection. According to Charlie, Mrs. Chap-
lin was a very wonderful little wife.

"Mrs. Chaplin was getting too famous
for me," he said wistfully. "I had hoped
she would be in all of my pictures. Eut she
had so many pictures ahead of her on her
contracts."

Charlie was referring to the screenplay

he is scripting from "Shadow and Sub-
stance," the Broadway drama authored by
Paul Vincent Carroll. The only play
Charlie ever purchased and for which he
paid $25,000. At present he is coaching an-

other young unknown girl, Joan Barry,
who "has great talent" to play the feminine

lead.

"The Dictator" made four millions and
Charlie's "Gold Rush" has made a million

since its reissue.

Charlie's great dramatic appeal to the

world for peace and unity at the close of
"The Dictator" brought on international

|

controversy. Charlie himself commented on I

it—and asked for the opinion of those in

our group—if he had exceeded or over-
stepped the bounds of propriety.

One noted author spoke up : "Mr.
Chaplin," he said, "without a doubt you are
the greatest comedian of the age. Here-
tofore your pictures, your portrayal of the

humble little tramp, have made the world
laugh. Your name is synonymous with
comedy. What would you think it you had
witnessed a clown at a circus give a great
performance—a clown who had convulsed
the audience with laughter. And at the end
of the act—this clown seriously broke into

the Gettysburg address?"
Charlie smiled. He did not remark. He

sat though fully looking at the fire. For
some moments he sat quietly. Then he
arose. "It has been a most delightful eve-
ning," he said, shaking hands all around.
"I must be going."
There was a lull in the conversation after

Charlie's departure. Then someone said,

"Why, tonight was history-making in

Hollywood ! Charlie Chaplin for the first

time talked about Paulette Goddard !"

Photo by Vandamm

hen Loretta Young visited the American Theatre Wing Stage Door Canteen, the boys

sll gathered around and had a fine time asking Miss Young questions about Hollywood.
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EXPERIENCED Mothers know
that summer teething must not

be trifled with— that summer up-
sets due to teething may seriously
interfere with Baby's progress.

Relieve your Baby's teething
pains this summer by rubbing on
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion— the
actual prescription of a famous
Baby specialist. It is effective and
economical, and has been used
and recommended by millions of
Mothers. Your druggist has it.

DR. HAND'S
T E ETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums'
Buy it from your druggist today

FALSE TEETHE^Cgg
90 DAYS TRIAL
TEST THEM

EXAMINE THEM
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from your mouth-impression! Money-Back
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known as eruptive pustules of the
epidermis. Send for FREE book-

let on emollient antiseptic and astringent method
used by prominent New England Dermatologist. No
harmful medicine, skin peel, etc. It's different. It's
yours for the asking. Write at once. Dr. D. W. Tracy
Co.. 1637 Rm. 36, New Haven, Conn.mSONG POEM WRITERS

Write today for free booklet <

lining profit sharing plan.
ALLIED MUSIC, Dept. 10

204 East Fourth St. Cincinnati. 1
WHAT CAUSES

EPILEPSY?
A booklet containing the opinions of famous doc-
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while they last, to any reader writing to the

Educational Division, 535 Fifth Ave., New York,

N. Y., Dept. SU-8.

Men? Women S Old at

40, 50, 60 ! Get Pep
Feel Years Younger, Full of Vim

Don't blame exhausted, worn-out, run-down feeling
on your age. Thousands amazed at what a little pep-
ping up with Ostrex will do. Contains general tonics
often needed after 40—by bodies lacking iron, calcium
phosphate. Vitamin Bt. A 73-year-old doctor writes:
"I took it myself. Results were fine." Special intro-
ductory size Ostrex Tonic Tablets costs only 35c. Stop
feeling pepless, old. Start feeling peppier and younger,
this very day. For sale at all good drug1 storeseverywhere.

He's the Man Other Men Hate! But Women Lov

Continued from page 27

more proficient and came to understand
ow many points can be made or lost on

the manner in which you approach the

board, the way you bounce before the dive,

he rigged up a diving-board in his back-
yard and spent additional hours practicing

approaches and bounces.

He learned the less angle there is be-

tween the leg and foot as you dive—the

more nearly you can make the foot seem
a prolongation of the leg—the more points

you get. And, of course, there is the mat-
ter of pointing the toes. So, when he went
to bed at night he took a board with him
and had his mother bind his feet and legs

to the board so they gradually began to

lie down instead of sticking up at right

angles.

He put up a high bar in his back yard
to practice giant swings and other acro-

batics. Many a night Mrs. Ladd came home
to apply poultices, hot or cold applications

to a bruised and bleeding offspring. But he
kept at it.

Eventually he became West Coast diving

champion during the time Dutch Smith,'

Mickey Riley and Georgia Coleman were
in their heyday.
"Why weren't you on the 1932 Olympic

Swimming Team with them?" I asked him
once.

Alan reddened but finally managed a

grin. "I lost my nerve," he said simply.

"I hit my head once and knocked myself

cold. From then on I found that every

time I went to make a dive I was worry-
ing more about whether I'd hit my head
again than I was about my form. A real

diver never thinks about anything but form,

once he starts towards the board. When I

couldn't concentrate on that any more, I

knew I'd never be any good again. So
I quit."

But before he quit he acquired a trunk-

ful of medals for his various feats of at
letic prowess and some press books a st

might envy.
Once he went to a dance and thoug

people were laughing at him. For sever
months after that he made the nig
hideous with the radio as he practio
dancing in the privacy of his living room

i

dancing around by himself with a book c

his head to insure poise and balance. B
the next time he went to a dance he m
a cup!

It was during his senior year at Nor
Hollywood High, he was persuaded to sii

the part of Koko in "The Mikado." H
singing voice has yet to be heard in pi

tures but it .attracted the attention of

talent scout from Universal who put hi

under contract, along with a bunch of cc

lege boys they were training for pictun
Tyrone Power was one of the group b
Ty lasted only a month. Alan was ke
on for four. Then the "school" was di

banded.

He went to work as a "grip" at Warn
Brothers but did little "gripping." He w
shifted and became a "high man"— one
the men who rig up scaffolding in tj

rafters for the lights. "If I had to be

high man," Alan told me naively, "I mai

up my mind I was going to be an outstan

ing one. I used to swing back and for

forty feet up in the air—where none
the others would go."

He remained there two years, saving 1

money and enrolled in The Ben Ba'

School of Acting. Graduated, Alan near
starved to death while looking for a chan
to act. He never got a nibble, either fro

stage or screen. Then, somehow—I dor

believe even he could tell you now ho

it happened—he got a chance on a loc

radio station. The result was he stay

on there for two years as the only stoi

Jane Wyman and her soldier-husband Ronald Reagan went along with Mary Livingstone to

greet the Jack Benny party on arrival for the dedication of the new San Francisco NBC Radio

City. From left, photo shows: Lieut. Reagan, Mary (Mrs. B.), Jack, Jane, and Don Wilson.
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or under salary to that radio station.

'What happened after the two years?"
nquired curiously.

'God sent me Sue," he replied soberly,

lie Carol is the only agent I know of

o will bother with an unknown. Most
them only want you after you've become
name' because 10% of a beginner's sal-
• is peanuts—and agents don't fool with
muts. They're used to caviar."

'About Sue," I prompted him.
'Oh! Well, she heard me on a program
: night when I was playing a dual role

. man of sixty and his son. She called

at the station and asked me to come
see her next day. For two years after

t she plugged me and rooted for me
il casting directors were ready to crawl
3 waste-baskets when they saw her
ning.

It's a funny thing," he went on, "dur-
those years I was on the radio I never
even an occasional part in pictures.

weeks after Sue signed me I played
Paramount's 'Rulers of the Sea.' The
:ics were pretty nice to me, too. I got
te a few bit parts after that, then the
1 in an independent called 'Goose Step.'

ried out for the lead opposite Bette
vis in a Silver Theatre program and

personally, asked to have me with
Then she asked for me again in a

ond program. I had two scenes in 'Cap-
i Caution' and Director Richard Wal-
I started plugging for me. Then William

.

iklejohn, supervisor of talent and cast-

at Paramount, said if I ever got the
it part I might go places.

I guess," he laughed, "he didn't realize

tit he was letting himself in for when
!said that to Sue because at least once
peek after that she'd call on him to see
,at parts were coming up over there that
jould do. Finally, after she'd got me a
E part in 'Joan of Paris,' she heckled
Jk into giving me a test for Raven. He
I me an interview with Frank Tuttle,
I© was to direct the film. After Mr.
•pie talked to me he really went whole-
|| on that test. He tested me" for two
id days" [Author's Note: I saw that

| and it is one of the finest tests I've

i in thirteen years of hanging around
dios], "and then Paramount signed me
H term contract."

Somewhere along the way Alan had
fried, and he has a small child. Both
,and his wife realized they had made a
jtake, however, and they separated
rtly after their marriage and were
orced.

People used to ask me," Alan said,

hat I did when I wasn't working—if

"ayed golf or tennis—if I went out at
jhts, and_ with whom. I'd fallen head
r heels in love with Sue by that time,
she was married. If I couldn't go out

]h her I didn't want to go out at all

I used to sit home nights and read,

fe only chance I had to see her was dur-
the day. I used to chauffeur her around
studios and wait while she called on

png directors. Everyone knew she was
gging me and if anyone saw me they
Right I was with her on an interview,
d I used to coach her other clients

en they were going out for tests—kids
j d had no experience. Anything to be
!h her.

When it finally got so we couldn't
nd it any longer, Sue went to Las Vegas
six weeks and got a divorce. A week
r we went to Mexico and were mar-

looked at him curiously. "You're
|tty sensitive, aren't you?" I asked
ntly.

Alan squirmed and looked uncomfortable,
guess so," he admitted, then, suddenly:
ee, Dick! A person can't live by himself

Jack Benny, first star to go on air from new
San Francisco Radio City studios, shown ar-

riving for dedication, with Rochester acting
as station porter. Jack didn't miss chance
to give War Bonds and Stamps a big plug.

all those years the way I did—no one to

play around with—no one to talk to—to

confide in—and not be sensitive. When you
don't mingle with people you don't under-
stand them and you imagine insults and
snubs when none are intended. You get
your feelings hurt over nothing. But now
I have Sue and I can only be hurt by her
or through her—and Susie wouldn't hurt
a fly."

"Tell me another thing," I persisted.

"Whatever made you want to become an
actor in the first place?"
He pondered that a moment. "I guess

in a way, acting is just a continuation of

my athletic career. When you're an athlete

you're performing in front of people. You
get used to applause, to reading about your-
self and being pointed out when you go
anywhere. When that stops you miss it.

And I guess there was just enough ham
in me to make me do something about it."

"Oh, yes," I remembered, "there's some-
thing else, too. Jack Mulhali once remarked
you have more sex appeal iri your voice

than most actors have in their entire

bodies. Who trained it?"

Alan looked uncomfortable again. "I

guess I did," he confessed. "I used to no-
tice when I was on the air a lot my throat

and vocal chords got tired. It didn't seem
to me it should be that way. So I started

experimenting. I don't know much about
the technical end of voice culture but I

began imagining the roof of my mouth a

sort of sounding board and I thought, if,

instead of trying to force words and sounds

out through my mouth, I could just make
them hit that sounding board they would
bounce out. It worked. So then I began
reading aloud to myself for practice

—

watching the clock to see how long I could

ready without tiring myself. It's good for

diction and it gives you nuances of intona-

tion, too, because if you don't vary your

tones you even get tired of your own
voice."

For the last half hour he'd been fidgeting,

glancing out the window, growing more
and more restless. All at once he jumped
up, strode to the window and peered down
the street.

"Let's go !" he cried, his face lighting

up. "Here comes Susie. Isn't she wonder-
ful?"

Folks, meet Alan Ladd!
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The Moon and Sixpence"

Continued from page 25

couldn't understand the miracle of this

strangely beautiful woman who was his

wife. His eyes worshipped her as- she moved
around the studio, and it wasn't only in

his eyes she was beautiful; her beauty was
there for all to see. They were a strange

couple, this clown of a man and this tall

lovely girl, and stranger still was the affec-

tion in her eyes as she looked at him, the

deep feeling for him sensed under her

reserve.

It was only when Geoffrey asked if by
any chance Dirk had ever run across a
painter named Strickland, that her re-

serve went.
"Beast !" The word came in a whisper

and her blue eyes smouldered.
Dirk laughed as one would at the tant-

rum of a particularly adored child. "She
doesn't like him," he explained super-

fluously.

But Blanche refused to be placated. "I

don't like bad manners," she insisted.

"The fact remains that he's a great

artist." Dirk shrugged. "A very great

artist."

"Impossible!" Geoffrey said. "The man
only began painting five years ago."

"I tell you he's a genius," Dirk insisted.

"In a hundred years, if you and I are re-

membered at all, it will only be because
we knew Charles Strickland."

"I think his pictures are awful !" Blanche
couldn't conceal the loathing in her voice.

"Dirk, you know yourself that people only

laugh when you talk about his paintings.

They think you're having a joke with
them."
"Ah, sweetheart, you don't understand

!"

Dirk put his hand on hers. "Why should

you think beauty is a stone on the beach
for any passer-by to pick up? Beauty is

something wonderful and strange that the

artist creates in torment out of chaos. It

isn't always easy to recognize it at first.

For that you must have knowledge and
sensitiveness and imagination." He turned

to Geoffrey then. "I'll take you to see

Strickland, if you like. He goes to a cafe

in the Avenue de Clichy every evening at

seven o'clock."

In spite of himself, Geoffrey felt that

curious excitement over seeing the man
again. He recognized him at once, even
though he had grown a beard, for there was
that same, almost fanatical light in his

.eyes, that burning intensity which would set

him apart anywhere, and he was wearing
the same suit he had on five years ago.

Stained and threadbare, it looked as if it

had been made for someone else as it hung
on his emaciated body.

"Hullo, Fatty," he said insolently, as

Dirk came over to him. "What do you
want ?"

"I've brought an old friend to see you."
Dirk's smile closed over the hurt in his

eyes.

"My friend Dirk thinks you're a great
artist," Geoffrey put in quickly to cover his

friend's embarrassment.
"I'm sorry I can't return the compli-

ment," Strickland shrugged.
When Dirk left, impatient to be with

Blanche again, Geoffrey's first impulse was
to leave with him. But already the fascina-

tion this complex man held for him was
beginning to take hold. "Will you let me see

your pictures ?" he asked.

"Why should I?" The other looked at

him insolently.

"I might feel inclined to buy one,"

Geoffrey said.

"I might not feel inclined to sell one,"
Strickland said. Then, "Will you lend me
fifty francs?"

"I wouldn't dream of it!" Geoffrey n
no attempt to hide his contempt.

;

since you're half starved, maybe I'll i

you a dinner, not that I care if you st;

or not."

"All right, then." The man's eyes lit

"I'd like a decent meal."

He ate as if he hadn't eaten for days
all through the dinner Geoffrey read
paper propped up against the wine
canter, until Strickland, exasperatec
being ignored, spoke to him abruptly. "

j

disapprove of me, don't you?"
"Nonsense!" Geoffrey folded the p

and put it away. "I don't disapprove of'

boa constrictor, either. On the conti
j

I'm interested in his mental processes.'',

"I see." Strickland nodded. "You'i
writer and, you take a purely professil

interest in me."

"Why don't you ever send your won
exhibitions?" Geoffrey looked at him
iously. "Don't you want fame? If's si

thing most artists aren't indifferent to.

"Why should I care for the opinio I

the crowd when I don't care twopence
the opinion of the individual ?" Strick

|

countered. "Sometimes I've thought
island, somewhere off the map, whe
could live and work in a hidden v3

among strange trees, alone."

"Alone?" Geoffrey looked up. And
as the other nodded solemnly, "Do
really mean that? Haven't you bee:

love since you came to Paris?"

"I haven't time for that sort of

sense," Strickland said. Then, as Geo
chuckled, Say, what are you snigg(

at?" "What's the good of trying to hur
me?" Geoffrey demanded. "Let me tell

For months the matter never comes
your head and you think you're fini

with it for good and all. At last you
call your soul your own. You seem to

with your head among the stars. And
all of a sudden you can't stand it any i

and you notice that all the time your
have been walking in the mud and you
to roll yourself in it. And you find S

woman. If she's coarse and vulgar
much the better. Can you explain th?

me ?"

For once Strickland seemed at a loss

an answer and as Geoffrey left he fel

Doris Dudley as Blanche Srroeve opp

George Sanders in "The Moon and Sixpei
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iorge Sanders as Charles Strickland, the

nting genius, in "The Moon and Sixpence."

i tr wanted to see the man again. But on
Vistmas Eve when Dirk asked Geoffrey

;go to his studio he felt he couldn't re-

K. The room was in darkness and when
jy saw Strickland lying- on the rags that

ire his bed, they knew at once that he

Is ill, dangerously ill. He had a raging

|er and hadn't eaten for days but when
y talked to him, he only turned his face

'tably to the wall.

;i either of them spoke much on the way
k to Dirk's studio but the painter's

itle eyes were moist as he looked around

I

room. It was such a contrast to that

>erty-stricken hovel they had come from,

fere was a fire on the hearth and a gala

tie spread before it and Blanche, more
.utiful than ever in the party dress she

is wearing, with the light from the can-

is spreading a glow over her yellow hair

JS the soft flesh tones of her neck and
•ins, was sitting at the piano singing a

:ol and her eyes were almost as bright

the gleaming star on top of the Christ-

s tree as she turned to greet them.

ft wasn't until she had brought the

ipsses of eggnog and they had lifted them
a happy toast that Dirk could speak of

thing that was on my mind. "Blanche,"

said then, his eyes imploring her to un-
•stand, "Strickland is very ill. He may

1 dying. He's alone in a filthy attic and
re isn't a soul to look after him. I want
4 to let me bring him here."

:'Oh, no!" She caught her breath sharp-

. pulling her hands away as he tried to

d them. "No!"
'But he'll die," Dirk pleaded.
'Let him!" she said wildly.

'Darling, you don't mean that," Dirk per-

ted. "He'll be no trouble to you. We'll
ke him a bed in the studio. I'll do every-
rig. We can't let him die like a dog."
'Do you think if you were ill, he'd stir

finger to help you?" she demanded.
aven't you any spirit at all? You lie

Nvn on the ground and let people trample
you. I'll never have him in my house,

pver, never
!"

'He has genius," Dirk said as if that
Gained everything. "But it's not only be-
lse of that I want to bring him here.

3 because he's a human being and he's

and poor. Darling, it's not you who would
rk a little trouble."
'If he comes here, I go!" Her eyes

,i>ked at him starkly. "Now let me be!
u're driving me crazy."
T
er tears came then, stormy, convulsive,

d Dirk was on his knees beside her, lift-

? her chin in his big, awkward hand, his

tears mingling with hers as he pressed his

cheek close against her own. "Don't dar-

ling," he whispered. "Please don't I can'1

bear it when you cry."

Suddenly, it was as if she were a child,

groping for words to explain something
she herself couldn't wholly understand.
"I'm frightened of him, I don't know why,
but there's something in him that terrifies

me. He'll do us some great harm. I know
it. I feel it. If you bring him here, it can
only end badly. Don't let him come here.

Anyone else you like, a thief, a drunkard,
any one off the streets. But not him!"
"You are my wife," Dirk said simply.

"Dearer to me than anyone else in the
world, and no one shall come here without
your entire consent. But haven't you been
in bitter distress once, when a helping hand
was held out to you?" For a moment he
paused embarrassed as she gave him that

long, almost measuring look, and Geoffrey
couldn't understand the change that came
over her. "You know how much it means,"
Dirk went on, almost as if he were com-
pelled to speak against his better judg-
ment. "Wouldn't you like to do someone a
good turn when you have the chance ?"

There was no affection now as she looked
at him. His words had seemed to- raise a
barrier between them, and her own when
they came were cold and measured. "Bring
him here, Dirk. I'll do my best for him."
Then as he tried to take her in his arms,
she avoided him. "Don't!" she said sharp-
ly. "You make me feel such a fool."

That evening they brought Strickland to

the studio. He was sick for six weeks and
it was only Dirk's devotion that pulled him
through those first days. The kindly little

man gave up his work to nurse him ; he
squandered money on delicacies to tempt
his appetite; he cajoled him into taking

the medicine which Strickland with per-
verse pleasure insisted he always take first,

grinning sardonically when Dirk couldn't

help grimacing over the bitter taste.

Dirk was sublime but it was Blanche who
surprised Geoffrey. For after the first week,
she took turns with Dirk, day and night,

watching the sick man, feeding him, wash-
ing him. She and Strickland never spoke
but he kept looking at her with a curious
irony and she endured the look with an
expression Geoffrey could never fathom,
an expression of perplexity and even, he
sometimes thought, of fear.

But Strickland didn't show the slightest

gratitude toward either of them. When he
was recovering he sat up and began to

paint, making" no move to return to his own
place, even having the effrontery to put
Dirk out when he wanted the place to him
self. Until at last even that kind man's
boundless patience reached the breaking
point and he asked Strickland to leave im
mediately.

But Strickland only laughed, not as if he
were amused, but as if he knew Dirk were
being a fool, and said he would go at once.

Then something in Blanche's face made
Dirk wish he hadn't spoken. He knew
something was going to happen even be-

fore she spoke.'

"I'm going with Strickland, Dirk," she

said, very quietly. "I love him. I can't live

with you any more. I can't help myself ; I

must go wherever he goes."

Dirk looked at her in stunned dismay as

she walked towards the door. He tried to

tell her how he loved her, but all the

affection she had once felt for him was
gone. It was useless to try to hold her and
he knew he couldn't bear to think of her

living in that awful hovel.

"Wait !" he said desperately. Then as she

paused, her hand on the door, "I'll go. Will

you pack my clothes and leave them with

the concierge? I'll come for them to

morrow." Only when he reached the door

did he try to smile. "I'm grateful, Blanche,

for the happiness you gave me in the

past," he said.
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For a while Strickland and Blanche were
seen every now and then around the Latin
Quarter, acting so almost normally that

they gave the appearance they had settled

down into a most domestic couple. But that

only made the thing that happened the more
startling. Strickland left her and Blanche
took poison.

Dirk went to the studio at once but she
turned away when she saw him and tried

to beat her head against the wall, begging
the doctor to send him away. But Dirk
couldn't keep away. He followed her to the

hospital when the ambulance came, and
they brought him a chair and allowed him
to sit outside her door. For three days and
nights he sat there, but it wasn't until she

became unconscious that they allowed him
to go in to her. It was awful for him to
see her, her mouth and chin burnt by the
acid, her lovely skin all wounded. He
hardly knew how long it was that he stood
there looking down at her, his heart so

numb he couldn't even cry. And she died
peacefully, so that he didn't know she was
dead until the nun came in and drew the
covers over her poor scarred face.

Dirk went back to Holland after the
funeral and Geoffrey never saw him again.

But he couldn't avoid Strickland. It was
characteristic of that strange man to be
cordial toward anyone who avoided him,
and one day when Geoffrey came upon him
in a second-hand bookstall he greeted the
writer almost exuberantly.

"I don't want to know you," Geoffrey
said coldly. "Will you get that in your
loathsome cranium once and for all?''

"Are you afraid I'll corrupt you?"
Strickland grinned, and then as Geoffrey
turned to go, "Look here, you've always
said you wanted to see my pictures. If you
come with me now, I'll show them to you."
For all the horror Geoffrey felt there

was the cold curiosity, equally impelling,

and he couldn't res.ist the opportunity. The
paintings he saw that afternoon are now
owned by great museums and wealthy col-

lectors and afterwards Geoffrey wished
that he had recognized their beauty and
originality then, that he had seen the
genius which now the whole world acknowl-
edges. But he didn't. They were different

from any school of painting he had ever
known

;
they seemed unformed, almost

crude ; still they filled him with an emotion

he couldn't analyze, exciting and disturb

at the same time.

"I sense a prodigious effort in y
work," he said at last. "You're lik:

tormented spirit trying to free itself,

not sure that I don't pity you."
"You're a dreadful sentimental:

Strickland mocked him.
"Perhaps." Geoffrey looked at him ste

ily. "I don't know a great deal about pai

ing. I confess, I was interested in see

your pictures primarily because I thou
they might give me a clue to your ch
acter, some explanation of your horr:
behavior to Dirk and Blanche Stroe.
Then as Strickland continued to reg
him with ill-concealed amusement, he v,

on heatedly, "Dirk saved your life. Havi
you the smallest twinge of remorse ?"

"Why should I?" Strickland shrugs
"The absurd little man enjoys doing thi

for other people."

"Even if you weren't grateful," Geoff
went on, "were you obliged to go out
your way to take his wife from him? T
were happy until you came. Why couk
you leave them alone?"
"What makes you think they

happy?" He smiled, and then as Goeff
pointed out that it had been obvious t

were, "Do you think she could ever h
forgiven him for what he did for h
Don't you know why he married her? !

was a governess in the family of sc

Roman prince and got involved with
son of the house. She thought he was go
to marry her. They turned her out and
tried to commit suicide. Stroeve found
and married her, and a woman can forg

a man for the harm he does her, but
can never forgive him for the sacrirl

he makes on her behalf."

"That is without doubt the most cyn
observation I have ever heard!" Geoff
couldn't repress his shudder. "Will you
me why you bothered with her at all ?"

"How do I know?" Strickland shrugj
"She couldn't bear the sight of me.
amused me." Then as Geoffrey contin

lookii g at him in that cool, impersonal w
he burst out furiously, "If you must kn
she attracted me!"
"But why did you want to take

away with you ?" Geoffrey persisted.

"I didn't." Strickland frowned. "W
she said she was coming, I was nearly

Devi Dja and some of the girls in her troupe of native dancers. These tropical island sire

with their quaint costumes add interest and beauty to the new film, "The Moon and Sixpence
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j-prised as Stroeve. I told her that when
Iwks through with her she'd have to go,

Id she said she'd risk that. Besides, I

jeded practice in painting the female

Jure."

'Why did you leave her?" the other de-

inded.

•When I finished the picture I no longer

i any interest in her."

t was the matter of fact way he said it,

re than the words, which shocked the

ter. "And she loved you with all her

rt!" he said.

I don't want love!" For the first time

ickland was really agitated as he strode

und the studio. "I haven't time for it.

ft is a disease. It's weakness. I can't

rcome my desire, but I hate it. It in-

:eres with my work. Women have their

ce but I have no patience with their

m to be helpmates, partners, compan-
5. When a woman loves you she's not

sfied until she possesses your soul. Be-
se she's weak she has a rage for dom-
lion, and nothing less will satisfy her.

you remember my wife? I saw Blanche
[e by little trying all her tricks, trying

snare and bind me, to bring me down to

level. She was willing to do everything

the world for me except the thing I

ited. to leave me alone."

jeoffrey was silent for a moment, over-

lie by this passionate apology. Then,
bat did you expect her to do when you

: her?" he asked.
She could have gone back to Stroeve. He
i ready to take her."

'ou're inhuman !

" Geoffrey stared at
incredulously. "It's as useless to talk

ou as to trv to describe colors to a man
^pn blind."

I
[Strickland stared at him in contemptuous

-^Uazement. "Can you honestly say you
; - e if Blanche Stroeve is alive or dead?"

.it (demanded. And as Geoffrey, taken aback

I; the unexpected question, stared at him
1 e to answer, the other went on heated-

-" "You haven't the courage of your con-
^Utions ! Blanche Stroeve didn't commit

J cide because I left her but because she

s a foolish and unbalanced woman. She
s an entirely unimportant person. Any-
if, it's something quite different I'm look-

I
C for now. I've decided to leave Paris to

j.rch for it. I'm going to look for that

In! we once talked about, a tropical

ind where life is primitive, where the

h is hot and the colors are strong. Maybe
:re I'll find what I want"
jeoffrey always had the idea that some
n are "born out of their due place and
ve a longing for countries which per-

ps their ancestors left ages ago, a long-

I that sent them wandering until they
upon a land to which they felt they

onged, the one place they could call home
i settle down and make an end of wander-
He felt Strickland was one of these

m and that something like that happened
him in Tahiti. For it was to that lovely

and he came at last and it was there he
inted the pictures for which he is now
i>st famous. And if, many j

rears later,

offrey's own travels had not brought him
;re also, he might never have discovered

fe strange and romantic events which
terminer! him to write Strickland's life

pry.

he whole world was interested in Strick-

id now and Geoffrey had heard it was to
- Hotel de la Fleur the painter had come,
had been as ruthless in his desire to get
ay as he had been in everything else

d had stolen a seaman's papers in Mar-
illes to ship as a crew member on a
rgo boat sailing for the South Seas. And
soon as he saw Tahiti he knew- he had
ached the place of his longing.
It was from Tiare Johnson, the proprie-
ss of the Hotel de la Fleur, that Geoffrey
ard the tilings that had been hidden so
ig. She was the daughter of a native
Jman and an English sea captain and her

nature was as generous as her proportions.
Hospitality was a passion with her and no
one needed to go hungry when there \va>

anything to eat at the Hotel de la Fleur.
Although she herself was now too old and
fat for romance she took a keen interest, in

the amorous problems of the young and was
always ready with advice and example from
her own wide experience.

"I've had six husbands," she told Geoffrey
that day they talked. "And now that that's

all over I'm the busiest match-maker on the
island! I did very well by Strickland, if

I do say so."

"Who was she?" Geoffrey asked.
"Her name was Ata." Tiare's voice sof-

tened. "She was a relative of mine on my
mother's side and she lived here with me.
She helped to do the rooms and I taught
her French and English. And when Strick-

land came I knew perfectly well Ata was
taken with him."

It had happened years ago, but it seemed
only yesterday as Tiare talked. Sometimes
her laughter came, that laughter that began
as a soft peal in her throat and grew and
grew so that her whole vast body shook
from it. And sometimes her eyes were sad.

Yes, it seemed only yesterday sitting there
talking about it.

"You've got no money," she had said to
Strickland. "And you never can keep a
job for more than a month. What you
need is a woman to look after you. A man
of your age should settle down. Now what
do you say to marrying Ata? She has a bit

of property down by Taravao and with
copra the price it is you could live quite

comfortably. There's a house and you'd
have all the time you wanted for your paint-
ing. Now what do you say to it?''

"What does Ata say?" Strickland asked,
bis eyes following the girl moving so
gracefully around the room, her warm
brown eyes seeking his and holding them.

"It appears she has a heguin for you."
Tiare laughed knowingly. "She's willing if

you are. Ata, come here."

You've all seen Ata in Strickland's paint-
ings : Ata with her mouth the color of the
hibiscus flower she sometimes wore in her
hair, Ata with her soft, rounded child's

body and her questioning child's eyes. Still,

you couldn't hear her voice, gentle like a
wind sighing through the palms, or know
her tenderness and her generosity. But
Strickland knew them, staring at her as
she stood there before him in the ill-fitting-

Mother Hubbard that could not hide her
loveliness.

"I shall beat you, you know," he said, his

smile taking the brutality from his words.
"How else should I know you loved me?"

she said simply, and when she looked at

him her eyes were soft with her love.

She was beautiful and she loved him and
she asked nothing from him, and it was a

good arrangement. It didn't go deeper than
that with Strickland. He thought the wed-
ding was pretty much of a joke, with all

the natives wearing their store clothes as

they crowded the little church and he him-
self wearing the frock coat which had be-

longed to Tiare's fourth husband.
The islanders could hardly wait for the

wedding feast, and what a night it was.

They sang and danced almost until morn-
ing and later Ata took off her wedding-

dress and put on her native costume and
danced for Strickland alone, and as she

danced she moved closer and closer to him
and then suddenly flung herself into his

arms. And his blood pounded in his veins

as he held her.

Ata's house was in a beautiful spot.

There was a little stream near by and the

sea wasn't far away. There was fish to eat,

and wild oranges in the hills. She had a

lot of relatives like all the islanders and
they did the work around the place and
helped with the cocoanut harvest and
Strickland painted everything and everyone

in sight. But most of all he painted Ata, and

<urlosh curls your lashes

upwards — makes your

eyes appear larger and
livelier, your lashes
seem darker and longer.

A cinch to use— a mira-

cle worker that always

achieves results ! Get
your Kurlash and let

your own eyes be your

judge! At leading drug

and department stores

Price $1.00

Send 10c to Jane Heath, Dept.YV8, Kurlash

Co., Inc., Rochester, N. V. for trial tube of

Kurlene, eye lash cream and free eye
beauty make-up chart. State color of eyes,

hair and skin.

KURLASH
77ie Only Complete Eye-Beauty Line

THE KURLASH COMPANY, INC.

Rochester, N. Y. • New York City • Toronto, Canada

SONG POEMS WANTED
to be set to music. Phonograph records made.
Send vour poems for our offer and FREE
Rhyming Dictionarv.

VANDERBILT MUSIC STUDIOS
Box 112, Dept. C.T. Coney Island, N. Y.

CORNS
REMOVEDBY
Your money refunded
if not satisfied. The Moss
Company, Rochester, N. Y.

also Callouses. In-
grown Nails relieved.

Quick and easy. Just

rub on. Jars, 30c and
50c. At your drug-

gist. Economical!

MOSCO

LOVE IS

A DISEASE!
—says George Sanders

In a brutally frank interview in Silver

Screen George Sanders, star of United

Artists' "The Moon and Sixpence,"

claims that love is a disease!

His amazing views about sex and love

are revolutionary! They may change

your whole outlook on life!

Don't miss this great article. Look for

it in the big

August issue of

Silver Screen
Ask for a copy at your newsstand today!
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Maria Montez and Jon Hall as they appear costumed for the leading roles in "Arabian
Nights." The Oriental tale is being filmed on an elaborate scale in Technicolor, with Sabu,

the youth who made a hit In "Elephant Boy" and "The Thief of Bagdad," also in cast.

afterwards he painted her baby too, that

happy little boy the very image of himself.

And it was strange how everyone ac-

cepted Strickland and liked him, Strickland
who had been the most hated man in Paris.

He was happy here. Maybe that was the

answer. Still there was that one obsession,

that compulsion that he had something to

say, and the fear that he might die before
he said it tortured him.
Then one day Ata went to town for the

doctor, cautioning him that she had not
told Strickland he was coming. The doctor
•was impatient at first, going that long
distance to see a man well enough to keep
on with his painting, but when he got to the

"house and took that one look at him, all

his annoyance fled.

"Ata's a blasted fool," Strickland said,

putting down his easel. "I've had a few
aches and a little fever lately but it's

nothing."
"Look at yourself in the glass," the doctor

said quietly. And then as the painter obeyed,
impatient at being taken from his work,
"Don't you see anything strange in your
face? The thickening of your features, and
a look, how shall I describe it, the books
call it lion-faced? My poor friend, must I

tell you that you have a horrible disease?"
"You're joking!" Strickland drew his

breath in sharply. Then as the doctor shook
his head, "You mean to tell me I have

—

leprosy?"
He saw the truth in the doctor's eyes

and he rushed madly out to the verandah
and the men and women waiting there ran
when they saw him coming. Only Ata still

90

stood there, the tears streaming down her
cheeks, though she made no sound.
"Dry your tears!'' Strickland ordered

curtly. "There's no great harm. I shalHeave
you soon, go up into the mountains. You
and the boy can go to Papeete."

"Let the others go," Ata said then. "I
won't leave you. You are my man and I

am your woman. I will go wherever you
go."

"What are you saying?" Strickland
looked at her almost suspiciously. Then
he put his hand on her hair as she flung
herself at his feet. "I will stay, poor child,"

he said, and his voice was gentle.

Ata sent the baby away when her rel-

atives left and the women of the neigh-
borhood were angry because she washed
clothes in the brook and one day a native

boy threw a stone at her. It was fear that
had driven him to cruelty and there were
tears in all their eyes when they saw the
wound it had made in her forehead. Then
they ran screaming as Strickland came
crashing out of the underbrush where he
had been hiding, the leper's bell about his

throat ringing as he ran after them.
Something broke in him as he looked at

her. "I'm sorry, Ata," he whispered.

"It's nothing." She smiled but she leaned

against him as he took one of the cloths

she had laid out to dry and dipped it in the

brook and washed the wound. "It doesn't

hurt now."
He dipped the cloth in the brook again

and he couldn't look at Ata as he spoke.
"There's something I've been wanting to tell

you." The words came hesitantly, al

clumsily. "But I can't seem to find" the
words."
"Love?" Ata whispered, and her :

came again through her tears, and
there were tears in his eyes too as he
denly knew the truth he had hidden
from himself.

"Love," he said. And they both sir

through their tears as they looked at

other.

It was almost two years later the dc
heard Strickland was dying. He heard
weird lament of the islands and the bea
drums as he went once more to the he
It was bedraggled and unkempt and d
late. At first he saw nothing as he v
inside for the brilliant sunlight out of d'

had blinded him. Then suddenly it wa
if he had entered a magic world. There
an impression of a vast forest and of n;

people walking beneath the trees all la

than life. Then he saw that there v

paintings on the wall from floor to

ing. It was as if he were present at the

ginning of "a world. It was tremend
sensual, passionate, and terrifying all at

same time. A sort of garden of Eden, it

a hymn to the beauty of the human f.

and the praise of nature, sublime, indif

ent, lovely and cruel. He knew it was ge
he had come upon here in this native hu
a fold of the mountains above Taravao.
And then he looked at the man lying;

the bed and saw that he was dead.
Strickland was fortunate in the end.

had been able to say the thing that
tortured him for so long. He had paii

it all on the walls of Ata's house. It

all there, every bit of it.

None of the natives would come i

the house, so that it was the doctor i

dug Strickland's grave and when it

finished he stuck a crude cross at the 1

of it and Ata stood beside him as he
a last prayer for the dead. But as he fini-

she suddenly seized the lighted torch si

in the ground nearby and ran with it

the house, touching the walls, the doors
it so that soon the hut was consumed
flames.

The doctor tried to enter the hut
the intense heat of the fire stopped hin
that he could only stand there impote
seeing all that genius die. "Do you ki

what you've done?'* he demanded, tal

Ata by the shoulders, flinging her arc
so violently that she fell to the groun

"I had to do it !" she gasped. "I had 1

"It didn't belong to you," the do-

stormed. "Or to him. It belonged to
world."
'He made me promise," she said sim
Tiare made no pretense of hiding

tears as she came to the end of the st

"The doctor thought Strickland knew
had created a masterpiece," she said. "1

he achieved what he wanted. His life

complete. He made a world and ther

pride and contempt he destroyed it a
had destroyed him."
But Geoffrey felt it wasn't as simplt

that. He knew Ata had taught Strickl

what Geoffrey thought he would m
learn and that she brought him the <

true happiness that life holds and
Strickland became not only a better i

for it, but a greater artist. And the woi
came if there might not have been a stra

design in Strickland's career, a sort

providence which brought him suffei

and the simple devotion of another hui

being to redeem his twisted soul.

But why had he wanted his last

greatest paintings destroyed? The doct

explanation did not entirely satisfy 1

Yet for all that he knew of Strickl

and all that he guessed, something-
eluded him. The clues were all there

still they were unrecognized. Strickl

had kept his secret to . . . he had kept

secret to the end.
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THE CASE OF THE

MISSING BEAUTY
Jane was a smart stenographer.

One day the boss said, "We need a girl

For the outer office—one with real

CHARM and PERSONALITY— to greet clients."

Jane sighed. She knew she was NEAT.

Her nose was always CAREFULLY powdered,

And she used the right shade of lipstick,

But her EYES were, well—just a BLANK!
That very day she learned about MAYBELLIXE
Just as YOU are doing

—

P. S. Jane is now a well-paid RECEPTIONIST
But she won't be LONG

—

(She is to be MARRIED SOON !)

MORAL; It's a WISE stenographer

who knows how to make the

MOST of her own TYPE!

G EST - SELL



Invite Romance with a Skin that's Lovel

go on the CAMAY MILD-SOAP DIET!

This thrilling idea is based

on the advice of skin specialists-

praised by charming brides!

HAVE YOU ever heard a man say of

another woman—"Her skin is

lovely"— and wondered what he was

thinking of yours? Wonder no longer

—be sure your skin invites romance!

Go on the Camay Mild-Soap Diet!

Let this exciting beauty treatment

help bring out all the real, hidden love-

liness of your skin. For, without know-

ing it, you may be cleansing your skin

improperly ... or using a beauty soap

that isn't mild enough.

Mrs. Thorsen's skin is wonderful

proof of what proper care can do. "Not

a morning . . . not a night would I let

go by without following my Mild-Soap

Diet routine," she says.

Tests prove Camay milder!

Skin specialists advise regular cleans-

ing with a fine, mild soap. And Camay
is milder than dozens of other popular

beauty soaps tested. Start today on the

Camay Mild-Soap Diet!

For 30 days use Camay faithfully

night and morning. From the very first

treatment, your skin will feel fresher-

more alive. And in a few short weeks
greater loveliness may be your reward.

Ml

a 1 'Hit -,

GO ON THE MILD'SOAP DIET TONIGHT!

Get three cakes of Camay today! Start the
Mild-Soap Diet tonight. Work Camay's lather
over your skin, paying special attention to nose,
base of nostrils and chin. Rinse with warm water
and follow with 30 seconds of cold splashings.

In the morning, one more quick session with
Camay and your face is ready for make-up. Do
this twice a day for 30 days. Don't neglect it even
once. For it's the regular cleansing that reveals

the full benefit of Camay's greater mildness.

This lovely bride, Mrs. Robert 1

sen, of Evanston, 111., says: "Tvi

the Camay Mild-Soap Diet to be a

treatment that really works for

loveliness. I'm so pleased with wh;

done for my complexion!"

\1

ay
FOR 30 DAYS... LET NO OTHER SOAP TOUCH YOUR SKIN

!
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PLEDGE YOURSELF TO BUY

U S WAR SAVINGS 30S0S

R E G U L A R IX

tY NOW,

WAIT?

(ERCISE

FOR

CTORY!
m

n Bennett

s You How

M.i imvilulCONSTANT NYMPH starring

Ivsive Screen Story of Greatest Romantic Drama of the Year!

HAS MADELEINE CARROLL QUIT the SCREEN (or LOV



OUT OF THE BOOK . .

.

ON TO THE SCREEN 1

.

Flaming into your heads

with all its dramatic fervor-

The emotional thrills, the oetion-

jammed dynamite make a great

book into an even greater picture!

wifft

Thomas Mitchell
Henry Stephenson
Nigel Bruce • Gladys

Cooper • Philip Merivale

Sara Al I good
Alexander Knox
Screen Play by R. C. Sherriff



jc + it takes two to make Romance

Romance fades when a girl is careless—Guard charm every day with Mum!

ROMANCE seems in the very air tonight!

. There's a moon to inspire unforget-

table words, a lovely girl ready to listen.

But there's no man to whisper them to

Jane!

Too bad someone can't tell her that a

girl must be more than pretty—more than

srnardy dressed to attract a man. Unless

she stays nice to be near, how can she win

his heart—how can a man stay in love?

The shocking thought that she's care-

less has never entered Jane's pretty head.

She bathes each day, of course, before

dates, too—shouldn't that be enough? She

forgets that a bath's job is to remove past

perspiration. To prevent risk of future

odor, so many popular girls rely on de-

pendable Mum.

"With Mum your bath-freshness lasts for

long hours. Mum keeps you a charming

companion, helps your chances for ro-

mance! You will like Mum for its:

QUICK, CONVENIENT MUM KEEPS YOU BATH-FRESH FOR HOURS

~ TO HERSELF:

JACK'S DREAMY-EYED

ABOUT ME "AND
UNDERARM ODOR
CANT BREAK THE

SPELL —
THANKS TO
MUM

!

SPEED— 30 seconds to use Mum! Even

when you're late for business or a date,

you still have time for Mum!

CERTAINTY—No guesswork about Mum—
because without stopping perspiration it

prevents odor all day or all evening.

SAFETY—You can use Mum even after un-

derarm shaving, even after you're dressed.

Mum won't irritate skin. Mum won't harm

fabrics, says the American Institute of

Laundering. Guard your charm with Mum!

FOR SANITARY NAPKINS—You need a

gentle, safe deodorant for sanitary napkins.

That's why thousands of women prefer dependa-

ble Mum this way, too.

Mum
fakes the odor oof of perspiration

Mum is J Product ofBristol-Myers
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Publlshed In

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen

!

The minutes of the last meeting, read
and approved, placed "Mrs. Miniver"
right up there on all ten-best film lists

of all-time. Now we can get on to pre-

sent and future business.

Clark Gable (Honky) and Lana Turner
(Tonk) ignite again in "Somewhere I'll

Find You".

"Tish", based on the popular stories by
Mary Roberts Rinehart, dusts off the
mantle of Marie Dressier and tenders it

to MarjorieMain, who plays the title role.

The inimitable Mickey Rooney becomes
"A Yank at Eton" and the role becomes
Mickey Rooney.

Judy Garland's out-and-out starring
vehicle is one of the out-and-outstand-
ing entertainments on the horizon.
"For Me and My Gal".

"Red" Skelton and Ann Sothern are in

"Panama Hattie". You'll see Red—
and Ann.

"Random Harvest", the James Hilton
best-seller, is in the able hands of Di-
rector LeRoy and stars Ronald Colman
and Mrs. Miniver Garson.

"Seven Sweethearts" brings promi-
nently to the fore those up and coming
artists, Kathryn Grayson, Van Heflin
and Marsha Hunt.

This completes the agenda for pictures
current and in the immediate making at

M-G-M, whose promise of
great motion picture en-
tertainment has always
been fulfilled.

Your Miniver
Man—

—lea
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He's Never Beaten

A YANK AT ETON
Mickey Rooney's

Ail-Time Topper!

SCREENLAND



IT'S a new and happy experience when
you begin using Tampax for monthly

sanitary protection . . . The whole process

becomes simple, because Tampax is worn

internally and calls for no complicated

harness of belts, pins and pads. The in-

sertion is simple. Disposal is simple.

And so is the act of changing. Tampax

is so compact that a month's supply will

slide easily into your purse.

Wear slacks or swim suits or snug

evening gowns; Tampax will not and

cannot show a line or bulge. And you can-

not even feel it while wearing it! As no

odor can form, a sanitary deodorant is

not required. Tampax was perfected by a

doctor and comes in dainty one-time-use

applicator—modern, scientific andsimple.

Tampax is made of pure surgical cot-

ton, very absorbent. Three sizes: Regular,

Super, Junior. (The new Super Tampax
is about 50% extra absorbent !) Ask drug

stores, notion counters. Introductory

box, 204'. Economy Package gives real

bargain of average 4 months' supply.

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Accepted for Advertising by the

Journal of the American Medical
Association.

TRY IMPROVED

SUPER
TAMPAX

FROM
HOLLYWOOD

Man-of-the-month Bing Crosby, above, In a

scene from "The Road +0 Morocco," with Bob

Hope and Dorothy Lamour; right, in a bucolic

moment from Irving Berlin's "Holiday Inn." Pic-

tured at bottom is lovely Frances Gifford, who

is playing in "My Heart Belongs to Daddy"
and who hopes the film, a romantic comedy,

will do as much for her as the song of that title

did in catapulting Mary Martin to stardom.

[__| OLLYWOOD is wondering about
I I Dorothy Lamour and Randy Scott.

They see each other often, but seldom
where the public can stare. Randy has

movie commitments until January of next

year. Then he hopes his country will find

a place to use him. Dotty is already making
plans for another of her fabulous bond-
selling tours. // it's love, Dotty's the kind

of gal who'd wait. And well worth waiting

for, too

!

HOW'D you like to have Bing Crosby
for your daddy? Recently he set up a

fifty-thousand-dollar trust fund for each of

his four sons. Even a sugar daddy would
only be half as sweet!

IF MYRNA LOY isn't a fatalist, sh"

I should be from now on. As everyon

knows, Myrna tried desperately to mak
a go of her marriage with Arthur Horn
blow, Jr. After separating, she even re

turned to him and tried it again. To celt

brate, Arthur arranged for an elaborat

dinner party. An invited guest was Job

D. Hertz, Jr., wealthy advertising man. .A

the head of the table, Arthur was bus

whipping up one of those famous salad

he loves to mix. Myrna sat talking to Join

Months later Myrna separated from Horr

blow again. A Nevada divorce in thre

minutes' time found Myrna bound for

New York vacation. She returned to Holh

wood as Mrs. John D. Hertz, Jr. Holh

wood is hoping the "perfect wife" will thi

time find perfect happiness.

SCREENLAND



ĴhEIR darkened house

sheltered their hushed story..

BUT IT COULDN'T HIDE THEIR^VES!

To meet them is to love them—but to love them

is dangerous! Every strange episode in the lives

of these girls that the town called bad emerges

starkly from the furious

happenings of Stephen

Longstreet's talked-

about best-seller.

See it lived! See

it the moment

it opens in

your city!

BARBARA

STANWYCK
as FIONA... She couldn't live down
her reputation-so she lived up to it!

GEORGE BRENT
as CHARLES . . . Tricked into a

marriage he couldn't forget!

GERALDINE

FITZGERALD
as EVELYN, who lived as she pleased

'til a kiss changed everything!

DONALD CRISP-NANCY COLEMAN-GENE LOCKHART

Larry Simms- Donald Woods • Directed by
|

The Story of the Startling Loves of

The
1

Sisters
WARNER BROS.
have turned another great novel

W into another great screen event!

Based Upon the Novel by Stephen Longstreet . Music by Max Steiner . REMEMBER YOUR WAR BONDS AND STAMPS I

SCREENLAND 7



New-type Ingredient in Halo

Shampoo Scientifically Glorifies Hair

TODAY the smartest girls are no longer
"soaping" their hair. From beauty experts

they have learned how to glorify it, reveal all

its thrilling natural beauty with modern Halo
Shampoo.
You see, all soap or soap shampoos, even

the finest, leave a dulling soap-film . . . film

that makes hair look drab and dull. But Halo
contains no soap, therefore cannot leave
soap film! Halo's creamy cleansing lather
comes from a new-type ingredient—a pat-
ented ingredient that means exciting new
beauty for your hair,

*

Even in the hardest
water, Halo rinses away
completely. No need for

a lemon or vinegar after-

rinse. Halo removes
loose dandruff, too.
Leaves your hair easy ,

to set or curl, lovelier

to look at than you
dreamed possible.

Get Halo Shampoo
at any toilet goods
counter. 1 Of and
larger sizes.

A product of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. ; -

>

REVEALS THE HIDDEN
BEAUTY IN YOUR HAIR

H410

A SMASH HIT!

Movie Show
The sensational NEW

screen magazine

First issue at your newsstand

September 4. Look for an-

nouncement of complete de-

tails in the next issue of

SCREENLAND
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BAMBI—Disney-RKO
Young and old will love, laugh, and cry over Bambi
the deer, Walt Disney's latest cartoon character crea-

tion, in this beautiful, full-length picture from Felix

Salten's famous story of animal life and love in the

forest. No humans are allowed to intrude upon the

beauty, pathos, and humor of this record of Bambi and
his family and friends, though human voices, wellj

chosen, speak the dialogue. Thumper the Rabbit will

soon be as popular as Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck.

n^ 1 Egnnns

MRS. MINIVER—M-G-M
To every man, woman, and child living in this world

at war, here is a masterful message of courage,

fundamental lesson in fortitude—contained in a superb

and absorbing motion picture. Jan Struther's charming

little book about the British wife and mother who could

"take it" has been transformed into important cinema

directed by William Wyler, with Greer Garson rising

to heights in a poignant performance, splendidly assist-

ed by Walter Pidgeon as her husband and a perfect cast.

HOLIDAY INN—Paramount
Swell escape from the doldrums, this Bing Crosby-

Fred Astaire musical romance is just what you need

in the way of entertainment tonic. It is a grand show
with a fresh idea, gay new tunes by Irving Berlin and

inimitable performances by co-stars and cast. Crosby

has never been so whimsical and amusing as in this

role of a leisurely and well-meaning crooner who con-

verts his farmhouse into an inn open only on holidays.

Marjorie Reynolds both croons and dances charmingly.

EAGLE SQUADRON—Wanger-Universal
Dedicated to those gallant men who have helped make
recent history, with a prologue by Quentin Reynolds

which includes stirring closeups of some of the real

aces, here is timely drama which will hold your inter-,

est in spite of disjointed plot and ineffective charac-

terizations. Actual scenes of aerial combat are exciting

and impressive. Diana Barrymore in her screen debut

is no glamor girl but displays poise and a good voice.

Robert Stack, John Loder, Jon Hall, Leif Erikson help.

THE MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS—RKO
Orson Welles has done it again ! Proving that his first

picture, "Citizen Kane," was no happy accident, the

"boy wonder" has produced another masterpiece, ad-

mitting that his selection of story and insistence on at-

mosphere are not everybody's movie dish. From Boot!

Tarkington's novel about the disintegrating family

whose spoiled young heir wrecks his lovely mother',

romance Welles has fashioned a fascinating film

Joseph Cotten, Dolores Costello and Tim Holt score

Turn to page 14 for More Reviews

8 SCREENLAND
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Here's the intimate story of

a man millions idolized. He

fought his way to the top—

and then he met Her! To-

gether they reveled in life

and love. But there was one

secret they tried to keep

from each other—and out of

their struggle comes one of

the screen's most dramatic

and touching romances. Pre-

sented by Samuel Goldwyn

who gave you some of the

Gnest films you've ever seen.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents

GARY COOPER
in

THEPRIDE OFTOE
YANKEES
(THE LIFE OF LOU GEHRIG)

with

TERESA WRIGHT- BABE RUTH • WALTER BRENNAN
VELOZ and YOLANDA • RAY NOBLE and his Orchestra • Directed by SAM WOOD

Screen Play by Jo Swerling and Herman J. Mankiewicz

Original Story by Paul Gallico • Released through

RKO Radio Pictures Inc.

WATCH FOR IT AT
YOUR LOCAL THEATRE

SCREENLAND



Screenland Honor Page
Most touching motion picture treating of our war-torn world thus

far, "Mrs. Miniver" eloquently records the courage with which a
British family, particularly the wife and mother, greets and meets
each new day of crisis. Scenes from film shown below feature Greer
Garson in title role, Walter Pidgeon as her husband, Henry
Trovers, newcomer Richard Ney and others of a splendid cast.

To a great motion picture, "Mrs.

Miniver," and to its star, Greer
Garson, who becomes First Lady of

the screen for her inspiring perform-
ance of a gallant woman in war-time

10
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New -Texture Face Powder

flakes Her Skin Look Years Younger!

By

.\NCE THIS lovely girl looked quite a
" bit older. Some people actually
night she was approaching middle age.

7or she was the innocent victim of an

'uttering face powder! It was a cruel

vder, both in texture and in shade-
wing up every tiny line in her face—
enting every little blemish and skin-

~-v more beautiful women use Lady Esther

Face Powder than any other kind.

fault—yes, and even making the pores

seem somewhat bigger, coarser!

But look at her now! Can you guess

her age? Would you say she is 21—30—35 ?

She has changed to Lady Esther Face

Powder—the powder with a new and dif-

ferent texture. Lady Esther Powder is

deliberately planned to flatter the skin, to

make it look smoother, fresher, younger!

Lady Esther Face Powder is not mixed

or blended in the usual way. It's blown

by TWIN HURRICANES until it's much
smoother, finer, than ordinary powder.

But it's not the texture alone that's so

different! The TWIN-HURRICANE method

FACE POWDER

makes the shades different, too! Just im-

agine—hurricanes blow the color into this

amazing powder! That's why the shades

are so rich and glamorous. That's why
Lady Esther Powder makes your skin

look so much fresher, 3^ounger.

Try this hurricane-blended face pow-
der! See how it helps hide little lines and

blemishes, helps hide big'pores and even

tiny freckles! See how it gives instant

new life and freshness to your skin—how
it makes your skin look years younger.

How to find your Lucky Shade

Send your name and address on the cou-

pon below and you will receive all 7 new
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder. Try
them all! When you come to the one that

is most flattering to your skin you'll

know that is your lucky shade!

Lady Esther, '79)

7162 West 65th Street, Chicago, III.

Please send me by return mail your 7 new
shades of face powder, also a generous rube
of 4-Purpose Face Cream. I enclose 10C to

cover the cost of packing and mailing.

NAM E

ADDRESS.

CITY state:

In Canada, tvrite Lady Estkrr, Toronto, Ontario

SCREENLAND 11
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New cream positively stops

*underarm Perspiration Odor
as proved in amazing

HOT CLIMATE TEST
1. Not stiff, not messy—Yodora
spreads just like vanishing cream!

Dab it on—odor gone!

2. Actually soothing—Yodora can
be used right after shaving.

3. Won't rot delicate fabrics.

4. Keeps soft! Yodora does not dry
in jar. No waste; goes far.

Yet hot climate tests— made by
nurses—prove this daintier deodor-
ant keeps underarms immaculately
sweet—under the most severe con-

ditions. Try Yodora!
In tubes or jars—10^,

30«5, 604. McKesson &
Robbins, Inc., Bridge-

port, Connecticut.

YODORA
DEODORANT CREAM

SONG & POEM WRITERS!
Have you a song, poem or just a lyric? WE SUPPLY THE
MELODY and make recordings of your original songs.
Send yours to

CINEMA SONG COMPANY
P. 0. Box No. 2828. Dept. CI. Hollywood. California

FREE!
a trial bottle of famous

AMBROSIA
Facial Astringent. Send us the back label
from a bottle of Ambrosia, the famous
liquid facial cleanser. We'll send a gen-
erous bottle of Ambrosia Astringent
(formerly Tightener), the refreshing way
to stimulate the skin. HINZE AMBROSIA,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. C. Dept. 46.

ans Forum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

During the three-year period before I
enlisted in the Naval Reserve, in January of
this year, I saw an average of fifteen feature
movies each week, which means I saw
every good picture released during that
period and nearly all of the others ranging
from fair to mediocre to worthless.
Because I consider the movies a top-

ranking form of entertainment, I never
could criticize pictures as severely as the
critics. I have seen enough pictures to know
good acting, good plotting, good photog-
raphy and other elements which go to make
a picture what it is. However, there must
be some good in every picture—all of them
can't be aimed at a select group of intel-

lectuals who are set up as critics.

On the whole, I think the moving picture
industry has done a magnificent job through
the years. The present trend to follow orig-
inal novels when making them into movies
is indeed a step forward, though I remem-
ber plenty of best-sellers that were vastly
improved when replotted by the master
writers and technicians of Hollywood.
A pet peeve of mine is the inaccuracies

that sometimes come up in the "best of
pictures. I recall a South Sea Island pic-
ture in which one of the main characters
was hungry. He picked up a cocoanut and
by tapping it a couple of times on his shoe
was able to rip the tough outer husk from
the cocoanut with apparent ease. I saw
the picture in a South Florida movie house
and the audience roared with laughter, and
that scene was funnier than any other at-
tempt at humor in the picture. People
familiar with cocoanuts know the movie
hero tackled a tough job and did it too, too
easily.

Such errors bother me. I hate to see wise
movie producers make the mistake of hurt-
ing an otherwise good picture with such
inaccuracies.

FOY EVANS, Yeoman 2c, Miami, Florida.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

The glorifier of pigtails—that's Hedy
Lamarr in "Tortilla Flat." Pigtails and
Hedy are an entrancing, delightful combi-
nation. She wore cotton dresses, befitting her
role as a worker in a fish cannery. Her
face was shiny, in need of make-up, yet she
looked charming, she having a rare, fresh,

radiant beauty that even drab clothes can-
not dim. I hope other stars would also

dress more in keeping with their roles.

GET INTO THIS SCRAP!

Get into the scrap to help beat tl

Japs. One way of doing it is to gi'

Uncle Sam your scrap metal, rubbe
etc., and another is to buy War Sa-
ings Bonds. Screenland is ready
help you get into it by offering W;
Savings Stamps as prizes for the be
letters published. So get into this goo<
natured movie fans' scrap and tell tl

other readers what's wrong or rigl

(your opinion) with the movies. Wri
your letter now! First prize, $10.0(
second prize, $5.00; and five prizes <•

$1.00 each, payable in War Saving*
Stamps. Closing date, 25th of montl

Please address your letters
Screenland's Fans' Forum, 45 We
45th St., New York, N. Y.

I was surprised to see that Blondic
"Blondie's Blessed Event," though !

posed to be a housewife, sported frilly

dresses instead of cotton ones. Imagine
average American housewife, with
children and a husband to cook and I

house for, going around dressed liki

model at a fashion show! And high he

toe!

We see the movie gals going to 1

awakening in the morning without a 1

of hair out of place, make-up freshen tl

faces. What would happen to their a
plexions if the feminine movie audiet
followed the stars' examples and ret;

without first removing make-up ? The rm
gals would have to sacrifice glamor bu
would be a refreshing change, occasion;
seeing them without make-up, turrit

hair, cold-creaming their faces, gettini
run or two in their hosiery, and w
portraying a housewife, wearing low
cuban-heeled shoes, thereby making
movie seem more realistic.

ELIZABETH PIGNATELLI, Providence, F
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(or laughs... thrills

. . . cheers! It will be

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 EACH

Lrking with hundreds of officers,

ion cadets and enlisted men on morale

ems, I have come to the conclusion

he motion picture industry is doing a

-kable job in supplying ammunition

lose in our armed forces, to blast at

j'oes and cares of a nation at war.

this is a serious business, yet

\rmy itself recognizes the necessity

Lpare-time recreation. And judging
the efforts of morale departments in

shing first-run films at post theaters,

n pictures play an important part in

schedule.

you could see a post theater, jammed
men in uniforms who are seated on
wooden benches, you would soon

: the "infection" of better morale, bet-

eeling and better living which they
hrotigh such a medium of entertain-

With better films coming out of

/wood's grinding wheels and machin-
tl e industry is doing its share—and
—in keeping men in uniform happy,
ur magazine, avidly read in all sections

,e country—and especially in the bar-

.
hospitals and day rooms of the vari-

camps—is also rendering a distinct

;e to a nation at war. Keep it up

!

Corp. I. R. C, Shaw Field, S. C.

,-n the street waltz I, dragging my
te boy friend behind me. What's my.
? Wh}% I'm on my way to a movie,
mrse, a movie starring my favorite

Johnny plunks down the remainder
if week's allowance, and we ease our
into aisle seats, halfway down. An
goes by—no orchestra. Finally, we

1 glimpse of the boys doing their stuff,

lalf-hidden by three potted plants and
joble jaw of the hero. Then perhaps,
e're lucky, the handsome singer starts

ting the vocals of a new and torchy
fust as I am beginning to be carried
by his song—FADEOUT and the

is taken up by the sultry but screechy
or gal of the show.

tell me this : Why do the studios

= 'r to obtain a name band only to
' it in the dim distance and let the
gue cover up its music? The Corn
4ers would serve the same purpose and
great deal less money,

hat I mean to say is—when I go to
< mmj- or Jimmy Dorsey, I wanta see

: So please. Mr. Movie Man, give the
is a chance.

AN FRANKENBERRY, Chicago, 111.

Open Letter to M-G-M

:

hee-ee-ee! Dust off the exclamations
unleash the superlatives. It's happened
n ! We've found the best answer for

ile-building that we hope to have. In
he "dood it"—but good ! ! Please don't
im out of our sight,

he isn't the most engaging mixture of
sh charm, bubbling wit, and vitality,

then "I get a whippin' " for myself,
thought he was great as a romantic
.in "Ship Ahoy," (although it was
'laced with comedy) and I'm sure he is

y for bigger and better material now.
) please, M-G-M, keep that nice man
dng busily from now on—not only for
and Mrs. Red Skelton's sake, but for
lappiness and entertainment of discrim-
ng movie-goers. H'm-m-m?
S. And aren't those dimples of his

cute little rascals?

'HEA HAYE, Somerset Centre, Mass.

(Please turn to page 68)
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LADY IN A JAM—Universal

Here's a real gloom-chaser. Its many chuckles, \

here and there a good hearty laugh, and not-too- •_

j

plot, make this an ideal film for these troubled tir

As the wacky heiress who squanders a fortune, IiJ

Dunne again proves what a fine comedienne shej

Good, also, is Patric Knowles, as the psychial
who takes her to Arizona to cure her. There she wcjj

an old mine and strikes valuable mercury ore.

Bellamy's satire of a corny western "he-man," gfl

TEN GENTLEMEN FROM WEST POINT-20th Century-jj

A stirring film about West Point's early days I

the fight to preserve the Military Academy during

|

post-Revolutionary War period. George Montgorr
and John Sutton are the story's leading cadets, i

reen O'Hara, the girl, and Laird Cregar, a h;

hearted officer who tries to break the cadets' spi

The Academy's traditions, interwoven with hur

romance, and thrills make it an exciting melodra
Stars and supporting cast at their best. Don't mis

THE WIFE TAKES A FLYER—Columbia

There's no limit to the kidding dished out to

Gestapo in this satire on the Nazis, and it's nice

joke's on them, but the spoofing is so overdone, it

only be classed as slapstick comedy. Franchot 1

plays an RAF flyer stranded in occupied Holland
poses as a Dutch girl's (Joan Bennett) mentally

ranged husband to evade capture. Things begii

happen when a Nazi officer is quartered in her he

Allyn Joslyn, remarkably good in role of the >

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC—Warners

An exciting, thrilling spy drama. Humphrey Bo
does a fine piece of acting as the Army captain w
dismissed from service by courtmartial so he

work for the Army secret service. On a Jap freigl

Bogart meets Mary Astor and falls for her. He
pects Sidney Greenstreet of being a spy, gives

data on the Panama Canal's defense to gain his

fidence, but heroically foils the enemy's plans. So
where Mary and Bogey get sea-sick are very fu

TAKE A LETTER, DARLING —Paramount

A gay, fast-paced comedy romance which reve

the order of male boss-attractive girl secretary,

Rosalind Russell playing a high-powered advert
executive who hires a handsome male secretary,

MacMurray, for strictly business reasons. Can
help it if she falls in love with him? Both are g>?

Sparkling dialogue and clever situations make it

terraining. Bob Benchley, Constance Moore and J»

Donald Carey make up the fine supporting

FRIENDLY ENEMIES—Edward Small-U. A.

This comedy-drama about the effects of the

World War on two German-born Americans (Cha
i

Winninger and Charlie Ruggles) who argue and fj

over the question of loyalty to their adopted com:

Winninger sees things Ruggles' way—the Amer
way—after he's tricked into financing a sabotage

It's about an outdated era, but still entertaining,

two Charlies are splendid. Action, limited—-it's a

versation piece. James Craig and Nancy Kelly are i

BEYOND THE BLUE HORIZON-Paramount

Dorothy Lamour again wears a sarong (ah tb

boys) in her new starring jungle-thriller. And w
the boys moon over Dot, the gals can oh and ah c

the screen's new handsome hero, Richard Denn
who is a combination Stirling Hzyden-Tarson

_
v

This fantastic tale about a jungle waif who trie

prove her inheritance right is escapist hokum. Tl

are exciting scenes with a mad elephant, comedy
nished by an ape, and some highly romantic sequei

BUY WAR STAMPS AND BONDS

Turn to page 60 for "Recent Films Reviewed in a Flash"
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Let Dura-Gloss have the job! While your

hands are busy with war-work and extra

tasks of all kinds, let Dura-Gloss keep your

nails bright and shining. It'll stay right

on the job— no polish wears longer (there's

a special ingredient* in Dura-Gloss to make

it stay on). So keep your nails pretty

— protect them. You'll find lovely colors of

Dura-Gloss nail polish at 10^ counters, each

at the pleasant price of \0t. Get 'em today!

*7be special ingredient is Chrystallyne,

a pure and perfect resin.



By

Betty

Boone

Nancy, starlet of

"The Gay Sisters"

and "Desperate
Journey," is proud
of her pepper-
mint-sticks goal-

post centerpiece,

and cake in foot-

ball shaoe. below.

Fun for the Fall season!

Nancy Coleman gives

you new ideas, and

good recipes, for a

gay football luncheon

table

THE minute a hostess thinks of a lunch-
eon or buffet supper, the word "salad"
leaps at her like a leopard, according

to Nancy Coleman,
Warner's white
hope, whose per-

formance in "Des-
perate Journey" is

expected to make
new friends for her.

"In California,
salad is first c*urse
at dinner and
luncheon," said
Nancy, thought-
fully, "something I

never heard of be-

fore, but I like it.

At home, salad
came on with the

meat courses or di-

rectly afterward, and salad dishes seemed
to clutter the table throughout the meal.

(SAVE SUGA1TH
Send -foi-

Vree Knox "Booklet:

"SUGAR-
IBSS DESSERTS
AND SAtAOS"

Write Mrt.Knox.JoUsiowrt.nl.V.

RECIPES IN EVERY PACKAGE

This way,
at once.

"I've discovered a new vegetable salad
that can be served at dinner, supper, or
luncheon. It's delicious with crispy crackers
or cheese thins at dinner. You can make
an attractive luncheon plate of it with cold
sliced chicken, celery curls, olives, potato
strings and spiced prunes, if the day is

warm. Or if there's a tang in the air, you
can use it to follow any kind of hot soup
or accompany such things as hot chicken
patties. Here it is."

VEGETABLE
SALAD
(Serves 6)

1 envelope Knox
Sparkling
Gelatine

% cup cold water
3 tablespoons mild

vinegar

% cup carrots,

grated fine or
shredded

2 tablespoons
chopped
parsley or raw
spinach

1 cup hot water
1 teaspoon salt

Y\ cup cabbage, grated fine or shredded
1 teaspoon lemon juice

2 teaspoons onion juice
(extracted by grating onion)

Soften gelatine in cold water. Add
hot water. Stir until dissolved. Add
gar, lemon juice, onion juice. Cool. V
mixture begins to thicken add remai
ingredients. Turn into mold that has
rinsed in cold water. Chill. When firm
mold. Decorate with raw carrot and g
pepper. Serve with salad dressing.

September, to Nancy, usually means
opening of the football season, and or

her popular ways of entertaining
younger group is to give a football lu

eon before going on to the game, or a
ball buffet supper to follow the game's
citement.

Sometimes when her own Washin
State team is playing, or a guest's <

mater is battling it out on some grid >

Nancy's party listens in at the radio, ]

,

ing for the team they love with horns
rattlers and fairly deafening her Hi 1

Valley neighbors. The Colemans' v

ranch house nestles under wide-sprea
walnut trees on a curving boulevar'
what was once a walnut grove.
Whatever way you do it, a football f

is fun. Those good healthy appe
brought by high-school and college

boys and girls think nothing of dow
Airs. Coleman's own specialty, hot
salad and hot biscuit, and they've
known to demand Maple Spanish Ci
after this succulent dish, get it, and nc
carried out later ! The Coleman's, of coi

:

seldom agree to combine these two di:

"I've never tasted hot crab salad
where else," Nancy asserted. "Perhar
isn't Mother's own invention, but
always taken it for granted that it is.

uses either fresh or • canned crab, fla

blanched almonds, cracker crumbs,
soning, and a good white sauce,

amounts depend on how many you
serving, or how big your casserole. F

put a layer of crab, then a layer of blair

almonds, chopped, then cracker crumbs
cover with the sauce. Then go on buil

your layers until you fill the dish, and I

in a hot oven.
"Maple Spanish Cream is a suga:

dessert that we're serving for the dura

instead of Mother's famous coffee soi

The coffee souffle takes too much sv

but both of them separate into layers,

dark jelly layer beneath, then the ere

one, and the light fluffy one on top.

sometimes mold them in a square or ob

cake tin and serve them in slices."

MAPLE SPANISH CREAM
(Serves 6)

I envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatin*

2y2 cups milk

Yz cup maple syrup
3 eggs

Y\ teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon vanilla (Burnett's)

Pour milk in top of double boiler

soften gelatine in it. Place over hot vra

add Vermont Maid Syrup and stir i

dissolved. Pour slowly on yolks of e

slightly beaten with the salt; return

double boiler and cook until thickt

somewhat, stirring constantly. Ren
from stove, add flavoring and fold

lightly the whites of the eggs, beaten
J

stiff. Turn into one large or indivi'

molds that have been rinsed in cold w;

and place in refrigerator. (This

separate and form a jelly on the bot

with custard on top—if you do not wish

separation in two layers, allow custarc

cool somewhat before adding the st

beaten egg whites.) When firm, unmold

serve with whipped cream, sliced oral

or any fruit or fruit juice.

16



ion soup holds a high place in Nancy's

especially cream of onion soup as

; in the Coleman household,

pot vegetable dish worthy of a place

iy football luncheon table is green

r stuffed with green corn. An apple

cake, made without sugar, and served

Drange parfait is something the young

s highly recommends.

ur
4TTER
ILLS!

bes Using Delicioos\

h'6e MtsKbox, Johnstown. N. Y.

OPES »N PACKAGE

CREAM OF ONION SOUP
12 small onions in thin slices. There

H be 1 cups. Fry 2 minutes in JA
i butter. Place cover on kettle and let

; simmer until soft but not brown,
rie with 2 l/2 tablespoons flour and
3 minutes, stirring constantly. Add 3

)f milk and cook in the double boiler

nr. Rub through a sieve. Beat 2 egg
slightly, add J/2 cup milk and strain

oup just before serving. Season with
id pepper and reheat.

DEPPERS STUFFED WITH
FRESH GREEN CORN

a thick slice from the stem end of

pepper, remove seeds and parboil

:s 15 minutes in boiling salted water
ich is added Y& teaspoon soda. Drain,

th corn mixture, arrange on serving

sprinkle tops with paprika, and gar-

nth parsley.

n Mixture: Remove husks and silky

s from 1 dozen ears of green corn,

ngthwise of cob through each row of

s and scrape with a knife to remove
there should be 2Vz cups. Put pulp in

t pan, add x/2 cup milk, and cook

% 25 minutes, stirring frequently. If

i on a gas range, gas flame should

ned low and covered with an asbestos

Season with butter, salt and pepper.

Above, Nancy Coleman looks over the dec-

orations for her party. Judging by the as-

sortment of pennants, she has no pet team.
Nancy rates cheers herself for originality

displayed in decorating her table, below.

APPLE SAUCE CAKE
cup honey
cup shortening (Crisco)
egg
cup thick applesauce (unsweetened)
cups flour

teaspoon soda
teaspoon cloves (Burnett's)
teaspoon nutmeg (Burnett's)

teaspoon cinnamon (Burnett's)

teaspoon salt

cup seeded raisins

cup nuts

Thoroughly cream honey and Crisco, add
egg, beat well ; add apple sauce alternately

with sifted dry ingredients which have been

mixed with raisins and nuts.

Bake 1 hour in moderate oven (350 de-

grees).
t

.

(This is the cake in the illustrations

{Please turn to page 84)

BIG PICTURE
HERE'S

SOMETHING

NEW IN

RHYTHMIC

ROMANCE!

Dashing Dennis O'Keefe
and fascinating Jane
Frazee will thrill you in

this love story, delight-

fully sprinkled with
sparkling melodies by
Mort Greene and Harry
Revel.

Eddie Foy, Jr., and
hilarious new-
comer Betty Kean
indulge in a lot of

light-hearted tom-

foolery!

SCREHNIANO

OONLIGHT

MASQUERADE
with

DENNIS O'KEEFE . JANE FRAZEE
BETTY KEAN • EDDIE FOY r JR.

Erno Verebes • Franklin Pangborn

Buy War Stamps and Bonds - all you can!

It's a

REPUBLIC PICTURE
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She blamed it on BAD LUCK . . . but others weren't so kind!

J"
UCY looked at the morning paper with

-L^ disgust—another one of her "possibil-

ities" married to somebody else ! It was the

same old story: every man she met took

her out once or twice, then did the disap-

pearing act: A phone call saying "he was
working nights now", or "going to be out-

of-town for several weeks", or "away on
a vacation".

Superstitious soul that she was, Lucy
put this down to bad luck and took her

diminishing dates "catch as catch can".

Anyone who knew her, however, could

have told her that luck had nothing to do
with their indifference.

* * *

A woman may be pretty and charming

but if she has halitosis (bad breath) she

may end up as a neglected Nellie—without

even suspecting why. Bad breath doesn't

always announce its presence to the vic-

tim. And once guilty of this offense you
may be under suspicion always. The news
gets around quickly, and there's the risk

that people will avoid you.

How's Your Breath?

Isn't it just common sense to let Listerine

Antiseptic look after your breath— to make
it sweeter, purer, less likely to offend? This

delightful mouth wash is the standby of so

many really fastidious, attractive people.

Before every date simply rinse the mouth
with Listerine Antiseptic. How cooling, how
refreshing it is! How delightfully clean

it makes your mouth feel! What a
j

of assurance it gives you as its antis

action begins!

You undoubtedly know that somi

thorities consider bacterial fermentati<

tiny food particles on mouth surfaces

a major cause of bad breath althougl

trouble may sometimes be of svsl

origin. Listerine Antiseptic quickly

such fermentation and then overcome

odors that it causes. When you want

at your best, never, never omit List*

Antiseptic. Use it before every date.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis,

LISTERINE ANTISEPTK
For Oral Hygiene
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\^^^^ An Open Letter W
to WALT DISNEY

"Bambi," the new Disney, is the best yet! Below, Walt
at work. Drawings depict Bambi the deer, star of new

film. Thumper the rabbit, and their forest friends.

yum-

»

EAR WALT:
I'm telling the world it's about time we cele-

a Walt Disney Day. We've been having

nty of other days and weeks too in aid and

mte to fine causes and efforts, and they're all

nderful. Now I suggest we set aside a day to do

oute to you whether you like it or not. You're

iodest guy, Walt, for a genius. But I want to tell

a what I think. When the record of this war

ort is finally written, some smart future historian

I recognize the important hand a Hollywood

toon-maker had in winning the game. But we

»uld wait so long to cheer you! Right now, not

ly the U. S. but all the civilized world should

rt appreciating Disney and his works, from the

t Mickey Mouse to the latest and greatest of

;m all, "Bambi." That beautiful picture, which

e just seen, is what brought on this special surge

gratitude. At first, you know, we laughed at

ckey and Donald Duck, applauded "Snow

hite" and "Fantasia," enjoyed "Dumbo" and

i rest—and let it go at that. Sure, we said, those

sneys are always swell, usually better than the

iture picture; and of course, that Treasury De-

rtment short helped a lot to put us in the cheer-

ful frame of mind to face those taxes. But there is

more to it than that. Through Mickey and Donald

you make us laugh, and with "Bambi" you give us

great art; but there's also the work you are doing

for Uncle Sam direct. Though not turning out

tanks and planes, guns and bullets like other big

factories, your Hollywood studio has nevertheless

undergone a change-over second to none in Amer-

ican industry, turning out training films for the

Army, Navy, Air Corps—in fact, 80 percent of

your current film output consists of government

projects, on which you make no profit, right? So

the miracle is not only that "Bambi," your last

full-length cartoon for the duration, is the loveliest

thing you have ever done, but that every "short"

you make, whether morale-builder or educational,

has some of the same priceless quality of unlimited

imagination. Yep, a country that can produce a

Disney who can produce a Mickey Mouse and a

Donald Duck and a "Bambi" has something to

fight and win for.
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WHETHER fact or fiction, the Victor Mature-
Rita Hayworth romance is keeping Hollywood
on its toes, as curious and speculative as a tabby

cat twitching its tail on Minnie Mouse's doorstep, trying
to keep up with the two of them both publicly and
privately

!

Rita, since winning her divorce, which Eddie Judson
first bitterly threatened to contest, is even shyer than
before. She doesn't even mention her romance with Vic
—let alone confide that it might be the great love of her
life. There are those knowing Rita who firmly believe
that this is the first time she has ever been in love. And
there are those who disagree that it is love at all

!

Nothing intrigues Victor more than this luscious Hol-
lywood game of "now you see us and now you don't!"
The main thing is that Hollywood and the world is

Mature-conscious
! If a dull day goes by without a story

on Mature, Victor does something about it immediately.
But he refuses to mention or discuss Rita. Gallantly he
says, "Ask Martha," when you mention the estranged
Mrs. Mature. For both he displays a deep respect. Hav-
ing so newly zoomed to stardom Victor realizes the value
of keeping his name both seen and heard until it becomes
as firmly established as Gable's, Taylor's, and Power's.
What really goes on, however, to add to the daily

startling confusion of contradictory rumors regarding
this reckless broad-shouldered six-feet-three of male im-
petuosity and La Hayworth, is not always Victor's do-
ing. For example: "Mature is dating Rita Hayworth
Entre Nous." Then such a conflicting headline as: "The
Matures Are Reconciled." To these add: "Mature is

Drafted," "The Matures are Divorcing," "Mature To
Take Over Gable's Picture At Metro," "Mature Sus-
pended—Washed Up in Hollywood!" Headlines which
must be equally disconcerting to Rita.

The shortest route between two points is a strai
line. The quickest way to differentiate between tr
and poetry in the Mature-Hayworth rumors sensati
alizing Hollywood, is to ask Vic himself. Illusive I
in the aftermath throes of her divorce just isn't talki
So getting down to facts at last, here it all is :

Victor returned my call when I was not at home. A
Victor Mature let himself in for the surprise of his li

i

"Please say that Mr. Mature called," he said in t
\

low, caressing voice, over the wire.
"Mr. Who?" Mother inquired naively.
"Mr. Mature," he repeated.
"How do you spell the name?" Mother asked qi

innocently.

You can imagine how perturbed Mr. Mature might
(With his name on every billboard in "Footlight Se
nade" and "My Gal Sal" surely his name was kno\
if not quite, as yet, a household word.

)

"Mr. Victor Mature," he enlightened. "Surely yknow who I am?"
"No," responded Mother politely. (Mother is visiti

Hollywood from Utah. She'd never heard of Vic
Mature.

)

Victor Mature was very unhappy ! His day was ruin
Here Was actually a member of the feminine set w
hadn't heard of him. He is not unaware of the adulati
of stock girls and starlets who become electrified at t

sound of his voice, are agog at the mention of the nai
Mature.
To make matters worse, Mother felt perhaps she h

misunderstood the pronunciation of his name. "I thous
you said Mature—did you say Victor Lamour like t

movie actress Dorothy Lamour?" she asked hopeful
"No," said Victor sadly. "You are sure you have ne^

heard of me—Mature—just (Please turn to page 70
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ictor Mature and

ita Hayworth?

ollywood gossip grape-

ne twines around the

Barts of these two.

'hat's it all about?

ead the answer here

By May Mann

lie of Hollywood Hayworth, left

low and top right in "My Gal
I," is besieged on all sides,

•es she really prefer Mature?



Joan Bennett swears by the exer-

cises in Elizabeth Arden's courses
in physical fitness which Miss Arden
has graciously offered free to mem-
bers of the A.W.V.S. You may have
the benefit of these exercises, illus-

trated and described for you here.

I. Tuck-In Position: Lie flat on back.
Bend elbows and relax arms on
mat. Bend knees, keeping feet on
mat and close to hips. Lift pelvic

girdle forward slightly off mat, pull

abdomen in and up, and press

small of back flat on mat. This ex-

ercise is basic in that it establishes

correct pelvic tilt and abdominal
control for all other body move-
ments.

2. Double arm and leg touch: Lie flat

on back with tuck-in position, one
leg extended, and both arms ex-

tended over head. While maintain-
ing abdominal muscles in position,

raise extended leg with toes

pointed, at same time raise arms
to meet extended foot, lifting head
and shoulders from the floor. Re-

turn to position. Repeat several

times with each leg. This exercise

is especially valuable for develop-
ment of abdominal control.

3. Side lying position: This picture

illustrates correct side lying posi-

tion with tuck-in and abdominal
control, under knee bent and upper
arm stretched over head. It is the
starting position for No. 4.

4. Leg and arm touch: Starting with

above position, and maintaining
abdominal control kick leg, with

outward rotation and straight knee
and touch with stretched arm. Con-
tributes to development of strength

of upper leg muscles.

5. Shoulder stand position: This pic-

ture illustrates correct shoulder
stand position which must be main-
tained with abdominal control.

Starting from a lying position and
lifting the hips into this shoulder
stand is valuable in developing
strength in the back and shoulder
muscles. The idea in this movement
is to get as high as possible with

absolute control. In this way it be-
comes a study in body balance.

4. Floor touching with downward leg

stretching: Starting with above
position touch floor over head with

both legs.

a. Bring both knees to chest then

stretch both legs over head
and touch floor. Reach as far

over head as possible. Bring

knees back to chest and
stretch legs upward.

b. Lower straight legs to floor

and reach as far over head as
possible. Extend legs up to

position.

This exercise is of value for back
limbering, and strengthening, for

abdominal control, and develop-
ment of control in upper leg

muscles.

Factory worker or housewife, nurses'

aid or movie actress—all women
must guard their health and energy

and stamina for the war effort. Let

Joan Bennett, most active of all film

stars, show you how she keeps fit

The glamorous stars of the Victory Can
van were nearing the end of their tou

And they were wilting on their stem
They had done one night stands for tw

weeks, all the way from Massachusetts 1

Texas. They had followed horse show
(much too closely for comfort) in big barr

of theaters in the Middle West, and in or

town a chicken show had moved in on thei

before their final curtain. They had parade<

rain or shine, they had sold War Bonds an

Stamps, they had made speeches and pe
sonal appearances, and signed autograph
until their fingers were paralysed. Wit
practically no sleep, no rest, and lots of ii

digestion, they were dead on their feet-

and looked it. And now the heat of Tex;
was piling in on them, just to make the

discomfort complete. After a strenuous, an

moist, afternoon of bond selling the Glamo;
ous Ones, their hair flattened out by t\

heat, their clothes sticking to them, an

great beads of perspiration standing out c

their foreheads, dragged themselves wearil

into the dining car of their special train f<

a glass of iced tea before the evening shov

and 8. Flexion and extension of whole torso with easy leg swingin

Start resting on both hands and knees, with tuck-in position.

No. 7. Keeping weight over one knee swing free leg forwa

meeting head obtaining full roundness in back, (flexio

No. 8. Shows extension of torso with leg swung back and up wi

head extended upward and with correct lower back contrr

the tuck.

Exercise tends to develop flexibility in the whole body, with us*

upper leg muscles. Also very good for development of abdomin
control.



15. teg Lifts: Start in perfect standing position with tuck under,

and arms extended to sides with down pull in shoulder blades.

Alternately lift one knee to chest then the other. In doing the

exercise the torso must be kept erect at all times. The idea is

to lift the knee as high as possible. Exercise is good for upper

leg muscles and abdominal muscles. It also develops a feeling

for body balance.

\

By

Elizabeth Wilson

Hee/ 8eofs: Tt,..

study is begun from

o half-sitting posi-

tion, with plenty of

bend in knees, tuck

under, arms extend-

ed forward but with

down pull in shoul-

der blades to avoid

hunching of shoul-

ders; start with heels

off floor. Place the

heels on the floor

and quickly lift

them without alter-

ing body position.

Repeat several
times with quick

"down-up" move-

ments. This exercise

is for strengthening

of arches, and olso

to develop flexibil-

ity in the foot.

it they saw made them shudder a bit.

in Bennett, pretty as a picture, and

as a lettuce leaf, was diving, with zest

gusto, into a huge hunk of steak, sur-

ded by peas and potatoes and cornbread

apple pie a la mode,

'ine thing !" sighed Olivia de Havilland.

rest of us look like tired old hags, and

looks as if she just dropped in from

klunior League."

ifhe nerve of her," growled Joan Blon-

];"as fresh as a daisy, if you please. And
ilk like a disappointed zombie, in person,

i circles down to here."

Vhy, Joan Bennett," gasped Merle

^j-on in disgust, as she dropped into the

st chair and mopped sweat from the

ifec Oberon brow, "really, you have the

!|titution of a truck horse."

erle Oberon (now Lady Korda, curtsy

;e) hit the nail right on its well-known

. The modern woman, with all the many
gs she is called upon to do in war time,

: indeed have "the constitution of a

| horse." Else she might as well admit

| a dud, and (Please turn to page 62)

10. Wall Climb: Start lying on back at right angles to a wall,

with hipi touching wall and knees bent over chest.

9. Shows wall climb in progress. Subject walks up the wall

to shoulder stand position.

10. From shoulder stand position legs are rotated from hips

out and back to normal position three times.

To return to floor slowly slide down on back one vertebra

at a time, relax knees over chest.

This exercise is very relaxing, relieves vital organs of

pressure and allows blood to get to face for increased

circulation. Develops flexibility and strength in back.

i

13. Airplane: Start in up-

right broad standing

position, arms extended

out to sides. Twist at

waist and reach over

touching opposite hand
to opposite foot, lift to

upright position by con-

traction of buttock mus-

les. Good for waist-line,

a. First the movements
can be taken with

easy knees—a slight

bend in the knees.

After several prac-

tices then the knees

may be kept straight.

Next step, grasp the

ankles and place

the head on knees.

II. and 12. Sif, itretch. sit:

No. It, The starting position, sitting on hip with

abdominal control, arms extended.

No. 12. Shows Miss Bennett in the middle of the

exercise, ready to sit on her left hip.

Beginning with starting position (No. II)

rise up on both knees at the same time

swing the arms down and around over

head and continue them around back to

left. This movement is taken with a strong

hip lead with abdominal control as the

arms make a complete circle around.

This is excellent for thigh muscles, ond

flexibility in waist and hip muscles.



OON'T WAIT/
I DION *T /

" k AE? I'M going to grab
first girl I find when I

* * ' back home because mo:
them will be married by then/

vate First Class Ed Witte from ]

Ord speaks up.

"I'd take the chance, you can
on that." Nancy Coleman.
"A boy and a girl should

psychologically free, so don't m
until after the war." Alexis Si

arguing.

"If the worst happens to your r

you'll blame yourself the rest of
]

life for waiting." Carole Landis
speaking.

"A baby would complicate ev

thing even more, so I say wait."
'

from Anne Baxter.

Such are a few of the answe
got to the question: Should a be
the armed forces or about to e

them marry his girl now or wait x

the war is over? With the war g
ing momentum day by day and t

ing lives and relationships at

Screenland decided to see wh;
could do to help answer this quest

a question that must be puzz
many young people today. To
our opinions, some of Hollywo
famous stars were consulted. An<
were the men who are fighting

war. Somewhere, in their ideas,



WAIT /

WAITED ! m

c
By Jack Holland



Out of a strange love which
blended ecstasy and pain came
great music-and in that music
their love would live always!

Joan Fontaine, Charles Boyer
play their most poignant roles

in Warner Bros/ picturization

of the famous novel and play



MILES

)YER

Complete cast and
credits on Page 29.
Photographs oy Bert
Six, Warner Bros.

Fictionized by

Elizabeth B. Petersen

I OTHING must spoil this day, nothing, nothing at

V all, Tessa thought, her breath coming in that

^ quick, eager way, her small thin hand pressing

ainst her heart. The pain was there again but it would

i away as it always had. She mustn't think of it now
th Lewis coming.

There were always guests coming to the Swiss moun-

inside where the Sangers lived, but none was special

:e Lewis Dodd. Almost as if they were pilgrims they

me, these musicians, most of them so successful and

cure, coming to pay homage to Albert Sanger, the

an who had become a legend while he still lived, a

bulous legend even to those who did not understand

s music but who could lift their eyebrows and smile

his eccentricities, his loves and his four wives and

ose strange children of his. Only Kate, the oldest,

nn of his first marriage, staid, practical Kate could

ive fitted into the outside world. The other three, Toni,

e beautiful one, as temperamental and unpredictable

. the Italian opera singer who had become Sanger's

cond wife, and Paula and Tessa, daughters of that in-

nse young Englishwoman, Evelyn Churchill, who had

ven up the ease of the life she knew and her family and

iends to become the third wife of the strange musician

ready well past his middle years, had grown up as

isually as the young wild things in the mountains

ound them.

Then there was Lina, the Russian ballerina and

anger's last plunge into romance; Lina, bitter and

sillusioned whom all of them, most of all Sanger him-

:!f, had come to detest for her shrewish tongue and

|5r tempers and the graces and airs she affected as she

ailed through the house in the tawdry dressing gowns
le always wore, her once beautiful hair spilling down
er back in an unkempt mass. But it was Roberto, the

lan who had attached himself to the Sangers back

omewhere in the past, Roberto the gentle and soft-

X)ken, who bargained and cajoled and begged to get

>od for them from the village tradesmen who had long

iven up even the hope of being paid, who seemed
ae one permanent thing in their changing world,

anger's wives had come and gone but Roberto had
een there always, mothering them and scolding and
01 king for them.



Sanger s circus, they called the family, those who unders
and those who didn't alike and Lewis Dodd, the young Bel
composer, fitted into the charmed circle as though he belori 1

in it. And he did belong, most of all to Tessa who loved
with all the anguished adoration of the adolescent years
soon would be leaving.

She was still such a child to love like that, so completely
i

so possessively. But then Tessa's age couldn't be countec
Wj- fhe wasnt of the earth at all; Tessa, with her sler
child s body and the untaught wisdom of the ages in her gr
gray eyes and the passion of those who never reckoned the c
in her generous mouth. She lived in a secret world of her c
Tessa as far away from reality as if she were indeed
nymph she looked.

Sanger looked up as she came into his studio, a great ti
mountain of a man, drooping over his piano as if not o

'

music but life were about to leave him. And on the talj
jumbled together with all the music scores and letters j
glasses and empty brandy bottles, was the clipping of 1
reviews of Lewis' last symphony which had just been plaii
in London, the symphony the critics had hailed as a brilli
bit of technique, marred by the rude intrusion of its unco
tortable dissonance.

"Is Lewis really a good musician?" Tessa asked as
brought over the brandy she had managed to salvage out
one of the bottles.

^
Sanger smiled as she gave it to him. There was alwa

tenderness in his smile for Tessa, his best beloved
"Good technique," Sanger nodded. "Lewis is like

weather. One day it's thunder. {Please turn to page

Charles Boyer plays the composer, Lewis Dodd. "His

music has no heart. If he could only fall in love!"



!w /

\Joan Fontaine as Tessa, who loved Lewis with all the anguished adoration of the

[adolescent years she soon would be leaving. She was such a child to love like that!

Warner Bros, presents

"THE CONSTANT NYMPH"
Produced by Henry Blanke. Directed by Edmund Goulding. Screen

play by Kathryn Scola. From the novel by Margaret Kennedy and

the play by Margaret Kennedy and Basil Dean. With the follow-

ing cast:

Lewis Dodd Charles Boyer

Tessa Sanger Joan Fontaine

Toni Sanger - . . Brenda Marshall

Florence Churchill Alexis Smith

Charles Churchill Charles Coburn

Lady Longborough Dame May Whitty

Kate Sanger ...Jean Muir
Frits Bercovy Peter Lorre

Albert Sanger Montagu Love
Roberto Edward Ciannelli

Paula Sanger Joyce Reynolds
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'I'M THE TINY TYPHctoN!" 1

(Phyllis Roth)

30

I'VE
got five cocker pups, fourteen rabbits, and two

Siamese cats," said the Bounding Brunette.
"Gosh, I only got one dog and two ulcers," gloomed

the Blonde Blitz.

"I've got a new recap," chirped the Tiny Typhoon.
"I've got to go home and get my husband's dinner,"

announced the Spectacular Sprite.

"I've got . .
." Monsieur Gene Bosquet cut the Bound-

ing Brunette off wearily. If he hadn't, this might have
gone on indefinitely and Marjorie Reynolds' husband
might never have gotten his rations, Betty Hutton might
have missed a fitting (fitting, not fit, although she's
always about two jumps ahead of the latter) and the
world may have remained darkly confused about Para-
mount's hilarious Screwball Set.

The Screwball Set consists of, from the sublime to the
ridiculous, or reading from left to right, as you will,

Marjorie Reynolds, who is a pinkish blonde; Phyllis
Ruth, who is a golden blonde; Dona Drake, who is,

always has been and who intends to go right on being a
bounding brunette, and Betty Hutton, a plenty pretty
platinum blonde with hyperthyroid ants in her pantomimes.

By Dugal Oliam

Lucky author, below, surrounded by BeHy, Marjorie, Dona, and P

ft



5CtftW&ALL SIXI
atinum blonde with hyperthyroid ants in her pantomimes.

Monsieur Bosquet, who looks after their collective

cploitation, identifies them as the Spectacular Sprite

Marjone), the Tiny Typhoon (Phyllis), the Bound-

g Brunette (Dona) and the Blonde Blitz (Betty),

hey are, in the same order, five feet four and a half;

iur feet, ten; five feet, and five feet three and a half,

yond this, none of them will hold still long enough
>r one to find out much. You have to get the rest on
ie fly, with a Norden bombsight, provided it's working
ell and the visibility's good.
Why the Screwball Set ? If the foregoing patter hasn't

ten enough to tell you, brace yourself in a door frame
id read on. The Spectacular Sprite has knitted four

iirs of BURGUNDY colored socks for a soldier be-

tuse he's in the Signal Corps where they use colors ; the

ounding Brunette wants to own a house with a gym-
asium instead of a living room and a frigidaire built

to the bedroom; the Tiny Typhoon's idea of a great

iy is to ride roily-coasters (that's what she said,

OLLY-coasters) for eight hours consecutively ; and the

Blonde Blitz wants liability insurance on her tonsils in

case one explodes sometime and maims an innocent by-

stander.

Conversation piece among the Screwball Set

:

Blonde Blitz (to the Spectacular Sprite) : "Who are

you married to?"

S.S. : "Jack Reynolds."

Tiny Typhoon : "What do you know ? Their names are

the same
!"

Bounding Brunette: "Heck, my name used to be the

same as my dad's, but it's not any more."

Give up? Okay, you asked for it. The Bounding Bru-

nette had the floor and all the air directly above it. She
wanted to talk about her five cocker pups. She had their

pictures, too, and they were all blondes. The mother, also.

Their names add up to quite a piece of nomenclature.

The first one she picked up she named Bob, for Bob
Hope (he had a funny nose, she says). The second was
named Bing for Crosby (he had a touch of distemper).

The third became Butler (because he looked like Arthur
Treacher). The fourth was (Please turn to page 82)



Imagine having
laughs for break-

fast! Hollywood's

happiest wife tells

for the first time

what it's really like

being married to a

screen comedian

Andy Devine, films' most popular rotund comedian, featured in

Universal Pictures' "Men of Texas" and "Between Us Girls,"
has ideal home life on his ranch, with his lovely wife and two
fine young sons. These exclusive photographs picture the
happy family at ease and, above, at work in their garden. Top
right, facing page, the 1912 Ford Andy bought Mrs. Devine.

32

HERE are two schools of thought, ap-
parently, about being married to a comic. Some people
on meeting me, exclaim, "My DEAR! It must be
wonderful being married to a comedian. Imagine having
laughs for breakfast!" Then, there are the others who
smile pityingly as they shake their heads and murmur,
"I don't see HOW you stand it. It must be awful
when you have an off day, having someone flipping

wisecracks at you or, when you're entertaining, have
your husband snatch a chair from under you to start the

party off with a laugh."

My marital experience has been limited. I've only

been married once so I can't tell you what it's like being
married to a comedian. I can only tell you what it's like

being married to Andy. It's swell

!

When I come home from meeting a member of either

of the aforementioned schools I try to figure out which
is right but, despite all the analyzing I've done, I can t

see where my married life is any different than anyone



e's—except that perhaps I'm happier than most
men.
I've been in homes where the husband comes in,

its his hair and starts screaming: "Are you

tzy? Why did you get a new dress? Where do
jji think we'll end? In the poorhouse—that's

fere!" If it isn't bills it's something else that's

Trying the poor dear.

W ell, Andy never worries about anything. What-
:r worrying is done around our joint, I do. Once
a while when I get tired of stewing I'll turn on
idy, a little waspishly, perhaps, and say, "For the

e of pete ! Won't you ever grow up and assume a

t responsibilities? I get tired of doing all the

rrying. Nothing ever bothers you!"
\ He'll look at me guiltily and say, "You're right,

eetheart. I guess I've been pretty selfish. I'll tell

u what: I'm going into the den and close the

r so you won't see (Please turn to page 58)



as Madeleine

Carroll Quit the

Screen for LO

MARRIED LOVERS! MR. AND MRS. STIRLING HAYDEN

By James Reid

MADELEINE CARROLL has quit pictures

and left Hollywood—"until further notice."

i

Perhaps forever

!

She hasn't made a public announcement of this fact,

because she is naturally secretive. And Paramount
hasn't made an announcement, because the studio is

naturally embarrassed. She is the second star within
a year who has deliberately given up a prosperous
Paramount career. There is a quiet inkling of this in

the latest Paramount contract list. Her name is no
longer included in the roster of players tied up with
long-term tickets. She is listed among those holding
"special contracts." That is a tip-off that the studio has
only a limited call on her future services, subject to

future arrangements.
But few people know that she has instructed her

agent that she doesn't want to do any more movie-
acting anywhere "for at least a year"—if ever.

As soon as this news becomes generally known, it

will be greeted with disbelief, especially in Hollywood.
It doesn't make sense that a career girl like Madeleine
would give up her career—even for twelve months—
at this particular point. (Please turn to page 78 )
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NOW
YOU'LL

MEET HEP

Howard Hughes' cono
sial movie, "The Out
is about to be released
so, after introductory
licity second in sensat
ism to none in screen hi
lovely Jane Russell w
long last greet her al

admiring, impatient p 1



NOW
HE IS AN
ACTOR!

You know John Carroll as a

romantic singer in such
lavish musicals as "Rio
Rita"—but you will see him
in a new guise as a dramatic
actor in Republic's impor-
tant film, "The Flying Ti-

gers," which also features

John Wayne and boasts

blonde Anna Lee as heroine.



Veronica, above, with clever young designer Edith He
checks costume sketches for her latest film, "The G
Key." Ordinary twine from which Miss Lake's hat ;

handbag are made is non-rationed. At left, cleverly
skirt of her chartreuse crepe evening gown is within
144-inch sweep allowed by order L-85. Below, Miss Lai
black gabardine dressmaker suit has straight skirt with
pleats, a collarless and cuffless 25-inch jacket, and insteac
a whole blouse, a small beige colored and initialed did



INCLE SAM

| SAYS

! "OKAY"
Wca Lake, assisted by designer

Wi Head, proves that the new
es may have glamor a-plenty

i

:d by Edith Head for Veronica Lake to wear in

4ed A Witch," the nightgown at right would once
-en made of silk crepe, but the studio is now dis-

g the fine quality of cotton manufactured in the

so white cotton serves admirably to fashion the

I

,yhich touches the floor on wee Veronica but con-

hly the allowed yardage and would reach just to

I les of a girl 5'2". Below, in "The Glass Key" Miss

7 'ears this three-piece suit. The straight skirt with

? at in front is well within the 28 inches in length

/inches in sweep allowed for wool garments. Col-

;
topcoat is a separate item and is half-lined in

!

pockets on jacket and coat have one-inch banding.





ew Teatn?

n Payne is the
wnite hope of his

studio, having scored
in "Remember The
Day," "To The
Shores of Tripoli,"

"Footlight Sere-
nade," and now in

"Iceland" with Sonja
Henie, Next he
will be in "Spring-

time in the Rockies"







JUST A

"JUNGLE SIREN"

Ann Corio, familiar figure to certain American
audiences, may find her admirers flocking to

see her on the screen in "Jungle Siren," with
Buster Crabbe (top right) as her leading man



LOOK WHO'S here;

Noted photographer Hurrell's camera

art glorifies Margie Hart, who is ex-

ploring new entertainment fields in

her first movie, "Lure of the Islands"



THE MOST BEAUTIFUL STILL OF THE MONTH
so From "Jackass Mail"

r'



When you've read this outspoken in-

terview with "the menace to Ameri-

can womanhood," you'll either feel

sorry for Mrs. George Sanders or

—

The Strangely

Fascinating

MR. SANDERS

By

Liza

George Sanders has a

role he loves to play in

"The Moon and Six-

pence"—that of a self-

ish, domineering, lustful

artist who "ain't no

gentleman." Some of his

detractors say no won-

der Sanders plays him

so superbly! At left, in

character for the part;

below, with Doris Dudley

as his wife in the picture.

'HE great Sanders marriage mystery has been solved !

At long last. For years Hollywood's favorite indoor

sport has been speculating on whether or not George,

lat menace to American womanhood, is married,

umors, believe me, ran rife. George could have said

¥es" so very easily, and we palpitating girls could have

'in home and cried in our knitting, but he preferred to

all a Paulette Goddard., At some time or other, every

.n writer, even' columnist, every reporter in town has

>ked him, "Are you married, Mr. Sanders?" And Mr.
anders has invariably answered, with or without fancy

immings, "It is none of your damn business." (This

lestion was always postponed until the end of the

iterview so the writer could make a hasty exit if neces-

*ry.)

True to his tradition the strangely fascinating Mr.
anders still hasn't admitted that he is married. But his

ife has. And that's quite sufficient. It happened like

lis. In Hollywood's best-read column there appeared

one morning recently a little item which said that George
Sanders had been seen at the Mocambo the night before

with Mona Maris. The very next day Mrs. Sanders
called the columnist, and with a few well-chosen words
put an abrupt end to Hollywood's most intriguing mys-
tery. She was the former Elsie Poole, she said, known
as Susan Larson, and she had married George Sanders
October 27. 1940, at the Methodist Church in Holly-

wood. (Right under our noses, if he'd been a snake he'd

have bit us. and we didn't know it!) Mrs. Sanders
called herself a "broad-minded wife."

Well, you could have knocked nie over with a feather.

I couldn't wait to hop over to the studio and get Mr.
Sanders' views on women, now that it's settled that he's

a husband. That should make his views even more in-

teresting than ever.

If you are a writer, and a female, and haven't been
insulted by George Sanders you are completely out of

things professionally. I can (Please turn to page 57)
5 1



More actors in uniform, more starle

working for Uncle Sam. Not for publici
but for patriotism, the formerly "par
pered" movie stars are in there pitchii

They're in the Army now: Jeffrey Lynn, at

Tommy Dorsey when band leader appeare
i

Monmouth, N. J., and William Holden, in

tures below. Latest on Holden: from Signal t

Air Corps as flying cadet. Lower left, Lanf
visits Boeing Aircraft Company plant, cl

Rita Case and Carroll Gates in sheet r

assembly shop, after she had addressed tht i

to stimulate sale of War Savings Bonds and



Bond Today! Betty Grable licks

np for books she helped to sell,

a bemused baby whose mother
- st purchased a stamp book from the
k

irar (below). At opening of the first

L" Roof Garden, called the "Sky

tube," operated by the Jewish Welfare

for Service Men of all nations at

C 65th St., New York City, Jeanne
ry and Martha Scott served as official

- ses (lower right). The "Victory
- : y*r" of I. Magnin and Co., Los
~*jes, had such guest stars as Jane
i J, bottom of this page, and Jane
-'

rs facing page. Did you know a

:
' 'ar Bond will purchase one "depth
" •," potent weapon against deadly



.V-

"PLEASE

WRITE
A LETTER

Jeanne knows what to soy and how
to say it, in spite of that Mona
Lisa smile. Below: sweet meditation.

Jeanne Cagney expresse

youthful, forthright viewpoint

our attitudes and actions tow

our gallant men in Serv

By

Courtenay Marvin
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JEANNE CAGNEY is young, charming, intelligent

and looks the ideal college girl type. Her hair is a
pretty brown, her eyes a changeable hazel, her skin

warm and peach-tinted. Her eyes and dimples dominate
her face. She is, I gathered, not romantically attached to
any special one, but she knows a great deal about men

!

For she is the only sister of four brothers : James, with
whom most of us are well acquainted via the screen;
Edward and Harry, who are doctors, and William, pro-
ducer of "Yankee Doodle Dandy." You simply can't grow
up with four brothers like that and not know a lot about
men. Besides, the Cagneys constitute a family that sticks
together. Each is vitally interested in the other. I was
having a late breakfast with Jeanne on her recent trip to
New York and I hadn't been there long when she said,

"If the phone rings, it will be Jimmy." The phone did
ring and it was Jimmy, and sister and brother had their

customary daily talk. "We always keep in close to
with each other," explained Jeanne. "When we were
three working in 'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' we just ne
got to bed, because when the day's shooting was o^
each had to call the other and go over the whole d;
work. We criticised, we complimented, and each proba
helped the other. We're just that kind of family

!"

If you have seen "Yankee Doodle Dandy," or if
1

are going to see it, you will find there is a striking cha?
teristic resemblance between the Cohan family and
Cagney family. And it is that of intense family affect;

cooperation and loyalty.

Jeanne is a Hunter College graduate and spent m
of her youth in Jackson Heights, a suburb of New ¥
City. However, she still found it inspiring and excitin.
view the vast city from the heights of her suite in the I

Towers. She is an excellent conversationalist, so we w



from pictures and appearance to the war.

Somehow, we centered on that because true,

practical patriotism seems a real part of

everyone I meet from Hollywood. Perhaps

that is because the stars have so very much
tc contribute these days, their entertainment

on the screen, more welcome than ever, as

well as their entertainment and efforts for

the men in service.

Jeanne knows plenty of men in uniform,

a id her viewpoint on what we have to con-

tribute in a purely personal way, even upon
casual meetings, seems timely.

Even if you, also, wear a uniform by
day, try to find opportunity to change into

your more feminine clothes when you have

a date with a male uniform, advises Jeanne.

It's a refreshing change of scenery for your

escort Jeanne thinks that soft, frilly, though

not fancy, frocks make a welcome im-

pression. She is dubious about your wearing

too formal things for evening, unless you
know the background of your escort. It may
throw him, she thinks, to find you looking

too dressed up when a soldier's pay does

r. Dt permit his taking you to the smartest

night club. Already, Jeanne knows that men
adore having the girls they like wear blue,

she is more a brown type.

Keep your make-up gay and young. Use
really red lipstick, eye make-up, if you

need it, and powder that permits you to

look natural. It is necessary to look pretty

above all things, if you can, but a too

sophisticated make-up is slightly frighten-

ing. It may give your escort an inferiority

Complex, and he will go silent and moody
on you, when what he wants and needs is

a lighthearted, happy, laughter-filled eve-

ning. It is through little things like this that

morale is maintained—at home and abroad.

Jeanne finds that in casual encounters,

such as the USO entertainments, etc., a

girl must always take the initiative in con-

versation. She thinks it is awkward to en-

deavor to start talk by asking a boy about

is service life. In the first- place, he prob-

bly can't tell you the dramatic, exciting

facts because of military restrictions ; in

the second place, he is out for what he

hopes is a good time and his routine life

should be put aside for a few brief hours.

"If you can find out where a man comes
from, then a girl is always safe in talking

about his part of the country, if she knows
anything about it at all. Everyone away

• trom home loves to hear what is going on

there or to reminisce about something there.

I This is fun for both. I think it is very im-

portant to keep our worries and problems
' out of such conversations. We ought to

assume the role of entertainers and good
ones whenever we can." In those words,

yon sense the good, male influence of

Jeanne's brothers. Men will listen to the

problems of any girl they like and then

dispose of them. They do not like to re-

hash them, and this is a good tip for any

girl who has any man deep in her affec-

tions. Wives, please underscore!

Jeanne also tells me that few of the boys

she meets are the last word as dancers

—

f
though they are pretty good as a whole.

;
Therefore, until you have danced with a

i boy, she thinks it is kind not to ask him if

j

He can rumba or samba or do anything

extra-special. If he can't, then he may be-

z me self-conscious and not want to ask

: you onto the floor for a good old one-step

brought up to date. If he can do specials,

you'll find out soon enough.
Also, when the man in uniform asks what

you would-like to do for an evening, think

|

twice. Think twice, especially if he doesn't

know you well. Here you face a limited

pleasure budget, and though he may be

willing to spend the month's pay on you,

maybe it just won't be worth it to him,

j
unless he finds you a super-duper girl. The
movies or the dancing place where there is

ik cover charge or something of that kind
(Please turn to page 68)

Yours for Loveliness
All hands on the job these days! And handsful of

grooming aids, sure, swiff and fimely, every one!

NEVER in our history have hands played
so vital a role in defense. The "pale

hands we loved" of yesterday, today proudly
bear the marks of motor grease, of indus-

try soil, of labors in the home, the office,

and of the earth. Overnight, Lava Soap has

leaped into the class of timely beauty aids,

for the good gray Lava bar is a sure, swift

cleanser for hard-to~remove soil, and in

spite of its hearty, slightly rough touch, is

as gentle to skin as a face cream. Keep
work hands dainty, lovely and immaculate
with Lava Soap. Good for child hands, too.

LITERALLY, by the sweat of our brows
- and bodies are we doing our part today.

So—Etiquet Deodorant Cream makes its

bow when most needed. It's new, of the an-
tiseptic type and all your heart could desire.

It stops both perspiration and odor from one

to three days, is dainty and fragrant, so

gentle, it may be used daily, and you dab
on, dress, dash ! Tests have proved its super-

effectiveness, and it comes in a 10# and a

39t size at toilet counters. A boon to your
social charm and to your clothing.

K
KJ ECESSITY is the mother of inven-
• ^* tion"—especially in these days. Out of

necessity to conserve alcohol for national

purposes has come a truly lovely new devel-

opment—cream cologne. A creamy, lotion-

light base is substituted largely for the

former alcohol base. Twin Sisters Cream
Cologne, in either honey suckle or apple

blossom fragrance, is a welcome aid for

body sweetness and comfort. All the bene-

fits of a cologne, plus the soothing creami-

ness of the new base. In the chain stores.

THE Lashtint Double Compact, by Kur-
' lash, is a treasure, because in the neatest

of metal cases, you find two tones of mas-
cara, not one. This answers the need for

two separate purchases, because some girls

use brown mascara by day and black by
night, or many follow that excellent Holly-

wood eye make-up idea of using a touch of

brown mascara to accent brows, and drama-
tize the lashes with black. This is very ef-

fective make-up. Brush and dampening
sponge are contained in this compact

THIS good-looking Barbara Gould "Back
to School" kit is so smart and complete

that it might go anywhere. It's roomy, too,

to carry little extras, and contains eight

preparations—cleansing cream, night cream,

skin freshener, hand lotion, foundation, face

powder, rouge and lipstick—in fact all you
need and more. It comes in a soft kid fin-

ish leather fabric in red or brown or a

black crocodile grain, and is excellent value

for the modest $5 cost. Whenever in doubt,

a kit is a perfect gift suggestion.

CASHMERE Bouquet talcum powder
still reigns supreme in its own particu-

lar sphere. It is the softest of soft powders
and the fragrance is individual and roman-
tic. Its use following the bath makes this

little chore a luxurious experience, and
clothes will slide on over a sweet, smooth,
soothed skin. I really think it can speed up
your dressing, especially with the girdle

act ! A good friend for work hours, social

hours, a real smoothie ! Courtenay Marvin.
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The Strangely Fascinating Mr. Sanders

Continued from page 51

jnember when we pad-and-pencil girls

around the free and festive board at

jyentieth Century-Fox, unlimited sugar

i coffee in those days, and compared
jtes on the charming compliments paid

|

by those young gallants, Tyrone Power,
I'bert Taylor, and Errol Flynn. But now
i

different.

'That horrible George Sanders!" one

i who dabbles in the intimate interview

f

d at lunch the other day. "The minute
Bat down beside him—did he offer me
jrhair ? he did not—he went right off into

sound sleep. He even snored. Right in

• face. 'A good sleep?' I asked sar-

itically when he^ came to an hour later.

;s,' he said, without the slightest em-
rrassment. 'While I was asleep I figured

; something. Everyone is worried these

fs about their tires, and what's going
happen when their tires wear out. I

ured out a solution for myself. I'm
ing to buy an invalid's electric chair

!

e government will not refuse tires for

h a chair, the battery can be easily

:harged, and I can ride in great comfort
i dignity.' I simply glared at him. He's
elfish, horrible, unpatriotic man."
'Horrible is an understatement," said

other of my carbon-stained ilk. "When
vent to interview him he told me quite

nkly that he thought woman's place

s over the washtub, and not the type-

iter. They had coffee and doughnuts on
set that day, and you won't believe

but that horrid man grabbed the last

ighnut on the dish right from under my
id. And he didn't even offer to share it

h me. I've never seen such rudeness."

'I don't know why I ever did it, and
e been kicking myself ever since," con-

futed another member of the profession,

ut when I bumped into him on the lot

morning after the preview of 'Man
int' I couldn't help but tell him that I

night he was simply wonderful in the

ture. Do you know what he said? He
d, 'Naturally,' and almost knocked me
*n on his way to the water-cooler."

'How you girls must loathe him," I

d sympathetically, thinking of those

ightful, and cozy, hours spent with
wer, Taylor, and Flynn.
'Loathe him?" they turned on me in

ming indignation. "Why, we love him!
:'s the most fascinating man !"

This opinion, strangely enough, seems
be shared by women all over the coun-
. I say strangely enough because with
v exceptions George has only played
t\s, cads and bounders ever since he and
rone Power got off to a good start in

loyds of London." None of that hero
ff for Georgie. But suddenly women
:rywhere have gone completely mad
out him. They send him mash notes tell-

,

r him how charming and irresistible he
but that he really ought to reform,

th their help of course. Not since Clark
ble pasted one on Norma Shearer in "A

Soul" has the male repulsive seemed
te so attractive.

'I'm no isolationist. I could hardly wait
be insulted by Mr. Sanders. And ask
n what he thinks of women. It's cer-

P

>re Lamarrl You can't get too much of

5 beauty. Hedy, opposite as Tondeleyo
"White Cargo," introduces the "lurong"
'•he "costume" she wears in the new film,

lis not a sarong, but it does have lots

< allure—hence the name, "lurong."

tainly no secret what women think of him.
"What do you think of George Sand-

ers?" I asked a press agent at one of the
studios where George has worked. "In
case he sleeps out my interview, what can
I write about him ?"

"It's hard to tell where to start, or where
to end, in describing the peculiarities of

our Mr. Sanders." The press agent settled

back comfortably in his chair, put his feet

on the desk, and with great relish, I sus-

spected, tore into Mr. Sanders. "He is, as

you know, a mountain of huge flesh, with
the frightening aspect of the giants in

fables. He has a handshake that feels like

putty, or jello in the process of liquefying.

As a matter of fact he puffs like a steam
engine after but a few steps, and I rather

suspect that he has no more strength than
a chain store oyster. He seems to be afraid

of strong physical exercise so he sits and
sits. I think the man's rudeness is an act

with him.
"George has the self-egotism of the

glamorous foreign feminine stars of years

ago-^-a mountainous disbelief in the ability

or integrity of others, and a corresponding
belief in himself. He doesn't think he is

the best actor in the world. He thinks he
is the only one."

Nice going, I thought, nice going indeed.

But after all you can't expect a press

agent, and a man, to appreciate the charms
of Mr. Sanders. However, he had me wor-
ried. I wasn't exactly looking forward to

being insulted. I thought longingly and
lovingly of those delightful, and cozy,

hours spent with Tyrone, Robert, and
Errol.

I finally ran down the idol of American
movie-goers on the set of Director Albert

Lewin's "The Moon and Sixpence," which
is being adapted of course from Somerset
Maugham's tremendous best seller of

twenty years ago. After watching several

scenes being made that day I gathered

that "The Moon and Sixpence" doesn't

handle sex with gloves. It's strictly adult.

And considerably on the shocking side. But
Producer Loew and Director Lewin are

betting a million dollars that you will

like it.

George is playing Charles Strickland,

unquestionably one of the most reprehensi-

ble characters in literature. He is selfish,

capricious, domineering, lustful, and totally

self-centered. He ain't no gentleman.

"You're in luck," a member of the pub-

licity department whispered in my ear.

"George is so crazy about the scene he's

going to do this morning that he's in

fine fettle. He's actually laughing." (The
scene, I was to discover later, permits Mr.

Sanders, in the character of Mr. Strick-

land, to express himself whole-heartedly

about women. And what he said—whew!)
I would like to report that I said some-

thing very scintillating to Mr. Sanders,

and that he responded with the retort dis-

courteous. As well as I remember we both

just said "Hello" and let it go at that. He
seemed friendly enough, as a matter of

fact, he smiled, and I was completely cap-

tivated. His handshake was not like jello.

But I wasn't taking any chances on the

slumber that seems to envelop Mr. Sanders

at the approach of an interviewer. I

plunged.
"What do you think of women?" I

asked breathlessly. "I suppose you know
that we've all gone pleasantly insane over

you. What do you think of us?"

"Women," said George Sanders, "are

constantly trying to become the superior

sex, when they know darned well that they

are the inferior." He fixed me with his

cold, basilisk eyes and I knew I was a
gone goose and wouldn't utter one word
in defense of my sex. "They are so charm-
ing and beautiful and feminine, when they

are feminine, you'd think they would have
sense enough to remain that way. But no,

they want to become superior. And the

minute they try to become superior

—

which they never can do, anyhow—they

are just about as interesting as a flat

souffle."

Well ! I certainly began to wonder
about Mrs. Sanders who called herself a

"broad-minded wife."

"It's a sad situation," he continued
grandly, "and it keeps growing worse. I

am going to do all in my power to keep
women the inferior sex. Women never were
more appealing, never more charming and
beautiful, than during the days of Sir

Walter Scott's tournaments when they

stayed in the background and cheered
their knights on to glory. You'd think,

wouldn't you, that they'd want to remain
feminine. And desirable."

So that was what Mrs. Sanders did.

Stayed in the background and cheered her

knight on to glory. Well, maybe.
George proceeded to yawn and stretch

himself out on his spine with his feet in

a nearby chair. "This," he said sleepily,

"is the only reasonable position for a man
of intelligence."

"You were saying about women—" I

hastily reminded him.
"I am very worried about some of my

friends who have married actresses," he
continued. "They are groping around in

the most abysmal depths to which human
suffering can go. To remedy this dire situa-

tion, I am going to get up an organization

of good, stalwart, hardy men and cam-
paign for a 25 per cent tax on all actresses.

This tax will be for the preservation of

femininity. The studios should take the 25

per cent tax out of every actress' salary',

and give it to some worthy charity. An
actress should have only a little pin money,
so that she can't make her husband feel

inferior. She should earn only enough, say,

for some new clothes, or to send her

mother a present at Christmas time. After

all, it should be sufficient compensation

just to have the privilege of playing op-

posite someone like Tyrone Power or

Clark Gable.

"The 25 per cent tax offers interesting

possibilities. The glamor girls would enjoy

their work more, knowing that they were
doing it only for the fun of it, and not

for commercial reasons. They would take

pride in making many charities possible.

And when they went home at night they

wouldn't give their husbands that I-make-
two-thousand-a-week-and-you-make-only-
fifty-you-poor-sap kiss.

"If the 25 per cent tax didn't remedy
the situation, we could increase it gradually

each year. I don't think it should ever

exceed 50 per cent. After all, I am a

generous man and I think the movie
heroines should have sufficient pin money
to keep their inferiority well-clad and well-

ornamented."
He grinned as he noticed my astonish-

ment. "I don't think Miss Dunne, Miss

Russell, Miss Colbert, Miss Tierney and

Miss Davis will like you," I gasped.

"I wouldn't have a wife who made more
money, or was more famous than myself."

George added emphatically. "You can't ex-

pect a man to be happy with a wife who

Don't forget to buy your

War Savings Bonds and Stamps

at your local theater!
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Rosemary La Planche, above, so-called most beautiful girl in the world, makes her
screen debut in "Prairie Chickens," Western streamliner which stars Jimmy Rog-
ers, Will's son, and Noah Beery, Jr., and is being directed by Hal Roach, Jr. Rose-
mary is present holder of the Atlantic City beauty crown and "Miss America 1941."
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comes home at night with a drooping face."
So now you know all about Mrs. Sanders.
But before I could work up a good suit—Glamor Girls versus George Sanders

—

George was called before the cameras. The
action called for him, as Strickland, to
display his paintings to Herbert Marshall.
"A woman can forgive a man for the

harm he does her, but never for the
sacrifices he makes on her account," said
Sanders.
"That is the most cynical observation

I ever heard," replied Marshall.
"I needed practice in painting the female

figure," Sanders continued. "When I

finished painting her I had no further use
for her ... I don't want love. Love is

a disease. A weakness. Women can do
nothing except love, so they've given love

a ridiculous importance. I can't overcome
my desire for them—but I hate it. When
a woman loves you, she's not satisfied until

she possesses your soul. Because she's

weak, she has a rage for domination. She
has a small mind and resents abstract ideals

which she is unable to grasp. The soul
of man wanders through the uttermost
regions of the universe and she tries to

imprison it in the circle of her account
book."

Believe me, I've never heard an actor
tear into his lines with sq much enthusiasm.
You'd have thought they were his brain-
children. He admitted later that he wished
he'd thought of them first. Sometimes I feel

sorry for Mrs. Sanders. And then I remem-
ber that she ha.* Hollywood's most fascinat-

ing actor. And t. it's more than we've got.

Life With Andy Devint

Continued from page 33

what I'm going through but I'm going
worry like hell for a while. You call me
about fifteen minutes, will you ?" Then he
start for the den. Just as he's closing t
door he'll stick his head out and say, "C
by the way, what do you want me to wor
about ?"

It's hard for me to answer that. Wh<
we bought our home years ago we decid
it was going to be a small place and we'
kept to that. Where a lot of picture peof
start out with small places and add win

:

and ells as their salaries mount, we ha
kept ours small. Not a room—not a bat
room—has been added since the day \

moved in. It is small enough that if it b
comes necessary I can do the housewo:
myself. Most of the money is m the groun
and if things get tough we can raise ever
thing we need to eat. Even before this w:
we've raised all our own vegetables, poult:
and eggs.

The place is paid for, we're savii
money, buying Savings Bonds, etc., so wb
you come right down to it, although, in h
pictures, Andy is supposed to be a little <

the simple side, actually he has pretty goc
grounds for asking me what he shou
worry about.

He has the most even disposition of an
one I've ever met. He's not up in the cloui
one day and down in the dumps the ne>
He goes along on an even keel. I listen I

some of my friends who are married
glamor boys or leading men, telling ho
their husbands are cfletchety because t!

studio wants to put them into a picture wi>
Sadie Glutz whereas the husband is holdir
out for the lead with Gwendolyn Gweer.
have none of that to go through. Andy isr
a glamor boy, he isn't a leading man, ar
it doesn't matter a tinker's darn to hi
which star he plays with or whether he pla'
with any star. He doesn't depend on gaj
for his humor and given a halfway ev<
break he can be funny regardless of whethi
the picture is good, bad or indifferent.
He loves the picture business, / adoi

the money he makes and neither of i

wants him to be a star. So, as long as 1

can bolster up a film and the studio picl
up his options neither of us cares whethi
he plays in A or B pictures. That mak<
it very nice because it saves a lot of grij
ing and heartache.
We met about ten years ago when \»

were both working on a picture with Wi
Rogers called "Dr. Bull." Mr. Rogers an
my father had been boyhood friends an
it was Mr. Rogers who introduced us.
hadn't a car and was dependent on m
brothers to call for me in the evenin;
They're a little on the scatterbrained sic

and sometimes they didn't show up. So a
at once I found myself riding home <

an evening with Mr. Devine. Next thin
I knew I was going out with him of a

evening to the exclusion of almost everyor
else.

I still didn't think I was in love wit
him but I suddenly realized one day th;

when I went out with the Arrow Colls
boys I was bored to death and when I wer
with Andy I had fun. Then, one night, h

invited my sister, another girl and me an
a couple of fellows up to his place for dir

ner. He had a tiny little place on the sid

of a hill. He'd fixed the dinner himself. H
had plenty of food but not enough of any
thing to serve it on. But there was somt
thing so boyish and so eager about his jo

in entertaining and having people in hi

home that—well, it sort of got under m
skin.
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for her ... I don't want love. Love is sorry tor iwrs. oaiiun =.. ^

a disease. A weakness. Women can do ber that she has Hollywood's most fascinat- home that—well, it sort ot got unaer 71

nothing except love, so they've given love ing actor. And that's more than we've got. skin.



I After dinner, while he was cleaning up

line dishes, I was snooping through the

i est of the house as girls will when they

i
et into a bachelor's place. I came to the

loset in the bedroom and there was a

liundry bag big enough to hold a day's

/ash from the Ambassador Hotel. It was
Irammed full. I said, "Andy! What's this?"

' Oh, that," he answered carelessly. "It's

jaundry."

! "Why don't you send it out:" I persisted.

! "Too much trouble," he explained briefly.

[When I need something clean. I just buy

: new one and stuff the old in there. It's

iimpler."

His parents were both dead and his

rother was back east. I knew then he

e^ded someone to look after him. When
ou begin to feel that way about a man
|ou're sunk.

I was eighteen at the time but today, after

;ine years of married life (even though he

aised me during the first few years of our

carriage) I still have the feeling I have to

ne ther him as well as our two sons.

He is the most unselfconscious man I

ve ever met. If he wants a pair of socks

reaches blindly into a drawer for them.

he wants a shirt he'll reach for it while

ie's talking to me. He doesn't care what
olor or kind they are as long as they're

:ocks or shirts.

It's kind of nice in one way but, in an-

ther. it becomes a little exasperating at

imes. Often I've had to say to him, in

xactly the same tone I use to Tad (our

even year old), "Go back and comb your
;air again. And this time look in the glass

ile you're doing it."

Fortunately we both like exactly the same
hings. In the fall we go hunting, in the

pring and summer we go fishing. We both

ike horses and we both detest night clubs.

Occasionally, when Tommy Dorsey or some
»and like that is in town we'll go wherever
they're playing to listen to them. But w-e

;c to hear the music and not to visit a

light spot. We're both wild about music—
verything from Kostelanetz to boogie-

voogie—as long as it's well played.

The light of Andy's life is his pidgeons.

Se has a flock of racing pidgeons that he

rains and breeds himself. On Saturdays,

Juring the racing season, he'll ship a crate

o wherever the race is to start. Each bird

>as a little tag around its leg. held there

•y a rubber band, with its registered num-
>er on it. Just before they are released the

ecretary of the club stamps the time on the

and when they reach home the owner
buts the tag in a time clock that stamps
he time of arrival and automatically seals

fie tag in a capsule. After that it's delivered

o the local office of the Association. If the

;eal is broken it's thrown out. So there's

10 chance for cheating.

He knows approximately how long it will

ake the birds to get back and on Sunday
ifternoon we go out to the patio, way in the

sack of the farm (that he calls his Shang-
ri-La) and wait. You've no idea how excit-

ng it gets as the time approaches for them
: :o be winging in. It's like a long drawn-
> out horse-race.

I His buddies all over the valley, who be-

I ong to the club, will start phoning in. "Any
I your birds home yet?"

"Naw," Andy'll drawl. "I haven't even
seen a feather. Yours home?"
Probably all of them will have one or

two birds home by that time but none of

them will admit it. They're like a bunch of

kids, each trying to slip something over on
the others. Half the time, despite all the

daborate training plans and secret feeding
tormulas they've worked out, some twelve
year old will turn up with the winner

!

That homespun quality of Andy's you see
on the screen is no put-on performance.
That's the real Andy. He loves people. His
father ran the Beall Hotel in Kingman,

Arizona. If you've ever had any truck with
the proprietor of a small town hotel you
know how they love to chin with the guests.

Andy lias inherited that and there is noth-
ing he gets as much kick out of as chewing
the fat with people. One of the things I

love most about Andy is that he enjoys
talking to the gardener just as much as

the head of a studio or the biggest star

in the business.

People who know Andy well and know
how happy-go-lucky he is, get a bang out
of seeing him in the role of the stern father.

He is as close to both boys as Saturday is

to Sunday but when he tells them to do
something he isn't fooling—and they know
it.

We both detest spoiled children so years

ago, before Tad was born, we made an
agreement that when one of us was cor-

recting or disciplining the children, regard-

less of how the other of us felt, we wouldn't

interfere but would settle the problem later

between ourselves. I mean, as far as the

children are concerned, we always back

each other up. It's worked out fine and, in

contrast to many kids, ours are only half-

spoiled.

Almost invariably on Sunday afternoon

Andy takes the boys to a theater that show's

only Westerns. Of course, when the circus

is in town he's a pushover for that. And,
before they closed it, it was a question on

Sunday mornings which could gulp his

breakfast down first, Tad or Andy, so they

could get to the monkey farm.

It is a sort of ritual in our house that

whenever anyone has a birthday the honoree

gets to order the dinner—everything he

likes. It's a panic on one of the kids' birth-

days to listen to Andy trying to sell him a

bill of goods and persuade him to order

what he likes, rather than the boy's favorite

dishes.

The first picture Tad ever saw was
"Stagecoach." He was about 2>Vi or 4. As
he glimpsed Andy on the screen he let out

a whoop that put to shame the Indians in

the film and yelled excitedly, "That's my
daddy !" When Andy came home that night

he was, naturally, anxious to hear about

it. There was no word of commendation
from Tad about Andy's acting but he was
thrilled to the marrow over Andy's ability

as a stagecoach driver.

The Judge and Andy Hardy, with their

man-to-man talks, have nothing on Andy
and Tad. Of course, Denny is only Z 1/*

but he and Andy are also beginning to have

fireside chats and Andy usually sits with

him while he's having his supper.

Despite the close bond that exists be-

tween Andy and the boys, he refuses to

worry about them and is constantly after

me to leave them to their own devices. I

remember once when Tad was only six

he'd gone horseback riding with some older

boys. When it grew dark and he hadn't

returned. I began to grow uneasy. By 7 :00

o'clock I was frantic and by 7 :30 I was a

raving maniac but all the sympathy I got

from Andy was "He's O.K."
When the young man finally strolled in

at 8:00 I was ready for bed and a nurse but

Andy just grinned and sat down to listen

to a" detailed account of the afternoon's

adventures.

There aren't many men who enjoy hav-

ing company in their homes as much as

Andy does. "He's never so happy as when
he knows someone is coming for dinner or

to spend the evening. Possibly it sounds

dull but we don't play games. We just talk.

I think it's a proven fact that men are

just as big gossips as women but most of

them try to act so superior about it and

pretend they aren't gossipping. Well. Andy
loves to "dish" as he calls it. and makes no

bones about it. Many's the time I've been

talking to someone who was just about to

serve "up a choice tidbit when Andy would

be called to the phone and yell, as he left

the room, "Hold everything 'til I get back

!

I don't want to miss this."

He is on a rigid diet now. When there-

was first talk of a draft Andy used to kid

and say, "I guess I'll stay fat and flat-

footed." But since Pearl Harbor it's killing

him that he isn't 21 and slender, so he's

working like heck to get his weight down.
Meantime, he does whatever he can in

the way of war work—drives, benefits, etc.

Whenever he has a day off from the studio

he and Norris Goff ( Aimer of Lum &
Abner) go out to March Field and teach

the men and officers skeet-shooting.

It isn't that he eats so much. Actually he
doesn't eat as much as many men I know.
It's only that he hasn't a nerve in his body
and, where most actors lose weight on a
picture from nerves and worry, Andy has a

swell time. The trouble is, between shots he
sits around gabbing with everybody. The
result is, he gets no exercise and everything
he eats turns to fat.

He is the most considerate and generous
person on earth. Last fall I was out one
day and saw a man in a 1912 Ford. "Want
to sell your car?" I asked.

"Sure," he said. "Thousand bucks."

"You Wouldn't want to cut me off at the

ankles, would you?" I snapped.

"Well, you see," he grinned, "I rent this

car to the studios and make about $500 a

year out of it. I've refused to swap for a
better station wagon than you're driving."

I told Andy about it that night and
ended with, "I've never wanted anything in

my life as much as that old Ford."
A couple of weeks later I'd forgotten

about it. He was asking what I wanted for

Christmas and I said, "Nothing. We'd
better be saving our money."
"How about a new car?" he insisted.

"No," I replied, "and I want you to

promise me you won't buy one. We don't

need a new car."

Christmas morning he took me out to the

garage and there was my Ford—a 1913

model—that he had dug up, had over-

hauled and equipped with new tires.

"I onlj- promised I wouldn't get you a

new car," he laughed, then sobered up and
added seriously, "we can always use it as

an evacution car if it becomes necessary.

The tires are so small that even if the

government commandeered every tire in the

country these wouldn't be any use to them."
So, except when I use it to go marketing

in, it's carefully tucked away in the garage
against an emergency!^.

Perhaps Andy isn't the sort of chap who
makes a girl sigh for a canoe on a summer
night (for obvious reasons) but we can still

get a bang out of looking at the moon to-

gether and today, after nine years of him.

if anyone asked how I feel about Andy, I

could only answer, "My one regret is that

I didn't meet him nine years sooner
!"

Answer to Last Month's Puzzle



RECENT FILMS
REVIEWED

IN A FLASH!
YANKEE BOODLE DANDY

—

Warners. This
story of George M. Cohan's life is a great screen
show. A triumph for Jimmy Cagney, perfectly
cast as the showman, coloring a clever role with
his own inimitable zest and humor. Ail-American
entertainment to stir you to tears and excite you
to cheers. Walter Huston, Joan Leslie, Jeanne
Cagney, Rosemary DeCamp, Irene Manning,
Richard Whorf in cast.

THIS ABOVE ALL

—

20th Century-Fox. Here
is a picture to tear your emotions to shreds. It's

the film version of Eric Knight's best-selling
novel about England in this war. Joan Fo.ntaine
gives a beautiful performance as the girl who
joins the W.A.A.F. and falls in love with a
Handsome Stranger, played by Tyrone Power.

THIS GUN FOB HIRE

—

Paramount. Lusty
melodrama about a ruthless killer and how he
atones by catching up with fifth columnists.
Plenty of excitement. Its fast and furious action
will have you on the edge of your seat. Veronica
Lake does her best acting so far, but newcomer
Alan Ladd steals the sho.v. Don't miss it.

TO THE SHORES OP TRIPOLI

—

20th
Century-Fox. Why the Marines have commanded
the respect of the world, their training, responsi-
bilities, recreation, and the high ideals of the
Marine Corps are rousingly presented. Swell and
exciting entertainment. John Payne, as the cocky
private, Randolph Scott, as the sergeant, Maureen
O'Hara, as the nurse, all excellent.

TORTILLA PLAT

—

M-G-M. John Steinbeck's
human and moving account of the vagabonds of
Monterey, California. You must see the picture,
for it is a cinema masterpiece. Spencer Tracy,
John Garfield, Frank Morgan, excellent in their
roles : Hedy Lamarr, a fiery human being as the
girl in the story.

MY PAVORITE BLONDE

—

Paramount. This
combination of Bob Hope better than ever and
beautiful Madeleine Carroll will appeal to every-
body. The plot involves Hope in a ring of Nazi
spies with a gorgeous blonde British agent
against a background of crazy and screamingly
funny misadventures. Has suspense, too.

MY GAL SAL

—

20th Century-Fox. This pic-
ture, based on the career of the late Paul
Dresser, ballad-writer, is an enchanting escape
from today's troubles. Rita Hayworth, its star,
gorgeously costumed as a Gay Nineties belle, is
a vision in color ; Victor Mature, good as the
song-writing hero. The star-studded cast also has
Carole Landis, John Sutton, James Gleason.
Walter Catlett, Mona Maris.

REAP THE WILD WIND

—

Par/amount.
Spectacular, thrilling. Cecil B. DeMille melo-
drama. It has adventure, romance, and a lot of
American history of a century ago when pirate
wreckers ruled the Florida keys. Never a let-up
in the breathless action and the love scenes are
exciting. Paulette Goddard gives a fiery per-
formance. John Wayne, Ray Milland, excellent
as her two suitors.

IN THIS OUR LIPE—Warners. The story of
two sisters and the havoc wrought when the bad
one steals her sister's husband, has Bette Davis
at her most menacing and neurotic. Bette does
a good job of making you loathe the bad sister,
with Olivia de Havilland in the sympathetic
role. George Brent, Dennis Morgan, the leading
men.

THE GOLD RUSH

—

United Artists. Charlie
Chaplin s film of "the little fellow" who goes
prospecting and his comic misadventures. Every-
one, young or old, who enjoys a good hearty
laugh and those kids who have never seen
Charlie, will want to see it.

SABOTEUR

—

Universal. Latest Alfred Hitch-
cock production. Bob Cummings, exciting as the
defense-plant worker who has to clear himself
of a sabotage charge; Priscilla Lane, charming
as the girl who helps him run the saboteurs to
ground

; Otto Kruger, fine as a suavely sinister
spy. Fun and thrills.

THE GAY SISTERS

—

Warn ers. The story of
three sisters (Barbara Stanwyck, Geraldine Fitz-
gerald, Nancy Coleman) fighting for their in-
heritance. Plot has unusual twists and turns
which even the smart guessers won't anticipate
and which atone for the tedium of some scenes.
Girls are excellent; but Gig Young, a newcomer
strolls away with the picture.
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RIO RITA

—

M-G-M. Saboteurs are written in-
to the plot of this .new version of the familiar
stage and screen show, but Lou Costello and Bud
Abbott, with their uproarious antics, foil the
spies. They're funnier than ever. John Carroll
and Kathryn Grayson are good as the singing
sweethearts.

KIPLING'S JUNGLE BOOK

—

Korda-U. A.
For children of every age. Rudyard Kipling's
fantasy, the story of Mowgli, the Indian boy
who wandered into the jungle to be reared by
the wolves, filmed in brilliant Technicolor. As
Mowgli, Sabu's sincerity shines through his work
and makes it refreshing entertainment.

SHIP AHOY

—

M-G-M. Lively, entertaining
screen musical. A lot of good laughs—inspired
by the screen's funniest man, Red Skelton, and
new dance routines by Eleanor Powell, so you
won't mind if the plot is far-fetched and un-
convincing.

MOONTIDE

—

20th Century-Fox. If you saw
Gabin's French movies, or if you're curious to
see the Gallic panic for the first time, you'd bet-
ter catch this. Gabin's great magnetism domi-
nates this dull story about a hard-drinking dock-
hand who is reformed by the waif he rescues.
Ida Lupino, fine as the waif.

THE FLEET'S IN

—

Paramount. A musical
comedy about girls and sailors on leave. Bill
Holden, seen as a shy sailor, becomes the envy
of his ship-mates when he meets a girl singer.
So much fun what with Dorothy Lamour and
Jimmy Dorsey and his band and grand vodvil
acts—even sailors will enjoy it. Dottie and Bill,
good. Betty Hutton and Eddie Bracken provide
entertaining comedy.

THE GREAT MAN'S LADY

—

Paramount.
Sentimental saga of the Early West. The story
of Ethan Hoyt, founder of Hoyt City. Flashback
method of telling the story slows it up a bit, but
splendid performances by Barbara Stanwyck and
Joel McCrea make it worth your while.

I MARRIED AN ANGEL

—

M-G-M. MacDon-
ald-Eddy fans will like this gay musical fantasy
about a Budapest playboy who dreams he mar-
ries an angel. Jeanette and Eddy render lilting
Rogers and Hart tunes in excellent voice.

THE SPOILERS

—

Universal. Exciting new
film version of Rex Beach's red-blooded saga of
Klondike gold rush days. Highlight is the fight
between John Wayne and Randolph Scott.' which
is the biggest, most realistic and brutal fist fight
ever filmed. Marlene Dietrich excellent as the
barroom queen.

SUICIDE SQUADRON

—

Republic. A moving
war drama about a concert pianist, member of
the Polish air force, who is parted from his
American wife when she tries to keep him from
rejoining a suicide squadron. Anton Walbrook,
magnificent as the pianist-flyer

; Sally Gray'
good. Air scenes, thrilling ; fine musical score!

TWIN BEDS

—

United Artists. This bedroom
farce is given a timely touch by having the wife
(Joan Bennett) neglect her hubby ( Georee Brent)
in favor of her USO work. Bennett and Brent
good, but Mischa Auer steals top honors as a
romantic Russian. Repetitious, but screamingly
funny.

JUKE GIRL

—

Warners. This picture is about
migrant farm workers in a Florida town at
crop-picking time. Ann Sheridan is seen as the
juke joint dancer who loves Ronald Reagan
Murder, mob fury, attempted lynchings furnish
the action. Richard Whorf is in it. Acting, good
throughout.

SONG OF THE ISLANDS

—

20th Century-
tox Lively filmusical with a pre-war Hawaiian
background. Has lots of beauty—scenic (thanks
to lechnicolor) and feminine (especially Betty
Grable in a grass skirt) ; Victor Mature ; comedy
by Jack Oakie ; and tuneful songs.

A GENTLEMAN AFTER DARK

—

United
Artists. The story is about a crook who goes
straight when his baby is born, but whose wife
continues her life of crime. Heliotrope Harry
the gentleman crook, is splendidly portraved byBrian Donlevy, and Miriam Hopkins plavs the
wife. Exciting. Has suspense.

BROADWAY

—

Universal. Melodrama of t

roaring '20's which follows the life of Geo-
Raft, with George, as himself, telling about t

old days and how he became a Broadway hoof-
Janet Blair, talented newcomer, good as his pej
ner. Has old favorite tunes and well-done dan
routines.

RINGS ON HER FINGERS

—

20th Centu
Fox. Trite, romantic comedy with Gene Tiern
playing a shop-girl who is transformed into

:

attractive lure to help fleece wealthy men. Hen
Fonda is one of her victims, but love sets i

Has some spicy dialogue, and Gene is positivt
disturbing in some of the bathing suit seem i

MAISIE GETS HER MAN

—

M - G - M. R
Skelton is Maisie's (Ann Sothern) man in t
latest of this popular comedy series in whi
Ann plays a show girl who teams up with Re
amateur vaudevillian, who gets stage-fright
opening night. That scene alone is worth so
time and money, but the rest is corny comet

ALWAYS IN MY HEART

—

Warners. A sp
timental film drama for femme fans which i

troduces Gloria Warren, a young girl with
beautiful voice. Fine acting by Walter Hustc
as the convict-father whose children believe
is dead ; and Kay Francis plays the moth(
Borrah Minevitch and his Rascals furnish mu;
and comedy.

BUTCH MINDS THE BABY

—

Univers
Damon Runyon's tale about an ex-convict wi
a heart of gold, who talks the dese, dose jargo
and who appoints himself guardian to a pret
widow's (Virginia Bruce) baby. Brod Crawf.,
is excellent as the ex-con. The baby's cute gu
glings steal the picture. Dick Foran's in it, tc

MISS ANNIE ROONEY

—

United Artists. T
story, concerning a poor little girl and her "t
mance" with a rich boy, despite his family's d
approval, is too trite and not true enough ffj
Shirley Temple, its star. Shirley's first mov:
rug-cutting is more fun than her first scre-Jj
kiss. Supporting cast has : Dickie Moore, Gijl
Kibbee, William Gargan.

JOE SMITH, AMERICAN

—

M-G-M. The iJ"
portance of guarding military secrets is stress!
in this film. Robert Young is convincing I
Smith, a defense worker who traps the spi«
who tried to beat him into divulging bombsijr
plans. A lesson in patriotism, and not lackin
in entertainment qualities.

THE TUTTLES OF TAHITI

—

RKO. Soul
Seas comedy romance. Refreshing bit of scre<
entertainment. Light-hearted and gay. Ideal fil 1

for these troubled times. Charles Laughton, J<

.

Hall and Peggy Drake in the cast.

FINGERS AT THE WINDOW

—

M-G-M.
mystery thriller about strange axe murders. N
a horror film. Lew Ayres, good as the uner
ployed actor who catches the killer ; Basil Rat
bone, fine as the phony medico ; Laraine Day h:
little to do except look lovely. Suspense is goo

THE MAYOR OF 44TH STREET RKiA bright comedy-drama about a gang of jiv
crazy kids who blackmail an ex-hoofer (Georj
Murphy) on threat of heckling his bands. Mn
phy, fine in a straight role ; Anne Shirley, goc
as his girl. Freddy Martin's band supplies musi

7

MY FAVORITE SPY

—

RKO. A spy come,
with Kay Kyser playing a dumb band-leader wl
is called to Army service on his wedding day ar
made an espionage agent. His efforts becon
amusingly complicated when he can't explain h
actions to his bride. Ellen Drew and Jai
Wyman, good, but we missed Ginny Simms, ar
didn't get enough of Kay's band. Not our f:

vorite Kyser film.

STARDUST ON THE SAGE — Republi
i here s more singin' than shootin' in this Autii
western, but that makes it more entertainin
and, therefore, will also appeal to fans who ord
narily wouldn't care for horse operas. Gene an
Smiley Bur.nette lead theater audiences throug
the use of the magic-ball and wand in such song
as Deep In the Heart of Texas and Home 0'^

the Range.

TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE-

!

M-G-M. Tarzan's latest adventures take him t

the big city. In addition to the jungle anima'
and the usual swinging from treetops, Tarza*
thrills you with leaps from skyscrapers and dot
a Steve Brodie off Brooklyn Bridge. Too fanta:
tic for grown-ups, but good kid stuff.

MOKEY

—

M-G-M. A touching story about
motherless boy, Mokey, who is always gettin
into trouble. A good study in child psychology
Bobby Blake, as Mokey, proves he's a good litt 1

actor. Dan Dailey, Jr., and Donna Reed are i

the cast.

MEXICAN SPITFIRE SEES A GHOST-
RKO. If you've seen earlier "Spitfire'' films, vo
know what to expect. If you like silly corned
you'll enjoy it—but not otherwise. Leon Erro
versatile comic, portrays Lord Epping, Unci
Matt, Hubbett—all three. The fiery Lupe Vele
and Charles Buddy Rogers are in it.



ENGAGED
A Virginian's exquisite bride-to-be,

Marilyn Bauer of W ashington, D. C.

Her engagement to Courtland Davis, Jr.

of the prominent Alexandria family

was announced in June

WEEK END REUNION at the University

of Virginia. Courtland, Marilyn and Navy

friends on the promenade of the Jefferson

Library. He is a second-year medical

student. '44, and hopes to go directly

into the U. S. Medical Corps.

I

THE CLASSIC GRACE of the library's Rotunda Balcony is a perfect setting for

Marilyn's loveliness—her fair hair, blue eyes, porcelain-smooth skin. Every

Virginian loves this beautiful building on the University of Virginia "grounds."

HER ENGAGEMENT
diamond is a sparkling,

blue-white solitaire.

The handsome stone is

set with fine simplicity

in a plain gold band.

Very much of a live-wire Ameri-

can girl, Marilyn is up to her ears

in war work on call for Canteen

Duty, and busy with the Motor

Corps. She's hardly time even

to dream about her wedding in

September.

"When there's such a lot to do,

your face can't help looking tired

sometimes," she told us. "I surely

am thankful we are not asked to

give up Pond's Cold Cream.

Nothing seems to give my skin

such a clean, soft feeling."

She pats Pond's Cold Cream

carefully, with gentle little pats,

over her face and throat. This

helps soften and release dirt and

make-up. She tissues off well. She

"rinses" with more Pond's. Tis-

sues off again.

Use Pond's every night—and for

daytime clean-ups. You'll see why
war-busy society leaders like Mrs.

John Jacob Astor are Pond's users,

too. And why more women and

girls all over America use Pond's

than any other face cream. Buy a

jar at your favorite beauty counter.

Five popular-priced sizes—the most

economical the lovely big jars.

it's no accident so many lovely engaged
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Exercise for Victory

Continued from page 23

bury herself in shame. Whether she's a
movie star who washes dishes nightly in

a canteen, after a hard day at the studio,

or whether she's a welder in a defense

factory, who attends classes in First Aid
from eight to nine at night, the modern
woman is up to her ears in war work. And
the only way she can buckle it is by keep-

ing the old constitution healthy and fit.

Joan Bennett is typical of the busy
modern woman in war time. Like thousands
of women all over America she not only

does her job, but she also runs her house,

looks after her husband and children, does

a great amount of war work—and, amaz-
ingly enough, manages to keep herself

trim and beautiful. Now that I think of it,

Merle was probably indulging in British

understatement—the woman of today must
have the constitution of six truck horses,

at least.

Joan Bennett joined the American
Women's Voluntary Services while she was
in New York in the Fall of 1941. She
started her courses there, and later com-
pleted them at the Westwood branch of the

A.W.V.S. She took courses in First Aid,

Air Raid Precaution, and Civilian Defense
—knocking off a neat little 97 in her First

Aid exam. (Which caused her youngest
daughter, Melinda, to gaze at Ma with

great respect, and remark "Whoopee.")
When the United States declared war on

the Axis, following the tragic stab in the

back of December 7, Joan threw herself,

heart and soul, into her war work. Despite

the fact that she was working in Columbia's
"The Wife Takes A Flyer," and having to

keep home, husband, and children in order,

she found ample time to organize her cher-

ished canteens. She had noticed that there

are many outposts in the vicinity of Holly-
wood, Santa Monica, and Los Angeles
where there are soldiers stationed, with
anti-aircraft guns, to protect vital spots.

She sensed the need of some sort of recrea-

tion for these boys. She talked it over with
the morale directors, and learned that they

too felt a need for canteens. So Joan went!

to work.
She started the canteen fund with a check

she earned by appearing on a Jack Benny
show. Then she begged, borrowed, and, we
might as well face it, stole, as much furni-

ture as possible for the recreation halls

from ^er movie star friends. With the boys'

help she painted the woodwork and the
tables. She ran up inexpensive denim cur-
tains for the windows. And heaven only
knows how she managed it, but somehow or
other she found pianos, radios, victrolas,

ping-pong and billiard tables for each of the
canteens. (I'm quite certain that some day
Robert Young, Don Ameche, or Ray Mil-
land will look puzzled and say to his wife,

"Darling, whatever happened to that bil-

liard table I bought for the playroom?"
Or Dorothy Lamour, Marlene Dietrich, or
Claudette Colbert will return from a bond
selling tour in the East and say, "Well,
really, I did think I had a piano when I

left") Sandwiches, coffee, cocoa and
cookies, as well as popcorn, candy and
cigarettes are furnished nightly to the
soldiers by the canteen workers—who are
members of the A.W.V.S.
Joan sets aside several nights a week to

appear at her canteens, where she works
like a Trojan, washing dishes, making
sandwiches, pouring coffee, and dancing
and playing ping-pong with the boys. One
canteen has a sign over it, made by the
boys, which reads, "Camp Bennett." She
has six canteens going at full speed now,
but there will be six more—as soon as she
gets her second wind.

If Diana and Melinda, Joan's two daugh-
ters, thought that their mother would be so
busy with her war work this summer that

they could get away with murder, they
have found out differently. The children on
your street might be running wild while
their mothers march with the W.A.A.C.s

—

but not Joan's children. She's the con-
scientious mother, ' as always. Several
months ago, Diana, her older daughter, be-
came careless about losing the retainers

(she is having her teeth straightened) for
her teeth. Diana thought that her mother
was so busy with her canteens and her
First Aid that she wouldn't notice. But
Joan did. She felt that something must be
done to teach Diana that money does not
grow on trees, and that carelessness is as
out-dated as the bustle, so she informed
Diana that the retainers would be paid for

out of her allowance. Weeks went by with-
out Diana having any allowance. Joan did
not relent. And Diana hasn't lost a retainer

since.

Every summer Diana goes off to an ex-
clusive camp with several of her Holmby

Myrna Loy was
recently married

to John D. Hertz,

Jr., executive
vice-president of

Buchanan & Com-
pany, advertising

agency. They are

shown, at left,

following the re-

ception at the
home of Capt.
and Mrs. Robert
Leylan, the bride-

groom's sister.

Hills playmates. But not this year. "I don
think families should be split up durin
these times," Joan told Diana, "and besicli

I have work for you to do this summer
So Diana works in the local office of tl

A.W.V.S. every morning, and she ar
Melinda spend their afternoons working i

their Victory Garden. Diana does tr

weeding, and Melinda does the waterin:
and they have one of the biggest and be
Victory Gardens on the West Coast.

As the wife of Walter Wanger, one c
i

the foremost producers in Hollywood, Joa
has to do more than her share of form;
entertaining. Stuffed shirts and brass ha
a-plenty. Always she's the perfect hostes

with a service that runs as smoothly
clockwork. But many a high official of tl

Army or Navy—who fancied that he w;
making quite an impression on the beaut
ful Mrs. Wanger—has had his ego deflate

suddenly when Joan announces with il

concealed delight, "I must gc wash dishes

Mr. Wanger hastily explains about Mr]
Wanger's canteens.

"But how does Joan manage to do a|

this," her .friends are constantly askin;

"how can she run her career, her horn

and her canteens all at the same time

And still look like a debutante at a Prino
ton prom?"

Curious as all get out, I finally cornere

Joan the other day on the "Girl Trouble
set at Twentieth Century-Fox, and dl

manded a detailed explanation. We wei
considerably interrupted by phone cal

from the A.W.V.S. headquarters (Joan j

State Chairman of Recreation Rooms
J

requests from the director that Joan ki:

Don Ameche, for a scene of course, ar

an excited call from Melinda who joyous
announced that the corn was up.

"It's as simple as one-two-three," sa
:

Joan between upsets. "We have to win th

war as quickly as possible. Soldiers fightir

at the front cannot win alone. They mu:
have the all-out aid of women back horn

And women can't give all-out aid unle:

they are healthy and physically fit. The;
are hectic times for women who worl

whether they work in offices, in shipyard

in defense factories. Hours are longe

work is harder, there is practically no r<

laxation, food is rationed, gas is ratione*

and nerves are high-strung and often ;'

breaking point. Women have got to guar

their health and energy and stamina,

would certainly be unpatriotic if they didn'

And the best way to do that—the only wa
to do that—is to take the proper exercises

Joan told an A.W.V.S. big shot that sf

definitely would round up another ping
[

pong table (lock your doors, boys) and n
turned to me.
"How do I keep fit? Well, sleep is ver

necessary to me. I get eight hours of slee

every night. I insist upon it. If possible

rest for fifteen minutes or a half an hoi

during the day. I drink a quart of milk

day. I never diet, and I never overeat. It

that second helping that does the dirt

work. Every time I get a chance to laugl

I laugh. A long face and a sour dispositio

can do a lot of harm to your health. Am
of course, I take my exercises, every da)

After a session of those exercises I feel i

enough to tackle Hitler and Tojo all b

myself.

"I prefer the Elizabeth Arden physic,

fitness exercises which illustrate the page

of this story. These exercises are the re

suit of research and careful study. Lon

periods of standing, or walking, of lifting

pushing, or pulling heavy objects are ofte

required in active defense work, and the?

exercises are aimed at encouraging strengt

and muscular coordination. Elizabeth Arde

has very graciously offered courses i

phvsical fitness free to members of tli

A.W.V.S.
"Exercise for Victory. It's little enougl

to do for Victory, isn't it?"
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THE HAND that drives a truck, carries a textbook, rolls a bandage,

rocks the cradle! Let's keep it gay, let's keep it feminine in the

new Cutex YOUNG RED! A red badge of courage for every,

finger tip sax? a touch of cheery, chin-up color with neutral suits

and dresses. Get a bottle today and meet your new world with

new charm—and the old femininity! Only \0i (plus tax).

Northam Warren, New York
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Marry Now .... or Wait?

Continued from page 25

and ideal left her when he went away. And
she'll blame herself for not having had
the courage to grab her happiness. She'll

always wish that she had said, 'I won't

wait ! I'll take my happines while it's at

hand.' As for the man—if the worst does

happen, first he can at least say to himself,

'I've known completeness in my life, any-

way. I had her.'

"

Ann, who was sitting nearby, broke into

the conversation with her reply. One that

obviously showed she had given the prob-

lem more than a little thought, especially

since she had been entertaining and talk-

ing to a good many soldiers at various

camps.
"I think you're right most of the way,

Carole," she said. "But I think there are

certain conditions. If a girl is definitely

sure that he's the one and only and that

she can support herself during his absence,

marrying immediately is very advisable.

But she must be positive that it isn't just

the glamor of marrying a man fighting for

his country that's making up her mind. She

has to take stock of herself first, don't

you think?"
"Yes, but doesn't that apply in any mar-

riage—uniform or no uniform?" Carole

asked. "Women have always had to take

a squint at the situation before they made

the jump."
All this talk somehow reminded me ot a

soldier I met in Hollywood. He was a nice,

clean-cut kid, full of ambition. He had had

Folks will pay attention to warnings such

os "Loose Talk Can Cost Lives" if dis-

played by and on Marjorie Woodworth.

a lot of girls back home, for he was quite

on the good-looking side. But he hadn't

married before he went into the Army. His
name, by the way, is Ed Witte.

"I guess I didn't think much of marriage
before I left for the service," Ed remarked.
"I didn't really have the time. Anyway, I

never used "to go with the same girl twice

in a row. I was out for a good time, and
I didn't want to get serious. But now when
I think about it—as I do often—I know
what I'm going to do when all this is over.

I'm going to marry the first girl I meet
when I get back home ! That is, if there

are any left. Most of them are already

married or engaged. So don't tell me that

they are waiting for fellows. It's not in the

cards. A wife at home is a lot better than

a girl who may be waiting, but who prob-

ably isn't."

Strangely enough, Ed's idea was in the

same groove with another soldier I gave a
ride to one day. His name was Dan Lee.

When I asked him what he thought, he
said quickly, "I'd advise any guy to get

married, because there are enough fellows

losing their sweethearts now as it is. At
least, marriage gives a man—and his girl

—something to look forward to. It's no fun
to go out to die, but it's a little easier

if you know you at least had a wife. That
the swellest thing in life—marriage

—

wasn't denied you."
Then there were two other soldiers I met

—Roy Patterson and E. F. Hall. Roy was
very insistent when he said, "Gosh, yes

!

Get married right away. Unfortunately, I

didn't. I wish I had. After all, there's a fair

chance—not too big a one, I admit—that

the man may not go overseas at all. And
even if he does, there's the possibility that

he will come back—and in one piece. So
why wait? Grab all you can while you're

here to enjoy it."

"What do you mean there's a chance of

our not going overseas or not coming back
all banged up?" his friend Hal argued.

"The odds are 100 to one that most of us

will see service abroad. And the odds are

almost as big that we won't come back in

exactly the same shape we're in now. I

think a fellow should wait. And when I say

that it's tough, because I've got a girl and

we had planned on getting married. When
I went into the Army, we gave up our
plans. She tried to move where she could

be near me, but I was sent around to so

many different places that we never could

be together." He became very serious as he

added, "Whenever I think how swell it

would be to get married, I can't help won-
dering how my girl or any fellow's girl

would feel if her man came back all shot

up. Maybe she wouldn't want him then. Or
else she'd remain loyal and give up her life

to take care of him. No man wants that.

And what if a baby arrived while he was
away? That wouldn't be fair to her, to

make her shoulder the burden alone. No
sir, when I get married, I want a home

—

and security. You can't have either as long

as the man is away and wondering when
his ticket will come up."

I have found in talking to several soldiers

that they fear marriage—at least those who
do—because they constantly wonder what
would happen if they came back wounded.
That is their BIG worry. Then, on the

other hand, there are those who think that

if they have a wife to come home to,

they'll come back in better shape than ever.

That the knowledge that she is waiting will

see them through.
Nancy Coleman seems to be pretty good

solace to the boys who want marriage.

Miss Woodworth, who is starring in Hal
Roach's new film, "The McGuerrins from

Brooklyn," hopes you believe in signs.

And to those who aren't particularly wo
tied over these sudden romances that le;

to the altar.

"It's all up to the individual," Nanc
said when I finally caught up with her
congratulate her on her fine work in ".Til

Gay Sisters." "Personally, if I loved a ma
I'd take the chance and marry him. Aft

all, any marriage is a gamble, and some I

them are as risky as war marriages are. t

"A lot of people say that no happine

can come out of a marriage when the b<

and girl have met only recently. Why 1

that bother you? Maybe -you are a felfc

on leave. Maybe you have met a young lac

and have fallen for her. Maybe you wa
to marry but are afraid you're just beii'

impulsive and you think you should w; i

until you've known each other better. We
my grandmother and grandfather km I

each other only two weeks before th

were married and they've just celebrat

their fiftieth wedding anniversary!

"And as for the problem of the wife wl ',

has to sit home and wait, I can simply s;

there is no problem. She doesn't have

sit around and mope. She can go to parti

with her friends or even step out with o i

special friend. She can do war work. The
are plenty of ways to keep herself c

cupied. So I can't see what's wrong wi
(

marrying right away—if you're really

love."
Alexis Smith arrived on the scene abc

this time. She was with Craig Stevens, t
1

actor to whom she is engaged. And a voir

man all set for the draft, too. I was su

she'd agree with Nancy.
"What do I think about it?" Alexis sa

"I think an engagement is okay, but ms
riage is out. It would be all right if y
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"fiew for sure that the war would be over
»Px»n, but there's no telling how long it will
"\ .-t. If you marry, circumstances may

lange for both of you. Your outlooks may
^nrfer. And when he came back, you might
rlr.d that you had been apart so long that

pere could be no opportunity of getting

gfapcK together again. It's a tough thing to

;| ave to live apart after you're married. It

Ifloesn't give either the boy or the girl a
lance to adapt themselves. And without

:j|iaat chance to get to know each other and
? make the necessary adjustments, mar-
age is an awful risk even in ordinary

limes.

\ "But the main problem, as I see it, is that

bth the man and the girl should feel

Isychologically free. He is under a tre-

mendous strain and he wants to feel he can
5 whatever he wishes. The girl may want

x :sat same freedom too. But neither could

er go out or enjoy themselves if mar-
age entered in. Besides, if you're really in

've, you can go out continually with some-
be else and you'll always end up thinking
inly of that one particular person—no mat-
r where he or she is."

\ From the sound of that, it looks as

icugh Miss Smith and Mr. Stevens aren't

»ing to march to the altar for a while,

j
There are two actresses in town who,
y their very actions, have given their

dvice on this controversial problem.
Laraine Day has known Ray Hendricks
•r about two years. He is a flying instruc-

>r at Falcon Field in Arizona. They were
iarried recently.

'"We didn't see any point in waiting any
nger." Laraine told me. "And we weren't
raid of either of us changing. The war
fly made us realize how much we actually
eeded each other. Of course, we can't make
key extensive plans, but we are thinking of

irrishing a house. WVre going to try to
lake our marriage more important thqn it

ordinarily would have been. I know what
my job is anyway—it's to do all I can to

build a home for him to come back to. To
give Ray something concrete to look for-

ward to—not just an ideal to dream about."

But Ruth Hussey acted in an entirely

different manner. She had made definite

plans to marry Lincoln Fogarty. who is in

the Navy. And then they both decided to

wait.

"I just felt that since Lincoln was mak-
ing sacrifices," Ruth said, "the least I could

do was to make equal sacrifices. We
couldn't be together, for he's stationed in

the east and I'm out here in Hollywood.
Since we both want to start our life the

right way, we're waiting. And I know our
love won't suffer as a result."

I have talked to several pilots in our air

force, and almost without exception they

are high-strung emotionally. They all seem
to have the attitude that they are entitled

to the experience of marriage. They don't

feel that they are doing a girl an injustice

by marrying her right away instead of

waiting. Instead, they just feel that they

must live life to the fullest while they are

here. To them there is only one philosophy

:

"This may be our last flight. Wre want all

there is now instead of what there may
be later on."

Speaking" of pilots reminded me of Jinx

Falkenburg who has even been going with

one. I talked to Jinx on the set of "Cover
Girls." When I asked her for her ideas,

she said, "There isn't any question at all in

my mind but that a boy and a girl should

marry right away. The girl can do a lot

toward helping her man if only by giving

him the feeling that someone at home who
cares is waiting for him. Marriage gives

him something to remember—and it also

makes the girl's life more meaningful. As
for this talk that you hear about her not

being able to wait and stepping out on the

SCREENLAND

boy while he's gone, I can only say that if

she loves him she'll do the right thing. If

he can take the chances with his life that

he does, she certainly can 'suffer' a little by
being faithful. If she can't, she's not worth
anything. But, regardless of this business,

a man who is fighting wants more than
the hope that his girl is waiting for him

—

maybe. He wants a wife whose love he can
rely on."

Since Jinx told me this, I am beginning
to wonder if she isn't planning on following
her own advice. And soon

!

Janet Blair and I bumped into each other

as I was leaving Columbia after talking to

Jinx. One look at this luscious bit of femi-

ninity and I knew why the service men take

one gander at her and say, "Now I can die

happy."
"What possible sense could there be for

waiting?" she said to me when I asked for

her opinion. "I know if I were in love with
a fellow, I wouldn't want him to go away
without marrying him. Xo girl wants to

sit home with her fears and regrets. She
wants to feel a security that can only come
from having had him for herself. If she

can know that he is hers and that no matter
where he is they are really together, she
won't need anymore from life. Neither will

he. And waiting for the day when they can

start life with each other will be a lot

easier. Nothing can take away the memories
of a marriage—no matter how short it may
be. And nothing can make a life so full as

a realized love."

Those of you who haven't dropped this

story by now and gone off and gotten mar-
ried should listen to what Jane Frazee.

Universal's promising starlet, has to say on
the subject.

"Let's take the man's standpoint." she

began. "He has enough worries without

having to worn." about a wife. So you may
saw •Yeah, but what if he's worrving about
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his girl stepping out on him?' Well, if he"s
wondering about that then he can't trust
her very much and consequently he's better
off to forget her.

"To me, though, the one big drawback
to marrying now is that you can't plan a
home, and what's marriage without a home
together ? There are too many heartbreaks
involved in such cases. So, really, the only
thing to remember is : 'If you're going to
wait, you'll wait. And if you aren't, you
weren't ever in love anyway.' "

There is one girl in this country who
waited. Of that, I am positive. She. is Ruby
Riddick from Louisiana. And the boy she
was waiting for was Donald Gibson of the
U. S. Navy.

I talked to Don at the Hollywood USO
and he said, "We were going to get mar-
ried last Christmas, but we didn't. But after
I enlisted, I got air mail special deliveries

every day from Ruby. She insisted that we
get married right away. She didn't want
to wait. She even told me that when she
saw me again, she wouldn't let me get
away. Not that I'd want to. I think she's
coming out here to see me, so I've already
bought the ring—just in case. I'm only
sorry now that I didn't marry her when

we first planned to—would have been wiser.'
To which the marines would say

"Phooey! Why bother with a wife?" Yes
nine out of ten marines seem to be sure o
two things : that they will come out of thi
scrape alive and that they don't want t<

get married until they're good and read;
And some of them aren't at all ready.

(

Betty Hutton, the Blonde Blitz of "Tht
"The Fleet's In," was my next victim. Ii

her loud voice, she began, "The war's no
going to last forever. It won't last so long
that a boy and girl who are engaged wil
be decrepit when it ends. If you're in lovi
and your man is going into the service, j

think you ought to pull on the reins ar.c

avoid dashing off to a preacher. After all
if you wait you've both got a lot to look
forward to when the war's over. Give ...

fellow something like marriage to plan or
and watch his morale go soaring. Wit!
such romantic dreams in his mind, he's iiol

going to be bored, that's a cinch. And bore-
dom is the worst thing you can have nag-
ging at you—with the exception of measle;
and hay fever."

Betty, incidentally, has a high school boy
friend, Don Ridenour, who is in the Army.
She's still sticking by her own advice.
No advice story is complete without

In contrast to the exotic and sophisticated roles Maria Montez plays, she really has sim-
ple tastes and likes nothing better than a quiet evening at home with a good book
and her favorite refreshing drink. Maria is playing in Wanger's "Arabian Nights."
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iorothy Lamour. Probably because she is

, level-headed. At the moment, she is not

ugaged to anyone or even rumored in love

fith anyone. But that doesn't detract from

Br ideas. Don't forget that she's had

iveral very s.erious love affairs and she

(iows what love means.

"I believe that a girl who falls sin-

i

rely in love with a man should marry
jm," she said to me on the set of "Road
Morocco." "Yes, even if he is faced with

|e prospect of being called into service.

feel that the fighting soldier, with a wife

home praying for his safety, has an even

•eater incentive for faith and courage.

"I do recommend marriage with reserva-

pn, though. My personal belief is that the

ife of a soldier should work. This job,

•sides making her financially independent,

ill give her far less time for worry and

jar, and her husband, at the same time,

ill be less anxious about her mental and
lysical well-being.

"But I do suggest marriage with all my
part to the girl who is truly in love and
iho takes intelligent stock of her situation.

Jot, however, to the girl who falls in love

lith a uniform."
And then I met Anne Baxter on the set

- "The Pied Piper."

"I don't like rushing into anything as

aportant or as serious as marriage," she

.id. "I realize that a boy and girl may
ink they are so intensely in love that they

.rill marry impulsively. But how often do
jiey think of what they will be like in a

•ar or two or three from now ? How often

i they consider the changes that will take

ace in both of them? And if they have
id a baby, everything would be even more
implicated. No, they're better off in the

ng run if they wait."

So far you've been given a lot of ad-
ijce. Now we're going to give you some
lestions for you to answer. Questions
lpplied by Ginny Simms. I met Ginny just

>tore she began work on her new picture
lith Fibber McGee and Molly—her first

ithout Kay Kyser. Already she had im-
pressed the RKO executives—and the men
every branch of our armed service.

"First, a girl should ask herself, 'Is it

liform-itis or is it love?'" Ginny began.

Maybe she's met a boy at a dance over

; «e week-end. They dance well together.

Le kisses her and she thinks immediately

:at it's love. He's going away. They both
tt a fever and decide to marry. If you're

such a spot, young lady, ask yourself,

f he were out of uniform, would I marry
m ?' Uniforms, you know, do have a ro-

mantic aura about them. Then ask yourself,

Yould I like him as much if I saw him
laving in the morning without his uniform
i? Would the men in my family like

m? Do I feel at ease with him? Or do I

el strange and uncomfortable when I

are him after an evening out together?

o I need moonlight and kisses to get that

d feeling about him? And even if Fve
io\vn the boy a long time, do I think it's

lir to him to get married? Is it fair to

ad him with responsibilities? Can I fit my
fe to his regardless of how he. may
iange?' Don't forget that he'll be a dif-

rent person when he comes back. He'll

ave been systematized and regulated, and
'11 be up to you to fit your house to match
lis new change in him. Your house—and

your life. So can you do it? And as

r you, young man, ask yourself, 'Am I

st lonesome or do I really love her? Is

e the kind of girl I wanted to marry?'
"When you answer these questions, you'll

th know what to do. But one thing I do
ink every boy and girl should watch

:

on't go in for heavy love-making. You'll
nly make it tough on both of you.'

"

There's your advice, you girls and you
>ien in uniform. Think it over—and what-
ver you decide, the best of luck.

Are you sure or your

present deodorant?
Test it! Put it under

this arm.

Put FRESH #2, the new
double-duty cream, un-

der this arm. See which

stops perspiration— pre-

vents odor— better!

SCREENLAND

FRESH #2. under one arm—put your present

deodorant under the other. And then . . .

1. See which stops perspiration better. We feel sure

that FRESH #2 will!

2. See which prevents perspiration odor better. Y\ e're

sure you'll feel complete underarm security with

FRESH #2.

3. See how gentle FRESH #-2 is—how delightful to

use! Never greasy, gritty, or sticky. FRESH #-2

spreads easily—smoothly !

4. See how convenient FRESH #2 is! You can use

it before dressing— it vanishes quickly!

5. Revel in the fact that FRESH #-2 won't rot even

delicate fabrics. Laboratory tests prove this.

FRESH #2 conies in three sizes — 50c for extra-large
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travel size.
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Fans' Forum

Continued from page 13

BUY WAR SAVINGS

BONDS AND STAMPS

"Please Write a Letter

Continued from page 55

can be lots of fun. It's war-time, girls, re-
member !

There are many, small things we can do
for the boys who have gone off to war,
thinks Jeanne, but the most frequent re-
quest she gets is, "Please write a letter."
There is just something magic about mail,
any time, anywhere, but especially if you
are away from the familiar hunting
grounds. I am told that the arrival of mail
in any camp is a sign for jubilation. And
there is no denying the excitement of the
unexpected letter under our own door.
Jeanne thinks we should write and write

—

romantically, if the occasion is right, or
otherwise. She told me of the pleasure of
correspondence with a British naval officer.
She never knew geographically where the
letters came from, nor does she now, but
the mails still get through. The picture
of Jeanne in this story probably tells you as
much how to write welcome letters as
pages of words could. She is thinking and
she is smiling. Certainly, hers will be a
cheering letter, and if she is homesick for
someone, there won't be too much of that
in the letter. Let him know you miss him
if he is someone close in your life, but
don't commiserate or feel sorry for your-
self, she advises. If you are writing to
someone who really cares for you, give time
and attention to your letter. Don't be care-
less and hasty—that always looks as if you
were rushing off to another date. In these
times, it is certainly the boys who are left
to ponder, "I wonder who's kissing her
now?" In many cases, the girls know that
their swains are safely within the limits of
barracks come curfew.
"Use pretty writing paper,-" advises

Jeanne. "This is as suggestive of your
•presence as your favorite perfume." For
those who are not apt at letter writing,
there are, nevertheless, ways to make your
missive interesting and amusing. One girl
I know pasted a series of vacation snap-
shots in chronological order and wrote a
line under each. It made a good story. An-
other who can sketch in a way, draws funny
little illustrations for her words, and, of
course, there are brief cards and small note
paper for those who can't go much beyond,
"How are you? I am well." Anyway, it all

mounts up to mail, and that's what the boys
want—more than you know. Many of the
stars write "mass" letters—letters to be
read to a whole company; and clippings of
items from the home town newspaper are
welcome, in case the boys don't get that
paper.

Beauty I had meant to talk to Jeanne
about, but beauty really is as beauty does,
and Jeanne thinks doing right now is very
important. And Jeanne's way of doing by
the men in the service, is in our opinion,
more than all right

!

"The Great McGinty" and "The Re-
markable Andrew" (Jackson) have become
"A Gentleman After Dark" and one of the
"Two Yanks In Trinidad."

In other words, the great, the remarkable
Brian Donlevy has demonstrated beyond
question that he is a master of parts—any
part the movies can offer.

_Do you remember Brian's first screen
role—that of the sinister blackshirted
Knuckles in "Barbary Coast"? That was
in 1936. After that, he made good as a bad
man in a succession of roles—most of them
mediocre.
McGinty was a break. Now Hollywood

has recognized that here is an actor who
never turns in a bad performance. Tragedy
or comedy—rich man, poor man, soldier,
thief—he plays them all with deft certainty.

_

Academy Awards have been given for
single outstanding performances. I suggest
that a new type of Academy Award—for
Consistent Excellence of Performance—be
awarded to Brian Donlevy

!

MRS. L. A. BALDWIN, Washington, D. C.

Has Hollywood ever considered putting
Bette Davis and Abbott and Costello in
a picture? Does a perfect hostess set a
table with caviar, and all the delicacies that
belong on a festive table, next to a big
dish of beef stew? Of course not! Yet such
a combination (of a different variety) oc-
curred in "What's Cookin'."
Above all, I enjoy Woody Herman's

orchestra, and the Andrew Sisters' voices,
but oh! to put such a girl as Gloria Jean
in the same picture is almost a sacrilege

!

She has one of the most beautiful voices in
Hollywood, but under the circumstances,
neither she nor the others could do their
best, because of the contrast. No sooner
would you get 'hep' when all of a sudden

you swooned in a faint to hear Gloria
to swing—which is next to impossible,
her voice—then back we'd go to the
boogie-woogie you've tapped your fee
only to have it interrupted in a screec
opera.

Please, Hollywood, don't ever d<

again! Think of our hearts—and the
office returns.
MRS. HELEN ROBINSON, Olympia, \fc

HONORABLE MENTION
In the July issue in which Alan I

was honored on Screenland's Honor I

it stated that for the first time Verc
Lake played second fiddle to Alan Lad
"This Gun For Hire." Well, here in
Louis those^ho saw "This Gun For H
weren't even aware of the fact that
glamorous Veronica Lake was in
picture.

Since the picture was released all

Louis has become Ladd-conscious. Not
many years has this city witnessed i

fine skill for acting as Alan Ladd den
strated as the dynamic young killer
"This Gun For Hire."
Mr. Ladd has taken the first step on

way to stardom and we all know it is

his last. We are anxiously waiting for
release of his next Paramount hit,

'"

Glass Key."
BETTE WALDEN, St. Louis, Mo.

I've just had a gauntlet of words fl

in my face and I've no choice but to ci
swords with my challenger. So please

]

mit me space to defend my favorite, B
Davis.

I want to remind a recent prize-win
who took a "punch and peck" at my pr
winning tribute to Miss Davis' very i

talents, that my opinion doesn't count

Above, Anne Baxter buys a $100 ' Victory Corsage," made of War Savings Stamps and red,
white and blue ribbon, at N. Y. Schrafft's store during "white-out" launching nation's
Retailers for Victory drive for a billion-dollar sale of War Bonds and Stamps.



ch. Nor do the opinions of grocery

'ks, stenographers, physicians, et al. But

opinions of other actors and actresses

![ critics do indeed carry weight. How
is did Bette Davis twice win the coveted

ademy Award? These awards aren't he-

wed in a hit-or-miss fashion. Only a

i at actor or actress is ever awarded one.

f Miss Davis should "get mighty tire-

le" to anyone, I strongly advise that

son to stay away from all Bette Davis

tures. It's advice I practice myself. I

in all pictures of an actor or an actress

bores me. That's only sensible.

4ISS MELBA BAEHR, Eau Claire, Wis.

Briefly stated, I have a complaint. Why
« st such remarkable dramatic talent as

Henrv Fonda be wasted in the light

• nedies in which he has been cast recently?

ien "You Belong to Me" first came

[ng I merelv thought it was a "relief"
:

ture. After "The Male Animal," I began

.

- wonder. By the time I saw "Rings On
r Fingers," I was thoroughly convinced

Tit my hero of "Jesse James," "Young
-. Lincoln," and "Drums Along the

, .hawk," had given up his soul-stirring

lies for light comedies.

The theater-going public clamors about

-;>ed" stars. But, after all, would we
illy enjoy seeing Bette Davis in a Laurel

1 Hardy film, or John Garfield as a

lety playboy or Boris Karloff as a kind

1 country farmer ? Of course not.

'So. please, Mr. Fonda, leave the comedy

j
Benny and Hope and let us see you in

; type of pictures that made you, and

which you are so charmingly "at home."

MISS EVON LUCAS, Baton Rouge, La.

i: i

Thank you, Hollywood! Thank you for

unforgettable experience ! I am sixteen

rs old and two weeks ago I saw my very

st picture show. I was so excited and

lilted ! You see, until four months ago, I

Is totally blind.

The picture was "How Green Was My
Mley." Certainly this film had everything,

auty and excitement and tragedy and

mor and deep wisdom. And the story was
j.d with such simplicity.

To others, I suppose, this was just an-

ner picture, perhaps a little more beauti-

ply filmed and a little more wonderfully

acted than other pictures they had seen.

Jt can you imagine what it was to me?
think I paid, to delight, my utmost bless-

then. It was as if, by some remarkable

irage, life had drawn a little closer. There

|je no words to tell you what I felt, but

want to say thank you.

SYBIL HOPE, Saskatoon, Sask., Can.

I Yes, "keep 'em shooting" good cheerful

Ictures. Civilians, as well as our armed
..srces, need this diversion to help keep up

[
eir morale. One of the best remedies in

e world for an American whose spirits

re low, is to attend a "tops" show and

I
it a good laugh. Hollywood's stars can do

much performing their best, as they can

J'ving a few pennies. Of course, our armies
|:ed money to keep supplied, but they also

eed spirit to keep on. So I say again, "Let's

|pep 'em shooting real good movies."

MARY JO MYERS, South Bend, Ind.

"Remember the day !" How could I ever

forget it? How could any school teacher

I'irget the day when -she saw Claudette

jj'olbert portray one of our profession as

nderstanding, attractive, and, above all,

lma.nl We've so long seen ourselves as
!' Miss Ima Fossil" or "Miss Kitty Catt,"

I
ith a ruler in one hand and a dunce cap
i the other, that we're deeply grateful for

uch an excellent picture.

lENRIETTA VON, Oklahoma City, Okla.

A
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N6W under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

StopsPerspiration

1. Does not harm dresses, or men's
shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used

right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for being

harmless to fabrics.

COMING!!
NEW THRILL FOR
MOVIE FANS!

Movie Show
The bigger . . . better . . . distinctly

NEW screen magazine

First issue at your newsstand
September 4. Look for an-

nouncement of complete de-

tails in the next issue of

SCREENLAND

Is It a Real Romance with Victor Mature and
Rita Hayworth?
Continued from page 20

recently?" (Vic now merely signs "Mature"
when he gives autographs.)

"No," Mother replied. "Are you con-
nected with movie work?"
That was the last straw ! That night by

special delivery two tickets arrived ad-
dressed to Mother from Victor Mature for

his new picture. Mother duly saw him on
the screen. She telephoned him : "Really,
Mr. Mature, you were wonderful. I can
see bow the girls will think you are very
'cute.' That is, girls of certain ages,"

Mother on second thought modestly and
hastily amended.
So Mr. Mature was happy again. In just

such a frame of mind I found him. He had
other reasons to be happy, too. Victor had
just joined the Coast Guard.

"I am beginning Coast Guard service im-
mediately, but since I have about ten more
days of shooting on my new picture, 'Sweet
or Hot,' " Victor said, "I will be permitted
to commute from the operating base to the

studio to complete the picture. I have al-

ready received an Army sweater that some
girl has knit 'with her own two little hands'
—and a box of fudge and cookies came to

the studio to be forwarded to me."
There was no voluntary turn of the con-

versation to La Hayworth. I was patient,

biding my time.

"At first, I had hoped to get a couple
more pictures under my belt so that I won't
be forgotten when the war is over, and I

have two little girls to care for," Victor
confided, "but I just couldn't sit back and
wait to be drafted. We have a big job on
our hands and the country needs every able-

bodied man."
The two little girls he was speaking of,

he indicated with a glance in the direction

of a golden framed portrait on a desk show-
ing Martha Kemp Mature with her two-
year-old-daughter, blonde chubby "Mrs.
Townsend." Victor adores "Mrs. Town-
send," whose father, Hal Kemp, the band-
leader, died when she was a few months old.

" 'Mrs. Townsend' comes over to see me

every morning. She was over today,"
1

tor remarked. (Perhaps this Mature-1-
worth amour was idle gossip after ;

"Remember when you first met Marti
when we first came to Hollywood 3

our marriage ? I told you then I fel

love with 'Mrs. Townsend' before I
in love with Martha?"

I remembered. It had been a year
]

Victor proudly invited some of us to,
new apartment (for which he, who
never paid rent before, but slept in td
was paying $150 a month) to meet Mar
The baby was brought out just before |
time by her nurse.

"Martha named her 'Mrs. Townsend'
cause Nurse worked for a wealthy wo:
by that name," Victor had explained, <

dling "Mrs. Townsend" on his lap. "Eve
thing we buy for Baby, Nurse disapp
ingly says, 'Mrs. Townsend would ni

buy that for her baby! Mrs. Town:
had a carriage with balloon tires for

baby
!'

"Our marriage," Victor said now,
really a 40-60 marriage, 40% the baby
60% Martha. I met Martha at a tti

Essex House in New York. I was pla;

the lead with Gertie Lawrence in 'Lad
the Dark.' Martha was so tiny—she see

like a child. She said she couldn't

dinner with me that night because she
to go home and see her baby ! I was floe

"I asked if I could go with her. I

never gone out with a girl who had a I

—and one who thought more of sa:

goodnight to. a baby than having dii

with me! When I saw dimpled 'Mrs. To
send' I was captivated. She liked me,
I began buying out Macy's departr
store, sending her toys. I had her rj

all done over with fleecy lambs on the v
paper and big rubber toys. Martha ce

every night to thank me and every day
send something new. Then I'd go ove
see how the baby liked it. Soon I was t'

at Martha's place—and was merely c

muting when necessary to the theater

Victor Mature and Rita Hayworth, who had been avoiding the well-known night spots

when they were out together, began appearing at the popular nighteries just before Vic

enlisted in the Coast Guard. Those who saw them say it looked like love all right.
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Jtinee and evening shows. I hadn't had
:|

iome for years. The thought of coming

be every night to play with the baby

II see Martha was so wonderful that I

<ed Martha into marrying me.

But a marriage has to have more than

kixty percent chance," he said ruefully.

!

"ell, they are still the two cutest little

:1s I know."
\t first Victor wore his heart on his

kye for Martha. She didn't like Holly-

tod. I remembered when we'd talk Holly-

jjqd and pictures Martha would yawn and

k up a magazine. This hurt Victor. His

nplete enthusiasm, his every thought and

lion is bound up in his career. Soon the

liture's were separating and reconciling

:ry week. Now theirs is a permanent

•a'ration leading to an ultimate divorce,

lich mav be now—or later. "You'll have

ask Ma'rtha about that," Victor said.

'How do you like this place?'' he asked,

ncing about the comfortable living room.

is my first house in Hollywood. The

.
ng that attracts me is this fireplace."

'\ big log was burning cheerfully. Holly-

cd summer evenings are not warm. To
1
contrary a mist comes from the Pacific

dusk and settles like fresh dew—invigo-

ing, but inspirational for the pleasant

rmth of the fire.

J'Miss Agnes is calling," the housekeeper

errupted. Victor hastily excused him-

,\tf. But he couldn't hide the gleam of ex-
s

ied anticipation in his eyes as he left the

'om to answer the telephone.

'But Rita, sweet," his voice came back,

will be quite all right. Believe me it will.

'm can't stay home forever. You have to

out some time. All right, then, I'll call

• you about eight. We'll have dinner and
.ike the second show. All right, baby doll.

;« you in a little while.—Want a posy?

An orchid?—Gardenias?—Are you sure?

1 pick one up at Tony's.—No ribbons.

aat's right. AH right, sweetheart. 'Bye

'(Not eavesdropping, but could I help hav-
-£

fg .good hearing? Besides Victor's voice

rried from the library into the living

66

'"Agnes is Rita Hayworth ! Then it is

Be! You are going with Rita Hayworth!
bu are in love ! You don't talk to a girl

that tone unless you are !" I exclaimed,

ictor didn't reply—but his happy smile

is a full confession. I can't say I blame
-n, for Rita is one of the most attractive

rls in Hollywood, sweet and feminine,

well as being very gorgeous and talented,

nd there are dozens of girls in Holly-

)od, equally as famous as La Hayworth,
no would trade the tires off their cars to

ve and hold Victor's interest.

Victor and Rita have kept their romance
d their dates a secret—since they feel

th her divorce so new they do not want
encourage the gossip rumors. Rumors

ying that Rita fell in love with Victor

;ring the filming of "My Gal Sal." Even
i Judson, when Rita's husband, told me,
T

ictor's and Rita's love scenes are—un-

lievable. They are so very real. But then
ery man who comes near Rita falls in

ve with her. She never takes them seri-

Jisly." Ed told me that, perhaps because
•- might have been trying to convince him-
lf that his glamorous wife was not actu-

ly in love with Victor. As for Rita, she

ive interviews daily, refuting any idea

at she was less in love with her husband,
gut where there's smoke—this time there

as fire

!

J More and more Rita and Victor are ap-

l^ring about Hollywood when they are

ast expected. One Saturday night they
>pped into the Mocambo and you could
ive cut the sudden hush with a knife

hen they made their entrance. All eyes
icused on the two. They sat down at a
all table and smiled back. Soon everyone
as smiling back at them. They were

i

Sleep your way to Beauty...

try ray Beauty Nightcap"

DOROTHY IAMOUR, STARRING IN "BEYOND THE BLUE HORIZON," A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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THE MORE

THE

MERRIER!

... as long as they're

other women's hus-

bands!". . . says Myra
{Patricia Morison), Mr.

Cugat's (Ray Milland)

old flame. "After all, life's

too long to live it all with

one man I"

BUY WAR STAMPS AND BONDS

happy. They didn't dance. Victor has never
learned to dance well. "I have no sense of
rhythm." he says. "I leap around the floor
and am glad when the music stops."

Rita's dearest possession is not diamonds
or minks—but a simple gold slave bracelet
with an inscription. It is from Victor, a
souvenir of their co-starring in "My Gal
Sal."

"It's unbelievable the way and how fast
things are happening to me," Victor said
after we'd changed the subject. What has
kept Hollywood guessing I now knew.
There was nothing further to be said. The
Hayworth-Mature romance is no dream.

Continuing : "Yes, it is true Metro has
asked me to make a couple of pictures
originally scheduled for Gable. But" [Victor
does have moments of modesty] "I guess
that's because they have more stories for
Gable than he can make."
Never let it be said that Victor Mature

is unlike his screen self ! That he looks ex-
citing and dashingly romantic and virile—
but like too many of today's movie heroes,
actually he is a passive fire-and-slippers-

home-man, who methodically arrives at the
studio each day, works eight hours, returns
home, mows the lawn, plants a bed of
petunias for relaxation and retires at cur-
few with a book or a script to read, his

only thought that he must arise early in

the A.M. to be at the studio! No, never!
Victor is a non-conformist to say the

least. But if he were less conventional, less

impulsive, less sure of himself, he would
not be the young man of conquest, capable
of firing the imagination of Miss Jane
Public, millions of Jane Publics, and Misses
Lana Turner, Carole Landis, Betty Grable,
Phyliss Brooks, Rita Hayworth—need we
go on?
As for his being "washed up in pictures,"

it was this way. Victor incurred the wrath
of the studio when he failed to appear for

work one day and held up production to the
tune and cost of $25,000. Further, he was
nowhere to be found. What happened : Vic-
tor was driving to work when he per-
chanced to see Michele Morgan afoot along
the boulevard. Michele was lonely, home-
sick, worried, about her family in Nazi-
controlled Paris. A few tears flicked down
her pretty cheeks. Victor forgot all about
the studio. He appointed himscii a good-
cheer committee of one to cheer up Michele
Morgan, a poor little war refugee. It was a
beautiful day—a noble intention. While
production costs mounted, Victor and
Michele drove to the beach—consumed hot
dogs and pop and watched the sun set into

the west—over the world into the land of

the rising sun. The studio was ready to fire

Victor. But first they checked on his box
office and found he was making so much
money for them they raised his salary and
ordered more Mature pictures to go into

production—rush!
Victor doesn't say so, but I happen to

know he contributes a thousand dollars a

month for the support of Martha and her

baby. Contradictory to Hollywood belief,

that Martha inherited a fortune in the

estate of her late husband, she is entirely

dependent on Victor's earnings. The Kemp
estate was left in trust funds, the income
of which ended with Martha's remarrying.
There was a time during the first few

weeks of their marriage that Victor bor-

rowed far in advance of his salary to sur-

prise Martha with a huge topaz ring and
then a bracelet to match. Then a new big

gray town car with red leather upholstery,

not to mention the expensive plane trips

monthly back and forth to New York in

the earlier months of their marriage.
"I am so far in debt I'll have to make

good," Victor said. Then he was making
"Shanghai Gesture"—and Hal Roach was
paying him $450 a week, but loaning him
to other studios for $4500 a week. "I work
all the harder when I have my hack to the

wall. When things go hard for me it
j

me more incentive to overcome th<

make things come my way. Martha is

to nice things. I am going to see that
has them. For myself I don't care i

one way or the other. I can still m i

studio dressing room my home. V
Martha is in New York I live right
at the studio."

Victor lived in a tent in the back-yai
a friend in Hollywood for two years \

he was trying to get a break. That is

known. But the behind-scenes Victor
ture is more fascinating than fiction. I-

cially how he got his first break which
never been fully reported.

"All he had was a pair of slacks a
couple of sweat shirts when he cam
my office looking for a job," Ruth B
woman casting director at Hal Roach,
me rather confidentially. "Victor w
come in and drape himself over my
and just grin. But he had a certain
with him—a certain definite charm
appeal that left you with a very pos
impression

/
of his personality—a qu

that a screen personality must pos;
Male attraction and magnetism is the
we speak of it in the casting departn

"I ordered a test for Victor. I ran ill

Mr. Roach. To double-check I ran it

all of the women clerks and stenograp
at the studio. They reported they d
think much of him. Then we handled
differently. We felt if properly handler
personal charm and magnetism w :

register on the screen. We bought hi
wardrobe. Tested him in good clothes
then stripped him to the waist for a t

test. The women then raved about
All Victor needed was the right break

Victor starred with Carole Landis in
memorable "One Million B.C." and
vately fell in love with Lana Turner
this day he treasures the ivory crucifix
gave to him.
Through mutual friends Victor met

Whitney, the socialite millionairess
horsewoman. Their names were linke-
the columns. Liz was several years
tor's senior. The studio worried. At
the publicity might imply he was b
seen with her because of her social posi
and her wealth. I assure you this was
thest from Victor's mind.
But wisely he is conscious of publ

and its major importance to a m
career. Victor began dating a numbe
the town's most glamorous lovelies,
sides, it was fun! For now he had a f

dred dollars a week coming from
Roach with which to pay checks at
cambo's and buy gardenias on occasio

Lana's affections went elsewhere. Vi
on the rebound discovered Betty Gra
They became inseparable. When B
went East to do a musical show Vi
kept the wires hot. Finally, on her in:

ence, he went to New York to join
where—"Even though I had only made
picture, I was a movie star by name,
my surprise I was treated like Gable
Broadway." Came offers for the G
Big Beautiful Hunk of Man role in "L
in the Dark" and overnight Mature w;
matinee idol. The Stork Club not only
served a ring-side table nightly for Mat
they refused to give Mature a check. A
thing was on the house as long as he m
an appearance there. And then he mar
Martha.
"Some people think I just came up c

—without any acting experience. But
show me any actor of 27 who has appea
in 126 plays ! I worked in that number (

ing my years at the Pasadena commiii
playhouse. Some were drawing-room

i

sentations where the director would in

Hollywood celebrities for an evenii

entertainment. We would present a
i

without props or a curtain or a stage,

moved among the guests, keeping j
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y in character, which is a terrific test

concentration. Especially when your

meet Charlie Chaplin's and Norma
arer's.

.

!Dne night I was playing a lead. 1 had

ie business about sitting down at a table

I looking through a book. A girl with

trge hat was sitting at the table. When
it down by her, as part of my act, I

led at her casually, speaking my lines

the while. And I looked right into the

L of Greta Garbo. It took even' effort

pry part to keep from blowing up in

lines. To conceal my natural excite-

tt of looking at a girl who is a myth

a legend. Here was Garbo sitting there

Intly watching my performance, less

l two feet away. Later in New York she

e back-stage to congratulate me—and

Jled the night in Pasadena."

'dike most Hollywood stars Victor has

made himself inapproachable with a

;|f of secretaries and a body guard. He
er answers his mail personally or takes

armful over to the studio—turns on his

fl.jrm on a secretary and she will find

.1 self working after office hours on Ma-
rk's mail. When he hears someone wants

Tmrite a story about him, provided he

iJWs the person, he's as likely to tele-

-jine, as he did in this case, and ask how
"{ ~ai help.

..f<me envious glamor males underesti-

mate Victor's shrewd showmanship, his

"II n insight into the mechanism of a movie
deer. Thev say, "He is his own press

eV"
. 1 "here was a time when a press agent

1
j
gned to Victor at his own studio

jliijgged him off as "that conceited jerk."

Tie Valentino. Mature has the faculty of

. ipelling feminine interest and repelling

ious males. But once a man knows
15 tare he likes him. This same press agent
" lis most loyal friend today, saying now.
.du have to admire the guy's guts, his

se of humor, his good nature at taking a

Ding. Besides he is a helluva poker

yer and he can out-box and out-swim
' guy among us. The guy has brains and

iiijs. and he's using them."
'ictor has pulled such dillys as appearing

|h a trio of identically dressed blondes

—

ndes of the same shade of hair, the

ne makeup, at the Brown Derby for

mer. It was a gag—Vic's idea of a pub-
ty gag. The photographers couldn't ig-

'e such a quartet. More often he appears

<ne—the "lone wolf," they say.

-lowever, don't be worried about Victor

ng lonely—ever. He and Rita Hayworth
: as happy as two young beautiful peo-

L both famous and successful, can be.

We try to go to the quieter places at

•sent Since the tire shortage we even

:e long walks about Beverly Hills and
in the park," Victor confessed. Like

ier boys and girls the world over. Yet.
j' re as likely to see him stroll into

xrambo's with his estranged Martha
iture on his arm. as attentive as can be.

e next night he'll have Carole Landis
:

, !d she (Martha) will be with Buddy
Sylva or one of Hollywood's other im-
rtant men. The Matures' separation is an
rirely friendly affair. He lives in his

'aise, and she lives in hers, and they
ide "Mrs. Townsend" between them

—

d everyone's happy.
If Victor is so interested in Rita Hay-
>rth, then why does he date other girls,

u may wonder? "I'd love to meet Norma
: iearer," Victor told Columnist Skolsky.

was printed in the column and Victor
ipes it pays to advertise. "I think Norma
wonderful," he says.

^ xtor's intriguingly unpredictable—like

K "Vagabond King" in the waltz : "Never

Y to bind me—never hope to know—take

fe as you find me—love and let me go."

ia:'s Victor Mature. And Rita Hav-
ana's wisely doing just that!

:

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
Head of the Houie of Tongee

"All you ever longed for in a lipstick-

and more!" says Constance Luft Huhn

"Exciting color. Perfectly balanced texture ... not too moist, yet not too

dry. So smooth it seems to stroke softly on your lips all by itself. So

dinging it really stays on for hour after hour. Yes . .each of our Tangee

SATIN-FINISH Lipsticks has these qualities— and somethfng more.- The

softer, glossier sheen of Tangee's exclusive SATIN-FINISH!

And when you choose the Tangee shade you like the best, remember

that there is a matching rouge and a correct shade of Tangee's un-

powdery Face Powder to blend harmoniously with it."

TANGEE RED-RED"Rarest, Loveliest Red of Them All", harmonizes with all fashion colors.

TANGEE THEATRICAL RED - . ."The Brilliant Scarlet Lipstick Shade"... always flattering.

TANGEE NATURAL .."Beauty for Duty"— conservative make-up for women in uniform.

Orange in the stick, it changes to produce your own most becoming shade of blush rose.

IVlNGE

WITH THE NEW SATIN-FINISH
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Above, Bette Davis and Paul Henreid in scene
from "Now, Voyager," film adaptation of the

Olive Higgins Prouty novel. Right, Jack Benny,
whose next starring film is "George Washing-
ton Slept Here," poses as Washington next to

a portrait of the "Father of Our Country."

I ATEST on Clark Gable as we go to press.

Clark has not yet been accepted in any
branch of Uncle Sam's service. He wants to

serve his country but up to this minute
there is no foundation for the report that he
is already in. However, knowing how much
Gable wants to get into the big fight, it may
still happen. Meanwhile, his co-starring film

with Lana Turner, "Somewhere I'll Find
You," is the latest Gable film which may
not be his last picture for the duration after

all.

DESPITE a series of undeserved disap-
pointments, Franchot Tone still hasn't

lost his sense of humor. Recently he met
up with Burgess Meredith, who was on
leave from camp. "How's Jeanie?" in-

quired Burgess, Jeanie being Franchot's
quite young bride, whom he loves and
adores. "Oh, Jeanie's getting along pretty
well,'' answered her husband nonchalantly.
"She's cutting her wisdom teeth and still

getting parking tickets
!"

AT THE finish of "Flying Tigers," the
Republic studio gave a party for the

cast and crew. John Carroll got up to the
microphone and paid great tribute to John
Wayne. Said Carroll, "I've made a won-
derful friend on this picture. When I go
away to war, I won't have to worry. John
Wayne is the kind of friend I could leave
my little daughter with and I know she'd

always be looked out for."

HOLLYWOOD gossips were wrong once
again about Deanna Durbin. She isn't

expecting the stork. Those baby clothes
she was seen purchasing were for her sis-

ter's baby. Deanna's sister, brother-in-law
and the baby are living with her and keep-
ing her from getting lonesome, while her
husband is away serving Uncle Sam. Bet-
ter luck next time, you super-snoopers !

TEMPORARILY at least, Jane Wyman
I considers herself a very fortunate young
woman. Ronnie Reagan has been trans
ferred from the Cavalry to the personnel
department of the Air Corps. He'll be sta-
tioned in and around Los Angeles, part of
the time. This means that little Maureen
can see her daddy occasionally. Janie won't
even talk about it. She's that happy and
THAT superstitious.

WHEN Adrian severed connections with
M-G-M, rumors flew thick and fast

that they didn't part the best of friends.

To give you an idea how things can be ex-
aggerated, M-G-M, being swamped with
work, gave Adrian's shop the commission
to make all of Katharine Hepburn's clothes
in "Keeper of the Flame." Speaking of
Adrian—he has to work over-time to keep
up with Norma Shearer who is certainly

a walking advertisement for his gorgeous
gowns. She buys 'em by the dozen.

i,mv in v •hJi' Jiviiiui | <iriwww

K
j
O ONE will ever know what happe

' ^ to Hedy Lamarr and George Mi
gomery. Some think George was too po,
sive. Others, that George loved publicity-
much to suit Hedy. Anyway, they still

each other occasionally. But when H
needed an opinion on a new script,
called up—John Howard. And John, •

is a nice, loyal guy, came right over. H
is now back in her own home—the hi
where she and George intended to hor
moon. When will Hedy Lamarr find
true love? Hollywood is asking.

M O ONE ever suspected Mickey Roo
1 N of having a bad temper. But M-G-
million dollar moppet was fightin' i

when his separation from Ava Gardner 1

rumored. Mickey put Ava on the tr
then went right to Dave Chasen's to c

with the Ray Millands. He was telling tl

about his mother-in-law's illness, how m
he'd miss Ava, etc., when a morning pa
was placed in his hand. There he read 1

he had quarreled with his bride and she
gone home to mama. Mickey all but 1

the phone out of the wall getting a
traction.

By

Weston East

Dennis Morgan and Ida Lupino, above, as tl

appear in "The Hard Way." Top, a scene fr

the new picture "The Black Swan," with

co-stars Maureen O'Hara and Tyrone Pc*



AT HEART, Cary Grant was an Ameri-
' can citizen long before he was sworn

in. Those two hundred thousand dollar do-

nations to the various causes and organiza-

tions is proof enough. But now that he is a

full-fledged American citizen, Cary is go-

ing to enlist. After being sworn in by Judge
McCormick, on June 26th, along with three

hundred other new Americans, Cary re-

turned to the set of "Once Upon A Honey-
moon," film in which he co-stars with

Ginger Rogers. On July 8th, he got another

day's leave from the studio, drove to Lake
Arrowhead, and married Barbara Hutton,

heiress to the Woolworth millions.

WHEN director Howard Hawks se-

lected Gig Young for "Air Force," it

was a big break. Gig was really thrilled.

The next day an assistant told him to

shave off his moustache. Gig did. Too late,

the frantic assistant learned he was sup-

posed to have told John Garfield. Gig was
terrified for fear he'd lose the part. In

despair he went to Perc Westmore, who
whipped up a dreamy little substitute. Even
the cameraman was fooled. Gig brushed

and massaged and pleaded with his own
moustache, every night at home. He was
a pretty happy boy when it finally grew out

again

!

aclc Carson and Alexis Smith, above, dressed

3r their roles in "Gentleman Jim," the Errol

lynn starrer which is based on the life of the

ite James J. Corbett, world's champion heavy-

eight fighter. Right, Marie Windsor, screen

evcomer who plays Jack Benny's dream girl

"George Washington Slept Here," got her

art by writing gags for Bennyin her spare time.

. I OTICE to friends of Joan Blondell and
> Dick Powell. The usual invitation to

rop by their beach home is out. "We still

ore you as much as ever," say Joan and

ick.*"But this summer all our spare room
for men in service only!"

006 emToN BRQADIMy>

LOU HOLTZ, WILLIE HOWARD and PHIL BAKER

-stars of Clifford C. Fisher's "Priorities of 1942".

This gang knows a hit when it has one.

That's why Pepsi-Cola's getting the big

rush. It tastes better . . . lasts longer

. . . gives 'em more for their nickel.

That's what you want. That's what

Pepsi-Cola gives you.

Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Company. Long Island City, N. Y. Bottled locally by Authorized Bottlers from coast to coast.
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THEY

KEEP ME

JUMPING!

says Chuck (Richard
Haydn), the wolf. "Every
time I knock at some
sweet little lamb's door,

along comes her husband
to bust up a beautiful

romance!"

Anne Jeffreys blonde starlet, and Eddie Foy, Jr., have just had a lovers' quarrel
in this scene from " Joan of Ozark," Republic's Judy Canova-Joe E. Brown comedy.

BUY WAR STAMPS AND BONDS

76

NJO OFFICIAL announcement has been
1 N made, but they say it will be a foreign
correspondent's mission that will take Errol
Flynn across the sea. You may not sus-
pect the handsome Irishman of being a
sentimentalist, but he's looking way ahead
in the future. Upstairs in his hilltop home,
Errol keeps a room under lock and key.
It's a beautifully furnished bedroom suite,
feminine in every respect. Someday, if and
and when the right girl comes along, as
the new Mrs. Errol Flynn she'll have a
beautiful place waiting for her.

AS SOON as she can find an apartment in
'» Washington, Loretta Young is going
to furnish it and make a home for Major
Tom Lewis. Loretta is very much in love
with her attractive husband. Now that he's
in Washington for the duration, Loretta is

going to see him as often as she possibly
can. Between taking care of her little girl,
fulfilling contract obligations and doing
war work, Loretta is one of Hollywood's
busiest young matrons.

nEOPLE in Hollywood who think Joan
'Crawford is a lonely young woman are
very much mistaken. Joan can pick and
choose her escorts these days. And she
does. Members of the stag line include
Van Johnson, rumored as June Havoc's
"ex," Phil Terry, tall, dark, and unattached,
and Jean Pierre Aumont, the current
French importation to reach Hollywood.
With Joanie they're becoming.

BOB HOPE swears he saw this ad in the
personal column of a local newspaper

:

"Man with tire would like to meet girl
with sugar!"

WANTED : Three soldiers, three sailors,
three marines ! That was the call re-

ceived at the USO headquarters in Beverly
Hills. Imagine the nine lucky fellows' shock
when their hostess turned out to be Ginger
Rogers. For the first half hour they could
only sit on the edge of their chairs and
stare at Ginger. Then she turned them
loose behind her famous soda fountain.
They whipped up chocolate goos and malted
what-have-yous. What's more, they ate
every drop of it. Ginger was so thrilled at
their happiness, after they had gone she had
a good cry for herself.

S GREENLAND

DECAUSE of his sinus trouble, Wal
*-> Pidgeon couldn't dunk his handso
torso in a river in "White Cargo." So tl

wrote in a scene where he bathes in
barrel. This was just fine with the Hj
office—as long as their suggestion tH
Walter wasn't entirely in the nude was i
lowed ! So you'll see him climb out weari
a pair of shorts. Now everyone's happy e

cept the production department. They
thirty minutes behind schedule.

THE death of her father, Stanley Lupii
' was quite a blow to Ida Lupino. Strangt
enough, before they received the bad nev
the little Loopey jumped out of bed in t

middle of the night. She ran to the pho
and called up her mother. "Somethin
happened to Dad, I know," she sobbed,
next morning the ill-fated cable arm-
So grief-stricken was Ida, she finished It

current picture with a nurse in attendam

1

rTRANGE indeed are the ways of Holl
O wood. Recently, a national magazi
printed a story on Olivia de Havilland ai

Joan Fontaine that hurt the sisters deep!
They have never denied the disagreemer
that all young girls have, growing in

womanhood. But since the article appean:
by trying to console each other, Joan ai

Olivia have been brought closer togeth
than they've ever been 'in their lives. It's

ill wind—yes ?

11 OLLYWOOD Stork Club : Litt
1 1 Daphne, daughter of Douglas Fai
banks, Jr., is expecting a little playmat
this fall. Daddy Douglas is still seeii

active service at sea. ... If it's a bo
Rochester will name him Jack. A girl, Jai

queline. Named after bossman Jack Benn
of course. . . . It's a colleen that's e:

pected by Maureen O' Sullivan and Jol
Farrow. Sure an' another boy'll be welcon
too. . . . The "champ" arrives at the Ma
Baer home, come September. . . . It's n
tirement for Brenda Joyce while she an
Lieut. Owen Ward await orders froi

Capt. Stork. . . . Dana Andrews is lookin
forward to the great day. Junior arrh
this winter. . . . After nine years of mart
riage. John Beal and Helen Craig Beal ar

thinking in terms of three. Expectant fatlie

doing as well as can be expected under e.x

i sting conditions!



-H'VRLIE McCARTHY walks! Charlie

* McCarthy runs ! You'll see him doing

right before your very own eyes, in his

lixt picture. They've discovered a real

sh and blood midget who is just the

ape and size of Charlie. So the midget's

,ing to do all the doubling for Edgar

srgen's animated block of wood. Where,

where, could it happen BUT in the

Ibvies

!

k /OMEN certainly can play a great

V part in the war of today as Arleen

'halen and Kathryn Grayson proved anew

hen they called off their respective divorce

ans. Arleen is married to Alex D'Arcy,

athryn to John Shelton. When the girls

arned their men had enlisted, they had a

'iange of heart. Now their men have gone

T to war with added courage and inspira-

ion.

i,,ETTE DAVIS is fighting mad. Ordi-

! narily she never pays any attention to

lollywood gossip. As Bette puts it, "Ks
_Jirt of the game." But in face of what's

fally going on in the world today, Bette

j-onders what type of person would start

rumor that she and Arthur Farnsworth

re feuding. Bette has never been happier,

n these times for anyone to concentrate

n gossip, especially when it's made up, is

pretty cheap trick.

(ACCORDING to Jack Benny, and he

3 f \ should know, the three most regular

ir iris he has ever worked with are Ann

s'i
|,heridan, Barbara Stanwyck, and the be-

ojipved Carole Lombard. Come to think of

L there's a great similarity between these

kl'bree types. Carole was perhaps the most
'

1 onest and down-to-earth of the three

Earned. Jack can't talk about her without

letting tears in his eyes.

Anne Jeffreys was signed to a film contract

because of her singing, but her first role, in

"Joan of Ozark," called for her to dance, not

sing. Anne got busy and took dancing lessons.

This is how lovely Arthur Murray Dancer looks "in action" to high-speed camera

. . . Flower Fresh—
the Arthur Murray Way

• Plenty of rhythm, plenty of charm— that's what

Arthur Murray dancers are made of! Their jobs de-

pend on their charm. And they depend on Odorono

Cream to guard against underarm odor and dampness.

We think you'll be just as enthusiastic as they are.

Non-greasy, non-gritty, smooth as satin—Odorono

Cream stops perspiration safely up to 3 days! Won't

irritate skin or rot dresses ; no waiting to dry-just follow

directions. Get a jar today! Big 10c, 39c and 59c sizes.

The Odorono Co., Inc., New York

Jean Kern enchants

partners the year round

with her dream-girl

daintiness and charm.

LY
1 TO 3 DAYS

Odorono Cream WILL NOT IRRITATE your Skin
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lipstick

« parqhihgi

ft

Your lips dominate your face; don't let them

grow chapped ai/d broken and parched.

Make friends with "Sub-Deb"—a treasure of

a Lipstick that actually promotes silky softness

—while giving/you glamorous color! Yes, Coty

blends a special, softening ingredient into

every "Sub-lDeb" Lipstick. Today, change to

"Sub-Deb.'VKeep the glossy sheen that smart

lips—swee^t lips—must wear! $1.00 or 50$.

All prices plus tax.

THY MAGIIET RED
Clear, thrilling red—so smart-
so universally flattering ! Other
high -fash ion colors in the bril-

liant Coty 9-shade collection:

GITADE
bright "gipsy" tones

BALI
luscious, siren shade

DAHLIA
lovely, floiver-soft

TAMALE
ultra-chic "Latin" red

Compounded and Copyrighted by Coty, Inc. in U. S. A.

Has Madeleine Carroll Quit the Screen for Love?

Continued from page 34

Why,_ she's at the peak of her success. She
isn't just Bob Hope's favorite blonde ; she
is America's favorite blonde. She can ask,
and get, $125,000 a picture. It doesn't make
sense that any human being would de-
liberately toss aside fame and public ac-
claim and riches.

So Hollywood said, cynically, when
Stirling Hayden went through the motions
of tossing them aside. Hollywood thought
he was pulling something new in publicity
stunts, or else trying to scare the Front
Office into giving him a bigger, better con-
tract. But Stirling proved that he wasn't
bluffing. He actually exchanged the life of
a movie star for the life of a first-class

seaman—on the grounds that he could be
happier as a seaman.

In all movie history, no star had ever
displayed such discontent with the life of
a star. It was difficult for Hollywood to
understand The Strange Case of Stirling
Hayden. Hollywood finally decided : "Well,
he didn't become an actor because he had
the urge to act, and he didn't stick around
long enough for acting to get in his blood.
Also, he -h'dn't have to struggle for his
success : t was handed to him on a platter—so he lidn't appreciate it."

When word circulates that Madeleine
Carroll has likewise quit pictures, at least

for some time to come, Hollywood won
.
believe it at first because

:

She has always departed Hollywood be
tween pictures. But she has been in sho\
business long enough for acting to be in he
blood. She has worked hard for her sue
cess.

The_ longer she stays away, however, th
more it will become apparent that she in

tends to stay away longer, the more Holly
wood will wonder if she lias walked out o
her career.

Whereupon, we predict, Hollywood wij
say that she would still be acting if sh
hadn't fallen in love with a man who hate
acting.

We predict that, because that will be th
most romantic" explanation for her exile-
and because Hollywood doesn't kno\
Madeleine Carroll.

When she came to town in 1934, press
agents introduced her as The World'
Most Beautiful Blonde. They figured tha
would stimulate interest in her, and it die

Especially when people discovered that sh
wasn't a typical Hollywood blonde. Sh
wasn't an exotic exhibitionist.

That's a large part of the secret of he
popularity. Unlike most beauties, she ha
never shown a phobia for attracting atten
tion. She has lived quietly while working

When Roy Rogers went on a combined war bond and personal appearance tour with his

horse, recently, he broke theater records. Roy, whose next western for Republic is

"Sons of the Pioneers," !s shown riding "Trigger" in the New York At War parade.
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I&rfectly MatecL.*^
?
Perfectly Miserable

HOW A YOUNG WIFE OVERCAME THE

"ONE NEGLECT"

THAT RUINS SO MANY MARRIAGES

ind quietly disappeared to another part of

he world when not working. She has never

jeen conspicuous in cafe society—off-

;creen. She has avoided night clubs, resorts

md other haunts of publicity-seekers. She

:as never posed for undraped art. She has

lever given sensational interviews. She has

lever tried to be a blonde bombshell.

! When a woman has allure, and doesn't

llaunt it, she's bound to win a reputation

For naturalness and sincerity. At the same

ime, however, she's bound to baffle a town
where beauty and charm are associated

with spectacular come-hither. So Holly-

wood, trying to explain Madeleine, has

agged her as "the reserved English type."

Most people know that her real name
isn't Carroll; it's O'Carroll. But few peo-

ple have taken proper notice of the fact

that "O'Carroll" is Irish, and "Madeleine"

|s French. She was born in England, which
1-nakes her English, if you want to be

technical. But her father is Irish, and

!ier mother is French, and that makes
'Madeleine a combination of French and

'Irish. It's difficult to imagine a more
Volatile combination. Scarlett O'Hara, if

fou remember, was a mixture of French
imd Irish.

i All of us are what our backgrounds

lave made us. But Hollywood knows little

Ubout Madeleine's background—except that

i she grew up in an intelligent atmosphere

'(she was a professor's daughter), won a

3. A. degree from Birmingham University

ilit the phenomenal age of 17, taught briefly

fn a girls' school, then went on the stage.

^iFew screen beauties have any pretensions

ifo book-learning, so Hollywood has seized

ton Madeleine's education as a further ex-

planation why she isn't a sizzling siren.

jShe has been explained away as "the in-

tellectual type." As if a beauty couldn't be

Intellectual and be sizzling, too—if she

[those

!

:

It has never occurred to Hollywood to

Inquire what Madeleine studied in college.

Ipr what her father and mother were like,

Ibr what she went through in her formative

wears, or what she decided she wanted
Ifrom life before she decided to become an

J
actress. Consequently, Hollywood doesn't

know Madeleine Carroll.

I If she has temporarily given up acting,

It isn't because she's under the domination

jpf Stirling Hayden. She's one woman who
givill never be dominated by any man—no

Spatter how much she loves him.

She started demonstrating that almost as

Isoon as she reached womanhood. At the
' age of 18, she walked out of her father's

house, because he was still trying to dictate

her life. When Professor O'Carroll set out

to teach his daughter to think for herself,

he didn't anticipate the ironic outcome. He
neglected to take into account the fact that

she was half-Irish, and that once she knew
how to think for herself, she would think

in terms of independence.

In another way, too, Professor O'Carroll

unconsciously gave her an insatiable urge

for independence. A very serious man, a

scholar, completely absorbed in books, he
demanded a subdued; quiet atmosphere in

his home—so that he could concentrate.

Madeleine never felt free to give vent to

her impulses spontaneously, exuberantly. It

might disturb Father. She lived for the

day when she could do what she wanted
;!to do.

The professor's subdued_ wife sympa-
thized with her high-spirited, pent-up

daughter. But, a true Frenchwoman, she

was a realist. She said to Madeleine, "It

takes money in this world to do what you
want to do—and there is no chance of your

When you go to the movies
don't forget to buy your War
Savings Bonds and Stamps!

2. One morning, my chum found me crying.

I didn't want to, but she made me tell my
troubles. Then . . . "Little silly," she scolded,

"it's happened often. The loveliest girl can

lose her husband if she's guilty of one neglect.

Carelessness about feminine hygiene (intimate

personal cleatiliness)." Then she explained . .

.

4. Thanks to her, I use Lysol regularly. It is so

easy to use, so inexpensive. Today, Chet and

I are ideally happy, once more! More women
ought to know about Lysol disinfectant.

3. "My doctor," she told me, "recommends

Lysol disinfectant— and here's why. Lysol

cleanses thoroughly and deodorizes, too. Yet
it's so gentle it won't harm sensitive tissues

—

just use it according to the easy directions on
the Lysol bottle. Generations of 'women have
used Lysol for personal hygiene."

For new FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard

or letter for Booklet S-94'2, Address Lehn & Fink. Bloomfield. N. J.
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Check this with your Doctor

Lysol is NON-CAUSTIC— sentle and
efficient in proper dilution. Contains no
free alkali. It is not carbolic acid.

EFFECTIVE—a powerful germicide, ac-

tive in presence of organic matter (such

as mucus, serum, etc.). SPREADING

—

Lysol solutions spread and thus virtu-

ally search out germs in deep crevices.

ECONOMICAL— small bottle makes al-

most 4 gallons of solution for feminine

hygiene. CLEANLY ODOR—disappears

after use. LASTING— Lysol keeps full

strength indefinitely, no matter how
often it is uncorked.

FOR FEMININE HYGIBNE

Coor.. 1342. by Lahn & Fink I'roducu Corp.
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ALL BRIDES ARE LOVELY but Sue was especially

radiant. As the soft candlelight danced in the
sparkling highlights of her hair, I thought . . .

COULD THIS BE THE SAME GIRL I discovered
weeping one day because her hair was so dull and
drab-looking? Right then I told her about Colorinse
and how my beautician recommended "Colorinsing
after every shampoo". That very night . . .

SUE GAVE COLORINSE A TRY and what a difference
in her hair! It had a warmer, richer color— it was
softer, silkier— so much easier to manage. And her
whole face seemed more radiant for the lustrous
highlights that Colorinse gave her hair reflected

lovely soft tones in her complexion. Today . . .

A HAPPY BRIDE says •'thanks' to

Colorinse for teaching her the age-old
beauty secret—"Romance begins with
glamorous hair".

P. S. And here's something else that Sue ^
discovered. "For a lovelier hair-do, use Nestle Shampoo
BEFORE and Nestle Superset after Co/orinsing."

Buy DEFENSE STAMPS at your favorite

5 and 1GV store , •^"T", / \ \§i j 25tf

ever having money. No, you will have to
find happiness some other way. Be as use-
ful as you can, try to .make as many peo-
ple happy as you can." And, like a true
Frenchwoman, she added, "if you have
charm, you will never be alone in the
world, never be friendless."

Constantly, in hundreds of little ways,
she gave Madeleine lessons in charm—until
it became second nature for Madeleine, al-
ways an apt pupil, to be artlessly attractive
and pleasant to know. She couldn't help
being aware that she was pretty; people
were always telling her. A few flattering
adults even said that she was pretty enough
to be in the movies. She had wild dreams
sometimes about becoming an actress and
earning so much money that she could do
anything she pleased.
Then the girl grew older and went to

college and had to start thinking seriously
about what she would do with her life. Her
father assumed—and so did she, at first

—

that she would follow in his footsteps and
teach. With that in mind, she majored in
languages, history and psychology. It was
history that changed her mind. Studying
the past, she learned who were the most
memorable women who had ever lived.
They were women capable of influencing
men in high places. Women who were
shrewd,

.
subtle diplomats. And the more

she thought about those women, the more
she envied them their dramatic lives, their
usefulness to the world. She began to have
wild dreams about becoming a woman
capable of charming, and influencing, great
statesmen.

Years later, she told all this to someone
very close to her, who has since told us.
At the time, she told no one.
How could she ever crash high society ?

No one in the world would be less likely
to interest rulers of state than a school-
teacher in the provinces. And she wouldn't
have seen any way to avoid being a pro-
vincial schoolteacher if she hadn't been
drafted—with horrible misgivings—to play
the lead in a college show. She gave exactly
one performance. But that one performance
opened her deep-blue eyes.
On the campus, people who had never

noticed her before suddenly seemed con-
scious of her. And she suddenly saw a
possible way to penetrate the consciousness
of men who were leaders, men likely to
make history. If she could become an
actress—a famous actress, a star—they
couldn't help noticing her. Especially if
she had qualities that set her apart from
other actresses. Qualities that made her a
lady of quality. Also, she would have
wealth. That in itself, if she had charm,
would make her socially acceptable in the
highest circles. And gloriously independent.
And immune to masculine domination. She
didn't overlook those angles. She didn't
have an uncontrollable desire to act. She
thought of acting simply as a means to an
end—the end being wealth, independence
and, most of all, influence.

Madeleine wasn't dismayed by the
thought that she knew nothing about act-
ing and that she might be letting herself
in for years of struggle. She had never
been afraid of studying, and she had al-
ways been an apt pupil, and she was young.
She was willing to go through ten years
of struggle, if she reached her goal in the
end.

She didn't tell anyone her colossal ambi-
tion. After graduation, as expected, she
found a teaching position. The pay was
pitiful, but she scrimped and saved, and
after a few months she had a few pounds
together. With that, she took the big
plunge. She went to, London to see some
theatrical agents. She says, herself, that
she had phenomenal luck for a beginner.
She's too modest. She had phenomenal
beauty and charm and intelligence. One

entranced manager after another gave r

jobs. In two years, she was well-knov
on both the London stage and the Eng'ii
screen and, in addition, had made pictrji

in France and Germany. (It wasn't ev
English actress who could speak Fren
and German fluently.) Already, she 1.

admirers in high society, both in Lond
. and on the Continent.

She. fell in love with the most cosn:
politan of the lot—Philip Astley, scion
one of England's oldest families. Th
were married in Italy, honeymooned
France, and settled down in Mayfair. A
life promised -to.be carefree, and co
fortable, and amusing.
But being a shining light in Mayf;

wasn't enough. Being "Philip Astle;
charming wife" wasn't enough. Madelei
had to become Somebody in her own rig
Somebody who might be of some use
the worlds—some day. That ambition w
so intense that it was unquenchable. S
told her husband, "I'll always feel as
I ought to be doing something. Eor eigh
een years, I wasn't allowed to do an
thing.'' So he "allowed" her to go on w
her career. And lost her. He would hi

lost her sooner if he had stood in her w;
It wasn't success as an actress that s

wanted, however. It was success as
woman. That's something that Hollywo
has never realized about Madeleine Carre
And neither has Hollywood ever realiz
how carefully she planned, from the begi
ning, for something more than stardom.

It wasn't any accident that she beca
identified with inspirational heroines, mo
than any other actress on the screen. S
planned it that way. For years, s

wouldn't consider any other kind of rol

She wanted people to think of her as
inspiring woman. When she finally decid
to make an occasional comedy, it was
kill a growing impression that, while s

was beautiful and charming and intel

gent, she lacked some of the warmer qua
ties. She was smart enough to know th

proof of a sense of humor would remo
that impression.

She knew in advance that Hollywoi
would think she was "aloof" if she lijw

quietly, didn't mingle with the men
crowd, and didn't flit from night club
night club. But she also knew in advam
that the rest of the world would think-

correctly—that her big interests in li

weren't in Hollywood. Particularly if si

never stayed around between pictures.

Doing all that traveling abroad, si

wasn't merely giving vent to Irish wande
lust. She was getting across the idea th

she was a woman of the world. And, i

cidentally, every time she went abroa
she met more important diplomats.

If she had been primarily interest!

in sensational screen success, she wou
have tried to be a blonde bombshell. B>

she was looking beyond the immedia
future to the far horizon:—to a world f;

from Hollywood. In that world, the wor
of international diplomacy, only a worn?
with subtle charm could be a success.

Two years ago, she tipped off the wor
to the fact that acting was not her coi

surriing interest in life—but the worl
overlooked the tip. She said, in an intei

view, "I do not plan to act more than tw
or three years longer. I'll then have save

enough to live on, and I want to do dipk

matic work. No, nothing glamorous, lil

spy work. Hard, practical service, am

i
BUY UNITED STATES

WAR SAVINGS

BONDS AND STAMP
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here, in the interest of peace."

She had visions of living in France. She

id many powerful friends there, and she

ilvned a chateau near Paris, and she was
love with—and hoped to marry, after

ie war—a young French flier, Lieut,

ichard de la Roziere. Then suddenly the

ermans broke through the "impregnable"

[aginot Line, threatened Paris. The man
ie loved was Somewhere in France. To
; near him, to inspire him, to marry him
there still was time, Madeleine flew to

urope. She reached the French border

i the day that Paris fell. She couldn't

j any further. She couldn't learn any
;ws about her lieutenant. Desperately,

iy after day, she tried. Then came the

fonizing day when France collapsed. She
id to leave, or be interned. She had to

p back to America to make a picture,

ithout knowing what had happened to

ie man she loved.

A few days after her return, she finally

arned that Lieut, de la Roziere was safe

North Africa. But no one will ever

alize the amount of will power it took

r Madeleine to go on acting.

In December, the lieutenant was to ar-

ve in America, and there was to be a

edding. But, almost on the eve of his

•rival, Madeleine received word that her
fly sister had been killed by a bomb in

ondon. Acting became harder for her.

"They tell me I'm doing my duty, con-
ibuting all this money in taxes, and that

am helping morale, making pictures," she
lid, "but I feel so useless, working at

;ake-believe in a world gone mad."
•> Madeleine was still in mourning for her
Ulster when the lieutenant's permit to stay

this country expired. He went to East-
n Canada to ferry bombers to England,
•he had to stay in Hollywood,

eatji'j Lonely, heart-sick, aching to be doing
jimething more important than acting, she

•und herself in "Bahama Passage" with
-"•tiding Hayden. They had worked to-

other before, in "Virginia," and had be-

>me casual friends. But now, thrown to-

other in closer association, they discovered

fat they were kindred souls. The lieu-

i J.nant, somehow, became a forgotten man.
':What drew Madeleine and Stirling to-

other was the discovery that Hollywood
asn't necessary to either of them. And
oney and fame didn't mean anything, if

a) Jjiey couldn't look ahead to living a satisfy-

ing life. And acting wasn't their idea of
satisfying life. Especially during a war.

When he walked out on a job as a movie
jar, to try to get a job as a sailor, there
|as only one person in Hollywood who
j'dn't think Stirling Hayden was crazy,

fhat was Madeleine Carroll. Who could
"ave tried to influence him to stay, but
lcouraged him to go.

Few people know that she had a trained

,
(

urse with her on the set during her last

Scture, "My favorite Blonde"—she was
lat close to a nervous breakdown. The
aJness of acting had become that difficult.

Now she had walked out, too
—

"to take
year's rest." Rumors that she and Stir-

ng were secretly married, that Madeleine
as Jiving with his mother in a house in

onnecticut while her husband was sailing

ie high seas for Uncle Sam, flew thick and
t.st. The secret marriage was confirmed
lily 1st. These romantic real-life lovers had
-en married for three months and Stirling
nally made an announcement of the fact

'om Nassau, Bahamas, when Madeleine
"rived there to visit him while his schoon-
" was being overhauled. Apparently it is

ncle Sam who will be Hayden's boss for
ie duration. As for Madeleine—she is car-
Jug out the idea that she has had all her
iult life. Namely, that the greatest destiny
woman can have is to be an inspiration

> a man capable of being a leader. And
er husband is all of that.

LOOKING FOR LOVE ?

Morjorie Woodworth and

William Marshall in "Fly-

ing with Music," produced

by Hal Roach Studios, Inc.

Easily keep your hands

lovable, os Marjorie does,

with Jergens Lotion.

Marjorie Woodworth's Charming Hands

She gives them "Hollywood's Hand Care"

— with Jergens Lotion. Says Marjorie,

"Jergens never feels sticky."

IN
Hollywood— 3 times as many girls use

Jergens as any other Lotion, a recent sur-

vey shows. It helps keep girls' hands so soft,

smooth, delightful. Jergens Lotion gives your

hand skin sohness-protection; helps prevent

glum roughness or chapping.

You have practicallv professional hand care

if you use Jergens regularly. Because— look

—2 of the fine ingredients in Jergens Lotion

are such superior aids to skin-smoothing that

many doctors use them. Even one application

helps! 10p to S1.00 a bottle. Don't have too-

old looking hands! Use Jergens Lotion.

V FOR SOFT, A DOlFOR SOFT, ADORABLE HAXDS

to FREE! PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
(Paste on penny postcard, if you wish)

The Andrew Jergens Company, Box 3937. Cincinnati. Ohio

(In Canada: Perth. Ontario)

I want to trv Marjorie Woodworth's hand care. Please send OIC

free bottle of vour lovelv Jerjlens Lotion.

Aame.

Street-

City—
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- Do You Treat -—

DRY,CRACKED

LIPS
the wrong way

Here is the

RIGHT WAY...
• Remember that dry, cracked lips
are injured lips. So use a medicinal
preparation to help repair the injury.
The medicinal ingredients of cool-
ing, soothing Mentholatum will not
only relieve the smarting but will
assist Nature to more quickly heal
the injured skin. 30c and 60c sizes.

MENTHOLATUM
SONG POEMS WANTED

TO BE SET TO MUSIC
free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

friends beaut
. Christmas Folders with send _name-SO for»l .Also tasl -sel lint- _' I-car.iChrist-mas Assortment for $1. You make up to Gllc.

S other Assts -Enliintrs, Fi.-I i tri. . n« . Gift Wrap-
Pines Everyday Cards. Bin line Deluxe Personal
Christmas Cards-finest out. All easy money-makers. Als<. hkviiiI money raisimr Han for clubsehurch groups, etc. Write for FREE SAMPLES -WETMORE & SUGDEN, INC., Dept. 81S749 Monroe Avenue Rochester, N. Y.

your make "P

flower mSN
$o ffatt'ring to your face

I end the shine

that bothers you-

Vm Hampden's Powder Base

I'm FRESHIE *

A 5-second application

of hampden's powder
base helps hide little

lines and blemishes,

makes skin look softer,

smoother. Jn 5 subtle

tints," one for every

complexion.

POLUDRjBPSE
50c also 25c & 10c
Over 20 million sold

OUTSELLS ALL FOUNDATIONS
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We Are the Screwball Set

Continued from page 3 I

on the distaff side and became Bamour
(she had to start them all with "B" and
this one had the cutest neckline). The fifth

one is still a problem.
"But why all 'BY ?" Monsieur Bosquet

asked.

"Because they're all such little honeys,"
said Dona, blandly. "See? Honey B's."

"Awk!" said M. Bosquet, sitting down
heavily and clutching at his cravat.

Some ill-advised bystander wanted to
know what the mother's name was.

"Jackie," the Bounding Brunette said.

"And the father?" said Straight Alan
Bosquet, grimly.
"Toots—I think," Dona said.

The amazing Dona Drake has two key
words in her vocabulary. They are "period"

and "wiggle." Around them revolve a

melange of chatter that is as unique as

the background of Paramount's abbreviated
bombshell. When she makes a statement,

she invariably ends it with "period." She
says, "I have a house on the side of a hill

with a rumpus room, a kitchen and a bed-
room, period." Not a period bedroom. Just

a bedroom, period. She doesn't talk about
her boy friend for publication. She says,

"I'll talk about my work, and my past and
my future, but I don't talk about my private

life, period."

She never dances. She does a wiggle. She
doesn't even play bits, or parts, in pic-

tures. "I've got a wiggle in a new show,
starting in ten days," she says, referring to

her next picture. She didn't dance in the

line in N.T.G.'s Hollywood Restaurant in

New York. She and her sister, Renee,
who is also five feet, even, did the end
wiggles. She made her picture hit with a
wiggle in "Louisiana Purchase." Those
who saw the picture would have said that

she sang the theme song, almost disinte-

rating her audiences in the doing, but she
called it a wiggle. She also appeared in the
bedroom sequence with Victor Moore, the
Tiny Typhoon aiding and abetting her in

this, but whereas Phyllis did a bit, Dona
did a wiggle. It was all just one big, glori-

ous wiggle, she says, wiggling.
She's had a career that sounds like

something out of a book on how not
raise your daughter. She was born Ui
Novella in Mexico City of a iVIexic;

|

father and an Irish mother. When she w;
J

two, her family moved to Philadelphia ai

;

settled on the south side there, which
also doing it the hard way. The south si<

of Philadelphia is, by and large, about ;

difficult a place to rear two pretty, heai
strong daughters as a snooker pool en
porium. In this environment, she learned

j

stand squarely on her two tiny feet. SI
didn't have to learn to dance on them. Th
came natural. As time went on and si

fought her way through the melting pi:

she developed a fearlessness that is notl!
ing short of inspirational. The man hasr
yet been born who could either hoodwir
or bluff her. As proof, witness the fact th
she walked into Hollywood uninvitt
wrote her ticket at four hundred dollars
week—and got it.

She got into show business because Rent
was in it. Renee applied personally
N.T.G. for a job when he showed a trouj
in Philadelphia, returning to New Yor
with him. She told herself that if Rem
could do it, she could do it, too, so sh
went to New York without taking leave
her family and the second night on Broac
way she was wiggling at the end of tl

Hollyood Restaurant line.

Because little matters such as the s<

quence in which members of her famil
arrived in this world are too trivial for he
notice, she isn't certain whether she
older than Renee or not, even though shj

was fourteen when she joined the N.T.C
show. "But I'm the solid one," she say:

If this sounds slightly goofy, pass it off o
the premise that she's speaking muscr
larly because invariably she gets around t

showing you her muscles after which yo
tear up her telephone number, which you'
surreptitiously acquired, and shift you
affections back to Miss Hedy Lamarr.

She abandoned the Una Novella whe
she joined N.T.G., becoming Rita Ric
which is doing things backward, too. Unde
this name she became a babv band leadei

j

continuing for three years to direct th
;

£s>ireenlanb iflajjajine

^tw?%tm^r/&^Jam4aM&m^/t' ifflap 27, -*d?42

Above, a reproduction of the Citation received by Screenland Magazine in recogni-
tion of the fine assistance this publication has given to the War Savings Program.
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nit while her closest pal (and now her

ecretary), Orrel Johnson, handled the

usiriess. She plays four instruments in the

ollowing order : piano, passably ; trom-

bone, stinkeroo; trumpet, elegant; fiddle,

,
ubiously.

j

She quit the band business because, she

aid, Hollywood players came on for per-

onal appearances and got all the money
/hereas she, doing all the work, collected

omparative goobers. Full of indignation

nd high resolve, she headed for Hollywood
etermined to get a screen name and de-

1 hand large sums for personal appearances,
1 po. How well she succeeded is rapidly be-

- ; ;oming history.
5

>j She never drinks or smokes and never

ses any make-up except lipstick. She's
- ever been inside a beauty parlor and never

.j
'jxpects to be, unless you want to be cap-

" - ious and call the studio make-up booths

eauty parlors. At that, they almost have
1 jo lasso her to get her into these. Her

lue-black. naturally curly hair, dark skin

® lipid snapping black eyes require no beauty

treatments, nor does her firm, muscular five
: eet of female figure.
2 1

•; When she becomes rich she intends to
;

-[uild a house of her own. In addition to the

rymnasium and frigidaire in the bedroom
-

1 ready mentioned, she intends to have a

leparate apartment for her livestock, cur-

r
r Cntly consisting of the six cockers, the two

1 iiamese cats and the fourteen rabbits. She
- oesn't intend to give away or sell any of

' i:-jier puppies. Asked if the same decision
"' eld good with the rabbits, she looked a

;

: |ttle dubious.
:

"- She does her own cooking, refusing to

ire a maid, and is always on the prowl
: 'jor recipes. She never goes to night clubs,

™ 'jxclaiming that she got all she wanted of

r l -Tiese places when she was an entertainer in

;i hem. Instead, she plays the out-and-out
; !

:jive joints and considers the boardwalk at

i Venice the top strata of West Coast so-

-
I

She plays tennis, rides horseback, swims
-- nd actually dons the boxing gloves with
i kef boy friend. She has refused to reveal

S sis name, but did refer to him as Tom, so

'<t $?e're going to scout around Hollywood
: j nd the first eligible we see named Tom

tearing a couple of black eyes and a tin

tsi ar, we'll couple with her.

B - She lives alone in a hillside house in

'A Stone Canyon. "Sure I'm afraid," she says,

ai fchen asked about living alone. "I'm afraid

i |f what might happen to some prowler who
Ties to annoy me. I live in mortal fear of

laving to face a manslaughter charge."

Someone discovered that Marjorie was
vearing a sinister-looking bandage on her

ight index finger and wanted to know
(iow come.

"I cut my finger on a broken glass," she

aid.

"I cut my finger once, on a train," Phyllis

aid.

"How could you cut your finger on a

rain?" demanded Betty.

"I was sharpening a pencil and the knife

lipped and I cut my finger," explained the

Tiny Typhoon.
"But you said you cut it on a train," the

Blonde Blitz argued.
"Sure," said the T. T.

:

'I was riding on a

rain when the knife slipped. We went
.round a curve, or something."
Someone brought M. Bosquet a sniff of

! immonia as attention turned to the Tiny
Typhoon. There may be child stars in

Tollywood who are shorter and weigh less

han Phyllis Ruth, but they'll still grow.
Obviously Buddy de Sylva's ninety-six

tound package won't. She's twenty now
ind she says she hasn't grown an inch since

the was fourteen. She even weighs less

han she did then.

"How come?" said the intrepid M.

I

3csquet.

"I don't know," says Phyllis. "Maybe it's

because I wore more clothes at that time."
Phyllis has no delusions about dramatic

acting. She believes she was cut out for

comedy. A lot of people, after listening to

her conversation, are inclined to agree with
her. Round-faced, button-nosed, with a re-

markable ability to blush, she got into the

movies when she was picked, out of a line

of a score of possibilities, for a small

comedy role opposite Eddie Bracken in

Bob Hope's "Caught In The Draft." She
moved up with her bit in "Louisiana Pur-
chase" and now Paramount is certain

there's a top-flight laugh-getter in their

midst.

Phyllis is one of the few native daughters
in pictures, having been born Phyllis Ruth
Stelzner in Pasadena. Later the family

moved to Los Angeles and, as did Marjorie
Reynolds, she went to Los Angeles High
and was duly graduated. Immediately after

this epochal event, she took up a career of

applying a high gloss to the benches in

casting offices and continued it successfully

until, through comedian Bert Wheeler, she

got her chance in "Caught In The Draft."

Phyllis lives with her mother and sister

in Westwood. Astonishingly enough (she's

generally astonishing), she's a fine golfer.

There are reports from the Lakeside Club,

where she plays, that she hits a long tee

shot, sometimes almost keeping pace with
her radio announcer hubby, Truman Brad-
ley, who is six feet two, a low handicap
player, and numerous other things highly

attractive to Phyllis, including the an-

nouncer of the Red Skelton show.
In the midst of recording the highlights

'

of Phyllis Ruth, there developed a dis-

turbance from the direction of Miss Betty
Hutton. It was claimed, but not entirely

established, that Betty had been sitting still

for ninety seconds which would have, had it

been verified, constituted an all-time record

for the Ispheming Igorrote.

"Listen, Kitten," said she, "I've got a
fittin'."

She looked suddenly startled, snapped her

fingers and clapped her hands while tossing

her platinum ringlets wildly. "How about
that?" said she. "Sounds like a beat:

"Listen, Kitten,

"I've got a fittin' . . . Beeden-boden,
rack-a-ma-taz."

"Stop!" shouted M. Bosquet. "You're
slaying me."
As a matter of fact, she did have an

appointment for a fitting. The wardrobe
chief, luckless wight, was going to try to

get something around her hundred and ten

pounds of delectable curves. Since her ar-

rival at Paramount for "The Fleet's In"
it has been an almost daily occurrence for

some hapless artist from the styling room
to rush screaming into God's good air,

throwing his ten fingers at the heavens
and yodelling, "Will somebody hold her?
Will someone sit on her? Is there no
justice? Why should SHE have to happen
to me? What have I done?"

It's usually obvious what he has done.

He's tried to give Betty Hutton fittin',

Kitten. He hasn't, because she can never

stand still long enough. As for sittin',

that's out entirely. Betty doesn't sit in

chairs. She occupies them. She's over them,

under them, wrapped around them, suspend-

ed by some mysterious, but fidgety levi-

tation above them, everything but sitting

in them. If there's a desk near the chair,

three quarters of her probably will be

spilling over it—and you can take our word
for it, it'll be a very neat three quarters,

too, regardless of which three quarters it is.

Betty is a platinum blonde of the type

that has ringlets dancing above her white

brow. She wears no hairpins because it

would be a waste of time to put them in

her fur. They wouldn't stay. She sometimes
starts out the day with a bit of ribbon, but

1
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that flies out, too. Her skin is so pale it's

almost chalky. Although she's curvaceous,
her lack of coloring gives her an almost
anaemic look, causing one to wonder where
she finds the devastating energy she puts
into whatever she does, from singing and
dancing to talking and eating.

There's practically no sense in trying to
catch the Hutton entity with one word. If
you take a chance on being called stilted
and say she's galvanic, you'll come about
as close as possible in our limited tongue.
No one at Paramount, or elsewhere, has
ever caught her without a smile on her
wide, red slash of a mouth. Not only does
she smile with her mouth, she smiles with
her eyes, ears, nose and throat. She even
smiles with her slim, silken shoulders,
probably with her feet. All the world is

pleasant, and amusing, to her. To feel glum
in her presence would be something of a
feat. No one has yet been caught who
could do it.

The problem of containing her on the
screen was a serious one for Paramount.
Film is a highly inflammable article and
it also has its limitations in registration.
The ardor and zeal that is the essence of
La Hutton isn't merely a matter of gyra-
tions or decibels. It isn't all visual and it

isn't all audible. You have to be within the
feel of it to catch it. For that reason, while
she's done well in radio, the ether audi-
ences haven't yet begun to really appreciate,
or know, her.

Neither did the movie patrons get the full
benefit of her in "The Fleet's In." She
twists, staggers, tosses her head, swings,
punches, bumps, grimaces, claps her hands
and leaps up and down, but still it isn't

Hutton because the celluloid hasn't been
developed that can catch her as she really
is. She's definitely on the will power side
of entertainment, but with her it's as
natural as breathing. She couldn't repress
it if she faced a firing squad.
You wouldn't call the Blonde Blitz

pretty. She isn't. Her small face is on the
plain side, or would be if it weren't con-
stantly lighted up, like a Christmas tree.
We are told by members of her family who
have had an opportunity to do some re-
search in the matter that she sleeps with a
wide grin on her visage. Admitting her
lack of beauty (which she finds amusing),
she says she was downright homely when
a kid back in Michigan.

"I had the darndest freckles and a set
of buck teeth that stood out like the keys
on a harpsichord,"' she says. "I wore braces,
too. In fact, I was eighteen years old be-
fore I knew pumpkin pie and potatoes
tasted different. Everything tasted like a
bronze jug to me."

She began knocking the brains out of
popular songs for pay when she was twelve
years old. Two years later, after having
spread nervous prostration over a triangu-
lar segment of Michigan running from
Lansing to Battle Creek and thence to
Detroit, she packed her belongings and in-
vaded New York and announced to Broad-
way that she was on hand with something
new, different, and terrific. Wherever she
went, she says, the big shots promptly
asked her how old she was.

"I always said I was twenty-one," she
says.

"And what did they say?" she was asked.
"They said 'Haw!' and told me to go

home and wash my face," she admits.
"And what did you do ?"

"I went home," she says, "but I'm darned
if I washed my face. Thev couldn't scare
me."
Back home, she unpacked her bag, then

packed it right back up again and trekked
off to Detroit with Vincent Lopez's band.
She sang in the Fox theater in Detroit with
Lopez and managers began bombarding
Lopez with wires to get his band and his
Silver Cyclone to New York as soon as

Greenland

possible. Back on Broadway she begjfl
wrecking night clubs without hesitation ar

I

the next thing she knew she was
\"Panama Flattie" and her reputation—ai

her place in the important money—w;
secure.

Betty lives with her parents and hi I

sister, Marion, in Hollywood. She hasn !

J

had to make much change in her nam
having been born Elizabeth Hutton. Htl
sister, who is a band singer and a good on
is known as the quiet one. Betty has oftef
tried to teach her how to fling a song rigl j

down the customers' throats, but Man
|

adheres to insinuating, rather than t!

blasting technic.

Betty suddenly took off for her fittinj

As she debouched from the Paramount re;
taurant and made for the wardrobe depar;
ment, there was evidence of great activit
in the wardrobe building and fitters bega
pouring out doors, windows and transom
They all love the Blonde Blitz (we def

i

anyone to meet her and not do the same,/
but they love their sanity, too.
The Hutton departed at the beginnin»

of a unique discussion. It was discoverer
that Marjorie is sometimes brunette, some'
times blonde, sometimes a semi-Titian, de
pending upon the exigencies of scrip

1

!

Phyllis wanted to know whether she''
rather be blonde or brunette.

"I feel better when I'm a blonde," sat
Marjorie. "I'm a little more carefree. BeinS
brunette makes me serious."

"I'm serious," said the blonde Phyllis
"Very serious."

"You're serious about that radio an
nouncer," Dona challenged.

Phyllis knitted her brows in giving th
matter some thought. Then she noddei
slowly. "I'm serious, anyway," ' she in
sisted. "I'm very serious about my career
And if_ I had all the money I wanted th.

first thing I'd do would be to buy a hous*
and pay cash for it. That's serious, isn't it?'

"Serious?" said Marjorie. "That's prac
tically a calamity. But I always feel bette
when I'm a blonde."
"I'm a brunette and I always feel good,'

Dona announced. "If I felt any better, f<
have to take something for it, period."
The meeting of the Screwball Set begar

to dissolve after that. In addition to Betty':
fittin', Marjorie had to get home to taki
over the chops department, Phyllis had tc

meet_ hubby Truman Truelove and Don;
was in a real dither.

"I'm going to the circus tonight," shf
said, "I've never been to a circus before ir

my life and am I excited, period?"
She hopped up and did a spontaneous

little wiggle, probably just to make certair
she still knew how. She did, period.

Inside the Stars' Homes

Continued from page 17

baked, then shaped into a football and
lightly frosted. It's just as good un-
frosted.)

"I wasn't a football fan at school," Nancy
confessed, as she worked over her goal-post
centerpiece. "I remember the very first

game I attended was between my home
team and a California school. Their uni-
forms were something alike and I got all

mixed up and spent the afternoon rooting
for the wrong team!" But now she can
get all het up over a radio account of any
big game.
Nancy is tall and slim and redhaired.

She has a snub nose (her own description),
brown eyes that light up as if they had
caught fire, and teeth like so many even
pearls. Like most redheads, she's color-

conscious. For example, she isn't satisfied



ith her living room, a comfortable place

j-ith typical California furniture and

lowered drapes.

What particularly rejoices Nancy's heart

bout life in Southern California is that

ie can now have a white bedroom. She

is a beautiful white rug and a bed with

faceful lines.

|

"I thought it would be fun to use

losquito netting—just oodles of it—for

Imopy and curtains, but Mother wouldn't

•t me," she sighed. "Mother has a prac-

Ical streak and reminded me that the

letting won't launder. So that was out."

A football party at Nancy's house usually

inds up with parlor games, when full

bp FIT-
NOT FAT
f Shdfor FREE
lecipes! Grand
.ow-CaJone

Salads and Desserts

-Write Mw. Knox, Johnstown, N.V.

—

iscussion of the teams and their various

fits af strategy have been finished. One
| imie they play is to write the name of

tie winning team at the top of the paper

bnd have each guest compose a telegram

nnouncing the triumph using the letters in

le name as initials of each word of the

:legram.

"One of the favorite games of our

roup," remembered Nancy, "is a different

nrm of the old game of Who Is It? One
layer leaves the room, and the rest decide

ftrho she is. It should be either a person

.ell-known to all present so that her char-

cteristics are familiar, or some personality

!ta the public eye. I remember once I had

o go out and they all decided I was Hitler.

That's the idea. When I came in, I had to

sk questions and try to guess who I was,

ut instead of the old-fashioned: 'Am I

nale or female?' I asked: 'What sort of

lower am I like?' or 'What kind of

nimal?' 'What kind of music do I remind

ou of?' or whatever my imagination could

suggest.

"The fun of it is that the crowd gets into

;reat arguments as to whether I'm really

ike, say, 'I'll be glad when you're dead,

ou rascal, you !' or not. John Beal said I

vas like the Venus poison plant—maybe
hat isn't the scientific name for the thing,

tut it's the plant with the open lip that has

omething sweet inside to tempt little flies,

>ut when once the insect steps in to sip, the

>>lant shuts on him and kills him."

When Nancy gives a buffet supper fol-

owing a game, she sometimes serves a

ip-top sandwich, hot coffee or iced soft

lrinks, a gelatine salad made with rather

iart seedless grapes and nut meats in a

:lear lemon-or-lime-flavored gelatine. For
he latter, follow the general directions of

the vegetable salad.

TIP-TOP SANDWICH
Chop fine 6 slices of uncooked bacon,

idd 2 green peppers (seeds removed)
rhopped fine, three onions the size of an

gg, chopped fine, season with pepper and

Pfc '

Fry the above mixture until the bacon is

lone, then scramble in 2 eggs.- Place be-

tween thin slices of lightly buttered white
bread. Garnish with a radish.

"The Constant Nymph"

Continued from page 28

The next the sun is out and the children
are playing. And his music is like that, too.

It has no blood pulsing through it, no
heart. It's a school of music that's just
coming in. if he could only cry!"
"He never really laughs," Tessa said

softly. "And I'm certain he couldn't cry."

"If he could only fall in love!" Sanger
frowned heavily, thinking of all the women
who loved Lewis, the women he was so
unconscious of. "If a woman could disturb
him, if he could ever suffer!"

"How could one make him suffer?"
Tessa asked gravely, thinking of that hand-
some, dark man, so curiously unmoved, so

untouched by everything except his music.

"I don't know." Sanger shook his head
heavily. "But something always comes
along to do that, with everyone."
But it mustn't come to Lewis, Tessa

though passionately. He mustn't be un-

happy ever, not Lewis. Not even for his

music.

Suddenly her smile came, as from far

away, clown in the valley, came the thin

piping of a train's whistle.

"Listen !" Her very breath seemed
squeezed out of her with the pain coming
again. "His train ! He's here."

She danced out of the studio, down
through the big untidy house and in a few

moments Paula was after her, the two
of them shouting as they ran, and at last

there in the distance was Lewis, walking
with that quick, marching step of his, so

that the older dignified man with him was
panting in his struggles to keep up with
him.

"Lewis," the girls called together,

"Lewis
!"

"The circus is upon us," Lewis laughed,

and then as the girls threw themselves on
him in a frenzy of welcome, "I wish you
kids would stop growing. It makes me feel

very old. You're growing up like stink

weeds."
"That doesn't sound very nice, Lewis,"

Tessa protested, her arms tightening

around him, her lips pressing against his

coat, kissing it.

"Where did you get those beautiful

bags?" Paula asked, looking at the hand-

some luggage Lewis was carrying, that

was such a contrast to the shabby, familiar

rucksack slung across his back. "What can

you. have in them?"
"They're not mine. They belong to Mr.

Trigorin, the great ballet master." Lewis

gestured toward the heavy man breathing

so laboriously as he finally came up to them.

"He worked on your father's opera with

him, remember ?"

The elegant stranger bowed breathlessly.

"So you are the so charming daughters of

Mr. Sanger?" he asked.

"This is Paula." Lewis smiled. "And
this is Tessa, the pick of the bunch. You
should welcome your guest, girls."

"Oh, yes !" Tessa hesitated. "You do it.

Paula."
"How long are you going to stay?"

Paula asked bluntly, and she threw her-

self on Lewis again as they walked up to

the chalet with Trigorin laboring behind

them.
Everything was wonderful witli Lewis

there. Even Trigorin, the outsider, couldn't

spoil that closeness, that feeling of the

family really being together again. And
then late in the afternoon Lewis gave them

the gift he had brought. He didn't have

money and couldn't buy anything so he had

written a symphony with a theme for each

one of them, the piano for Toni. the violin

for Paula, the cello for Kate and ior Tessa
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the viola. And it was strange how it was
Tessa's theme which was the different one,
the one that didn't sound like Lewis' music
at all, the theme which had melody and
tenderness. They had just begun to play
when Sanger called him from the studio
upstairs.

"You—you wrote that?" the old man
asked when Lewis came up.

"It's nothing at all," Lewis shrugged.
"Sugar candy."
Sanger looked at him curiously. "You're

ashamed of melody, aren't you?"
"I have no gift for it," Lewis answered.
"But that is very nice," Sanger nodded,

listening to the music coming from below.
Suddenly his hands fell on the piano and
he began to play the moving, tender music
written for Tessa. "If you had something
like that in your symphony you wouldn't
have failed. If I could only make you
understand !"

Lewis felt that surge of confidence
Sanger always could inspire in his fellow
musicians. "What would you make of it?"

he asked.

"A love scene in an opera." The man
began playing the theme again. "A sym-
phonic poem—anything you want." He
glanced out of the window then. "The sun's

going," he said.

"Yes," Lewis said lightly. "If that moun-
tain wasn't in the way we'd have it for

another hour or more."
"Why don't you move it ?" The slow

smile came to Sanger's lips. "The night

comes too soon with it here. It shouldn't

take you long."

"Where should I move it to?" Lewis
grinned.

"Over my grave." The old eyes closed.

"I'd like a mountain for a monument."
Then almost as if he were speaking to him-
self, his heavy words came : "Children,

wives, poverty, muddle, more children,

more wives. If I'd only known when I was
your age what a life like this can leave

behind
!"

"And a lot of very great music," Lewis
added gravely.
"Very few have thought so," Sanger de-

murred.
"They will," Lewis said with quiet con-

viction. "They'll know."
"And what will happen to the children

when I'm gone?" There was anguish in

Sanger's voice now. "Lewis, I'm helpless.

I haven't even got twenty pounds. If some-
thing should happen to me, look up the

Churchills in England. Get them to
something about the children." Sudde
he aroused himself. "Go on now. Ask K
to bring me some more brandy. You kr
she steals the bottles when I'm asleep,
fore they are empty, and only when I

really giddy spells does she pop out \i

them from nowhere. She's a very domint
ing girl, Kate. Go now."

Trigorin had taken Toni's place at
piano when Lewis came downstairs ag.
That was because Fritz Bercovy had co
Fritz, the gentle little Bohemian, \

loved all the good things of life, girls
;

food and fun and now that the one the;
he had owned had expanded into a str

of ten, he could have all of them. But
had decided it was Toni he wanted m
than all the rest and Toni, for all t

she loved to tease and flout him, hat
new way of looking at him lately.

Tessa too had left her viola and ^

standing beside the piano. "The strings
broken and I haven't any more," she
plamed. "I'm going to try and sing it.

"You'll ruin it," Lewis protested.
"I can try," Tessa said and then

began to sing, her words coming in st;

,

"beauty, for it was of death she sang, de
and a love that lived after death, and e

though she was looking at Lewis as
sang, he saw nothing deeper than
Sanger genius that was in her as it war
all of them.

"Tessa," he said as she finished,
"

sang it beautifully."

They weren't the words she longed
and her eyes filled with tears as she tun
and left the room. And Lewis didn't kn
why but after that first moment of hesi-

tion, he followed her.

_
He caught up with her on the mounta

1

side, under the wayside shrine. It was j

at dusk and Tessa seemed a part of
wild unearthly beauty, a dryad who
longed here among the rocks and the 1

trees and the wild flowers crowding
grass.

"It's getting dark," Lewis said. "Wt
I see dark things and trouble, I alw;
want to run away from them."

"Then," Tessa turned away, "you'd b
ter run away from me, I think."

"I couldn't ever run away from yo
Lewis said quietly. "You're a graceless lit

baggage and so strangely innocent, you'
got to be protected."
"My heart is a very simple heart," Tesj

said. "Don't you think that's protection?

Mouse of Lechler, Dept. 159, 560 Broaaway, New York City
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Remember, you can now buy
l^ar Savings Bonds and
Stamps at your movie theater!

|If you were my little girl," Lewis said

isantly, "I'd put you in a school or con-

f-'
lOh, I've seen girls in school," Tessa
Tiaced. "They have faces like plum pud-

ss. You don't shut up a free person in

jhool. But if I was, I'd always be think-

of you."

Tessa," he said sharply, "you must

ipn to disapprove of me as quickly as

isible. It's a grave mistake to become
-id of anyone. Before you know it, you
!in to become unselfish and considerate

I
self-sacrificing and all those tiresome

fes*
I hope you'll remember that." Tessa

.ted at him. "And don't go getting fond

any unnecessary people. Of course, you
be as fond of us as you like but don't,

ase don't get married or be put in prison

die or anything
!"

I'll try' not to," he promised.

iiSay, cross my heart and hope to die!"

_^5sa insisted passionately.

Something in her words made him look

Ifcer searchingly. Maybe in that moment
;
vould have warned him that she wasn't

child he thought her but as he started

soeak Toni's anguished voice called from
chalet.

"Lewis! Everyone! Quick!"
danger was dead. They carried him up to

mountain-side and laid him under the

line. And after that the other changes

oe too. Now there were only the three

.them left, the three of them and Lewis,

la had left almost immediately with

igorin and Kate had gone to Milan to

iciy voice and soon Toni would be leav-
- to marry Fritz.

Then the Churchills came, not only their

tele Charles but his daughter Florence.

rr*|e was so beautiful, that tall, blonde girl,

imperious and so sure of herself and
- loveliness. Tessa was frightened when
arence stepped off the train with Lewis
king at her as he had never looked at

svoman before, as if he wanted to take
- in his arms and kiss her. But Lewis
onged to them, to her, Tessa kept in-

ting to herself. Even with Lewis dressing

carefully these days and always wanting
' be with Florence, even though he

.Iked around as a man bewitched, Tessa

pt telling herself that.

5o that it came as a surprise after all,

it morning when Lewis came seeking her,

; tall beautiful girl, even lovelier now
In all that gold hair of hers hanging

wn to her shoulders, walking so pos-

itively beside him. Tessa stared as he told

x he was going to marry Florence, and
i there was that pain in her heart,

rper now than when the excitement of

rpiness brought it, so that this time

e was no fighting it and she sank in a

umpled heap at his feet.

It was Florence who became frightened

€ i. She had always sensed that bond be-
Teen Lewis and these strange children,

rticularly Tessa, yet it was a shock to

n>e the depth of Tessa's feeling, making
r feel almost as if her young cousin were
challenge to her own security. And when
ev.is picked Tessa up and carried her into

e chalet and Paula refused to allow Flor-

ace to come into the bedroom, she knew
yond doubt the thing -Lewis couldn't see

en now. that Tessa loved him with all

ie fervor of her wild, young heart. Still,

long as Lewis didn't know, Florence
ould feel safe.

She thought it would be easier after they
ere married and Tessa and Paula were in

ie school in England. Yet from the very
;ginning she knew there was something

1 i]

wrong between them. In Switzerland
everything had been so romantic, with this

man, so different from any she had ever
known, this man who seemed to live

among the clouds, lifting her to a place
beside him. But it wasn't the same in her
father's home in London. Lewis didn't be-
long to her world at all and the only times
he seemed himself was when he talked to
Roberto, whom he had insisted become a
part of the Churchill menage, or when he
worked on the symphony that was to be
played in another month at the concert in

Queen's Hall.

But they didn't quarrel until that day
Florence had arranged that Lewis should
play for her friends at a musicale.

"I would like to know how you got it

into your head that I am a pianist," he
said darkly. "I am not."

"That's pose !" There was almost a
shrewish edge to her voice as she faced
him. "I have promised myself that you will

play. I have promised lots of my friends."

"I will not be told what I must or must
not do," Lewis shouted. "I have never per-
mitted myself to be bullied or badgered
and I'm not going to start now. If there's

one thing I hate it's your upper-class, au-
thoritative, hard-headed domineering!"
"Now you're becoming rude," Florence

said stiffly. "If you hated mv class, why
did——?"

_"Why did I marry you?" Lewis inter-

rupted her. "You have said that before and
each time you ask it, I find it more difficult

to answer."
"You will not dare say such a thing to

me!" Florence protested.

"I do dare !" Lewis laughed darkly. "I

have dared, and it's the blunt truth. I'm
sorry I haven't the gift for the mental
sleight of hand that you people call man-
ners."

But afterward he was sorry for his out-

burst. It wasn't her fault that he wanted
to remain free and unfettered, that restric-

tions irked him and that at heart he was
a boy who had refused to grow up and
accept responsibilities of any sort. Flor-
ence was so beautiful and she could be

so charming too as she was being now that

he promised to play.

"I'm afraid I'm a little on the selfish

side." She smiled contritely. "But in this

instance it's as much for you as for me.

I want people to know you, like you. I'm
really very proud of you and want to show
you off. You can't blame me, can you?"

"In that case I shall play from my
heart," Lewis said.

But there was an unconscious irritability

in his voice that sharpened her realization

of the strangeness in this man she had mar-
ried. She turned as Roberto came over to

her with a telegram and then she felt

herself going a little cold as she read it.

Tessa and Paula had hated school and
now the}7 had run away.

"I'm going to find them," Lewis said

grimly. "Start from the school and work
out. Will you be kind enough to call them
and tell them to advise the police?"

"I'm almost afraid to remind you that

you have guests tonight." She tried to hold

back the tears.

"If I find the girls, I'll be back." he

promised.
She looked at him appalled. "You're not

going to humiliate me and be among the

missing tonight?" she insisted.

"Don't be absurd." Lewis frowned. "I

am certainly going to find those children."

And then as her eyes blazed at him. "Will

you please stop this melodramatic non-

sense? Florence, you don't want a husband.

You want a horse to drive with a bridle

and spurs. Or is it cockerels that wear

spurs ?"

"Be serious, Lewis," she begged.

"I refuse to be serious." Lewis turned

away. "It ages one."
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Yet again after he left her that feeling
of remorse for having hurt her came and
though he had found no trace of Paula
and Tessa, he returned in time to dress for
the musicale. And he was glad he had
come when he saw Toni and Fritz among
the guests and realized that Florence had
invited them to please him and that they had
come all the way from Paris.

It was as he came down again, after he
had changed into his dress clothes that he
saw Tessa and Paula in their severe little

school girls' uniforms standing in the hall

behind Roberto and he gave such a joyous
shout that Florence left her guests and
came out to them.
"They're back!" he shouted.

"So we all heard," Florence laughed, but
she caught her breath sharply when she saw
Tessa looking at Lewis when he kissed her,

as if the kiss, now that he was married
to someone else, came as a pang.

"It's been so long," Lewis said.

"Yes !" Tessa looked at him breathlessly.

"Longer than the longest book."
Florence stood there uncertainly a mo-

ment and it was "as if she were an outsider.

"Now come along," she said, managing to

make her voice sound light and careless.

"You're like a little boy. You're younger
than they are. I'll send the children up
something to eat."

"Thank you." Lewis turned to her and
something in her eyes made him feel sorry

for her. "I shall play for you, dear Flor-

ence, as I have never played before," he

said. Then the transient pity that held him
went as he smiled at the children. "I'm go-

ing to play the Sanger symphony. It's

called Tomorrow, a symphonic poem. Even
you will like it, Florence."

Tessa and Paula crept into the upstairs

hall to listen, leaving their food uneaten

as Lewis began to play. At first it was the

old tender theme, Tessa's theme ; then it

was as if Lewis' restlessness and resent-

ment at the way life had caught him became
too much for him and abruptly the theme
changed and the old dissonance and dis-

turbance came in the clash of discord.

"That's not what he said he'd play,"

Paula said gravely. "Although he did start

that way."
"No," Tessa said quietly. "He's forgot-

ten his heart again. And for a moment he

did find it, remember? He's quite uncon-

scious of himself now. He's someone else.

Don't you feel it ?"

"Not quite." Paula shook her head. "Not
as you would. But I understand. What can

we do?"
"Nothing now." Tessa drooped as she

leaned against the wall. "Lewis has gone

from us."

"Forever, do you think?" Paula asked.

"How else could it ever be now?" Tessa

said starkly.

She was feeling so alone the next morn-
ing when it was decided Paula should

go with her sister and brother-in-law to

Paris. Even though Lewis had promised

she would not have to go back to the school,

she felt as if there was no place for her here

with this new Lewis or with Florence. She
knew her cousin thought her an intruder

the next morning as she stood beside the

piano where Lewis sat playing.

"You really took them by storm last

night," Florence said brightly. "They were
thrilled."

"They were amateurs." Lewis shrugged.

"Ask Tessa what she thinks of it. She's a

musician."
Florence tried to hide her chagrin as she

turned to the girl. "And what is your
opinion, Tessa?" she asked as if she were
speaking to a child.

"Well," Tessa turned to Lewis, "it was
really very loud and very defiant and very
aggressive. I suppose there are some peo-

ple who would pretend to like it even if

they didn't understand it."

"And did you understand it, Tessa
Florence asked cuttingly.

"Unfortunately, no," she said quiet
"I don't think Lewis does, really, if h
as honest as Lewis always has been ab-

his work."
"What are you talking about?" Flore:

demanded impatiently.

But it was Lewis who answered. "A sy%
phonic poem entitled Tomorrow, by Le\l
Dodd," he said. "That's what she's talk;

about."

"It was very beautiful once," Tessa jj
in quickly. "You had a melodic line aj

you were going to develop it. And n<

you are ashamed of it and are hiding
behind a lot of technique. You're in su

terror of sentiment, aren't you?"
"The melody is here." Lewis began

play eagerly. "Oboes, listen."

"Yes," Tessa said. "I did listen last nig)
Eight measly little bars and then suddei
off you go. It sounded like a railway engi

bankcty, bankety, bang!"
"Really, Lewis," Florence frowned,

wonder you tiave the patience to listen

her."

"Of course, I have," Lewis protest

"She's a Sanger." He turned to Te
then. "So you feel I've missed, and w
my concert in four weeks !"

"But you haven't missed." Florenc
voice rose. "You're caught up in all t

mad Sanger nonsense again. And af

you've worked so steadily and seriously.

"Perhaps too steadily," Tessa said grave;

"Too seriously." Then she saw Florenc

face. "I started all this. I'm sorry,"

whispered.
"We'll leave you alone, Lewis," Florei

said quickly. "Come along, Tessa. W'
go for a walk in the park."

"No." Lewis rose. "I'd like Tessa to s|

and talk about it. She remembers the or

inal plan and ——

"

"I will certainly stay," Tessa said,

you want me to. Would that be all rig

Florence ?"

Florence didn't answer. She couldn't

swer with her fears coming so quic

after her anger. And as the weeks we
with Tessa there in Lewis' studio wl

he worked, they came more and more,.bi

the fears and the anger, so that she was 1

a woman possessed by her jealousy.

But curiously, Tessa's resentment agai

her was gone now. Strange that she sho-

feel sorry for this beautiful woman,
woman who was Lewis' wife. And yet

did. It was seeing that Florence loved h
and feeling that Lewis never really co

love anyone which brought out her d

so that on the morning of the concert, wl

she went to the florist's with Fritz, who 1;

come over from Paris to be there for

great event, she asked Fritz to send

flowers he was buying for Florence

Lewis' name instead of his own.
It was to please Florence Tessa thou;

of it, standing there in the shop hold

the gardenia she had bought for Lc
against her cheek, almost as if it were
hand she was holding there. But la

when the flowers came and Lewis as!

who had sent them, she could see by Frit

face that he had forgotten to_ tell him
the whole thing was spoiled with Floreni

hurt lashing her into rage.

"I'm a thoughtless brute," Lewis
then. "I really should have done someth

like that on my own. It's the nature of

beast, I'm afraid."

"I wouldn't have any regrets," Flore

said coldly. "Anyway, you have Tessa

think for you."
"It was just a thought," Tessa said n

erably. "And it went wrong."
She turned and left and there was sot

thing about her eyes, her drooping lie

that suddenly made Lewis want to i

after her. He had never felt like this

fore, as if his very heart were weep
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fjfithin him, as if it were life itself going

vf-Ut that door with Tessa. But it wasn't
- ,r til that evening just before they were
i-l-b go to the concert and he saw her sitting

lere beside the fire, looking so grown-up
i her new white party dress, that he knew
I loved her.

"Are you disturbed about me?" he said

oftly and as she nodded he went over to

er and suddenly leaning over kissed her
air. "Little Tessa," he whispered.
"Such a little Tessa!" There was resent-

oent in her eyes now as she faced him.
Bflch an insignificant nuisance, little

:

:+

E

'I love you," he said quietly. "I think I've

nown it. always. And yet, why didn't I

Jnow? I have been blind until now."
"Lewis !" Her eyes were frantic now.
You must forget it. There were other
lings to see, that was all. And now it's

jo late. W hy did you marry Florence?"
"I don't know—now," he whispered.

- "It was unfair to both of us for you to

larry her." Tessa turned from him con-
ulsively. "You were so mad to get her you
jrgot all about me. If you'd only waited!"
"It was something I didn't realize." He

x>k her in his arms. "Can you understand
lat?"

"How could I not understand?" She
'lung to him desperately. "You have been
n my mind every moment. You've never
een away from me, really. I promised my-
;lf to you such a long time ago."
"W e're going away." His lips pressed

gainst her forehead, her eyes. "Together."
"No !" She pulled away from him.

There's Florence. She's my cousin and
've lived here in her house. She's been
ind and you belong to her. If it wasn't for

iat I would rather go away with you than
nything in the world. But I would feel like

traitor. I couldn't! And a person must
o what they think right, mustn't they?"
"hen as he hesitated : "No, I've said my
ay. We won't speak of it again. Go and
fcess now, Lewis, please."

It was after he left that the pain came
gain. It wasn't bad at first, not any worse
ran it had been so many times. Not until

he went to her roorn_ and sat down on
he edge of the bed and Florence came in

id it grow so bad that her hands dug into
:ie coverlet.

"Why- did you run away from school?"
•"lorence demanded. "Why did you unsettle
-ewis about his work ?" And then as Tessa's
uick protest came, "You know quite well
vhat I'm talking about. Such a little girl,

so innocent ! I'm talking to y
rou now as one

woman to another. You flung yourself at
my husband !"

"It isn't my fault that I love Lewis."
Tessa had to force her words with her
breath coming in that fluttering way. "I

did long before you came to Switzerland.
And it's not a happy thing; it's brought
nothing but sadness. It's so much of me
that I—I couldn't want it to be different.

But I've come to understand that he's your
husband and I'm not going to see him any
more. I'm going to Paris, to Toni. And,"
her voice came steadier now, "as far as

your thinking anything else, that's only-

horrible and shocking. I wouldn't lower
myself even to deny it. But I have told you
that I love him and I can't help it."

"You talk of love !" Florence said furi-

ously, and then taking that quick step to-

ward her, shook her shoulders violently.

"You don't know what it means."
"Oh yes, I do," Tessa protested. Then

she gasped and her hand went to her heart

and she fell and Florence, frightened now
and repentant, knelt beside her, chafing
the small cold hands in her own.
But later when Lewis came in Tessa

tried to make light of it. He must go to

the concert, he must be there for the tri-

umph she knew would come.
"Our piece is not played until the last,"

he said softly, taking her hand.
"Our piece." Tessa's voice lifted. "Sweet,

generous Lewis. There's no one like you
in the world. I've always known that, but

you haven't. You haven't known yourself

at all."

"Until today," he said, and then as she

made that quick gesture of protest, he
knelt beside her bed. "Tessa, you were right

when you said it was impossible. But it

isn't only Florence, it's something that's

been with me since I was a little boy, hear-

ing strange music in sea waves and tree-

tops. Everything, anything that came into

my mind was never quite of this earth. I've

always seemed to drug myself with my own
thoughts, and after a while the mould that

I set myself in became real. I couldn't get

out. I've never been able to. It was just

today when I saw you downstairs that

everything I had ever longed for seemed
real and living."

"I could break up that silly mould you
locked yourself into." Tessa tried to smile.

"Really^ I could. I'm so happy that you've

told me. I never believed you would. Go
to your music now, Lewis. I want you to.

Please go now."
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not satisfied—they will not cost you a cent.

Write for FREE catalog today
showing all ofSEND NO MONEY

our many styles and LOW PRICES!

ADVANCE SPECTACLE CO.
537 S. Dearborn St. EBBUM

The pain came sharply with his kiss,

then after he left it ebbed again so that she
managed to get off the bed and begin to
pack her bags. She would be gone when
they came back from the concert, gone
and out of their lives forever. But there
would still be time to hear the music. She
could hear it over the radio and then leave
quickly at the end. Slowly, clinging to the
bannisters all the way, she went down to

the study and as she turned the dial, his

music flooded the room with its warmth,
with the new tenderness that had become
Lewis. And as she listened it was almost
as if she were back in Switzerland again,

Betty Grable, as

she appears in the

new fi Im usica I

,

"Footlight Sere-

nade," in which
she is co-starred
with Victor Mature
and John Payne.

as if they all were back together again and
gay and happy. And then that feeling was
gone and it was as if Lewis' arms were
holding her and it was all so real, the dar-
ling, foolish words he was saying and his

arms and his lips. It was so real and it was
so right too. There were no barriers any
more. Only Lewis and herself and their
love.

She began to sing then, the words she
had sung that other evening, and as she
finished her hands gripped the radio and as

the last triumphant chord of the music
came she fell. There was silence for a mo-
ment before the thunder of applause. But
Tessa did not hear that.

Lewis went to her room first when he
came back and his heart tightened as he
saw her bags packed and waiting. Then
as he came out again he saw Florence there.

"I just want to tell you something," she
said, and all the hate and anger and fear

was gone from her voice. "Go with her.

You belong to each other. I do know, now,
how you both feel because I happen to be
very much in love myself. I won't stand

in your way. I'll help, really I will. I

couldn't go on another hour with you
hating me."
"How could I possibly hate you?" he

said.

"How could you not hate me?" she

asked. "I'm in your way. You love 1

Go to her now and tell her you are fi

Poor little thing. I can feel for her
really can, now that my own battle is o
and won."

"Bless you," he whispered, and took
hand and held it to his lips. But it \

strange how he didn't feel happy go
down those stairs, even before he
Roberto's eyes as he came out of the stu

even before he himself went in, he die

feel happy at all. And when he opened
door and saw Tessa lying there in tl

crumpled little heap, he knew that he m
have always known that it would end t

way, that this pain was the thing he 1

feared always, the thing he had been n
ning away from, even before he knew Tes
The little boy who had always run aw

from pain had been caught at last and
he knelt beside her, his cheek pres:

against hers and he felt it already turni

cold, he knew that the mould had bi

broken and the little boy who had b<

captured in it was released. That day
the first time he had really known li

now for the first time he knew death t<

In just those few hours he had grown
even as his music would grow and gr

so that his sorrow would only mean beai

for all others who loved. And Tessa woi

live in that music alwavs.
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What' s to prevent that dreadfulness

from happening here?

Men can't prevent it, unless those

men have ships and guns and

planes and shoes and chow. All

these supplies and machinery

of war cost money. Because in

this country, there aren't

any labor slaves; everybody

gets paid in defense

factories here.

So it takes money to fight a war.

To keep ships going, and guns

shooting, and soldiers eating.

So that they can keep little

houses standing, pups playing,

kids like yours SAFE.

How to

buy a share

in Victory

Where's the money coming

from?

YOU'RE going to chip it in,

out of the money you ate get-

ting TODAY. Instead ofspend-
ing it all, why not lend at

least 10% to Uncle Sam? He'll

put it to wotk fot America. He

will give you a written'promise

to pay it back in 10 yeats, with

interest (2.995 a year). If that

promise isn't good, nothings

good. But because this is

America, it IS good.

How can you chip in?

By buying Wat Savings Bonds.

You can buy one today for

$18.75. It is worth $25.00 when
Uncle Sam pays you back in

10 years.

INSTALLMENT payments?

Yes! If you can't spate $18.75

today, buy War Savings Stamps

for 10<5 or 25p or 50p. Ask for a

Stamp book, save a bookful of

Stamps, then exchange them

for a War Savings Bond.

What IS a BOND?
A piece of legal paper, official

promise from Uncle Sam that

he'll pay you back your money
plus interesr. The Bond will be

registered in your name. Keep

it safely put away.

Can you CASH a Bond?

Yes, any time 60 days after

you buy it, if you get in a jam

and need money, you can cash

aBond (atPostOfficeorbank).

WHERE can you buy War

Savings Bonds and Stamps?

At yout nearest Post Office. At

a bank. At many stores all over

the country.

WHEN?
Out enemies have been getting

ready fot the past 7 or S years.

Are you going to wait till they

get nearer our kids?

Buy War Sawhas Stamps ana' Bono's

This advertisement has beenprepared entirely as a patriotic gift to the Government. The art work, copy, composition and plating, as well as

in this magazine, have been donated by all concerned as part of their effort toward helping win the War.

ta ..;_;.«'
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j/iohesteriield
the cooler, better-tasting, definitely milder cigarette

When there's a job on hand a good cigarette is mighty comforting

to have along . . . and Chesterfields are on the beam with the one and

only Right Combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. It's the

combination that smokers quickly find to their liking and count on

to give them everything it takes to Satisfy.

Make your next pack Chesterfield . . . enjoy more smoking

pleasure with the full knowledge that regardless of price

here is no better cigarette made today,
"f/fgy^&ffif^y

«TTE5

Copyright 1942, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.





Out of these

TIMES MANY GREAT

STORIES WILL BE fCT

BORN... BUT NONE/
WILL BE GREATER

THAN THIS!

II

I NEVIL SHUTE'S mighty

f story of Today becomes

the picture of the year!

P*ID
PIPER
fAONTY WOOLLEY
RODDY McDOWALL
ANNE BAXTER
. OTTO PREMINGER

J. CARROL NAISH

Produced and Written for the

Screen by Nunnally Johnson

Directed by Irving Piche' -

35 000,000 peopZe tftripd to

the W in Collier's Reader s

Digest and the best-selhng novel!

IT'S YOUTH SET To

TO SONG!
. . . JJ

John

PAYHE
Betty

Victor

\

EARL
M0R4N

SONGS
YOU'LL BE SINGING

t, ffofcin and Ra.nge'

"I'M STILL CRAZY FOR YOU"

"I II BE MARCHING TO

ft 10VE SONG"

"I HEARD THE BIRDIES SIH6"

"ARE YOU K100IN'"

"EXCEPT WITH YOU"

onvers
• Cob no Wrinht i

is)

7i> Ken*?



Glamor-Girl, You're Kissing Your Career Good-bye—

There's no future in a smile

that ignores 'Pink Tooth Brush'!
99

"It doesn"t make sense, Lady! ^ith

your looks, you're a natural for the

Magazine - Girl - Of-The -Year— and

what happens! 'Pink tooth brush'

puts your smile in shrouds. It's

oblivion for you unless you do some-

thins about that dingy smile!"'

'"Look at the glamor girls in any

magazine. Their bright, sparkling

smiles spell charm! And that's the

kind of smile you can check up to

healthy gums as •well as sparkling

teeth. I'm making your next book-

ins—'with the dentist!"

"Young lady, sparkling smiles de-

pend largely on firm, healthy gums.

i And today's soft foods rob gums of
!

:iitural exercise. They need more

J work." (Note: A recent survey shows

\dentists prefer Ipana for personal

1 use 2 to 1 over any other dentifrice.)

""That photographer really was my
friend! Ipana and massage each day

—brighter teeth already—sparkling

smile on the way ! And when I mas-

sage my gums that stimulating 'tin-

gle' seems to say, 'Your smile will

soon be a picture for any magazine
!"'

"O.K. Mr. Camera Man. Now let's see if you can

really do justice to my sparkling new smile. And

orchids to you and that dentist of mine for helping

me win the honor of Magazine-Girl-Of-The-lear.

Yes. and a great big credit line to Ipana Tooth Paste

and massage. 'Without that beauty treatment for my
smile. I might have been minus a career."

Help keep gums firmer, teeth brighter, smiles more sparkling with Ipana and Massage

PINK" on your tooth brush calls

for immediate action. It means

—see your dentist at once.

He may tell you our soft, creamy

foodshavedeniedyourgumsthenat-

ural exercise they need for healthy

firmness. And, like many dentists,

he may suggest "the helpful stim-

ulation of Ipana and massage."

For Ipana Tooth Paste is spe-

cially designed, not only to clean

teeth thoroughly but. with massage.

to help make gums firmer, stronger.

Each time you brush your teeth,

massage a little Ipana onto your

gums. That invigorating "tang"—

exclusive with Ipana and massage

—tells you that circulation is speed-

ing up within the gum tissues—

helping gums to healthier firmness.

Let the regular use of Ipana and

massage help you to have a love-

lier, more appealing smile through

healthier sums and brighter teeth.

Screen land

A Product of Bristol-Myers

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
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We're hearing on all sides that the motion
picture industry is doing a great job—
producing marvelous training films,
morale films; the theatres are selling

stamps and bonds day atid night and the

stars are everlastingly on tour or on the air.

*
Meanwhile in the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer corner two feature films have
bobbed their heads up with consider-

able bob. Like Tennyson's brook
"Mrs. Miniver" goes on forever. The
other picture deals with another "Mrs".

It is "The War Against Mrs. Hadley".
This tale of a Washington diehard has
already captured its early audiences.

It brings a lump of laughter to the

throat. A lump of laughter is the kind

with a tear in it.

The "ten-best picture" game, started

with "Mrs. Miniver", spread quickly to

the four corners of all newspapers. If the

game was a strain on you, we are afraid

you're in for more of the same. For
"Random Harvest" is coming (advt.).

"Random Harvest", as you all-knowing

readers know, is the best-selling novel

by James Hilton. The James Hilton.

The Goodbye Mr. Chips James Hilton, the

Lost Horizon James Hilton.

But above all, the Random Harvest

James Hilton.

Ronald Colman, Greer Garson

—

Random Harvest stars. Mervyn LeRoy

,

R. H. Director. Sidney Franklin, R. H.
Producer.

In a column entitled "Picture of The
Month" which runs in Good House-
keeping, McCall's, Woman's Home
Companion, Collier's and Newsweek,
"Seven Sweethearts" is the choice.

Many are screened but few are chosen.

Congratulations "Seven Sweethearts".
And Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for thus
bringing to the fore three promising
stars in Kathryn Grayson, Van Heflin
and Marsha Hunt.

I'm head over
heels with joy at

the crop of new
films coming.

<3
One of the tricks of the trademark

Screen Magazine

Delight Evans, Editor
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Watch for:

THE SON-OF-A-GUN
WHO PICKS ON
UNCLE SAM"

A Musical Numb*r
you'll be wild about!

More talent than in

lO vaudeville shows
including famed Berry
Brothers, tops in tapsl

RAGS
RAGLAND
BEN BLUE
MARSHA HUNT

VIRGINIA O'BRIEN

ALAN MOWBRAY

DAN DAI LEY, JR.

JACKIE HORNER
J

Screen Play by '

. i

Jack McGowan and Wilkie Mahoney

Directed by NORMAN Z. McLEOD
Produced by ARTHUR FREED

A METRO - GOIDWYN - MAYER PICTURE
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Scoop! First photos of Vic Mature
since joining the Coast Guard. His

last movie for the duration is RKO's
"Seven Days' Leave." Above, doing

a broadcast for Uncle Sam. Below,

with his pal, Lieut. Walter Ramsey.

THERE'S a story behind that story of

Jimmy Cagney offering his Martha's
Vineyard estate for Army maneuvers and
quarters for staff officers. This is the one
spot that Jimmy loved most of all. For
years he dreamed of owning such a place

where he could escape from the world, for-

get he was a movie star, divorce himself

from Hollywood talk and tradition. It is

in the nature of a personal sacrifice. Just
try and suggest that to Jimmy

!

THEY say that Lana Turner met her
future mother-in-law over the long dis-

tance phone. Stephen Crane put in the call

right after he proposed to Lana, while

dancing at Andre's. In less time than it

takes to tell, they were on their way to be

married.

GREER GARSON just looks bland and
beautiful, when asked if she is secretly

married to Richard Ney. She does admit
that she misses him since he joined the

Navy. She also admits that his letters, are

most amusing.

Tomboy Ginger Rogers, above, whizzing

around the Paramount lot on a bike be-

tween scenes for "The Major and the

Minor," in which her mother, Mrs. Lela

Rogers, above right, makes her screen

debut as Ginger's movie mother. Right,

Ginger, who plays a grown-up girl who
poses as a 12-year-old, is shown with

Billy Wilder, who makes his direct-

ing debut with this riotous comedy.

THERE'S one barber in the Coast
' Guard who's going to be very dis-

appointed. Victor Mature has been
sworn in. But before he reports for

service, he's treating himself to a
man-sized haircut. The "hunk" ain't

taking any chances.

from

Hollywood

fAROLE LANDIS is okay. At two
-o'clock in the morning, she was awak-

ened by a collect telegram. It was signed

by five soldiers who were coming into

Hollywood. They wanted Carole to show
them the town. Not only did she do it,

but she got up the following morning at

five A. M. and worked all day on the set.

GUESS what bothered Gene Autry most,
when he gave up his lucrative career

to join the Army Air Force? No, it wasn't
his reported $200,000 a year salary. It

wasn't his weekly radio program, his ro-

deos, his song publishing company, or the

adulation of kids who send him 4500 fan

letters weekly. It was the thought of part-

ing with his sixty fancy cowboy outfits

and getting used to Army clothes.

WILL the fans forget our boys who are

serving their country? Here is the an-

swer. Bill Holden received one thousand,

three hundred and eighty-four letters in

one week, more than he ever received while

making pictures. To you who wrote them,

Bill was so thrilled he actually cried

!

6
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Lighter -

Looki

If you're a blonde whose hair has become
dark and streaked ... if you're a brunette or a

redhead and you long for lighter hair. . . you'll

be delighted to discover what marvelous effects

you can get with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash !

It's really amazing how Marchand's Golden
Hair Wash brings dull, dingy hair "to life"—

gives it a lustrous, "spun-gold" sheen. And re-

member — with Marchand's you, yourself, can

control the actual degree of lightness you wish

to obtain.

Use Marchand's Golden Hair Wash to make
blonde hair blonder — or to give dark hair a

contrasting lighter look. Marchand's is not a

dye and it gives splendid results.

You can get a bottle at any drug

counter. Try it — today!

Use Marchand's, also, to

Jy^JJ lighten hair on arms and legs.

Marchand's

And..Mere's a new idea—

"Make-Up "for your hair!

Enliven and highlight the color-tone of

your hair—with Marchand's thrilling new
*'Make-llp f

* Hair Rinse! Not a bleach,

not a permanent dye! Made with Govern-

ment approved colors, it goes on—and washes
off— as easily as your face powder or lip-

stick. 9 flattering lints for every shade
of hair. 25c and 10c at all drug counters.

§ fact GUIDE
CURRENT FILMS
SELECTED BY

Marchand's

THE PRIDE OF THE YANKEES—Samuel Goldwyn-UA

Splendid screen tribute to a fine American, this new
Gary Cooper picture will surprise you. Instead of the
dynamic drama you may expect, you find a film of
deep emotional appeal, stressing the private life of the
Lou Gehrigs rather than the excitement of his public
career. But the most rabid baseball fan will enjoy it,

for
_
Gary's great performance, matched by Teresa

Wright's, Babe Ruth's appearance, playing himself,
and excellent cast. The great American sport glorified.

THE TALK OF THE TOWN

—

Columbia

A sparkling comedy, and this time we mean smart,
intelligent comedy, not silly, slapstick stuff, with first-

rate performances by its starring trio. Cary Grant, as
Dilg, who, though innocent, is convicted on an arson-
murder charge, escapes from prison, and hides in the
house Nora Shelley (Jean Arthur) has rented to a
law school dean. The professor (Ronald Colman) in-

vestigates, proves Dilg's innocence and gets a Supreme
Court appointment. Cary gets the gal. Exciting. See it.

TALES OF MANHATTAN

—

201b Cenfury-Fox

Tricky, but terrific ! Tale of a top coat told in a series

of short, punchy episodes with some of Hollywood's
brightest stars at their best. Worn by Charles Boyer,
coat is draped in drama when it receives a bullet hole

from Rita Hayworth's jealous husband (Thomas
Mitchell). Further adventures involve Ginger Rogers
and Henry Fonda in romantic comedy ; Charles Laugh-
ton, Edward G. Robinson in compelling drama; and
Paul Robeson in superb and imaginative finale.

Copsricht. 1942, by Cha

THE MAJOR AND THE MINOR—Paramount

You can't miss this ! It's the gayest, most original

comedy in months, with Ginger Rogers giving a grand
performance as a wise gal impersonating a precocious

'teen-age brat who crashes a military academy and
creates a sensation among the cadets, not to mention
the handsome Major, Ray Milland. Scene in which
Ray tries to tell Ginger the facts of life is funniest.

Stars sparkle*, cast includes Ginger's real-life mom, Lela

Rogers, and newcomer Diana Lynn, worth watching.

ARE HUSBANDS NECESSARY?

—

Paramount

Foolish but very funny, this unpretentious little comedy
can't help but entertain you. Based on the book, "Air.

and Mrs. Cugat," it relates the wacky marital mix-ups
of a giddy young couple, played, fortunately, by Ray
Milland and Betty Field, who manage to make their

irresponsible characters endearing rather than merely
silly. Masquerade with Ray as a kniaht in armor ,

dates

way back to Sennett slapstick but keeps you howling.

Patricia Morison and Eugene Pallette help fun along.

SCREENLAND
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OR YOUR VERY, VERY BEST WARNER BROS. PICTURE!
Vxs.

hat a list of hits he has behind

'ml Yet for excitement unsur-

assed, for pace unparalleled,

r action beyond compare - - for

/erything that makes an adven-

re-picture a life-long adventure

r moviegoers, the top of the list is

September is SALUTE TO OUR HEROES
month at all movie theatres! Buy a War

3ond to honor every mother's son in Service

Cm NANCY COLEMAN • RAYMOND MASSEY
Alan Hale • Arthur Kennedy • Directed by RAOUL WALSH

Original Screen Play by

Arthur T. Horman

SCREENLAND

P R O D U

HAL B.
C E D BY
WALLIS

Music by

Max Steiner



Every Wife Must Face

This Intimate Problem

HERE ARE THE FACTS

1• • • W'

Safe new way in feminine hygiene gives

continuous action for hours!

© 'Whenever you see a happily-married woman,
you can be fairly certain that she knows the
truth about the vital, intimate problem of fem-
inine hygiene.

You can too! Today no woman need trust the
half-truths told her by misinformed friends ! No
woman need rely on weak, ineffective "home-
made" solutions—or risk using over-strong solu-
tions of acids which can burn, scar and desensi-
tize delicate tissues.

Intelligent, well-informed women everywhere
have turned to Zonitors—the new, safe, con-
venient way in feminine hygiene.

Zonitors are dainty, snow-white suppositories
which spread a greaseless, protective coating
. . . and kill germs instantly at contact. De-
odorize—not by temporarily masking—but by
destroying odors. Cleanse antiseptically and
give continuous medication for hours.

Yet Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues.
Powerful—yet non-poisonous, non-caustic.
Even help promote gentle healing. No appa-
ratus; nothing to mix. At all druggists.

rnrr Mail this coupon for revealine booklet of
rtVCC. intimate facts, sent postpaid in plain
envelope. Zonitors. Dept. 6009a. 370 Lexington
Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Name .

STOP CORN
MISERY!

Noted Doctor's Relief Does It Fast!

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads in-

stantly stop tormenting
shoe friction; lift aching
pressure; send pain flying.

Ease tight shoes; prevent
corns and sore toes. Sep-
arate Medications included
for quickly removing
corns. Cost but a trifle.

UrScholIs linopads

—or those who
want fo be!

Any problem you can think of,

in the care of hair and skin for
blonde girls and women for
those who want to be blonde)
is answered in this amazing
FREE booklet. Pictures, de-
scriptions of NINETEEN prod-
ucts—developed especially for
blondes by Lechler Laboratories.
Send your name and address

for today and receive this useful
Free Book- FREE booklet by return mail!
let on Care
of skin and HOUSE OF LECHLER, Dept. 1410

Blondes! 560 Broadway. New York City

CROSSROADS—M-G-M
After playing comedy parts, William Powell is again
seen in - a straight dramatic role. He gives a suave
performance as the French career diplomat who suf-
fered amnesia after an accident years before, and who
receives an extortion note from a man who accuses!
him of being a petty criminal. Powell begins to doubt!
his own identity, but a tiny clue helps solve the mys-
tery. Hedy Lafnarr, stunning as the wife, does a nice
acting job, too. Basil Rathbone, Claire Trevor in cast 1

PRIORITIES ON PARADE

—

Paramount

This cheerful musical is about unemployed musicians
who get jobs in an aircraft plant and inspire workers!
with their music. Ann Miller plays a night-club enter-;

tainer who deserts the band and finds that a boss female
welder (Betty Rhodes), who sings torch songs as well]

as she uses a blow torch, has taken her place (roman-
tically, not professionally) with leader Johnnie John-
ston. Ann does a trick blackout tap dance routine.

Vera Vague and Jerry Colonna supply good comedy.

DESPERATE JOU RNEY—Warners
The adventures of five RAF flyers, who escape whei
their flying fortress is shot down over Germany, i:

told in this exciting film. Things happen fast and
furious and daredevils Errol Flynn, Ronald Reagan,
Arthur Kennedy, Alan Hale. Ronald Sinclair get infra

so many tight spots, you're left breathless. The cocky

J

amusing way they polish off the Nazis is great stuff—

I

they mow 'em down ! Kids will cheer. Nancy ColemanJ
Raymond Massey in cast. All give good performances!

WINGS AND THE WOMAN

—

RKO-Radio

This biographical film, portraying the life of Amy
Johnson, is a cavalcade of aviation from 1931, when
the noted flyer made her trail-blazing flight to Aus-
tralia to January, 1941, when she lost her life while

ferrying bombers to the battle fronts. The film shows
what women are doing in the air to help win the war
and also tells about Amy's unhappy marriage to flyer

Jim Mollison. Anna Neagle is excellent as Amy.
Robert Newton is seen as Jim, an unsymoathetic role.j

ONE THRILLING NIGHT

—

Monogram

This comedy about newlyweds is good for many laughs.

It's about a couple spending a one-night honeymoon
in a New York hotel. The groom must report to the

Army in the A. M. Weird things begin to happen—they

find a body in the bed; they open a closet and a "stiff"

falls out ; bodies appear, disappear
;
cops run in and

out of the room ; and the groom is abducted. John
Beal, fine as the yokel groom, whose hick tactics are

screamingly funny. Wanda McKay is cute as the bride.

HER CARDBOARD LOVER—M-G-M
This dated farce isn't the sophisticated type of film fare

it was meant to be. In fact, there isn't much to be said

in its favor, except that Norma Shearer wears stun-J

ning clothes ; Robert Taylor and George Sanders, herj

handsome leading men, do a good rough and tumblcj

cellar-fight sequence. Norma hires Bob as her secretary!

(her cardboard lover) to keep Sanders
_

away. Bob
loves her and takes great delight in his duties. Norma,
annoyed with Bob at first, finds she loves him, too.

HI, NEIGHBOR

—

Republic

An amusing comedy about a college converted into aj

country club to give students "summer work. Business

slow, they send pamphlets to a lonely hearts club.

Singing, rug-cutting "love birds" swarm the. place,

angering its spinster-founder, but niece Jean Parker

likes faculty member John Archer and helps sell her

aunt the idea. Lulubelle and Scotty, Smoky Mountain

Boys and Girls and other radio stars entertain. Light-

hearted—not serious—a fun-filled musical jamboree.

Turn to page 60 for ''Recent Films Reviewed in a Flash"
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SHE'S ALL THIS- - and 21 TOO!

^wBARRYNIORE
AND

^a^-CUMMINGS
in THE HENRY KOSTER PRODUCTION

heroic

Arc!

with FRANCIS
£23 JOHN BOLES, ANDY DEVINE, WALTER CATLETT,

GUINN WILLIAMS, ETHEL GRIFFIES
Screen Play, Myles Connolly • True Boardman

Based on "Le Fruit Vert" by Regis Gignoux and Jacques Thery

Adapted by John Jacoby

^^UauT^^^ HENRY KOSTER
Associate Producer, Phillip P. Karlstein

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

COMING SOON TO YOUR LOCAL THEATRE

SCREKNLAND .
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LIKE A LOT of other fellows, I used to take what I

thought was a "he-man's" laxative. And, boy, what
awful punishment I'd take with it. The stuff tasted

terrible — and acted worse. It was just too strong!

THEN I SWITCHED to

another brand. It tasted

pretty bad, too. But I

wouldn't have minded
that so much if it had
done me any good.
Trouble was I didn't

get the proper relief.

It was just too mild!

FINALLY, A FRIEND suggested Ex-Lax !.. ."It's so

easy to take," he said. "Ex-Lax tastes like chocolate

and it works like a charm!" . . . Well, I tried it

and I knew right away that I'd found MY laxative.

Ex-Lax is not too strong, not too mild—it's just tight!

Ex-Lax is effective, all right—but effective

in a genf/e way! It won't upset you; won't

make you feel bad afterwards. No wonder

people call it:

Naturally, like any effective medicine, Ex-Lax

should be taken only as directed on the label.

EX-LAX
1Q £ and 25 c at all drug stores

%amL
Free Booklet—The Marvel Co., 450 East St.,New Haven.Conn.

WW*' „
#Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks ot gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does It—or your money back. Used lor 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion fmparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
fiOc at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.
Retain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.

F«ans rorum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

Bill's gone. He was one of the boys who
died at Pearl Harbor. For awhile my heart

died with him. It didn't seem possible that

I would never see him again. Never see his

smile. Never hear his voice.

It was possible. Bitter months of loneli-

ness taught me that.

Last week I pulled myself together and
went to a show for the first time since

December 7. The picture was "Eagle
Squadron." The hero, Robert Stack, re-

minded me so of Bill. It set me dreaming.
For an hour Bill was with me.

I've been to a show- every day since. In

every one I found a memory of Bill. Some-
times it's his voice, the way he shrugged
his shoulders. The way he ate his soup.

Little precious parts of him.

I'd like to thank the movies for bringing

him back. It means new happiness to me.

Bill will always live in my heart. Seeing

a smile that reminds me of him, though it

isn't his, assures me that he is smiling

somewhere.
ELIZABETH McDONALD, Vernonia, Ore.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

Most Americans will heartily agree with

President Roosevelt's desire that there be

no blackout of entertainment during the

war. There is no doubt that we are living

in trying times, we have a global war to

win and with millions of Americans strain-

ing every nerve to produce war materials,

relaxation and entertainment are both pri-

ority elements to the upkeep of morale and
capability to endure the sacrifices essential

to victory. I do not believe that there is a

single factor that affords relaxation and
entertainment m the degree that the silver

screen possesses. When I go to the theater

I sink my 185 pounds of hulk in the lux-

urious depth of a cushioned seat giving my
body a rest and my mind a mythical cruise

over the fairyland of the universe. I bask
in the warmth of the South Sea Islands,

I shiver at the frozen wastes of the North-
land, I laugh until my sides ache at the

antics of comedians—in fact, I'm feeling

what it means to be an American. Thank
God for America. Thank America for the

movie theater.

JOHN N. BENKOVIC, Steelton, Pa.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 Each

I've been reading Screenland for years,

Right or Wrong—WRITE!
Have you put off writing a letter

because you weren't sure whether the
other readers would say "right" or
"wrong"? Don't put it off any longer!
Right or wrong, we want your opinion
about the movies and stars. In fact,

when the other fans don't agree it's

more fun and may start a little friendly
fan fued in the Forum. But there's one
thing you can't be wrong about—buy-
ing War Savings Bonds. If your letter

wins a prize, it will help buy another
Bond—and that's being 100%- right.

First prize, $10.00 ; second prize $5.00

;

and five prizes of $1.00 each, payable
in War Savings Stamps. Closing date,

25th of month.
Please address letters to Screen-

land's Fans' Forum, 45 West 45th
St., New York, N. Y.

Buy Bonds And Stamps At Your
Neighborhood Movie Theater

!

and one of my favorite departments has
always been the Honor Page.
Some months ago, you honored a new-

comer, Richard Whorf, for his wonderful
work in his first movie, "Blues In the

Night," and you also gave the picture an
enthusiastic review.

I saw "Blues In the Night" on yo<_r

recommendation and agreed wholeheartedly
regarding the film itself and Mr. Whorf.
whose characterization of Jigger Pine was,

to my way of thinking, truly magnificent

I liked him and the picture so much that

I saw it again at a neighborhood theater.

Since then, I have seen Richard Whorf
in a trite little picture called "Juke Girl,"

which he stole completely from its hand-

some stars, Ann Sheridan and Ronald
Reagan. Incidentally, did you ever see such

a change from the moody Jigger to the

happy-go-lucky screwball Danny? Recent-

ly, I saw a great short subject called

"March On, America," narrated by my

1 2 Screenland



[(nci Mr. Whorf. The timbre and shad-

of his voice greatly intensified the mi-

ssion made by the picture.

Vhat goes on? Are the Warners out of

r minds? In Richard Whorf, they've

their greatest find since John Garfield,

here they are letting hir All

it so he isn't good-looking ; he doesn't

e to be, with the talent he's got. He's

vonderful character man, but judging

n "Blues In the Night" he wouldn't do

ly in a romantic lead either. If he had

,

right kind of roles, he could be one of

11 ywood's greatest stars.

MARY KELLY, Waterbury, Conn.

bvery so often, out of the welter of

lipicals and comedies and love stories that

;ie from Hollywood, there appears a pic-

i which sets us to thinking—a picture

<ich goes a little deeper than the "moon,
|cn, croon" angle, and sends us from the

jater a little more grown-up, a little more
rant and understanding,

ijuch a picture, I believe, is "King's

v," which I saw over a week ago, and
still unable to erase from my mind,

jt since "How Green Was My Valley"

Ve I been so stirred, and been so willing

pay the admission price. And not in

mths have I seen so many brilliant per-

mances. Betty Field's Cassie, Ann Sheri-

rs Randy, Maria Ouspenskaya's Grand-
'ye, Nancy Coleman's Louise—all were
ns of acting.

But for me, the high spot of the picture

s the teaming of Ronald Reagan and
jbert Cummings as Parris and Drake.
eir -scenes together were, I thought, al-

st inspired—especially that one where
rris returns to Kings Row after four

years and is reunited with the now-
ppled Drake. When two grown men can

jually embrace each other, and cry, as

v did, and yet do it so well and so sin-

ely that not one person in the audience

tn thinks of snickering—that's acting of

highest calibre

!

know that many critics have complained

lit it is too brutal a film for these troubled

jes ; but somehow I feel that, underneath,

all, each and every one of us, need a

I

lie of that faith and understanding and
ipth which Parris was supposed to ex-

plify ; and that pictures such as_ this,

die they may not appeal to our lighter

le, help immeasurably to enrich our minds
i our way of thinking.

'So, here's hoping that the producers will

re us more films such as this— films

|«ich prove, once and for all, that Holly-

tod has truly "come of age."

DAVID R. MOSS, Chicago, 111.

irs<

If!

I have been under the impression that

look like someone else in the movies
vays spelt failure. I further thought that

pst everyone in Hollywood concurred in

s belief. Hasn't Joan Bennett been told

: truth of this remark?
She has evidently grown tired of im-
rsonating Hedy Lamarr. Looking through
pages of the late magazines, I find ray-

growing ecstatic. Goody ! Ruth Hussey
in another new film, but imagine my
n^ternation on reading the caption under
e picture, "Joan Bennett in 'Twin Beds.'

"

this isn't too much to bear, I find Ellen

rew is changing her makeup to look like

e gorgeous Hussey too. While this un-
'ubtedly is a tribute to Miss Hussey to

so widely copied, both her fans and those

the above two named actresses will most
icely wish they would be themselves in-

ead of a denatured copy of someone else.

Take it from this stenographer, carbon
pies are seldom as good as the originals

!

LOUISE KRAMER, Peoria, III.

(Please turn to page 1~)

'It's fun to sit out dances . .

.

but not when you sit alone!

Peg: "But I'd rather solo out here, Helen,

than sit on the mourner's bench inside!"

Helen: "Peg, darling, you shouldn't be a

wall-flower! You dance like a dream—and

you look like a dream! You'll have part-

ners galore, if you will let me speak up!"

Peg: "But underarm odor, Helen! Why I

bathed just before this party. I always

shower every day. Isn't that enough?"

Helen: "Not if you want to be sure, Peg. Ev-

ery day, before every date, I use Mum too!

"

AT A

PARTK- \

[ WHAT A GIRL.'J
. I'M A -4
LUCKY MAN]

. TO FIND S
you, pes-.'

Peg: "Helen's right—and a pal to give me
that hint! A bath washes away past per-

spiration—but Mum prevents risk of un-

derarm odor to come! Tonight's another

party! I'm playing safe, with MUM!"

STAY POPULAR with Mum! Mum
protects charm— the minute you

use it, yet it lasts all day or all eve-

ning! Without stopping perspiration,

Mum prevents underarm odor. Mum is

sure!

Mum is bandy, quick— takes only

30 seconds to use. You can use it even

after dressing, or after underarm

shaving, because gentle Mum is kind

to clothes and skin. Get Mum today!

Ik

/ MU M

Mum
Takes the Odor Out of Perspiration

Product of Bristol-Myers

SCREENLAND

For Sanitary Napkins—Gentle, safe Mum is

so dependable! That's important in a de-

odorant for this purpose.
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By Betty Boone

With Halo Shampoo, hair never gets

clouded with dull, dingy soap-film

Glorious natural beauty for your hair! All

its radiant luster revealed! That's what
yourveryfirstHaloshampoowill give you!

All soaps, even the finest, leave dingy
soap-film. But Halo contains no soap, can-

not leave soap-film.

Even in hard water, Halo lathers abun-
dantly, rinses away completely, leaves your
hair shimmering bright with no lemon or
vinegar rinse. A new-type, patented in-

gredient in Halo creates oceans of billow-

ing, fragrant lather that

rinses away like magic,
carrying with it dust and
loose dandruff. Your hair

dries softly manageable,
easy to curl, brilliant
with highlights!

Get Halo today... in
lOe' or larger sizes.

HALO
SHAMPOO

A Product of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

REVEALS THE HIDDEN
BEAUTY IN YOUR HAIR

MINEP AND CUT LIKE A
DIAMOND!

Famous WHITE Zircon gem.
Sparkles like a diamond, costs

98% less! Cuts glass, resists acid.

FREE catalog of amazing values

in genuine Zircons set in men's
and women's gold or silver rings.

Write for your copy today I

IVhtn in U. Y. visit our showrooms

KIMBERLY GEM CO., Inc.
Dept. S-2 503 5th Ave. N.Y.C.

The Clean, Odorless Way to

Carry Lechler's VELVATIZE in your pocket-!
book, use it any time, anywhere. So easy and"
clean—odorless—no muss, no bother—nothing
to wash off. NOT a depilatory. Comes in a smart
pastel compact. Effectiv
upper lip, arms r.nd legs.
No stubby regrowth.s
Enough for FULL SEA- J
SON'S USE! Send name/?
and address today, en-

#

close only $1, we payM
postage. Sent C.O.D.#
plus few cents post-M
age. Sent by return
mail in sealed plaint
wrapper. B. /

on chin, cheeks,

/ IASTS \
MOAfTHS

POSTPAID

rx>r 4gOQ

VELVATIZE
House of Lechler, Dept. 1510, 560 Broadway, New York City

VOU'D think an Irish girl would
go all out for anything green

—

'

but Geraldine Fitzgerald draws

the line at green salads ! She doesn't

like green stuff on a plate because

she has been on so many diets that

she has come to loathe the sight of a

lettuce leaf. So if you are toying

with the idea of attending her Irish

Hallowe'en party, better get set for

something in gelatine

!

"In Ireland we don't serve dessert

last as you do here," commented the

Irish star, "we always have salad or

savory last. People say : 'Won't you
have something to take the sweet

taste away?'
"There's a salad called Fruit Bowl

that combines salad and dessert that I may
decide to serve at my party, following it

up with Cockleburs. You use no sugar with

this salad—cheering thought for rationed

hostesses."

FRUIT BOWL SALAD
1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine

%. cup cold water
2 cups cottage cheese

3/4. teaspoon salt

J
/% teaspoon paprika

y2 cup cream or milk

y2 cup pineapple

1 orange
1 cup bananas, grapes or any fruit

Soften gelatine with

bowl over boiling water

is dissolved. Mash chees

ings, cream, gelatine. T
that has been rinsed in

When firm, unmold on
with fruit cut small and
salad dressing and a

whipped cream.

cold water. Pla

Stir until gelati

e fine. Add seasc5

urn into ring mi
cold water. Ch

lettuce. Fill cen*

blended with Kr;

few spoons ful

COCKLEBURS
Combine Y2 cup crushed potato chips,

teaspoon mustard, cayenne and 2 egg yol

Blend with 1 cup canned salmon u;

smooth. Shape mixture into tiny balls, r

in flour then in slightly beaten whites c

eggs, coat with V/2 cups fresh bread cruni

14 SCREENLAND



v in semi-deep fat to golden brown,

fve hot on cocktail picks. This makes 18

Us. _ . , ,

Geraldine is loyal to such Irish desserts

. moss pudding, but an American specialty

at has recently captured her fancy is

range Marmalade Chiffon Pie. This is

other dessert without sugar, and an ex-

Hent follow-up savory is anchovy paste

toasted and salted soya crackers.

ORANGE MARMALADE
CHIFFON PIE

1 envelope Knox Sparkling
Gelatine

54 cup cold water

Yz cup hot water
1 cup orange marmalade

54 teaspoon salt

2 egg whites, stiffly beaten
l/2 cup hea-vy cream, whipped

Soften gelatine in cold water. Then add

w water, marmalade and salt. Stir until

s solved and set aside to cool. Beat the

fg whites until stiff. When the jelly be-

ins to thicken, fold in the whipped cream

id the egg whites. Place in previously

ked pastry shell and chill until firm. Be-

ire serving, garnish with whipped cream.

' The first thing a good hostess thinks

when planning a party is food," declared

jeraldine. "And that was all very well

Jrfore the war when one could say 'Let's

kve this,' or 'Let's have that,' with never

glance at the sugar bowl. Now the idea

to regard that bowl earnestly before you
much as plan an item.

"I'd like to have a plum pudding to wind
> my dinner, because then you can turn

it lights and set fire to your brandy sauce

hd have a truly dramatic effect. Nice in-

i Auction to the ghost stories you tell

ound the fire afterward. However, plum
jdding is definitely OUT for the duration.

"Let's begin with oysters. My cook makes
l excellent oyster cocktail. The main

(Please turn to page 78)

jeraldine feels that decorations, pumpkins,

Icck cats and witches, are as important a part

f her Hallowe'en party as the food she serves.

Which of these

6"FACE POWDER TROUBLES"
do You have?

Powder that

makes forehead

look rough, "grainy

Powd
leaves no

or shiny

New-texture powder helps end these

troubles-makes skin look fresher, younger!

WHAT DO YOU SEE when you re-

powder your face? Does your skin

look smooth, fresh, appealing? Or does

the powder look caked on your forehead

and chin? Does your nose look streaked

or shiny? Do tiny lines around your eyes

and mouth seem emphasized?

Don't blame your skin for what you

see in the mirror: blame your face powder!

For these are "face powder troubles". .

.

and now you can quickly help end all

these 6 troubles, just by changing to the

amazing new-textured face powder!

Here is the secret of this

new face powder

What is its name? Lady Esther Face Pow-

der! Why is it so different? Because it's

made differently! How is it made? It isn't

just mixed in the usual way—it's blown

and reblown by TWIN HURRICANES,

blown until it's smoother, finer by far

than powder made by ordinary methods!

Women who use this new-texture face

powder for the first time are thrilled to

see what a "baby-skin" smoothness it

gives their skin. They say this new,

smoother texture seems to hide tiny lines

and blemishes, and even little freckles!

They say this new-texture powder seems

to change the whole appearance of their

skin— seems to make it look smoother,

fresher, and often years younger!

How to find your Lucky Shade

Send your name and address on the cou-

pon below for the 7 new shades of Lady

Esther Face Powder. Try them one after

another— and when you find the one

that's most flattering to your skin, you'll

know you've found your lucky shade!

E R

Lady Esther, 7162 W. 65th St., Chicago, 111. (SO)

Send mc by return mail the 7 new shades of face

powder, and a tube of your 4-Purpose Face Cream.

I enclose IOC to cover cost of packing and mailing.

SCREENLAND

If you /ire in Canada. tcrtfe Lady Either. Toronto. Vnt.
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Cheers for Teresa
Wright in her role of

Mrs. Lou Gehrig oppo-

site Gary Cooper in

Samuel Goldwyn's
"Pride of the Yan-

kees." For tender
charm and wistful

loveliness she is the

screen's most endear-

ing new personality,

but it is her acting you

will remember, for she

is Broadway's very

best gift to Hollywood

if you saw Teresa Wright In

"The Little Foxes" and "Mrs.

Miniver," you will not be sur-

prised to see her score even

more strongly in "Pride of the

Yankees," playing the wife of

Gary Cooper, who also gives

a great performance as the

idol of American baseball,

Lou Gehrig. Below, Miss
Wright in one of her wonder-

ful scenes with star Cooper.

Lower right, heart-walloping

moment from the fine new film.



Fans' Forum

Why, oh why, must you always be so

ean to Lana Turner? Yes, she has her

iults, but haven't we all? It seems as if

<u are always making remarks about her

oo, too gay life," while you hold up as

ining examples those cinema glamor girls

io lead good, practical lives which are,

lis, to the vast world of fans, dull and
o much like their own. And isn't there

me hypocrisy here, too? At least, the

namic Turner is pictured as she actu-

iy is.

Another thing, the critics are always
nning that quality which she possesses

d in abundance—glamor. Why continue

say that some old star, one who is

ahly too, too tired of it all," has a
Duopoly on that elusive quality? Every-
e knows that Lana, with her exuberant
,:'ality, marvelous looks, stunning clothes

[d real acting ability has it all over those

its who must keep a masseuse and beauty

erator as constant attendants, lest they

pear in public looking the wrecks they

ally are. Lana has the glamor. Why can't

u admit it? Three cheers for this gal,

a answer to a fan's prayer.

BARBARA ZUGER, Duluth, Minn.

Some day when I am very rich I am
ling to buy up all the seats for rows and
\vs in v

some movie house, then sit down
the middle of the "bought" section and

ally enjoy the picture on the screen.

I don't go to a show very often, so I

to pick out the choicest features when
do go. But the whole evening is often

toiled because I see only snatches of the

ictures. The rest is a series of various

aped human heads thrown in shadow on
e screen, shutting out the picture and

Joan Crawford surprised all her Hollywood
friends recently when she married actor

Phillip Terry at the home of her attorney,

Neal McCarthy, near Ventura, California.

making me lose the thread of the story.

Can't something be done about this?

I believe if I were manager of a motion
picture theater I would reserve a section

for late-comers and insist that they sit in

this reserved section until the end of the

show. Or maybe I would charge double
rates to those who came after a feature

picture had started.

For many people the' movie theater is

just a place to spend two or three hours,

but there are a few of us who would really

like to see the picture.

FLORENCE L. HOWELL, Jerseyville, III.

HONORABLE MENTION
The Movies—Unrationed

Oh, when it comes to pictures

I'm always on a binge,

I'm never on a diet

—

Nor from double features cringe.

I insist on second helpings;
Calories they pile up,

And vitamins I slap around
Just like a sassy pup.

I like my share of sugar,

But can also take 'em tart;

I love my films dramatic,
And likewise love 'em smart.

Give me a lot of Boyer
And plenty of Bob Hope;

Some Abbott and Costello

And all the Disney dope.

We don't want any rationing

Of Rooney-Garland pics

;

I refuse to take my belt in

On any kind of flicks.

JEAN M. CAMERON, Vancouver, Can.

A marriage that surely was made in

heaven (for screen purposes) is the Greer
Garson-Walter Pidgeon team now packing

'em in with "Mrs. Miniver." The com-
bination is ideal from the temperamental
angle and both are of an age to function

as either lovers or as Mom and Pop. In

fact, sometimes I feel when viewing their

celluloid selves that they really ought to be

married, like Lunt and Fontanne. But I'm

for 'em with or without benefit of clergy.

GEORGE BAYNE, Vancouver, Can.

A Brides Way to New Loveliness !

go on the

Camay mild-soap diet;

"rpHE Camav Mild-Soap Diet has done thrilling things

JL for my skin^' says lovely Mrs. Remington. "I recom-

mend Camay and the Mild-Soap Diet to my friends."

Without knowing it, improper cleansing may now

he dulling your skin—or you may he using a soap not

mild enough. Skin specialists, themselves, advise reg-

ular cleansing with a fine mild soap. And Camav i?

milder than dozens of other popular beauty soaps!

Change today to this Mild-Soap Diet— for 30 days!

And radiant new loveliness may soon he yours.

c
ft

Trade-Mark
Kes. U. S. Pat. Off.

Mrs. H. G. Remington of

Chicago, III., says: "I

can't praise the Camay
Mild-Soap Diet enough."

-Go on the CAMAY MILD-SOAP DIET!

Work Camay's lather over your
skin, paying special attention to

nose, base of nostrils, chin. Rinse

with warm water, then cold.

Then pore Openings are free to

function for natural beauty. In
the morning—one more quick ses-

sion with Camav.

SCREENLAND



HER SECRET CAN BE YOURS. You probably know
a girl like this. You see faces light as she enters a

room . . . note the admiring glances of men. Some-

times you may wonder what is the secret of her appeal.

She's not a beauty. Nice eyes, filled with warmth
and animation. A clear, fresh skin. Hair brushed to

brightness— to satin smoothness.

Her suit is simple . . . though you notice that it's

neatly pressed and settled snugly on her trim shoul-

ders. A blouse of dazzling white—

You grope for phrases to define her appeal . . . and

suddenly her secret comes to you. Of course! It's

freshness, complete and all pervading. The freshness

of her costume. The freshness of her person.

You know she'd never be guilty of any small, care-

less neglect. You know that one of her first concerns

must be her breath—a thing that only too many
otherwise attractive women foolishly take for granted.

This girl, you're sure, would no more omit Listerine

than she would omit her bath. She knows, as every

woman should, that a breath like Spring is one of the

first requirements of charm, the first step to Romance.

And she also knows how often Listerine Antiseptic

can make the breath sweeter and purer.

How About You?

You. yourself, may not know when you have halitosis

(bad breath). Isn't it foolish to take chances on offend-

ing this way when Listerine Antiseptic with its amaz-

ing antiseptic effect is such a delightful precaution?

Why not get in the habit of using it night and morn-

ing, and between times before meeting others you

would like to have think well of you?

While some cases of bad breath are systemic, most

cases, in the opinion of some noted authorities, are

due to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food par-

ticles on mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic quickly

halts such fermentation and overcomes the odors

produced by fermentation. Never omit Listerine from

your daily toilette. Lambert Pharmacal Company.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC for oral hygiene
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AN OPEN LETTER
TO EVERY MOVIE FAN

and one in particular

DON'T know your name. But I sat next to you

in a movie theater the other day. I noticed you

vhen you came in because you stumbled a little

rying to find a seat in the darkness, as if you were

ired. A nice, quiet-looking woman, you sank down

vith a great big sigh of relief—before you relaxed

tnd looked at the screen. It wasn't one of those

uper pictures they were showing, with a big cast

rtf Hollywood stars; just a group of good average

»ctors doing their best—but it was funny, it was

;ay; and I couldn't help hearing you laugh a little.

'That's good," I thought. "This is cheering her up.

\nd she needs it." Well, the feature faded and the

aewsreel came on. Statesmen speaking; factories at

"ull steam ahead; a new ship being launched—but

mostly soldiers. Boys on the march; our boys in far-

off places doing their jobs and grinning away at

it. I noticed that you sat up straighter when these

scenes flashed on. I could fairly feel your excite-

ment, and you must have felt my interest in you;

because you turned suddenly and whispered, "My
boy's over there! And that soldier—did you see

him, marching on the left, the one who was looking

this way?—he looks a lot like—him." Then the

lights went up and I could see your face was wet

When you visit your favorite movie theater for

the precious entertainment it offers you, don't for-

get to express your gratitude to your Uncle Sam
and your support in his big fight by buying War
Bonds and Stamps. Hollywood stars Abbott and

Costello, left, Ann Miller, Evelyn Keyes and Jinx

Falkenburg, above, point the way. Buy Bondsl

with tears. But you were smiling, too. And as I got

up to go you leaned forward a little: "I suppose it

sounds silly—but I don't know what I'd do without

the movies. They sort of—keep me going, you see."

Yes, I saw. And when I walked out into the lobby

of the theater I stopped a minute and thought about

it. I wonder if the rest of us are grateful enough

for the movies, for what they give us these trying

times? They are more than an escape; they are a

constant reminder to keep our chins up while we

are working away at the most important job of all

—winning this war. Movie stars are helping all the

time. And now the movie theaters have pledged

themselves to sell a billion dollars of War Bonds

—

that's a lot of Bonds, but there are a lot of us movie

fans to buy 'em. So some more of us lined up at the

booth at that theater, and before I left I noticed

that you, too, had joined the line. Keep 'em going

works both ways, doesn't it?

I9i





By Romayne

THE picture began again after weeks of

many misgivings and many hopes, and
the director called the crew together.

"Boys, Gable will be back this afternoon—he's

coming in to get the feel again—just sit

around—and let's not say anything— I mean

—

oh, hell—you know what*"I mean!" His eyes

were misty as he talked quietly and stumbled
around for more words, because he didn't

want the boys to misunderstand. Neither did

he want Mr. Gable to feel strange. We all

gulped. We caught on quick.

Mr. Gable came back. Everybody was so

glad to see him it made your throat tighten

and you wanted to cry. Lots of the boys did.

You had all you could do not to pat him on
ihe back. In their attempt to be inconspicu-

ously nonchalant, several people fell over each

other. I wished fervently it would make Mr.
Gable feel good that he was back in the swing
of things. From that moment nothing inter-

fered with his being on the set before shooting

time and working through the long, solid,

sometimes weary days that followed. I took

off my hat to Mr. Gable!
In the months that have passed, everywhere

fVe gone people have talked to me. Big people

—little people. Important people all because

they were identified with an issue that meant
a good deal to them. "What's Clark Gable
like? How does he act? How does he feel?

What's he going to do?" they'd ask. At first I

was annoyed. Curiosity, I judged it. But I

realized it is the province of the soul to be

interested in your fellow man. Not curiosity.

Interest. It is part of the vast hope and ad-

miration for the courage of one who could

easily have gone down had there been less of

this interest and this hope to keep him up.

He is a gentleman for whom all who know
him and work with him have an appreciation

that is akin to wor- (Please turn to page 68)

Why Gable al-

ways will be not only

a great star but a

real man is told in

this exclusive fea-

ture. Pictures show
him, left, in char-

acter for "Some-
where I'll Find You,"
with co-star, right,

actor Bob Sterling,

director Ruggles and
Lana Turner, below.



orothy Lam
DeepestJEjftpenence

The sultry heroine of Bob Hope and Bing Crosby in "Road
to Morocco," at left, is the Lamour you see on the screen
But the vital, very human girl above is the Lamour thai

America has met since the war started. They know and love

her as "Dottie," who inspires 'em into buying more Bonds.

s
VANS sarong but avec the most
bedraggled wardrobe this side

of a dump heap
—

"I took an
iron along but I never had time to

do any pressing"—Dorothy Lamour
recently returned to Hollywood from
a two months' whirlwind bond-sell-

ing tour throughout the South and
the Middle West. Under the aus-
pices of the Treasury Department,
Dorothy made thirteen and fourteen

appearances in every city she visited.

She sold approximately $80,000,000
worth of government bonds. And,
brother, that ain't hay

!

In Gary, Indiana, she was busy
selling bonds one day at a big in-

dustrial plant when a man calmly
handed her a check for $2,280,000.
Dorothy said, "Thank you very
much," in her best moonlight-and-
shadows voice, and casually glanced
at the check. When she saw those

seven figures staring at her she al-

most fainted dead away. No wild
animal crashing through the Para-
mount jungles ever upset the La-
mour poise quite so thoroughly. "I
didn't know," said Dorothy, still

amazed, "that you could put so
much money on such a little slip of

paper. I never saw anything like

that before. I am glad I got a



[

Uncle Sam's Gold-Dig-

ng Dottie," they call

pr; But the Sheba of the

arong tells you frankly

tat her War Bond tours

we given her the great-

it emotional experience

her crowded, colorful

fe! You'll be torn, as she

as, between tears and
jtughter as you read this

By Lira

These exclusive pictures express better than any words
.oimj the American spirit of today. Dorothy Lamour talked

to the men and launched a ship, realizing in the latter

event a lifelong ambition. She kept repeating over and
Ml over, "Please, God, don't let those Nazis sink this boat."

chance to kiss the man before everything went black."

Now I've seen gold-digging in my day. All the way
from Broadway to Vine Street and back. But I've never
seen anyone snare a check for two million bucks. Believe

me, Miss Dottie is an expert in her line.

"Whatever made you become a gold-digger for Uncle
Sam ?" I asked her a morning or so after her return.

She was having a hearty breakfast of bacon and eggs
perched high on a stool at a lunch counter in Hollywood.
(That's just in case you think movie stars have breakfast

in bed between silken sheets. Mercy, child, that's as old

hat as Lady Mendl's marabou bed jacket.)

"I feel very close to Honolulu," said Dorothy. "I have
visited there many times. Oahu is such a friendly, peace-

loving little island, the people are so hospitable and genu-
ine. I know many boys at Hickam Field there. They are

my friends. I've talked with them by the hour, and danced
with them—we've had lots of fun together. When I heard
over the radio what had happened to Pearl Harbor and
Hickam Field on December 7th I was so mad I actually

saw red. In fact, I smoldered for days afterward. Decem-
ber 10th is my birthday, and that night the West Coast
had its first blackout. I sat there in the pitch-black dark
thinking. There's not much a woman can do in a war of

planes and tanks and guns, I thought. But I just can't sit

here smugly and comfortably in Hollywood and twiddle

my thumbs when my friends in Honolulu are maimed and
bleeding. I've got to do something. But what can I do ? So
then I hit upon the idea of going on a tour for Uncle Sam
and urging, to the best of my ability, all patriotic Ameri-
cans to invest in war bonds. With sufficient money our

country can have the best planes and tanks and guns, and
those dirty so-and-sos will come crawling to us on their

stomachs. I can remind people that in Germany they
would not be asked to lend their money to the Govern-
ment—the Government would take it."

Dorothy talked it over with her Paramount boss,

Frank Freeman, the next morning, and a few days later

she was on a train headed for Washington, Philadelphia
and New York. She had to return to Hollywood to make
"Road to Morocco" with Bing Crosby and Bob Hope,
but the day the picture was finished, as a matter of fact

exactly half an hour after it was finished, she was again
on a train, on the first lap of a tour so strenuous that it

shouldn't happen to a prize fighter, much less a glamor
girl.

"Dottie is the Mary Pickford of World War II," said

James Moran of the Treasury Department, who accom-
panied Dorothy on her bond-selling tour. "Not only is

she putting ten per cent of her salary in bonds, but she
is donating her time and her talents to the Treasury
Department. This means a great deal when you consider
that she can draw down $10,000 for public appearances
on the stage. The Government is using lots of stars, but
Dottie has sold more bonds than anyone else." (Mr.
Moran, a large husky guy, worn and weary from constant
travel, lack of sleep, irregular meals, jumping on and off

trains at ungodly hours, collapsed in Dallas, Texas—and
had to be sent to a hospital to recover. In the meantime,
little Miss Lamour, a fragile 112 pounds, just kept right

on selling bonds.)
That eighty million dollars in war bonds proves beyond

a doubt that Dorothy's tour was a great help to the Gov-
ernment. But, incidentally, it was also a great help to

Hollywood. (And heaven only knows we can use a little

help these days when we are (Please turn to page 64)
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"LITTLE PINKS WAS ONLY A
BUS BOY AT THE CANARY CLUB
AND DIDN'T MATTER AT ALL"

THEY didn't come any prettier than Gloria Lyons,
even on Broadway. When she danced there at the

Canary Club it was like seeing an angel pirouetting

on a cloud and when she sang, her blue eyes misty as she

crooned into the mike, her hair a golden halo of curls

over her small pointed face, she could be any man's dream
come down to earth, any man's zvho didn't know her!

For her looks were libel plain and simple. She wasn't

like that at all. Her smile lied, promising all it did. She
was' hard and mean and grasping and her disposition

something to keep away from. Gloria thought a girl's

best friend was a dollar and love was something found
only in the higher income brackets. Men were only slot

machines to her, with a smile or a pout or a frown the

coins to get what she wanted out of them. And the things

she wanted were all expensive and glittering and hard.

Gloria had no use for softness, unless it was labeled

ermine or maybe sable.

Broadway was wise to Gloria. Nicely Nicely Johnson
and Horsethief and Professor B. and all those other

vague, slightly shady characters hanging around Mindy's
Restaurant when they weren't off following the horses

Fictionized by

Elizabeth B. Petersen



"GLORIA COULD BE ANY MAN'S
DREAM COME DOWN TO EARTH.
ANY MAN'S WHO DIDN'T KNOW HER!"

Damon Runyon's great
story of the Broadway bus

boy and the blonde night

club singer becomes an ex-

citing movie, co-starring

Henry Fonda, Lucille Ball

"The Big Street" is an RKO Radio picture,

based upon an original story by Damon
Runyon, "Little Pinks." Screenplay by
Leonard Spiegelgass. Produced by Damon
Runyon and directed by Irving Reis. For

cotnplete cast turn to Page 85

J



Henry Fonda as "LitHe Pinks"

he bus bey gives Barton Mac-
Lane as the promoter, Case
Abies, a dose of his own medi-
cine, in scene at right from
"The Big Street," Damon Run-

yon's racy story of Broadway
night life Actionized from the

film. Other scenes are high-

lights from the picture in which

Lucille Ball plays a night dub
entertainer, opposite Fonda.

or anything else that would bring in a dollar they didn't

have to work for, didn't have any illusions about her.

Case Abies, who might have been called a promoter, if

the person calling it weren't too particular, knew all about
her too but it didn't make any difference as long as she
strung along as his girl. He was like Gloria in that he
didn't like softness either, even in his girls. All he asked
for in a woman was the sort of good looks that would
keep other men envying him and the sort of loyalty that
would make her look only at him and in return he gave
her bracelets and fur coats and all the other things Gloria
preferred to devotion and tenderness and love.

So knowing all about her, no one really in the know
on the Big Street lost any sleep that night Abies slapped



her so hard she fell downstairs when he found out she had been

flirting with Decatur Reed, the millionaire playboy. Nobody turned

a hair when the doctors said she would probably never walk again.

Mobody, that is, except Little Pinks. But he was only a bus boy

at the Canary Club and didn't matter at all.

His name was really Pinkerton, but no one called him that any

more than they would dream of calling Horsethief or Professor B.

by their real names, even if they remembered them. Just as most

of the time they called Gloria Your Highness, the nickname a

furious chorus girl had bestowed on her in a moment of rage.

Little Pinks thought it was wonderful, that name. It was the way
he thought of Gloria, not in the jibing way the others did but as

someone so high, she wasn't of the earth at all but lived among
the stars up there in the sky, far above {Please turn to page 84)
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By

John Lawrence

"Mr. L:
The wind, it blew.

The tent, it fell,

The lightening flashed ;

It's raining a spell.

"P.S. If you want me I'm

asleep under the stage.

Red."

THAT message, printed with chalk

on the head of a drum, was left for

me by a redheaded 14-year-old kid,

named Red Skelton. He wrote it one June
night, following an Illinois storm that low-
ered my tent and did other minor damage.

Being no judge of poetry, I do not know
if it is good or otherwise, but I do know
that every line of it including the post-

script, carried a definite subtle answer to

remarks that I had made to the boy when
I engaged him the previous day. Along
with his natural sense of humor, he had
a method of letting one believe that he
was quite a bit older than his actual

\



Red Skelton's humor is right out of the

living heart of America! While you're

laughing at Red in movies and radio you'll

be remembering this remarkable story,

revealed for the first time by his first

boss, of his experience in "rag opry"

age, that is, without having to deliberately tell a falsehood.

"I'm afraid you're not old enough to work," I replied to his

question, inquiring if I needed an actor.

"I only have to be 16 to work, don't I?"

His tone and somewhat shocked facial expression implied that

he would not think of asking for a job unless he was old enough.

"Sixteen's right ! How old are you ?"

"Oh, I worked all last summer—wasn't quite old enough when

I started, though."

The boy had not yet told me his age so I decided to catch him

with the next one: "In school the rest of the time, I suppose, or

have you graduated?"

"Well, to tell you the truth, I hate to admit it, but I m a little

backward."
Whether it was his clever way of evading my questions or the

fact that I was badly in need of

a young actor for some juvenile

and light comedy parts, I do not

know, but I told him that 1

would let him read a part at

rehearsals the following day. I

suggested that he had better go

over to the hotel and get a room.

"I (Please turn to page 70)



How Hedy Lamarr

30

WITH Hedy Lamarr it's either a feast or a

famine. She is either up or down. Way up
or way down.

That day I had lunch with her in her dressing
room at Metro, Mr. Mayer's Number One Glamor
Girl, who proved to the world that she could
really act in "Tortilla Flat," breezed in looking
like practically anybody except Hedy
Lamarr. She had been rehearsing a
dance routine for "White Cargo,"
and she wore a pink scarf tied

around her head peasant fashion, a
blue and white polka dot blouse,

grey pants, and bright red
(Please turn to page 80)
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GARFIELD atHOME

Home life of

Hollywood's fin-

est young actor!

First, exclusive

story and pic-

tures of the John

Garfield family

3NE of the striking homes of the film colony is the John
Garfield place. A board fence runs along the front, privet

hedges on the sides. A walk, bordered with rose-bushes,

,ds from the road to the early American house. The upper story

of hand-hewn shingles, the lower of clapboard.

Entering the front door, one steps directly into one of the homiest

ing rooms imaginable. It is a large room with oak floors, pegged

[!wn. The fore part of the room is covered with a huge hand-

oked rug in soft brown, green and red. At the far end of the

om is another smaller rug to match. The walls are done in knotty

le and

—

Who are you?" a small voice interrupted my inspection,

i looked down and saw three-year-old Catherine.

"You haven't forgotten me, I hope," I said in my most beguiling

inner (which would still cause Mr. Gable no worry). "I'm Dick."

Mommy!" Catherine screamed, scampering off to the bedroom,

Jick's here."

I went on with my inspection. The furniture is mostly pine and

iple. There are books, books, books, and records and more ree-

ds. The easy chairs are covered with blocked linen, except one

ge one that is upholstered in checkered gingham—two shades of

3wn and white. The spinet is pine. The desk is a hand-made,

ihentic antique of pine that has been rubbed until it glistens like

jiece of burnished steel. The chair in front of it is Windsor,

ne in pine.

'.The room's most striking feature is the huge fireplace of field-

e ne, with the opening a little off-center, giving it a very unusual

d distinctive appearance. And there are a couple of samplers

during -old mottoes—one of which reads, "Home is where the

jirt is."

Robbe (Mrs. Garfield) put in an appearance. "Hello, Dick," she

eeted me, "although I shouldn't be speaking to you. You never

ne out anv more." (Please turn to page 72)



Lucky

JINX!

34

Most photographed legs

—

and face, and figure—in the

world belong to Jinx Falk-

enburg. Here's her wacky
and wonderful story, which

could only happen here!

By Dugal O'Liam

THE Jinx toyed with a meager
salad. The Jinx is Jinx Falken-

burg, professional model, ama-
teur tennis champion and glamor
girl, and it's hardly news when any
one of these toys with a salad. Both
their reputations and* their avoirdu-

pois demand it.

Not with the Jinx, however. She
always had eaten like a—like a—yes,

like a horse and not a very little

horse, either. Four meals a day had
been par for her gastronomic course

and she'd been doing it as long as

she could remember food in any
form.

7. >?k

Vra
lit

On this day, however, she made only desul-

tory passes at her plate.

"She's in love," whispered Miss Gale Gil-

ford, the press agent who looks like a female
Charles Boyer.
"Darned if I'm not," said The Jinx, blandly.

We said "Are you kidding?" because that

and "Have fun" is what you're supposed to

say in Hollywood when you haven't anything
else to say.

"It's the truth." The Jinx was radiant. "The
very first time."

Miss Gifford confirmed the statement on all

points. "I've known her for four years and it's

the very first time," she said.

The Jinx beamed in her dynamic way.
There probably isn't a gal in Hollywood with
the sheer impact of The Jinx. Whatever she
does she does with such verve that she ani-

mates the surroundings for three city blocks
in every direction. It isn't a jiggling and
bouncing animation. It's a radiation, like a
perfectly cut diamond.

It developed that the beloved was three thou-
sand miles away. He's a reporter in New
York. He's the first newspaper man ever con-
nected romantically with a Hollywood star

who wasn't referred to as a columnist and
that's another record for The Jinx. It's an
infraction of the rules of the Guild of Guys
Engaged to Actresses not to be a columnist,

but there it is.

Ever since Paul (Please turn to page 66)

Title role of "Lucky Legs,"

posed at left. Facing page,

Jinx's famous face, AND

—



Let's All Laugh A Little, Too J

Take a tip from Jinx

Falkenburg and
leaven your load
with all the gaiety

and good humor you
can muster— when
in search of enter-

tainment visit your
favorite, movie the-

ater (and don't for-

get to Buy a Bond
while you're there





Picture story on facing page portrays puppy love on a park

bench posed by Mickey and Tina Thayer exclusively for us.

1. The Approach. First, be casual, indifferent but not too distant.

Look at the scenery. Even venture an opinion on the weather.

2. Loosen up! Turn on that old personality, especially if you're

the Rooney type. Forget the weather, who cares anyway.'

3. Really give! Turn loose with everything you've got. Nine out of

ten modern girls are putty in your hands after this.

4. Well, Tina must be that tenth girl. She didn't react exactly as

planned. So the Mick resorts to the subtle approach—dignity.

5. It worked! She's thawing out. See that trace of a smife? It's

worth the risk of moving closer to find if she means it.

6. She meant it! The Rooney park bench technique succeeds at last.

Tina is "overcome"—well, almost. Once more, Mickey wins.

MICKEY'S

GAL!
On the screen, we mean,
Rooney's latest movie sweet-

heart is lovely young red-

headed Tina Thayer, seen with

him for the first time in "A
Yank at Eton," in which
Mickey plays a typical Ameri-

can boy who finds himself,

to his surprise, a student at

England's exclusive school







IS SHE THE MOST BEAUTIFUI

She's sweet nineteen and quite

keen, say the candid Holly-
wood critics after taking a few
not too quick looks at Rose-
mary La Planche, pictured
here in assorted poses. You've
seen her pretty face and
shapely figure in certain ad-

vertisements since she won
her beauty crown, and now
you'll be seeing her in her first

movie. Let us know what you
really think of Rosemary!

*i

—



IRL IN THE WORLD?
What do you think? Will Rosemary La Pianche,

present holder of the Atlantic City beauty

crown and "Miss America of 1941," be a hit in

the movies? She makes screen debut in the

Hal Roach Western Streamliner, "Prairie

Chickens"— and already some fanatics are

referring to her as "the new Rita Hayworth"

Rica Hayworth the second?

There IS a resemblance, as

you gaze at pictures, below
and right, of the La Pianche

gal. At left, she shows anima-

tion in this scene from "Prairie

Chickens," with Jimmy Rog-

ers, Will's son, and Noah
Beery, Jr. Well, what's your
verdict? Is Rosemary all set for

important screen career?



~-

Bold, bad Bogey-man! Uh-huh, but
strictly for screen purposes. Actually,

Humphrey Bogart is a charming, mild-

mannered gentleman who enjoys golf,

and gardening, and amateur photog-

raphy, reserving his villainies for studio

hours. His latest film, "Casablanca"

Melbourne, Warner Bros.



Back Home from "Location"

The cameraman catches

Tyrone Power in an in-

formal pose after the actor

returned from New Lon-

don, Conn., where he

made outdoor scenes for

his new film, "Crash Dive"

A

1
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Carrying on the family tradi-

tion, Diana, youngest of the

famous acting clan, is starring

in her second motion picture

vehicle, "Between Us Girls"

Daughter of the late, great John,,
niece of Lionel and Ethel, Diana
made her movie debut in "Eagle
Squadron," now follows it with a gay
new film in which she runs the
emotional gamut from a 12-year-old
(right) to young womanhood (right

below, with Robert Cummings)

—

and also tosses in an impression
of Queen Victoria (center below).

Photos by Kay Jones
Universal Pictures







p her portray the famous flyer, Amy Mollison,

, "Wings and the Woman," Anna Neagle gained
from women working in England's war service.

" WAS twilight as Anna Neagle and Her-
bert Wilcox emerged from their studio

just outside of London, homeward bound,
a crossroads a few yards distant they

a company of soldiers surrounding a
zzled officer who was scowling over a map.
With a glad cry Anna said, "Why—those

p our soldiers!"
' And you, a subject of the King!" Mr.
:lcox teased. "Those are Americans."
" That's what I meant," said Anna, making
)ee-line for the khaki crowd. If any woman
:he world was ever bi-national, it is Miss

le, who loves England and America
th the same eager patriotism.

She and Mr. Wilcox invited the entire

nerican company into the nearest shop for

i or whatever, and talked a blue streak.

ie boys all knew Anna from her pictures

, all in all, the meeting was replete with

ght. Incidentally, Anna supplied the

ps with the directions they needed

—

re are no sign posts or other identifying

rks in the whole of England in case some
rechen Sie wearing a white umbrella

ould happen to drop in.

The fact about England which had most
:onished the Yanks was the presence of

)men in the most (Continued on page 76)

from the

Mines
Anna Neagle, star of "Wings and the

Woman," gives first-hand facts about

our British Allies out of her own ex-

citing and interesting experiences

By Fredda Dudley



fore she left for Mexico City.

Her own language, like her

beauty, is vivid. Once having

heard her talk, you'd need no

urging to listen a second time,

any more than you need urging

to stop and look at her face.

Each has the same arresting

color and warmth. Each reflects

a vigorous mind and an honest

spirit. Each repays attention.

She started by remembering
the first Hollywood party she

attended. "People asked me,

'How does it feel to wear a

hat?' " Her brows go up. "At a

great Hollywood party, this is

what they asked me ! 'What do

you mean?' I said. 'What do

you think we wear on our

heads? Flowers? Feathers? A
shawl?' Then they asked me,

'What are you, Spanish ?' I said,

'No, I am Mexican.' They
looked as if to be Mexican is

not very glamorous or whatever

you want to call it—as if per-

haps it would be an insult to call

you Mexican.
"But I am the third genera-

tion born in Mexico and I am
very Mexican, and it troubled

me that there should be these

an

WHETHER there remains so

much as an infinitesimal spark

from the great torch which only

a few months ago burned the names of

Dolores Del Rio and Orson Welles in

romantic headlines, Dolores and Orson
alone know. Hollywood today can only

speculate on these two, and even Holly-

wood isn't doing so well at that. This
rumorous little city sometimes even ceases

to speculate when neither party is around
to confirm or deny. And Welles has been

busy for months in South America com-
pleting a film for the government, while

Dolores has been sojourning in Mexico
City for almost five months, with nary a

word to her Hollywood friends. Notwith-
standing, at this writing, Orson Welles'

Mercury Productions officially confirm

the story that Dolores will play the lead-

ing role in his next picture to be produced
in Mexico, with an all-Mexican cast. And
whether there is romance, or ever will be

again between the glamorous Latin and
the genius Welles, the fact remains that

because they once met we and Latin

America will be better neighbors this year.

But I'm going to let Dolores tell you
about it, as she told me, just two days be-
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I

wrong ideas, bo to everybody I met, and to all the inter-

viewers and magazines, I said always, Mexican actress,

never Spanish actress ! And on personal appearances I

talked about Mexico, and they saw that, though 1 am
Mexican, my hair wasn't standing up like this and—well,

that I was a person more or less nice, or how to say it

without conceit?

"Then, as I loved Mexico very dearly, so 1 came to love

the United States. Loving these two countries, I wanted
friendship and understanding between them and between

all the people on this continent, for the South American
peoples are much like my own. It became my dream to

work for this thing. I always felt that we on this continent

are the people of tomorrow, and whatever is coming for

tomorrow, it will come from us, therefore we must stay

together. Many feel that way today who didn't yesterday,

but I have felt it for a long time.

"The Mexican picture came out of this feeling. After

meeting Mr. Welles, I found that he felt about the whole

thing as I did. I talked to him about making a picture that

would be all made in Mexico. He became interested the

first time we talked. He loved the subject. So I gave him
so many books I had collected all my life, and he devoured

them. He spent hours studying maps. I told him all I could

think to tell about my people. I know these people. I love

them. They are so simple and so great. As a child, I spent

all my holidays among them. Ever since my family came
long ago from Spain, they have been farmers and owned
land. Though I was raised in Mexico City, I went for all

my vacations to the country. When I ask the Indians, how
has been the weather, has it helped the crops, it's not just

to ask without caring. I know what I'm talking about, and

[ care very much. (Continued on page 62

)

LISTEN m*wj
to DEL RIO
Whether there will ever again be romance
between the glamorous Dolores and the

genius Orson Welles, the fact remains that

because they once met and loved, we and

Latin America will be better neighbors!

By Ida Zeitlin

Del Rio, most beautiful of all the Latin stars, makes her

movie come-back in "Journey into Fear." Scene at left shows

Dolores with producer-director Welles who also acts in the

picture; and, at far left, with leading man Joseph Cotten.
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TIPS FOR LIPS

Claudette Colbert's mobile mouth was made
for laughter. It is gay, warm, friendly.

Hedy Lamarr's lips express, almost without

speech. Hers are lips of silent eloquence.
Vivien Leigh has a dainty, feminine, un-

predictable mouth, but strong, determined.

HE world has traveled a long distance
I since the day when violet eyes and a

rosebud mouth marked one for beauty.
We have come to measure beauty on such
a grand and sweeping scale that it is no
longer possible for the most astute critics

to set any rules, except this very simple
one : Beauty is a quality of harmony. You
should blend ; you should go together, so
to speak, pleasingly, with no jarring notes
in color, shape or design. You ought to

balance and be in proportion. For color
harmony, pause and think how • cosmetic
manufacturers have worked in this respect

;

how fashion designers have advanced in

the use of color and line, too.

For your own face, however, line is left

somewhat in your own hands unless you
follow closely the pattern of Mother Nature.
Yet, your own good judgment has prob-
ably proved what a beauty benefit may
result from a little gentle tampering with
line, enlarging tiny lips just a fraction of

an inch, for example, expanding them into

a hearty, friendly smile when their relaxed
expression might suggest remoteness, cold-

ness and so on.

Many things about ourselves we must
accept with limitations—height, for ex-
ample, or color of hair or eyes, unless we
go far afield on the hair matter. But Hps
are a revealing source for experimenta-
tion, and you need be no expert to create
certainly an attractive, if not strictly beauti-
ful, mouth from an ordinary pair of lips.

The experimentation begins with the pur-
chase of a new lipstick. It may be some
old favorite that has held your allegiance

for a long time or one that is brand new to

your lips. A new lipstick is suggested for
psychological reasons—you will do a bet-

ter, more careful job with it! Next to a

Marlene Dietrich's mouth sounds the siren

note. You expect strange, exotic words.
Dorothy Lamour has a resourceful mouth, de-
pendable, able to cope with a day's problems.
Bette Davis' dramatic mouth is surprising;

words are gentle, sweet; strong and stinging.

new hat, a new lipstick is a wonderful
"tonic" for more care and more interest
in yourself. And care and interest are just
the qualities you need every time you at-
tempt to improve, yourself or anything else.

When you have the fresh lipstick, follow
these simple rules for a lovelier mouth.
Be sure your lips are very clean, no edges
of old rouge left, no little film of cleansing
cream. My experience is that lips washed
with soap and water are the clear, clean
background you need for the best use of
lipstick. Even if you cleanse the rest of
your face with cream, one soapy finger
can wash and rinse your lips to make them
free of any trace of cream. There is a
prevalent habit of applying a trace of cream
or white Vaseline to lips before the lip-
stick, to give an extra lustre and to keep
lips soft. This practice is good if you are
sitting for a picture or if you are going
to make a "picture" of yourself at any
social gathering. It is not too good if you
are going to dine, if you smoke or if you
have a cold and use a handkerchief for
the reason that the base makes your lip-

stick oilier, more prone to being marred
whenever you use your lips. The average
lipstick has good lustre and the base is

creamy and soft enough for protection from
elements. If lips are especially sensitive,
use an emollient, as suggested above, when
you go to bed at night.

Actual art work on your lips is con-
trolled by the color you choose and by the
outline. Color is a very individual problem,
and the best one who does not see you
can do is to make general suggestions.
This is the day of the gay, alive lipstick

—

the true red; the red with a tiny bit of
blue in it which is softening and flattering

to the skin of many, and the red with just

What contributes to lovely lips? The cor-
rect lipstick for you, your smile, power
of expressiveness, the words you speak!

By

Courtenay Marvin
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tiny bit of yellow, lovely with golden

i skins. The soft, younger, rose tints

e lovely for the youthful and for the fair-

inned. But gone are the deep purplish

rts, the orange and pinks with so much
je they resembled nothing like Nature,

jday, the beauty trend in all things is

ward looking alert and alive, efficient

d up on your toes, like a girl who could

:kle anything she had to and do it well,

lis is not only the look of Victory, but

e spirit of Victory, and it sacrifices

thing of feminine charm
As to shaping, perhaps your lips are

turally good. Then you have no real

ciblem except to add a dash of glamor
color. For those who are uncertain, one

ight manufacturer has taken a long step

help you. As a companion to a well-

lown lipstick comes a transparent "pat-

n" for the six interesting mouths shown
this page. You can snip the lips apart,

, everyone of them over your own mouth,

cide which pair or pairs are the most
itering, then proceed with your art work.

The lip shapes are inspired by Holly-

3od. Since they resemble the lips of

me of our most brilliant stars, they are

own in design and a star lip type has

en chosen to illustrate the full force of

itse lips.

There is animated Claudette Colbert,

Idom seen without a smile. Her mouth
pe, long, mobile, is a lovely mouth for

e girl who smiles. In fact, it is the ir-

sistible kind. Years ago, I met Miss

jlbert. She had a cold and was all

rapped up in a blue lounging robe. She
ughingly commented at the time that she

as certainly no subject for beauty just

en. But she really was, for it would take

ore than a cold to rob her eyes of their

arkle or to take that vivacious smile from
pr lips. If you are animated, if your face

expressive and your smile a big, warm
>e, here is a laughing mouth for you.

Miss Colbert has spoken many gay,

phisticated quips on the screen and many
odern aphorisms are worth quoting, but

view of the turn-about the world has

idergone, she thinks the word, '"serve,"

le of the most virile, important words she

s uttered, because she devotes much time

canteen work for our armed forces,

here is genuine, feminine satisfaction in

eding hungry soldiers and sailors and
arines, and Miss Colbert expresses a

illant spirit of today in these words,

Serve—and serve with a smile."

Hedy Lamarr's seductive mouth is har-

onious with her somnolent beauty. This

the mouth of subdued eloquence, the

outh that suggests rather than speaks.

is soft, sympathetic, truly feminine. I

•member this mouth very well at a British

•lief benefit before Pearl Harbor. Helen

.ayes, Laurence Olivier and Hedy Lamarr
ere guests of honor. Miss Lamarr did

t>t speak, but she stood there under the

ags of Britain, in a simply tailored blue

ait, with eyes and mouth recognizable

lywhere as Hedy Lamarr's
Vivien Leigh has a small, beautifully bal-

iced mouth, definitely feminine and un-

-edictable. She can use it for soft, cajoling

:-rsuasion or for words of fireball intensity,

ou will recognize this from her magnifi-

;nt screen work in "Gone With the Wind."
have heard more than one girl say that

le learned a lesson from Scarlett O'Hara.

et me say that I inquired as to the les-

9n with trepidation. However, the lesson

:emed to be that determination plays a

reat role in whatever we strive for. It

;ems to me that the scene showing Scar-

tt on her ravaged plantation, working the

oil with her hands and swearing she would
ever go hungry again is memorable. For
le truly feminine type, hellion and angel

ombined, here are your lips

(Please turn to page 82 »

Yours for Loveliness
Suggestions for meeting the Fall with more
fun, more fashion and a fascinating face!

I N AUTUMN, do you still have Summer
' hair? That is, is it dry, brittle, harsh ti

touch and hard to arrange? For Summer
hair and all hair, I have a happy solution

for extra softness, silkiness and lustre,

and also for hair that is manageable. It

is Special Drene, with added hair condi-

tioner. It washes so clean, it rinses so

easily, leaving no dimming film, and hair

looks so bright and beautiful afterwards.

Use it at home or ask for it in your salon.

This cleanser and brushing are practical

hair beauty care.

BARGAIN in beauty—good news for all

'

Watch in your own locality for the

special sale on the Dorothy Gray cleansing

creams for a limited time. The large eight

ounce jars, usually $2, go on sale for $1.

There are three types of splendid cleansers
—-Salon Cold Cream, flurry, designed for

average or combination skin types and fine

for young skins. Then, there's Dry Skin
Cleanser, with beneficial vegetable oils,

ideal for the inclined-to-dryness skins, good
year-around cleanser

;
Liquefying Cleansing

Cream, for oily or coarse skins.

A DECK of Victory Rummy cards, and

you are in for a wow of a good time.

There are suspense and good, hearty ex-

citement in the game, and everyone, young
or old, will enjoy it, for it moves with

speed. The game is based on 63 cards

showing the Victory code, three dots, a dash

and a V, and caricature Axis cards, and so

the game consists of victories and captures.

If you want home entertainment that is

spirited and competitive, then it's Victory

Rummy for you. The game ought to make
a welcome gift for the boys in camp.

AN OLD-FASHIONED "accessory'

takes on a new fashion value toda>

.

what with the world being as it is—smell-

ing salts. Shulton has brought out the pre-

cious little bottle sketched, filled with a

heady, refreshing and invigorating Old

Spice smelling salts. A sniff when you are

in crowds, a dense atmosphere, when you

have a headache or feel all done in helps

"revive" you in a flash. Revert to the laven-

der and old lace tradition and slip this

first-aider in your bag. You'll find use foi

it. A Christmas gift idea, too

OVERGLO is a new liquid foundation

cream by the House of Westmore,
with orchids to its credit. It is designed for

street wear, and its use produces that love-

ly, natural gleam of healthy, young skin,

since it brings out the overtones of your

own. It is easy to apply and economical,

and is a refined and modified version ot a

product used by the famous Westmores in

Technicolor pictures for the last several

years. There is a beneficial as well as beau-

tifying result from Overglo—it protects. In

drug and department stores.

PRACTICALLY every smart girl who
'gives a hang about her hair uses those

little Grip-Tuth hair retainers, but in case

you hadn't heard, they are a kind of coiffure

"insurance." The unusual design of the

spring tooth action grips and hair stays put

There is a correct size for your coiffure,

a color to match your hair. A fancy ver-

sion, Fasenette has a clasp to hold bows or

flowers. Three available styles are shown,

or make your own. Courtenay Marvin
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What's A Ma
TO DO?

George Montgomery
seems to be doing all

right! Judging from
these two very differ-

ent love scenes from
his latest picture,
"Orchestra Wives,"
George's screen tech-

nique is terrific. Ann
Rutherford, above,
and Lynn Bari, right,

respond to his ad-

vances gracefully and
gladly— it's all in ac-

cord with the script



HONEY-BLONDE—WITH A FRESH-AS-WILD-ROSES COMPLEXION

Jane's Precious
Engagement Ring is dear and

sweet like herself. A Tiffany set-

ling of gold holds the clear, spar-

kling diamond that once belonged

to her fiance's grandmother.

DAINTY JANE DRURY

of Leominster, Massachusetts—engaged to Loving

Harkness,Jr., ofNew York and Connecticut. Loring

was preparing for a teaching career— but, like so

many boys now, he's ivorking in a defense plant

until the Army calls him.

dorable, modern daughter of a dis-

tinguished New England family, Jane plunged

right into war duties after college. She works like

a beaver at her Civilian Defense job and nearly

dances her feet off "hostessing" at U.S.O.

Wherever she goes, Jane has compliments

about her lovely complexion. "I tell all the girls

just to use Pond's Cold Cream," she says. "Then

they'll see why I say it's so 'super'—and makes

your skin feel so soft and spandy clean."

Copy Her Soft-Smooth Complexion Care

First—Jane smooths Pond's Cold Cream care-

fully over her face and throat—pats with gentle

finger tips to soften and release dirt and old

make-up. Tissues off well. Next—she "rinses"

with more Pond's. Tissues it off again.

Use Pond's Cold Cream as Jane does—every

night—for quick daytime clean-ups, too. 'i ou'll

see why war-busy society women like Miss

Fernanda Wanamaker and Mrs. Allan A. Rvan

use this soft-smooth cream—why more women

and girls all over America use Pond's than

any other face cream. At your favorite beauty

counter. Five popular-priced sizes— the most

economical the lovely big jars!

SHE'S LOVELY! SHE USES PONDS

They love

to look at Jane!

Loring and Jane with

two Army friends on

leave. There's always a

"sweet-as-a-pink" look

about Jane's flower-fresh

complexion. She gives

Pond's lots of credit for

helping to keep her skin

so softly smooth.

IT'S NO ACCIDENT SO MANY LOVELY ENGAGED GIRLS ISE POND'S

!
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RECENT FILMS
REVIEWED

IN A FLASH!
MRS. MINIVER

—

M-G-M. Jan Struther's book
about the British wife and mother who could
"take it" has been made into a great motion pic-

ture. It's a masterful message of courage and a
fundamental lesson in fortitude. Greer Garson
rises to heights in a poignant performance.
Walter Pidgeon, splendid as the husband.

THE MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS

—

RKO.
Orson Welles has made a fascinating film from
Booth Tarkington's novel about the disintegrating
family whose spoiled young heir wrecks his

mother's romance. Joseph Cotten, Dolores Costello,

Tim Holt score.

HOLIDAY INN

—

Paramount. This Bing Cros-
by-Fred Astaire musical romance is swell escape
from the doldrums. It is a grand show with new
Irving Berlin tunes and inimitable performances
by co-stars and cast. Crosby plays a crooner who
converts his farmhouse into an inn open only on
holidays. Marjorie Reynolds sings and dances
charmingly.

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

—

Warners. This
story of George M. Cohan's life is a great screen
show. A triumph for Jimmy Cagney, perfectly

cast as the showman, coloring a clever role with
his own inimitable zest and humor. Ail-American
entertainment to stir you to tears and excite you
to cheers. Walter Huston, Joan Leslie, Jeanne
Cagney, Rosemary DeCamp, Irene Manning,
Richard Whorf in cast.

BAMBI

—

Disney-RKO. Young and old will love,

laugh, and cry over Bambi, the deer, Walt Dis-

ney's latest cartoon character creation in this

beautiful full-length picture filmed from Felix
Salten's famous story of animal life and love in

the forest.

EAGLE SQUADRON

—

Wanger-Universal.
This timely drama, dedicated to those gallant men
who have helped make recent history, will hold
your interest in spite of disjointed plot and in-

effective characterizations. Has exciting actual
scenes of aerial combat. Cast has Diana Barry-
more, Robert Stack, John Loder, Jon 1 Hall, Leif
Erikson.

THIS ABOVE ALL

—

20 th Century-Fox. Here
is a picture to tear your emotions to shreds. It's

the film version of Eric Knight's best-selling

novel about England in this war. Joan Fontaine
gives a beautiful performance as the girl who
joins the W.A.A.F. and falls in love with a
Handsome Stranger, played by Tyrone Power.

THIS GUN FOR HIRE

—

Paramount. Lusty
melodrama about a ruthless killer and how he
atones by catching up with fifth columnists.
Plenty of excitement. Its fast and furious action
will have you on the edge of your seat. Veronica
Lake does her best acting so far, but newcomer
Alan Ladd steals the show. Don't miss it.

TO THE SHORES OF TRIPOLI

—

20th
Century-Fox. Why the Marines have commanded
the respect of the world, their training, responsi-
bilities, recreation, and the high ideals of the
Marine Corps are rousingly presented. Swell and
exciting entertainment. John Payne, as the cocky
private, Randolph Scott, as the sergeant, Maureen
O'Hara, as the nurse, all excellent.

MY GAL SAL

—

2 th Century-Fox. This pic-
ture, based on the career of the late Paul
Dresser, ballad-writer, is an enchanting escape
from today's troubles. Rita Hayworth, its star,
gorgeously costumed as a Gay Nineties belle, is

a vision in color ; Victor Mature, good as the
song-writing hero. The star-studded cast also has
Carole Landis, John Sutton, James Gleason,
Walter Catlett, Mona Maris.

REAP THE WILD WIND

—

Par/amount.
Spectacular, thrilling. Cecil B. DeMille melo-
drama. It has adventure, romance, and a lot of
American history of a century ago when pirate
wreckers ruled the Florida keys. Never a let-up
in the breathless action and the love scenes are
exciting. Paulette Goddard gives a fiery per-
formance. John Wayne, Ray Milland, excellent
as her two suitors.

MY FAVORITE BLONDE

—

Paramount. This
combination of Bob Hope better than ever and
beautiful Madeleine Carroll will appeal to every-
body. The plot involves Hope in a ring of Nazi
spies with a gorgeous blonde British agent
against a background of crazy and screamingly
funny misadventures. Has suspense, too.

TORTILLA FLAT

—

M-G-M. John Steinbeck's
human and moving account of the vagabonds of
Monterey, California. You must see the picture,
for it is a cinema masterpiece. Spencer Tracy,
John Garfield, Frank Morgan, excellent in their
roles ; Hedy Lamarr, a fiery human being as the
girl in the story.

IN THIS OUR LIFE

—

Warners. The story of
two sisters and the havoc wrought when the bad
one steals her sister'* husband, has Bette Davis
at her most menacing and neurotic. Bette does
a good job of making you loathe the bad sister,
with Olivia de Havilland in the sympathetic
role. George Brent, Dennis Morgan, the leading
men.

THE GOLD RUSH

—

United Artists. Charlie
Chaplin's film of "the little fellow" who goes
prospecting and his comic misadventures. Every-
one, young or old, who enjoys a good hearty
laugh and those kids who have never seen
Charlie, will want to see it.

SABOTEUR

—

Universal. Latest Alfred Hitch-
cock production. Bob Cummings, exciting as the
defense-plant worker who has to clear himself
of a sabotage charge ; Priscilla Lane, charming
as the girl who helps him run the saboteurs to
ground ; Otto Kruger, fine as a suavely sinister
spy. Fun and thrills.

THE GAY SISTERS

—

Warners. The story of
three sisters (Barbara Stanwyck, Geraldine Fitz-
gerald, Nancy Coleman) fighting for their in-
heritance. Plot has unusual twists and tu-ns
which even the smart guessers won't anticipate,
and which atone for the tedium of some scenes.
Girls are excellent ; but Gig Young, a newcomer,
strolls away with the picture.

LADY IN A JAM

—

Universal. Irene Dunne, as
the wacky heiress who squanders a fortune, again
proves what a fine comedienne she is. Its many
chuckles, with some good hearty laughs and not-
too-deep plot, make this picture a real gloom
chaser. Patric Knowles and Ralph Bellamy are in
it.

TAKE A LETTER DARLING

—

Paramount.
This comedy romance which is gay and fastpaced
reverses the order of male boss-attractive girl sec-
retary, with Rosalind Russell playing the big
business executive who hires Fred MaeMurray as
her secretary. Sparkling dialogue and clever sit-

uations make it good entertainment.

FRIENDLY ENEMIES

—

Edward Small-U.A.
A comedy drama about the effects of the first

World War on two German-born Americans,
splendidly portrayed by Charles Winninger and
Charlie Ruggles. It's set in an outdated era and
action is limited because it's a conversation piece,

but it's entertaining.

TEN GENTLEMEN FROM WEST POINT—20th Century-Fox. Stirring film about West
Point's early days and the fight to preserve the
Military Academy. Traditions, interwoven with
humor, romance, and thrills, make it an exciting
drama. Fine cast has George Montgomery, John
Sutton, Maureen O'Hara, Laird Cregar.

BEYOND THE BLUE HORIZON

—

Para-
mount. This fantastic tale about a jungle waif
who tries to prove her inheritance right is

escapist hokum. Has exciting animal scenes, com-
edy and romantic sequences. Dorothy Lamour
again wears a sarong. Richard Denning, screen's
new handsome blond leading man, is in it, too.

THE WIFE TAKES A FLYER

—

Columbia.
There's no limit to the kidding dished out to the
Gestapo in this satire on the Nazis, but it is so
overdone it can only be classed as slapstick
comedy. Franchot Tone plays an RAF flyer who,
stranded in Holland, hides in Joan Bennett's
home and falls in love with her.

ACROSS THE PACIFIC

—

Warners. Exciting,
thrilling spy drama. Humphrey Bogart does a fine
piece of acting as an Army officer who is dis-
missed from service so he may work for the
Army Secret Service and heroically foils the
enemy's plans. Mary Astor, good as the girl.

RIO RITA

—

M-G-M. Saboteurs are written in-
to the plot of this :new version of the familiar
stage and screen show, but Lou Costello and Bud
Abbott, with their uproarious antics, foil the
spies. They're funnier than ever. John Carroll
and Kathryn Grayson are good as the singing
sweethearts.

KIPLING'S JUNGLE BOOK

—

Korda-U. A.
For children of every age. Rudyard Kipling's
fantasy, the story of Mowgli, the Indian boy

\who wandered into the jungle to be reared bv '

the wolves, filmed in brilliant Technicolor. A,
Mowgli, Sabu's sincerity shines through his work
and makes it refreshing entertainment.

SHIP AHOY

—

M-G-M. Lively, entertaining
screen musical. A lot of good laughs—inspired
by the screen's funniest man, Red Skelton, and
new dance routines by Eleanor Powell, so you
won't mind if the plot is far-fetched and un-
convincing.

MOONTIDE— .? Oth Century-Fox. If you saw
Gabin's French movies, or if you're curious to
see the Gallic panic for the first time, you'd bet-
ter catch this. Gabin's great magnetism domi-
nates this dull story about a hard-drinking dock-
hand who is reformed by the waif he rescues.
Ida Lupino, fine as the waif.

THE GREAT MAN'S LADY

—

Paramount.
Sentimental saga of the Early West. The story
of Ethan Hoyt, founder of Hoyt City. Flashback
method of telling the story slows it up a bit, but
splendid performances by Barbara Stanwyck and

j

Joel McCrea make it worth your while.

I MARRIED AN ANGEL

—

M-G-M. MacDon-
ald-Eddy fans will like this gay musical fantasy
about a Budapest ..playboy who dreams he mar-
ries an angel. Jeanette and Eddy render lilting

Rogers and Hart tunes in excellent voice.

THE SPOILERS

—

Universal. Exciting new
|j

film version of Rex Beach's red-blooded saga of
Klondike gold rush days. Highlight is the fight
between John Wayne and Randolph Scott, which
is the biggest, most realistic and brutal fist fight
ever filmed. Marlene Dietrich excellent as the
barroom queen.

SUICIDE SQUADRON

—

Republic. A moving I

war drama about a concert pianist, member of
the Polish air force, who is parted from his
American wife when she tries to keep him from
rejoining a suicide squadron. Anton Walbrook.
magnificent as the pianist-flyer; Sally Gray,
good. Air scenes, thrilling ; fine musical score. .

TWIN BEDS

—

United Artists. This bedroom
farce is given a timely touch by having the wife
( Joan Bennett) neglect her hubby ( George Brent)
in favor of her USO work. Bennett and Brent,

j

good, but Miseha Auer steals top honors as a
romantic Russian. Repetitious, but screamingly
funny.

JUKE GIRL

—

Warners. This picture is about
migrant farm workers in a Florida town at I

crop-picking time. Ann Sheridan is seen as the (

juke joint dancer who loves Ronald Reagan.
Murder, mob fury, attempted lynchings furnish
the action. Richard Whorf is in it. Acting, good
throughout.

BROADWAY

—

Universal. Melodrama of the
roaring '20 's which follows the life of George
Raft, with George, as himself, telling about the
old days and how he became a Broadway hoofer.
Janet Blair, talented newcomer, good as his part-
ner. Has old favorite tunes and well-done dance
routines.

RINGS ON HER FINGERS

—

20th Century-
|

Fox. Trite, romantic comedy with Gene Tierney ;

playing a shop-girl who is transformed into an
attractive lure to help fleece wealthy men. Henry
Fonda is one of her victims, but love sets in.

Has some spicy dialogue, and Gene is positively
disturbing in some of the bathing suit scenes.

MAISIE GETS HER MAN

—

M -G - M. Red
Skelton is Maisie's (Ann Sothern) man in the
latest of this popular comedy series in which
Ann plays a show girl who teams up with Red,
amateur vaudevillian, who gets stage-fright on
opening night. That scene alone is worth your
time and money, but the rest is corny comedy.

MISS ANNIE ROONEY

—

United Artists. The
story, concerning a poor little girl and her "ro-
mance" with a rich boy, despite his family's dis-

approval, is too trite and not true enough for
Shirley Temple, its star. Shirley's first movie
rug-cutting is more fun than her first screen
kiss. Supporting cast has : Dickie Moore, Guy '

Kibbee, William Gargan.

MY FAVORITE SPY

—

RKO. A spy comedy
with Kay Kyser playing a dumb band-leader who
is called to Army service on his wedding day and
made an espionage agent. His efforts become
amusingly complicated when he can't explain his

|

actions to his bride. Ellen Drew and Jane
Wyman, good, but we missed Ginny Simms, and

j

didn't get enough of Kay's band. Not our fa-
vorite Kyser film.

TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE

—

M-G-M. Tarzan's latest adventures take him to
the big city. In addition to the jungle animals
and the usual swinging from treetops, Tarzan
thrills you with leaps from skyscrapers and does

;

a Steve Brodie off Brooklyn Bridge. Too fantas- ,

tic for grown-ups, but good kid stuff.
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Stop! Look! and Listen (ssh-ssh!) to Del Rio

Continued from page 53

"I am looking forward so much to going
back now. I talk with everybody. I have
long conversations with waiters and taxi-

drivers and stewards on boats. I go to good
restaurants, yes, but also to tiny out-of-the-

way places. I like to see the best cabarets,

but all the dives, too. I love to travel

through the little villages. They know me,
because at some time or other they have
all seen me in some picture in some funny
little theater. They have affection for me,

I am proud to say, because I belong to

them. There is no feeling that I'm a motion
picture star. Dolores they call me, never

Senorita Del Rio, always Dolores—or

Lolita, which is little Dolores. And I love

it terribly.

"I stay at somebody's house, the mayor's

perhaps, and that night there is always

fiesta. Every little town, I don't care how
tiny, has a little orchestra, and for the

smallest excuse everybody comes together

to sing and dance. I dance along with them,

whether I know the steps or not. They
dance as one ought to dance, for the joy

of it. In night clubs there is so much of

that showing-off thing, which I hate. Peo-

ple have to see your pretty gown or you
have to dance with some important man,
who is probably a terrible dancer and steps

on your feet. We have lost the true spirit

of dancing. To capture it, one must dance

with these people. You have that spirit in

this country, too, you know where ? In barn

dancing—in the little places where they

dance all evening with their funny little

orchestras. But we others, we have com-
plicated our lives and lost so much in our-

selves that is good and true."

So Dolores talked to Orson about her

people till he saw them through her eyes

and knew them with her heart, and last

year he found time among his myriad ac-

tivities to write the script for the picture

she'd been dreaming of. Her dark eyes

glowed with happiness as she told about it.

"It will show this country what we are

all about—our politics, our government, our

way of life—beautiful homes in Mexico
City and little Indian villages—diplomats

in ballrooms and farmers on market-day

—

a picture of how we feel and what we think

—and at the same time an exciting melo-

drama. Because it's the story of a Nazi

plot, and the dangers of Nazi intrigue, and
what the Axis can do to us if they ever

get hold of us, and how everything we
have worked so hard for and shed so much
tears and blood for, can be taken from us.

We will be saying that to Mexico and to

all the South American countries, and to

the United States we will be saying, 'We
want what you want, we love what you
love, what does it matter if background,

if language is different, since our hearts

talk the same language.'
"

Welles planned to direct it with Del Rio
in the role of the girl patriot. But first,

he had "Journey into Fear" to complete.

The casting of Dolores in the role of the

dancer in that picture is a heretofore un-

told and interesting story. For it was not

Welles who thought of her for the part

at all, but his director, Norman Foster.

They'd been searching for months for the

right type, when Norman approached Do-,
lores with the idea of making a test. She
said "No, she certainly wouldn't." For five

days she certainly wouldn't. The thought
terrified her. It wasn't a straight part, as

she had always played, but a characteriza-

tion. She couldn't play a characterization.

Besides, she was too full of the Mexican
picture, she didn't want to think about any-
thing else.
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On the sixth day she decided to make
the test, which she knew would be per-
fectly horrible and they'd leave her in

peace. Instead, she was called to work the

next morning.
Dolores left for Mexico without having

seen one single rush from the picture. "I

was forbidden," she told me. "And with
Mr. Welles there is no use arguing. Be-
sides, he knows best. He was afraid if I

saw myself I might want to look beautiful

or glamorous, and what I look like in the

picture has no importance at all. I play

almost the entire thing in a very, very old

and dirty raincoat. You see, I always felt I

had to rely on my looks, whatever they are.

If they think I don't, it's a great compli-

ment really, and I give the looks up very
happily for the part. I liked doing it—and
I hope it will be a good picture."

Apparently Mr. Welles thought it was

—

and very good, too, for when Washington
sent for him to go to South America to

bring back a living document of the people

of our sister republic, he handed the reins

of the Mexican picture over to Norman
Foster. The word is, that Foster will take

off this Fall with his leading man, Franchot
Tone, the rest of his cast and crew, to join

their leading lady in Mexico.
Whatever the personal misunderstandings

between Del Rio and Welles, here must be

proof that their professional respect and
admiration for one another has not been
influenced. Welles wrote the story origi-

nally for Dolores, and he has utter con-

fidence that she will play it as she has no
other role in her life.

Those who know Dolores know she con-

cerns herself with her own pattern of life.

She is never confused—or stubborn. So
deep is her wisdom, her philosophy, that

she counts nothing in life, and certainly

nothing in life today—of dependable or in-

escapable permanence.
She is an intelligent young woman, this

Del Rio, with a thoughtful, trained mind
of unfailing interest. She has a boundless

knowledge of art—with a Master's degree

from the University of Mexico. She speaks

six languages— English, Spanish, Italian,

French, Portuguese and German. She has

a wide understanding of international poli-

tics and affairs. She is practically an

authority on religious history, and on lit-

erature. She has a passion for music, has

been collecting records for years. Her spe-

cial delight is in the rare and strange. Little

by little, here and there, she has gathered

a library of famous voices like Bernhardt's

September is SALUTE TO
OUR HEROES Month at

all movie theaters! Buy a

War Bond to honor every

—and another library from far-off lands
the music of Egypt and India and the Bel
gian Congo, the tribal chants of Africa
and the Incas, Chinese instruments and
melodies from the South Seas.

"And talking," Dolores told me, "isn

the least of my interests. I love to talk!"

She believes that moderns are in danger of

losing the art of conversation.

"Conversation with thinking people gives

an excitement which one cannot get any
other way. If my conversation with an in-

teresting person stimulates me not at all,

then I know I am the one at fault. If I'm
bored in such a conversation, I'm sure it

is that I have not been too interesting my-
self. You must give something to life if you
want its rewards. Is it not the same in

conversation ?

"Otherwise there is a mental stagnation

—and there you have the root of all bore-

dom. I say of boredom, 'It is the alibi for

a lazy mind.' So I refuse to be bored. All

my life I've refused to be bored. When,
after my young marriage, I was mistress

of a well servanted house which I had been
educated to run smoothly, with only social

engagements to occupy my mind I enrolled

in the university. I wasn't bored then

!

No one in the circle in which I moved in

Mexico City had ever heard of such a
thing. It was 'shocking'— it was 'scan-

dalous!' But I assure you it wasn't boring!

There I studied art and history, and found
the romance of past ages. There I learned

to think. If one's mind is thoughtful, much
of security gets left behind. But surely it is

worth it. It means adventure, excitement,

new fields to explore.

"Oh yes, nothing is so cruel as boredom

!

And it's such a waste of precious time—

a

waste of time which is serious, too. It etches

upon one's face such lines of discontent

—

because it has planted discontent within.

"I'm sure that boredom comes, too, from
thinking too much of ourselves. I do not

think I have known a completely unselfish

person to be bored. Have you? And today

one cannot be bored without admitting to

being repulsively selfish. Today in every

land the hearts of people are aching with

fear or loss of loved ones. And it is neces-

sary that we be realistic. In the countries

where we can think for ourselves, and
where we know the blessing of govern-

ments which allow us to think for our-

selves, we know that the end is not yet in

sight. We do not delude ourselves. Before

us lie new experiences of courage. Only in

fertile imaginations can we see what it will

be—an experience of sacrifice such as we
have never known. It means such willing

adjustments as we would not believe pos-

sible. It will give to life new meanings

—

great new appreciations—vast new har-

monies. I do not like to think so much of

us as I like to feel a part of what we are

doing that is right for all people. The
little ones who cannot fight. The little ones

who are afraid. The ones who do not yet

have the chance to grow strong as we are

strong.

"I do not believe when we are victorious

we will need to be spent from our struggle.

We will only have proved how deep is our

strength to meet the problems of tomorrow.

This knowledge is in us in this western

hemisphere. So is the dedication which goes

with such knowing. And after all, is it not

so that only what one knows one really

possesses ?"

This should give some indication that

listening to Del Rio is an experience to

hold one's imagination. There are no closed

doors in her mind. And the loveliest beauty

of Latin America proves a worthy am-

bassadress. We've all been stopped by her

glamor. We've all looked upon her Helen

of Troy face. It took the man from Mars
to listen to her. And because he did—well,

as I said before, we and Latin America

may be better neighbors.
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"And, my dear, she has the love-H-est com-

plexion! You never saw anything like it! All

peaches and cream! And what do you think .

.

.

"She takes an active-lather
FACIAL every single day. Uh-huh!

With Lux Toilet Soap. Smooths the

nice, gentle lather into her skin and...

"Rinses with warm water—then with

cool. My dear, it's simply marvelous!

All dust and dirt and stale cosmetics

are gone quick as a wink and your

skin feels so wonderfully fresh—

"Pat to dry. That's all! It's the grandest

way to help your skin stay soft and smooth.

I guess that's why 9 out of 10 screen stars

use Lux Toilet Soap.

"It lathers in any kind of water—hard, cold

—

or what have you. And one cake lasts so long

— it saves money. You ought to try it!"

9 out of 10

Screen Stars
use it—
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Dorothy Lamour's Deepest Experience

Continued from page 23

more sinned against than sinning.) People
around the country have very strange ideas

about Hollywood and Hollywood movie
stars. It seems they had expected Dorothy
("the sheba of the sarong") to arrive drip-

ping with silver fox and diamond bracelets,

putting on more airs than a Newport
dowager, and making more mistakes than

the addle-pated Mrs. Malaprop. Naturally,

they expected her to have an entourage of

a maid, a hairdresser, a secretary, and a

liveried chauffeur to carry the iced cham-
pagne. Actually, Dorothy travelled alone,

except for Kathleen Coghlan, her best

friend, and Mr. Moran of the Treasury
Department. The only thing she dripped

was perspiration, deep in the heart of

Texas. She was dressed simply, without

even a ruffle, and with no more airs than

a friendly kitten. And even Senators

Wheeler and Nye would have to admit that

what she said made sense—plenty of sense.

The two girls took turns doing the wash-
ing at nights, and hung undies and stock-

ings out to dry in hotel rooms, or on
trains, where they spent most of their

nights. The only time Dorothy got her

dander up during the entire tour was in

Huntington, West Virginia, when she over-

heard two matrons picking her to pieces.

"And those hands," one said to the other,

"and look at those nails, will you ! But no
wonder she has such nice nails. After all,

she never has to do a lick of work."
"I glared at them," said Dorothy, "and

I was just about to snap, 'What do you
mean, no work? I'll have you know I just

did a week's laundry at two o'clock this

morning!' But just then I remembered that

I'm supposed to be a lady."

She endeared herself to the press in

Decatur, Georgia, by showing them a

bruise on her arm and explaining, "I fell

out of the upper berth when we went
around a curve last night." When the

photographers in New Orleans asked her

to pose for some snappy leg art she didn't

act as if they had insulted her. She just

grinned, and said, "I'd like to, boys, but

the Treasury Department says nix." When
the reception committee in Richmond, Vir-
ginia, suggested that perhaps as a novelty

Miss Lamour would like to hear some
factory workers sing, Miss Lamour said

very sweetly, "I'd enjoy it very much. But"

it wouldn't be a novelty. I was a factory

worker once myself."

Said the Atlanta Constitution, "Dorothy
Lamour is like the pretty girl next door,

the one who won a beauty contest and fame,

but never let it spoil her.'' Said the Rich-

mond Times-Dispatch, "The star's ease of

manner and simplicity of delivery won her

thousands of new friends." Said the Hunt-
ington Herald-Dispatch, "The diminutive

star's prowess as a bond salesman is grad-

ually eclipsing her earlier fame as a sarong

model."
A bunch of Marines in Charleston de-

scribed her as, "Whatta babe !" A Georgia

Tech sophomore in Atlanta described her

as "simply super." And the Governor of

West Virginia described her thusly, "She
is a patriotic American who is rendering

her country's cause a splendid service."

Dorothy was pleased with all her descrip-

tions.

Well, you might have thought a glamor
girl would take to her bed for weeks after

a hectic tour like this—but not Dottie. Two
clays after her return home she heard that

the Treasury Department would like it very

much if she would attend the "Minute Man
Flag" war bond celebration at the Cali-

fornia Shipyards. Dorothy forgot she was
tired, and accepted with enthusiasm. Know-
ing that I was curious about her bond-

selling proclivities she suggested that I go

along and "look America in the face"

—

though this time, she explained, she

wouldn't do any of the actual selling as

she had done at other industrial plants.

Dorothy drove us down in her car. No
bands and bunting and police escorts for

Dorothy this time. After all this is Cali-

fornia where movie stars are a dime a dozen.

(Don't you wish they wrere, Mr. Freeman?)
We left at eight in the morning so that

Dorothy would be there in ample time for

the day shift lunch hour—none of that last

minute slipping in under the wire for Miss

Lamour. In the administration building we
met numerous executives, and there was
the usual restraint that for some reason or

other inevitably follows a meeting with a

movie star. But the ice was quickly broken

by our Miss Dottie when she was asked

to have her picture made with John A.

McCone and Jerome K. Doolan, big shots

of Calship. "Of course," said Dorothy,

"but you'll have to wait a minute until I

get my shoes on." And then she added with

a giggle, "Isn't it awful the way I always

slip my shoes off when I sit down !"

Dorothy Lamour,

left, cracks a bot-

tle of champagne
on the bow of the

S. S. Willis Van
De Vanter of the

Merchant Marine
while Kathleen
Coghlan acts as

"flower girl" for

the very impres-

siv e occasion

.

In helping launch

the n ew ship,

Miss Lamour sat-

isfied a lifelong

wish. Dorothy has

just christened
the ship and,
with the others

wh o witnessed
ceremony, she
watches the boat
take to the sea.

It's a stirring mo-
ment at the Cal-

ship Yards as the

S. S. Van De
Vanter slides
down the ways.

Dorothy has nev-

er been happier

or prouder of any

movie role than

she was acting as

the ship's sponsor.
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SURE YOU INHALE

.SO PLAY SAFE
with your throat !

You can't avoid some inhaling— but you can atoid

worry about throat irritation, even when you do

inhale . Doctors who compared the leading favorite

cigarettes report that:

SMOKE OF THE FOUR OTHER LEADING POPULAR BRANDS

AVERAGED MORE THAN THREE TIMES AS IRRITATING —
AND THEIR IRRITATION LASTED MORE THAN FIVE TIMES AS

LONG-AS THE STRIKINGLY CONTRASTED PHILIP MORRIS!

When you smoke Philip Morris, you enjoy finer

tobaccos — plus this exclu -

site pro i ed protection !

CALL FORI

PHILIP MORRIS
AMERICAS FINEST CIGARETTE

We were then driven across the yards to

z. stage located at the northeast corner of

the mold loft by the "Bonds Barometer."
The whistle blew for twelve o'clock, and
while 40.000 workers gathered around the

band played "America." Following that Mr.
McCone made a speech in which he sug-

gested the new goal of Calship should be

?20,000.000 in War Bonds, a total which
would pay for the Calship j*ard. Master of

eremonies Al Radka then introduced
Dorothy as "the champion bond seller in

the nation," and she drew a hand which I

m sure compared favorably with Chicago
Lnd Xew Orleans.

I was so amused, wouldn't you know,
kvith a couple of guys in steel helmets on
(the roof of a nearby shop who kept call-

ing, "Why didn't you wear your sarong,

Dottie? We'd certainly like to see more
f you," that I didn't hear all of Dorothy's

speech. But I heard her speak of meeting
several of the soldiers she had once known
in Hawaii, now hospitalized in the United
States. "It was awful," said Dorothy with
simple sincerity. "It was as if they were
my own relatives. And it was awful for

them because they wanted to do so much
lor their country, and now they couldn't

do anything any more. But they could send
fe. message to you. Their buddies are still

.in Honolulu, in Wake, and in Australia,

tnd those are the ones we want to keep
thinking about. We can buy War Savings
Bonds and Stamps and pay for boats and
planes and tanks. I won't say give until it

hurts—because if we don't give it will really

hurt."

Dorothy then sang "God Bless America"
v.ith the men joining in the chorus, even
the two naughty ones on the shop roof,

and I felt all woozy inside, and hastily blew
<r.\y nose. Strangely enough, I wasn't the

cnly one who seemed to have taken a sud-

cen cold out there in the hot sunshine.

Back in the cool of the administration

building Mr. McCone pointed out the four-

teen ships, from his office windows, that

would soon be ready to do their part in

the war against the Axis.

"Fourteen ships," he said proudly, "for

the month of June, And only little over a

year ago all this was marsh land. The first

keel wasn't even laid until May, 1941."

"All my life," said Dorothy, "I've wanted
to launch a ship." (She swears she wasn't

hinting, but I wouldn't put it above her.)

"Well," said Mr. McCone, playing fairy

godmother, "just hang around until mid-

night, and we'll have one ready for you to

launch."
That's Calship service. It should put the

studios to shame.
Midnight found us back again at the

Calship yard. A "stage of steel" had been

erected high in the air, overlooking Ship-

wav Number One, where the gallant S.S.

Willis Van De Vanter stood ready to break

away from its moorings into the sea. Above
us a star-studded California sky. Below us.

and around us on cables, cranes, and mas-
sive constructions, thousands of men—the

swing shift going off and the graveyard
shift coming on—stopped to cheer Dorothy
as she urged them over a loud speaker to

put ten per cent of their salary in War
Bonds, "the finest investment in the world."

I have seen some pretty exciting sights, but
never anything that could compare with
that stirring scene from the top of Cal-
ship's "stage of steel."

While the band down on the launching
platform played "Dixte" Dorothy hurried
to take her place near the ship's prow. With
champagne in hand, she stood ready to

christen the S.S. Willis Van De Yanter
at a given signal. "I've never been through
such an emotional experience," Dorothy
told me later. "I didn't know whether I

felt like laughing or crying, and I think I

did a little of both. I kept saying over and
over, 'Please, God, don't let me miss the

ship with this champagne,' and 'Please.

God, don't let those dirty Nazis sink this

beautiful boat' I was an emotional wreck
when it was over."

It was 12 :29. The burners had just about
finished the "burnoff plates," the sole re-

maining ties on the ship. A shiver of ex-
citement seemed to pass through the crowds.
The band struck up "The Star Spangled
Banner." A mist formed before my eyes.

Thousands of voices rose in a mighty cheer.

The S.S. Willis Van De Yanter slid grace-
fully and majestically into the sea.

There followed a silence. A stained-glass

window sort of silence. And then, as if

with one accord, all over the shipyard was
heard the hum of tens of thousands of

drills. Before we could even tell our very

nice hosts goodbye construction had started

in Shipway Number One. Another ship for

Uncle Sam was on its way.
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Lucky Jinx

Continued from page 34

Hesse, the photographer, saw The Jinx on
the courts of the West Side Tennis Club,

Los Angeles, four years ago, took a color

picture of her and peddled it to a national

magazine for a cover, she's been the most
photographed, and most dated girl in

America. The movie studios even took to

making pictures of her to see how their

clothes should look on their actresses, she
was that photogenic.

For four years, now, she has held the
record of being the most beaued and the

least kissed gal in the public eye. Not only

in Hollywood did The Jinx become a ball

of thermite, but in New York, too. She
went there to appear in Al Jolson's "Hang
On To Your Hats" and she kept the town's
wolf pack doing exactly that all the time
she was there. They had to hold on to them
to keep from having them knocked off by
the other howling quadrupeds converging
on the stage door of her theater.

For a time it looked as if it might be-

come necessary to organize a government
bureau to ration Jinx Falkenburg. Obvi-
ously there wasn't enough of her to go
around. She and the show's press agents

finally solved the problem by working her

dates in three shifts, changing every two
hours until the better night spots, where it

was good business to be seen, put up the

matutinal shutters."

Returning to Hollywood, she was more
in demand than ever. The town's top
squires burned out a set of telephone wires

daily calling for dates. It was swell with

The Jinx. She liked them all. She likes

everybody, in fact. That's one of her

charms, but just one, mind you.
She liked them all, but didn't love them.

She went through that susceptible stage

from seventeen to twenty-two fawned upon,

courted, rushed and besieged by the pick

of the country's killer dillers, from Park
Avenue to Beverly Hills, and never once

stubbed her cute little emotional toe. All

good, clean fun, lots of laughs, that sort of

thing, but always her appetite remained
steadfast and she played the field.

Last spring she went on a personal ap-

pearance tour. She reached New York and
there, just as her mind was full of her bud-

ding movie career, it happened. HE bobbed
up, unheralded and unsung. If those who'd
wailed and waited had their way, this would
read "unheralded and unhung," but they

aren't having their way and never did.

She met him at a cocktail party. It wasn't

a movie sort of meeting in which they

stood around and insulted each other. She
liked him because he was nice to everybody
without knocking himself out about it and
he probably liked her, too, because she was
also being nice to everybody without look-

ing around for photographers or somebody
with a notebook before doing so.

He followed her to Philadelphia (it's

only ninety miles) and when she went to

Boston, he popped up there. Later, as she

changed planes at New York at five o'clock

in the morning with the cold wind blowing
in off Long Island Sound, there he was
with the darndest bracelet for her.

It had a little disc dangling from a chain

and on one side was the device "JINXET,"
only the "E" was backwards and the "T"
was upside down. The idea was that it com-
bined the names "Jinx" and "Tex" when
held a certain way and that's how it came
out that HIS name was "Tex." She
wouldn't tell us any more, but there are

other ways of finding things out. He is Tex
McCreary, newspaper man and newsreel
commentator. And she didn't laugh (nor
did anybody else, besides us) when we said,
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gaily, "Ah, ha, so you're deep in the heart
of—" Well, let it go, then.

Miss Gifford suddenly discovered that on
the device, among a lot of other daft'y

words that might mean something to a gal
in love for the first time at twenty-three,
but sounded silly to us, was the tiny word,
"Tiffany."

"Tiffany!" The Jinx looked startled. "So
it came from Tiffany's?"

"Certainly," said Miss Gifford. "Don't
tell me you didn't know."
"Of course not," The Jinx said. "I hadn't

even noticed that."

This, of course, proved it. When a girl

doesn't notice that a piece of jewelry from
HIM is from Tiffany's, it proves that she's

either in love or unconscious and The Jinx
wasn't unconscious. We- could see her mov-
ing, just as plain.

The story of The Jinx and the rest of

the Fabulous Falkenburgs is one of Holly-
wood's toppers. The Jinx isn't the only

stand-out in the clan. They're all stand-

outs. They never live by the calendar, only

by the clock.

'We're all deliriously goofy," admits
Mickey, who isn't on'e of the brothers, or

even the father. She's Mrs. Falkenburg to

—to—well, by gosh, who IS she Mrs.
Falkenburg to, except possibly the parish

curate ? So far as anyone knows, no one.

Just Mickey.
The Falkenburgs were living in Barce-

lona, Spain, when The Jinx entered the

lives of Eugene (Gene) and Mickey. Gene
(that's her old man) is an engineer and
during those years he was always either in

Spain, Portugal or South America with
Mickey.
An addition to the family (the first)

impended and they took to referring to

same as The Jinx. Mickey wanted a boy
and Gene wanted a girl. They had their

first arguments over which it should be and
that's why it, if you'll pardon the neces-

sary neuter, was called The Jinx.

When The Jinx arrived Gene took the

parental bows and they named her Eugenia,
but she scarcely remembers the name. Call

her Eugenia, right to her face, and she'll

probably look right past you. Jinx is the

only name she's ever known. Once an agent
tried to put her into pictures as Eugenia
Falken (a disagreeable old bird, the falken),

but it didn't jell and she returned to, and
remained with, J inx.

Dropping the article, Jinx began astound-
ing the world when she was eighteen

months old. She could only toddle, but she

managed to fall into a swimming-pool.
Fortunately, she was attired only in a deli-

cate pink pelt and, seeing no sense in re-

maining under water at ten o'clock in the

morning with no one around to take a pic-

ture of the feat, she began to swim. She's

been swimming ever since and the Falken-
burg menage glistens with cups she's won
in that line.

When Jinx was three, Gene was trans-

ferred to South America. They stopped
briefly in Brazil and Mickey engraved the

Falkenburg name in Brazilian social history

by winning the women's tennis champion-
ship of the nation. They moved on to Chile

and Jinx, a few years later, won the

Chilean women's free style swimming title.

Jinx was six when Tom was born and
seven when Bob arrived. Not liking to do
things in the conventional way, even though
it's swanky, the Falkenburgs arranged for

their sons to be born with tennis racquets

in their hands instead of silver spoons in

their visages. They've lived on tennis courts

since and both have held national boys'

and junior championships, doubles and sin-

gles. A year ago Tom, who, at seventeen,

is six feet, three inches, played through a

national tournament with his left arm in

a sling, not for a gag, but because it was
broken, and darned near won the tourna-

ment, too.

When Jinx was fifteen a revolution blew
up and the Falkenburgs grabbed their ten^
nis racquets and swimming trunks and
made for Los Angeles. They found a house
around the corner from the "West Side Ten-
nis club and have lived there since.

It was while attending a tennis match
that Jinx got her first tumble from pic
tures. Sam Goldwyn saw her sitting in the
grandstand and promptly included himself
out of everything else to look at her. He
told her to report at his studio for a test

and then gave her a starlet contract. It ran
a year and all she did was report at the
studio. She always says, when anyone asks
her how she'd like to be in the newspaper
business, that she was a reporter for a year,
once, and didn't like it. Cute, by garsh !

It was not until Hesse saw her that she
really began to roll. Hesse was standing
on the sidelines watching her in a match
and alternately swallowing and regurgitat-
ing his Adam's apple. She finished the
match and. walked past him just in time to

hear him exclaim, "Beautiful!"
"You mean my . forehand?" said Jinx,

pleased.

"Hector, no, I mean your back—I mean
all of you," said Hesse. "How about posing
for some color shots?"
That meeting started her career as a

model. She has appeared on two hundred
magazine covers since, has been more photo-
graphed than any known sports clothes

model, and she is the only type model in

the business who is in demand for legs,

face, and figure. They even model her hands
and her arms show no muscular bulges
from her tennis playing.

"I always try to take a swim after a
match," she says. "If there is a tendency
to bunching muscles, the swimming irons

them out."

The merchandise she has sold, through
her face smiling from advertisements, her
trim figure swinging across a magazine
page, or her fine, long legs crossed on a

color layout can only be computed in tons

of soap, trainloads of cigarettes, leagues of

silks and satins, tank cans of root beer and
soup, warehouses of chocolate and great,

waxy billows of shampoos.
It was after her return from her "Hold

On To Your Hats" venture in New York
that she got her first movie part. The
Goldwyn contract had run out and such

had her publicity been that even studios

which had previously shied off because of

her statuesque proportions (five feet, seven;

one hundred and twenty-nine) made a con-

certed rush for her. Columbia, in the words
of General Forrest, got there fustest with

the mostest men (iron) and she signed.

She made "Two Latins From Manhat-
tan" as a sort of trial balloon and then

went to Dennis, Massachusetts, for four

weeks of straw hat theater work. She
thought this was a sort of repudiation of

her hopes of going on in pictures, but just I

when things were bluest, she got a wire ,

to hurry back to Columbia. The brass hats

had gotten a look at her picture and were
so delighted that, they wanted to expand
her part and put in a song, which they did.

After that she made "Sing For Your
Supper" with Buddy Rogers and now she's

finishing "Lucky Legs." Naturally, she has

the title role and if you never saw a pair

of lucky legs, arrange to get a look at the

Falkenburg stems when the picture hits I

your community. You'll be able to see

them, all right. There won't be any textile

priorities in your way. Columbia saw to

THAT.
It would be impossible for a family so

full of bounce as the Falkenburgs to go

Hollywood. They still live in the modest
bungalow they rented near the West Side

Tennis Club and the entire family still

plays tennis. Either Bob, or Tom, or both

is certain as taxes to win the national ten-

nis championship some day and Jinx still
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At last I know what

"tampon" really means!

I've heard the words "internal protec-

tion" and "tampon" often. But I never

guessed how much they could mean
to me! For I've just found a tampon
that has everything—all the wonderful
comfort and freedom we women have
always wanted. From now on "tam-
pon" means "Meds" to me, and . . .

No more worrying!

Because you're secure when tampon
absorption is quick, sure/ Meds, with
their exclusive "safety center" feature,

absorb faster! Meds, made of finest,

pure cotton hold more than 300% of
their weight in moisture!

Wonderful, new comfort!

When fit is right, you can count on
comfort and freedom! Meds were sci-

entifically designed by a woman's doc-
tor! No bulges, pins, odor, chafing!

Each Meds comes in an individual ap-
plicator—quick and easy to use.

No extra cost!

Meds actually cost less than any other
tampons in individual applicators! Try
Meds—for protection, comfort, value!

BOX OF 10— 25^ • BOX OF 50—98^

j

The Modess Tampon

plays championship tennis, as witness her
winning the Southern California Mid-
Winter doubles this year with Gussie
Moran.

Gussie, born Gertrude Moran and in pic-
tures, now, as Gretchen Moran, is Jinx's
stand-in. She's a serious student of the
drama and says she's learning more being
a stand-in than she'd ever learn going to
school. The two are almost identical in
size and coloring, but Gussie's a bit shy,
whereas there's nothing shy about Jinx,
either spiritually or physically. If she's shy
anything in the latter category, it doesn't
show.

Jinx makes no claim to being an intel-
lectual. She likes the things the average
outdoor girl likes, viz, tennis, swimming,
horseback riding, hiking, golf, groceries
and men. Not necessarily in that order, but
pretty close. Her top interest in clothes is

sports styles. She wears evening gowns like
La Pompadour herself, but isn't mad about
them, largely because they make her look
taller. She has always yearned to wear
high heels, but hasn't because they increase
her height. She absolutely never wears them
on the street, nor in the bath tub.

Although she's extensively beaued, she
seldom has dates with actors. No reason.

Just doesn't. Once Glenn Ford who, off the
screen, looks like a theological student,
called for her and Mickey entertained him
while Jinx dressed. Not having caught his
name and deceived by his sober mien,
Mickey said, "It's odd, but Jinx never goes
out with actors."

Mr. Ford doesn't know yet whether or
not that was a nasty crack.

This piece started out to tell about her

ship. I have only once before been witness
to similar appreciation. ... I sat on the
set day after day. I have seen Mr. Gable.
Watched him do his scenes with infinite

finesse when he looked as if his heart would
break and as if his eyes could not look
ahead to see. But a wise man knows he
must always finish what he starts.

He is "Pop" to the crew. As usual as if-

they are talking about their very own,
you'll hear the head cameraman, or the
boy who is oiling the sound machine, or.

the watchman, say: "Wonder how Pop's
feeling today?" or, with a swelling pride,

"Gosh, Pop sure looks great today," or,

"Pop? Oh, he's OKAY!"
I think Mr. Gable is the quietest man

with whom I have ever worked. Yet you
know he is there. Because he has that

quality of gentle strength that makes itself

felt by its very human kindness. His friends,

directors, executives, actors and crew people
visit him often. It is never necessary to

wonder if Mr. Gable will be in the right

mood. He is absolutely direct and entirely

free from pretense, and if you'd like to get
clunked on the head, just try to suggest to

ANYBODY around that Mr. Gable could
get temperamental.
One busy day some of the boys asked

me if I'd like some coffee. "Sure," I said.

"Where is it?"

"Back in 'Pop's' room."
"Oh, never mind," said I, for the first

time in my life refusing something to eat.

"I don't want to disturb him."
"Listen," they gave me to understand,

"stop being a sissy! He bought it—but it's

our coffee. Now get \" When I reached the
room, Mr. Gable was sitting there. Outside.
Reading his script. There were people in

the room. Talking, playing cards and hav-
ing a happy time.

Somebody landed a thermos jug and a

being in love for the first time and men-
tioned that she was better than a fair hand
with a knife and fork. Prior to the mate-
rialization of "Tex" this would have been
a fair sample of her day's rations

:

Breakfast—Grapefruit, cereal, ham and
eggs, hot cakes, toast, milk, sweet rolls and
marmalade.
Luncheon—Soup, two chops, salad, des-

sert, milk.

Dinner— Appetizer, soup, fish, steak,
(adult), or fowl or more chops, three vege-
tables, salad, dessert (anything), milk.
Supper— (Late lunch on Broadway)

Sandwich, toasted, or Welsh rarebit or
oyster stew (or something, always some-
thing), more milk.
She hasn't cut down her intake any, even

though in love, but she doesn't put her feet
in the trough, so to speak, as she used to.

She approaches her food more thought-
fully and admits she's wondering how Tex
is making out in the Beef and Bean around
the corner from his newspaper office.

"Is it going to last?" we asked her,
pointedly. '

"What?" She looked startled, as if she
hadn't thought of this. "Well, I was just
thinking, this minute, that I could wear
high heels now because Tex is six feet, two
inches tall."

"Is it going to last?" we repeated,
sternly.

"Well, that's what I'm saying," she came
back. "What I mean is, when a girl starts
thinking about how nice it will be to be
able to do something the rest of her life

that she's always wanted to do—well, what
do you think?"

It's in your laps, readers. What do YOU
think?

cup in my hand and said, "Come on in." I
couldn't believe it. "You mean—it's like this

—you sit in his room and he sits out-
side????" "Oh, not always

—

sometimes we
let him in. But if you think this is anything,
you should have been around on 'Gone
With The Wind.' Pop had to get himself
a room next to us on account of we moved
in this one !" And Pop, outside, smiled.
This room is pine-walled and comfortable

like a den. It has big red leather chairs
and books and looks like a man sits in it.

Sometimes when 'the place belongs to
Gable' the whole cast congregates to re-
hearse their lines. You'll see three or four
sitting on the floor. The door is rarely
closed.

During a fight scene between Gable and
Bob Sterling for "Somewhere I'll Find
You," a double for Bob was used. A very
husky double! A double who enjoyed fight-

ing! "I'm not going to watch Gable get
beaten up !" I said, and made for the door.
That got a rapid haw-haw and they told
me to stick around and see how a he-man
acts. So I sat down and watched the double
hit and then stop two or three times to
look at Mr. Gable. They did the scene over
and over while the double hit again and
again. And the boys who said I was a
sissy were holding their hands to their

jaws. Mr. Gable came out fine.

"Hell, that ain't nothin'," one of the
labor men who had stopped in to visit, said.

"What happened on another picture could
have made history—it would have, if it had
happened to other actors we know. Pop had
a scene with a fighter and the fighter's hand
slipped—understand—he didn't mean nothin'

—but Pop was out. And the first thing he
did when he got up was to shake hands
with the guy and tell him not to worry.
He said it was his fault. Can you imagine

!

He said he took the hit the wrong way. So

Heart of a He-Man!
Continued from page 21
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then of course the guy wasn't barred from

working. I tell you, that Pop—he can sure

take it!"
. .

A secretary on the lot who is immune to

actors and who insists they all give her a

pain, called me. "I think you ought to

know," she began, "that I now give you

credit for picking a winner. Your Mister

Gable— the one you're always raving

about," she went on, "had a luncheon date

: with my boss. [Her boss is a top execu-
' tive.] He came in as if he were no more

important than the boy who delivers the

mail, and -

I told him to go right in.

" 'Don't you think you ought to announce

me?' he asked.
" 'No, he's expecting you.'
" 'Sure you think it's all right?'
" 'Yes, honestly—he knows you're com-

ing.' He gave me a little smile, looked back

and said :

'—if you say so
—

'

"

She asked simply, "How can a man like

that be so humble?" How? Only the big

are humble.
The day I saw half of the picture on the

screen in the projection room I knew it was
fine. I told Clark. He said, "That's good
news, thanks, honey. Good news is always
welcome." Good news ! I hope from now on

all news that comes his way will be good.

He has had enough of the other for an en-

tire lifetime.

In the moments that are not taken up
with rehearsing, lining up and conferences

for the picture, Mr. Gable, Ruggles and the

other boys will be discussing the day's news.

The tire topic is always the one they come
back to, for the people on our set seem to

come from the four corners of the outskirts.

My boss lives at Malibu, and he'd been

talking about buying a motorcycle. I was
horrified, with visions of him talking to

himself on some story point and ending up
in some strange place. I asked

_
Clark to

dissuade him. He grinned and said he'd do
i his best. "Well, Wes," he began, "I under-

stand you're going to buy a motorcycle
—

"

he extended his hand
—"So long—glad to

have known you. I really don't think it's a

good idea, Wes," he continued. "After all,

what relaxation could you get on a motor-
cycle?" He talked with such solemnity that

I began to think the idea had been his own.

"I have a horse and buggy I'd give you,"

he said, "and then you can get up in the

middle of the night and get to the studio

by 9 in the morning!" He gave me a wink
and said, "How did I do?"

I haven't had to write a check for a

motorcycle. But the other day I was riding

on the highway and saw a man on a motor-

cycle who had a striking resemblance to

our Mr. Gable. I could have .sworn it was
Mr. Gable. And holy smokes ! It zvas

Mister Gable ! So I hope he won't let me
down and tell my boss he made a great

mistake.

To show you what a regular guy he is

—

just hear how he'll be riding down the

street on this motorcycle and some other

guy on one will hail him. They won't give

a darn whether he's Clark Gable or not

—

he's just that guy on the wonderful shining

motorcycle. And does Mister Gable wonder
if the guy who hailed him is a celebrny?

Talk sense I remind me ! And the other guy
will examine the machine and they'll com-
pare notes—and I'd like to bet he'll pass

on the word that if any of the other guys

riding motorcycles happen to see that big

guy—to just hail him and he'll come over

and let him have a ride.

I am hoping that Mr. Gable will not ride

up to the set on his new motorcycle as he

does in his car. Because if my boss should

be looking out of the stage door, it will

probably only be a matter of minutes until

I'll be writing that check for that motor-
cycle Mr. Gable told Mr. Ruggles not to

buy.

The time has been very long, and if Mr.
Gable who is first starting to smile now,

SfiYS PHULETIE GODDRRD
( IVORY SKIN TYPE)

PAULETTE GODDARD, STARRING IN "THE FOREST RANGERS/' A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

I call it my Glamour Dust

'WHEN YOU at Woodbury created

the right powder shade for each

skin type, you conferred a blessing

on girls like me. Your adorable

new Rachel shade brings out all the

cream in my ivory skin. I call it my

'Glamour Dust'
!"

Right, Paulette Goddard! First,

Hollywood directors divided all

beauty into 5 basic skin types. Then

we developed an exclusive new

process—Color Control—to "homo-

genize" color into powder with new

evenness and new precision.

Result? The perfect shade, the

glamour shade for each type

!

Try this thrillingly sheer, fragrant,

longer-clinging Woodbury Powder!

In every box, a chart tells you your

type, your shade. Generous boxes,

SI.00 and 50c; introductory sizes,

25p and 10^.

Spread on the '"glamour dust"

especially made to dramatize you!

WOODBURY

FREE . . 7 NEW GLAMOUR SHADES & CHART

Paste this on penny postcard. We'll send you. Fast, all 7

shades of Woodbury Color Controlled Powder. Antia help-

ful little color chart so you can find your type. Address,

John H. Woodbury. Inc., 9126 Alfred Street, Cincinnati.

Ohio. (In Canada: John H. Woodbury. Ltd., Perth, Ont.)

New Beauty Bonos! Now in the SI.00 box. you

get Woodbury Powder, Rouge and Lipstick,

a complete Matched Make-up all for si.00!

Name.

Street -

City
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Red Skelton's Tent-Show Days

Continued from page 29

should happen to laugh out loud over some
funny thing one of the boys has said, there

is a general lifting up of spirit and every-

body is more satisfied.

When the picture finished everybody was
glad that Mr. Gable would now be able to

get some rest. Mr. Gable made no comment.
And when, a few days later, they found
they needed Mr. Gable's voice for some
shots, they called him apologetically. "Don't
worry about me," he said, "I'll be there."

Yesterday, during the hurry of re-takes,

I had a visitor in my office. Fifi, the Rug-
gles' big black French Poodle. Fifi and
her wonders have long been heralded by me.
So when she pranced along with me to the

set it wasn't any surprise that the crew
stopped work for a few seconds. Mr. Gable
came up to Fifi who was seated regally in

his chair. And then Fifi did a startling

thing. She shattered the forever fact that

girls are subtle creatures—for she threw
her head in the air and paid no attention

at all to Mr. Gable who was telling her she

was a very smart girl ! I was that ashamed.
But Mr. Gable went on scratching Fifi's

ears. And of course the inevitable happened.
Fifi was shaking hands with Mr. Gable for

the next fifteen minutes. She was also look-

ing idolizingly up into his face. It was ap-
propriate that this should have taken place on
the set. Because Fifi had plenty of company
in her admiration for her new-found friend.

Do you still want to know what he is

like? And how he acts?

"It's a pity," somebody said, "that you
did not have a chance to see Pop as he
really is. You know—full of gags and
fun."

Oh, but I have seen him. As he really is.

For what bigger proof can one have than
to become more fully acquainted each suc-

ceeding day with the solemn devotion and
the will to do when it would have been
pardonable to have claimed resistance to

this devotion and this will to do.

When Mr. Gable and my boss were hav-
ing luncheon quietly in our office a little

while ago, the talk was both interesting

and serious. For it was about the war and
people and times to come. It was the first

time I noticed a restlessness about Mr.
Gable. The same restlessness that goes with
men in uniform for Our Country—the urge
to get in and help get this war over with.

"Do you think Clark will go into serv-

ice ?" I asked my boss later.

"That's what he wants to do," he an-
swered.

So today when I saw in the papers that

Mr. Gable was heading for the Air Corps
I wasn't a bit surprised. Out here they're

proud of their buddy. And once more peo-
ple are asking, "What do you think about
Mr. Gable, now?" If you've read this far

you know what / think of Mr. Gable. I'd

expect him to be where he is needed.

The young Americans with whom our
Mr. Gable will come into contact will

know they have found a friend. He'll give

them a boost. Why not ? They know he
can take it. He'll give them inspiration.

Why not? He's one hundred per cent

American ! And the people who clamor to

see him on the screen—his fans? We can
wait. Our Mr. Gable has a job to do. We
don't need to worry about him. He'll take
the right step forward. Because he has
strength back of him. The strength of

millions who love him—and many more
who will grow to know him. They'll all

come away saying what all the ones who
know him best say, "That Pop—he's right

in there pitching !"

Editor's Note: As we go to press, Clark
Gable has been sworn into the Army as a
private and assigned to the Army Air Force
officer candidates' school at Miami. "What
I want," Gable said, "is to be a machine-
gunner on an airplane, to be sent where
the going is tough."

believe I'll sleep in the tent with the can-
vas boys, if it's all right with you," he
answered.

"It's O. K. with me but the weather
doesn't look so good; something is liable

to blow up before morning," I told him.
"I don't mind storms," he countered.

"You'll change your mind and hike to

the hotel if the wind blows the top over
and it begins raining or if the lightning

hits one of those steel center poles."

Sometime after midnight a severe storm
did hit the tent and the next morning when
I went over to the outfit, the redheaded
boy's message was about the first thing I

saw. The drum was underneath the edge
of the stage, protected from dripping water.

The tent show stage is about 40 by 25

feet and rests on strong 4-foot jacks. This
space from the ground to the stage floor

affords an excellent" shelter from falling

poles and flying debris during a storm.

Red Skelton was sleeping peacefully in this

shelter.

I had been making a collection of "blow-
down" pictures and had brought my camera
from the hotel. I took some shots of the

outfit and used the one remaining film to

shoot the message-bearing drum. (Editor's

Note: Picture of drum on page 29.)

The same drum and the same redheaded
boy figured in another episode, together, a
couple of weeks later.

Major H. O. Yardley's book, "The
American Black Chamber" (the M-G-M
picture of it was titled "Rendezvous") had
recently come off the press and the author,

a friend since boyhood, was visiting my
show at the time. I had been engaged off

and on for the ten years previous in dig-

ging out historical material, with the idea

of doing a novel on Georges Rogers Clark,

the Indian fighter; and Major Yardley was
lending his assistance.

The principal exploits of the great fighter

took place in and around Vincennes, Indi-

ana, which is Red Skelton's home town.
During the week of Major Yardley's

visit, the show was playing in the little

town of Palestine, Illinois, about 20 miles

from Vincennes and the Wabash River.

During this week I paid more attention to

historical research than I did to the tent

show. Incidentally, I discovered that it was
in this town of Palestine that President

Lincoln witnessed his first theatrical ex-

hibition—a band of itinerant street min-
strels. He was en route with his father and
step-mother, from Indiana, to their new
home in Illinois.

Major Yardley and myself were in con-
flict over a passage I had found in one of

the histories concerning Clark and his

entrance into old Vincennes. A drummer
boy in Clark's army was said to have
floated across the Wabash River on his

drum. Major Yardley thought that it could
not be done and I thought that it could be.

We decided to find out.

"Say, Red, will you do me a little

favor?" I asked the boy, who appeared
just as we had decided upon the experiment.
"Sure

!"

"Can you swim?"
"Not so good. What do you want me

to do?"
"Bring the little old drum—the prop one

—and jump into the river."

"Am I that bad?"
I explained to him that we wanted to

try a little experiment to see if the drum
would hold him up, but he was not so keen
about the idea. I started to explain about
the historical episode : "You've heard of

Clark, haven't you?"

"Sure—a great ball player," he answered.
"I mean the Clark who fought Indians

—

Indians in your home town."
"That was before my time," he remarked,

and then disappeared behind the masking
that separates the stage end of the tent
and the auditorium.
Three minutes later the boy returned

and remarked : "I'll try it."

Thirty minutes later we reached the Wa-
bash and prepared for the experiment.
"Did you bring your bathing suit?" I

asked Red.
"No, sir. I thought I ought to go in

with all my clothes on because you said
the drummer boy was fully clad. He prob-
ably had an overcoat on, too."

I appreciated the boy's spirit in trying
to carry out the experiment in as correct
a manner as possible. However, when I
glanced at him, I noticed for the first time
that he was considerably heavier about the
chest and shoulders than I thought, and 1

was suddenly struck with doubt concerning
the outcome. The drum wasn't very large.
The experiment was a decided success.

That redheaded boy floated about in the
water until I called to him to come out.
Even then, he floated down the stream for
50 yards before he came out on the bank.
That evening, before the performance,

my young daughter loudly complained that
someone had been using her new silk water
wings and that they were "all wet." It was
then that I realized why the redheaded
boy's chest and shoulders appeared so large
and why he wore the heavy coat when he
stepped into the Wabash that afternoon.
Within a month after Red joined the

show he was doing the comedy in the en-
tire repertoire of plays. I believe there were
12 all together. He was a quick study, that
is, he was able to learn a part with very
few rehearsals. In one play he had just
one rehearsal.

This play was called "Hal O' The Hills"
and I wanted to play it that night for some
special reason.

John Wayne, as he appears in "The Flying

Tigers," Republic's film about activities

of the American Volunteer Group in China.
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Mr. MacMURRAY KNOWS

THE

BRIGHT

ANSWER!

Fred MacMurray, star of The Forest Rangers, a Paramount Picture, says: — "Can you

tell a 'gentleman' no matter what kind of clothes he's wearing? A good clue is the

way he keeps his teeth. So movie standards require that teeth absolutely shine." for

this super-polishing, many stars choose Calox Tooth Powder.

Two ways to

GOT
q your denfisf follows both I

so can you- w/fh Calox

"How much of the bill do you know

—

the one we rehearsed today?" I asked him.

"I'll have it by the time you're ready to

put it up," he replied.

"Good! We'll do it tonight."

"But I thought you said you would put

it up Friday," he protested.

"Changed my mind," I answered.

"It's O.K. by me, but—"
"Most of your important scenes are with

me and I'll help you if you 'go up,' " I as-

sured him.

To "go up" is an expression used when
an actor forgets his part. Red didn't "go

up" that night, but I did. I hit the ceiling

in a 3-way scene with Red and the ingenue.

The boy and girl were supposed to be

preparing to elope. The scene was the li-

brary in the girl's home. There was a large

screen on the opposite side of the stage

from where the two were embracing. This

screen had 8 or 10 inches of an opening at

the bottom so that my shoes could be seen,

as I hid and watched them.

As the two embraced, Red was supposed

to look toward the screen and see my
shoes, and then in a loud stage whisper

:

"There's a man behind the screen."

"Is it father?" was the girl's speech.

Red's reply was supposed to be, "I don't

think so, but I can only see his shoes."

Instead of that he said; "No! This man
Jws shoes on."

The scene was supposed to be intensely

dramatic and was so—until he read that

speech. The audience laughed and so did I.

We let the speech ride that way for the

rest of the season.

The fact that this redheaded boy had the

habit of obeying instructions, resulted in

one of the most embarrassing situations

that it has ever been my misfortune to en-

counter. It was nearing the close of that

summer season when the show opened for

the usual week's stand in one of my favorite

towns. I had been personally acquainted
with a prominent business man in the place

for many years and visited in his home
annually.

Although we were friends, this man
never attended my show. In fact, he had
not witnessed even a picture for 10 years

or more. You can imagine my surprise,

when a ticket taker sent word to me, back
stage, a few minutes before curtain time.

that Mr. was in the audience. I

immediately rushed around and switched
some of the specialties (vaudeville between
the acts of the play) and made other

changes in order to make a good impres-
sion upon my friend.

Now, the show has seldom been annoyed
by a drunken person or any other inter-

ference, but that night—of all nights—there

had to be a "drunk" in the audience. The
man insisted upon talking aloud and when
I made my first appearance, hollered

"Hello, John!"
"Go out front and tell the canvasmen to

put that 'drunk' out," I said to Red, who
was standing in the wings when I made
my exit. "And see that they do it quietly,"

I added, as he started to carry out my in-

structions.

The remaining two acts ran smoothly
enough and after the show, while in the

dressing room, I remarked ; "I wonder how
Mr. liked the show."
"He only saw the first act," replied Red.
"I wonder why he didn't stay," I ex-

claimed, somewhat disappointed.

"He's the bird you told us to put out,"

calmly replied the nonchalant redheaded
boy.

He spoke the truth. The gentleman had
fallen off the water wagon for the first

time in several years, that day ; had come
to the show, and wanted to let me know
that he was present.

My foot slipped from the wagon, too,

that night

!

Notice your dentist's technique when he

gives you a dental cleaning. First, he

thoroughly cleans your teeth. Then, and

only then, does he polish them.

In your home care why be satisfied

with less than BOTH cleaning and
polishing, when you can get Calox?

CalOX gives yOU./ne special ingredients

for cleaning and brightening. With every

stroke of the brush, Calox helps detach

food particles, remove deposits, cleans

off surface stains. And with every stroke

Calox polishes, too, making your teeth

shine with their own clear and natural

lustre ... In Hollywood, many a star

trusts to Calox-care. Try Calox Tooth
Powder for your smile!

McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.
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Be guided by the experience of over
2,000,000 girls who found MINER'S
LIQUID MAKE-UP in the hosiery shades
"tops" lor sleek, bare legs. Now these

same girls are fast learning the priceless

beauty secret wiser glamour girls have
known for years . . . that MINER'S
LIQUID MAKE-UP in the blattering facial

tones gives them that soft, glowing
"knock 'em dead" look all men go for.

A perfectly blended powder-and-
powder-base in one, MINER'S LIQUID
MAKE-UP is non-greasy, goes on easily

. . . camouflages blemishes . . . and gives

your face a Velvety smooth, gloriously

fresh-looking iinish which lasts all day
long. Apply It, blend it . . . add loose

powder or not; as you prefer . . . then

forget repowci«fring, for hours and hours.

Dazzle the stag-line, too! Use it on back,

shoulders and arms for evening wear.

Choose from six* beau-catching com-
plexion shades . . JPeach — Rachelle —
Brunette—Suntan—Hawaiian—Nut Brown.

More women use MINER'S than
any other LIQUID MAKE-UP!
Buy it.'.. Try itl-ZYou'U love it!

50£ . . 25<j Everywhere

J2f8»
If you prefer a Cake Make-Up ... try

41 MINER/
Tcutc-pac

CAKE ' MAKE-UP
Economy Size— 39<!

1942 Miner's,. Inc.

John Garfield at Home
Continued from page 33
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"Well, you're never home," I protested.

"War work," she explained briefly. "Isn't

this a nice place? Helen Mack built it and
we took it over from her. She told us some
very amusing things about it. When her

mother first saw it after it was finished

she was absolutely horrified. These hooked
rugs take four months to make but her

mother said where she came from hooked
rugs were a mark of poverty. Helen showed
her the bill for them but all her mother
would say was that Helen ought to have
her head examined for paying such a price

for them.
"Then, this desk, that was Helen's pride

and joy, and which is older than the two
of us put together—and that's pretty _old,"

she added, looking at me meaningly,

"shocked her beyond measure. 'Why,' she

exclaimed, 'it's all scratched and chipped.'

"And this Victorian sofa—isn't this flow-

ered linen upholstering sweet?—was the

last straw. 'Why, it's as hard as a rock,'

she muttered bouncing up and down on it.

But," Robbe added, "we love it."

The plate over the fireplace is imported

from Persia—silver over copper. The com-
bination smoking stand and coffee table in

front of the fireplace is an adaptation of a
cobbler's bench, done in maple.

The window seat is a built-in affair, up-

holstered in blocked linen. The curtains are

ruffled organdy and the drapes are linen,

depicting hunting scenes.

Robbe had disappeared and John saun-

tered into the room. " 'Lo," he said briefly,

pulling a cord on a candy box that was
supposed to make four compartments fly

open simultaneously. One remained shut.

"Mommy!" Catherine screeched, "Daddy
broke the candy box !"

Robbe miraculously reappeared. "John
Garfield, stay out of that candy," she or-

dered. "He makes me so mad," she con-

fessed, turning to me : "He's always on a

diet to keep his weight down. I have to

plan special non-fattening meals but the min-

ute my back's turned he's into the candy."

"I only took one piece," John argued

shamefacedly. "Come on," to me, "I'll show
you the rest of the house." He led the way
to the kitchen. "Come here, Ida Lou," he

said to the cook, "and I'll explain these

air raid instructions to you."

"Explain um from there," said Ida Lou.

"I ain't gittin' in them pictures."

"Come here," Mr. Garfield ordered stern-

ly, "or I'll fire you."

Ida Lou grinned at me. "He love to try

to bully me but he don't mean nuffin'."

Before we left the kitchen Mr. Garfield

seized the opportunity to show me the in-

side capacity of the ice-box and also took

advantage of the opportunity to sample a

piece of ice-box cake.

We entered the breakfast room where
Catherine sat in solitary grandeur, having

her lunch. "Have some pork chop, Daddy,"

she offered companionably.

"Well, if you insist," John agreed.

The seat is built-in, upholstered in a ma-
roon glazed chintz and the curtains are

crossbar muslin.

The dining room is really a joy. Instead

of the conventional square or oblong room,

it is circular. The table is mahogany with

antique Duncan-Phyffe legs. The top is

new. The chairs are Victorian, done in wal-

nut and upholstered in the same pattern

glazed ' chintz as the draperies. The walls

are knotty pine. There are some beautiful

pieces of Colonial silver, tastefully mixed

with modern Lucite. Crossbar muslin has

again been utilized for curtains.

The master bedroom is a large room

SCREENLAND

with a built-in bed. It has a checkered
gingham flounce of the same material as
the window drapes and the coverlet is a
hand-made quilt with appliqued flowers.

By this time Catherine was through with
her lunch. "Are we ready for pictures

now?" she piped, leading the way to her
own room. "Isn't my apron pretty?" she
asked, turning to show me her pinafore.

"All right, Catherine," John laughed,
dropping onto the window seat. "You can
be showing me your doll's house."
"See?" said Catherine agreeably, assum-

ing a squatting position.

"Take one of the chairs out and show
me," John suggested.
"No," said Catherine firmly.

"You can put it right back," John as-

sured her, picking up a chair.

"No!" Catherine let out a yell that could
have been heard on Hollywood Boulevard,
four miles away, snatching the chair out of

his hand and carefully replacing it as the

flashlight bulb exploded. "It's not dinner
time," she explained, "and the chairs be-
long pushed up to the table."

"Want a piggy-back ride?" John asked.

"Oh, yes !" Catherine agreed quickly.

"Let's put your Indian feathers on your
head," I proposed, dropping them on her.

"No !" Catherine protested vociferously.

"They'll muss my hair!" She patted her
hair complacently. The curls had been
brushed up all around in a sort of coronet
effect.

"Barbara [her nurse] will fix it again for

you," I attempted to soothe her.

"No, she won't," the practical Catherine
retorted. "She'll put me to bed for my nap."

"She certainly will," Barbara laughed as

she came into the room and turned down
the bed (also built in) with a gingham
flounce and coverlet of the drapery material.

Part of this room is paneled in knotty

pine and part is papered, the design being

copied from an illustration in "Mother
Goose."

Upstairs there is only one large room

—

divided in two by a partition going half-

way to the ceiling. In one half is a large

built-in bed with a flounce of the drapery

material and a spread with a candlewick

design.

Gene Autry entertains Jane Withers on set of

"Bells of Capistrano," one of his last films for

the duration. Don't miss the scoop story in

our next issue, telling why cowboy Gene Autry

joined the Army Air Corps as a Sergeant.



In the other half is a fireplace with a few
book shelves, an easy chair, reading lamp,
occasional chair of rock maple upholstered
in glazed chintz, and a desk.

"When I come in late from a committee
meeting and don't want to disturb Robbe,
or when I have some studying to do, I

usually sleep up here," John remarked.
As we descended the stairs he said, "I'm

afraid it may not be a showy enough house
to make a good story for you. You see, it

was built for comfort and livability and
that's why we love it. And," he added with
amazing candor, "it's so much better than
anything we've ever been able to afford
before it seems like a palace to us.

"It's funny," he went on after a moment,
"how time changes your viewpoint. I re-

fused tests for pictures for over three years
before I finally made one and signed with
Warner Brothers. Then when I came out
here I hated the town and I hated pictures.
All I wanted to do was either get rid of
my contract and get back to the New York
stage, or finish the contract and be done
with the business. All that's changed now.
I've got so I love the business and I love
Hollywood. I don't even feel an urge to go
back to New York."

"Uh-huh," I jeered, "I told you—

"

"Yeah, I know," he conceded. "You told
me! Well, it wasn't any of the things you
said that changed me. I don't even know
that it was any one thing or any definite

set of things that changed me. It may have
been a combination of things or it may have
been that conditions have changed since I

came into pictures five years ago. There
wasn't any war then and there were still

playwrights in New York turning out good
plays. Try to find one now. It isn't even
the lack of good plays that has made me
satisfied with pictures. It's that I, like
many another New York actor, came out
here with no knowledge of the business or
its far-flung influence, and shot off my
mouth. The only thing I can say now in
defense of myself as I was then is, 'I was
sincere.' I guess it took a war to make me
realize the good this business can do.

"If I were in New York and lucky
enough to be in a hit show I could buy a
few War Savings Bonds and appear in a
few benefits in New York City and, how-
ever good my intentions might be, my ef-
forts would have to end there. When the
play closed I'd have to quit buying Bonds
and Stamps until I got another job. Out
here I get a regular salary every week—

a

larger salary than I'd get in New York—
and I can buy Bonds and Stamps regularly,
whether I'm working or not."

He paused suddenly and grinned. "Do
you know this is the first time in all the
years I've been out here that I've been paid
during a lay-off? Always before this when
I've been on lay-off it's been because I've
been fighting with the studio.

"It isn't only buying Bonds and Stamps,
either," he continued earnestly. "I can travel
all over the country, trying to get other
people to buy Bonds and Stamps, too. I can
go out with units and entertain the boys
in camps who otherwise wouldn't have any
entertainment—as I did when I went down
to our bases in the Caribbean Sea. So
much of the U.S.O. work is done from
here and I can help by serving on commit-
tees—an opportunity that wouldn't be af-

forded me in New York."
He flushed but kept talking. "I don't

wonder a lot of people who had lived here
a long time and knew the good Hollywood
does when the chance comes, got sore at me.
I can only repeat, 'I was sincere,' and add,

'I was younger. I didn't know.' But, I

know now, all right. I know this is where
I belong." He paused and glanced at the
sampler on the wall. "Home is where the
heart is," he read softly.

"Married-
to an Iceberg
HOW A YOUNG WIFE OVERCAME

THE "ONE NEGLECT" THAT

OFTEN RUINS A MARRIAGE.

I. At first, we were the most romantic

couple! Happy as Inks. But little by

little, Dick grew neglectful of me. I

couldn't think why his love had coi iled

off so soon.

2. Then my nerves cracked, and Dick's uncle,

who's a doctor, guessed the truth. "Poor

child," he comforted me. "So often a devoted

wife is guilty of this one neglect. She's care-

less about feminine hygiene {intimate -personal

cleanliness). Now if that's your case . .
.".

And understandingly, he set me straight.

3. He told me how, today, thousands of mod-
ern women use Lysol disinfectant for feminine

cleanliness. "You see," he explained, "Lysol

is a famous germicide. It cleanses thoroughly,

and deodorizes, as well. Just follow the easy

directions on the bottle— it won't harm sensi-

tive vaginal tissues."

4. Today, I use Lysol disinfectant regularly

for feminine hygiene. I'm thankful it's so in-

expensive, so easy to use, too. But best of all,

Dick's kisses aren't icy—not any more!

Check this with your Doctor

Lysol is NON-CAUSTIC— gentle and
efficient in proper dilution. Contains no
free alkali. It is not carbolic acid.

EFFECTIVE—a power fnlcremi icide, ac-

tive in presence of organic matter (such

as mucus, serum, etc.). SPREADING

—

Lysol solutions spread and thus virtu-

ally search out germs in deep crevices.

ECONOMICAL— small bottle makes all

most 4 gallons of solution for feminine

hygiene. CLEANLY ODOR—disappears

after use, LASTING— Lysol keeps full

strength indefinitely no matter how
often it is uncorked.

4
FOR FEMININE HYGIENE

Copr., 1942. by Lehn & Fink Product* Corp.

For new FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard

or letter for Booklet S.-1042. Address: Lehn & Fink, Bloomfield, N. J.
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pARY GRANT'S wedding to Barbara^ Hutton was full of surprises. The min-
ister only learned who his famous victims
were, a few minutes before the ceremony.
With consideration for the press, Cary
sent for photographer Johnny Miehle. But
Johnny had no idea where he was being
driven—much to the annoyance of his wife,

who is Ginger Roger's hairdresser. Even
Ginger didn't know beforehand. But all

morning long she kept saying, "Cary's up
to something. He seems so nervous. I'll

bet he's going to get married !". There may
be time for a short honeymoon, after he
finishes his picture with Ginger. Then
Cary expects to serve in the United States

Air Corps. Here's to him, all the way.

JOAN CRAWFORD and Phil Terry
J were actually introduced at a costume
party given by the Jack Oakies. This was
seven years ago. Joan and Franchot Tone
were guests, too. At the time Phil was
also under contract to M-G-M. They never
saw each other again until a few months
ago. A mutual friend brought Phil to

Joan's house. For various reasons, this

is one sudden marriage that really sur-

prised Hollywood. If Phil works on the

M-G-M lot again, he'll be running into

his former fiancee, Susan Peters. She's
one of their white hopes. M-G-M execu-
tives would do well to grab Phil. His role

in Paramount's "The Parson of Panamint"
is one of the finest to come out of Holly-
wood.

WHO will play Marilyn Miller? The
girl who wins the coveted role must

be able to act, sing, dance and exude the
golden personality of the late Ziegfeld star.

And, of course, the studio wouldn't mind
using a box-office name. Marilyn Miller
was Ginger Rogers' idol. Ginger would be
perfect, but she's all tied up with commit-
ments. Shirley Temple five years from now
would be ideal. Everyone agrees on this.

But studio executives can hardly sit around
for five years waiting for Shirley to reach
maturity. So the search goes on.

K I EW faces are going places. Especially
> > on the M-G-M lot. Norma Shearer
has left. Myrna Loy is wisely retiring while
she is still on top. Surprisingly enough,
Jeanette MacDonald didn't re-sign. Rumor
is that Nelson Eddy has other plans. Joan
Crawford's contract hasn't too long to run.

They say that M-G-M officials are anxious
to build up a new roster of stars who
aren't quite so familiar to the Hollywood
scene. Also, that the duration of a con-
tract will be around ten years, instead of

the sixteen and eighteen years old-timers
have enjoyed in the past. Yes, Hollywood
traditions are changing fast.

I T WAS supposed to be a big secret but
I Brian Donlevy could only keep it two
months. Shortly after they returned from
a vacation, Mrs. Donlevy learned she was
going to have a baby. Their vacation was
spent in the very same spot where they
went on a honeymoon. Brian was so ex-
cited about the news he just had to tell

someone. So he just confided in the pub-
licity man who is handling his latest pic-

ture. That did it

!
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Weston

East

Lieut.

James

Stewart

visits

Henry Fonda

on set of

"Ox-bow
Incident"

and

George

Montgomery
grows a

mustache

for

"China Girl"

and reads

a book!

and
Deanna
Durbin

enjoys her

new role of

schoolteacher

in China in

Forever Yours"

and
John

Payne

(appearing in

"Springtime in

the Rockies")

shows

studio sights

to his mother

from Virginia.
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TWO days before they finished the picture,

• George Brent broke his hand in a fight

scene. Brenda Marshall, counting the mo-
ment until she could fly to Bill Holden,

almost had hysterics. "Oh George," she

pleaded, "promise me you won't hold up

the picture

—

even if you break your neck
!"

George, who is soon to say goodbye to Ann
Sheridan, when he goes to war, grinned and

promised. It was all in fun but back of it_

all there's the serious note the war has

brought to Hollywood.

EVERY star in Hollywood bought tickets

for the Carthay Circle premiere of

"Mrs. Miniver." Proceeds went to the

Volunteer Army Canteen Service. One
star who bought tickets didn't attend, how-

ever. That star was Bette Davis. Willie

Wyler, who directed "Mrs. Miniver," also

directed "The Little Foxes." Bette Davis

was the star. And Bette will never forget

or forgive Willie for the unkind blast he

took at her when he talked to the New
York press. La Davis must have something

there. She's the most fair-minded actress

in Hollywood.

ROBERT CUMMINGS has been flying

his own plane for sixteen years. So in

"Princess O'Rourke" they finally got

around to letting him play a pilot for the

first time. Bob is a very busy man these

days. Five nights a week he teaches avia-

tion.. He works on the set all day. His

weekends are spent in his Victory garden

and getting re-acquainted with Mrs. Cum-

Shirley Temple, who has developed into the

charming, poised, well-dressed young lady

above, visits Rita Hayworth and Fred Astaire

on the set of "You Were Never Lovelier." Fred

is graciously applying the title to both girls.

RAY BOIGER, CONSTANCE MOORE, BENAY

VENUTA and RONALD GRAHAM— four bright

stars in "By Jupiter" playing at the Shubert

Theatre in New York City.

Here you are, folks ... a couple

of the biggest hits ever. "By

Jupiter" for grand entertainment

—and Pepsi-Cola for grand drink-

ing. Pepsi-Cola's got everything.

Grand taste, grand flavor and

grand size— 12 full ounces to the

bottle. Step up today . . . and treat

yourself to a real drink. A nickel

gets you plenty, plenty, plenty.

* PepsiwHrTdronly by Pepsi-Cola Company. Long Island City, N. Y. Bottled locally by Authorized Bottlers from coast to

Screen land

coast. ^
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Escape from the Mines

Continued from page 5 I

amazing and unexpected of occupations.
"Now that I'm back in America," Miss

Neagle says, "1 find that it is difficult for
me to explain to American women the
changes that have taken place in the life

—

and I mean by that the everyday life hav-
ing nothing to do with the actual bombings
—of every British woman. You see, for^
merly their outlook was quite narrow. If a
girl worked in an office, she began to think
when she was about twenty-two that she
ought to marry. Once married, she found
she had simply exchanged the confines of an
office for those of her home. She cooked and
kept house and went to market. But now—

"

Women operate the trams. Women de-
liver groceries, milk, bread and anything
else still deliverable. Women are among the
mechanics who, when British bombers are
brought home from a jaunt across the chan-
nel, rush out to care for the birds of battle.

Women make up the crews of several of the
coast anti-aircraft guns. "And one of those
girls," Miss Neagle says proudly, "actually
shot down a Messerschmidt."
What were these girls doing before the

war? Hold onto your hats. Among the
group of mechanics who worked—by per-
mission of the British Home Office—with
Anna in "Wings and the Woman," there
was one girl who had been a salesgirl be-
hind the counter in a draper's shop. When
war broke out she volunteered for service,

took a course in aircraft mechanics and dis-

covered that she had great mechanical fa-
cility. She told Anna that she wanted to
become a pilot, so Anna reported the ambi-
tion to a friend of hers and the girl has
already started her training.

Another of the girls was a music teacher

;

the foreiady in a munitions plant that Miss
Neagle visited, was a former domestic cook.
And working under the direction of the ex-
cook was a pre-war milliner. So far there
have been no reports of a delivery of shells

wearing veils, or machine gun belts com-
plete with nosegay.
Not only are the old-time class distinc-

tions of occupation gone with the Luftwaffe,
but all women can moan together over the
woe of NO LIPSTICKS. Silk, rayon, or
nylon stockings are unobtainable, so the
well-dressed-woman wears lisle and likes it.

Since all food is rationed (2 eggs per
month, 25$ worth of meat a week, 2 oranges
per month for children under 6) the old
indications of wealth or standing have been
wiped out. Anna tells a wonderful story,

to illustrate this point, about two London
charwomen who saw a very, very well-
dressed woman crossing a hotel lobby. "She
must be frightfully rich," one charwoman
said. The other rolled her eyes. "That she
is, that she is. Will you believe it, ducky

—

she has eggs as big as diamonds !"

With the seat of the emotions moved
from the heart to the tummy, there has
been a revolution in public viewpoint as to

what constitutes a terrific gift. Miss Neagle
snatched a day from her shooting schedule
on the Amy Mollison story and went up-
country to do a personal appearance show
at a home for elderly women. At the close

of the program, one of the white-haired,
pink-cheeked and tottering members of the

audience came forward to thank Miss
Neagle and to present her with a gift.

The "thank-you" was wrapped in tissue

paper that had obviously been smoothed by
a hot iron, and the ribbon, also, had been
donated from someone's small heap of per-
sonal treasures. When. Anna opened the
package she found two huge Bermuda
onions—and almost wept with gratitude.
The onions had been raised by the garden-
ing gentlewomen in their own little door-
yard plot, and it was the very nicest thing
they could have given her. "You can make
all sorts of things palatable with an onion,"

Anna explained.

What do the men of Britain think of their

emancipated sisters, wives and sweethearts ?

Anna talked to two sailors whose ship had
helped .with the evacuation of Singapore.
The "Wrens" (Women's Royal Navy Serv-
ice) attached to the regiments embattled
there were the dispatch riders, and they

stood fast until the very last. The sailors

went into salty ecstacies about the courage
and intrepidity of the powder puff division.

"A blinkin' bunch of 'eroes in petticoats,

that's wot I sez."

Where, oh where is the female Kipling

to glorify the Maid 0_n A Motorcycle, The
Babe With Bayonet? The Rare Dish at

Air-raid Time?
Speaking of raids, Miss Neagle endured

her first while at work on the set one day.

"Mr. Wilcox and T 'had no idea how to

behave," she confided, "so we waited to

take our cue from the other members of

the cast. They simply went on working.

And then, so did we. Afterward we laughed

about it. We were exactly like boys who
have come to a new school in the middle

of a term. We had to watch the regulars

to know how to conduct ourselves."

When she went down into the country to

visit an aunt, Anna asked how things had

been going. The aunt, a lady who had al-

ways enjoyed plenty of space and leisure,

was swamped with permanent visitors in

the form of innumerable bombed-out rel-

atives. However, she maintained that noth-

ing had happened to her. Nothing. Of
course—there was the roof of the house;

that had been bombed, or rather blown

completely off by concussion. But that was

soon mended. Oh yes, and there was a bomb
or so that fell in the garden. That was all.

Nothing, really, to speak of!

This same nonchalance greeted Miss

Neagle when she landed at a port town
after having flown from Lisbon. The hotel

clerk greeted her as if she had never been

away. She said, "It seems you've been hav-

ing a bit of a bad time." She nodded toward

the destroyed town square and the havoc-

ridden business district.

The clerk nodded casually. "Oh, a sticky

night now and then,'' he said. "I'd much
rather talk about your new picture."

Miss Neagle explained that "Wings and

the Woman" was the story of Amy Johnson
Mollison, who was killed while acting as

a ferry pilot. At present there are 82 girls

acting as ferry pilots in Britain, so the

story is a vital document. These girls shut-

tle planes wherever needed the length and

breadth, of England, always without radio

so much of their flying is done by the seat

of their—oops—by intuition, which is what
women have when all else fails.

Occasionally they become involved with a

Messerschmidt. Since they are unarmed,

their orders are to lose altitude and to circle

lazily. This manoeuver sometimes results

(God be praised) in the Messerschmidt
diving furiously past its prey and crashing

to bits on the gratified English landscape.

By the way, the impressive pair of wings
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Miss Neaglc wears was a gift from Her-
bert Wilcox who was a member of the

Royal Flying Corps during World War I.

Miss Neagle tells one more story of war-
time England that should be repeated here.

She and Mr. Wilcox returned to the United

States aboard a troopship manned by Poles.

These men wanted nothing better than to

have Germany turned over to them for

judgment after the war. Their families had

been unheard of since the fall of Warsaw.
The ship was part of a convoy which

had two sub scares. During one of these,

Anna fomented a conversation with the

Britisher who was behind the gun on their

ship.

"He was thirty-eight, but looked about

fifty-five," Miss Neagle relates. "For nine-

teen years he had worked in a coal mine,

then along came the war and he joined up.

After having lived out the greater portion

of his life in one small town, and along

one narrow tunnel, he suddenly found out

that there was an entire world spread out

before him. When we talked to him he had
already been in New York and Singapore.

He had visited San Francisco, and helped

at Dunkerque. To him, the war was a per-

fect escape. He said he didn't know what
he would do after it was over, but there

was one thing certain

—

he zvas never going
back to the mines. Doesn't that prove that

something stupendous is going on in the

minds of English people? Oh, there are

vast changes
!"

Incidentally, Miss Neagle, herself, is a
changed character from the rather prim,

contained young creature Hollywood first

met. There was a repeated rumor to the

effect that she was aloof.

Possibly Mr. John Carroll fostered this

notion. Mr. Carroll has never been de-

scribed as distant nor formal. On the set

of "Sally"—the last picture Anna made
before returning to England to make
"Wings and the Woman"—John busied

himself with being fraternal. Considering

the amount of back-slapping he did, he
could have been mistaken for a chiropractor.

When Anna completed one of her most
difficult scenes John bounded up, spanked
Miss (Victoria Regina) Neagle in a highly

informal spot and said heartily, "Attagirl

!

You really poured it on that time."

Miss Neagle, considerably jarred, thanked
him without change of expression despite

cheeks that showed pink under her makeup.
There was something in the depths of her
clear blue eyes that would have sent a

lesser man quailing to the nearest florist

for ten dozen roses of forgiveness.

A few days later, she and John were
rehearsing a love scene repeatedly in an
attempt to determine the best camera angle.

Johnny, made of highly inflammable stuff,

was certainly enjoying the situation; he

was turning on all the voltage for which
he had gained considerable fame.

The kiss was rehearsed again and again

—

from this angle and that. At last the light-

ing was perfect. Mr. Carroll, his eyes full

of glint and his arms full of Neagle, leaned

down with fervor. When he was a scant

inch from his goal, Miss Neagle turned her

head ever so slowly to smile at her director,

Herbert Wilcox.
"Does this seem to be about right, Her-

bert?" she inquired coolly. Her meaning
could not have been more clear if she had
sent John a prim little note reading", "This

is all in a day's work to me."

Such was the pre-war Anna. She's differ-

ent today. More mischievous, more filled

with spirit, drive, twinkles, and that old

stuff that gets a gal hep, puts her in the

groove.
Warning: To all leading men in Anna

Neagle pictures—a lady who has laughed

at bombs (even shakily) is likely to be well

able to take care of herself in the clinches.

Besides, she's been on "Information Please"

—and she knew all the answers

!

Will you ever forget how proud he

looked as you glided down the long

staircase?

What he said wasn't nearly as

important as the way he said it! His

eyes told you that being with you is

what makes a furlough worthwhile.

To think that at five o'clock you were

ready to break your date! Because

today's eight hours of defense work had

seemed like eighty!

Then in stepped Destiny . . . her name was

Diana. "Why let trying days

of the month rule your life?"— she asked.

"Why should you be a deserter

when other girls carry on in comfort every day?

^twe (hsvJr n&eX (K, '^anJloiAJ^l

"You don't need time-out" she explained . . . that is, if you choose

Kotex sanitary napkins. And how right she was!

Because Kotex is made in soft folds, so it's naturally less bulky

. . . more comfortable . . . made to stay soft while wearing .

A lot different from pads that only "feel" soft at first touch.

You'll take Kotex for confidence, too ... to put an end

to edgy little worries. Because the flat, pressed ends of Kotex keep

your secret safe. And a new moisture-resistant "safety shield"

provides added protection!

Maybe it did take you until today to learn why Kotex

is more popular than all other brands of pads put together. But

you're glad that you did!

Because now you can breeze through work or play as millions

do— with never a thought of deserting!

Keep Going in Comfort

-with KOTEX*!

Tells All — Quickly !

Send today for the bright, new-

booklet -"As One Girl To
Another". Lots of tips for keep-

ing in the fun on "difficult

days". . . what to do and not

to do. Mail name and address to

P. O. Box 3434, Dept. S-10,

Chicago, for copy FREE!

(*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)
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Perc Westmore, Head Make-up

Artist at Warner Bros, studio

ANN, I'M TRYING TO TELL

EVERY GIRL IN AMERICA
WHAT WONDERS OUR
FOUNDATION CREAM
CAN DO FOR HER

ANN SHERIDAN, co-

staffed in "GEORGE

WASHINGTON SLEPT

HERE", tag Warner

Bros. hit.

WELL I CAN VOUCH FOR
THAT, PERC ! AS YOU
KNOW I USE IT

CONSTANTLY. . . AND
ITS WONDERFUL!

Westmore Foundation Cream . . . wonder-

working powder base in six skin-tinted

shades (there's blending face powder, too!)

• Developed by the famous Westmores.

• Creates a smooth, even, glowing tone.

• Helps conceal little complexion faults.

5O0
Regular size at drug stores everywhere. "Get-

acquainted" size at variety stores. (Add 10%
Fed. tax.)

WESTMORE^

Inside the Stars' Homes

Continued from page 15

HOLLYWOOD

dish will be roast suckling pig- with an apple
in his mouth and a garland of flowers
around his neck." She chuckled. "When-
ever I think of suckling pig, I remember a
cartoon in the Nezu Yorker. A dyspeptic-
looking man is regarding the roast pig
dubiously. 'Just give me a piece of the
apple,' says he.

"The theory is, I believe, that an uri-

peeled apple absorbs the fat of the pork
and gives a wonderful taste to the meat.
With the roast, we will serve applesauce
made with lemon honey. You add lemon
juice to honey which is used instead of

sugar. Two-thirds of a cup of honey equals

a cup of sugar, I'm told."

OYSTER COCKTAIL
One-half dozen oysters for each cocktail.

Mix well 1 tablespoon grated horseradish,
1 tablespoon Heinz vinegar, 2 tablespoons
lemon juice, 1 tablespoon Worcestershire
sauce, 4 tablespoons Heinz tomato catsup,

1 teaspoon salt, 4 drops Tobasco sauce.
Chill thoroughly and pour 1^ tablespoons
mixture over each cocktail.

Potatoes should be roasted with the pig,

and a "different" vegetable to serve with
this dinner is turnip cups.

TURNIP CUPS
Have small turnips, pare and take out

centers. Put in boiling water and let sim-
mer. Do not cover, cook 40 minutes. When
tender take out and turn upside down to
drain.

Filling : 1 can peas, 1 tablespoon butter,
J/i teaspoon sugar, teaspoon salt, pepper.
Heat and fill turnip cups. Serve with white
sauce.

Geraldine may attain her dream of des-
sert-on-fire by serving brandied cherries
burned by candlelight and poured over va-
nilla ice-cream. For this spectacular dish,

you take the big purple canned cherries

;

bring them in in a chafing dish or metal
bowl, pour over them a wineglass ful of
brandy

;
light this and it makes a blue flame

w;hich cooks the flavor of brandy into the
cherries. Vanilla ice-cream in the shape of

pumpkins or cats is set at each place and
the brandied cherries are passed so that
each guest may take a share.
"Or we may have a great platter of every

kind of fruit and nuts. Then we can peel
apples and throw peelings over our shoul-
ders to find the initials of THE ONE—not
so exciting a pursuit once one is happily
married!" commented Geraldine. "Then
we'll finish off with a savory—anchovy and
egg on a bit of toast, a broiled sardine on
toast, or something like that."

In Ireland, Geraldine and her husband,
Edward Lindsay-Hogg, have a place called

Moorficlds, near Newbridge, which is

haunted by pleasant ghosts. Geraldine her-
self is descended from the "Little People"
of Ireland, who came, legend has it, from
the green hills. She has green blood in her
veins, which makes her Hollywood's finest

exponent of Hallowe'en. There are pleasant
ghosts as well as evil ones, says the Irish

star, and those who grow up in an ancient
house where people have been at peace and
in harmony with each other are glad to

feel their presence.

"At my home
. in Dublin there were

kindly ghosts, too." she told me, looking
up from her fireside where she was un-
scrambling a host of Hallowe'en gadgets
and pumpkin lanterns. "When I was quite

small I used to be afraid of them and I'd

run down and hop into, grandmother's bed,

shivering and shaking. 'How foolish you
are,' she'd say to me. 'It's only your great
grandmother !'

"

The loveliest gardens in all Hollywood,
Geraldine is certain, are those belonging to

the Boris Karloff house which she rented
while the Karloffs were in New York.
"Appleblossom-time was . like dreamland
here and the irises, roses, and spring flowers

were unbelievable. I never in my life knew
anything lovelier than the swimming-pool
surrounded by lemon trees, with aromatic
leaves falling into the water as I swam in

summer. The fragrance was unearthly."
The house is less sinister than its owner

on the screen, and so far as Geraldine
knows no ghosts, pleasant or otherwise,

walk down its winding stair. This descend-

"The first thing a smart hostess thinks of when planning a party is food," says
Geraldine Fitzgerald, shown above lighting the Hallowe'en lantern centerpiece on her
gay party table. Those are black cats and witches on brooms decorating the fireplace.
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ant of Ireland's famed "Little People" is

slim and auburn-haired; her gray-green

eyes have a "fey" look at times
—"My in-

sane look," she calls it. She wore an eve-

ning gown of white dotted with green to

go with "that green blood of mine.''

"All people with Green in their names
have green hands," she asserted. "Over here

you call it 'the green thumb,' and people

with green thumbs can make anything

grow. My mother and her sisters could

kick the earth and something would grow
at once. I have never tried working in a

garden, but I believe my leprechawn blood

would assert itself, if I should do so.

"I am a 'finder.' They used to say to me
as a child : 'Find your brother's report card.

Find your father's pipe,' or whatever had
been misplaced. I was no good at finding

things I had lost myself. As a child I used

to concentrate for a time and then I'd know
where to look. I don't know how I know,
but know I do

!

"I remember being out in a boat with a

friend when she discovered she had lost a

valuable ring. We were staying at a small

pub on the river on holiday at the time.

I said : 'Don't bother looking on the boat

;

you didn't lose it here, so don't look for it

now.' We spent the day on the river, re-

turned to the pub and were having tea in

our room when suddenly I felt my head
jerk and something clicked in my mind. I

cried : 'I know where the ring is ! It's over

in that corner, behind the boxes and papers.'

And it was.
"That made me a marked woman. But

people thought it was all coincidence, and
presently my friends ganged up on me and
decided to put me to a test. That isn't really

fair, because a thing should be actually

lost; but in this case it happened that

one of the girls had lost a pearl necklace

some time before, so they fixed on that.

While they w7ere explaining what it looked
like and some were saying : 'Now we'll see

how good she is!' I felt that sudden click

again and I was looking right at a bowl
of fruit that decorated a table. 'It's in the

fruit!" I said. Most unlikely spot, of course,

yet, there it was.

"That particular case seemed to me like

telepathy, for the girl must have dropped
it in there herself, probably one day when
she discovered she had it on just as she was
leaving the house and didn't want to trouble

to go upstairs and put it away. Then she
may have been detained and come home in

a rush and forgotten all about the pearls.

Yet back somewhere in her subconscious

she knew about the fruit bowl."

Ghost stories around the fire after din-

ner, Geraldine's chief idea of entertainment
for Hallowe'en, will be sure to bring forth

the one in which a young relative figured.

"Virginia was mad to see a ghost," con-
fided my hostess. "She knew we had ghosts
and that we often visited in Gahvay at a
famous old castle where ghosts were so bad
thej- had to shut off the 'bad wing,' as they
called it. So we took her with us there.

"Our hostess put my husband and me in

the good wing, but gave Virginia a room
in the part that led to the bad wing. As we
were shown the room, which was a very
pretty one, we overheard the hostess say

to her maid : 'Didn't I tell you to lock that

other door?' and we saw that a door at the

far end of Virginia's room was partly open.

"'Is that where the ghosts are?' asked
Virginia.

"'Oh, no, my child, certainly not!' My
hostess showed us the room, which had in

it the sort of bed you see in Denmark,
boards built up from the floor quite high,

with deep mattresses on top. I felt the at-

mosphere of the room was evil and was
glad to get out of it. Later I learned that

it was in this room that enemies of the

castle's early owners had been lured to

sleep. The castle stood beside the Elack

The Brautigam Twinj

of Des Plaines, Illinois

TO MAKE IT EASIER FOR

YOU, l*M CHARLOTTE
AND I M

BEVERLV... BUT

OUR FRIENDS

USUALLY THINK

TWICE BEFORE
CALLING US

BY NAME."

Brautigam twins offer attractive proof that

PEPSODENT POWDER makes teeth

TWICE AS BRIGHT

"I guess the first time in our lives we were

really different was when Beverly and I made

the tooth powder test. Naturally, as twins,

we not only look alike ... we usually do every-

thing alike. But in the test, I used Pepsodent.

Beverly used another leading brand. From
then on, therewas a big differencebetween us!"

"We're a trio from now on!

A pair of twins and Pepsodent!"

"No test could have been fairer. But at first 1

thought maybe I just imagined my teeth were

twice as bright. However,when a friend of mine

asked me what made my teeth shine so, I was

really convinced ! Did I give him a selling on

Pepsodent ! The proof is so definite we'd never

think of going back to any other brand!"

BRAUTIGAM TWINS TEST
AND CONFIRM THIS FACT:

INDEPENDENT" LABORATORY TESTS

FOUND MO OTHER DENTIFRICE THAT

COULD MATCH THE HIGH LUSTRE

PRODUCED BV PEPSODENT... BY

ACTUAL TEST, PEPSODENT PRODUCES

A LUSTRE TWICE AS BRIGHT AS

TH*E AVERAGE OF ALL OTHER

LEADING BRANDS j

* Guaranteed bv
l Good Housekeeping ^>

For the safety of your smile . . .

use Pepsodent twice a day ...

see your dentist twice a year.
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Pity the girl who is modern in every way
but one—interesting, attractive, but
"dated" in her knowledge of functional
menstrual pain. Pity her for never trying
Midol ... to relieve the pain quickly, to
redeem miserable "lost days" for active,
comfortable living!

Millions of girls and women rely on Midol
regularly, knowing its fast, effective action.
Try it. Unless you have some organic dis-
order needing special medical or surgical
treatment, Midol should give you comfort. It
contains no opiates. One ingredient relieves
headache, one is mildly stimulating, and
another exclusive ingredient acts directly
against spasmodic pain peculiar to the
menstrual process.

At your druggist's. The small package
contains more than enough ^s5«7«Kj^
Midol for a convincing ^GuarajLdby^
trial ; the large package I Good Housekeeping

lasts for months. ^£gw^S«g£

MIDOL
RELIEVES FUNCTIONAL PERIODIC PAIN

Five beautiful glossy action photos of
your favorite movie stars, size 8x10
from leading Film Companies, ready

to frame or put in Movie Albums for only 25 cents. Large
Catalog Free, or New and Old Favorites in stock. Send
lists of Stars wanted (giving second choice) with 25 cents
In coin, or stamps. (Single Poses or Portraits are 10
cents each.)

IRVING KLAW
209 East 14th S«. Dept. S New York, N. Y.

CHARM DROPS
An enchanting perfume of ir-
resistible charm, clinging for
hours like lovers loath to part.
Just a tiny drop is enough.
Full size bottle 98c prepaid
for $1.32 CCD. Directions
free. One bottle FREE if two
are ordered.

REXBELL,
Box 237. DGDt. 260

Huntington station, New York

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 15
miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked. These tiny
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist for Doan's Pills, used successfully by
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

River, so close that great walls had been
built to hold the river at a proper distance,
and there was a device under the bed that
could be opened to let the sleepers down
through a chute straight into the river to
their deaths.

"Anyway, we were scarcely in our beds
when Virginia came pattering into our
room and asked if she might sleep in our
dressing room. 'Oh, certainly,' we agreed.
'And may I have the door open?' she
asked.

"In a day or two she began to hint that
she was fed up with ghosts and presently

:

'Oh, please let's go home—I'm terrified!'

So we went. Only then would she tell what
happened. It seems that when she had un-
dressed in her room and turned off the
gas, she lit a candle to read by. Someone
blew a light , breath over her shoulder and
the candle-flame flickered. She looked at the
curtains in the windows, but they hung per-
fectly straight, no draft at all. Again she

felt the unseen person behind her and
again her candle-flame flickered. That was
enough—she flew to us."

In a home, Geraldine likes plenty of
space, lots of gay, light colors, whites and
blues and clear yellows. She likes that
"whitewash" pink shade in a hall and has
it in her own hall in Ireland, where ma-
hogany stairs rise against the cheerful
color.

"Once I had a yen for green walls, be-
cause I thought them restful, but my mother
said to me : 'Never have greens walls in a
house ; from any window you can see the
marvelous greens of gardens and fields and
you'll never be able to match them inside,

so use something else.'

"I like gay things. I mean cheerful ones,

not 'gay' as in 'The Gay Sisters,' my latest

film, where our gaiety as sisters consists in

love of money and various types of selfish-

ness or weakness."

How Hedy Lamarr Solves Her Love Problems

Continued from page 30

shoes and socks. Hedy believes in putting
glamor in its place, and its place, according
to her, is on the screen. And she is so right.
She never lets it bog her down when she
isn't acting. And unlike most of the glamor
girls Hedy saves her acting for the screen.
Which, believe me, makes her a very nice
person to know.

"I am so happy," Hedy bubbled over,
throwing me for a complete loss right off

—

I had hardly expected to find the Blue Bird
in a star's dressing room on the Metro
lot on a Monday high noon. "So wonder-
fully happy," Hedy continued to float on
clouds. "I told my mother last night, if I
die tomorrow I will have no regrets, for I
have experienced perfect happiness today.
It was such a beautiful Sunday. The trees
and the grass were so green, the sun shone
so brilliantly, and the sky was so blue and
peaceful. Everything was so warm and
friendly. George and I spent most of the day
stretched out in the sun beside the swim-
ming-pool. Later we put on slacks and went
out to a drive-in to dinner. I don't think I

have ever been so happy."
- Not exactly exciting, I thought, and ac-
cording to Hollywood standards not much
of a much. But of course when you're in
love things are different. Even hamburgers.
"You are the only happy person I've

found in Hollywood in so long," I said, "I
just can't believe it. You really can't be
happy. It isn't being done any more. Aren't
you worried about your taxes, or the pro-
posed $25,000 ceiling ? Haven't you just one
worry ?"

Hedy obligingly wrinkled her brow and
thought hard, and in Hedy it's becoming.
Yes, she decided at last, she did have a
worry. The preceding Saturday George
Montgomery had suggested that they go
riding. He rented a horse for his lady
love, and had the stable boy put a child's
saddle on it. The flatterer. The horse was
spirited, the saddle was small, and Hedy
was most uncomfortable. "Oh, brother,"
she said, "what a ride ! My fanny still

hurts." (Hedy has discovered American
slang, and is making the most of her dis-

covery.) She proceeded to stretch out on
her stomach on the couch, feet waving in
the air, and order lunch sent over. You have
no idea how refreshing it was to find a
movie star concerned with her seating in-

stead of her ceiling.

Later when the waiter brought her a huge
dish of the most divine looking ice cream
I looked horrified—though it was a horror

well mingled with envy. A few years ago
Hedy and I were inmates of a hospital at
Santa Barbara. The idea was to lose a lot

of weight without suffering too much.
When the nurses weren't looking Hedy
would slip out to the corner drugstore and
consume a brace of chocolate ice cream

' sodas. It took the doctors quite a while to
figure out why Hedy continued to gain, in-

stead of lose, on a diet of practically noth-
ing. Since then Hedy has been on and off

diets faster than I can count.

"I don't diet any more," said Hedy,
plunging into her ice cream. "I haven't
been on a diet in over three months, not
since I decided to stop worrying and just
be happy. And the funny thing is that as
soon as I stopped worrying about gaining
weight I started losing. That's the trouble
with all of us. We worry too much about
the future. We should live day by day.
People in Hollywood don't begin to live
until they are too old to enjoy living. You
want ice cream now. Not when you're in

a wheelchair!" When we had both pol-
ished off our dishes she uttered a Hedyism,
"If a bomb drops on you tomorrow, you've
had your ice cream."
Hedy's philosophy, in case you are think-

ing of adopting it, and you could do worse,
is bad for the figure, but good for the soul.

"When I go to parties," Hedy continued,
"though I rarely go because I don't like

Hollywood parties, people say to me, 'Have
a cigarette,' and I say, 'No, thank you, I

don't smoke.' And then they say, 'Have a
cocktail,' and I say, 'No, thank you, I don't
drink.' So then they look at me as much as
to say, 'Well, Miss Lamarr, what on earth
do you do?'

"I guess people think I am very dull.

Well, if being happy is being dull, then
I'm dull. Because I couldn't be happier,
really. Yesterday, today, they're the hap-
piest days of my life!"

After I left Hedy that day I started

thinking what chumps we are to worry our-
selves into an early grave. Why don't we
all be happy like Hedy! Well, I might have
known. A few- days later I received a phone
call from Hedy and I could tell that she
was in the dumps, but good. About as happy
as a man with a noose around his neck.
Indeed, she was sunk so deep in the slough
of despondency it would take dynamite to

get her out. No in-between for Hedy. Way
up or way down.
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Don't Forget To Buy Your
War Savings Bonds and Stamps

At Your Movie Theater!

"I am miserable," she said, and certainly

sounded it. "I am terribly hurt and dis-

appointed. But I didn't lie to you. It zvas

the happiest day of my life
!"

It was a week or so before I saw Hedy
again. In the meantime her broken engage-
ment had made all the columns, and there
was much conjecturing as to what had hap-
pened. "Hedy's so fickle," said George's
friends. "George has gone Hollywood," said
Hedy's friends. (Hedy and George both
looked a little stunned, one day they were
engaged, and boom, the next day they
weren't, but they said nothing.) "They
hate each other so they'll never see each
other again," said nobody's friends getting
in their two cents' worth. So the next night
George took Hedy to dinner and to see
George Jessel in "Show Time" at the
Biltmore Theatre. But it wasn't like old
times. The spark wasn't there. Instead of
looking at each other, they looked at Jessel.
The afternoon I visited the "White

Cargo" set I found the door of stage 10
guarded by a menacing policeman. Metro
must be terribly confused, I thought, they
must be under the impression that Garbo
is playing Tondclcyo. Hedy's sets are al-
ways gay and friendly. My companion from
the publicity department hastily explained
that Hedy hadn't gone snooty, it was a
mere matter of production going to pieces.
Ever since it had been bruited about that
Hedy was wearing a sarong in the movie
version of that famous saga of passion on
an African rubber plantation, the entire
Metro man power seems to have had but
one thought. Nothing has been so disrupt-
ing in years.

Well, I must say when I saw Tondeleyo
Lamarr in a coat of brown paint (the fas-
cinating color of a hot fudge sundae), and
very little else, I understood perfectly

—

about the cop. Dorothy Lamour's sarong
looks like a mother hubbard compared with
Hedy Lamarr's sarong.
When I arrived on the set Director

Richard Thorpe was delivering a lecture to
actors Richard Carlson, Walter Pidgeon
and Frank Morgan. "Boys," said Director
Thorpe sadly, "I wish you wouldn't stare
quite so hard at Hedy. It seems to make
you forget your lines. We're already be-
hind schedule." A few minutes later I was
to see what poor Mr. Thorpe was having
to contend with.

Hedy, as barefooted as the day she was
born, slithered on to the set with a jingle

of bracelets, and said in her best native

girl manner, "Tondeleyo feel very happy,"
right on cue. There was a long silence.

Miss Lamarr stood it as long as she could,

and then she turned on Walter Pidgeon
and indignantly demanded, "Well, brother,

what's wrong with you?"
Walter Pidgeon—who on last Father's

Day was voted the most perfect father of

the year—came to in great confusion. "Dar-
ling," he exclaimed apologetically, "I am
so sorry. I was so overcome by your beauty

I completely forgot my lines." In a loud

aside to Richard Carlson, he added, "For
what I was thinking I could be thrown off

the set." Why, Mr. Miniver! Tsch ! Tsch!
On the next take Hedy, to her great an-

noyance, forgot her lines. Walter called

gaily to her, "You were overcome by vie

then, weren't you, darling ?"

"No," said Hedy, emphatically.

"Well, you doift have to be so bloody

loud in your denials," said Walter, pre-

tending to be deeply hurt.

Everybody had a good laugh. A boy from
the make-up department sprayed glycerin

on all their manly faces (heaven only

knows no one needed it with Hedy running
up the temperature), and for the next half
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hour Tondclcyo proceeded to make good
her local reputation.

The scene finished at last, the vamp of
the veldt and I had a few minutes' chat
in her dressing room. All Hedy's adored
"naughty pine'' had been covered with
sheets to keep her from rubbing off. "I
have two blue ribbons now," Hedy proudly
informed me, "I am like a prize cow."

( One of the exhibitor-trade papers re-
cently bestowed blue ribbon awards on
Hedy for her performances in "H. M.
Pulham, Esquire," and "Tortilla Flat." A
year ago Hedy wouldn't even have noticed
this honor. But then, too, a year ago she
wouldn't have received it.)

"What's cooking in the love depart-
ment?'' I asked quickly, before she could
get going on her career, which has sud-
denly become so important to her.

"Nothing," said Hedy. "My life is an
open book, with no page missing. I have
been terribly hurt these last few weeks.
Believe me. When I decided to call off my
engagement I was so sad I didn't want to
see anyone but my family for days. The
best thing that could have happened to me
was this picture starting when it did.

Heartbreak either throws you down and
knocks you out, or spurs you on to work
harder than you have ever done before. I

literally hurled myself into my career. I
have never worked so hard on any picture.

I don't regret anything that has happened.
If you never get hurt you cannot have a
full life. Last week I was so miserable I

thought I was through with love forever.
But now I feel differently about it. I hope
some day to find real love.

"When George and I were engaged I

made many plans for the future. But I

don't believe now that anything pertaining
to love can be planned. When a woman
and a man are in love the world is empty,
except for the two of them. Whether or
not this love lasts depends entirely on
whether each lives up to the things the
other sees in him.
"When love has passed," Hedy continued

seriously, while a make-up girl gave her a
new chocolate frosting, "I do not believe
in trying to cling on to the broken bits.

It is silly to kid yourself along when you
know that all is over, and never again can
be the way it was. It is so much better for
both people if the break is fast and clean.

The suffering is more intense, perhaps, but
it doesn't last so long. I am very happy
again. When George came to take me to
the theater the other evening, he said, 'Why
are you so happy ? Is it because I am back ?'

"I said 'No,' (our Miss Hedy is definitely

a no-girl) 'I am happy because I am happy
again.'

"

Director Thorpe stuck his head in at

the door. It seemed he wanted his Tondc-
lcyo back on the set. And so, no doubt, did
the rest of the men.
To understand Hedy—though I'm sure I

don't know why we should go around try-

ing to understand people—you must realize

that she is a girl who never lives in the
past. What's done is done, as far as Hedy
is concerned. Hedy is probably the only
actress in Hollywood who has never kept
a scrapbook. None of that dreaming over
old clippings, old triumphs, old pictures, old
loves for our Hedy. She lives completely
in the present. It's much more exciting
that way. Because she lives so completely
in the present exciting things will always
happen to her. And when that old wheel-
chair finally gets her Hedy will have the
satisfaction of knowing that she has lived
her life to the fullest. Which is the way
it was undoubtedly meant to be lived.

As I left the stage I must have looked
more bewildered than usual, for Hedy
called to me cheerily, from the midst of
the jungle, "Don't mind anything I said.

You write better about me without me. I

I only Confuse you !"

Tips For Lips

Continued from page 55

Marlene Dietrich has a siren mouth, pure
and simple. The only difficulty it presents is

that it seems hard these days to find sirens
off the screen, or am I wrong? Anyway,
here it is, very similar to Vivien Leigh's
mouth, only fuller. In spite of Miss Diet-
rich's fine screen performances, I always
see behind her fascinating make-up, the
lovely true blonde I first met in Hollywood
some years ago. A transparent skin, long
golden lashes that shone in the sum and
hair blonde with that young sheen of a
child's. And I remember simple, cordial
words of welcome. Simple memories like
this are often more important than we
realize. Remember this, in your greetings
to others. For you who want a smidgen
of pure, undiluted seduction, here are your
lips

!

I could write a great deal about Dorothy
Lamour at this point^Dorothy, her sarong
and her mouth. But for our purpose, hers
is a strong, dependable, energetic mouth
and it is in perfect harmony with her slum-
berous eyes. It is a very human mouth and
a generous and kind one—a very good type
to have. I am sorry we had to cut down
Dorothy's picture, for she wears a lovely
hat, and its significance is important. It is

part of a costume worn to a tea with the
First Lady of the Land, Mrs. Roosevelt,
following Dorothy's last War Savings
Bond tour.

Dorothy, you know, is a Bond salesgirl

'par excellence. And I feel sure that Dorothy
believes the most important words from her
lips are, "Buy Bonds—and more Bonds and
more Bonds !" However, the good news is

that Miss Lamour continues to enter-
tain us exotically as well as help us prac-
tically.

It is always difficult for me to reconcile
the gracious, charming, sincere Bette Davis
of normal life with the great dramatic
actress of the screen. The Davis mouth is

an unusual one, definitely sculptured by
make-up for words that are strong and
stinging, or touching beyond most. A man
once commented to me that he was fasci-

nated by the Davis mouth. "Why ?" I asked.
"Because it can say so much and such un-
expected things," said he. It is definitely a
mouth of surprise and electric effect, and
.yet it is just two lips with very little

curve.

It is the mouth of a strong, determined
character, no weak sister. I asked Miss
Davis for what she considered one of the
most important quotes from an important
picture. The words are from "Dark Vic-
tory,"_ spoken to her husband : "Look out
the window there. It's so shining and quiet.

Somehow, our life together has been like
that. And that's our victory—our victory
over the dark." Those words seem ap-
plicable today

—
"our victory over the dark"

—something we hope and pray for in this

war. ". . . out the window there. It's so
shining and quiet." That day will come, too,

and when it does, let us remember that the
outward gilt and glamor of Hollywood
played a very special part—women, just
like ourselves, working and serving and
being good soldiers. And inspiring us, too,

to remain attractive and to lend this femi-
nine angle to morale

!

i
BUY UNITED STATES

WAR SAVINGS

BONDS AND STAMPS
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Continued from page 27

ordinary mortals. He felt as if it were his

own life that was at stake as Broadway's
own Doc Mitchell examined the uncon-
scious girl.

"She got a family?" the doctor asked
the weeping colored girl hovering over her

mistress.

"Only a Pekingese called Baby," Ruby
said. She had been Gloria's maid since her

star had begun rising and it hadn't been

easy. But Ruby loved the glamor and the

excitement and the casual generosities

Gloria had shown her. The colored girl

was the only confidante Her Highness had
ever had.

Little Pinks stepped out of the crowd
surging around the dressing-room door.

"Can I do anything. Doc?" he gulped. And
then as the doctor shook his head, the boy's

mouth tightened. "I'll stand by," he said.

"It's going to be a- long stand." The
doctor straightened. "A long, long stand.

Spine fracture. Heart too."

Ruby became voluble at that. "Don't that

beat providence how that gal got caught

up with so quickly?" she demanded.

"Shut up, Ruby !" Little Pinks turned

on her. "She's going to pull through."

"If the rocks hold out." Ruby glanced at

the overflowing jewelry box on the dress-

ing-table. "I think we'll start with the

littlest bracelet."

That was the first to go, the diamond
and ruby wrist-watch was the second. One
after the other all those glittering baubles

Gloria had given her life to reached the

pawn shop, but the bills kept coming. Sur-

gery, anaesthetic, X-rays, nurses, hospital

bills, they marked the trail of the long ill-

ness. And then six months were gone and
with them the last bracelet. It was just

enough to pay for the last month's bills.

"Nothing left?" Little Pinks asked dully.

He looked thinner than ever. He hadn't

been eating right. All his money went to

make Her Highness as happy as she could

be under the circumstances. Little Pinks

wasn't going to let her know Broadway
had forgotten her.

"Nary a thing," Ruby nodded glumly,

"except the ermine coat. And we can't sell

that. It'd kill her. She just likes to look

at it."

"What are we going to do?" Little Pinks

asked.

"Charity ward, Mr. Pinks," Ruby said.

"It's the only answer." And then at his

furious objection, "I hate to have to do
this, but I gotta resign. I got a family to

keep in groceries."
• "You've been wonderful, Ruby." Little

Pinks took her hand. "You've stuck by
when everybody else walked out."

"You're still sticking." Ruby looked at

him anxiously. "You ought to think of

yourself a little."

"I gotta get this straightened out first."

The boy took his hat and walked to the

door and Ruby shook her head tearfully.

"There's just some white people who are

no foolin white," she told herself.

Little Pinks thought hard on that walk
to Doc's office. Case Abies had made him-

self scarce after the tragedy from which he

had been absolved of all guilt, what with

the fifteen witnesses he had produced to

show Her Highness was drunk and had
tripped down those stairs. But Little Pinks

knew better, just as everybody else did,

though no one was bothering about it but

him.
"We got to do something, Doc." His

hands held the edge of the doctor's desk

so hard his knuckles strained. "Can't we

"We haven't got a case, Pinks," the doc-
tor said. "The way Abies has it rigged,

she'd be laughed right out of court. Pinks !"

His tired eyes studied the boy. "You've
been knocking yourself out. The first

hungry germ comes along, you'll be getting

your mail in Arizona. Why do you do it?"

"Do what?" Little Pinks asked.

"Those flowers every couple of days."

The doctor took a handful of cards out of

his desk. " 'Love, Decatur Reed.' 'Thinking
of you constantly, Leo Mindy.' 'Waiting
to star you in my new show, Dwight
Wiman.' 'Will you appear on my radio

program ? Orson Welles.'
"

The boy pretended not to understand.

"It's wonderful that people don't forget

her," he said staunchly.

"It's wonderful everybody has the same
handwriting." The doctor smiled. Then, as

the boy didn't answer, "Pinks, this is too
big a load for you. You got to have help.

Maybe I can get her into the Equity Home
at Lake Placid."

"No !" The cry was torn from Little

Pink's agonized heart. "She'll die, I tell

you. She wouldn't take charity. Her High-
ness couldn't take it."

"She takes yours," the doctor said quietly.

"That's different. She don't know."
"Pinks." The doctor's voice was gentle. "I

wish I could put your eyes in my skull and
let you look at her the way she really is."

Little Pinks' eyes blazed. "We could

always get another doctor," he said, getting

to his feet.

"Sorry I shot off my mouth," the older

man sighed. "I'll take care of her, free for

nothing. But I can't afford to pay for the

hospital too."

Little Pinks did some more thinking on
the way to the hospital and when he got

there he knew what he had to do. But it

was difficult looking at the girl lying there

against the tiny embroidered pillows, the

girl still so beautiful in spite of that long

siege of pain. Her head had lifted eagerly

as she snatched the mirror from her bed-

side table when she heard the door open.

Then disappointment glazed her eyes when
she saw who it was.
"Hiya, Pinks." She put the mirror back

as if it were no longer important. "You
still look like the worms been gnawing at

you."
"You look great," Little Pinks said, his

eyes going to the big basket of roses, the

one he had sent that morning. "The flowers,

too."

"Decatur Reed." She nodded compla-
cently. "He's been giving me the El Mo-
rocco rush. Ten bucks a dozen for the

poison ivy and coming regular. And Abies

The two great big smiles above belong to

newlyweds Lana Turner and Stephen Crane,

who were recently married In Las Vegas.
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CAST

"THE BIG STREET"
(RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.)

Little Pinks Henry Fonda
Gloria Lyons Lucille Ball

Case Abies .Barton AlacLane
Professor B Ray Collins

Horscthief Sam Levene
Violctte Shumbcrgcr

Agnes Moorehead
Nicely Nicely Johnson

Eugene Pallette

Decatur Reed William Orr
Ruby Louise Beavers
Colonel Venus. .... .George Cleveland
Mrs. Venus Marion Martin

and

Ozzie Nelson and His Orchestra

thought he traded me off to the bush
leagues."

"It's a wonder Mr. Reed never comes to
see you," the nurse said in a way that
showed she had a few scores of her own
to settle with Her Highness.

Gloria had thought that herself but she
wasn't going to be caught without an an-
swer. "You think I'd let him come to this
horrible joint?

-

' she demanded. "I'm going
to

>

convalesce at his place in Palm Beach.
It's forty acres with a swimming-pool and
champagne for breakfast." She turned back
to Little Pinks then. "When I get to be
Mrs. Decatur Reed, I'm going to buy a
special body job just to run Case Abies
into the gutter."

"First you got to get well," Little Pinks
said and then as she lifted her eyebrows
questioningly, "You're kind of temporarily
broke," he explained.

"Decatur Reed's got plenty," Her High-
ness sniffed.

"But—but
—

" Pinks began stammering
the way he always did when Her Highness
became more uppity and difficult thaiiusual.
"You wouldn't want to go to Mr. Reed.
It ^wouldn't be right," he finished lamely.

"Listen, bus boy." Her eyes narrowed.
"Don't give me no sermons !"

His eyes implored her to understand.
"I figured maybe you'd come and live at
my place until you were strong again," he
said.

"Live at your place!" Her Highness's
voice rose to a scream. "Me, the Park Ave-
nue kid, living at your place? Get out of
here, you dumb garbage collector."

"It wouldn't cost anything," he pointed
out patiently.

"Get out !" Her hand reached out and
grabbed the mirror. "Get out!" she
screamed as she threw it at him.
But she was coming to his place, after

all. There wasn't anything else she could
do. Little Pinks felt as if he were suf-
focating when he thought of it, with his
heart jumping up into his throat like that,
halfway between ecstasy and fear. He'd
have to see that everything was nice for
her Her Highness was used to nice things.

Nicely Nicely Johnson and Horsethief
and Professor B. all rallied around when
he told them. They didn't have any use for
Her Highness but Little Pinks was tops
with them and they knew how it was with
a man who loved a girl, and so it was for
his sake they put the pressure on the gang
to collect the money for the wheel-chair
and the artificial flowers and streamers they
hung in garlands around Little Pink's base-
ment room, covering the bare spots where
the plaster had cracked with badges they
had saved from social club outings and
fixing up the couch with. the cretonne pil-
lows they borrowed from Miss Shumberg-
er's room upstairs.

Now Violette Shumberger was one of

those women who looked as if a stiff breeze
would blow her away and as if she couldn't
possibly eat more than a small-sized spar-
row would stack away for lunch. But Vio-
lette's appetite was equalled only by her
generosity and though she loved those
cushions she had made herself from rem-
nants bought at a bargain store, she couldn't

say no when Nicely Nicely asked for them.
He was the champion eater of Broadway
and looked it, and he had an expert's ad-
miration for Violette who could equal his

capacity at any meal and still get into a
size eleven with room left over. And even
if he hadn't liked Little Pinks anyway he'd

always be grateful that it was through him
he'd met Violette. Nicely Nicely couldn't

do enough to make Gloria's homecoming a

success, just to make Little Pinks happy.
Her Highness looked more lofty and un-

obtainable than ever as she sat in the cab,

her ermine coat hugged tightly about her.

Little Pinks' heart was banging so hard
he thought all the neighborhood kids gath-

ered around watching them must hear it

as he picked her up and carried her to the

house.
"You live in a rotten neighborhood." she

said disdainfully, and then as he started

down the basement steps, her hold on him
tightened. "What are you going down the

cellar for?" she demanded.
"It's where I live," Little Pinks said.

"It's a pretty nice room." And then as her

shrill protest came and she said she

wouldn't go, he smiled appealingly. "Just
come in and sit down for a moment," he
coaxed. "If you don't like it, we'll make
some other arrangement."
"Okay." Her Highness smiled the way a

duchess would to one of the peasants. "But
I'm not committing myself."
Everybody was waiting when they came

in and Mrs. Lefkowitz, the landlady, was
so excited, she almost cut herself with the

knife she was using to slice sandwiches.
But Gloria paid no attention to any of
them as Little Pinks deposited her in the
wheel-chair. Then suddenly there was a
stir among the cretonne cushions and there
was Baby rushing toward her and jumping
into her lap.

Funny, how she changed then. She wasn't
Her Highness at all as she hugged the
dog, rocking him as if he were a baby.
Nobody had ever seen her show any feel-

ing before and it sort of embarrassed them
hearing her voice break that way as she
whispered "Baby" over and over again.
But none cf them were as embarrassed as
Gloria when that first joy was over and
her eyes looked colder than ever as she
glanced around the room, her lips tighten-
ing when she saw the paper flowers.

"What is this?" she demanded. "A
funeral ?"

"You know Horsethief." Little Pinks put
in quickly, trying to cover up. "And Nicely
Nicely and Professor B. and

—

"

"Yeah. I know them and so what?" She
glared. "Get them out of here!" And then
as Little Pinks hesitated. "Get them out,

I said."

Little Pinks looked agonized as the
others filed out of the room and then he
turned pleadingly toward her but she was
staring straight ahead, her hand smooth-
ing Baby's fur. "I won't stay here," she

said. "I'd rather be dead."

"Don't talk like that," Little Pinks
pleaded.

"I'm through. Pinks." Suddenly she broke,

and Little Pinks felt he couldn't stand it,

listening to her cry .that way. It was \\. rse

than when she was being mean and de-

manding and disdainful. "They mashed me
to a pulp and now they throw me into ^
dump. I can't stand it!"

"You're going to be well again Real
soon," lie lied desperately. "The Doc told
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me. It's better than an even money bet."

"How about my pins?" She looked up
at him as a child might. "Will I be able

to dance?"
"Better than ever !" And he sounded so

convincing, she smiled.

"All right, then." Her hand stroking the

dog relaxed. "So I'll be leading a Conga
line, huh? Oh, am I going to pull that

Decatur Reed around by his wallet ! And I

won't forget you, Pinks. No, sir. I'll make
you my butler with a full dress suit and a

striped vest. Make out like you're the

butler now, Pinks."
"Yes, Madame." Little Pinks bowed

gravely.

"Right on the beam, Pinks." Her laugh
came eagerly. "Draw my bath. Bring me
champagne."

"Yes, Madame." Pinks bowed again.

"Yes, Madame."
"Get out the Rolls Royce." Even her

eyes were laughing now. "There'll be forty-

seven for dinner tonight." Suddenly she

paused terrified and the laughter was
crowded out of her eyes by her fear.

"You're sure, aren't " you, Pinks ?" she

whispered.
"I'm sure, Madame," Little Pinks an-

swered calmly.

Sometimes she was like that, a fright-

ened child, and sometimes she just sat

with her eyes staring dully ahead, and
sometimes she scolded and raved, and the

times when she planned for the future

came fewer and fewer. Little Pinks never

stopped worrying about her, though Mrs.
Lefkowitz helped out when he was at the

Club now that Violette had married Nicely

Nicely and the two of them had gone to

Florida to open a hamburger stand. But
often the cigarette girl at the Club would
whisper to him that Gloria had called up
and was hysterical and Little Pinks would
leave, though it meant his pay would be

cut. And he'd take the champagne bottle

that he'd filled with the dregs left in the

bottles he cleared from the tables and the

caviar remaining in the bowls and hurry
home to her.

One night after she called he was more
upset than ever. It was snowing and the

cold went right through his thin overcoat.

He didn't mind for himself but Her High-
ness hated the cold so. It was just as if

she could never get really warm, even with

her ermine coat spread out over all the

extra blankets Mrs. Lefkowitz had given

her.

"How do you feel, Your Highness?" he
said, trying to sound jovial as he came in.

"Shut the door, you dumb ox," she

blazed. "Like an icicle, that's how I feel.

That gas stove ain't worth a nickel and
it stinks besides."

"I brought you something," Little Pinks
said. "I'll make some toast and boil an
egg. That's the way you like the caviar."

"I'm sick of those stale fish eggs," she

said. "I'm sick of this joint. I'm sick of

you!"
"The Doc says you're doing good." Little

Pinks smiled encouragingly. "All you need
is a little patience."

"The Doc!" Her lips curled. "He's doing
his best to keep me on my back. He's get

some big stars for his patients and they

don't want no competition from me."
"Don't think such things," Little Pinks

begged.
"Don't tell me what to say, bus boy,"

her voice came savagely. Then in that un-
predictable way of hers it changed, became
frightened, pleading. "Pinks, I'm afraid,

see? I've been laying here for all of my
life. I'm afraid I'll never get out, Pinks."

"Sure you will," he soothed.

"I'm cold all the time, Pinks," she whim-
pered.

"It'll be Spring soon," he promised. "The
snow makes the trees bud fast. It's always

a fast Spring when there's lots of snow."
"I want to go where it's warm," she

said. "Like Florida."

"We can't, Your Highness." He shook
his head. "No dough. We couldn't even pay
for half fare on the train or even a bus.''

"We don't have to go by train," she

said. "We could walk." And then at his

uncomprehending stare, "You- could. Baby
and me could sit in the chair. You could

push me."
"All the way to Florida !" he gasped.

"It's a thousand miles, I bet A thousand
miles easy."

"But it'd be warm there, Pinks," she

urged. "If I get the sun on me I'll be the

old girl and then nobody could stop me.

I'll be Mrs. Decatur Reed so fast." She
trembled then and her teeth began chat-

tering. "I'm cold, Pinks. So cold!"

"You'll be warm soon," he said, taking

her hands and rubbing them between his

own. "You'll be warm." And he knew he'd

have to get Her Highness to Florida any
way that he could.

Of course, it was ridiculous thinking of

walking. Horsethief and Professor B.

thought so too and though they didn't care

about Her Highness, they knew they'd

have to do something for Little Pinks.

They put the bee on all the boys at Mindy's

until they almost had enough for train

tickets ; then they saw in a racing form
that a two-year-old named Dancer was the

favorite for the third at Santa Anita and
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seeing that Her Highness had been a
dancer, it looked like a sure hunch. They
could send them off in style if that horse
came in. But it didn't, and so one cold
winter day Little Pinks set off wheeling
Her Highness in her chair and she looked
so grand wearing that ermine coat of hers,

everybody stared as they came up to the
entrance of the Hudson Tube.
The cops stopped them but Her Highness

put on such a scene that in sheer despera-
tion they stopped a truck going South and
hoisted the wheel-chair up on it with Little

Pinks standing beside it like a one-man
guard of honor. It was a big break, for it

look them all the way to Washington.
After that it didn't seem so bad, going
through Virginia and South Carolina and
Georgia, getting lifts somtimes and some-
umes walking. For it was getting warmer
:.ll the time and though Little Pinks felt

the heat pushing the chair, it was good to

see Her Highness reaching toward that
warm sun as if it were something she
could cling to.

Sometimes the}' had sandwiches and
sometimes hamburgers but one night Little

Pinks stole a chicken and cooked it over
the fire he'd made in a clearing in the
woods.

"You're a good cook, Pinks," Her High-
ness said as she finished eating.

"I used to watch the chef all the time."
Little Pinks was glowing the way he al-

ways did when she was nice.

"Chicken wasn't as fresh as this," she
said.

"They didn't steal it right off the farm,"
he pointed out.

"It was pretty easy, wasn't it?" She put
up her hand to cover a yawn.

"I didn't like doing it much," Little

Pinks confessed.

"I told you once, you gotta take what you
want," she taunted. "That's the only way
you'll ever get anything."

"Suppose what you want don't want
you?" Little Pinks said, thinking of the
enly thing in the world he really wanted.
"Push people out of your way," she

shrugged. "Step on them. Just figure out
an angle."

"An angle," he repeated. Suddenly his

courage came. After all, wasn't it her own
advice he was acting on? "Maybe you're
right," he said eagerly. "So I want to say
something right now. I got to say it. It's

like a balloon that's got to burst. I can't
keep it down any more. I'll get you every-
thing that Decatur Reed could. More.
Much more ! Tzvice as much more. If I

only thought I had a chance—if you—

"

He broke off abruptly as he looked at her.

Her Highness was fast asleep.

The next day they crossed the state line

into Florida, but it was still a few days
before they came to Miami where Nicely
Nicely and Violette had settled. Only now
they didn't look so conspicuous with him
wheeling Gloria clown the boardwalk and
she wearing the summer outfit she'd saved
for this triumphal entrance. Then suddenly
her voice came in a shrill whisper : "Get
me out of here ! Quick ! There's Decatur
Peed!"

Swiftly he wheeled her into the shelter

of a store entrance and he turned to see

Decatur Reed and a pretty girl laughing-

together as they walked into the entrance
of a beach club.

"That dame with him goes back to high
shoes !" Gloria turned to Little Pinks furi-

ously. "Start pushing, will you? Or do
you want me to sit in this sun until I dry
up like a baked apple?"

It was swell seeing Violette and Nicely
Nicely again. Even Gloria brightened a
little and Little Pinks was feeling all warm
and happy again until she suddenly de-

manded that he buy her beach pajamas.
"I got to get a job right away," Little

Pinks said to Violette after they'd taken

Her Highness to her room. "I got to get
her some pajamas."

Violette shook her head. "Pinks, I gotta
say this," she sighed. "You're a terrible
fool and somebody ought to take your pants
down and kick you around the block. But
I guess I'm a fool, too. Here!" She opened
her bag and took out a bill. "Buy her the
gold-darndest pajamas in Miami!"
Looking at Her Highness wearing those

pajamas was reward enough for Little

Pinks. There wasn't a girl at the Beach
Club who could compare with her. He
wheeled her there every day, getting an
umbrella on the sand and depositing her
under it while he left to look for a job.

He knew she saw Decatur Reed there and
that he was getting interested in her all

over again, never guessing she was a hope-
less invalid. But Little Pinks didn't mind
that. He didn't mind anything that would
make her happy. That was the way he
loved her.

Then the day he got the job at the
Florida Club and was hurrying back to
tell her all about it, he met Horsethief
and Professor B., who had come to Florida
to see how the horses were doing at Tropi-
cal, ambling along the boardwalk, and
since it didn't occur to him that anyone,
even Her Highness, wouldn't be pleased
silly to see those two right guys, he asked
them to come along. His eyes were shining
as he went over to her. "Look who I found
outside," he said.

"What did you bring these guys here
for?" she demanded sharply. "This is a
class joint. Get me out of here and tell

those moolies to scatter."

"She's only kidding," Little Pinks tried

to smile as he turned to the boys, but it

didn't go over. He saw that as he leaned
over and picked Her Highness up in his
arms.
"You shouldn't have said that remark

to the boys," he said as he carried her
toward the entrance.

"Shut up!" Her small hand struck at
him. "If you had a brain in your head, you
wouldn't've brought them here. Suppose
Decatur Reed sees them !"

"I guess for a moment I just forgot
about Decatur Reed." he said, and for the
first time he felt annoyed at her. She
shouldn't have treated the boys that way.
They were his pals.

He felt her tensing as he put her in the
wheel-chair and felt ashamed of his out-
burst. Then he saw it wasn't he who had
made her shrink. It was Decatur Reed just

entering the club with a gay party. He was
looking at Her Highness and knowing how
she had lied to him, seeing a girl who
couldn't even walk, and men like him didn't

have use for girls who had to be taken
care of.

"Hello," he smiled casually. "See }
rou

soon." But from the wajr he said it, any-
one could see that he never intended seeing

Gloria again if he could help it.

"You did it deliberately," Gloria stormed
as Reed went inside. She was in a temper,
and Horsethief and the Professor coming-

after them just then didn't help any. "Don't
kid me. You planned, it like this. You
wanted him to see me in this chair. You're
my enemy."

"Please, Your Highness," Little Pinks
begged. "It's all right now. I got a job. I'll

make it up to you. I swear I will."

"You'll make it up!"- She laughed de-

risively. "You got a job? What kind of a
job? A broker maybe? A banker? How
about maybe president ! Go on, tell me."
"A bus boy," Little Pinks said miserably.

"Cleaning tables!" Her lips curled.

"Filling glasses. Making with the butter.

And you'll make it up to me ! Get out of

here !"

"I'll get." Little Pinks looked at her

steadily. "And maybe I won't come back."

She had pushed him too far. Funny the
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way it was her acting that way with the

boys that hurt more than the things she

said to him. Little Pinks really thought he

meant it as he stalked away, leaving his

discomfited friends to push her home.

But of course he saw her again. Even
if Violette hadn't come to the Florida

Club that night telling him Gloria had col-

lapsed, he would have gone back. Now
he was like a mad man as he began taking

off his white bus boy's coat.

"If you walk out of here, you're fired,"

the captain said.

"But it's an emergency," Little Pinks

explained. Then he stiffened as he saw the

door to the office opening and Case Abies

coming out.

"What kind of carryings on is this?"

the big man demanded. "I run a respectable

joint, not a pig market."

"You run— ?" Little Pinks looked at him
in astonishment.

"Sure I run." Abies laughed derisively.

"How do you think you got your job?"

Little Pinks leaped at him then hitting

him so hard he sent him sprawling to the

floor. But he felt better as he hurried

after Violette. He felt like a man.
The doctor was talking to Nicely Nicely

when they got back but Little Pinks didn't

want to talk to him then; he only wanted
to see Gloria. She was lying in the room
Violette had fixed for her, the nicest room
in the bungalow, with its windows open-

ing on the balcony and to his amazement
she was humming the song she used to

sing in the club back in New York. "Re-
member that song?" she asked.

"Sure," he nodded. "You used to have

the people in the aisles."

"I'm singing it for the last time, Pinks,"

she said slowly. And then ignoring his pro-

test, "Know what I'm thinking? I'm think-

ing that I'm in a swell supper spot with

gold and marble and servants all dressed up

in satin pants and Decatur Reed is there

too and a lot of classy people. And I

walk in."

"You'd knock 'em dead," Little Pinks

assured her. But she didn't hear him. Her
eyes were misty with dreams and she was
lost in her own world, the world she created

for herself.

"I got on a white dress, see?" Her voice

came in that soft hushed way it did when
she dreamed. "White net, very long, and

all over it are little diamonds that shine,

and I'm wearing my hair straight back,

and when I walk in all the columnists take

out their gold pencils and all the dames
look like last year's models, and all the

guys would give a year's salary just to

dance with me. And I walk along like I

was a duchess, holding an orchid in my
hand, a white orchid." Suddenly she looked

down at her small, empty hand and it

brought her back to reality. "There's no

orchid, Pinks," she whispered. "No orchid."

"I'll bring you dozens of them," Little

Pinks said. "Dozens !"

"No." She looked away. "There's no any-

thing, Pinks. Just a broken-down komoppo
in a wheel-chair—waiting, Pinks, just

waiting."

It didn't do any good to say the doctor

had promised she would be well soon. Her
Highness had heard that too many times.

And when Little Pinks went in to the

other room and saw the doctor's face, he

knew it was worse, worse than he had

thought even.

"Did you ever hear of anything called

paranoia?" the doctor asked. Then at Little

Pinks' uncomprehending stare, "No, I

guess you didn't. Well, it's what happens

when people think they're somebody they're

not. It doesn't usually matter except when

the illusion is shattered. Ther^they kind of

wither up unless it's restored."

They wither up! Her Highness withered

up. Not if Little Pinks could help it. Her
Highness had to have all those things she

had been dreaming about so it wouldn't
happen to her. She just had to have them,
no matter how he managed it.

It was then Little Pinks began running
away from reality too, just the way Her
Highness did. It was Little Pinks now
who was beginning to dream, those im-
possible dreams he had to make come true.

And the next night when he was passing
the Florida Club and he saw the seductive

blonde come out, the woman he had served

so often in the Club and who he knew
was the wife of the middle-aged Colonel
Venus, who was something of a joke be-

cause he didn't know his wife was two-
timing him with a tall, dark young Latin,

Little Pinks knew his dream was beginning
to come true. For she was wearing a dress

that could have been the one Gloria had
described to him, white and net and long
and all over it little diamonds that shone.

And it didn't need the newsboy going by
right then shouting an extra about the

latest jewel robbery to make him know
what he had to do.

First he saw Horsethief and the Pro-
fessor and the reformed crook they intro-

duced him to at the cheap bar nearby, the

gentleman crook who only shook his head
when Little Pinks gave out with his

proposition.

"I have retired from the hoist," the

crook said. "No percentage any more.

Syndicates have driven the rest of us out

of business, syndicates who engage in the

entirely unethical practice of clipping the

insurance companies. The middleman gets

everything these days and the laborer noth-

ing for his hire."

"Then I'll do it myself," Little Pinks
said.

"Please, Pinks." The Professor shook his

head. "You can't start at the top with

these things. At least begin with a little

pocket-picking or such odd jobs."

"I got to get that dress!" Little Pinks

said desperately. "It's a matter of life and
death."

He got up and walked to the door and
Horsethief started after him. But the Pro-
messor called him back. "Don't, Horse-
thief," he said. "When a man has that kind

of look in his eyes, he's liable to clop you
good."

Little Pinks might have been robbing

houses all his life, he was so professional

about it, climbing the iron gates of the

Venus estate, running toward the house,

zigzagging from one tree to another,

climbing the trellis to the balcony outside

that lighted room on the second floor he

could see was a bedroom. The French
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doors leading to it -were open and Little

Pinks slipped inside, breathing easier when
he saw it was empty. Then he had an
hysterical impulse to laugh as he saw the
dress hanging in the opened closet. It took
only a minute to slip it off the hanger
and he was about to go when he saw the
open safe in the wall of the closet, dripping
with jewels. Involuntarily his hand went
toward it, then he withdrew it again. The
dress was different. He couldn't steal dia-

monds, even for Her Highness.
It was then he heard the voices, a man's

and a woman's, and closing the door of the
closet he stiffened against the wall, taking
care not to muss the dress hanging over his

arm. And then he knew the gossip at the
Club about Airs. Venus was true, for the
woman's voice was hers and the man's her
young gigolo's.

"I tell you to get out, you termite," Airs.

Venus was whispering as they came into

the bedroom.
"Do you listen nice?" the man said with

a sneer. "Or do I tell j
rour mister you

think he's a checkbook with the gout?"
"You haven't got anything on me," she

faltered.

"A paper napkin with 'I love you. Lou,'
written in lipstick," he sneered. "A platinum
watch engraved to Ducky from YVucky."
"Xobody would believe I was YVucky,"

she said.

"How about the jeweler?" The man
laughed. "He's a friend of mine."
"You know all the cash I get is two dol-

lars a week for gum!" Airs. Venus sounded
desperate.

"You're heeled plenty in the ice depart-
ment," the man pointed out. "And you'll

only be giving it up temporary. Hand 'em
over. Say they were stolen. My syndicate
recovers them, gives them back to the in-

surance company. Y\"e get a reward and you
get the stuff back. It's very popular these
days. Such a deal was consummated last

night You read, of course, that Mrs. Laird
got cleaned good. One of our boys did that.

A Russian count. A ery good man."
"I don't believe you," Airs. Venus pro-

tested.

"We got fine references." The man
laughed. "Case Abies good enough for you?
Well, he's the brain behind the whole
thing. Supposin' I showed you a little

proof? Airs. Laird's ruby clips!"

Little Pinks jumped then. He took his

handkerchief out of his pocket and he was
so excited he didn't notice that his well-
worn social security card came out of his

pocket with the handkerchief and fell on

the floor. Then tying the handkerchief over
his mouth he grabbed a handful of jewel?
from the safe and stuffed them into his

pocket, putting his hand into it too and
pointing it so it looked like a concealed
gun as he sprang into the bedroom.
"Reach !" he ordered. "Any talk and I'll

plug you. Hand over those clips." And then
as the gigolo held them out he stopped him.
"Put 'em in your handkerchief. Those
fingerprints will come in handy." He was
being carried along on the momentum of

his own excitement and he was feeling
awfully sure of himself as the other man
complied with his request. "Both of you
stick here ten minutes," he ordered as he
put them in his pocket with the other
jewels. "Don't forget I got enough on you
to hang you !"

It was the next afternoon Little Pinks
walked into the Florida Club again and
went right in to Abie's private office.

"The G-men are coming in on the \renus
robbery-," he was saying as the boy opened
the door. "That'll teach whoever it is not
to compete with Case Abies."

"Will it?" Little Pinks said quietly, tak-
ing one of the ruby clips out of his pocket.
"I thought you might be interested in this."

Then as Abies started towards him he held
up a warning hand. "Not so fast! There's
another clip all covered with your thumb
prints. The cops get it with a letter, if I

don't come back in an hour."
"All hyped up, aren't you, Pinks?" Abies

leered.

"Certainly am," Little Pinks said calmly.
"You could use a little cash?" Abies sug-

gested.

"Alaybe," Little Pinks said. "But I could
use something else more. Such as this club
tomorrow night. I want to take the joint
over for a private party. Champagne,
caviar, the best, see, on- you. And you in-

vite the guests. Everybody important, but
especially Decatur Reed. And if you do,

you get the clip and everything else back."
"It's wacky." Abies stared at him. "But

it's a deal. You keep your part."

"If you keep yours," Little Pinks said,

realizing how easy it was to talk big when
he held all the cards. "I got the invitation
all figured out. Take it" And he started
to dictate as Abies began scribbling on a
pad. " 'You are cordially- invited to attend
a supper party in- honor of Her Highness,
Saturday, the eleventh of January, at the
Florida Club.'"
Her Highness couldn't believe it when

Little Pinks told her about the party that

was being given just for her, but her thin

hand caressed the lovely, filmy- white dress
and her eyes sparkled almost as brightly

as the diamond necklace she had already-

clasped around her throat. So what if it was
wrong, what he had done, Little Pinks
thought. All he knew was that the color

had come back into her face and her eyes
were no longer dull and dead. If it was a
crime to save a life, so okay, it was a
crime. He didn't regret it.

Violette got a new dress for the party

and the boys, even Xicely Xicely, hired

dress suits. But Little Pinks went in his

bus boy uniform. It wouldn't look right

to Her Highness if he showed up as a
guest. And he went early just to make sure
everything would go right.

"Alore champagne. Abies," he ordered as

the tables began filling up and everybody
was wondering in exciting whispers who
Her Highness might be.

"Who do you think I am?" Abies de-
manded. "Sherman Billingsley?"

"I said champagne, Abies." Little Pinks
said in that new voice of his. "And none
of that eyewash you're trying to palm off.

Confine it to the McCoy. I gave the chef

orders to make it squab, partridge, and
pheasant You can't get away with lamb
chops."
"Okav." Abies frowned. "When does Her
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Highness arrive? People are beginning to

scroonch around in their seats."

"She comes in at nine sharp," Little

Pinks said, and he breathed easier as he
saw Decatur Reed come in and sit at one
of the tables, with Horsethief and Pro-
fessor B. taking adjoining tables.

Then the party really was beginning and
the lights dimmed and the band stopped

playing and a trumpet blared a fanfare and
a spotlight circled the darkened room and
picked out the ringside table where Her
Highness was sitting with Violette in the

chair opposite and Baby lying at her feet.

And then as the orchestra leader introduced

her as Your Highness, somebody began to

titter for it was clear this pretty girl was
a nobody and not the duchess or princess

they'd expected. Anyone could see this girl

was Broadway and not Almanac de Gotha.

And some of the people started to leave.

But Little Pinks wasn't worried, not with

the Professor stationed at the entrance with

a gun to send them all back again.

"That's Gloria," Decatur Reed said sur-

prised, and then he was even more sur-

prised to find something hard sticking into

his back, something that felt like a gun,

and he turned to meet Horsethief's eyes.

"Go over and see her," Horsethief mut-
tered. "And make with dialogue like Cary
Grant makes with Ginger Rogers."

There wasn't anything else Decatur Reed
could do, but just to be sure he'd play his

part, Little Pinks took his place back of

Her Highness' table. But Decatur Reed
was playing his part, all right.

"You're glorious," he whispered.

"I—I didn't think you'd come," Her
Highness faltered.

"I'd go to China if you moved a finger,"

the playboy said, and Little Pinks felt as

if he'd been paid in full when he saw
Gloria's face light up like that. It made it

worthwhile, even when he knew he'd have

his own bill to pay when the waiter sum-
moned him to Abies' office and he saw the

detectives there and heard Colonel Venus
loudly demanding that his wife's necklace

and dress be returned. And there on the

desk was his social security ticket which

had trapped him as the thief.

There wasn't anything to do but tell the

story, all of it, and Colonel Venus went

white as he listened. And it would have

been hard facing those grim-eyed detec-

tives if he hadn't heard Gloria singing

through the closed door, the song she had

sung at the Canary Club' in New York,
the' song that was making her feel happy
and important again. Doing it for Gloria
made it worthwhile.
"So you can do what you want with me,"

Little Pinks said as he finished, feeling

better seeing that Nicely Nicely and Horse-
thief and the Professor had come in, for at

a time like this it was good to know he had
friends. "Only let Her Highness have to-

night and make Abies pay up."

"It's all a lot of broccoli !*' Abies shouted.
"You can't believe that pale squirt!"

"Quiet, Abies," Colonel Venus ordered.
"Speaking officially, we'd say ditto," one

of the detectives nodded.
"Pinks is the guy who hoisted the stuff,"

Abies went on. "Arrest him."
"That is a topic we will take up later

with reservations," the detective said.

The door opened then and a waiter
escorted Decatur Reed into the room.
"What do you want of me ?" he asked
"Take off your clothes," Colonel Venus

commanded, and then as the other hesitated,

"Take them off, I say!"
"How about a little explaining first?"

Reed demanded.
"I just heard something nobody can ex-

plain," the Colonel said, and he turned to

Little Pinks. "I'd like to shake hands with
you, Mr. Pinks. You're something that

doesn't come along very often. I'd like to

help make your party a wow. Change your
clothes," he said, nodding to Reed. "I've got
work to do."

It didn't take the Colonel long to ac-

complish what he wanted when his wife
realized he knew everything. Her teeth

were chattering but she did as he asked,

going towards Her Highness' table.

But Nicely Nicely got there first. "We
better get out of here," he said tersely.

"Why?" Violette demanded, taking an-
other sip of champagne.

"I think maybe he's right," Her High-
ness said.

"Aren't you having a good time?" Violette

demanded.
"Why did Decatur walk out on me?"

Her Highness said, and her voice sounded
so tired. "I know why. He's laughing at

me. He doesn't want me. Nobody does."

"Well, they want Pinks," Nicely Nicely
said gruffly. "The cops got him inside. For
larceny."

"What did he ever steal?" Her High-
ness gasped.

"Nothing," Nicely Nicely glowered. "Just
the dress you got on, and the rocks, and
the whole party."

"He's lying, Your Highness," Violette
put in quickly but the girl looked frozen.

"Is he?" she said dully, and then she
looked up as Mrs. Venus came over to the
table, followed by all the important people
her husband had made her corral, and they
all were making much of Gloria, inviting

her this place and that. But it didn't make
any difference, not now. Only when she
saw Little Pinks coming over to her, wear-
ing Decatur Reed's dress suit that made
him look so handsome and almost distin-

guished, did her smile come.
"Pinks," she said breathlessly. "Pinks !"

And then looking at the others, "I would
like to talk to Pinks. Go away, will you?
This is personal." Then as they left her
voice came low and troubled. For the first

time in her life Her Highness was thinking
of someone except herself. "What's with
the bulls, Pinks?"

"Okay," he said, and the way he said it

made her know it was all right.

"Thanks for the party, Pinks," she said,

and her voice was almost shy. And the

stars came back to her eyes as the or-

chestra began playing her song again.

"I wish," she faltered then, "I wish I

could dance to it
!"

"Why not?" Little Pinks said.

"I'm trying, Pinks." She tried to smile,

even though her eyes were splashed with
tears. "I'm trying awful hard, but nothing
happens."
"Maybe you're not trying hard enough."

He smiled. "Let me help."

And before she knew what was happen-
ing he picked her up and held her in his

arms, high, so her feet didn't touch the

floor at all, but she felt as if she were really

dancing as he held her, waltzing in time

to the music.
"Everybody's watching," she whispered.
"You," Little Pinks said. "Not me."
"Both of us." She looked at him. "A bus

boy dancing with a girl who isn't dancing."

"You will soon," he insisted.

"Never, Pinks." Her arm tightened

around him. "But I don't care now. Why
did you do all this for me ?"

"Because we're friends," Pinks said.

"No!" She was smiling now. "Remem-
ber that night in Georgia, when you talked

to me and I was asleep? I wasn't really

asleep, Pinks. I made out I was because I

thought I'd laugh. Only I didn't. You
know something, Pinks ? Lots of people

don't walk. They knit or something. I'd

make a rotten knitter but I could try."

"You could even try to walk," Pinks
said. "Yes, you could," he insisted as she

hesitated. "Try, Your Highness. Try now !"

"Now?" Her voice came breathlessly.

"Now! This minute!" And he sounded

so sure as he gently let her down so her

feet reached the floor, so sure that she felt

sure too and took that one step forward.

"That did it, Pinks," she cried. "Nobody
can ever call me an old komoppo now."
And she laughed in that moment before

she started to fall and as he caught her

Pinks saw her eyes were still laughing,

laughing right up to the second that they

began closing. He put his cheek against

hers as he held her, not caring who saw it

as he carried her, her white dress trailing

and everybody watching in that still way
and the only sound Baby's barking as he

followed them through the door.
_

Horsethief was feeling pretty silly wiping

tears away from his eyes like that, but the

Professor wasn't.

"Pinks found what everybody else in the

world is looking for," he said softly.

"And lost it," Horsethief said.

"No." The Professor sounded awfully

sure. "It is well-known to one and all on
Broadway that a citizen never loses what
he's got filed away in his ticker," he said.
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